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The Mission of AGARD

"4

According to its Charter. the mission of AGARD is to bring together the leading personalities of the NATO nations in the fields
of science and technology relating to aerospace for the following purposes:

- Recommending effective ways for the member nations to use their research and development capabilities for the
common benefit of the NATO community;

- Providing scientific and technical advice and assistance to the Military Committee in the field of aerospace research and
development (with particular regard to its military application);

- Continuously stimulating advances in the aerospace sciences relevant to strengthening the common defence posture,

- Improving the co-operation among member nations in aerospace research and development;

- Exchange of scientific and technical information;

- Providing assistance to member nations for the purpose of increasing their scientific and technical potential.

- Rendering scientific and technical assistance, as requested, to other NATO bodies and to member nations in connection
with research and development problems in the aerospace field.

The highest authority within AGARD is the National Delegates Board consisting of officially appointed senior representatives
from each member nation. The mission of AGARD is carried out through the Panels which are composed of experts appointed
by the National Delegates, the Consultant and Exchange Programme and the Aerospace Applications Studies Programme. The * *
results of AGARD work are reported to the member nations and the NATO Authorities through the AGARD series of
publications of which this is one.

Participation in AGARD activities is by invitation only and is normally limited to citizens of the NATO nations.

The content of this publication has been reproduced
directly from material supplied by AGARD or the authors.

Published November 1993

Copyright C AGARD 1993
All Rights Reserved 0

ISBN 92-835-0725-8
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Theme 4

During the past decade, many avionics functions which have traditionally been accomplished with analogue hardware
technology are now being accomplished by software residing in digital computers. Indeed, it is clear that in future avionics
systems, most of the functionality of an avionics system will reside in software. In order to design, test and maintain this software,
software development/support environments will be extensively used. The significance of this transition to software is
manifested in the fact that 50 percent or more of the cost of acquiring and maintaining advanced weapons systems is directly
related to software considerations. It is also significant that this dependence on software provides an unprecedented flexibility to
quickly adapt avionics systems to changing threat and mission requirements. Because of the crucial importance of software to
military weapons systems, all NATO countries are devoting more research and development funds to explore every aspect of
software science and practice.

The purpose of this Symposium was to bring together military aerospace software experts from all NATO countries to share the
results of their software research and development and virtually every aspect of software was considered.
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Theme

Au cours de la derniire decennie, bon nombre de fonctions avioniques qui 4taient traditionnellement realisees par des materiels
faisant appel a des technologies analogiques le sont maintenant par des logiciels integris a des ordinateurs numeiques. En effet,
il est clair que darns les systemes avioniques futurs la plupart des fonctionalites de ceux-ci resideront darns le logiciel.

Que cc soit pour la conception, les tests ou la maintenance de cc logiciel, un tres large appel sera fait aux environnements de
support/developpement de logiciel. LVimportance de cette transition vers le logiciel est attestie par le fait qu'au moins cinquante
pour cent des cofits d'acquisition et d'entretien des systemes d'armes avances sont directement lies a des consideratiorLs
logicielles. U est aussi significatif que cet assujettissement apporte une flexibilit6 sans pr&cdent, permettant d'adapter
rapidement les systemes avioniques i des situations de menace et des exigences operationnelles en constante ivolution.

Vi l'importance capitale des logiciels pour les systýmes d'armies, les pays membres de I'OTAN attribuent de plus en plus de
ressources R&D a l'examen de tous les aspects de la science et de la pratique du logiciel.

Lobjet du symposium itait de reunir les experts en logiciel a6rospatial militaire de tous les pays membres de I'OTAN afin de
permettre une mise en commun des resultats des activitis de R&D dans cc domaine, et virtuellement tous les aspects de la
conception des logiciels itaient abordes.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT 0

by

ICA Laurent Guibert
Dtlpdation Gdndrale pour i'Annement 0

erection des Conm-ctions Aronautiques
Service Technique des Programmes Ationautiques

26, Boulevard Victor - 00460 Arm6es
France

conductor technologies, related to physical features of a
INTRODUCTION given state of the art. They are not tied to a known and

measurable parameter, such as the complexity of a
The 65th Symposium of the AGARD Avionics Panel specified algorithm or more broadly of a software S
was held in Paris, France, on May 10 to May 13 1993. individual module. In fact, that complexity is much less
The subject of this symposium was *Aerospace Software a driver than the size of the whole software system, in
Engineering for Advanced System Architectures". The relation with the level of reliability (or safety, or quality
programme Chairmen were Mr John J. Bart, of Rome ... ) one wants it to reach.
Laboratories, and Dr Charles H. Krueger, of Wright
Laboratories, both from the U.S.A. The fact that the limits are not quantifiable may lead to

forget that they exist: This can explain the problems that
have been encountered for many airborne systems. This
n.-, also explain the figures given by one of the

THEME OF THE SYMPOSIUM speakerb, Mr Bergey from the NAWC (US), that
perfectly demonstrated what is indeed "the software

The theme of the symposium was quite broad: to bring crisis" : an american study has come to the results that
together software experts from all NATO countries to amongst a large number of software systems, only 5% •
share the results of their research and development in were delivered and utilized without change or with
every aspects of software engineering, minor changes.

This choice of theme for the symposium was In that situation, the theme of the symposium suggests
argumented through the obviously crucial importance that the "technology of software" includes all steps of
taken by software in advanced weapon systems, since work that participate to a software product, from the first 41
most of the functionality of future systems resides in it, specification from the user to the final validation /
providing in addition an unprecendented level of qualification testing. This has been confirmed by many
flexibility. The common consciousness of that has led all speakers.
countries to intensify research and developement in that
field.

But in fact, another underlying reason for such a theme GENERAL DESCRIPTION 0
is what has been called (rightly) by some sprakers "the
software crisis". In some older times, software may have The symposium consisted of 6 sessions. The first four
been considered as an easy way to implement some were dedicated to the typical steps of software
functions in systems. The advantages of doing so were engineering (according to a waterfall or a "V" model),
claimed to be doability and flexibility : there were no i.e. specifications, design, realization, validation and
envisionned limitation to the capability of software to testing. Session 5 was on software management and
realize a function and to be modified as wished, session 6 on software environments. 37 papers were to
considering that the size of the functions that were be presented, amongst which 3 have been cancelled
implemented through software was limited. (without any notice).

Since that time, people have discovered that software In his welcome address, Ingdnieur GCndral Vrolyk, of
engineering is a technology and as such, has limitations STIE (FR), has clearly introduced the challenge of
inherent in the state of its art. But these limitations are software engineering : software has to be considered
not palpable, not precise. They are not, as for semi- relatively to its whole life cycle, including the

Technical Evaluation Report on Avionics Panel Symposium on 'Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems
Architectures: May 1993.
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maintenance. in order to obtain a "total quality". This in order to obtain a product wich is not the best (me
means rigorous methods for the entire life cycle, possible, but which meets the essential part of the need
supported by a variety of adapted tools. Before trying to (it is "sub-optimal") and is above all executable.
realize and validate a software product, one must
validate the methods and processes. Paper 4. by Mr Cagnace, tackled the problem of airborne

knowledge based systems. It showed that with new tools
Dr W. Royce, of TRW (US), presented then an (particularly "XIA , refered to as a real tecoological
outstanding keynote address. Dr Royce' explanation for break-through), the expert systems can now be
the software crisis is that the methodologies are based on developped with the same kind of methodologies "V"
a requirement-first approach. Due to many reasons, the model) as other software systems. Expen modules can
requirements are never frozen. The inherent (and be developped separately and theii "integrated" in the
theoretical) flexibility of software eases changes system together with classical software components
happening very often. Now there is a point, when this (same philosophy as in keynote address, the framework
happens too often, where it defeats the theoretical ability being the inference engine). This was an encouraging
of software engineering to tolerate the modifications. paper, which let foresee as possible real knowledge
Once again, in that process, the technological limits are basea applications on hoard future aircraft, although
breaken. Dr Royce then proposes a brand new approach: some problems still need to be solved (particularly. the
architecture first, just-in-time-requirements. This would hardware performances). 6
be the way for the future in order to really (re-) establish
a high degree of flexibility, without having unacceptable In paper 5, Mr Beurrier described tools allowing to
consequences on cost. reliability, etc. develop a potentially "zero fault" software for flight by

wire system. The two solutions, a unique software
With that very accurate presentation, the symposium versus severall versions in order to obtain the safety
was really launched with a view to a future where the needed, have not been compared in terms of eliiciency,
"crisis" has to be overcome, through an evolution of the costs, etc.
software technology in order to push the limits away.

Session 2 - Software IDtsign

A large proportion of the papers pre.ented during this
TECHNICAL EVALUATION session dealt with the Object Oriented Design. This

topic has in fact proven to be controversial. *
Session I - Software specifications

Mr Occelli (paper 6) compared Object Oriented I)esign
Paper 1, by Mr Chanet, was rather on methodology than and Fuctional Oriented Design. Hfis conclusion were
on specifications. The main lesson was that when that 0(XD was not THE solution to the software crisis.
products evolve (here. the Airbus aircraft family), the and that FOI) was stronger for real time and safety
increasing complexity and volume of software can be critical products. A question was raised. wether 00)I
matched by adapting from one programme to the next and Ada are compatible.
one a sound methodology and powerfull tools. The
speaker did not see a limitation to that process. It should Mr Micoin (paper 7) described the advantages of a
also be noted that complexity of the software for that particular O()D method : HO)O. lIf •tated, based on
type of aircraft is lowered by the increasing complexity real programme experience, that the pair "lt(4))1-Ada"
of the hardware architecture (number of black boxes and is workable and efficient, but has some lacks for real-
thereoff, of connections) : the size of each software unit time applications, lie contradicted thus to some extent
remains reasonable. Another lesson was the necessity for the former presentation.
the many cooperants to share a same "tool architecture",
and not only a software architecture. Paper 8. by Mr Diemunsch, described the use of (0)l

for a very specific project. With this method, the C++
Paper 2, by Mr Paquot, described a method and tools for language has been used. C++ is recognized to be well
modelling, simulating and prototyping executable adapted to 001) methods. I Jse of neuronal networks is
software specifications. The product (rotorcraft flight to be noted. 0
control system), method and tools are quite specific. The
paper shows that such method and tools now exist and The HlOOD method was also the basis of work related in
may work. although they have not been applied to a real papers 9 (by Mr Mala) and 10 (by Mr L.acan). Paper 9
project. Unreadable transparents made the presentation (quite complete) presented the advaaitages and
difficult to follow... drawbacks of HOOD : although it is recognized that it

has weaknesses for real-time performances and analysis.
Paper 3, by Mr Borden, was an interesting presentation Mr Mala would recommend using 1100)t. Contrarily to
on the difficult problem of decision making processes. paper 7, he stated the existence of a stuctural gap
Here, the limitation are not related to the software itself, between the HOOD design and Ada code for some
but rather to the hardware that may not be able to run the applications. Paper 10. however, did not raise this
software. In such a case, where the limits are known and problem. In answering a question, the author said that
measurable, a strategy can be defined and implemented
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his experience was that HOOD could be efficient for develop their own Ada RTS : how can we ensure re-use
real-time. and portability without a certain level of

standardization? Why do'nt these questions be handled
But there were also other areas treated. Paper 8a. by Mr at adequate international levels? This does not seem to
Hameetman, described the experience of using a set of be a concern for the USAF. since CARTS is not
current off-the-shelf tools for a "small" product (9000 intended to be pwposd as a public standard.
lines of "C" code) which needed a high degree of
reliability (satellite). Advantages and drawbacks of the Paper 17, by Mr Richard-Foy, describes a RTS
tools were discuused. This set of tools was deemed as addressing a subset of Ada for safety critical systems.
adapted to a small team only, This raises the same question as above...

Paper 11. by Mr Bose. discussed the use of the LDS In paper 18, Mr Gauthier introduced another newly
method, which is a CCITT standard, based on automats. developped operating system, that can be applied to an
The main advantage is the reduction of the testing effort. Ada RTS. It has been designed to solve caching
Hlere again, problems with real-time (communications problems encountered in real-time multiprocessor
between tasks) were evoked, systems. This paper was technically interesting and

accurate, but somewhat controversed in its hypotheses
Paper 12. by Mr Hoebel, d(scribed a large scale during the discussion. This shows again that one specific 0
programme of Rome Lab in the area of knowledge based problem may have a number of solution.
engineering. Of most general interest is the effort on a
KB software assistance toolset, that intend to assist in This session witnessed the large number of
coordinating all software activities in a project and developments and studies on going on coding, although
provide guidance to users in elaborating executable coding is generally no more seen as the most acute
.specifications. problem in software engineering.

The two first sessions have showed that a number of Session 4 - Software validation and testing
methods and supporting tools may be used succesfully
(but one could question wether this represents the real Testing is clearly a major aspect of software
world : the papers dicussed only successful projects...). engineering. As stated by one speaktr, it represents 25 to
A larger approach to software projects is needed. 50 % of the global effort. the major problem is (and has
including the specification phase which is critical. No been for as long a time as software engineering exists) • *
metho& seems to overcome the others in all areas. The that a softv ,re system cannot be tested thoroughly. at
future seems however to depend on very sophisticated least at the LuiTent state of the art. The questions are then
tools, but will it be sufficient? bow to do the right choices and how far to go?

Session 3 - Programming practices and techniques Paper 19. by Mr Di (liandomenico. discussed the
development of a data acquisition system for integration

Paper 13, by Miss Noganno, presented a method used testing purposes and the problems encountered The fast
for prediciting an analysing coding errors in safety evolution of industrial standards and hIaidware were not
critical software. The method has not been implemented the least ones Is the solution in more "open" systems?
on large projects.

Paper 20, by Mrs Di Carlo, described a company-
Paper 14. by Mrs Kean. described the Rome Lab's developped test toolset. The tools developped allowed a
programme in software engineering technologies. Here 20% reduction in testing effort. The basic finding was 0
appear some concepts that may be widely spread in the that the commercial off-the-shelf tools do not provide
future, such as frameworks, re-usable software for thorough solutions for the software life-cycle in
components, functional prototyping. Industry is closely aeronautics. Will the aerospace industry be able to
involved in these activities, which is certainly a influence the market, or will they be continuously
necessity in order to obtain usable tools, but is not obliged to develop the tools and methods they need? The
sufficient for making these tools become recognized paper was rightly considered as "frightening" by the
standards. A recognized standard necessitates that a session chairman.
large proportion of the industry uses it We must keep in
mind that the defense industry is only a part of it, not Paper 21. by Mr Stephenson. was a very comorehea:,.,,
necessarily large enough to ensure the success of a presentation of all the stages of testing a complex
standardization process. This problem of standardization avionics system. State of the art processes and tools are
has been raised during the question session. described. Instructive. Testing the complete system, at

late stages, is really a major challenge, and includes the 0
Paper 15 : cancelled fine measurements (propagation delays) necessary to

finalize the weapon system.
In paper 16, Mr Benjamin presented the Common Ada
Run-Time System of the USAF. This interesting paper In the continuity of paper 21, Mr Satterthwaite described
raises again the question of standardization, at another then the different processes involved in testing airborne
level. So many countries, services and companies software programs. fie established that thorough testing

* 0 5
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is impossible and thus, testing requires comprehensive specification : if they are bad, the product will be bad.
tools. Testing must be done against normal and This is the GIGO process (Garbage In, Garbage Out). lie
abnormal situations. stated that the quality payoff is cost saving. SPORE :

allows to obtain full visibility of the product, at each
Paper 23, by Mr Waid, presented a method for stage of the development. SPORE, in its last version, his
validating safety critical software. It was based on not yet been used on a real project.
experience on a real project. The use of a formal
se'cification language (Z), together with the classical This session has demonstrated the awareness of the
static and dynamic testings. allowed to obtain a safe importzance of management. Solutions really applied
product (but not fault free). To be noted that the are "classical" and for the future, many concepts are
software was "small" (S00 LOC). It was affirmed that studied. Fype of management is in fact intrinsically tied 0
using Ada tasking with its full features is quite to the history and culture of the system builder. Will the
impossible in such a system. customers be able to change that and to impose their

vision?
Paper 24 was cancelled.

Session 6 - Software environments
Paper 25, by Mrs Gordon, was a hymn to motiving the
teams in charge of testing and validating a software Lack of adequate tools has been considered a major
system (applied to the F22) : discipline and know how problem some years ago. This is no more the case today.
are necessary, but state of mind and organization are too. But linking together the different tools supporting the

different activities of software engineering is still one.
The lessons learned during this session were numerous.
Older techniques and tools are now outpassed and Paper 29b, by Mr Goodwin, illustrated this. After a
unefficien. Perspectives for testing is in improving the presentatiun of the EuroFighter Software Development
efficiency, probably not in reducing the costs. There is Environment, which is based on a framework, Mr
no response today to the problem of saiety critical Goodwin had a look to the future. According to him.
software texcept for small ones). Testing must be based on the EF experienctc, many p.oblems are
envisaged in the earlier stages of a programme. And so unsolved. Software engineering is a part of a wider
on : everyone can find in that very rich session his activity (system). Re-use, prototyping, automatic code
proper lessons, generation are to be developped. Tools reamin a

necessity and have to become stable, in order to avoid 0 0
Session 5 - Software management large modification in the life-c 'cle (corxmercial tools are

highly volatile, due to the ,,arkct). Multinational
Paper 26: cancelled, cooperation necessitates integrated, common tools and

this is not recognized enough. Using different methods
Paper 27, by Mr Nairn, proposes a new Project Support make errors possible at each interface and should not be
Environment designed by the DRA (UK) to make the envisaged, although not impossible. This was a
software systems independent from the developpers and somewhat pessimistic (but realistic) paper.
from spet..ic tools or environments, through its entire
life-cycle. This environment, oriented towards the Paper 30, by Mr Fraboul, was more optimistic. It
engineering description, is proposed for standardization. described quite clearly a tool allowing to programming
rather than the technology oriented standards such as fault tolerant applications distributed on parallel harware
PCTE or CAIS. It has been tested by transcription of an architecture. Laboratory results were excellent. 1This is
existing programme, but not yet used on a real project. crucial for the future. because avionics architectures will 0

be more and more parallelized and distributed (see Pave
Paper 28, by Mr Brammer, proposes to extend the Pace, ICNIA, ASAAC....
software engineering maturity model. developped by the
Software Engineering Institute, to build a system Paper 31. b-, Mr Cheratzu, decribed the AIMS Eureka
engineering maturity model. Modifications should be project. This is an industrial project aimed at improving
minor. The framework for this model is not complete. methods in a "pragmatic" approach. One of the areas

concerned is the collaborative work in inuii-partners
Paper 29, by Mr Sandrelli, dealt with quality programme : this shows that progress are needed in that
improvement through classical hierarchical breakdown field... AIMS is in its demonstration phase (on real part
structure, configuration management and of various international programmes). Up to now. result-
documentation. Project management is improved by claimed are mainly a more common understanding of
timely and standardized information diffusion, through a the developments between the 3 companies. Significant
data base. results are foreseen, after an integration phase. 0

Paper 29a, by Mr Bergey, presented a product oriented Paper 31a, by Mr Corbin, described an environment
appro.-ch to the software project management (based on dedicated to distributed systems with low bandwith
the US Navy SPORE model). The main problems the communications, such as missions (multi-)simulators.
author sees in software engineering are quality and Ada lacks in areas of dynamic binding and inheritance
ability to be modified. But !be primary driver is
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cu be overcome. So Ada weaknesses are not a to come. These objectives were individually pertinent.
problem? but they revealed different directions of effort so it

cannot be ensured that the sum of individual results, if
In paper 32. Mr Coglianese presented a DARPA the objectives are met, will enable resolution of all
approach to future software engineering. It consists in problems, because of bad compatibility between them. 0
separating an avionics system in different domains and This is a traditional problem in that field : software
allowing to specify the system in domain-specific developpers are led to make choices in terms of methods 4
languages, in order to obtain and exploit re-usability, and tools, and every choice has its adavnlages and

drawbacks. This does not seem to change in the near
Paper 33, by Mr Pitete, described the Entreprise-2 open future.
framework. Entreprise-2 features generic capacities for
managing a software project, including a data base for In addition, there were no paper (but one, n' 30) given 0
management of re-usable components, and is able to by university (or university-like) researcher. Although it
integrate or to lodge specific tools for supporting the can be recognized that real experience is a basis for
activities during the whole development. This is orienting research and developments, many "good" ideas
probably the kind of existing framework that should be were born in the universities. The links with these bodies
advatageously standardized. This project reveals a new should be kept alive!
governmental approach in the area of software tools : to 0
develop them and to encourage the contractor to The discussions allowed after the presentation of the
commercialize them. Specific tools for the defense are papers were extremely pertinent and interesting. In fact.
expensive to maintain and upgrade, and defense budgets much of the very problems of software engineering were
can no more afford that. tackled during the discussions. For instance, re-use was

a topic well and usefully adressed in questions, and also
Session 6 was well balanced between actual the need for methods and tools for formal proof of the
environments and future ones. In some cases, future software and for tool standardization.
seems to be a ... long term one.

If I had to find a cause for criticism. I would point out
that specific problems related to future avionics

General comients architectures, which are much more integrated, although
modular, than now, have not been considered enough.

Generally speaking, the symposium has met the Indeed, these problems (distributed architectures. * *
objective to give an overall view of the research and dynamic configuration and automatic reconfiguration,
developments in software engineering within NATO and etc) will also be critical for the future airborne software
to share the results. It was well balanced between state systems. If this point has been taken into account by the
of the art experience in elaborating software products Keynote Speaker, it was not the general case.
and developments for future programmes. In general, the
impression given was that papers on present projects
showed a lot of questions to be solved and papers on 0
future projects did not anticipate any, which can be RECOMMENDATIONS
considered as optimistic.

In this section, the aim is no more to evaluate the
AVP does not provide the participants for evaluation symposium, but to draw the lessons on the problematics
forms, in order for them to give their view on the of software engineering, as described during the
relevance of the papers. Personally, to a quite severe symposium and with the assumption that the sum of the 9
scaling, I rated 15 papers as excellent or very good (near papers give an exact perspective of the state of the art.
50%. which is very good as far as I am concerned), 10 as
good, 7 as satisfactory and only 2 as poor or irrelevant. The general impression given is that "the" solution to the

software crisis is not for the near future. Individual
The state of the art was very well described, with solutions to specific problems allow advances of tens of
accurate highlights on the advances and the remaining percent (when and where measured) while the
problems. Globally, the papers presented a situation complexity and size of future airborne software systems 0
were the problems related to actual software projects are are anticipated to increase by one or more order of
or can be solved, which is encouraging. But in an other magnitude.
hand, the situation is also worrying. Some papers
contained figures of results obtained in terms of It appeared often in the papers that the problems
efficiency or productivity. These figures were between encountered were linked to the hardware architecture
20 an 50% after consequent developments. What in that taken into account, and furthermore that new
case will be the efforts needed in order to cope with an architectures (at system, sub-system or processor level)
order of magnitude of growth for future projects, with could make these problems obsolete. Probably is it
exponentially increasing complexity? symptomatic of one of the causes of the software crisis :

software is thought in close relation with existing
Developments for future programmes were necessarily hardware architectures and it lacks the necessary
tackled in terms of aims and objectives, since results are hindsight in order to anticipate on the future. This may
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in pat explain that software technology is in a constant improving methods and tools in a narrower field, which
mauler 5 to 10 years behind the hardware. will make them less expensive and more efficient. It is

thus recommended first to establish the adequate levels
Software engineering is still today envisaged as a mean of standardization for methods and tools in software
to resolve some issues (i.e. it is a way to realize some engineering and second to select or develop the related
functions on platforms) much more than as a technology standard product, with the aim and the will to impose
intrinsically necessary for the systems and which must their use in all NATO real-time programmes. 4
thus be developped as a peculiar basis. Avionics systems
are considered primarily in terms of hardware capacity
to run software. Being given the pre-eminence, wminc is
recognized. of the role of software in meeting the
requirements and the fact that most of the problems
during systems developments are now directly or
indirectly related to (application) software, the necessity
to think future systems upfront in terms of available
software technology must be assessed. This underlined
clearly the Keynote Address, but would be, as from
many papers, a revolution in the way systems are 0
envisionned today.

In order to summarize, there seem to be two keys for
future systems : costs and specifications.

Costs have to be dra! .iy reduced, and to that end,
complexity and size should be handled through methods
and tools. Of particular importance are re-use and
automatic coding. Re-use has, as a method, not yet really
started to be exercized. According to some authors. re-
use can only be envisaged at lower levels of software
realization, but that point was controversial. But in fact,
there is no real experience on large sacle re-use today. S *
Automatic coding is also restricted to some narrow
areas. It can be extended to automatic testing, although
the real problem of software formal proof is far from
being solvable. Particular emphasis should then be put
on these topics.

Specifications are another heavy problem, because in 0
one hand they are never as accurate as needed and in the
other hand, when trying to obtain executable
specifications, they become more and more difficult to
elaborate. Methods and tools aimed at allowing users to
elaborate accurate and executable specifications should
be developped.

Another important point is related to the lack of
standardization, both for methods and tools. This a
severe repercussions on portability and re-use, but also
on maintenance, since le life-cycles of tools are much
shorter than those of airborne software products. Apart
from Ada as language, there is no real standard within
NATO. One reason is that there is no "perfect" product
to be standardized. But, in one hand, there will never
exist "perfect" methods or tools (without any lack) and,
in the other one, one don not need that a product be
perfect in order to have it become a standard. Ada is not
a perfect language, since it has some lacks in real-time 0
(easy to surpass today) and for safety critical software,
but it has so many advantages in other areas that it is a
usefull and recognized standard. At every level, given
the axiom that perfect product will never exist,
standardization is far better than nothing! It will allow,
in particular, to concentrate the efforts aiming at
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KEYNOTE ADDiESS

REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING BASED
ON AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING
OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES

Winston Royce
Systems Integration Group

TRW
One Federal Systems Park Drive

Fairfax, Virginia 22033-4411, U.S.

"o The Problem A major problem then is imposed on
"o An Emerging Solution software developers.
"o Some Exploratory Examples

How can we exploit software's flexibility
for prolonging system life yet quickly

Software development methodologies are build a low cost, fault tolerant initial
generally based on a requirements-first system?
approach.

There is an emerging solution. 0
Business considerations require at some
early point in a software development I would term it:
that the requirements ought to be frozen.

Architecture First - Requirements Second
But they never are.

Why aren't software requirements frozen? what does "architecture-first" mean?

An executing architecture is built very
- The acquisition group demands mission- early in the life cycle for all develop-

oriented changes. ment participants to use.

- The user group demands user-oriented Requirements come later.
changes.

- When other subsystem elements fail The requirements oriented consequences of 0
system performance is preserved an early, executing software architecture
primarily through software fixes, are:

- As software builders incrementally fix - Performance requirements are based on
their initial design weaknesses they executing software not conjecture.
make requirements changes.

- User requirements are not attempted
All of the foregoing are usually unfore- until an executing software infra-
seen in the beginning, structure exists supporting user

operations.

Software's flexibility inherently (Most) requirements, can be safely
supports change particularly with respect changed at anytime, even late in the
to requirements. life cycle.

Requirements changes - particularly those •
late occurring in the development life
cycle - are troublesome because they
defeat a business-like approach.

Software's easy flexibility (combined
with its logical complexity) also
amplifies its intolerance to faults.

Software's easy flexibility is simulta-
neously its premier strength. Software's
flexibility is the best mechanism for
adapting a system to its unforeseen,
long-term future.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineenngfor Advanced Systems Architectures: May 1993.
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How to control the increase in the complexity
of civil aircraft on-board systems

P.Chanet V.Cassigneul
System Workshop

AEROSPATIALE
A/DET/SY MO01I/8

316. route de Bayonne
31060 TOULOUSE Cedex 03 •

FRANCE

Examining the reasons for the rapid growth in the

1.I SUMMARY complexity of the systems, one can be sure that this will

After showing how the complexity of digital systems is continue for the next 10 years

doubling about every five years, and evoking the The role of on-board computers is steadily increasing; O
difficulties caused by this evolution, a methodological their impact on system architecture is still moderate.
approach is described called the "Systems Development Software developement techniques for safe, real-time
Workshop" aiming to gain mastery of this evolution, systems are getting mature, together with multiplex data

links. This allows for a certain amount of independance
Among design, production and validation stages, the between functions and their supporting harware. The trend
importance of the design process is emphasized. The most is towards de-localization of the functions within
acute problems of system development are generally homogeneous hardware ("modular avionics"), making the •
described, and examples are given of the power and overall functional architecture all the more complex and
benefits that can be expected from computer design tools, difficult to regulate.

System architecture design and ftinctional specification are Conversely, computing power and software versatility
expanded somewhat, to show what benefits can be make new functions available for the aircraft. In the '80s.
expected from an integrated approach. Through the SAO digital systems made fly-by-wire controls and electronic
example, all development stages are evoked. instrument panels possible, with their increased

A rough outline of the necessary capacities for a common flexibility and safety features. In the '90s, they will help O O
work environment is drawn, control the structural flexibility phenomena of wide body

aircraft, with active control to improve passenger comfort.
Finally, it is noted that the increasing necessity of In addition, one must foresee the development of
international cooperation in civil aviation consolidates navigation and communications systems incorporating
the proposed approach. such new functions as GPS (Global Positioning System) or

greatly enhanced ground/ai;craft dialog through digital
2. ONBOARD SYSTEMS: INCREASING links: ATM (Air Traffic Management) and ADS O

COMPLEXITY (Automatic Dependent Surveillance). Mastering these
additionnal functions is of course a great commercial asset

The complexity of digital systems on board civil aircraft is for an aircraft manufacturer.
constantly increasing. programs, this. The ever increasing level of interconnection between
Figure I shows how, for AIRBUS Programs, this systems will inflate the volume of information exchanged.
complexity of on-board systems has doubled at each This is a natural development mainly linked to the
program: A310. A320 and A340. That is, every 5 years, automation of secondary tasks, allowing the pilot to •
while a constant reduction in the volume of electronics concentrate on flight control.
required to perform a given function has made it possible
to keep the overall volume of the onboard electronics more Last but not least. onboard systems are getting an ever
or less the same, mostly thanks to VLSI (Very Large Scale greater influence on flight safety, thus requiring tight
Integration) technologies. controls of design and manufacture (design-for-safety....

3. CAN THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPLEX
SYSTEMS BE MASTERED ?

AM & The more complex a system is. the more difficult it is to
0• I } keep within cost and schedule. Can the development of, 7", Sul very complex, safety-constrained systems really be

mastered ? The Airbus and ATR experiences of last are
proof that it is, even in the context of international
cooperation.

10.0,,omm a woo. low What are the main problems plaguing the development of

*0.4WQ1CttN*0Mt ,a* W mcomplex systems ? Most common problems are

W.W."f, . am ,Wp - cost and time to get each function work !

Figure 1 - Evolution of digital system complexity technical coordination, and associated difficulties 0
in integrating the system

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineeringfor-Advanced Systems Architectures: May 19.3.
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how to make it dependable and to certify it after it The logical definition of interfaces between systems is
is developped ? even more complex. especially when several versions wea

Let us develop somewhat on these problems. being developped simutancously.

Ensuring the consistency between all teams is a matter of
3. 1. the Infamous "Make-and-debug" defining a common design reference, of configuration

approach control and of communicating early and accurately to the
right people all changes made or requested. A'

A lot of experience is the field of on-board systems, and
not only in aeronautics, has shown how costly a "design. • Inteufaues between systems:
make and debug" approach can be. Debugging actions
imply numerous and late design changes. The later the This is one of the most difficult problenis to master, first
change, the higher the cost and schedule penalty. because of the very large number of data mad information
Furthermore, no validation action is possible in this exchanges which exist and also because of the
approach before a first set of equipment has been produced, asynchronous operation of the various computers.
at full cost. To address the interface problem. Acrospatiale has made up

A well-known example, is the Flight Management System a data bank of signals exchanged in the aircraft in order to
(FMS), the debugging of which required several thousand obtain centralized management. The resulting functions
design changes, ending up with a certification delay of are :
several years with respect to the original schedule. description of the signals exchanged,

Systems with intensive interaction with man are the most
difficult to tune, regardless of their intrinsic complexity. management of interfaces between equipment.
Only a constant dialog with the future users (crews, etc...) consistency check on these exchanges.
from the'pre-project phase on will allow for a satisfactory The second problem concerns the "dynamic" interface of
definition of these systems. the electric signals exchanged. The asynchronous

Our aim is therefore clear, we must: operation of onboard computers can generate temporary

-minimize the number of design changes needed, disagreements, which are often troublesome for the crews,
especially in the case of electrical transients and on

discover them and embody them at the earliest automatic reinitialization of one of the computers. The
possible stage, large number of equipment manufacturers, each with their

How can we get out of the habit of making -and-debugging own interpretation of the exchange rules (ARINC 429
? nstandard) only increases the difficulty. Today, this

problem is dealt with by a consistency check on all the 0 *
Quality insurance offers a set of solutions : design critical signals exchanged between computers.
reviews, communication and updating procedures for By addressing this problem from the design stage, we
overall consistency,... know how to reduce the number of spurious indications

The mastery of accurate models of physical phenomenons and/or unwanted disconnections of the onboard systems.
(aerodynamics. structural stress, electricity and
electromagnetics, fluid dynamics... ), of complex real-time Definition and installation of electrical wiring :
simulation, and of automatic code generation open another 0
set of solutions : early prototyping and/or simulation, if the same applies to the routing of these cables which
possible with no physical equipments. must comply with stringent segregation and installation

The chosen approach becomes : rules.

whenever possible, substitute early-stage design review or To deal with this task, we have developed a tool called
simulation to the more costly design.make-and-debug CIRCE (Conception Informatisie et Rationalisre des

approach. Ciblages Electriques: Rationalized and computerized •
design of electric cables) which allows:

We will give examples of the benefits of such an approach
later on. wiring diagrams to be produced in CAD,

- the list of cables to be manufactured to be extracted
3. 2. Industrial cooperation & technical in computer file form,

coordination these cables to be allocated to the assemblies

Airbus or ATR programs are carried out in international (harnesses) and to their subassemblies (which 0
cooperation. Design offices must coordinate on a common correspond to manufacturing operations).

design, with the help of a very light coordination data bank management of:
structure. . standard items.

The sheer volume of the design makes such a coordination diagrams,
quite difficult.

For instance, the length of the electrical wiring installed • cables.

on an aircraft totals 180 km; production of the electrical • cable terminations.
drawing set and its management is a formidable task indeed - the routing of the electric cables to be defined in
when 3 or more design offices contribute to it 3D CAD.

The latter function, associated with automatic calculation
of bundle lengths allows the requirements of the

* q
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Production Inspection and Product Support departments to analysis) and teat results, in a somewhat "bottom-up"
be met from the design stage. approach, for comparison to dependability objectives

3.3.Deenabliy Crtfiatonallocated in a top-down fashion.
3.3. Dependability & Certificatiom Quality assurance takes all its importance here. by

warranting that the necessary actions are taken to keep
Dependability has (at least) four compoents : safety, track of the objectives and to get the necessary measures.
reliability, availability, maintainability. It is often enforced through regulation, for example, for

onboard software, stringent quality assurance measures.
Achieving dependability. based on the RTCA DO 178 document, are applied.

Unmastered. the search for dependability is a close variant Safety analysis provides a good example of the
of the "make-and-debug" approach, as certification and/or demonstration problem.
dependability analysis, at the end of a program, make then Two tools are available and widely used today within the
a sudden, unexpected demand for numerous and deep design scope of the Airbus. ATR and Hermes programs :
changes. The first tool named SARA (Safety And Reliability

Dependability must be achieved all along a project. It is a Analysis) is dedicated to collection and synthesis of safety
continuous process and an integral part of the design, data at the system-level.
manufacture, validation and in-service operation stages.

The second tool named DAISY (Dependability Aided
Without attempting to summarize in a few lines all the SYnthesis) allows the SARA-analyses of each system to be
tasks allowing this dependability to be obtained, we can linked, ensures their coherence and deduces the global
mention the most significant aspects. safety level of the aircraft.

This is a discipline which reflects the will to control the
technical, human or environmental hazards. It is based, In-service support
not only on the experience acquired (regulations,
standards), but also on the ability to prevent risks by Dependability participates in maintaining the continued
predicting them. airworthiness of the aircraft: the airworthiness follow-up

allows, with hindsight, the hypotheses made during the
AlR design phase to be confirmed. This leads to a typical

HAZARDOU problem of corporate memory, as follow-up data keep

trickling back during the 20 to 25 years of an aircraft-type

lifespan.

4. SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 0
i0so I l0-? 0 -- *, Mastering the development of complex systems appears to

Figure 2 - Domain of compliance of events : conse- draw on 4 main capacities:
quences versus probability the ability to simulate or review specifications

early.
During Design the ability to communicate and to ensure •

consistency all along the development between all
The prediction of functional failures and the assessment of partners. while preserving beneficial independance
their consequences allows : (concurrent, asynchronous engineering).

"* the criticalities of the functions to be defined, the ability to assign performance objectives (for

"* safety objectives to be allocated to the functional instance dependability objectives) to all items and
failures expected, thus to functions themselves, to track and document these objectives through
and then to their underlying equipments. multiple versions of the product definition.

Dependability is then used as a basis for the architectural the ability to produce updated documentation in
design of the systems, and for quality assurance, by pace with the technical work.
allocation of performance objectives to the items in a This can only be achieved with a rational and
system : this procedure was used for the first time on methodological approach to system-development within a
Concorde. organized structure. In Aerospatiale. this structure is called

The prediction of external aggressions (lightning, icing) the Systems Development Workshop. 0
or specific hazards (engine burst, bird strike) makes it
possible to define : 4.1. Definition

"* the installation directives. (segregation....) '*The systems workshop is the coherent set of methods and

"* design precautions. (shielding of cables exposed to tools required for optimum development of systems within
lightning...) a given aircraft program context".

"* circuit protections (guards protecting the circuits As we do not start from scratches, the System Workshop
against running fluids...) approach must be an integrative approach, bringing

together existing tools and methods into a common
Validation and Demonstration methodological framework.

It must observe the practical industrial organization, and
Demonstration of dependability is often a matter of provide means of communication and reference data-bases
putting together various analysis (i.e. failure mode

a l . .. . . . . . . . . . . ' . . .ii .. . .. . . . .. . . i l i i i .. . . . . . . . . . [ l l . . . i i . . .. • . . .. . . .* " I II I n0I. .



in accordamce to the actual coordination networks and Validation. and Certification (more accurately, the system
rendez-vous. part of the aircraft certification).

A formal expression of specification will be highly
regarded, since it give all 4 major capacities: ability to 4.3. Focusing on the Design phase

simulate, unambiguous communication, configuration and Requment on the system workshop can be collected by
performance management, a y reviewing the three main stages above.

On the other hand, the recommended approach is pragmatic
rather than systematic : care must be taken not to impair The best way to describe a Systems workshop would be to
the natural flexibility of the industrial organization review the various stages of the process (DESIGN,
through too much formalism. For instance, the overall MANUFACTURING. VALIDATION)tI examine. fot each
mission definition of civilian transport aircraft is stable of these phases, the corresponding requirements and the

enough from a program to the next that it would not be solutions that can be found.

advisable to enforce a complete and strict functional Special emphasis is placed here on the DESIGN stage as
analysis at the aircraft level, this stage is critical for the final product quality level ;

within this stage, it will not be possible to examine all the

4.2. Domain covered: steps and therefore all the tasks comprising each of these
steps : only the most significant ones will be considered.

The domain can be roughly estimated bt examining the
stages required to deliver a "ready to go" system. System defu'tion
A conventional "V" presentation ,f developmentactivities is given on Figure 3. There are three main First of all, the functions that a system must fulfilled must
stages: design, manufacturing and validation h be defined, and basic technology choices made. This

results in the primary "system definition", with a rough

functional breakdown.

SASSystem archijectwre design

In a first stage, the criticality levels of each of the

functions must be specified.

From this point on. the system architecture design can be
X undertaken considering :

__.. ..... _____aircraft specific constraints 0
- available (and chosen) technologies,

the natural grouping of functions,

the cost, weight, overall dimension and
Figure 3 - System development cycle and associated maintenance objectives, etc...

tasks Re-use of the system architecture of previous aircraft as a 0
In the V presentation, a validation step is associated to starting point for the new one is a common and cost-

each design step. Thus presented, the domain of the system effective practice in civil aeronautics. This method cannot
workshop is vast as it covers the three above mentioned apply, though, when developing a brand new system, or

phases. when using emerging technologies. As an example.
Integrated Modular Avionics (I.M.A.) can call for a

It must be kept in mind that theses stages are neither truly complete re-design of system architecture. In this case. the
chronological, nor independant. Most of the times, the possibility of using common resources for several S
various activites are carried out in parallel or in close functions requires that the distribution of the hardware
ineration. Additionally, the model should actually picture resources in the aircraft, and the allocation of the
nested "V"s. functions in this hardware be tackled together.

For instance. Equipement Manufactiring appears as a A tool dedicated to system architecture design is being
single activity from the aircraft manufactured point of experimented at Aerospatiale. Its name: AFRICAS
view, but it is actually itself sub-structured into design, (Analyse Fonctionnelle et Repartition Interactive pour ia
manufacturing and validation stages.These intermediate Conception d'Architectures Sy, ýnes : functional 0
phases are not part of the primary domain of the System analysis and interactive allocation foi .ystem architecture
Workshop, as we tend to sub-contract them entirely ; they design) is representative of the aim pursued. The tool
are part of the System Workshop visibility domain allows to describe concurrently the intended functional and
however, as one must be capable of following the progress hardware breakdowns of the system. It then supports for
of the manufacturing activities and ensuring technical each function a redundancy choice based on its criticality
traceability to the System level, level, and the allocation of each redundant "instance" of

The primary domain of a System Workshop should the function to a suitable equipment, keeping track of •

accordingly be adjusted according to industrial available resources and enforcing design rules. The

organization and usual worksharing and subcontracting resulting "architecture" can be assessed against

boundaries, dependability requirements, or simulated (qualitative
simulation) to assess the impact of specific configurations

In Aerospatiale, it covers System Definition, System or failure conditions. Then, if necessary, the architecture
Architecture and "Equipment Definition" (including can be amended.
detailed specification of major functions), System

S.... * 0 ,,
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Equopant spec~atfon: This formalism allows:
- the specified function to be readily understood

This phase could more aptly be split into "Specification of without ambiguities, which avoids most coding
System Functions" and "Equipments definition'. errors,

An item of equipment can be defined from two types of changes to be controlled and therefore the
specifications, either a general specification which lists traceability of the specification to be ensured.
ihe functions and performance required, or a detailed a consistency check to be conducted on each sheet.
specification which describes the execution logics of these then on the specification.
same functions.

Last. SAO allows at-tomatic coding. This is not the least of
dhefiiorme. sd Equipment its merits, as automatic coding has the following
definition". advantages :
The latter can (and will increasingly) be carried out at the reduction in coding errors to a level which is
system level rather than at the equipment level, with the
introduction of IMA and other distributed-system practically null.
technologies. elimination of unit testing.

Aerospatiale has chosen to specify in detail the items of reduction in the software manufacturing cycle.
equipment intimately linked with the operation of the especially the modification cycle.
aircraft, that is mainly, the critical equipment: fly-by- possibility of validating the functions of an item
wire computers, autopilot, man/machine interface, etc... of equipment as earl) as the design stage. This

Originally, the specifications were written in natural point is covered by the following paragraph.
language ; the overrichness of this type of language led to The VAPS tool (Virtual Anything Prototyping Systems)
software coding errors, as the specifications could b-; made by the Canadian company VPI (Virtual Prototype
incorrectly interpreted by the programmer analyst. Incorporation), associated with the SAO tool allows

With this in mind. Aerospatiale developed a complete cockpit display symbologies to be defined with
specification and functional validation workshop based on prototyping and animation of symbols.
a tool named SAO (Sp6cification Assistde par Ordinateur. This task results in a specification for the equipment
Computer Aided Specification). concerned. It is made up of:

The major originality of this tool is its graphical language - a part specified under SAO and/or VAPS:
which uses a symbol library and assembly rules known by
all electronics and automation engineers. This language flight control laws and/or operational logics. * *
covers the field of operational logics and closed-loop equipment input/output signals.
systems; an example of a sheet with SAO formalism is
shown on Figure 4. display symbologies.

a more conventional, mostly textual part
concerning, among other things:

. safety requirements,

" physical characteristics.

• environmental constraints,

• etc...

Validation of specifications

First of all, for reasons of clarity, we shall distinguish
between validation and verification.

The verification of a product consists in ensuring its
compliance with its specification. The validation
operation consists in ensuring that the product
specifications are correct and complete. The importance of
this operation can be easily seen as it would be pointless 0
to know how to code a specification automatically,
without making errors, if the specification itself contained

__________ PAILOP__________(EM) ________1_ errors or was incomplete.
FMG.4C I t,•ePAILorCAPAc~rY(t) 17.3.1

As we have already seen. this validation operation is
,I P7oi.O covered by the right-hand, bottom-up part of the V. It is

cmp,•,: DEVtM Ml ,MM VAR: w6 usually carrried out with such expensive means as ground-

based integration rigs, aircraft simulators and flight tests.

Figure 4 - SAO: a computer aided specification *sheet' Although integration rigs or flight test are invaluable in

validating the completed systems and smoothing out all
problems of interaction with the "real" world, they are
quite oversized and impractical in the early tuning-up of
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the logics of a system or in validating the consistency of Workshop only has a visibility and work follow-up 6
its functions. objective for this stage.

SAO provides a much cheaper and easy-to-use way to We make a notable exception of some safety-critical or
validate functional logics and consistency. Drawing up on highly aircraft-dependent software packages such as the
its capacity for automatic code generation, simple, fly-by-wire control laws.
"desktop" simulation tools can be built, allowing the Here, we make full advantage of SAO capacity for
designer of a function to "fly" and validate "hands on" the automatic code generation. ,ith a Software Workshop
resultant control software - within minutes ! If one of the connected to the System Workshop. Several such Software
design parameters is not satisfactorily met, re-iterating is Workshops exist now in Aerospatiale. Eurocopter and
only a mater of hours - as compared of a matter of weeks or
months if a new test equipment had to be produced, some equipment/subsystem manufacturers, based on SAOand/or VAPS. ,

OCAS (Outil de Conception AssistLe par Simulation: In the case of fly-by-wire software, ar automatic code
Simulation-assisted design tool) is a mini-simulator of

this kind. It can code and run fly-by-wire and autopilot generator allows 7 0% of the software of the on-board

control laws in connection to the updated model of aircraft computer to be derived from its SAO specifications. This

structural and aerodynamic response. A control panel, tool had to be developed with the same degree of quality as

including mini-flight controls and simulated Primary embedded software.

Flight Display and Navigation Display can give a realistic AEROSPATIALE has also designed a test sequence-assisted
"look and feel" of the future aircraft controls, while all generation tool. This tool is used to check that all the
control laws parameters can be monitored, system functions specified in SAO language have

This tool therefore allows the aircraft control laws to be effectively been coded (verification).

validated at an early stage in the development cycle, Last. a software configuration management tool identifies
saving long hours of simulator and flight tests and many changes in the specifications and automatically controls
design changes. the operations required to update the software accordingly.

OCAS does not take into account the hardware aspects - for Thus, by simplifying the manual tasks in the complete
instance failure monitoring and redundancy management. production cycle and by close coupling between the

These aspects are taken care of by another tool, OSIME, management of the "systems" specifications and the

which can simultaneously simulate the operation of five management of the software packages. AEROSPATIALE

computers, each computer including dual redundancy (or a can comply with the level of qualit requited for its safety-

"Command/Monitor" architecture). critical systems.

failure-free operation at tolerance limits, 4.4. Focusing on the Validation phase * *
operation with failures and downgraded modes, We have already touched on this subject, as Verification

cross-computer synchronizations, and Validation (V&V) are ongoing concerns from the early

transient effects, design phases on.

feedback loops with simulated servocontrols. • Ground tests

This tool, which is extremely powerful, allows several
hundred cases to be dealt with overnight. Distinction is made between:

Here again, automatic coding of the SAO sheets allows the tests on partial benches which allow the opetation
modification cycle to be reduced to a few hours. of each of the systems taken separately to be tested

with simulation of the peripheral systems,

This tool is known by the name of OSIME (Outil de

Simulation Multi-Equipements : Multi-equipment tests on the integration bench which allow the
simulation tool). A representation is given on Figure 5. cross-operation of the systems to be tested. We try

to make this integration bench representative of
the aircraft as regards the geometrical shape, the

cables, and the power resources such as the
electrical and hydraulic power distribution and
generation systems.

- tests on the flight simulator conducted to validate
the aircraft control laws and the failure procedures •
in a real environment. This simulator is therefore
equipped with a cockpit similar to the one on the
aircraft with a simulated view of the outside world.
Aerospatiale's experience on this subject shows
that it is not necessary to move the cockpit to
simulate the aircraft movements (for civilian
transport aircrafts at least). This simulator 4
therefore differs in this respect from the training

Figure 5 - OSIME simulators used in the pilot training centers.

These tests on simulators with pilots are the natural
Manufacturing stage extension of those conducted on the "in-house" simulator

called OCAS. In both simulation cases, the identity of the
In Aerospatiale's industrial organization, as Equipment assessed software packages is ensured thanks to the use of
Manufacturing is mostly sub-contracted, the System •

0 0 4
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SAO and automatic code generation. On partial- and
integrtaion-benches, trimmed-down SAO specification are Corporate memory.
even used to simulate peripheral equipements. Past experience or the company's memory Must exist in an

Flight tests easily-accessible and user-friendly form, this is rarely 4
achieved.

This is the ultimate phase. In an aircraft development From the information required by the designer, we must
cycle, this phase lasts approximately one year whereas the single out:
previous phases are, in general, spread over several years.
The tests on the systems represent only a fraction of the The technical directives and the regulatory texts:
1200 flight hours required for the complete certification of the pile of documents covering all the systems of
the aircraft, an aircraft stands more than 6 feet high ! In fact.

For this, the aircraft must be instrumented with high- the designer needs a guide to find the information
performance recording systems in order to be sure that all that he requires in all this undergrowth.
transient phenomena are monitored. Several thousand The selective experience which results from actual
parameters are thus recorded during each flight, either debugging cases or even incidents or accidents. To
analogically for large bandwidth signals or digitally for perpetuate this experience, typical cases are
the others ; the recorded data flow represents 200.000 bits volunteered and described "on the run" in a
per second of flight. This information is recorded onboard database, with entry forms kept as simple as
the aircraft but part of it is transmitted directly by possible. From that database, a team of experts
telemetry to the ground allowing the test data to be extracts applicable 'Rules", with a procedure for
processed in real time. following up the applications.

As a typical A340 flight can last over 10 hours, it is a The product knowledge : technical. factual data of
amount equivalent to 7 GBytes of data that must be course, but more important the "whys" and the
processed within 12 hours to extract anomalies and 'therefores". the technical justifications for the
relevant data ! design, 0
Once again, SAO can be of help. DECOLO (DECOnnexions The know-how or, again, the expertise which
LOgiques : logical disconnections) traces the real causes of makes up the company's culture and ways of
abnormal results in logic functions. Searching for the reasoning ; for that reason, the System Workshop
causes of an unwanted warning or of an abnormal change of also includes a extensive program of .. mutual
state of a system can be a real brain-teaser as, due to the teaching or training.
asynchronous operation of the on-board computers, we Aerospatiale is developing a program called MERE (Mise
cannot easily recover the time-sequence of the logics En R1gle de I'Exp~rience : experience set into rules) whichcomputation : distinguishing causes from effects can be a is a global corporate memory project taking into account
tedious cross-checking work. DECOLO does it in almost e v above mentioned aspects.
real-time using a simple backward analysis of the original
SAO specification. W

a--

FLDmm S.&

a M ER a"rn s nt u ies

development This perpetuation of the company's know-how seems so us
to be fundamental ; it applies upstream of and throughout •

Some tasks are active during the whole process, the complete design process.

Figure 3 identifies four of these tasks: : for logic

disconnections~ Figuren7tatirorcate meoyogaiain

Today, most of the documents produced are not always deri-

ved from one another, there is no systematic chaining

* 0
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between documents, nor between design and To develop this type of structure. we need widely-used
documentation. standards and interfaces to be able to accommodate a large

Lacking methodology and standards, the documentation of iAnge of tools available on the market. For example, the
complex systems soon becomes difficult to control. PCTE (Portable Common Tool Environment) standard

To produce, manage and use the numerous documents which already used for software workshops.

result from the design, manufacture and validation phases This standardization is even more necessary as we ae
of a system, we need: compelled to work in ever closer cooperation. Th1s is the

Sa documentation model. This model can be built by case for Aerospatiale, within the scope of the European

analyzing the development process in term of civtl aircraft programs such as Airbus and ATR.

activities, information produced by the activities S. ENCOURAGING RESULTS
and their use, and logical & chronological
grouping of these informations; A systems workshop is being gradually set up at the
document writing guidelines, and a common Aerospatiale Aircraft Division. At the time of writing, still
exchange format for structure documents, a lot remains to be donie, in particular at the systems host

document chaining possibility, environment level. Also, the scope of SAO must be
extended to new types of functions such as data bank

document configuration and information management, scientific calculations, etc... and, on the
traceability management, other, by interfacing SAO with functional analysis tools

This program is basically in agreement with the aims of capable of complementing it upstream.

the CALS (Computer Aided Logistic Systems) initiative In spite of these needed improvements, the contribution
promoted by the US DoD (Department of Defence); most made by some of these tools can be mestred.
standards promoted by CALS, such as SGML (Standard
Generalized Mark-up Language), are under study. SGML is SAO 0
already used in the Aerospatiale Product Support
department, and is a basis for the future on-board Figure 8 shows the improvements achieved.
Electronic Library System. Its use in support of design
documentation is promising, but dependent on a thorough
methodological analysis. Aircraft A310 A320 A340

Dedicated system workshop host environment Number of Digits 77 102 115
Jnits

There is little difference between the host environement of 3ize of on-boar 4 10 20
a software workshop and that of a systems workshop. In ftware (MBytesI
both cases, the atm tsa:wa Encod~ing errors fo• a few 0 few <10

to supply a user-friendly interface in order to guide oIn00 Be fos hunafew dfew
the user when accessing the various tools and
functionalities of the workshop. Note: On the A340, the systems benefitting from 0
to manage the objects which are: automatic encoding are.

"• proper to the workshop itself. . fly-by-wire: 70%

"• or produced by the workshop tools. . Automatic Flight Control: 70%

to create or manage the links between all these . Display Computers : 10%
objects : . Warning and Maintenance systems: 40%

"* either for the traceability of the activities, Figure 8 - SAO impact of software coding errors
"• or to make up the documentation. On the A310, when the specifications were written in

to activate the tools and support their natural language, there were hundreds of coding errors in
communications software packages with a size of 100 Kbytes ; on the

to provide project management facilities with A320, thanks to the use of SAO, this number was reduced

access rights. to a few tens of errors and, today. on the A340. by adding •
automatic code generation, the number of errors is less

to communicate with other workshops (in than ten.
particular, partners and Equipment Manufacturers The impact of OCAS and OSIME on specification errors is
Workshops), comparable, although no figure is available yet as these

to support the company's procedures and tools are currently being used on the A340/330 program.
terminology. These results show that the generation of complex •

More than a piece of software, a System Host Environment software packages, which was rightly considered difficult
is mostly an set of corporate standards. We cannot during the last ten years, is today a problem well under
overemphasize the importance of harmonization and control at Aerospatiale.
consistency as without it the designers' tools would
flourish with the same logic as that governing the DECOLO
distribution of poppies along the roadsides in the
springtime. Automatic diagnosis of disconnections and/or warnings is

an important step forward in the analysis of tests on

0 *



Systems with complex operational logics. This tool 6
provides good results in 80 % of the cases, in less "han 3 P
minutes of analysis compared with the many hours of

manual analysis required on prevwous aircraft.

CIRCE

The contribution made by CIRCE affects two fields which
are data qualh*y and the development cycle :

"* the quality of the definition of electric cables has
been considerably increased to reach the following
percentage : 99 % of the cable defin-ion is correct
following the first data processing operation.

"* the processing cycle for a complete definition, has
been reduced from 24 to 7 days.

Note that a CIRCE operation today calculates the
definition of 230,000 different electric cables, each one of
them being described by 50 parameters. 0

6. CONCLUSION: REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE YEAR 2000

Our aim in this document was to make the reader aware of
the benefits of having a systems workshop to design.
produce and validate complex systems.

Much more than an exhaustive description of such a
workshop, the aim of this document was to promote the
procedure leading towards this. Such an approach lives up
to the aim pursued. Over and above the economical and lead
time aspects, which alone justify the setting up of such a
procedure, its fundamental strategic aspect must be
underlined : •

On the one hand. the communication and information
transfer aspect, which is one of the goals of this project, is
the key to muiti-partner cooperations.

On the other hand. such a systems workshop is the
cornerstone in the development of complex systems. With
this asset, Aerospatiale is well on its way to mastering •
the complex systens of the year 2000 and beyond.

* .
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4,

Discussion

Question S. GROISIL

L.t logiciels de simulation es le Iogiciel de giaration de code doivenv-ils etr certiti•s? Si oai, comment le sont-ils?

Reply

La simulation est aujouxd'hui un moyen d'efficacitt interne et ne se substitue pas aux moyens de validation et de 0
certification classiques.

Les chaines de livraison et de g~n~ration de code automaiques, elles, ont en impact important sur ia certification du
logiciel rdsultanL La proc6dure accept•e aujourdbui est de les "qualifier" sur la base des memes contraintes que ie
logiciel produit : application de ia DO 178 h leur developpament.

Question K. B RAMMER

You showed considerable decrease of coding errors for a given size of software, for the software of the Airbus family.
Did you practice software re-use from one Airbus type to the next? If yes, can you comment on the contribution of re-use
to the decrease in coding errors?

Reply 0 0

Re-use on object code, or even of programming language source-code has little meaning, as typical ha"-dware
components may evolve greatly from a programme to the next (5 years is typically the span of I or 2 generations of
processors).

On the other hand, re-use of SAO specification is frequent. either through re-use and evolution (as from A320 to A340 or 0
ATR) or though actual commonality (A340 and A330 specifications are mere versions of a single configuration
environment, with extensive community of SAO "sheets").

Note that the library of SAO symbols is gradually growing. Each symbol actually stands for an agreed-upon software
element specification and a re-usable software design. Defining a new library symbol is a very profitable -if heavy-
investment:

1) as a standard element. agreed by both specifier and software engineer, it enhances the autonomy and efficiency
of both,
2) its design and coding only have to be done and validated once in a programme - or for severall programmes -
even though it may appear in hundreds of places in the specification. The level of confidence achieved in the
overall library is such that unitary testing is no more required for most software versions produced,
3) discrepancies between simulation software and on-board software are minimal. They are mainly sequencing
non-determinations and coding performance. The latte can be measured and corrected if necessary. The former •
can be specified (but beware of over-specification!).

Roughly, automatic code generation reduced coding erors to those present in the symbols - and a lot of work cwi be
invested in their venfication, so this is almost nil. The use of a library of symbols, stable from a programme to the next,
makes software specification unambiguous and prevents most code-design erors.



Spicifications Exicutables des Logiciels des Systimes Complexes

F. DELHAYE, D. PAQUOT.
SFIM Industries Groupe Avionique

13, Avenue Ramolfo Gamier
91344 MAkSSY CEDEX

France

Les technologies num~riques ont pris; une mnode supfriteur :asservissement de
importance croissante A chaque g~ndration de pilotage destind A assurer le dUplacement de
syst~me de conrifle de vol. Le logiciel temps Ih6licopttre sur une trajectoire dans
rdel embarqu6 accomplit maintenant l'essentiel l'espace.
des fonctions de ces systamcs.

.directeur de vol :fonction de visualisation
La n~cessitd dindustrialiser la production de permettant de donner des consignes de
ce logiciel s'est rapidement impos~e. SFLIv pilotage A Vdquipage par l'intermn6diaire de
Industries a donc mis eii place une ddmarche barres, de tendance.
visant A outiller progressivement chacune des
phases du cycle de vie. .axe de pilotage :axes de rWfrence

(tangage, roulis, lacet, puissance) autour
Le pilotage des hdIicopttres est caractdris6 par desquels s'effectue le pilotage de la
une complexit6 intrins~que. De plus machire.
l'architecture redondante des syst~mes de
pilotage augmente cette complexitd. .trim actionneur d1c, .i~anique
La spe6cification de tels systtmes est donc: une permettant, A partir d'ordres 6lectriques, la
tAche tr~s difficile. Or cette phase de commande de vol de la machine.
ddveloppement revet une importance
particulire car les erreurs de sp6cification ne mamemnent : l'armement d'un mode est une
sont gdndralement ddtect~es que dans les, phase de prdparation du mode durant
phases ulterieures du develcoppemnent, ce qui laquelle le mode n'a aucune action sur le
induit des cofits de correction dlevds. pilotage. Un mode arm6 ne s'engage
11 convient donc de s'assurer au plus t6t de effectivement que lor-que les conditions de
l'exactitude et de la validit6 de la spe6cification. capture sont vdrifi6es.

Dans le cadre de ses activites de Recherche et .capture :dvdnement produit par la
Ddveloppement en mati~re d'avionique, SFIM d~tection de la prdsence d'un faisceau de
Industries a entrepris d'6valuer l'apport des guidage.
techniques de specification exdcutable dans le
cycle de ddveloppement des systtmes 3. Cfrlitnis
complexes.

SPIM Industries, spdcialiste mondial du
Diffdrentes techniques ont dtt analysees contr~le de vol des h6licopt~res, est une des
(analyse structurde, langages synchrones, premitres, firmes franqaises d'6quipements
syst~mes experts) et parmi celles-ci deux ont adronautiques et de ddfense.
fait l'objet d'expdrimentation. Elle ddveloppe dans cc cadre, des syst~mes

dont la complexiti et la sdcurit6 vont croissant.
Ces techniques ont permis de construire des
spdcifications, et de les valider avec des degrds 3.1 Les problimIes de Qualiti des loddels
de compldtude plus ou momns importants. ewbatgis

L'intdret de ces techniques a Wt clairement Aujourd'hui, presque tous les equipemnents et
dfmontrd. Elles apparaissent comme des syst~mes 6lectroniques de bord utilisent ou
6idments majeurs d'une ddmarche organisde de utiliseront des calculateurs, numdriques.
rdduction du cofit de ddveloppement des Contrairement A leurs pr~ddcesseurs e la
logiciels des systhmes complexes. premiee gdndration, ils sont maintenant

uitdgrds dans des architectures enti~rement

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineeringfor Advanced Systens A rc/itectures: May 1993.
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nouvelles et communiquent entre eux via des C'est done sur cette phase que nous avuns4
liaisons numdriques. decide de concentrer nos efforts et pour cela

mettre en place des moyens pour amdliorer g
Les possibilitts offertes par les syszames l'etablissement de la specification.
nurntriques permettent d'intdgrer des quantitds
importantes de fonctions. De plus pour les 3.3 Mefnition des critires de qualiti des
syst~mes de vol, la sdcurite est assuide par la
mise en place de syst~mes redondants rdalisant
des surveillances croisdes. Une specification est faite pour permettre la
Tout cela conduit A une augmentation de la communication entre les divers intervenants 4
sophistication des syst~mes. du projet:
La maitrise de leur comportement est rendue -le client (celui qui finance).
difficile par l'accroissement des possibilites -lc sp~cifieur (celui qui formalise le besoin)
d'dvdnements simultands. -Ic rdalisateur (celui qui developpe).

-l'utilisateur (celui qui doit s'en servir).
3.2 Le ycede.dt -le mainteneur (celui qui hdrite des

probl~mes).
Les coaits de ddveloppement d'un syst~me
peuvent 8tre repartis sur les trois phases de Chacun a une approche particuli~re de ce
ddveloppement suivantes: document:

A) A partir de l'expression de besoin du client, le client et l'utilisateur ont un point de vue
ttablissement de la specification du syst~me et extemne du produit, Uls ddsirent voir rdaliser le
developpemnent de celui-ci conformdment A la produit qu'ils ont imagine.
specification (cycle de ddveloppement).

le spicifteur doit par dialogue avec le client
B) Correction de la specification et reprise du comprendre son besoin et le formaliser pour
cycle de ddveloppement jusqu'A obtension d'un les dquipes de ddveloppemcnt. *
systbme repondant aux besoins du client
(recette ou mise au po)int op~rationnelle). le r~falisateur et le mainteneur ont un point de

vue imtme du produit. ils disirent un
C) Correction des probl~mes trouvds en document clair pour que les choix lors de la
exploitation (maintenance), conception du syst~me soient compatibles

* Le coilt de la phase A est important, mais avec la destination du produit.a
aujourd'bui bien identifie et maltrisd lorsque H importe donc que cette specification soit:
l'on parcourt une seule fois le cycle de
developpemnent et de validation du systame. -structur&e et homog~ne : une specification est

une reference et comme pour tout document de
*Le cofit de la phase C est mal cerrnC a priori, cc type elc doit etre organisde suivant un plan

mais on espore toujours que la qualit6 du logique qui facilite:
d~veloppemnent sera telle qu'il restera minime.

la lecture.
L Ie coOt de la phase B peut 8tre trts la consultation ponctuelle.

important et surtout difficilement maitrisable. la modification.
11 depend de dialogues entre diffdrents
mntervcnants et Ia formalisation est souvent -adaptee A ses lecteurs; : les differents lecteurs
difficile. ont des preoccupations et des cultures
La sophistication des systames fait que la techniques souvent diffdrentes. 11 faut pourtant
specification ne ref lte pas toujours que la specification permette A chacun de
complttement et suffisamnment les; besoins du comprendre les objectifs, les contraintes, les
client et ceci nest vui qu'a la reception du possibilites existantes et les potentialites du
systame ou lors de la mise A disposition de systeme.
lutilisateur final.
Tout ccci conduit A reparcourir complatement -cohdrnte : Ul est difficile de realiser un
le cycle de developperment. produit dont la specification est contradictoire.
La remise en cause du travail effectud a de
plus un impact psychologique non n~gligeabie -comg?16te et sans ambiguftis : Ul est necessaire
sur les &juipes de developpemnent. de ne pas laisser le concepteur faire des



interprdtations ou des suppositions sur I& .Proio*VWeg: activitt de generation d'un code
specification. executable, image du modele

-conforme aux souhAit~s de l'utilisateur final: la .Validation: activitt de verification du
specification dtant la premitre ttape de la modee. Elle peut 8tre faite soit sur le modele,
rdalisation du produit, il est important que le soit sur le prototype.
sp~cificur ait correctement traduit les ddsirs de Pour chacune de ces activites un ensemble de
son client. crittres a te identifle pour determiner

lefficacitt de la mitthode choisie.
Si la n~cessiti d'dtablir des specifications
avant de rdaliser un prodwit est largeinent 3.3. 1. Activite de modelisato
reconnue, les procedd~s pour conduire une telle
activitd restent peu Elabords; et surtout wtrs la, facilite de description : addquation de l'outil
divers selon les, environnements. La fanon la A ddcrire des points particuliers de
plus r~pandue demeure la redaction en langage specificat~ion, qu'ils soient seiuentiels ou
naturel. combinatoires.

Face A cette approche intuitive il existe des la facilite de comprehension : aptitude du
m~thodes, et des outils associds, venant document g~nedr A d~crire une sp~cification
assister le sp-6cifieur. pour un lecteur final non formEd I la methode.

Ces mdthodes sont: la verification statigue de la completude:
possibilit~s offertes par l'outil pour detecter les

-les spdcifications semi-formelles qui utilisent erreurs et les, manques.
un "langage de specification" textuel ou
graphique, langage dote d'une syntaxe en la facilite de modification : le changement diun
general precise et d'une sdmiantique souvent element de specification ne doit pas entrainer
assez faible, mais, suffisante pour permettre pour le spdcificur une charge de travail* *
l'automatisation de certaines verifications. disproportionnide.

-les sp~cifications formelles exprim&es dans la facilitE d'6volution : l'addition de nouvelles
un langage I syntaxe et A s~mantique precise, fonctions doit 8tre simple.
construit sur une base thdorique solide et qui
permettent des validations automatisdes. la gualitd de la documentation produite:

possibilit6 d'avoir un plan-type conforme A des
Elles permnettent d'assurer la coherence et la normes, comme par exemple la DoD 21 67A.
compldtude de la spdcification. Ce formalisme
peut 8tre suffisamment precis pour etre Cet ensemble de critdres devrait pennettre
interpr~te par l'ordinateur et ainsi fournir une d'assurer la coherence de la specification et
specification executable (maquette). d'iviter les erreurs de la part du concepteur.

Cette maquette lide A une simulation de 3.3.2. ActivMt de simulation et protocypage
l'environnement du systdme peut permettre i
l'utilisateur final d'observer le comportement Les criteres associds A ces deux activites; sont
de son futur produit. identiques.
Celui-ci peut donc, &es la phase de
specification, demander les rectifications qui la visualisation dynamique : interface
lui semblent n~cessaires. graphique destine a presenter

ergonomiquement les donnees representatives
L'dtablissement d'une specification avec les du syst~me lors de la phase de verification
m~thodes, envisagdes sera realist au moyen de dynamique.

quate ativies 'interfa~age avec des elements exterieurs au
.Modklisation: activitE de construction du modNe possibilitts; offertes par l'outil de
modele de besoins coupler plusieurs modeles entre eux, pour

avoir la description complete d'un systhme
.Sfiulation: activitE dex~cuton et de misc au composE de plusieurs, sous-ensembles d~ji
point du modele (aspects internes, du modee) modtlists.
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l'interfacage avec des langages de haut-niveau: a decide d'dvaluer plus precisdment deux 4
possibilites offertes par l'outil d'interfacer le m~thodes de spdcification plut~t novatrices.
modbIe avec des simulations d'environnement
existantes dcrites dans des langages de haut - La mndthode de HAREL support&e par
niveati. l'outil STATEMATE, ddveloppd par 1-logix

et distinbut en France par Anticyp.
le tem~pi dc repons du systhme :rapiditd de
l'outil i calculer INtat systame suivant. - Une mtthode i base de systeme expert et

de representation orientie objet, support&e
Cci ensemble de critrers devrait permettre de par l'outil G2 de Gensymn, distribue par
presenter au client tine image fidele de son FRAM.ENTEC-COGNITEC.
futur produit et de pouvoir ddfinir un protocole
de recette du produit. 3.6 Pr~entafion de [a cible suppWr de

3.3.3. Activittd de validation
La cible applicative de ces mithodes a ete

la vdrification dynamiigue dU modele :en fix& I un sous-ensemble de la logique
mode interactif ou en mode "batch", simuler opd~rationnelle d'un pilote automatique pour
des actions stir les 'intr6es du modele ct hdlicopthre: la fonction de gestion des modes
observer son comportement ainsi que son dtat suptrieurs, de pilotage.
interne. Cette cible est restreinte trias d'une complexitd

suffisainment reprdsentative pour pouvoir
la compidiude des tests veWrification que apprecier les qualitds des deux mdthodes.
chaque 6idment de spdcification a &de utilisd
par au moins un test appliqud au miodele. 4. Evaluation de STATEMATE

3.4 RagIUSl de la stratdgic 4.1 Rapesk sur Is m~thade de HAREL

Une dtude a 6td mende pour rechercher des Entre 1983 ct 1985, David Hardl a crdd le
solutions industrielles A notre problkme de concept de Statechart, puis uric mdthode de
sp~cification. sp&ciication complete portant son nom. Cette
Pour simplifier le probl~me nous avons methode est le prolongement naturel,
considdrd que les m6thodes de specification formnalis et graphique, des mdthodes d'analyse
couramment utilisdcs dans nos systemes; structurde appliqudes aux problkmes temps
appartiennent h deux categories, reel.

Statemnate en a dt6 en 1987 la premiare ct
- Description des aspects comportementaux demneure A cc jour la seule impltmentation.
(6tats du systeme)

La m~thode de Hardl et l'outil Statemate
- Description des aspects transformationnels perniettent de d~finir un syst~me scion trois 0
(calculs et asservissements) types de vues;:

fonctionnelle (activity-charts) et
Cette demi~re a ddjA fait l'objet de travaux qui comportementale (statecharts) : c'est la
nous; ont anien6 i d~velopper, il y a queiques specification proprement dite,
anmides, un formalisme graphique de enfin structurelle (module-charts):c'est le
description de ces aspects. Cest donc k la dibut de la conception.
premiere categoric que nous allons. nolus
interesser. -Ces vues sont dtfuuies comme des

emfboltements non linites de boites (resp.
3.5 Prisentation des mithodes evaluches activitts, dtats, modules) relifes par des

#6ches, reflet precis de la hi~rarchic du
SFI]M Industries, apr~s avoir mend des dtudes systame.
sur les diffdrentes m~ihodes de sp~cification Uztc bolte peut 8tre elle-meme d6crite par tin
suivantes: diakranime (chart): c'est la facilit6 box-is-chart

- Systemes Experts (G2, KEE) .. (cette facilite perinet 1'encapsulation).
- Langages synchroncs (ESTEREL, Les boltes sont dotees de noms et les fl~ches

LUSTRE) de Ishels.
- Analyse structurde (ASA-;~-- Suir les -,Jches (flux ct transitions) peuvent

TEAMWQRK/SIM, STATEMATE) 8tre plac~s d4s connccteurs; simples oti



multiples i s6mantique precise Ces informations peuvent 8tre structurdes.
(corrmspondance, composition, etc) Seuls Ics flux de contri~le correspondant A la
4. 1. 1 - Activily-chart activit6 par l'activit6 de contr6le sontimplicites.
Cc rype de vue permet de definir les
decomppsitions; et les 6chan~es fonctionnels. 4L12. Satechart

I Un statechart definit le comportement
F&UX9MFOKNT~N idrarchisd des fonctions.

a !NYORNATIONDCECOMTROLL 
V3" VI

fLWXOX_CONTROLý DEFAUT

v~j lvit

* ACTIVVIE OE COUWYRLE 3? CH EJi NI VI

I~ r .Ii.(COTI) FREPA0
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ACIVITZ-O-" DI EASE/vrlATE~

ACTIVET

toIenIWIVII. 3I/sc! CEVT3. 2) TRAITILN
ACTIVITtPRVWCIFAL ACCUL

Pour 1.ela, il utilise : Furmalim du Statcbar~t

.des bottes (activitis): Pour cela, il utilise :

-consommant ou mettant A disposition des .des boftes arrondies (Rtats);
informations: -un 6tat peut contenir des ttats "ou"

*boites rectangulaires :les activitds dans lesqucls le syst~me ne peut se
externes (pointiulles) et internes trouver quc successivement;
(continues),

-Un ttat scindd par un ou plusieurs;
*boites arrondies, les activit~s de pointillds dtfinit deux ou plusieurs;
contr~le, dont chacune est Wie A un dtats "et" dans lesquels le systhme
statechart, qui ont pour r8Ie de peut se trouver A la fois;
connaitre et ddfinir le comportement
de leurs soeurs; (exciusivement) et Ces notions peuvent se combiner au choix ce
d'arreter leur mere, qui permet clartd et compacit6; les 6tats

peuvent etre dotds de rdactions statiques
-simples lieux de transit d'information :les produisant, sur ddclenchement, des actions
stockages de dounnes, (boites mi-pointilldes, indipendantes de toute transition.
mi-continues) ;

.des fl6ces (transtions):
.des ff~ices (flux dinformadon): leur label (6vinement[condition]/action)

comporte un ddclencheur
- mettant A disposition: (dvdnenient~condition]) qul ddcide du passage

(instantand) d'un dtat A l'autre et une action
.des 6vdnements( fugitifs, disponibles; A un (action) qui est produite lors; de ce passage.
instant et perdus aussitbt, meme non
consommds) ou des conditions et des Les 6vdnements et conditions peuvent 8tre des
donnies (persistantes). combinaisons logiques, dd6vfnements ou

conditions.
*de contr~le (flches pointilldes),

LUs actions peuvent 8tre des ensembles (non
*dle donndes ou mixtes (fl~ches ordonnds) d'actions ; elles peuvent aussi 8tre
continues). conditionndes par d'autres ddclencheurs. 4



Les entrees par defaut et ltea connecteurs Lea flux peuvent 8tre regroupds
dhistonique et de terminaison, compli~tent la (implementation) differemment mais leur0
sdniantique des transitions. contenu est coherent avec celui des flux des

activity-charts.
Le temps nintervient que de fagon explicite et
sous, la forme : Cette implementation constitue le lien entre

- XdEvtnements diffdrds, module-chart et activity-chart.
- d'actions programmites,
- de lien global entre pas (simulation, 4.1.4. - Dictionnaire de donntes

tests dynamiques) et unitE de temps.
lUn dictionnaire de donndes rassemble les

Lea liens entre statechart et activity-chart informations ( et leurs relations) des
sont opfrds: diagrammes du modee hidrarchises par ces

liens d'imbrication, de description ou
.par des dvtnements d'impldmentation. Chaque element, graphique

started (activity), ou non, du mod~le appartent a un diagramnie.
stopped (activity),etc. Son contenu sdmantique est d~fmni grice A une
par des conditions grille specifique.
iictive(activity), etc.
et par des actions 4.1.5. - L'outil Statemate
start !(activity)
stop !(activity),etc.) L'outil STATEMA1TE (V4.2) offre de

places : nombreuses possibilit~s et sp6cificit~s.
-sur les, labels des transitions,
-dana des reactions statiques des Etats; Le mod~1e activity-charts statecharts eat

verifiable statiquenient (intra et inter-
.par des indications de correlation entre dtats, diagrainmes). 11 eat de plus verifiable
et activit~s, dynarniquement par exploration syst~matique *

activity throughout state, (utilisation des elements, atteignabilite,
activity within state. impasse, conflit : competition ou

indetrination).
4.1.3. - Module-chart

11 eat executable directement (sans
Un module-chart perruet l'allocation des instrumentation supplementaire) par
fonctions et des flux. simulation :l'utilisateur introduit lea stimuli et

en constate lea effets sur I'animation graphique
i~iro,,~yxc,'ou par lexamen des diverses informations, que

A MODLZ ETZIL9 cesoit en interactif ou en batch.
rWX__I~OPYAtOXLea scenarios de test ou de simulation peuvent

etre enregistrds, rejou~s et lea, traces des
* U rdsultats conservdes.

MOU*_g ST SC

~OuLDKUS nOCACKUn texte descriptif peut 8tre associe A tout
INFO element et en particulier aux activites (ou

BASK bottes) 616mentaires de la d~composition
MOO (texte, pseudo-code ou formalisme libre).

IIOCULtPIINCPAL

Fomais napa du Module de catri i4qu dn4. ro'oigration

module implemente une ou plusieurs, activitts, c **od a-axtssdn~qe
de sorte qu'il y ait un recouvrement complet de V i P' si ysmcX
l'ensemble de celles-ci, A lexception des
activit6s de contr~le.

Structure de Iloutil STATEMATE



L~e mod~1e peut gdndrer automatiquement du -counpl~tude :transition sans label,
code C ou Ada; la structure du code des dvdnement ddfini et non utilise...
activites; 6idmentaires est preparee mais laissde
vide. 4.~2.2.SiMjlation
Un panneau graphique peut 8tre defini, Iui 8tre
connectd, et son code automatiquement La modelisation 6tant intrins~quement
genidre. formelle, le modele est executable sans aucune

instrumentation et dans la pratique, la phase de
Le tout peut 8tre compile avec le code simulation intervient &es qu'une 6bauche de
dventuellement ajoutd par l'utilisateur (dans les modele validd statiquement est disponible (la
activitds de base) et execute hors de validation statique est facultative mais
l'environnement Statemate, constituant ainsi recommandde).
un prototype rdaliste et interactif du futur
syst~me et de son interface. La simulation interactive constitue de ce fait

l'outil privildgid de mise au point du modele.
4.2 Prisentation des travaux M~s qu'une anomalie de fonictionnement est 4

misc en evidence par la simulation, la
4.2. 1. Modelisation correction adequate peut 8tre apportee au

modele.
Les travaux de modelisation ont naturellement
commenc:6 par la definition precise de Par un processus itdratif, le modele est
linterface du systhme en vue de moddlisr progressivement mis au point. 11 est A noter
l'activity-chart de premier niveau, figeant ainsi que la simulation peut avoir pour objet un
la nature et le nombre des elements intervenant sous-ensemble du modde (dont la misc au
dans la gestion de la logique operationnelle. point est particuli~rement delicate, par

exemple).
Le premier souci a Wt de mettre rapidement en
oeuvre une dbauche de modtle pour affiner la La simulation interactive se ddroule pas A pas, *

coprehension du comportement des modes mettant en evidence les mdcanismes mis en jeu
superieurs. Cette ddmarche a abouti A pour aller d'un dtat A un autre.
idelaboration de plusieurs moddles ayazn des UI est dgalement possible d'enchainer
approches diffdrentes du probl~me. autornatiquement les, pas de simulation en

"11super-pas" pour aller d'dtat stable en 6tat
Trois modeles ont 6t6 successivement stable.
construits. La puissance et lergonomie de
STATEMATE a grandement facilitd le travail L'interface de la simulation interactive est
de reprise des modeles (transfert d'Cldments rialisde A laide de fiches A renseigner
d'un diagramme i I'autre, gestionnaire des presentant la liste des dv6nements et des
configurations du modele intdgr). conditions intervenant dans le modele.

Le processus de validation statique du moddle STATEMIATE aide l'operateur en indiquant
ne fait pas A proprement parler de la quelles informations peuvent avoir une
moddlisation. incidence sur le modele au prochain pas de

simulation.
Toutefois, dans la pratique, il est totalement Cette interface ne prdsente pas la convivialite
integre A la phase de moddlisation car les tests d'une interface graphique. Son utilisation est
de base peuvent 8tre lances A tout moment. lourde, surtout pour la simulation d'un mod~el

complet.
fls sont particulitrement utiles car ils viennent
en complement des verifications de cohdrence La simulation peut egalement etre utilis&e en
syntaxique et semantique effectudes mode batch en exdcutant des fichiers de
automatiquement lots de la saisie des commandes generes manuellement ou par un
informations. enregistrement en simulation interactive.

La verification statique se compose de tests de: 4.2.3 Prtinage

-rectitude: boucles de transitions, utilisation Le prototypeur est un outil dont la foniction est

des informations conforme au type... de g.~ndrer un code (C ou ADA) A partir du

L



mo~ede specification. Ce code est - la presence de conflits d'affectation de

totalement detache de lfoutil qui l'a g~ndrd et valeurs, i des paramittres.
peout donc 8tre poMt sur une autre station de
travail depourvue de loutil STATEMATE. En theorie, la puissance de cet outil est
La structure du code des activitis (activity- seduisante et il est tentant de l'appliquer sans
charts) 616mentaires est priparde, l'utilisateur retenue au modee complet.
peout dventuellement y mettre un code
correspondant i la fonction. Une tentative de vtrification complete des

.rtgles d'incompatibilitt des modes a dtt
Une option debug permet au prototypeur de rdalisee. Apr~s 48 heures de CPU (sur SUN
cr~er un lien entre le code gendrd et les entitds SPARCI) la vdrification ndtait toujours pas
de STATEMATE, les services rendus sont les terminde. 11 a faillu se rendre A lHvidence que
memes que ceux offerts par un debugger cc genre d'outil devait 8tre manipuld avec
classique (points d'arret, observation et discernement si onl veut en tirer des risultats. 11
modification dentitds de STATEMATE, est impdratif, sur des modbles cornpliquds de
traces). limiter le champ dinvestigation. 0

Enfin, un panneau graphique d'interface petit En pratique, il a Wdiedmontri que les etats
8tre connectd au code gdndrd par le interdits (par les regles d'incompatibilitd) ne
prototypeur. pouvaient 8tre atteints sous les hypotheses

restrictives suivantes:
Lergonomie et le rdalisme du prototype a eles capteurs demneurent valides, 0
permis son exploitation par une dquipe *les; trims sont embrayds
d'ingdnieurs spdcialistes du pilotage eles; directeurs de vol ne sont pas engagds.
automatique des hdlicoptrers. Chacun deux a Ce rtsultat partiel a 06d obtenti en 23 heures
appliqu6 les scenarios de tests qui lui CPU.
semblaient pertinents pour s'assurer que lc
prototype fonctionne correctement et ainsi Une ddmarche compidmentaire a consist6 1 S
identifier rapidement les anomalies du modele. introduire sciemnment une erreur dans le
Cette constatation ddmontre l'intdret du modelc (une transition incorrecte conduisant Al
prototypage comme instrument de validation une combinaison de modes interdite) et A
de la specification; il offre un rapport: vdrifier que l'outil ttait capable de la retrouver.
nombre d'erreurs ditecteestemps de La ddtection a pris; 8 minutes CPU, le scdnario
detection trouvd par l'outil a 6i6 vdrifit a posteriori en 0
particuli~rement 6lev6. simulation interactive.

4.2.4. Validation dynamique La validation dynamique poss~de donc des
atouts qu'il serait dommage de ne pas

La validation dynamique se prdsente. d'une exploiter.
certaine mani~re, comme le compidment du 0
prototypage et de la simulation. Elle utilise des 11 est raisonnable de penser qu'en prenant
mdthodes systdmatiques; 11 otileI prototypage certaines pr~cautions dans la conception du
fait appel A l'intuition. mod~le, la validation dynamnique puisse 8tre
Elle tente de rdpondre aux questions du type facilitde (cette contrainte na pas Wi prise en
"Est-il possible que le modele ... ?" plut&t qu% compte dans notre modtle).
celles du genre "Que fait le mod~le 0
lorsque...?". L'accroissemeni probable de la puissance CPU
Pour ce faire, l'outil de test dynamique de dans les annies futures milite 6galement en
STATEMATE possade des mdcanismes faveur de l'approche "tests dynaniiques".
internes de gdndration de scenarios de tests
alors qu'en simulation, ces scdnarios sont bitis 4.3 AVV=il de la n~thode
par un opdrateur. 0

La mdthode de HAREL prdsente une grande
L'outil de test dynamique permet de tester: homogdndit au niveau des concepts

- la non-atteignabilitd 'TaO= interdits. manipulds;
- l'existence d'impasse. les statecharts, originalit6 de la mdthode,
- la prdsence d'inddtermninismes du modele. s'inftgrent naturellement aux activity-charts
- l'utilisation des didments du mod~le. pour obtenir tine approche tr~s visuelle du 0

probl~me de la specification.

0 0



$ Les principes mis en oeuvre, sils sent 5.1 Ran~de sur la m~thode
novateurs. s'appwient stir des notions
largemcnt r6pandues; dans lindustric La m~thode supportee par G2 s'articule autour
(diagramnmes dtats/transitions, diagrammes de de la constitution d'une base de connaissances
fiots de donnids). Uls permettent ndanrnoins de construite i laide de l'outil G2.
construire uric spdcificahion formeile du
syst~rne. Une base de connaissances est principalement

constitu&e
La m~thode de HAREL est support&e par
l'outil STATEMATE qui permet de tirer profit -d'objets
de la puissance de la mdthode.

-de tables d'attributs, qui permettent de
STATEMATE, outre ses fonictions d'ddition et d&crire les caract~ristiques de chacun des
de vdrification statique des 616ments de la objets.
specification, permet d'exdcuter le mod~le de
specification. -de classes d'objets organis~es suivant tine

structure hierarchique.
L'interft de la simulation n"e~ plus A
ddmontrer; pour les systkmes complexes, -de variables et de param~tres : objets dont
l'obtention d'une specification coberente et les valeurs; sent des nombres, des symboles
validie impose quasiment d'y avoir recours. ou du texte.

STATEMATE offre uric panoplie d'outils -de connexions et de relations qui
intdgrds qui eric Pu 8tre apprecies au cours de reprtsentent les relations physiques,
l'6tude: logiques ou temporelles existant entre les

6l6ments de la base de connaissances.
- une base de donnees (gdrant les 6l6ments de
la specification) autour de laquelle s'articulent -de rtgles qui d6finissent le comportement* *
des utilitaires d'interrogation et de gestion de du systeme

confguraion.-de procedures :ensemble de commandes du
- un prototypeur gendrant un code ddtachd de langage procddural de G2.

Fotle ocpral.-de fonictions permettant deffectuer des
- on outil de validation dynamique gendrant operations arithnidtiques.
automatiquement des scdnarios de test.

La specification se pr6sente comme une
Des ameliorations de STATEMATE sont mod~isation du systhme, rdalis&e A base
attendues : d'objets et de rfgles.
-correction des erreurs du prototypeur. 4
-connex~ions de panneaux d'interfaces Les objets ddcrivent les 6ldments de la
graphiques Al la simulation, en vue de la doter sp&-ification d'ordre structurel. Tout objet est
d'une borne ergonomie. une instanciation de classe.

STATEMATE sest r&6v16 etre Les classes d'objets sent organisdes de mani~re
particuli~rement bien adapte A la specification bierarchique de fanon A cc que les seus-classes
de la logique d'engagement des modes puissent hdriter des attributs des classes
supe'rieurs. supdrieures auxquelles eles appartiennent.

Rdciproquement, la hierarchisation des classes
Lors de cette etude, les limites de la mdthode permet de ddfinir les attributs communs A
et de loutil ne sont pas apparues (sauf peut- plusieurs objets au niveau de la classe
8tre au niveau de la validation dynamique). 11 superieure A laquelle les objets en question
est donc permis de penser que la methode de appartiennent.
HAREL et STATEMATE sent bien adapt6s i
la specification du comportement des syst~mes Les rfgles ddcrivent l'aspect comportemental
tels que les pilotes automatiques, d'hClicoptere. du mod~le. Elles renferment en fait la

connaissance de l'expert, dans la mesure oil
5. Evaluation de G2 clles d6terminent comment le modele doit

r6pondre aux diverses sollicitations.

--~~~~ -. -- --- a



2-10

Bibes optrent essentiellement sur lts attributs Les classes d'objets out donc Wt di6fuiies et
des objets et peuvent donc, de ce fait, etre hirarchisdes

g~ndrques-A chacun de ces objets ont &6e associds des
attributs et les valeurs de ces attnbuts

Une r~gle est compos6e de deux parties: clefinissent lea modes dont les
engagement/armement sent autorisds sur l'axe.

-l'antecddent, qui d&crit lea conditions
d'activation de la regle. Les diffdrents modes supdrieurs sent des

instances d'une de ces classes. La nature et le
-la consequence, qui ddcrit ce qui est nombre de leurs attributs, sent fonction de la
effectud lorsque la t~gle eat activee. classe & laquelie ils appartiennent, ce qui

definit en fait un type do comportement.
Un moteur dinfirence permet l'invocation des
regles suivants diffdrents mdcanismes: La representation "objet" rdsout

intrinsequement uric partie du probI~me de Ia
-Chainage avant: la regle est invoqude lorsque verification dans la mesure oia chaque objet
lea pamam~tres figurant dans l'antdcddent respecto le formalisme de la classe A laquelle il
rejoivent une nouvelle valeur. appartient, cc qui garantit un premier niveau

de cohdrence.
-Chainage arritre: une rtgle RI eat invoqu&e
lorsque sa consequence optre sur un param~tre L'dcriture des regles servant A moddliser le
dent le moteur d'infdrence a besoin pour comportement du systeme, intervient
6valucr l'antecedent d'une regle R2 qu'il doit logiquement apres la creation des objets. Un
invoquer. certain nombre de variables (validitds, etat

trim, captures) compl~tent la reprdsentation
-Invocation de regles par categoric, objet. Une relation incompatible est utils&e

pour aider I decrire les incompatibilit6s entre* *
-Invocation pdriodique de r~gles. modes.

-Invocation des ifgles associecs k un objet Comine exemple de rtgle g~n6rique operant
particulier. sur uric classe, on peut presenter la regle qui

desengage les modes actifs A lengagement
Ce moteur dinference est dit "temps reel", cc dun mode incompatible.
qui signifle en fait qu'un temps do reponse de
l'ordre de la seconde eat garanti. whenever the etat of any mode in receives a

L'outil G2 eat disponible sur la plupart des value
statonsde raval d machCand when the etat of mn is acuifstatonsde raval d mach6and the etat of any mode m2 that is

5. IfiWSw L4aio de t3ax incompatible m is actif

5.2. 1. Moddlisation then conclude that the etat of mt2 is inactif

La phase d'analyse a conduit I lidentification Cette regle fait intervenir explicitement:
des principes gendraux g~rant lea modes - la classe mode et sen attribut etat avec ses
superieurs et en particulier la notion de valeurs actif et inactif
compatibilitt entre modes. - la relation incompatible

Ces principes peuvent etre d&-rits par un Cette ragle, tr~s g~ndrique, s'applique pour
nombre limit6 de rfgles de comportement. chaque instance de la classe mode.

La moddlisation "objet" eat realisee A partir Cet exemple donne uric idd& de la lisibilitt des
des divers elements de specification regles. Les entites crdees pour les besoins de la
intervenant dans lea regles de comportement: moddlisation portent des noms franigais.
les axes de pilotage, lea directeurs; de vol, les L'utilisation de termes anglais conjuguec A un
modes sup6rieurs et le selecteur de navigation. choix judicieux (incompatible-with au lieu de

incompatible) aurait permis d'obtenir une



formulation des r~gles proche du langage Les simulations "en batch" avec ex&ution
naturel (de l'anglais'). automatique d'un fichier de commandes-

opdratcurs dat~es, sont dgalement possibles.
L~e moteur d'inftrcnce de G2 est dott dec La simulation s'extcute alors suivant le
nombreuses possibilitts d'invocation de r~gle; s6quencenient ddcrit clans; Ie fichuer de
sculs ics chainage avant et arritre ont W~ commandes; les etats du modec sont
utilisds pour chaquc rfgle. enregistits dans un fichier dec traces et sont

simultandment visuahses sur linterface dec
Remw~uesimulation.

Une limitation de la mdthode lide A lutilisation Les simulations interactives et batch utilisent
dec loutil G2 apparait & cc stade des travaux. des concepts voisins et sont fortement
Lensemble des modes supdricurs a dtI intdgrdcs. La simulation interactive peut 8tre
partitionnid en un ensemble de classes. Chaque utilisde pour gdndrer lc fichier de commandes
mode appartient donc: i une clamsetc une de la simulation batch (par enregistrement datt
seule. Comme une classe ddflnit un type de des commandes); les fichiers de rdsultats sont
comportement, il est done ndccssaire dec rdalisd par le meme utilitaire.
rtaliscr une partition fine de lcnsemblc des
modes pour traduire la diversitd des La phase de simulation est naturrll!.u~ent
comportements. L~e nombre d'instances d'une fortement couplde avec la pha~se dec
classe terminale se trouve dec cc fait bien moddlisation.
souvent rdduit A un ou deux.
Dans cc type d'approchc, seule la La misc au point du mockle est un processus
hidrarchisation des classes permet une rdcurent; la simulation permet dec confronter le
riduction de la compl-i xt6 par une fddration modele & la spdcification textuelle, de
des comportements; dldmentaires. diagnostiquer rapidement les erreurs par des

simulations interactives.
Une approche permettant de constnnire *
plusicurs partitions de l'ensembles des modes 5.21.3. V&idation
aurait permis d'obtenir des classes dec cardinal
plus dlevd. Les contr~les internes A 02 assurent ]a
Chaque mode aurait alors appartenu cohdrcnce syntaxiquc du mod~le et permettent
simultandment A plusicurs classes d'objets, ddvitcr la phase de validation statique.
chacune d'entrc clles refiftant une facette de
son comportement. La validation du modde consiste done en une
Cette approche aurait ndcessitd l'utilisation de validation dynamique rdalisde avec:
la notion d'hdritage multiple, quc l'outil G2 ne l'environnement dec simulation.
poss~de pas.

La mesure de la couverture du modele est
5.2.2.imulai~ r-alsd A l'aide d'un utilitaire marquant les

situations renconatres au cours des simulations
Le modile obtenu est exicutable, il se prete batch.
donc A la simulation.
L'dtape suivante des t-avaux a consistd en la En pratique il a &6d possible de rdaliser la
realisation d'une interface de simulation. couverture des points suivants de la
Une moddlisation graphiquc des didments spdcification :
intervenant dans cette interface a WEd -atteignabillit des diats d'engagement
constitude. Cette interface a ftd rdalisde sans (d'armement le cas 6chdant) en couplage et
vdritable soucis d'obtenir une ergonomic en directeur de vol pour chacun des modes.
voisine dec cele du systdme rdcl. Sa fonction -atteignabilitd de chacun des dtats; systbmes.
est uniquement l'alimentation du moddle en -vdriflcation que les dtats systames non
donndes et la visualisation des ttats obtenus. permis (modes incompatibles) ne sont pas
Sa construction a largement fait appel aux rencontreds lors des simulations.
composants d'interf ace disponibles clans les
librairies compidmentaires, de G2 (objets Cet utilitaire fournit la mdtrique ndcessaire A la
graphiques; permettant dec lancer des actions construction des fichiers dec simulation batch
G2, d'affectcr des valeurs A des variables qui constituent les tests de couverture du
symboliques...). modde. La construction dec ces fichiers peut



etre effectude soit par une simulation L'application de cette mifthode au modele6
interactive, soit par tine dJition directe. complet risque cependant d'en rtvtler les

limites, notarnment lorsque le nombre de
Ceftt couverture est relativement limit~e; si composantes du vecteur d'6tat s'accroit (modes
l'approche objet retenue intbgre la notion d'dtat arimts, directeur de vol) et que tous les
systbnc. clle ne formalise pas celle de Wlments de l'interface du modtle sont pris en
transition d'dtat. Le changement detat est compte.
effectud par l'interm6diaire des r~gles de
coniporternent. 5.2.4.Optimisation du modtle

La couverture des transitions d'6tat ne peout Le modele presentit dans le chapitre pr&6dant
donc pas 8tre effectude avec le formalismne du poss~de tine structure voisine de celle du
modee. document de sp~cification textuel qui a servi

de base A la modelisation. LUs aspects
Pour pallier cc manque, l'approche adoptt& a comportementaux du pilote automatique sont
consistd A generer automatiquement un d~crits fonction par foniction. 0
automate i etats fmis A partir du mod~1e.

La demarche qui a pr~valu lors de la redaction
La simulation est utilis&e pour gdn~rer les des r~gles de comportemients, a consist6 i
transitions entre dtats: pour chacun des ttats du privilegier le caract~re systimatique au d6pend
systame, toutes les actions possibles sur les de la gd6nricit6.
didnients, de l'interface sont simuldes; les0
transitions vers les dtats syskiue atteimts sont Les principes gfniraux rigissant le
alors crddes. comportement des modes transparaissent

pourtant ati travers de Ijaspect systdmatique de
Pour obtenir un jeu de tests exhaustif, il reste A certaines riegles. Cest A cc niveati que se situe
parcourir 1'automate en passant par toutes les vdritablement l'expertise et c'est cette approche
transitions d'dtat. que i'on a tent6 de promouvoir en reprenant le *

modele.
L'algorithme retenti est 6idmentaire: A partir
d~un dtat initial, tine transition non parcourue Lobjectif est d'obtenir un mod~le concis,
est franchie, cc processus se rdpete jtisqu'i ce constitu6 de rtgles que les modes doivent
qutine impasse soit atteinte (tine impasse pour suivre plut~t que de rtgles formalisant le
cet algorithme est tin dtat au dtpart duquel comportement de chacun des modes. 0
totites les transitions ont &6d parcourues), ce
parcours correspond i tin test. Le travail de reprise du modele a consist6 A

reprendre les regles groupe par groupe.
Un nouvel dtat initial est ensuite choisi parmi
les etats possddant encore des transitions Ldditeur syntaxique de regles s'est rdvdlt 8tre
sortantes non parcourues. bien adapt6 A tine utilisation par des personnes0

peu rompues I la sdmantique du langage. Son
L~e processus ddcrit plus haut est reconduit. ergonomic a dtd particulitrement apprdcide; il
L'algorithme est reft6 lorsque, pour chaque propose A chaque caracthre saisi la liste des
dtat, toutes les transitions sortantes sont mots autorisds, vdrifie en ligne la cohdrence de
parcourties. la regle tditde. L'ddteur autorise l'existence

d'dtats imtermddiaires, syntaxiquement
Cette approche a dtd maquettde en Iimitant le incoherents, l'intir&t pratique de cette facilit6
vecteur detat du systeme aux modes engagts est tvident lors d'une modification de regle.
(pas d'arinement de mode), en limitant
linterface aux boutons d'engagement des A chaque &tape de la modification du mod~le,
modes et avec le sdlecteur de navigation dans le recours; systdmatique A la simulation a
la seule position NAy. permis de s'assurer que le comportement du0
L'automate obtenti ne comporte que 26 dtats et modtle demneurait inchangd.
260 transitions et le nombre de tests assurant
la couverture est de 30. Le nouveau modele a beaucoup gagn6 en

gtndricitd, en concision et en lisibilit6. La
Les 6tudes stir la gdndration automatique de maintenabilit du modale a progress6.
tests ont ddmontrd la faisabiiitd de l'approche06
automate A etats finis pour valider le mod~le.



A titre dcexernple. l'adjonction d'un nouveau importantes, du modele ont Pu etre r~alisdes
mode de pilotage se limiterait A la creation rapidement avec un taux derreurs tras faible.
d'un nouvel objet par instanciation do la classe
auquel le nouveau mode appartiendrait et au L'apport de la mdthode dans la phase deA
renseignement de quelques attributs (sous spdcification est ddmontre, touteois il est
rdserve que cc nouveau mode ait un difficile d'envisager une extension importante
comportement apparcnt46 A un comportement de son champ d'opdration en dehors des
ddji rencontrt). aspects gestion de la logique op-drationnelle.

La ddma.. ,e adopt& dans cette phase des La mdthode basde sur G2 apparait plut6t
travaux, pounrait certainement 8tre encore comme une mfthode de prototypage
poursuivie. Des gains en matitre de lisibiliti particulilrement rapide de l'aspect
des r#.gles pourraient facilement 8tre obtenus comportemental des syst~mes.
par un choix plus adlquat des noms; d'attributs,
de relations et de procddures. Lenvironnement de simulation permet la

validation de la maquette et les scdnarios de
Toutefois. les; limites de G2 en mati~e tests de validation sont rdutilisables en phase0
d'hdritage multiple (d&rites dans le de validation du systame rftl.
paragraphe prtcddant) se sont fait fortement
ressentir et constituent l'obstacle principal au La puissance de l'approche oriente objet a 6t6
gain d'un ordre de grandeur en matire de apprecite et fait d'autant plus regretter
gdndricit6 du modele. l'absencc de la notion d'hdritage multiple qui

aurait perniis A la m6thode de gagner en
5.3 Apaorts de In medthode concision et rapiditi de construction du

mod~le.
La m~thode bas&e sur 02 s'articule autour des
notion de reprtsentation objet et de syst~me

Ces techniques sont trts novatrices, surtout Ces techniques ont permis de construire des
dans le domaine de la spdcification. Leur spdcifications et de les valider avec des degrds
utilisation combinde a conduit i l'obtcntion de de compldtude plus ou momns importants.
rdsultats satisfaisants; la gestion de Ia logique
d'engagement des modes supdrieurs et la Lint~ret de ces techniques a &6 clairement 4
visualisation associ6e ont Pu 8tre moddlisdes A dMmontrd et elles apparaissent comme des0
l'aide de la mdthode. elements-clds dans une ddmarche organisde de

rdduction du coilt de ddveloppement des
Le modele obtenu est exdcutable et son logiciels des systames complexes.
interface graphique poss~de de r~elles, qualit~s
d'ergonomie qui rendent son exploitation ais6e 11 reste ddsormais A montrer qu'une 4
par des op~rateurs; nayant aucune spdcification peut 8tre enti~rement formalisde
connaissance des techniques informatiques par l'utilisation d'une m6thode de description
mises en oeuvre pour construire le mod~le. des aspects comportementaux coupl& A une

mtthode de description des aspects
Cette qualit6 pourrait 8tre avantageusement transformnationnels, et que cc couplage est
mise A profit pour constituer les scenarios de industriellement utilisable et b~neffque. 4
validation.

La misc en pratique sur un projet d'envergure
La maintenabilitt du modele obtenu est bonne. nous permettra de confirmner le bien fond6 de
De plus, la formation requise pour effectuer la nos suppositions sur la maitrise des co(fts et
maintenance est beaucoup plus r6duite que le d'observer les r6actions de nos clients vis-A-vis
caractere novateur des techniques utilisdes de ces nouvelles fagons de travailler. 4
aurait pu Ie laisser supposer.

DNjI la d6fmnition d'une m~thodologie
L'approche "objet" est en fait assez intuitive, intigrant ces nouvelles techniques est
l'diteur de r~gles de G2 allie la puissance au envisagde et celle-ci sera pr~sent&e aux
caract~re didactique. La preuve- en a dtd Services Officiels pour obtenir leur avis quand
donnde par l'usage: des modifications a son application dans les systames d6velopp~s

pour l'adronautique, tarn civile que militaire.

0
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DESIGNING AND MAINTAINING DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES
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1. SUMMARY o Compare the sensor reading@ to a
The design of the optimal strategy knowledge base
for decision making is intractably
difficult when information sources o Provide an identification or
(sensors) provide different amounts classification of the object
of information and have different despite residual uncertainty
costs associated with their use.
This paper describes a sub-optimal ... subject to response time and
design algorithm wh...h can be probability of error constraints. The
further simplified if the user task is made more difficult by the
"specifies some parts of the decision fact that the sensors have varying
process to be executed at run-time, penalties associated with their use.
The design algorithm is provided For example, it may take much longer
with diagnostics so that the result for a Radar Warning Receiver (RWR) to
can be compared with accuracy and determine the scan rate of a radar * *
response time requirements, and a than to determine the pulse recurrence
learning module which enables new interval. The difference in response
information to be incorporated into time could mean an unacceptable delay
the knowledge base. The complexity in the initiation of countermeasures
of this algorithm is compared to against the radar. It is therefore
that of the optimal design important, to select an efficient
algorithm. strategy for the order in which

parameters are considered to obtain
2. INTRODUCTION the maximum information with the least
There are many interesting cost.
applications for real-time Decision
Making Processes (DMP's). Examples Finding the optimal DMP strategy
are Electronic Support Measures however, is a Non-Deterministic,
(ESM) logic design, Electronic Polynomial time (NP), complete task.
Countermeasures (ECM) optimization, (1) This means that the algorithm to
Indications and Warning logic design solve the problem may be simple to
and fault isolation/diagnosis write, but not feasible to run because
strategy in avionics. DMP's must do of the great computational
the following: requirements. It is necessary

therefore, to accept a sub-optimal,
o Apply a set of sensors to but "good enuugh", result. Moreover,

determine the characteristics the control structure c: any logically
of an object in the environment, correct, run-time procedure is so
(In this context, a "sensor" is complex that standard methods of
any instrument which observes an structured analysis for software
object and reports the value of design are not applicable. The result
an attribute. The instrument is that DMP's may be designed in an
could be, for example, an unstructured way and that performance
interferometric frequency (response time and/or confidence)
measurement device or a human requirements can be exceptionally
being counting objects in the difficult to satisfy.
environment.)

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aremspace Softn.re Engineenngfor Advanced Systems Architectures. May 1993.
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A related, potential difficulty is sensors have already provided.
caused by the fact that the Unless the overlap in sensor
knowledge base for a DMP is subject readings for different objects in
to change. For example, a new sensor the environment is very uniform,
could be installed in a part of the the DMP Designer will almost
spectrum not covered before and its certainly provide a different and
contribution to situation assessment more efficient result.
must be taken into account. If the
original DMP design was produced by Goodman and Smyth do not discuss
unstructured methods, the update diagnostics which could be made
task can be as difficult as the available to the user. However, they
original design task. do describe a learning module which

can compute statistics from
The task of specifying a DMP and the observations of a new object and
possibility of developing CASE tools update the knowledge base accordingly.
for design is discussed by Borden This learning module has been adapted
and Cinar in Reference 2. The for use in the DMP Designer.
implications for NP-Completeness of
Radar Warning Receiver (RWR) design 4. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
are discussed in Reference 3. The inputs to the procedure include a

description of the sensor suite:
The purpose of this paper is to o The number of sensors
describe an algorithm which can be
used to design an efficient decision o The response time (or other cost)
making strategy for a real-time DMP. of each of the sensors
The procedure to be described is a
greedy algorithm which selects the o A partition of the set of possible • *
sensor providing the greatest ratio readings for each sensor (j) into
of new information to cost at each "windows" (k) or discrete values
node of the decision tree. It will
not however, guarantee a globally The user also provides a knowledge
optimized decision strategy. base which includes the a priori

probability of occurrence of an object 4
3. RELATED RESULTS of type i (Oi) in the environment and
Goodman and Smyth (4) describe an the conditional probability that the
information theoretic algorithm used sensor j will report a value in window
to build decision trees. There are k when observing an object of type i:
two important differences between P(WjklOi).
the Goodman/Smyth Algorithm (GSA) d
and the algorithm described in this Finally, the user provides a stopping
paper (DMP Designer): rule to ensure that a branch of the

decision tree terminates when the
"o The GSA assumes that every sensor probability of an incorrect

has the same cost whereas, the classification is small enough.
DMP Designer assigns different 4
costs (response times) to The first step in the algorithm is to
different sensors. find a branch of the current decision

tree which does not have a terminal
"o The GSA selects a new sensor to indicator. The existing tree could be

expand a node based on the root node if the tree is being
the amount of mutual information built from scratch, a branch of a •
between the new sensor and the partial tree provided by the user or a
environment. The DMP Designer branch of the tree as it has been
selects a new sensor based on the constructed by the algorithm thusfar.
reduction in conditional entropy If every branch has a terminal
at each node, taking into account indicator, the algorithm prints the
the information that other •

S . . .. . . ". . . .... ., . *.,
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completed tree and the user may sensors and many windows for each
proceed to the diagnostics module. sensor. To reduce the complexity of

the design task, the user can specify
Once the branch has been selected, a partial tree in advance. In this
the sensors not yet used on that way, the user can circumscribe the
branch are retrieved. If the number work to be done by the algorithm and
of sensors already used equals the reduce its complexity. If the user
total number of sensors, a failure places a terminal indicator on any
notification is appended to the branch, the algorithm will ignore all
branch and the algorithm goes back possible expansions at this node and 0
to step one to find another branch. work on the remainder of the tree.
Otherwise, the available sensor The ability of the user to specify
providing the maximum payoff in bits part of the solution is especially
of independent information per useful if a change to the knowledge
second is selected. The node at the base occurs which affects only part of
end of the branch is expanded for the existing decision tree. 0
all possible (discretized) attribute Typically, the first sensor to be
values which the new sensor might consulted is pre-determined either
provide, because it is a direct output of pre-

processing or because it is an alarm
Finally, the algorithm tests all the which initiates the decision making
new nodes which have been generated. activity. It is not necessary •
If the stopping rule is met, a however, to specify any part of the
terminal indicator is appended in decision tree in advance.
the form of a positive
classification result. When this The learning module adapted from the
activity is completed, the algorithm GSA can be used to add to the
returns to the first step. knowledge base by statistical analysis S 0

of a sample data set derived from a

The diagnostics module reports the new object in the environment. It
confidence level for every positive could (for example) add the parameters
classification, the a priori of a new radar emitter or wartime mode
probability of every branch of the to the knowledge base used by an ESM
tree which terminates in failure, system. This module automatically 0
the latency time for every branch of computes the statistics of the
the tree, the mean latency time and parameter distributions, adds them to
the expected throughput in bits per the knowledge base and redesigns the
second. To correct classification decision tree as required. It is
failures which have a significant necessary however, for the user to
probability of occurrence, the user provide the a priori probability of •
can specify a result and annotate occurrence of the new object.
the branch appropriately. If the
latency time on any branch is 5. INFORMATION THEORETIC
unsatisfactory, he may terminate the CONSIDERATIONS
branch earlier and and specify a The fundamental consideration in
result. After editing, the user may designing this algorithm is to obtain 0
re-run the diagnostics to determine the maximum amount of mutual
the performance of the modified information between the selected
tree. sensors and the domain with the least

cost (usually time). At each node of
This algorithm does not solve the the decision tree, the maximum payoff
NP-complete, global optimization sensor (in terms of bits of new S
problem. The problem it does solve information per second) is selected.
however, is still very complex if The node is expanded for all the
the problem domain is large, i.e. if possible outcomes (windows) for this
there are many different object new sensor. The probability of
types in the environment, many correct classification at each new
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node is then computed and terminal and the formula for the uncertainty
indicators are added to each which will remain after using a new
finished branch. sensor (J^) with windows (Wj'k4}: •

As part of the initialization, the H(o0{Wjk)A(Wl k.)) - -
algorithm computes the a priori P(OjA(jik 1 {Wjk}) * Log 2
probability that a sensor j will P(OilfWjk}A(Wj.-k-)) (5)
report a value in window k2

where P(Wj'k.) is the a priori 0
P(Wjk) - Zi P(00 * P(WjklOi) (1) probability of occurrence of window k

for sensor j^:

This result is used to compute the

probability that the object being P(Wj.kA) - Zi P(Oi) * P(Wj.k.-1oi) (6)
observed 1.9 of typo i, given that
sensor j has reported a reading in The new sensor (j^) which maximizes 0
window k: the difference between formula 4 and

formula 5, divided by the response

P(OilWjk) = (P(Oi) * P(WjklOi))/ time, is the one which contributes the
P(Wjk) (2) most new information per unit cost, so

this sensor is used to expand the node
The next step is to compute the being worked. The evaluation of the 0
probability that the object is of new nodes proceeds depth first, from
type i given a sequence of windows front to back until there is a
for the sensors which have already solution at the end of every branch,
een used. If (Wjk) is a list of or the process runs out of sensors and
windows (k) for sensors (j), then: fails. * .
P(Oil{Wjk)) - (P(MO) * llk For a more detailed discussion of the

P(WjkiOi))/P{Wjkl (3) information theoretic equations usedin this program, see Reference 5.
This equation is true because the
sensors are conditionally 6. PROGRAMMING INFORMATION AND
independent. If pairwise (or n- COMPLZXITY ANALYSIS •
wise) relationships exist between This algorithm was coded in PC Scheme,
the sensors for a given object- a version of LISP produced by the
class, these clusters are identified Texas Instruments Company. The
as distinct objects or variants of elements of Scheme syntax used for
objects in the environment, this program are reasonably standard

for LISP. •
If the conditional probability in
Equation 3 exceeds the required The complexity (C) of the algorithm
confidence level for some i, this described in this paper is on the
branch stops and a terminal order of:
indicator consisting of a
classification is added. If not, C - N(i) * N(j) * flj N(k(j)) (7) 0
all the unused sensors are evaluated
to determine which will provide the where:
greatest payoff in new information
per unit cost. To do this, we use o N(i) is the number of object
the formula for the remaining classes in the environment
uncertainty about the environment 0
given the windows (Wik) which have o N(j) is the number of sensors
been reported to date:

o N(k(j)) is the number of windows
H(OI{W 0) - Ei P(Oj({Wjk)) * Log2  (k) for sensor J.r(oil(ýjk)) (4)
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Since all subsets of the possible As one of several exercises done with
sensors to be used on each branch the algorithm, the author has used it
must be considered in the globally to design Radar Warning Receiver (RWR)
optimal algorithm, the complexity logic for an environment consisting of 0
(C^) is on the order of: four radar threats. Parameters from

the NATO Emitter Data Base were used.
C^ - N(i) * 2**N(j) * flj N(k(j)) (8) Simulated intercepts of a fifth threat

were then introduced to exercise the
where the middle part of the learning module. The resulting
expression is the number of subsets decision logic was further tested in
of a set of N(j) elements. an RWR simulation driven by the STC

Radar Environment Simulator (RES).
For example, if there are five
object classes in the environment, 8. CONCLUSION
five sensors and five windows for If sensors provide different amounts
each sensor, the complexity of the of information and have different 0
algorithm in this paper is on the costs associated with their use, the
order of 78,125 whereas the optimal design of an optimal strategy for
algorithm is 484,375. sequential constraint satisfaction

using these sensors is an NP-Complete
If, as is probable, we are able to problem. This paper contains a
specify the first sensor to be used, description of a sub-optimal design
the complexity is reduced to 12,500 algorithm which reduces the complexity
and 48,875 respectively. If we of the problem. The algorithm also
specify branches of the decision allows the user to specify part of the
tree which are already satisfactory, solution to reduce the complexity even
the design task can be further further. This algorithm applies when
simplified. the probability distributions of • S

sensor readings are known for all the
7. PLANNED ENHANCEMENTS AND object classes in the environment, but

APPLICATIONS when there is inherent ambiguity
The LISP version of the algorithm is (overlap) between the distributions.
regarded as an exploratory It is useful whenever efficiency at
prototype. This language is a run-time is important. The algorithm S
convenient prototyping tool for an has been implemented in LISP. A
algorithm of this type because LISP comprehensive set of diagnostics and a
programs are inherently modular and learning module are provided.
recursion is very easy to implement.
The program is currently being re- 9. REFERENCES
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Discussion

Question L. HOEBEL

Do you have any conjecture abou the effect of users on complexity for large scale problems, that is, with more
radars/parameters, do users have more or less effect on software (operation) complexity?

Reply
The relationships between the "complexity" in the environment and the complexity of the algorithm is given in the paper. •

As the environment grows, the increase in computational complexity will outpace improvements in processing
power/speed. The domain expe~rt will have to do more.

* E
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EMBEDDED EXPERT SYSTEM: FROM THE MOCK-UP TO THE REAL WORLD
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SUMMARY NRDQT_1

This paper is presenting a methodology for the We use to assume that an expert system is basically
integration of an expert system in an embedded real different from a clasascal software. A conventional 0
time software running the VRTX operating system. software is made up variables, functions and
We define the 'Expert Unit concept and its life procedures. But an expert system is made up an
cycle referring to a real experimentation. The inference engine vwhch is a classical software and a
production of operational embedded expert system knowledge base that contains inference rules given
becomes a reality because of the use of efficient by the human expert, elicited and formalised by
tools and an original methodology for its integration. knowledge engineer and exploited by the inference

engine.
This paper is showing how software engineering
techniques and methods (Life-Cycle definition. It implies that a set of specific methods and tools
identification of generic configuration items) can have to be used in the development of a software
help an embedded expert system development to which includes a knowledge-based function.
be more efficient and controllable than by using the Furthermore, this set is used on the whole software
Boehm's spiral model. This Life-Cycle is compatible development. An application is a classical software
with military quality standards (GAM T17 and DOD or an expert system. * 0
2167.). In real world, most of applications which we need to
An expert unit is a software component which may develop, contains functions which are typicatly
be integrated as other (conventional) components algorithmic and others which are typically heuristic or
of the application but, as including knowledge. it decisional. Both of it have to work, communicate and
should be developed with specific methods and interface each other. First technical solutlon consist
tools. Its structure is also specific and includes 3 in design of complex systems which inter couple
parts: Knowledge base, Data interfaces, classical software and exper systems.
Programming interface. This structure is using the
"aberact objects" XIA/XRete tool's facility. Such a solution cannot be chosen for embedded

military application development. Coupling is not
These development life-cycle and Expert Unit enough efficient to respect operational
concept imply a new design approach of requirements (execution time, memory space). To
Knowledge-Based Systems. During the definition respect such requirements the expert system have
phm, the components of the application and thew to be deeply (completely) integrated. An expensive
functions are defined. Some of them are identified solution is to develop anymore the expert system in
as heuristic or decisional (knowledge based) procedural language.
functions in the application. Specific life-cycle is
then applied to these functions. A KBS becomes a In 1984, new techniques of rule base total
software where expert units which encapeulate compilation happend. With these techniques, the
knowledge, and classical components are integration of an expert system in software becomes 0
integrated, possible [Fages86] [Fages 88]. The result of this

work is the XIA/XRete tool, a real-time expert system
The work described next is a complement of the workbench. XIAJXRete is composed of a rule base
work done by Thomson-CSF/RCM to apply expert compiler which generates target procedural
system techniques to the problem of radar language (C, C++, LTR3 or LISP) from rule base
identification. This work has been carried out within written in rule language and of an inference engine.
the Thomson-CSF XIA/XRete project. 0This paper is introducing the methodological and

design approach associated to this kind of tools. It
preserves creativity during Mock-up phase, all the
development products are re-used over the life-
cycle and no constraint is imposed by the expert
system on the application architecture.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on •erospace Software EngwneeringforAdvanced Systems Architecures May 1993.
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METHODOLOGY The applkcable tools are the rule compiler then if
needed the target language compiler This is
developed in the mock-up envronment by a

Hare is defined the 'Expert Unir concept and its knowledge engineer.
Life-Cycle. It has to be compatible with classical
software life-cycle [Boehm8li [GAMT17] This is an element (referring to [DOD2167])
[DOD2167]. It is also derived from the ESA's expert because considered as a compilation unit. The
system life-cycle [ESA85]. And the productivity is element concept needs to be adapted because
increased by comparison with the spiral model this item may be compiled two times (once by rule
[Boehm88J. base compiler and once by target language

compiler).
Usually, an expert system is a complete software
where all parts of it (algorithmic or heuristic) are In the right way, the knowledge base must be
designed as an expert system. In a software completely developed at the end of the mock-up
development process an expert system component phase.
impose an "hegemony" i.e. the other components 0
have to adapt their external interfaces to be able to It is possible, in a pragmatic way, to develop, in a
work with it. In this way, development process first time, an incomplete knowledge base to
becomes more difficult and expensive. integrate it in the application and to test it sooner

with real data. In this case, the final and complete
The Expert Unit concept has been defined to knowledge base could be obtained incrementally
control more efficiently embedded knowledge- by successive changes. This way is not
based systems development. This objective has particularly useful because controlling the
been reached by looking upon expert system just as convergence of this succession of changes is
another software component. So that software very difficult.
engineering techniques and methods may be
applied on it. This is possible by designing the data interfaces
expert unit as made up three parts which are the
three configuration items defining completely an Data interfaces are made up implementation
expert unit: directives of abstract objects (objects handed by * *

knowledge base and physically located in the
application's data) and interfacing primitives.

Application IImplementation directives use interfacing
primitives to access to objects values.

All data transfers between the knowledge base
and the application must be done through date
interfaces.

In our experimentation, data interfaces use the

abstract object facility of the XIAiXRete tool
[XIA91]. This facility lets handle (abstract) objects
in the knowledge base as the expert want to see
them independently of their real implementation
or location. So it lets specify formally for each
object and its attributes how to calculate their
value.

Applicatin's Data The applicable tools are the rule base compiler

Figure 1. Expert Unit Structure (for implementation directives) and the targetlanguage compiler (for primitives). Data interfaces
The three configuration items are: are produced. integrated and tested in the Mock-

up environment by knowledge engineer for
- knowledge base implementation directives and software engineer

(from the application's team) for interfacing
The knowledge base is the item where experts primitives.
knowledge is elicited in rule language. The
knowledge base is the more specific item of the Data interfaces are a component (referring to
configuration because it contains no classical [DOD21671) because they are not a compilation
programming code. It gives the expert nature of unit. They are composed by two parts which are
the expert unit configuration. compiled by two different compilers.
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Data interfaces are developed during the During the prototype phase, the data interfaces
prototype phase Changes of knowledge base are produced by conuidering the application
bring to data interfaces changes. interfaces. Data interfaces (implementation 0

directives) are developed in the mock-up
programrmng interface language. These we used as specificattons to

develop interfacing primitives in application
The programming interface contains all the development language. Then they ae
function and procedure references between the incrementally integrated to the mock-up which
expert unit and the application and the entry becomes in this way a prototype After each
point of the expert unit (inference loop). It primitive integration, no-regression tests ae a
contains all the links (in or out) with the applied. So the prototype development is fully
application in the cal graph. controlled and validated.

Applicable tools are rule base compiler (to The primitives are developed in a classical way
compile rule language primitives) and target (with software engineering technques, tools and
language compiler. The programrning interface is methods). The prototype is produced in the
first developed by a knowledge engineer in the mock-up environment which is earner to use. 0
Mock-up environment to simulate the application
working and rewritten in the application - Expert Unit phase
environment during the expert unit phase by a
software engneer. During Expert Unit phase, the programming

interface is rewritten in the application language.
Programming interface is an element (referring to
D00D21671) as the knowledge base. The expert unit is a set of source liles which wre

compiled by the rule base and target language
Below is described the Expert Unit Life-Cycle compiler and linked with the other application
integrated into the application V Life-Cycle. units in the embedded application environment.

The Expert Unit Life-Cycle is made up three main The KB Porting phase may be necessary if another
phases, an optional phase (Knowledge Base rule base compiler (with another rule language) is
porting) and two common phases with the used in the application environment. But it is not * *
application life cycle (Definition and Integration necessary with the XIAIXRete compiler which
phases). generates code in both environments, mock-up

(USP) and application (C). This increases the
The three phases are development productivity and control.

- Mock-up phase The integration of the expert unit is made as for

During the Mock-up phase the expert knowledge other units of the embedded aton.

is elicited and formalised by a knowledge Changes are made from the prototype. Changes of
engineer from human expert then the the expert unit consist essentially of changes on
knowledge base is developed. Interlaces with knowledge base.
the application are simulated.

The complete Expert Unit life-cycle is shown in
At the end of this phases the knowledge base figure 2. We can see that "prelimrincy design*. •
must be validated. This is recommended but not "detailed design" and "coding" phases are replaced
absolutely necessary as we have seen it above by "Mock-up", "Prototype', (optional) "KB Portingr
(see knowledge base description section). and "Expert Unit7 phases. The expert unit is a

software component which is pointed out as an
AN the developments are made in the mock-up expert function during the "Definition" phase.
environment (LISP). Application constraints are
not considered in the mock-up development. Productivity is greatly increased because all the

developments are re-used through the whole life-
Strong interactions exist between Definirion and cyde from the mock-up (knowledge base) to the
Mock-up phases because of the feasibility mock- expert unit (data interfaces and programming
up which is necessary in most of cases. interface). And the development process becomes

- Prototype phase also more controllable.

The productivity during changes is also increased
because:

* 0 I
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mock-up environment which is more powerful expert system mock-up of the rader identification
and user-friendly function in a real-time embedded software. So that

the mock-up is replacing the cassical equivalent
-changes are made essentially upon knowledge component of the embedded software.

base which is easier Is maintain because it is
more moduar and compact than its equivalent in The embedded software running the V R T X
procedural language. operating system masters a radar detector

equipment. Constraints on memory space and 0
I estimate that changes productivity increased about execution time are very strong. Data structur'es are
5 to 7 times by using expert system techniques in optirnised in accordance to application's information
complex functions of a software. processing. In any case, they are not adapted to

e1-perter syte Lr esig

FROM A MOCK-UP TO AN EMBEDDED xet55 pnOFTWAR E The mock-up is a radar identifica.ion demonstrator
developed in a LISP environment on VAX S
workstation (for more details see jGalichetg0j,

Here is shown how the methodology described [Schange6], [Schang88aJ and [Schang88b]). So
above is concretely applied on an operational memory and time constraints are very weak.
apNlication.

The mock-up knowledge base has been developed
To compare the performances and development and slructw'ed as shown in figure 3: knowledge
efforts we develop two versions of the same access its data only through data interface. So tht •
function: physical implementation can change without

- one in a claNical way in procedral languagen

-the second with expert system techniques

....

... ~~ ... 0..
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.... ock-WThen this set of XIA-C and C source files are
Mock-up compiled to obtain object files which can be linked04

A~ist~ ~)t*B. LISP with other object Wies of the application as anyone
. . . ..... .else. In this way, we obtain an executable program

file that we can experiment and compare to the
classcal" one.

* ISP PmLtive
06 0

Fe., 3 .n.tial Mock-up

tested.~ The LIS p rimitives erpae
incrementall byte.qiaetCpiiie.A . . . *
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that the Fototye is functioall idnialtohcsmkf-cupsontesmecssascasca nt

mock-upi(se ie, Caprimities foamre detals)ed BanhdPromncsoheepr unit Cweriworvse

tested. Then LISP. Thistve vaaailt oftheerorlcefctreadb
inmaterall to their reallyen oprCoa expertves untst
arupos thatie we wetec neve can orr.c exper unitsrmit

format~~~~~ whic IP- nefce tgaanesas h hefrave sam theperfrmnest asi clasncal one.
that~~~~~~~ Becrttpei ucinal dniclt h ause dfiuthmo h ae codes as classical unit.i paie o

mokuKseanowledge on oe eal). Btte pertfolrmapplicatio u the expert unit code iose
thgenertdb the russcl oe byasegiicn comptlr which cano

X~ete LISP Thbeso efficbient.yh feec ofth performance isto thy ea
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES Qualty standards need to be adapted to allowed
integration of knowledge bases in embedded
software.

In this paper we have defined a KBS Ufe-Cyde to
make its development and integration more Embedded intelligence becomes a reality.
controWale. This approach is based on the expert
unit concepX.

An expert unit is a software component which may
be integrated as other (classcal) components of the [AFNOR85I AFNOR. "Vocabulaire de Ia qualete
application but, as containing (encapsulating) du logicel"
knowledge, it should be developed with specific AFNOR ref. X50-109, July 1982
methods and tools.

[Boehm8l] B. W. BOEHM :'Software
Its structure is also specific and is made of 3 parts: engineering economics"
Knowledge base., Data interfaces through which the Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cifts, .
knowledge base access to application's data, New Jersey 1981
Programming interface through which the expert
unit is called by the application and the expert unit [Boehm88] B. W. BOEHM: "A spral model of
calls other units of the application, software development and

enhancement"
In the expert unit life-cycle, activities me clearly Computer, May 1988
behaved. Mock-up phase addresses the knowledge
base development, prototype phase the data (Cagnache921 F. Cagnache : 'Embedded expert
interfaces development, expert unit phase the system: Methodology and
programming interface development. The KB experimentation"
porting phase is optional because not necessary if a 12th international conference on
tool like XIAIXRete is available (XIA/XRete works on artificial intelligence, June 1992,
both environments, mock-up and application). Then Avignon France
the expert unit is integrated with other components DTM
of the application in a classical way. [DOD2167 s DOD-STD-2167Ae : sM tary

standard defense system software

Changes are made from the prototype. All the development"
developments are re-used over the whole life-cycle.
So that development process productivity is [ESA851 ESA : "Cycle de vie dun systeme
increased, expert'

European Space Agency ref
This life-cycle is compatible with military quality ESAIESTEC/tms/85-446/MGImd,
standards GAM T17 and DOD 2167a. These 1985
development life-cycle and Expert Unit concept
implies a new design approach. During the definition [Fages861 F. Fages "On the
phase the components of the application and their proceduralization of rules in expert
functionality are defined. Some of them are systems", First France-Japan
identified as heuristic or decisional functionality Symposum on artificial intelligence
(knowledge based) in the application. Then specific and computer science Tokyo,
life-cycle are applied to them. A Knowledge Base October 1986
System becomes a software where expert unit in Programming of future
which encapsulate knowledge, and classical generabon computers, North-
components are integrated. Holland,

Ede M Nivat & K. Fuchi
Time performances of expert unit are worse but
comparable (in a significant scale) to the [Fages88] F. Fages, "Rule based extension
performances of a classical equivalent unit. They of programming languages .a
become better by optimising knowledge base and proposal to integrate expert system
inference engine. Some work is actually done to get into applications at the target
them better. language level"

8th International workshop on
This life-cycle needs to be completed by a expert systems and their
knowledge base development method (from applications, May 1988, Avignon
knowledge elicitation to Knowledge Base design France
and coding).

• S
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LE DEVELOPPEMENT DES LOGICIELS DE COMMANDES DE VOL,
L'EXPERIENCE RAFALE

par

D. BEURRIER, F. VERGNOL at Ph. BOURDAIS.
Dassault Aviation - Direction Gdndrale Technique

Division des Etudes Avancies - D36partement Dynamique du Vol
70 quai Marcel Dassult
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France

RESUME lnt6grhes dans les systimes de commandos
do vol a n~cessit6 rintroduction de

Apris une pr~sentation du syst~me de calculateurs numdriques pour les mettre en
commandes de vol (SCV) du RAFALE. cet oeuvre. Cot organo de calcul a pos6 un 0
expos6 ddcrit les travaux men6s par Dassault nouveau probitme de s~curisation des
Aviation dans le domaine du a6nle Icaiciel syst~mes. En effet. alors que les techniques
avoligu6 aux systimes critlauc du point de s~cunisation des 616ments matdrnels sont
do vue do la s6curlt6, en mettant l'accent sur connues et dprouv~es (redondance, vote ... ),
los points suivants: la s~curisation des logiciels roste, aujourd'hui

encore, un sujot ouvert. *
" La m~thodologie de diveloppement :son

originalit6 r~side dans l'ajout d'une dtape A l'instar des techniques de s~curisation des
do formalisation des sp~cifications do matdriels, certains recommandent le recours A
logiciel, dont !'objectif est de renforcer la la rdalisation do loaiclels N-Versions,
qualit6 du dialogue entre deux mondes fonctionnellement dquivalents, install~s dans
distincts, los automaticiens d'une part, los les N calculatours du syst~mo. alors quo
intormaticiens do l'autre. drautres pr~conisent la r~alisation d'un loaiciel

Z~ro-faujte, rdpliqu6 A l'identique dans les
"* Les outils clds qui supportont cette calculatours.

m~thdoloie :Dassault Aviation, bAndficiant do rexp~rience
"* GISELE (Rof.1), outil do spicification, acquiso au cours du d~voloppement do

manipulant un langage formel, dont la plusiours avions dot~s de calculatours
puissance de test et [a possibilitA do num~riques assurant des fonctions critiques, a
prototypago automatique garantissent [a opt6 pour rapproche logiciel Zdro-taute. Ce
qualitd do la description, choix, confort6 lors du diveloppement du

d~monstrateur RAFALE A, suivi do ravion do
"* VALIRAF, outil do validation, qui permet combat op~rationnel RAFALE D. a mis on

do comparer automnatiquement le 6vidonce [a n~cossitA d'int~gror dans une 0
syst~me rdalMs aux modbles dlabords m~ine m~thodologie les travaux do
en phase d~tude et do sp~cification, et conception fonctionnollo (Ref.2) et do
qui assure la gestion des essais dans 1e d~voloppomont do logiciol.
but cren 6valuer le taux do couvorture.

Colic m~thodologie, dont la cIA rdside dans
Un bilan do roxp~rience acquise et une r~tape de formalisation dos sp~cifications do
pr~sentation des perspectives do travaux logiciol, renforce lrint~gration des diff~rontos
futurs concluent cot oxposd 6quipes impliqudes, depuls la conception

jusqu'aux essais en vol. Ello a Wt dlabordo
dans un contoxto particulior (Dassault Aviation

INTRODUCTION developpe enti~roment los SCV do sos;
avions), mais s'dtond aujourd'hui A des

L'accroissement do complexit6 des fonctions syst~mos d~volopp~s en coopdration ou en 0
sous-traitance.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Soft #,re Enginering for Advanced Systems Architectures, May W9~.
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LE SYSTEME DE COMMANDES DE des ordres Clabords par ces diversos fonctions
VOL DU RAFALE tout en conservant, en cas de conflit ou en

limito d'autoritd du syst~me, la priorit6 aux
Le Systhme do Commandos de Vol du fonctions essentielles (stabilisations,
RAFALE assure le contr6le de l'avion au limitations automatiques,...
moyen crun ensemble do 11 gouvemes auquel
ii faut ajouter los 2 moteurs pour certainos L'int6gration de ionsemble do ces fonctions au
fonictions particulliros. Ces gouvemes sont sein d'un syst~me do Commandos do Vol
utilis6es conjointemont pour rdallser un certain Electriques permet donc d'optimiser le
nombre do fonictions, permi lesquelles on comportemont g6ndral do ravion, avec pour 0
distingue: cons~quence rhomog&nisation do cc

comportement vu du pulote. et cc pour
" La fonction do contr~le du rensemble 6tendu des configurations utilisdes

comoortement non Dilot6, qui assure les (masse. centrago, emports, ...) et dans tout le
stabilisations artificielles statiques et domaino do vol.
dynamiques do ravion, tant en ,ongitudinal
qu'en transversal. Colic fonction realise Celle integration repr~sente un volume do
6galement le contr~le dynamiquc des traitemonts quo soul un syst~me numdrique
couplages entre le SCV et los modes dat6 do calculateurs do forte puissance est A
avion (modes structuraux, modes do m~ine do foumir. Cos calculateurs exploitent
lavion sur sos attermsseurs). los informations d~livr~es par un ensemble do

captours, mesurant los ordres du pilote et los 0
" La tonction do contr~le do mouvemonts do I'avion, pour 6laborer los

comoortement Dilot6, qui optimise la consignes 4 destination des actionneurs qui
r~ponse do I'avion aux ordres do pilotage pilotent los gouvemes.
quelle quo soit la phase du vol (croisibre,
combat, approcho, ravitaillement, ...) tout So basant sur ldaxpdrnence acquiso par
en minimisant la charge do travail du Dassault Aviation dans le domaine des *
piloto Wie au respect des linites Commandos do Vol enti~remont 6lectriques
a~rodynamiques (incidence, ddrapage) et avec los programmes M2000, M4000 et Mill
structurales (facteur do charge, ...) do NG, exp~rienco approtondie, notamment dans
ravion, la protection vis A vis do ces [a domaino do rutilisation do calculateurs
limites dtant rdalisde do fagon numdriques, par l'expdrimentation du
automatique. d~monstrateur RAFALE A. le Syst~me do

Commandos do Vol du RAFALE est dot6
"* La fonction do contrple do d'uno architecture, compatible do son haut

configurationl, qui optimiso l'utilisation do niveau do criticitd, bas~e sur une redondance
1'ensomblo des gouvemes pour adaptor au crordre 4 do sos constituants principaux. Cette
mioux la configuration a6rodynamique et redondance est exploitde do mani~re optimale
structurale do l'avion aux conditions do vol par le biais do reconfigurations automatiques 0
et aux ordros do pilotage do faron A en fonction do rNtat d'int~gritd des diff~rents
exploiter au mioux sos capacit~s do constituants du Syst~me.
manoeuvrabilitA (margo et limite do
manoeuvre, vitesses do roulis, ...) et s05 Dans cette architecture, on distingue
performiances (minimisation do la trainke, (Plancho 1) 9vitesses d'approche, ...).

0 Los capteurs, do redondance 4 pour los
"* La fonction do contr6le do ravion manin au plus critiques (captours pilotes,

catapultage. gyrom~tros, acchldrombtres, ...), do
rodondance 3 pour los autres (capteurs

"* Le couplage du contr~le do I'avion A andmo-baro-clinom~triques,..)
certaines fonictions opdrationnelles, (vol A
trds basso altitudo, approche 0 Los traitoments fonctionnols, do
automatique). redondance 4, constituds do 3 chaines

principalos numdriquos, d'architecture
Line part importanto do la complexit6 des matdrielle et logicielle idontique, associ~es
traitoments fonctionnels r~alis6s par le SCV A uno chaine do socours analogique
d~coule do la ndcessitd do rdaliser la synth~se ind~pendante. 0

0 0
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*Los adtionnours, constitufs pour les Partant do celle analyse, Dassault Aviation a
gouvomos principales (dievons et concu une m6thodologie qui f6d~re rensemble
drapoau) do sorvocommandes 6lectro- du cycle de d~veloppement, depuis retape
hydrauliquos double corps A 4 entr6es. initiale d'dtude fonctionnelle jusqu'A la

validation finale du syst~me rdalisd. Tout en
L'ensemble do cos 6liments est associ6 A 4 apportant uno solution au probl~me do

alimntaion Aletnqes t 2 ircits communication, le caractdre de continuitk dualienttios 6ectiqus e 2 ircits cycle _do d~velopoement entraine deshydrauliques. possibilit~s de v~rnfication accrues par la
rdutilisation dans une phase quelconque des
jeux do tests r~alis~s dans les phases

LA METHODOLOGIE prd6cdentes.

La r~alisation do nouvelles fonctions do
contr~lo du vol a Mt6 rendue n~cessairo pour La m6thodologie comporte quatre grandes
repondre A Ir6volution des bosomns 6tapes (Planche 2):
opdrationnels des avions drarmes modemes.
La possibilit6 do contr6lor des avions *CONCEPTION [ a Ddfinition
instablos, la complexitd croissante de ces Fonctionnelle (description des lois do
fonctions, ont renforc6 leur aspect critique du contrdle) constitue la sortie principale do
point do vue do la s~curit6 et impos6 une cello dtape. Los 6tudes do d~flnition
miso A jour progressive do leur m~thodologio s'appuiont sur le d~veloppement d'un
do d~veloppement. Mod~e Fonctionnol (forme ex~cutable des

algorithmes, MF1). L'activation do ce
Los puissances do calcul mises en jou, non mod~le, dans un contoxto do simulation
rdalisables par des technologies analogiques, aussi r~aliste quo possible, constitue la
oni imposd l'introduction do calculateurs VWrification Fonctionnelle (VF) des
numdriques et le recours A une m~thodologie algonithmos au regard dos Sp~cifications
do d~veloppemont do logiciols qui apporto la Globalos, et cl6t 1r6tapo do conception. 11*
conviction, sinon la prouve, d'obtonir un est important do notor quo, d~s cello
logiciel sans d~faut. Cello n~cessit6 nWest pas Litape, I'utilisation d'un simulatour temps
lide au logiciol lui m~ine mais A la fonction rdoI pormet do faire, participor los pitotes A
qu'il met en oeuvre, car si la fonction est la validation des choix do conception.
critique du point do vue do la sdcuritA& alors le
iogiciol l'est aussi.

FORMALISATION : c'ost l'dtape do
Cos mdthodologies, chacune dans lour transition entre le monde des
domaine, apportent la garantie d'un automaticiens et celul des informaticiens.
d~veloppoment corroctoment maftrMs et Cest pourquoi le langago formol utilis6 a
minimisent le risque d'introduction d'erreurs. dtd conqu pour 6tro manipul6 et compris
Force est do constater, et ceci bien qu'dvident par ces deux mondes. Coftt dtapo ost
est souvent n~glig6 tant par los habitudes do fondamentalo car son but est multiple:
travail quo par los normes; actuelles, quo la
source la plus importante d'introduction *c'est une revue do d~finition
d'erreurs so situe A la fronti~re do doux fonctionnelle : pour cette raison ello
m~tiers. est confi~e A une dquipe ayant los

m~mes comp~tences quo l'Aquipe do
En effot, alors quo la conception fonctionnolle conception. Co point ost essentiel car il
requiert des comp~tonces en dynamique du permot d'assuror une relecturo active do
vol et on automatique, le d~voloppomont do Ia conception dans un but do
logiciol n~cessite des compitonces en reformulation.
intormatique. Nous sommes alors face A u.n
probl~mo do communication entre doux *elle produit uno Ddfinition Technique
mondes, qui s'ils no s'ignoront pas, bien Fonctionnelle Formelle (DTFF) qui ost 0
souvent no so compronnont pas. la traduction formelle du contenu do la

Ddfinition Fonctionnelle, dont los
qualitds (compldtudo, coh~rence, ...)
peuvent Lstre vdrifides automatiquomont
par l'outil GISELE.
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Un modik exicutable (MF2) de la___6
DTPF est obtflbu automatiquement at *v~rification fonctionnelle (VF) visA
est utilisA pour: vis des Specifications Globales, grAce A

"* vdiifier la conformit6 de la DTFF una campagne daessais dhfinie lors do
vis A vis de [a Ddfinition r'dtape do conception. Los essais
Fonctionnelle. Cotta vdrification rdalisds sont suivis en temps rdeI par )
ast rda~lsde par comparaison du les ingdnieurs concepteurs.
comportement do MF1 at MF2 Simultan~ment, los signaux nhcessaires
(VL) (entrds, sorties, Mtats intemes de

"* d~finir los tests unitairos et rAquipement) sont syst6matiquement
d'int6gration fonctionnellement enrogistr~s. Ius sont r~utilisds en temps
repr6sentatifs. diff6rd pour dtre inject~s dans un

mod~le do comporloment du syst~me
La conformitd do ta DTFF dtant v~ritide. complot, do manitre A sassuror quo los
l'dtape do r6alisation alt engag6e. performances obtenuos sont conformes

A la Specification Globale (Plancho 3)

REALISATION : le d~veloppement et *virification du comoortemont du
rimplantation du logiciel dans logiciel (VI). par une comparaison
r'dquipament sont simplifits. On tire dans avec los mod~tes MF1 at MF2 soumnis
cetta dtape un grand b~ndfice do la aux mimes sollicitations. La majeure
formalisation car: partie do cette activit6 est rdalisde

automatiquement par r'outil VALIRAF,
*une grando partie du logiciel est quo nous prdsentons en d~taiI dans la

obtanue par codaae automatigue do la suite do cet expos6.
DTFF, avoc pour consdquence un
Impact favorable sur lo coOt at la sOretd V'est A la vue des r~sultats do validation quo
do ropdration, Ilon autorisera la mise on vol do r'avion.

*rint~gration du logicial dans
!4dquipement est facilitda par le jou do LOUTIL GISELE
tests dlabor6 dans !'dtape do

foraliatin. ott t~ie onsitu un Loutil GISELE (G6ndration Interactive de
Drdvalidation du logiciel (VII). Sp~cifications d'Ensemble Logiciel Embarqud)

La rdvlidtio dulogcil efecude onquite a 6t ddvelopp6 pour assister los ingdnieursLa r~vliatin u lgiieleffct~oonquite dans la redaction do Ia DTFF. en leur
l'dtape do rdalisation pour entror dans cello do apportant des facilitts do manipulation d'un
validation. langage formel quo nous avons conqu on

tenant compte des contraintas suivantes :

*VALIDATION : IrLquipement r~eI es1 le Iaangage doit permettre do d~crire les
installd dans un environnement do traitemonts A implanter en restant 0
simulation fonctionnellement reprdsentatif inddpendant do la machine cible (mat~riel
qui comprend des 6quipemonts r~els et langage do programmation),
(capteurs, servocommandos, ...) et une
moddlisation temps rdel doe le langage doit 6tro compr~hensible par
1renvironnement (avion, vent, turbulence, des personnes qui no sont pas des
autres syst~mes. ...). Au cours do cetto professionnels do I'informatique, 0
dtape, des essais sont r~alis6s par des
pilotes doriginas diffdrontes (ing~niours, 0 le langage dolt permaliro do rdaliser des
pilotos d'ossais, ...). 11 s'agit donc d'uno sp~cifications ddtaill~es d~pourvues
validation globalo du systbmo qui prdsento d'ambigUitA,
daux aspects:

* los sp~cifications ainsi rdalisdes doivent 4
6tre "facilement" validables.



Pour r6pondre A ces, contraintes, nous avons aORGANIGRAMME : constitu6 crun
6Iabor6 une mod~lisation do robjot A spocifier. ensemble de cadres (qui renferment los
Ce modile, tout A fait g6ndral, a permis de expressions) et do liaisons (qui figurent la
d~finlr les principaux 6l6ments du langage qul, logique do s~quencement), il est soumnis A
par la suite, ont 6t6 affinds pour aboutir A Ia des r~gles, do syntaxe adapt~es aux
cr6ation des entit~s sulvantes: exigences; do sicurit6 dont los principales

sont:
SYSTEME (Planche 4) : son architecture
met en jeu une ou plusieurs ressources *entidrement contenu sur une page A4,
communiquant entre elles par un r6seau. *un chemnin unique d'entrde, un chemnin
Le 'rests du monde* est consid~r6 comme unique do sortie.
une ressource qui n'a pas A Otre sp6cifi6e, *trois structures do graphs (Planche 7).

*RESEAU : constitud do "boites A leftros". *EXPRESSION : 0110 ddcritlos opdrations A
iI g~re los informations 6changdes par los effectuer sur los informations. Les
ressourcos lors d'actions 6l6mentaires op6rateurs autorisds sent limitds A:
d'dcaiture ou do lecture do messages. La 0
chronologie des 6changes pout 6tre *affectation(:)

contrainte par Is temps (datation), *arithm~tique (,-
logique (NON, ET, OU, EQV),

*RESSOURCE : el1. correspond A un *relationnel (,1,> = ,c)

traitoment num~rique individualisd,
* ind~pondant des traitements des autres *IDENTIFICATEUR : ii associe un nom (8

ressources. Une ressource est une entit6 caract~res maximum) A uno information.
assurant un traitement sdquentiel dont la Chaque nom est accompagnd do
description pout 6tre hidrarchisde en d~clarations parmi lesquelles on trouve:
fonctions (Planche 5),

*un commentaire,
"* FONCTION : ol.e est d~crite solon une 0 un type (variable, 6tat, donn~e ...)

approche descendants par d~composition 0 un format (rdel, ontier ...)
en modules organis~s solon une 0 une unit6 physique,
arborescence strictement hidrarchique, 0 los valeurs do dimensions (los tables

sont limitdes i quatre dimensions),
"* la fonction do plus haut niveau, appelA. 0 los valours (los bomes do variation pour

fonction principals, constitue I. point los informations dynamiques).
d'entrde dans la description des
traitomonts d'une ressourco. V'est Ia La structure du langage, r~pond aux propri~tds
seule autorisde A 6changer des suivantes:
informations via Is rdseau,

&GENERALITE : Ia possibilitd do d~crire
"* los autros fonctions, appol~es fonctions des traitements parall~les ou sdquentiels

secondaires, sent munies; d'une avec; ou sans contraintes; temps r~el est
interface strictement d~finie pormottant offerte,
d'assurer quo leur utilisation est
cohdronto vis A vis do leur d~finition, 0 FORMALISME : par sa rigueur, il pormet

de contr6ler Ia qualitd do la description, et
"* MODULE (Planche 6) : c'est I'didment do garantit contre Ia possibilit6 d'aboutir A un

base de la description des traitoments. logiciel dont I. comportemont no serait
R~aSis6 sous; forms d'un oroaniaramme, pas sOr (6crasement, blocago ... ). Doe
Ie module comport. en outro des mani~ro A faciliter I'dtablissement d'une
informations g~ndralos (r~sum6 DTFF, des conventions du langage
fonctionnol on langago courant, dat. do permettent rintroduction do description en
miss A jour ... ) et Ia liste des langage usuel (traitement commont6 .
identificatours qu'iI manipule, Bien entendu, ces traitements no sont pas

testables, mais lour integration dans une0
description formelle ne supprime en aucun
cas los possibilit~ss do test do cetto
demi~lre,
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" LISIBILITE :basie Sur une doscnption Coepndant, le respect des rfgles du langage
graphique (organigrammes), la partie nWest pas suffisant pour v6rifier quo ce quo ron
textuello manipule dos expressions a d6crit correspond bien A co quo ron veut
mathimatiques usuolles. Los d~tails d~volopper. GrAce A la foniction do
(dkclaratkon, valeurs ... ) sont d~port~s uen6Euton autornatigue g2 code
dans des descuiptions en annexe, ex~cutablo, cello v~rification ost possible.

Lo codo gdndrd pout 6tre instrument6
"* TESTABILITE: 11 ouvro dos possibilit~s do autornatiguerment (insertion do tests,

test importantos parmi losquellos; on compteurs d'activations de chemnins).
trouve: Linstrumentation ainsi rialisie ost utiliske

pour s'assurer do rexhaustivit6 des tests
"* test structurel (hidrarchie, grapho des d'intigration et, reprise par VALIRAF. permet

chemins), do mosurer le taux do couverture des essais
"* test syntaxique (graptuique, textuel), do validation.
"* test do cohdrenco (interface do fonction, Enfin, la production d'un code Intermdidaire

unit6 physique), (rpseudo-code) pormet, moyennant to
"* test do fiot do donndes (antdcddence, ddveloppoment du traducteur approprid, la0

dibordoment do table), rialisation automatique du logiciel ciblo.
"* test do compldtude. Los logiciols do commando do vol dos avions

do typo RAFALE D ont Wt ddevotoppds par
"* CAPACITE DE PROTOTYPAGE cello proc~dure.

r'obtontion automnatique d'un prototype
exicutable permot d'assurer quo la
sp~cification du logiciel A produire est UOUTIL VALIRAF
conforme au bosomn.

L'outil VALIRAF a Wt ddveloppd afin do
Rdalis6 en Fortran, exceptd la base do r~aliser d'une facon quasi-automatique la
donn~es qui est en assombleur, r'outil GISELE tAcho do validation logicielle du logiciol du
ost implantd sur los ordinateurs do nos centres, systdme do commandos do vol.* *
do calcul (IBM ESI9000). On rappello quo cette tAche s'inscrit dans
L'ergonomie du poste do travail (6cran IBM l'dtape do VALIDATION oCi IUquipement rdel

5080 repse ur ds tchniues est instatit et essay6 au banc global do
5080) eptonelse smur iedtaes teniues simulation. A titre indicatif to volume d'essais

contextuels ... ) et Sur un dditeur syntaxique cenalinos etd pot~ ersht lseures
d'organigramme (graphique avec placement etisd'ur.
automatique des cadres et des liaisons) Loutil VALIRAF est constitud do plusiours
(Planche 8). ocinadsdnlapodueems nLa production automatique do document est foncreetionalits don Ilaprcdue do1is.o
faite Sur traceurs 6lectrostatiques (Planche 9). our s ri~ lnh 0

La totalItA des r~gles imposdes par lo langage 11 rdpond A deux missions essentielles:
est virifite par des fonictions do tests *La validation logicielle proprement dite,
statipues dont certaines; sont peu ou pas fond~e sur Ia comparaison du logiciel
implant~es dans los outils du marchd. embarqud avec los mod~Ios MF1 et MF2:
On cite ici pour exemple :

" le estd'an~c~ence: qi cosise 6Lors des essais au banc global do
* risi test datdonslschemqi nsisde alu simulation, l'ensemble des signaux
viiir ubousisn lutlsios chueminsforcation n~cessaires A Ia validation logicielle, tels
aousant Au luttinfisation dufneinformuatio quo toutos los entrdos, toutes los sorties,
conssat vu cello rqu tu information dfne eda tous los Mtats Intemes plus quelques
cofnsiestan A viriio q'uo tutSinfosation Sra variables intormddiaires sont enregistrds
dmfineest suivie dune ulsto u usur bande magndtique. Ces signaux

moms unchominsubissent un prA-traitement, destin6

"* le test d'homog~n~it6: qui grice A lrunitd essentiellement A verifier l'int~grit6 des
physique foumie dans los; declarations mesures, puis sont utilisds pour solliciter
d'identificateur assure quo toutos los los modbles MF1 et MF2.
expressions sont physiquement
homog~nes.
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Los diff6ronces des valeurs 6labordos. A En fin de campagne do validation,
chaque cycle do calcul, par le logiciol et 1roxploitation do [a BOO foumnit une
los deux mod~los MF1 et MF2 pour un mosuro du taux do couvorturo dos ossais
m~ins terme fonctionnel sont compardes r6aliss.
A des seuils pr~ddfinis. En cas do
dipassement. los 6carls correspondants
sont signal~s ot m6moris6s. Rdalis6 exciusivement on Fortran, routi

VALIRAF ost aussi implant6 sur los
Tout 6cart signald au cours du traitomont ordinatours do nos centres do calcul (IBM
global faft lobjet d'une analyse d~taillde. ES/9000). La BDD ost g~rA. par le Syst~mo
Cotte analyse est, dans cortains cas do Gestion do Base do Donndos Relationnol
simples et bion Idontifids, r~alisdo ORACLE.
automatiquement par routil VALIRAF.
Dans lo cas contraire, silo ost rdalise par VALIRAF ost constitu6 d'un noyau qui
l'lngdnleur au cours d'un traitemont partiol rerop tout un ensemble do sous-
des essais au volsInago dos Instants programmos Fortran pormettant do r~aliser

signlantles6cafs. e trftemnt.consste d'une fagon automnatiquo los; actions do lecturo
signlan lo Acrts Is raiemet Cnsits et do v~rification do validit6 des blocs do

alors A d6composer Is torme signal6 en donn~es, la comparaison des param~tros
sos; diff6rsnts constituents pour chacun surveillds avoc los seuils predorinis ainsi quo
dos mod~les MF1 ot MF2, A rep~rer sans I'Alaboration dos diagnostics automnatiquss,
ambigui6to I termse amont composant rinitialisation des modbles MF1 et MF2. Is
I'ongine do rNcart, puis l'rnalomont A trac6 des courbes, !Alaboration do statistiquos0
6laboror un diagnostic. Durant uno associdos A la surveillance des 6carts, A quoi
campagno do validation logiciollo, tous los s'ajoutont los sous-programmes propres A la
#carts doivent 6tre analysks et expliquds BOO tols quo l'initialisation, le stocitzge des
afin drassurer une v~rification compl~to et paramitres do vol et Is stockago des
totals do Ia Difinition Technique indicateurs do branches do MF2. Co noyau est
Fonctionnelle Formells ainsi quo do sa invariant vis A vis do touts 6volution do
rdalisation. logiciel puisqu'il r~alise des taches propres A0

Ia procidure do validation logicielle et
*La aestion dvnamiguo des essais do. inddpondantes do la nature du logiciol.

validation destinde A assurer et mosurer Un onvironnoment conversationnol interactif
Ia compldtuds des essais rdalisds : invariant vis A vis du logiriel pormet d'activer

Au curs u trftemnt loba d~fni c- Is traitement global systimatique dos vols et
Asus cour td trahitem ent glBal e d den les stockagos en BOO, puis do monor A bion Is
Dossus, sont) archivs en asabes d traftoment partiel d'uns portion do vol si le
Dop~snnaios (duoD) cuerin param(pintrdes traftement global a mis en dvidonce des

vol, mode do fonctionnoment du SCV ... ) et crsaiiqurntroto dlaBD
do ractiviti ou la non-activitd des Un certain nombre d'616ments adaptis au
branches fonctionnelles d'autre part. logiciel A valider, comme los modIiss MF1 et

Cete drnire nfomaton st bteue ar MF2 ainsi que des fichiers d'intsrfaces;
exploitation des comptsurs d'activation do neiteet odlsM1e Ffn
chomins du module MF2 dont routil partis intigranto de routil.
GISELE a assurd llinstrumentation
automatiqus. L'EXPtRIENCE ACQUISE
L'sxploitation systdmatiqus do la BOO
permat ,en cours do validation globale, do Ddbut 1976, Is diveloppemnent du 'MYSTERE
compC-Ner et d'oriontor los sssais vers des 20 REGLEMENTATION" (simulateur volant
programmes susceptibiss de parcourir los d'avion do transport) avait donn6 lieu A
branches fonctionnolles non-activdes !Abauche d'une mithode do diveloppement
prtcddemment et/ou d'observer Is do logiciels embarquis critiques.
fonctionnement du systime avion + SCV Le "MIRAGE 2000 NUM" (ddveloppement
dans un ensemble do conditions do vol exploratoirs) a Wl A l'onigine do Ia vsrsion I
reprisentativos do son utilisation rielle. do GISELE dont la premnibre utilisation a eu

lieu en Octobro 1983.
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Riche do cotte exp6rionce. la version 2 do Dans cos conditions, ri6volution do routil
GISELE a 6(d d~volopp6e et mise en serice VALIRAF sera conduits solon los deux
on Janvler 1985 pour I. RAFAL.E A. perspectives principales suivantes :
acconipagn6aoen Avril 1988 do la premi~ro 0 uoaiaind apdaaine el
versicn do VALIRAF. riutsnaisation des camprgepe aliation .etdoLos retours des utilisateurs ont pem rAutomaisaton do e lampgntos do vldatlon.

cra~lorr esoutlsotdone Soptomton synthise des informations acquises auD6cembre 1988 (GISELE 3) ot enSpebecows do ces campagnes.1990 (VALIRAF 2) dans Io cadre du
programme RAFALE D dont los ivdnoments Enfm,. un effort constant continuera A #tre
marquants sont les suivants : d6did * rint~gration dos m6thodes et moyens

0 prmiervol u C1 onMai 991pr6sonths Id (adapt6s particulibremont aux
* prmiervol u CI onMal 991applications critiques du point do vue do la

0 premier vol du M01 en D6cembre 1991, s6curitd) avec los environnemonts do
0 premier vol du 801 fin Avnil 1993, d6veloppements los plus r6pandus, afin quo:
0 premnibro campagne porto-avions du M01

on Avril-Mai 1993. 0 Par remploi d'Ateliers do Gdnie Logicile
bion adapt6s et efficacos, los coOts do

Le d~roulement do co programme d6montro la dovoloppemonts des applications soient
capaclt6 do Dassault Aviation Ak satisfaire des Sussi r~duits quo possible.
objectifs techniques complexes dans Is 0 Los actions do coop6rations dans Is
respect des d6lais annonc~s et confirms sa domains du d6veloppement do systbmes
parfafto maltrise dans Is domains du ombarqubs puissont Atro engag~es dans
d~voloppoment des logiciols ombarquds les moillouros conditions.
critiques.

CONCLUSION
LES PERSPECTIVES Dans I'approche Dassault Aviation du S

Los mdthodes et los outils du gdnie logiciol. d~veloppoment de syst~mes critiques du point
clans toutes los 6tapes du cycle do vie des do vue do la sAcurntd, los deux points d~licats
produits d~velopp~s, connaissent actuollemont quo sont Io transfert du bosomn fonctionnol aux
un d~veloppement spectaculaire. rdalisateurs et la mesuro do la compl~tudo des

ossais do validation sont couverts.
En ce qui concemes r'tape do sp~cification do Nous no pr~tondrons pas quo Ia m~thodologie
logiclol, la disponibilitd d'uno specification dedvlpmntt soui q osformelle, tells quo cello qui ost produite A dvon pdsvelopomonstituet ls utisquo solusio
l'aido do l'outil GISELE, constitue la base avour prbont as constituenmtblnqe, asoluIon
ossentielle des travaux do genie logiciel A pdour o ntor da progammeh esopA.,L m en
venir. d~rulmontr duffcc6 prgam RAAEo
Ces travaux: seront conduits dans los dmnr 'fiaiA
perspectives suivantos :

"* Accroissement des possibilit~s do test do REFERENCES
la sp~cification produito.

"* Misseon oeuvre droutils do preuve. Ces I GISELE (G~n~ration Interactive do
demiers, aujourd'hui do possibiliths Spicifications d'Ensemblo Logiciol
rostreintes et d'omploi difficile, pourront, Embarqu6)
dans los anndes A venir 6tre appliquds A J. CHOPLIN et D. BEURRIER (Dassault
des traitements do plus en plus 6tendus. Aviation) AGARD-FMP , Octobre 1984.

Par ailleurs, quol quo soit Io nivoau do qualft6 Toronto (Canada).
do Ia spicification, et 10 niveau do qualitA du 2 M~thode do d~voloppement du systbme
logiciel embarqu6 produit (dont la r6alisationdocnrlduvluRAAE
sera do plus en plus automatis~e), I0 bosomnd ot~eduvld AAE
de validation du syst~me r6alisd subsistora. Ph. BOURDAIS et R-L. DURAND (Dassault

Aviation) AGARD-FMP * Mai 1992, Chania,
Cr~te (Grece).

*0
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OBJECT VERSUS FUNCTIONAL ORIENTED DESIGN 4
P. Occeni

Alenia S.P.A.
Corso Marche, 41

10146 TURIN (ITALY)

I INT•ODUCrION Mbr 1: i. OoWFN OF ow soPT-wAR
Uas

Since the early Eighties the Object Oriented approach a

to software system development was proposed as a
possible solution of the so called 'software crisis'.
The claimed benefits were that Object Oriented
Design (OOD) had the potential to improve software ,0
quality by making possible a direct and natural 0,F,

correspondence between the real world and its model. AC,

Many variants of the original approach were proposed
and the new trend was spread across the Software tom 1,•w om -- m am
Engineering community. YEAR

The 'traditional' functional oriented methods were Indeed in the last years virtually all software projects
suddenly considered out of date and not appropriate run behind schedule, exceed their estimated costs and
to support development of large real time systems. do not fully meet customer requirements.
There were, of course, some drawbacks but they were This situation, known by the software community as
always attributed to method immaturity and poor tool the 'software crisis', results in software not meeting
support, two self-solving problems as time passed. its requirements, being unreliable, too costly, difficult
Ten years or more have gone since then and OOD to change and maintain.
methods have been widely adopted for the Figure 2 displays some examples of Defence projects
development of large distributed real time systems. that overrun their planned schedules.

Are the lessons learnt from such projects according to F 2: DEFENCE POJEC or SCEDULE OVEMM

the expectations?
Are Functional Oriented methods still able to support 4 6
software projects of the size required by the Aerospace
industry in the years leading to the 2000? 48

This paper proposes a possible answer to these in-
questions comparing the pro and cons of both
methods. A_
This comparison will be carried out on issues like ,2
transition from requirements to design and to Ada
code, traceability from requirements to design, ° •.dA R.Ps ,ýIc P.-o-,o -g P, dE

software safety, software maintainability, software • * •
testing and relationship with DOD-STD-2167.
Let's start with some general principles and with a Aseachauthortendstobeinnovativeanddoesn'twant
brief summary of the salient characteristics of both to be involved in copyright quarrels, the literature is
methods. full of different definitions for the 'software crisis'.

However, the common factor to all definitions is the
2 THE SOFTWARE CRISIS difficulty to manage the extreme complexity of the

software embedded in such systems.
The increasing complexity of onboard navigation, The design and implementation of systems consisting •
guidance and control systems, together with the trend of millions of lines of code require an effort that is
to implement in software functions traditionally clearly beyond the intellectual and physical capacity
accomplished by hardware devices, has led to a of a single person. Of course, adding more people to
situation where the size and complexity of the a project increases the overhead due to
embedded software has become unmanageable. communication and coordination problems.
Figure I shows the oustanding growth of on-board Furthermore, the fact that few people can understand
software for modem civil and military programs. the complete structure often makes the process to

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineeringfor Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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modify such systems a nighare. To exacerbate this decomposition resulting in design elements beingobstacle the elusive nature of the software itself compow,', I y a bunch of processes while in an OOD

typically makes challenging even to focus and isolate the design elements directly map real world entities.
the sensed problems. In order to better understand the scope and content of

Besides complexity, other acknowledged causes of the following paragiaphs I would like to spend a few
the software crisis are the shortage of trained words on one of the most important features of a real
personnel and the tending of people to resist to any time system: CONCURRENCY.
new trend and to continue using archaic methods and Concurrency can be defined as the capability to run
tools. more than one thread of execution at the sane time on
Indeed the use of software tools and techniques to a single CPU, thus implementinga virtual parallehsm.
compensate for the human limitation in managing Let's make an example.
software complexity is the key point for coibating An aircraft utility system may be tasked to control the
the crisis. speed, the oil temperature and oil pressure of the
Proper and efficient use of such methods and tools is ee, the oi a t her reland o x. Assu mingthe discipline commonly known as Software engine, the turbine and the related gearbox. Assuming
tengisiinge cthe system encompasses a single processor, thai tEngineering, results in a total of six different activities (functions)

3 PRINCIPLES OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING to be performed continuously on the same CPU. Thismeans that the functions shall run in their time slices

The first goal of any software/system, development is allocated according to system requirements and
that the product meet the specified requirements. scheduling strategy. In our example the six functions
Unluckily consistent and clear requirements are rarely could be grouped in three processes, controlling
available. Furthermore, virtually all software projects respectively temperatures. pressures and speeds. The
have to face strong constraints related to timescale, iteration rate of each process will depend on the
hardware development obstacles (e.g. target d..vices features of its implemented functions; e.g. the
available late and of poor quality) and integration temperature control will have less stringent timing
problems. requirements than the turbine speed control, where a *

delay of few milliseconds can result in over-speed and
Among the outstanding features of the onboard real consequent hardware damages. Typically, processes
time software systems we can certainly indicate controlling temperature and oil pressure run at 5 to tO
modifiability, efficiency (in term of time and space) Hz, while turbine speed control may require up to 200
reliability (for safety critical systems) and Hz.
understandability. To design and implement a scheduling mechanism to
To achieve these goals a set of software engineering manage concurrent issues, possibly with the use of
principles should be applied, among others: hardware related resource (e.g. interrupts) and/or

- Abstraction and Information Hiding programming language features (e.g. Ada tasking), is
- Modularity and Localisation one of the mnst critical motif in the development and
- Completeness production of modem real time system.
- Testability

The complexity of a typical real time system is such Having givef anhinton concurrency wecannow enter
that a leading factor for a successful project is an in a brief destription of the two methods under
appropriate decomposition of the system into simpler examination.
and smaller modules.
To define consistent criteria for the representation of 4 FUNCTIONAL ORIENTED METHODS
a real system and to support its decomposition As said above, in these methods, also referred as 0
countless methodologies, more or less supported by process oriented, the system representation is based
tools, have been developed. on a collection of processes. each performing a
Virtually all methods can be divided in two broad function (orsetof functions) that is panofthcoverall
categories, namely the more traditional Functional purponeof tsetsff .iTheiproe hsoperatl
methods, also known as process-oriented orstructured purpose of the system itself. The proesets operate on
design and the Object Oriented methods. data running through the vareous elements of the
The latest trend of some segment of the Software system. 0
Engineering community is to consider the latter the The mapping !rom the real world entities and the
only effective answer to the software crisis. Indeed software design elements is not straightforward and
OOD supporters tend to split the universe in OOD and such mapping is even less evident in the code
non-OOD methods. structure. This can make difficult to understand.
To represent the structure of the system under maintain and reuse such code.
development Functional methods adopt a On the other hand functional decomposition makes it

0 0 E
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easy to cope with some peculiar aspects of real time Having specified "what" a system is supposed to do,
systems like, for example, concurrency and timing our development should move into "how" it shall be
requirements. implemented, that is the Design phase. As for any

As a first example of a Functional Method we will other (good) methods, structured design promotes

briefly examine MASCOT, that stands for Modular foremost software design practices such as

Approach to Software Construction Operation and modularity, consistent interface definition and code

Test. The acronym itself identifies the salient features reusability.

of the method. Modular: the key-point of the method Modularity is the preminent answerto software design

is a particular formalism by means of which a complex problems, specifically to complexity.

software module may be broken down into a number A graphical representanon accomplished applying 0
of interacting smaller components; the process can, of modularity rules makes the system easier to

,be iterated until required to produce a understand. Reducing module size also results in
course,abe devedomnt uit. proach a software units that are easy to code and test. Alsomanageable development unit Approach is a

synonyms of Method. Construction: the method changes are easier to control and implement while

incorporates the finctions to build the software and theirconsequence are more easily understood. Having

ensure conformity among design, source code and discussed the Yourdon/De Marco method for defining 0object code in the target hardware. system requirements. similarly we can consider the 0
Constantine/De Marco structured design approach for

MASCOT is suitable for the development of large software design. The design elements are simple, few
distributed embedded systems. The emphasis is on the in number and matching the Yourdon/De Marco ones:
large in all its significances: large number of involved structure chart, data dictionary. and module
people. large number of requirements to be serviced specification. Their description is much the same of 0
simultaneously (concurrency) and large amount and the basic elements of tie Yourdon/De Marco.
assortment of hardware resources to be handled.
In general a system may be considered as consisting 5 OBJECT ORIENTED METHODS
of a number of interconnected internal elements
whose combined individual operations produce the Object Oriented Design (OOD) can be considered a
overall effect of the system as a whole. "new" method for representing the real world in *
The MASCOT representation of a system is software.
chaiacterised by two basic types of components, the In describing, a system two main entities can be
activities and the data areas called IDAs identified: the objects and the operations applied -a
(Interconnected Data Areas). In a system the elements those object. An object is a model of a real world
of the two types are interconnected to form a dataflow entity, which combines data and operations on that
network, consisting of active elements (activities) that data. If we considered our utility system example on
communicate through passive elem,.nts (IDAs). Section 3. the engine, the turbine, and the gearbox are
Appropriate access mechanism are implemented to objects. The corresponding operations are the control
protect the integrity of the data and to ensure the of the oil pressure, temperature, and speed.
propagation of the information. Many variant of the original OOD approach have been
In a jetwork of concurrent processing no expli it time developed. One of the most popular is HOOD
ordering is embedded, although a priority mechanism (Hierarchical Object Oriented Design). This method 0
can be used at run time when necessary. combines the traditional top-down approach with the

Another category of non-object oriented methods are benefit of an Object Oriented representation. allowing
the ones based on structured analysis and structured the introduction of a hierarchy among the objects in
design techniques. the design.
The first step on a typical structured system HOOD has been developed first time in France in
development is the analysis that deals with "what" a 1987, specifically to support the design of software to 0
system must do. The result of this phase is a bewritteninAda.Thefirstsupportingtoolhasbecome
specification that should detail thoroughly, available in 1988, year on which the method has been
accurately, and consistently which functions the adopted by ESA for the Columbus project. In 1989
system shall implement. the new Version 3 of the HOOD Reference Manual
There are various types of structured graphical forms has been produced. Other toolsets have been
to prepare a specification document, but they are developed and HOOD has been adopted by space and 0
basically similar. ForexampletheYourdonlDeMarco industry users including, in 1990, the European
variant uses three basic elements: Data Flow Diagram Fighter Aircraft (EFA).
to provide a graphical representation of the system, The HOOD design strategy is globally top-down and
the Data Dictionary to add written description of the consists in a set of basic design steps, in which a given
data component of the system, and Process object (called parent) is decomposed in smaller
Specification which describes the system functions components (child objects) which together provide 0
performed on these data. the entire functionality of the parent oblect.

S.. . . . . . . . .. .. , ... - . ,,. . .. . . . . .. . . .
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The process starts at top level with the root object. for their applications. As a consequence Aca has 6
whichrepresentstheabstractmodelofthesystem. and become a world-wide standard for virtually all
terminates at the lower level where only terminal defence project.
objects are present. Terminal objects are developed in In considering standards and procedures we cannot
detail and directly implemented into code. forget DOD-STD-2167. This widely spread standard 4
A basic design step is in itself a small but complete states the requirements for the implementation of a
life cycle. During the various phases of these cycles well defined and consistent software development
the software requirements are understood and cycle, the related monitor and control activities, and
restructured, an informal solution is outlined and the relevant documentation. Even though each project
described in terms of object at a high level of has its own standards, they are usually derived from 0
abstraction. Subsequently, child objects and 2167 and must meet its requirements.
associated operations are defined and a graphical In our comparison we will consider a typical project
representation of the solution is given by means of an whose standards meet the requirements of
HOOD diagran. Finally the solution is formalised DOD-STD-2167 and adopt Ada as programming
through formal description of object and operation language. This situation is so widespread that we
control structures. At the end of this phase the design consider acceptable to limit to it our analysis. 0
structure may be automatically translated into Ada The main aspects to be considered in comparing the
code. methods are identified in the following list:
The most crucial task in an HOOD design, and in - Support to Life Cycle Phases
general in any OOD variant, is the identification of - Software Testing
the objects. In fact, while it can be intuitive to identify - Software Safety
the operations it can be tricky to distinguish a - Software Maintainability 0
consistent and appropriate set of objects. - Relationship with DOD-STD-2167
The theory suggests that the designer firstly express
the software requirements in a group of clear and 6.2 Support to Life Cycle Phases
precise definitions (in natural language) of the
requirements themselves. From this text, nouns are DOD-STD-2167(A) defines the classic "waterfall"
identified as candidate objects, and verbs are cycle, the key point of which is the clear distinction * *
identified as corresponding candidate operations. among its various phases. Prerequisite for passing to
To represent the dynamic behaviour of the system, a new phase is that the preceding is closed and its
that is a fundamental aspect of real time systems, Petri products validated at a Formal Review.
Nets and State Transition Diagrams can be used. Main phases of this cycle are Software Requirement
Among the main principles for identifying objects we Analysis, Preliminary and Detailed Design, Coding
can cite hardware devices to be represented, data to and Host Testing, and Formal Testing. 0
be stored and data to be transformed. Figure 3 shows the "waterfall" life-cycle as defined

The intent of an object is to represent either a real by DOD-STD-2167(A).
world entity or a data structure. It should act as a black FIGURE 3: DOO-STD-2167 SOFTWARE UFE-CYCLE
box hiding the data and allowing access only by means
of operations. In this way the testing, debugging, and 7s0
maintenance are eased. POPV

6 FUNCTIONAL VERSUS OBJECT ORIENTED V

This section is the essence of the paper and proposes
the comparison between the two methods on different
aspects. all relevant to a development of a typical large .lig_-j V 0
real time system for a Defence project. (~jSjNFCA

SSR Sol'ý- SpecOK w.I-o K" SIN6.1 General C w PRA
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When assessing the suitability of a method to support PCA PhysCon,•gwa,,on Afd

software development at least two themes must be C
considered: the project constraints and the various
aspects on which the comparison is to be performed. Requirement Analysis
Among the project constraints the main points to be A basic principle accepted by most parties is that
considered are the programming language and the whichevermethod is chosen it should be applied from
standards and procedure to be applied, the beginning. In case of the O0D that means that also
About the former we can note that since Mid Eighties the requirements should be expressed in an object •
DoD have requested Ada as programming language oriented way

*1



This is because, as we have seen, functional Coding
decomposition methods localise the information Another fundamental issue on any software
around functions, while the object oriented localise it development is the transition from design to
around objects. Several projects have learnt how this implementation, in other words, the mapping of •
combination leads to overwhelming difficulty, design elements into programming language
The assumption from above, that could be the solution constructs.
as well, would then be that, when OOD is applied this Before continuing our comparison we need a small
should be done from the definition of requirementsand the production of the related documentation, digression on programming languages.
andwheprouthion aroah iothe relasyted dol Intfati . Ada was developed in the early Eighties to answer the
However, this approach is not easy to follow. In fact, challenge of the software crisis. It was not specifically 0
the first intuitive step in describing a system is to state manufactured to suppor, object oriented design.
the functions it shall accomplish. At least user Nevertheless, some of its features like data and
requirements will always be functional oriented. It is processi som e ric types lake d at
possible, of course, to elaborate and Lxpress these processing abstraction, genehic types, packages (that
requirements in on object oriented way, but the support information hiding). have revealed
process will not be intuitive and smooth. Furthermore, themselves particularly useful in implementing object
to define the dynamic behaviour of a system. OOD oriented design.
requires the support of other methods like Petri Ne i Although. due to several real time deficiencies (some

and State Transition Diagrams. this introduccs of which are expected to be corrected in the 9X

additional and not fluent steps into the developmeatc revision), Ada is not considered the best choice on

process. applications with very stringent real time constraints,

From these considerations it would appear that its diffusion is such that several object oriented •
functional methods are stronger than object oriented variants (e.g. HOOD) have been developed :

methods in the early development phases, where specifically to support it.

errors are more costly than the ones introduced at later In the meantime, several object oriented languages are
times, being developed, some of them with specific support

for real time applications.
Software Design Therefore, from one side we have an object based * *
Software Design is divided in two steps, Preliminary language (Ada) and a set of OOD variants adapted to
and Detailed Design. The former is the definition of support it. and from the other object oriented
the overall software architecture that will be expanded languages specifically developed to support object
and detailed in the latter. oriented design.
The modem methods and (partially) tools have known Assuming we are adopting an object oriented
big improvements in the last decade. It can, therefore, language (Ada or other), we can certainly conclude •
be assumed that when looking at Software Design as that the transition from design to implementation is
a stand alone set of activities, the support provided by smoother if an object oriented design has been
the various methods can be considered comparable, followed.
at least in general terms. Advantages and
disadvantages still exist, of course, and depend upon 6.3 Testing
the characteristics of the specific project, but they -
usually compensate each other. Software is a fundamental and costly activity in the
During a discussion held to assess the results of an software development cycle. An accepted figure is
evaluation exercise on both methods a developersaid. that up to the 40% of the total project effort lay on
may be a bit naively, that the main problem in testing.
assessing the two designs was to tell the differences Two sets of inputs are fed into the testing process: the
between them. Surprisingly most of the attendees software configuration (Software Requirements, 0 4
agreed. Software Design Documents, source code) and the test
In addition to the characteristics of the system under configurationcomprisingoftestplans and procedures,
developmer.t, another aspect to be considered in our test cases, and expected results.
comparison is the support to the various phases of the It is important to note that the objective of software
design. In the preceding paragraph we have testing is to discovererrors with the minimum amount
highlighted the hardness in applying object oriented of time and resources. A testing exercise should not •
methods in the requirement analysis and be aimed merely to demonstrate that the software is
representation. This implies that there is very little error free.
chance for software developers to work on To be considered successful software testing must
requirements genuinely object oriented. discover errors in the software. As a consequence
From this consideration we can derive that, in general, testing demonstrates that the software appears to be
functional oriented methods are stronger in the early working according to specification. 0
stages of software design, that is going from Testing can be divided in two classes: white box and
requirements to top level design elements. black box testing.



White box testing is a way to conduct testing to prove software delivery, are correct. This result is easier to 4
the correctness of the software structure, and that the achieve if the design of the system. in addition ofbeing
internal functions perform according to specification, modular, is developed around functions rather than
Black box testing, concentrate on the functional objects, as there should be fewer modules to be tested 0
requirements of the software. It enables the tester to to clear each individual function.
derive sets of input condition that should exhaustively
exercise all functional requirements of a program. 6.4 Software Safety
A typiikal cxample of testing conducted applying the
black box approach is the Formal Acceptance Testing The widespread diffusion of digital computer systems
conducted on the final software load. makes very common the situation of human life
Classic examples of white-box testing are the testing relying entirely on software. When this happens the
phases conducted "infonnally" on units and aggregate software is commonly classified safety critical.
of units, also known as Unit Testing and Software Specific methodologies, standards, and procedures
Integration Testing. must be applied in order to achieve the necessary

A well accepted postulate is that exhaustive testing is confidence on the quality of such software making its

impossible for large software systems. That means development much more expensive (up to three times) 0

that no testing process will ever lead to a 100 percent and challenging than the average.

correct program. The problems related to the development of safety

From this consideration we can evince that the key critical software are well known and are outside the

point for a successful software testing, and of the scope of this paper. However, to continue our
associated project, is modularity. Simpler and well comparison, we must provide some hint on

built modulesdesigned according togood engineering programming languages and their relationship with S
principles, are easier to understand and test. The tested safety.
modules are then integrated in more complex ones, on The aim of the High Order Languages (HOL) is to
which different types of testing are performed. If the alleviate progranmmer's work-load in implementing
system has been correctly decomposed and the composite set of actions with single code statements
interfaces properly defined, that is the essence of or providing useful but complicated facilities, a good
modularity, then the software testing has good example of the latter is Ada tasking. While this is 0 0
probability to achieve its objective, certainly desirable from the productivity point of
Coming back to our comparison, we can deduce that view, it can have disastrous effect on safety. In fact.
the key for a successful software testing lays in an one area of concern about software safety is the
excellent design produced according to good possible errors introduced by compilers. Any HOL
engineering principles, with particular emphasis on statement is automatically translated into a number of
modularity. Whether it is better that this design is simpler intermediate statements (their number •
developed according to a functional oriented or an depending on the original statement complexity) and
object oriented methodology is a marginal and thereafter into the object code. It is intuitive that the
questionable argument. As usual pro and cons on more complex the HOL statement the higher the
different aspects compensate each other. probability to introduce errors during its

implementation. Another argument for simplicity ofHowever, there is an aspect where the functional the HOL is the need tor a simple correspondence 0

methods aredefinitely more appropriate. This is when, between the source code and its compiled version. to

for whatever reason, a software load must achieve allow the correctness of the latter to be checked.

partial clearance. We have already seen that one of the

main effects of the software crisis is the likelihood of Due to their complexity HOL languages are therefore
software being late. In the light of thi" jeasoning the not particularly suitable for the development of safety
possibility to deliver interim software releases, critical software. Speaking of Ada. to overcome this 0
possibly complete but only partially tested, is one of problem different subsets of the original language
theoptionstomiligaietheimpactontheentireproject. have been developed. SPARK is one of the most
The large number of parallel and highly integrated popular, at least in Europe. The leading concept on
activities composing the development of a typical which these subsets are based is to reduce thc compiler
Aerospace product - a new aircraft for example - complexity by restricting the use of particular
together with the fact that modem systems are full of language features. In SPARK the use of Ada tasking 0
nice-to-have functions. makes this option particularly is excluded because of its high degree of
viable and rather common. Think, for example, to non-determinism due to the extremely complex
preliminary software versions used on integration rigs interactions between concurrent processes.
or for on-ground aircraft testing. Exceptions are to be avoided because it is easier to
In these cases functional methods are considerably write an exception-free program. and prove it to be so,
better for the simple reason that partial clearance than to prove that the corrective actions performed by 0
simply means to prove that a set of functions, the exception handler are appropriate under all
considered essential for the purpose of the specific possible conditions.
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Generic units are to be avoided because the upon the programming language chosen
complexity introduced by them is not justified. (self-descriptiveness), the standards applied
Basically the problem is the difficulty to prove the (consistency), and the working practice (simplicity). $9
correctness of all instantiations of a generic unit In any case they can be considered secondary if 0
All Ada features requiring dynamic storage compared with modularity. They are, in fact, related
allocation are not allowed. This includes access to the description, rather than to the actual quality of
types, dynamically constrained arrays, the software.
discriminantsandrecursion.Althoughtoadifferent Modularity is therefore the only property having
extent all these features make the problem of verifying straightforward impact on software maintainability.
compiled code impossibly difficult. Furthermore. Design methods and programming languages have 0
dynamic storage allocation also makes usually severe impact on modularity. Although all modem
impossible to establish memory requirements. methods enforce good engineering principles that
Scope, visibility, and overloading rules are include modularity, the leading principles of object
remarkably complicated and confuse verification oriented approaches (information hiding, abstraction,
quite unnecessarily. To simplify this aspect localisation) are essentially the same that form the
overloading, block statements, and use clause are basisofamodulardesign.OODmethodscantherefore 0
prohibited, while the use of renaming declarations be considered inherently more appropriate to support
is restricted, modularity. This conclusion is strengthened by the
A number of less important Ada features, which imply fact that object oriented languages support modularity
a penalty in complexity with no substantial benefits at a greater extent than any other HOL, and that the
for programmers are also banned by SPARK. use of OOD methods in conjunction with these
From above we can see that most of the features that languages has proven to be quite advantageous.
make Ada so attractive for implementing object
oriented designs are forbidden, or highly undesirable. 6.6 Relationship with DOD-STD-2167
for safety critical applications. The same applies for
anyotherHOL. From this wecanderive that alsoOOD DOD-STD-2167 was originally issued in 1985 and is
methods are not particularly convenient for safety a framework document providing guidelines for the
critical software development. This doesn't mean management and documentation covering the 0
their use is detrimental but simply that most of the development of military guidance and control
claimed reasons that make OOD "the solution" for the software. While the corresponding civil standard
software crisis, cease to exist in safety critical RTCA-DO/178 only addresses the certification of
applications. In this field the "old good" functional software as part of a system, DOD-STD-2167 covers
methods can therefore still be considered the best the situation where the software is delivered as a
choice. Of course, in a project involving the stand-alone product. 0

development of both safety critical and ordinary Totake into accountcomments received followingthe
software the application of different methods can be first period of application - and to resolve the major
impracticable. In this case the choice should be driven incompatibilities with the use of Ada and the
by the characteristics of the project itself. progressing software engineering technologies - a

new revision of 2167 was issued in 1988.
6.5 Maintainability Some strict interpretations of the original

DOD-STD-2167 requirements support functional
Software maintenance is defined as the process to decomposition ratherthanobjectoriented design. The
modify existing software leaving its main functions 2167 "waterfall" life cycle model - with its stringent
intact. requirement with respect to beginnings and endings
A reasonable percentage (less than 40%) of redesign of each life cycle phases - is not particularly suitable 0
and redevelopment of new code can still be considered for supporting OOD. The concept of "code a little, test
maintenance. Above this figure we must speak of new a little" is difficult to apply.
development. The phase in which this aspect is most noticeable is
Software maintenance can take the form of software the software design. DOD-STD-2167 splits it into
update or repair. Software update is when the Preliminary and Detailed Design, separated by the
functionality of the software is changed, usually Preliminary Design Review (PDR). In OOD this 0
because of changes to requirements or system separation is somehow artificial and introduces
architecture. Software repair leaves the original additional workload and in some cases can be
software functions intact, deleterious.
Maintainability is the quality factorthat indicates how This partial incompatibility of DOD-STD-2 167 with
easy it is to maintain the software, that is to modify it. object oriented can be explained with the fact that in
It can be achieved by applying proper engineering 1985 OOD was not enough widespread to influence 0
criteria like self-descriptiveness consistency, the well established confidence on traditional
semplicity, and modularity. The first three depend methods.

S. . . . . . . . .. . . . i . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .
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Nevertheless, having acknowledged the need to cope answer to the first question is NO: in real time 6
with the outstanding development of software applications, OOD methods have not maintained the
engineering discipline, DOD-STD-2167A has expectations. In the second half of Eighties OOD were
relaxed some too stringent requirements and has considered the only viable option for future projects. 6
become "method independent". This has conceded Their shortcomings were justified with lack of
significant flexibility in preparing dedicated project experience, human innate resistance to change, and
standards, allowing to apply virtually all poor tool support. After 7-8 years the situation is
methodologies, basically the same. OOD is not spread as expected,
Therefore, the claimed incompatibility between the same objections are raised, and OOD promoters
object oriented approaches and military standards is provide the same answer of 7-8 years ago. •
not a problem any more. The answer to the second question is YES. Functional

methods can still support large real time system
7 COQCLUSIQN development. At least until somebody will be able to

For the benefit of those who are used to read only the provide an alternative "magical solution'.

Introduction and/or the Conclusion paragraphs of a To conclude the paper. I wish to summarise the •
paper we briefly summarise the outcome of the outcome of the comparison in a few points:
analysis performed on the chosen aspects of a typical i) Somehow Functional methods have allowed the
software project. Software Engineering community to survive -

- Functional oriented methods are stronger in the even though with severe problems - to the
early development phases (System and Software software crisis.
Requirements Analysis) where errors tend to be ii) The alternatives to Functional methods have notmore costly (See paragraph 6.2 Software iiThalentvsoFuconlmhdsaent
Requirements). proven to be "the solution". Some of them maybe comparable or even slightly better but not to

- Functional oriented methods are stronger also in the the extent necessary to definitively remove the
early stages of Software Design, providing a better causes of the crisis.
support to the transition from requirements to top • *
level design elements (See paragraph 6.2 Software iii) The main innovative and advantageous featuresDesign). of OOD methods are not fully exploited in real

time systems.
- Adopting an object oriented language (Ada or

other), OOD methods ensure a smoother transition iv) The design method and tool is only a part of the
from design to implementation. (See paragraph 6.2 development environment. Programming
Coding). languages, testing tools and strategy, I

Configuration Management tools and practice -

- The support provided by the methods to the testing complemented by appropriate standards and

activities is comparable, but Functional methods procedures- are other fundamental issues for any

prove to be considerably better to support partial pro jethes metan tools cann
cleaanc (Se paagrah 63).software project. These methods and tools cannot

clearance (See paragraph 6.3). be considered in isolation and the choice of each

- In safety critical applications most of the reasons of them must be based on solid and consistent
that according to OOD promoters make OOD "the technical arguments.
solution" for the software crisis, cease to exist (See Finally, let me say the last word:
paragraph 6.4).

- GOD methods can be considered inherently more The existence of the software crisis cannot be denied
appropriate to support maintainability. (See and is due to tangible causes. Nevertheless, it has •
paragraph 6.5). become an easy excuse tojustity too many fiascos due

instead to errors in understanding and managing the
- The incompatibility between Object Oriented project needs, characteristics, and purpose.

approaches and military standards, primarily At any rate for real time systems, as for any other
DOD-STD-2167, is not a problem any more (See applications, the key to success does not lay on
paragraph 6.6). Functions oron Objects, but in avoiding artificial and 0

Having analysed the primary aspects relevant to the senseless solution based on purely commercial and
development of a typical real time softwa'- system we political speculations. Nobody is so naive to think that
are now in the position to propose a possible set of politics and business can be ignored. but they must be
subjective answers to the questions put forth in the somehow limited allowing enough space to apply
Introduction paragraph. rational Software Engineering principles and
Based on my personal experience I believe that the practices. 0

0 *
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Discussion

Question C.L. BENJAMIN

In your presaetuion, you discussed the streghs and weaknesses of functional methods and 0OD )methods. Do YOU
recommend that woek be done using both aproaches? Is that possible?

Reply

I do not consider viable the solution of applying the 2 methods. I suspect that this will mean a sum of the shortcomings
of both methods, giving no real advantage. I do believe that the choice of a consistent system development environment,
complemented by appropriate standards and procedures, is the key for a sucessful project, irrespective of functions or 6
objects.

Question K. ROSE

I have 2 questions regarding OOD & Ada, but first I have some comments. The first 00 language was Simula 67,
developped in Norway based on work at the Norwegian Defense Research Establishment in the early 60s, so 00 is *
nothing new. Simula has inspired the development of Smalltalk and C++. Simula support concurrency but is not suited
for Real Time because of inefficient memory management techniques. The ada designers, well familiar with Simula. for
that reason, as stated in the rationale for the Ada design, chose not to make Ada an OOL. C++ has Later proven that it is
possible to develop an efficient OOL suitable for RT applications. I find it strange to perform an OOD and
implementation in a functional language (Ada).

To what extent do you believe that your conclusions are influenced by Ada's limitations regarding both RT and 00? Do
you believe that Ada 9X will solve Ada's problems regarding 00 and concurrency/RT?

Reply

I stated that Ada is not an Object Oriented language, but an object-based Language. I do believe, however, that several
Ada features are more than desirable to support OOD. Indeed the use of Ada with 004 is widespread enough not to 6
consider it "strange" to apply this approach. The proliferation of OO!3 variants to support Ada ebforces my opinion.

In answering the questions, I want to make a small remark concerning the so called "Ada limitations regarding 00". It is
not posiible and convenient to hide the OOD limitations of OOD in real time systems development (aknowledged by the
software engineering cominity) with claimed limitations of the HOL. Tlb answer is then NO, the Ada limitations did
not influence my conclusions. I do believe that OOD is not "the solution" to the software crisis on real time systems. a

I am not f--liar with Ada 9X, but the claims are that it will solve several Ada real time limitations. I did not hear
anything about 00 support, so I do'nt know.
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processes, functions, routines or 0
INNMU& program pieces but well-formed objects

- ie consistent agregate of data and

The goal of this article is to sketch a related operations referring to domain

first evaluation after almost four year problem entities -.

usage of the Hood methodology in the
context of Ada real time software For example, if an aircraft monitoring
systems. computer deals with the fuel level of •
For this purpose, it is made up of four the tank it isn't surprising that a
parts: Fuel tank object appears in the design
- First, we will give a brief outline which holds the fuel level as an
of Hood methodology internal attribute and provides two

- Secondly we quickly sketch out four services -set and read-.
years of Hood usage.
- Thirdly, we will summarize the main Provked 0 0
lessons learnt throughout this kIerace
experience. % t
- Fourthly, we will outline some UT1
directions Useful to follow-up in the
future.se

1 I NTRODUCTIO N •

The Hierarchical Object Oriented Design
(HOOD) is an architectural (or Intenal
preliminary) design method defined for Attributes
the intention of the European Space
Agency (ESA). This method is used in This orientation isn't a spineless •
several space software development such accommodation with the mode buzzwords
as the launcher Ariane Vth, Columbus or but the belief that object oriented
the Spot 3th satellite, software are more resistent to impact

of evolutions and specification
2 HOOD PaXadims changes.

This part deals with the most 2.2 Top-Down Breaking-Down
significant features of the Hood method
and its technical and institutional The second pillar of the Hood method is
environment, its Top-Down Hierarchical Orientation.

2.1 The Object Orientation For example, if a helicopter monitoring

computer copes with different
The Main pillar of the Hood method is information concerning disrlay units,
its Object Orientation. rotor, engines , ... it may be
This statement means that the basic interesting to hold this information in
components of a software system aren't an upper abstraction "The Aircraft" in

order to manage the complexity.

0
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operation provided by a parent object
Samust be implemented by a provided

operation of a child object. 0

C 'I K~oM AWI oard Fk ftAircraft

Start ,
This second point is a very 9
controversial one. Is Object
orientation consistent with top-down
approach? Does Object Oriented Design
process have to be Bottom-Up oriented
as B. Meyer and other Object *gurus" J
reconmmend it? kO/e#Pwtby Ik

2.3 The good Notation e_PowerAvaiabe

The HOOD method assumes that a software ControlEngineHealth

system may be designed as a collection
of objects interrelated through two
relationships: 0
The "usesservices_ f relation-ship The AIrraft in e (oriI the •P of)
and the "is composedof" relationship. t *niutew and the TurboEineGomup.

wThe Turbo_Engne_Grup Is a child object.
Conol Flow Dat R •AC.tat Is Iulienmted*by

Comp#Aer.Start * 0
r -- --L -. .. k 2.4 System and Class Spaces

Sta St ev As opposed to Object Oriented Languages
stp that mix classes and objects

(instances) unseparatly, HOOD method
splits distinctly software products
according to two spaces: Design space

OnIoard _Compute. and Class space.

us••sevices
provided by FuelTank On one hand, the Design Space holds

operational software or parts of

The "use servicesprovidedby" operational software.

relationship allows to model the action On the other hand, the Class space
collects reusable software components.of an object (client) on an other

For example, if an helicopter
The "ismadeup_of" relationship allows monitoring computer copes with several
the imade uprobb relationbship allobjects designed in the same way such
to model probably the most basicasFeTnkndOlakits
cognitive mechanismas FuelTank and Oil Tank it is

interesting to catch the commonalities
of these two objects into a reusable

These two relationships provide a frame "Tank" located in the Class Space
consistent frame to model large real- while instance objects named Fuel_ Tank
time systems satisfying reliability and and Oil Tank are located in the Design
operational long lifetime requirements. Space as Terminal Objects.

Hood distinguishes two kinds of •
objects: Non Terminal and Terminal
Objects. Obviously, Not Terminal
objects have child objects. Every

* 6
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object will b definitively implemented
(anonymous object) or instantiate from

DesSce a class (instance object) during detail 4
o / design and coding phases.

Syasm Factoey
& End ot the SW req Ieo, Phase

T "

an im a m • Form alJ bonu I e 6 c

These two spaces are afterward linked F
by the instantiation mechanism. EnfldthfArchiectural DesignPhase

OTaNk:Tank Here, Hood design process provides a
r ýF•I Tank: Taf* %technical consistent boundary between

preliminary (or architectural) design
ISel te and detail design. Preliminary Design
RedL* deals with object identification and

external specification of terminal
objects while Detail Design deals with
terminal objects implementation.

In fact, Hood method gives here a We consider that a terminal object
practical consistency to the 1968-old generally corresponds to a package
Mac Ilroy 1] views about the software sized from 100 to 500 Ada lines.

crisis and the industrial way to get
out of the software proto-history. 2.6 The Hood User Group

2.5 The Hood Process Like Ada language is supported by the

US DOD, the HOOD method is backed by

The HOOD Method is not at all a ESA. Hood method is the property of its 0
notation (Poor method such as a method users joined in the Hood User Group
that is reduced to a notation). (HUG).

The Hood method recommends an iterative The HUG colleets user observations and
process based on basic design steps. defines method evolutions. The HUG

garanties stability for Hood tool

This basic design step, inspired from vendors concerning their investements. •

Abbott [2], begins with the statement
of the problem that the system (resp. The Hood method is described through
the object) has to solve and ends with Hood Manuals edited by the HUG.
the external specifications of child
objects. The Hood Reference Manual.Its latest

issue is the 3.1.1 issue released in

Child objects may be non terminal july 1992 and co-published in about may

object, and the basic design step 1993 by Prentice-Hall and Masson. And

resumes for these objects, or terminal the Hood User Manual, its issue 3.1

objects. In this second case, terminal revised at the moment by the HUG.

0
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A am A& nkin Some of them are in the frame of the
Tiger program, such as

Hood method has been used on several 0
navy (3) and space projects. This - Dolphin demonstrator for validation
chapter presents Hood projects which of AC3G which is a weapon control
are in the authors' scope. system (3rd Generation Anti-Tank

missile)intended for the Tiger
3.1 Rood and the TIGER Helicopter helicopter. This software involves

Program 15_000 Ada lines.

The TIGER helicopter is a German-French - PUMA-PVS which is a demonstrator for
military "•Licopter under development validation of a Pilot Visionic System
with two main missions: Anti-Tank intended for the Tiger helicopters.
Mission (the Tiger :PAH2/HAC This software involves 60_000 Ada
helicopter) and Support and Protection lines.
Mission (the Gerfaut: HAP helicopter).
Eurocopter has the global Others are Eurocopter specific systems
responsibility of this development, under development such as

Concerning Avionics software, - ACSR which is a rotor vibration
Eurocopter/France is in charge of the control system. This software involves
Mission avionic computers: The embedded 10_000 Ada lines.
software of Mission Computer and Symbol - ARMS which is a recording and
Generator (MCSG) concerning the monitoring system of helicopter health
PAH2/HAC mission and the software and usage. It experiments the Modular
Armament Computer and Symbol Generator Avionics technology and will provide,
(ACSG/CDD) concerning the HAP mission, in the future, maintenance on

condition.
3.1.1 The TIGER Mission Computers This software involves 22_000 Ada

lines. * 0
MCSG and ACSG/CDD have been developped - PHL which is an engine monitoring
since 1990 at Marignane by joint teams system designed for light-weight and

of Eurocopter-France and Steria, as medium helicopters.
partner. This software involves 20_000 Ada

By 1990, After evaluation, HOOD has lines.

been selected as Preliminary Design
Method. Four major versions have been 3.2 Other Projects managed by 0
released and the following are under Sterla
development.
The size of the early versions is close Independently, Steria developes other
to 50 000 Ada lines and the latest ones large Ada software with the same
approach 70 000 Ada lines, methodology.
Time constraints are severe enough
(time base: 20 milliseconds). 3.2.1 Air Traffic Control System

On the other hand, required reliability
is high (Test programs multiply per 3 In the Air Traffic Control Domain,
the number of Ada lines developped in Steria is in charge of the development
the context of the MCSG and the of a subsystem of CAUTRA (Controle
ACSG/CDD). Automatique du Trafic Aerien). This

subsystem monitors the traffic control
3.1.2 Other Eurocopter Avionic system in its whole.This software
Projects involves 25_000 Ada lines.

Next to the MCSG and ACSG, Eurocopter 3.2.2 SWLK Crew Training
France, in partnership with Steria, simulators
developes several other avionic
software. In order to train the SNLE submarine 5

crews, the French DGA has designed
several simulators (Soument Project).

*
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Steria is in charge of the development
of one of these simulators (Soument- Concerning GDS project, productivity
SPP) using the Hood mthod. This figures are over 50 Ada line per day
software involves 45_000 Ada lines. from preliminary design to integration.
Other simulators are developped with
the Hood method. 4.2 Mastering Complexity

roject omain ize ood 0ot arget The main lesson that we have learnt
ool PSE ompiler from our experience is that the Hood

OUNENT imulator 5_000 oncerto ax-Ada ax-Ada method is very powerful means to master
-SPP complexity.

DS TCS 5_000 TOOD ERDIX/S ERDIXI
N N

INS W engi- 5_000 TODD LSYSI LSYS/ In spite of raised objections and true

-eerin I-P p P undesirable secondary effects, we think

kCSG vionic 70000 STOOD kATIONAL LSYS/ that this power is due to the top down

-__ SOX0 hierarchical orientation of Hood. 0
"DO vionic 20000 STO0 kATIONAL LSYS/

OXO This aspect has been a key factor to
4CSG vionic 0_000 TOOD kATIONAL LSYSI master the complexity.

680X0

ARMS vionic 2_000 TO0D ATIONAL LSYS/ •

680X0C3G R vionic 1_000 STOOD TIONAL LSYS/

580X0 
ub

ACSR kvionic 10_000 7000D AIONAL LSYS/ o

UHA- vioni 0_000 STOO TIONAL LSYS/ r Group
VS 60oX0,

After Interfaces and behaviour
are specified, each object may be

4 Possibilities, Limitations independently designed.
and Desirables Improvements

4.1 Mastering Projects We have been able to put subteams on
different parts of design allowing

It is generally difficult to determine parallel developments. 1
the keys of any success. It depends on
the teams, the development tools, the 4.3 Dealing with Distribution
methodclogy and a lot of technical and
humraa factors In order to deal with multi-processor

architectures and distribution

With a background of almost four years, problems, Hood has introduced the

we could state that Hood methodology Virtual Node concept. A virtual Node is 0
assits project managers efficiently in a software piece able to be allocate to

their jobs. We have been able to a processor. So, a distributed software

release complex sofware with the system is a virtual node network which

required quality on time. has to meet a hardware system that is a
physical node network.

This result has been reached with

different teams, different Ada and Hood Unfortunatly,this approach which is
tools and within different domains, very attractive is not really efficient

In fact, inter process exchanges are
Productivity figures depend directly on very sensitive to the hardware

- the complexity of the production line architecture. Local and remote

(Host, Emulation environment, Software exchanges do not have the same

Test Bench). performances and temporal behaviour

- the required safety and test effort depends on processor allocation.

* 0
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0 • Concerning Real-Time aspects, the Hood
method provides several features such
"as active objects which deal with 0
parallel evolutions and constrained
operations which deal with cooperation
between active objects.

W I IBut it is obvious that these features
are insufficient in managing dynamic
views of the solution and Hood is not
fully real time orientated.

I Our experience shows this is not really

PhyswAJNodes a major drawback. In fact, it is
possible to add some guidelines such
as recommandations provided by H Gomaa

For example, the temporal behaviour of (41, R.J.A. Buhr (51 or Nielsen and
the system may be very different if NVI Shumate [6] and a dynamic behaviour
and NV2 are put together or not on the formalism desciption such as SDL[7],
processor.. GRAFCET[81 or STATECHARTS [9]. These
More, Virtual Node has no specific useful additions are compliant with the
equivalent in Ada83. process frame recommended by Hood and

may be added into the Hood User Manual.

So, we have discarded, for the moment, For example, at the processor level, we
the use of Virtual Nodes about the have introduced a specific activity
design of multi-processor applications. yat ed aospeeifinaaetinity
(Tiger and Gerfaut computers are multi- -elated to the management of
processor computers). We are waiting asynchroneous events and time

for Ada9X partitions. constraint services.

S'IS MiIBUS 1553 j Powerýon

.00
Ads Nodes Physicsi Nodes

For example, ACSG software is designed The goal of this activity is to design
as two Ada Nodes BIM (Bus Interface the real time architecture of the
Module) and DPM (Data Processing software. •
Module) mapped in two physical
processors. DPM and BIM Role, The processor is a shared resource for
synchronisations and communications tasks, so the processor level is the
between Ada programs BIM and DPM are right level to tackle tasking
fully specified before the design. architecture. At lower levels this

activity would be too late and without4.4 Dealing with Real-Tim global vision.

Aspects

This activity aims to define:
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5.2 Rood and non Ada Target
An on-going study pointing out these Languages
difficulties has been ordered by ESA Hood is a design method and it is not 9
from a team led by STERIA. desirable that its fate should be bound

to a particular prograsming language.
S!hahllmnga We are conviced that Ada is the

language best adapted to programming in

5.1 Hood and Inheritance large.
But someone may have another opinion

AS already described, Class space is and Hood must be able to address other S

the reusability context. Presently, programming languages, C++ for example.

this reusability is fully based on the
abstract data type and the genericity 5.3 Dynamic Description

concepts inherited from Ada. Probably, Hood needs a normalized way,
validated by HRM rules and HUM
guidelines, to describe dynamic

or behaviour of software systems and S
& SysemFac•t•y objects. Our feeling is this formalism

must be graphical and easy to use. SDL,
Grafcet or Statecharts are, in our
opinion, are good candidates. Other

7 -• ! authors recommend Petri Nets [12])
And certainly, the main difficulty

Control about this issue is reaching a

Dsiay consensus between Hood users who are

Unit generally a very imaginative

.70 ,population.

SA • Mac Ilroy, Mass Produced Software

Components, 1968 NATO Conference on * *
A saninstaneo B Software Engineering.

(2] R.J Abbott: Program Design by
Informal English Descriptions, Com ACM,

SVol 26 No 11

31] M. Lai, An overview of several

Is inheritance a key concept to French Navy Projects, Ada Europe,
Dublin 1190.

reusability? Probably, yes. Dbi 10

Unfortunately, due to its origin as a 14] H Gomaa: A Software Design Method

Ada Design method, Hood method does not for Real Time Systems, Con ACM, Vol 27

deal with inheritance. N0 9

Despite its capabilities, this lack may [5] R.J.A. Buhr:System Design with Ada

become a handicap in the future. (6] Nielsen and Shumate, Designing

Several ways are forseen. Our feeling Large Real Time Systems with Ada

is that the Hood way towards (7] SDL: Specification and Design 0
inheritance must not imitate Object Language CCITT Z101 to Z104.
Language facilities but maintain a [S) GREPA, Le GRAFCET, de nouveaux
strict separation of concerns. - No concepts.
change in the Design Space which is the [9] STATECHARTS, D. Harel, StateCharts:
system maker workshop. A visual formalism for complex systems,
- Including a "Generalization/ Science of computer programming 1987. 0
Specialization" relationship at the (10] Lui Sha, and John.B. Goodenough,
Class Space level conceived as a Real-Time Scheduling Theory and
laboratory where software components Ada,Computer, April 90
are elaborated, classified and [(1] J. Poudret, Hood and DOD STD
improved. Class space is, with this 2167A, Hood User Group Meeting Pisa, 3
policy, a reusable software component April 92.
repository. 112] Labreuille et alii, Approche S

Orient~e Objet HOOD et Reseaux de Petri
pour la conception de logiciels temps
reel. Toulouse 1989.

• 0



- the optimum rimber of tasks necessary
for fitting temporai. and functional At every basic design step a
requirements, hardware constraints and requirement list may be allocated. 0
the task priorities. These requirements are the requirements
- the type of these tasks (periodic, that the object under design has to
aperiodic, sporadic, ... ). satisfy.
- the interface of these tasks
(synchronisation, communicat ion). Keqave- L-m U*cu

- the priority of these tasks. •me 0•s Ob]2 UP lJ o IN,

Reqn• X X X-7e-qoj -x x
tr Req_kJ X X

RIq,_ X X
kRi X - -

After the child object breaK down a
traceability matrix which states the
contribution of each child to the

satisfication of each requirement.

4.6 Hood and Documentation 0

Pro.iding a design documentation such

Muti_thread_acressDatabase as DO') 2167 PSDD and SDD which is
readable and consistent with Ada

This tasking architectuie is afterwards sources is a requirement that may lead

casted on the object architecture. This to extreme _ffort. 0
activity allowL a true management of Hood tools provide documentation

time constraints and is consistent with facilities. Used without predefined

the Rate Monotonic Analysis [(,]. strategy they provide boring,
unreadable and endless repoLts.In fact,
these documentation facilities need

4.5 Hood and Traceability associated guidelines in order to

pr duce a readable and efficient
The Hood process suggests a very simple documentation [11].

and efficient mean to maintain the
traceability of requirements through A lot of information collected during
the design process. the Hood design process such as

"informal strategy of solution" or
"Design Choice Justifications" do not
have an equivalent in DCOD PSDD and 0

"tatqt, uiementLsi state Hood documentation as a
maintenance oriented documentation

4.6 Hood, Ada Code Extraction and
blaintenance

As Hood design oupu. Hood tools may
provide Aoa Skelet. Ar'hitecture
consistent with Ada extraction rules.
Generated Ada code is run time

Object External Traceability efficient and globaly constitent • -':

ifications Matix Hood principles.

But the lack of inteqration between
APSEs and Hood tools has caused some
heaviness concerninq the maintenance
phase.

*I
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Object Oriented Design of the Autonomous Fixtaking Management System

Joseph Diemunsch John Hancock
WIJAAAS-3 TASC
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433 55 Walkers Brook Drive
USA Reading MA 01867

USA

L. BACKGROUND

The Air Force Avionics Laboratory has sponsored matched fixpoint images froum on-board databases to
several efforts to increase the accuracy of aircraft imagery acquired through Synthetic Aperture Radar
navigation functions while decreasing crew workload (SAR) and Electro-Opical (EO) sensors to determinc
through the application of intelligent systems. Two the vehicle's position. The AFM system eliminates
such efforts were the Adaptive Tactical Navigation the requirement for the workload intensive process of
(ATN) System and the Autonomous Fixtaking manual fittaking. This was accomplished by
Management (AFM) system, which were both automating the activity of a tactical navigator in
awarded to The Analytic Sciences Corporation selecting, imaging, and interpreting ground-based
(TASC). An intelligent system to aid the pilot with features and associating them with reference source
navigation functions was developed under the ATN data to derive navigation updates. Development of a
program. This system incorporated real-time real-time AFM system ensured mission success by
knowledge base software to manage the tacticas maintaining an accurate navigation solution without
navigation moding, fault tolerance, and pilot aidhng to increased crew workload.
provide a robust navigation prototype for the next
generation fighter aircraft. The ATN prograr i The AFM system used a Hyper-Velocity Vehicle
highlighted the aircraft weapons officer's heavy (HVV) for it's baseline study. A HVV is generally
workload associated with the location and considered to be a vehicle which can exceed five
identification of fixpoints to update and verify the times the speed of sound, or mach 5. The vehicle S S
accuracy of the navigation system. With this proble-n under consideration in the AFM program is assumed
in mind, it was determined that an intelligent system to be capable of rapid, short-notice, conventional
was needed to automatically locate, image, and takeoff, climb to endoatuospheric cruise, and if
identify fixpoints and update the navigation solution, required. insertion into low earth orbit. The goal of

the AFM system was to integrate tactical sensors,
The AFM System was developed to pmrve the processing, mission data, and map databases which
feasibility of automated navigation updates using existed in the design of a potential HVV. The
tactical sensors and existing mission data processing mission of the HVV, for the purposes of this program,
systems. Several technologies developed under ATN was high accuracy and rapid response reconnaissance
were incorporated into the AFM system including a at long distances from the launch location.
proven simulation of the navigation sensors,
controllers, and mission planning and management The exceptionally high speed, and correspondingly
software. Automation of human fixtaking activity short mission time, associated with an HVV have the
required integration of several emerging technologies effect of increasing crew workload. In the event of
including a real-time data fusion architecture, neural GPS failure, the mission oriented workload is
network and heuristic automatic recognition increased due to a decrease in time available for
algorithms, and associative memories to retrieve setup, fitpoint acquisition, and navigation correction.
fixpoints fron on-board databases. Integration of As supported by the findings of aircraft cockpit
these diverse tedmologies was simplified by the automation studies such as the Air Force's Pilot's
employment of an object-oriented software Associate Program. the greatest mission effectiveness S
development approach and real-time control system. payoffs are obtained by providing the crew with

information that enhances situational awareness
while automating system management tasks required

2. INTRODUCTION to produce the information. Reliable, accurate
navigation is key to crew situation awareness and

The Autonomous Fixtaking Management (AFM) HVV mission success. Automating related
program's goal was to develop and demonstrate an management and operational tasks such as data
automated aircraft navigation system which would not consistency monitoring, mode planning/switching and
only reduce the crew navigation workload birden, but sensor image interpretation is a significant
could also be used as a backup to the Global oppornmity to improve mission effectiveness.
Positioning System (GPS). The AFM system Although the HVV was used as the baseline vehicle it

0
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is easy to see how the technologies involved and 3. OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN j)
system design can be used for a variety of missions 0
and airframes. The concepts are just as applicable to The overall system design integrated several
a tactical mission on any aircraft. advanced technologies into a real-time simulation of

the AFM system as illustrated in Figure 3-1. The
This paper will focus on the software engineering system design was developed from the following
techniques utilized to implement the AFM system. conceptual model. First, a mission plan would be
The AFM system used modular software design and given to the pilot and possibly loaded onto the
object oriented development techniques to integrate aircraft. The mission plan provides information such 0
models of existing on-board sensors, processing, as route planning, environmental data, and target
mission data, and map databases. System information. The real-time simulation required
requirements were developed by applying an in-depth flexible symbolic logic to intelligently utilize the
knowledge of mission requirements and real-time mission planning and in-flight mission data.
intelligent avionics. Several diverse technology Embedded within the mission plan is navigation data,
disciplines were integrated including neural which the simulation extracts to develop a navigation
networks, associative memories and real-time data plan. This navigation plan consists of navigation
fusion architectures to develop an effective and modes and determines the aircraft position and times
technologically advanced system. Neural networks to send navigation updates to the mission manager.
along with other automatic target recognition In this simulation a-priori planning information was
techniques were used to find the fixpoints from the used and in-flight replanning was done in the real-
SAR and EO images. Associative memories provided time navigation planning/monitoring module. As the
real-time retrieval of the fixpoints from on-board mission path is traversed fixpoints are located with •
databases. Finally, the activation framework simulated sensors and compared to fixpoints retrieved
architecture, a real-time object-oriented data fusion from on-board terrain and feature databases. This
architecture, was used to integrate the overall system comparison provides a navigation offset which is fed
and provide a software engineering methodology for back to the navigation simulation. The large fixpoint
sensor management. database search required efficient storage methods

and the image interpretation required parallel
processing technology to achieve real-time 0 0

* Had-Thum Planning• <•1 L'

Unida I•NS •~

Figure 3-1 * AEM System De-i h Overview
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Figure 3-2. High Level System Design

performance. The AFM system design applied the AFM system required diverse computational
associative memories, artificial neural networks, and approaches to meek the real-time performance
Al planning technology to meet the real-time system requiremnents of the HIVV environment. An object-
requirements, oriented design and integration approach was used to

facilitate agent paradigm encapsulation, provide

The design approach used for the AFM system consistent inter-agent communication, and enable
separatedl the simulation into four major sections; the real-time control prioritization.
Mission Manager, Fixpoint Locator, Fixpoint
Catalog, and the Navigation System Filter as At the lower level of the hierarchical design.
illustrated in Figure 3-2. The majority of the individual software modules at the agent level were
Navigation System Filter was developed under the designed to communicate using the same message C
ATN program and will not he discussed in detail for passing paradigm. The module design henefited from
this paper. The AFM system also relied on an the algorithm encapsulation which allowed
intelligent data-fusion algorithm partitioning and independent development of agent modules. The
system development approach developed under ATh. consistent inter-module communication interfaces
The approach to mission management is based on allowed concurrent module and agent development by
real-time coordination of a variety of cooperating independent designers.
agent processes orchestrated by an intelligent data I
fusion agent; the Mission Manager. Two critical
agents which are unique to AFM are the Fixpoint 4. MISSION MANAGER
Catalog and Fixpoint Locaitor. The Fixpoint Catalog
employs a parallel processing associative memory The overall controller of the system is the Mission
technology to solve the problem of selecting a Manager. The Mission Manager agent determines
candidate fixpoint set from large databases of when to retrieve upcoming fixpoints from an on-board
possible relevant terrain features, in real-time. The data base, commands SAR and/or EO sensors to•
Fixpoint Locator utilizes intelligent feature image fixpoi'its, and orchestrates correlation of these
classification technology to automate the fixpoint fixpoints to, •date the navigation solution. The
recognition activity of a human navigator. Mission Manager is the executive over the objects

and assures cooperative communication and
The overall system design focused on developing, interaction. The underlying architecture allowing the
maintaining, and utilizing a dynamic mission plan to communication structure is the Activation Framework 5
determine navigation moding along the planned flight (AF) paradigm.
path. The AFM design is based on a hierarchical
decomposition of the mission planning and data
interpretation functions. The three major agents in

* @4
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4.1 MISSION MANAGER DESIGN events (e.g., fixpoint updates). The Mission Script is
a result of pre-mission planning and is stored in the

The Mission Manager design plans navigation script database. This script database consists of a
resource utilization on a mission subleg basis, series of leg intervals between way points, which is
schedules fi'point updates to the navigation filter, used by the Requirements Planner to setup the modes
and monitors mission navigation performance along for the way points. The Mode Planner then utilizes
the planned mission route. These functions are these legs to determine where planned navigation
performed by the Mission Manager utilizing five mode changes are needed. The integration of all data * *
major components: the Mission Tracker, the Leg and activity is controlled by the Fixtaking Planner.
Manager, the Environmental Model, the Mission
Script, and the Effectiveness Evaluation as shown in The mission plan is stored in the Script Database as a
Figure 4-1. tree structure. The root of the tree represents the

entire mission. The second level of the tree shows a
The Mission Tracker monitors input reports of the series of mission phases, each with predefined in-
mission progress including the mission position and flight requirements. The third level of the tree
external environment. The Leg Manager uses inputs consists of all the legs in the order in which they
from other Mission Manager modules to plan, occur. Some legs have further branches which end in
implement, confirm, and maintain navigation system leaves representing subleg intervals. Traversal of the
modes and functionality. The Environment Model tree along the bottom leaves corresponds to the
contains a-priori models of the HVV, the sensor schedule of navigation moding, events, and
conditions, and atmospheric interactions for environment along the mission route.
intelligent sensor selection. The Mission Script 0
contains information on the mission route, targeting, A list of properties characterizing the corresponding
and emission control over the route. The intervals are represented at each node in the tree.
Effectiveness Evaluation module monitors fixtaking The properties include the endpoints of the interval,
activity to ensur that fixes are valid. Within the the planned nominal mode, fixpoint locations, GPS
Effectiveness Evaluation module, the Effectiveness satellite visibility, and a list of requirements for the
Predictor relies on the built-in checking in the interval. The requirements are the navigation
Fitpoint Catalog and Fixpoint Locator to assure accuracy on the segment, the maximum susceptibility
accurate operation at the data interpretation levels, to Electronic Counter Measures (ECM) that can be
The Mission Script and Environment Model contain tolerated, and electronic radiation restrictions. These
pre-mission planning data to support the AFM requirements may be refined by the Mission
systems in-flight planning and analysis. Manager.

A symbolic mission script database is utilized by the Along each leg of the mission route, the Mode S
Mission Manager :o maintain mission goals, Planner and Mode Complex objects perform
requirements, and restrictions as well as to schedule constraint-based planning for the optimal navigation



mode and preferred fix.point locations. Planning is sends a list of Limes to the Alarm Clock. When a
based on a-priori mission requirements, current scheduled wake up tme is reached the Alarm Clock
navigation mode, and physical conditions. object activates the Event Tracker which sends a
Constraints on choice of sensors and fix timing message to the Fixtakmg Planner. If the Event 4F
originate at initial mission download and at Tracker detects that the plan is nearing the time to
asynchronous event tunes. Mission replanning take a navigation update, the Event Tracker notifies
becomes necessary when the current navigation mode the Fixtaking Planner.
is determined unhealthy, a sensor fails, or the
expected ECM environment changes. The Fixtaking Planner estimates the position of the 0

HVV at the time of the planned fix and uses specific
The low level structures such as the clock object, calculations to determine a point on the ground which
messages, planning structures, mission scripts, and will be visible to that sensor. The visible point is
AF communication facilities arc object-based code. sent to the Fixpoint Catalog as a Candidate Fixpoint.
Object-based structures, such as messages, The Fixpoint Catalog locates a known fixpoint for the
encapsulated data and code, provide flexible sensor type located near the candidate point and
input/output entities, which localize translation returns that fixpoint to the Fixtaking Planner.
mechanisms and reduce coding errors. The
main structure is provided by the AF and the A

modules under this architecture called
r-------- -------------------

Activation Framework Objects (AFOs), these -

concepts are further explained in the section B
below. The AF, AFOs, scripts, all message moo
types, message bodies, and other agent
specific objects are based on a root object I
class which specifies default access utilities
and operators. Thec default object
capabilities include: print, get, put, stream -
operators, logical operators, and other

fundamental functions, and data. Where
required, specific derived objects redefine b

default access functions and operators.

Message object pointers are the root object • uM w uft .t. wpa
type and can be decoded using the built in . 90a
data available through an inherited
parameter. The general pointer type for Figure 4-2. Fitaking Planner AFO Intrfamae
many objects combined with the type
identifier provide the capability to store the dissimilar
objects in the same data structures. The When the HVV is near the area of the fixpoint, the
homogeneous storage mechanism allows for compact Fixtaking Planner sends the candidate fixpoint to the
list and object storage. The simulation and planning Fixpoint Locator which images the area, locates the
code is simplified as a result of the compact, unified fixpoint in the image, and returns a navigation offset. •
storage representation. The Fixtaking Planner checks validity of the

navigation update before sending the update to the
The Fixtaking Planner design interface is illustrated navigation filter.
in Figure 4-2. The Fixtaking Planner links the
Mission Manager to the AFM subsystems, the AFM 4.2 ACTIVATION FRAMEWORK
Fixpoint Catalog, and Fixpoint Locator. The ARCHITECTURE
Fixtaking Planner is a control focus in the AFM *
architecture, orchestrated in an AFO under the The Activation Framework (AF) concept is based on
Mission Manager. All communication is conducted an approach to real-time object-oriented
through the AF facilities. The Fixtaking Planner implementation known as Communicating Expert
AFO uses messages to communicate with the Objects (CEO). In the CEO approach hypotheses are
Effectiveness Prediction, Mode Complex, and Event distributed among expert objects that communicate
Tracker Mission Manager AFOs. with each other by exchanging messages as shown in

Figure 4-3. Procedures within an ATN or AFM
The Fixtaking Planner uses the interfaces illustrated expert object contain both factual hypothesis
in Figure 4-2 to orchestrate fixpoint updates and knowledge and procedural knowledge relating to its
navigation mode changes. When a plan is created or functional domain (e.g., mission management).
a replanning event is completed the Fixtaking Planner
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is then executed. The AFO can then use different AF

"servics (typically message sending and message
receiving) during the execution of the procedural
code. When the AFO returns control, the messages
sent during its executmxo are actually delivered to the
receiving AFOs.

figure 4-3. Caommumcat8al Rept Objuct Atctu

An AF forms a community of AFOs (Activation 0
Frame Objects) as shown in Figure 4-4. Each AFO is
an expert in a limited problem domain and is the
guardian of a set of private hypotheses. Each AF is a
process which creats the environment in which all of
its AFOs execute. Multiple AFs might coexist on the
same processor or on multiple processors connected .

by a network, as shown in Figure 4-5.

hi

me me Figure 4-6. Flwof Coutrd Within an A

0

Each AFO has an input message queue and an output
message queue. Message sending and receiving is

figure 4-4. Activation rmewrk Concpt depicted in Figure 4-7. When an AFO wants to send
a message, the message is put on its output message * *
queue by an AF service. When an AFO wants to

An AF is equivalent to a process executing within an receive a message, the message is taken off the AFO's
operating systen. Communication between AFOs is input message queue and made available by an AF
provided by AF services using a message passing service. The actual passing of the message from
mechanism. Message passing among AFOs is originating AFO to destination AFO (either within or
implemented by operating system level message outside the AF) is done by the delivery procedure
passing mechanisms including, in the case of multiple after the AFO returns control to its governing AF.
processors, network protocol processing.

The flow of control within an AF is shown in Figure In the current scheduling scheme, each message is
4-6. The scheduler selects the next AFO to be provided with a measure of its importance, the
activated. The procedural code of the activated AFO message activation level. Each AFO has an AFO

activation level and an AFO activation threshold is 0
Preoogme I PmceaMr I

How_ _ _ _ _ __t Hob-Nd Operdeig Symbsm

,Aadviadn Froue Aelvedw Feen A*Gvlenm ft

A~od N* &Q0 NOo OA m A

0~0

Figure 4-5. Activation Framework Concept
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file f/O performed sequentially as the mission
progresses-.

0"_ 5.2 ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY TECHNOLOGY

" "coeQ To facilitaw rapid, constant-time candidate f-ixpumt
OA retrieval. an associative nwanory a~pproach is

ý -employed in the fiXpoMt catalog. The fundaencatal
approach is illustrated in Figure 5-1. The fixpoint 0
attributes an encoded as a vcctr, and run through an

Figure 4-7. Mep Pann a•t th Al iterative, simulated, parallel search of the fixpoinis
stored in the associative memoy.

used by tie scheduler to determine which AFO is
next to execute. The AFO's activation level is the d -
sum of all the message activation levels on its input
message queue. An AF schedules its AFOs for 4__• P

execution based on the difference between their
activation levels and activation thresholds. The AFO,
whose activation level exceeds its threshold by the
greatest amount is executed next. All messages on 1

that AFO's queue are then serviced.

The advantage of the AF architecture is that unlike An

global blackboard structures the scheduling
mechanism is distributed throughout the system. rjjgce 5-1. Co pl Assciat Maoy Deig
This distributed scheduler removes the botltleck of
all processes going to one centralized scheduler, thus
allowing the achievement of real-time performance.
Another advantage the encapsulation mechanism The associative memory is a data retrieval approach * *
provides is that symbolic as well as numerical which conducts a parallel search of a large database
processes can be run under a common framework. returning a data record which is "closest" to an input

record. The following eaznple, see Figure 5-2,
illustrates the application of this technique to the

5. FDIXOINT CATALOG AFM fixpoint using two-dimensional fixpomt space
with four fixpoints. The example encoding uses the

The high speed of the HVV limits the temporal difference in latitude, longitude, altitude, and a
window of opporumity on fixpoints. At 100,000 ft reference nunber to identify and differentiate
altitude mach 6 flight, the time from when a fixpoint fixpoints. The normalized matrix of fixpoints, S, is a
appears on the forward horizon until it disappears n x 4 matrix where the rows represent the possible
into the aft horizon is approximately 40 seconds. centroid of a multiple feature fixpoint region.
This time limitation requires preselection of Fixpoints include a fixpoint identifier, and a sensor
candidate fixpoints prior to arriving at that location in type embedded in the type identifier.
the mission. The Fixpoint Catalog uses a preferred 0
look location from the Mission Manager to retrieve a Figure 5-3 illustrates the matrix based associative
fixpoint of the appropriate type, (e.g., SAR, EO) in memory algorithm, and data forms used in the
fixed time period. The output from the Fixpoint Fixpoint Catalog. The vectors, V, will contain the
Catalog is used by the Fixpoint Locasor to obtain a encoded fixpoints as previously illustrated. Vectors
sensor image of the appropriate ground region and to pertinent to the mission leg will be stored in the
locate the predetermined features within that image. matrix, S, and their dot products will be used to

derive the nonlinear function matrix, F. The diagonal 0
5.1 OVERALL FIXFOINT CATALOG AFO DESIGN values of the nonlinear function matrix are the

maximum of the dot products of that row's fixpoint
The Fixpoint Catalog associative memory algorithm with the other row's fixpoints plus a heuristically-
described below is encapsulated in an APO. The derived offset. The heuristically derived offset is a
AFO will handle communication between the small constant added to the largest dot product to
Fixpoint Catalog, the Mission Manager, and the help distinguish a near miss with one row from a near
Fixpoint Locator. In the initial prototype this AFO miss with another row; this system uses a value of
loaded geographically relevant groups of fixpoins 0.05 (or five percent). Using the previously illustrated
into the storage matrix. The storage matrix loads am normalized storage matrix, S, from Figure 5-2, the

* .
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Figure 5-2. Fixpoint Vector Encoding Example
unscalted non-linear function matrix is given by with one of the other vectors in the storage matrix.
Equation 5-1, with the heuristic oifset equal to zero. Thus, if the dot product of the input fixpoint and a * *

given row is below threshold value for the row,
candidate fixpoint information associated with that
row is suppressed.

0.64 0 0 0
0 0.97 0 0 The final equation in Figure 5-3 shows the method of

F = 0 0 0.97 0 retrieving a fixpoint vector from the storage matrix.
0 0 0 0.77 This equation constitutes the parallel search in Figure 0

5-1. This approach can be applied iteratively, if
Equation 5-1 necessary, to retrieve a single candidate fixpoint

The associative memory described here was
The final equation in Figure 5-3 is the retrieval prototyped and tested with representative data; tests
approach. The input vector Vi is multiplied into the often yielded perfect recall. The algorithm, however.
storage matrix resulting in a one dimensional vector sometimes iterates to a deadlock solution, especially 0
of dot products between the approximate vector and between fixpoints which have a small four-space
the set of stored fixpoint vectors. The vector of dot separation. In these cases, either solution is equally
products is multiplied by the non-linear function r11101LMOM
matrix resulting in a vector of scaled dot V.(•,.. n mu"et
products. This vector is multiplied back into the
storage matrix to extract the recall vector. For lvii
example, the 0.64 in the first row and column is a- RXA bpe1
derived from the fact that the frrst row of N has
the highest dot product with row three; that dot
product is: r
0.64 = (0.02*0.02)+(0.13*0.64)+(0.310.68)+ F, 0

ks !
(0.94*0.35). 61

Any input vector having adot product witha v.sae ]] m
given row of S below the associated threshold
value in the F matrix is more closely aligned rigure s-3. Pxpoint Catalog Awoeiativ. Memay Algorithm

* 0
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Figure 5-4. AlFM xpoint Catalog Example

acceptable. A random choice between "tied" 6.1 FIXPOINT LOCATIOR AFO INTERFACE

solutions appears to be a viable and reasonable
design approach. This approach is illustrated 'n The Fixpoint Locator Logic algorithm described

Figure 5-4. above was encapsulated in an AFO which handles
communication details among the Fixpoint Locator.

Mission Manager, and Fixpoint Catalog. The AFO
6. FIXPOINT LOCATOR internal design aLbo incorporates the translation 0

capabilities for the navigation offset produced by the
The AFM Fixpoint Locator acquires and interprets Fixpoint Locator. It is formatted into a navigation

sensor images to obtain navigation offsets which are update message suitable for dispatch to the
input to the navigation filter. The Fixpoint Locator Environment/Navigation Simulation. The navigation

receives a fixpoint and an associated mission time to update message contains the sensor dependent update
image it fro-i the Mission Manager. The Fixpoint type and the two dimensional navigation offset (in
Locator sets up the sensor and compares a processed meters).
image to on-board databases, resulting in a navigation

offset.

6.2 NEURAL NETWORK TECHNOLOGY FOR
A block diagram of the AFM Fixpoint Locator is IMAGE PREPROCESSING

illustrated in Figure 6-1. The image interpretation is
a multistep process involving traditional image The Fixpoint Locator receives a fixpoint and a

preprocessing, neural network classification, and mission time to image the fixpoint from the Mission

heuristic fixpoint location logic based on ATN Manager. The Fixpoint Locator in an operational
interviews with strategic aircraft navigators. This HVV would set up the sensor and capture the live

logic returns a two-dimensional navigation offset image. In the simulation, a preprocessed image of the
which is passed to the Mission Manager through the area of the fixpoint is retrieved from memory. The

AF communication interface. These system image interpretation is a multistep process involving
components are detailed in the following sections. traditional image preprocessing and neural network •

classification. The AFM development is not
specifically concerned with the detailed sensor image
acquisition and signal processing, only the result of

* a
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FigUre 6-1. AEM Fixoint Locator Overall Design * *
thes processes on the errors incurred an the refornatted into binary-valued-tmages which are ue
calculated navigation offset. As inlusllated in Figure by the on-line portion of the Fixpoint Locator system.
6-1, the raw sensor image is irust processed by the
image processing techniques of window texture The on-line portion of the Fixpoint Locator
calculation (standard deviation) and edge preserved simulation reads the preprocessed sensor image and
smoothing (EPS). offsets it to represent the navigation and sensor

pointing errors. The errors modeled are both
The standard deviation processing helps to remove systematic and random. The Fixpoint Locator
false returns and dropouts while the El'S groups the simulation, the~refore, requires that the tnue position
feature pixels into closed regions. These prcsing of the HVV, which is maintained in the environment
techniques produce a binary output. The neural simulation, be passed to it. The preprocesed image
network takes this binary output and identifies is offset to rereent the image coordinates which
features in the image. The neural network would have resulted from sensor imaging in an 0
accomplishes this by performing a pixel-by-pixel operational system. The fixpoint locator logic is then
determination of which image pixels are features of employed to locate the fiLxpoint features.

the image, and which are not.

The artificial neural network simulation model used 6.3 FIXPOINT LOCATIOR HEURISTIC L.OGIC
is a three layer, fully interconnected back propagation DESIGN
system. It has two input nodes, eight hidden layer

nodes, and two output nodes. The output of the The fixpoint location logic was developed based on
neural network classifier is a dual floating point value interviews with FB-I 1 1 navigators conducted during
which represets a binary number. For the purposes the AThq system development. When searching a
of the AFM simulation, the image pixel classification sensor image for a known fixpoint, the navigators
is done off-line. The SAR images used were first searched for large recognizable features, then
unclassified SeaSat SAR images. If the resolution is smaller collateral feaue, until the location of the•
assumed to be about 5 to 10 times better than actual, relatively small fixpoint could be reliably determined.
the images are representative of the HVV SAR This methodology has been adapted to AFM and
returnsa. The dual-valued neural network outputs are tested using the pr,•processed LandSat images. As

aeon
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illustrated in Figure 6-2. fixpoints are composed of a expected. False identifications are minimized by this 0 •
fine fixpoint, and two collateral features, constraint as well as the relative geometry which

must be established and confirmed with collateral

One of the collateral features has a radius features.
approximately as large as the expected navigation
error plus the sensor pointing error. This large
feature must be in a region which is devoid of other 7. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND
features of the same approximate size and area. The INTEGRATION
Fixpoint Locator logic feature search begins at the
point where it would be expected in the image. The The AFM system was designed and developed using
search area is initially a heuristically-determined an object-oriented programming based approach
multiple of the feature radius. Note that by leveraging the real-time process/module integration
definition, this is a function of the expected benefits of Activation Frameworks. AF was
maximum total offset. If the logic fails to locate the implemented in C++ as a real-time sub-set of object-
feature, this search space is expanded. Once the oriented programming techniques. The AF provides a
coarse feature is located, its centroid is calculated, consistent inter-agent interface, which utilizes object-
and the offset between its expected position and the based message passing and flexible focus of control
calculated position is used to locate the third, and using message importance and priority. The three top
final, fixpoint feature. The resulting offset is the level system agents, the Mission Manager. Fixpoint
navigation delta after being scaled out of pixel space Catalog, and Fixpoint Locator, were designed and
into equivalent navigation measurements. developed independently once a set of messages and 0
Quantization error proportional to the sensor an associated prioritization scheme was established.
resolution exists, but with the fine resolution of the Each of these agents were designed, from top level
proposed SAR and EO sensors. (1-5 meters), the requirements and lessons learned in previous
sensor boresight alignment errors dominate. programs, by separate developers.

Within a feature search area, the Fixpoint Locator Conventional object-oriented programming
logic conducts a simple, connected pixel, region- paradigms, like C++, process a single thread of
building search. The feature is found and confirmed control through object messages which represent a
by the constraint that a fixpoint feature must be the sequence of data events. In a conventional C++
largest localized feature within the approximate area implementation the control of data event processing

* 0
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follows processing paths of undetermined lengths objet-oriented encapsulation under a list processing
The AF is built on the C++ object model but at each system shared with the other planning AFos.
object message initiation, a new processing thread is
created or an old thread comes nearer to activation. The AF system exploits the object-oriented benefits
Thus, each time an object relinquishes control of the of C++ in several critical ways. AFOs are used to
computer process. system control is passed to an encapsulate both procedural code and objects which
object which most urgently requires the processor or are called of accessed by an incoming message The
which produces output most important to the AFOs are complex enough to know if sufficient data
propagation of other process threads. The AFM AF has arrived for sub-object or procedure activation.
uses this control to allocate computer resources to the The messages in the system are also objects. each
agent and agent sub-objects. having a consistent extraction mechanism as well as a

consistent scheduling interface. The messages use
The design of each agent was selected to optimize object methods and overloaded operators Ut facilitate
required aspects of agent performance. The Mission these features
Manager was designed as a set of C++ objects which
were encapsulated in the AF as AFOs. Because of The list processing system is a C-based system which
the success of the ATN mission planning system, the pre-dates the ATN program. The objcct-oriented
Mission Manager was designed as a large number of features of C++ including inheritance has been used
AFOs, which separated the Al and conventional to encapsulate this system and make it available to
programming modules into a set of objects. These multiple other system objects. The planner object
objects were tightly integrated using a fixed set of uses the list processing system extensively. The
messages to enhance real-time control. The Fixpoint encapsulation of existing routines was used several •
Catalog was designed as several C++ objects and places in the AFM system.
some procedural code which was encapsulated as a
single AFO to enhance data retrieval speed and The messages illustrated in Figure 7-1 comprise the
control data passing and translation activity. The integration design of the complex agent models used
Fixpoint Locator was designed as a C++ object with a in the AFM system. Top level agent decomposition
large procedural content. The Fixpoint Locator works was determined according to avionics equipment,
with large images performing several stages of function, and existing models (i.e., the miss,on
processing on the input image. This image manager and navigation simulation). The small
processing approach included some conventional number of messages indicate that the system
processing algorithms which were procedural in decomposition was successful at maximizing agent
nature, calling for the localization of the object. encapsulation while minimizing the passing of data.

The most difficult integration challenge was the
The Mission Manager developed under the ATN integration of the PC-based Navigation Simulation, a
system was originally developed around an expert stand-alone simulation which was developed over
system and causal network in the LISP language. several programs, into the AFM simulation. The
Real-time constraints forced the entire ATN system to illustrated messages between the Navigation
be written in C. The ATN Mission Manager operated Simulation and the Mission Manager agent occurred
as a subset of the system AFOs, with a gateway AFO over a RS-232 serial line. The serial link
used as the sole input/output port to other top level necessitated the use of the handshaking signals.
agents. The ATN gateway AFO re-sends received FixUpdateStatus and ReconfigurationComplete. 0
input messages to Mission Manager AFOs. This Except for the necessary handshaking messages, the
gateway AFO and the loose coupling of message data design represents an exceptionally clean design.
stru,.ture., AFO data structures, and the AFO
scheduling system made modification and upgrade of
the system difficult. The requirement of a gateway 8. CONCLUSIONS
AFO and the difficulty of specifying, on a system-
wide basis, the method for decoding particular AFM was a challenging application which required S 6
messages spawned the requirement to move toward seamless real-time integration of several advanced
an object-oriented AF system for the AFM program. technologies to demonstrate the feasibility of an
The ATN gateway AFO illustrates that a single level autonomous navigation fixtaking capability. The
of object separation, scheduling, control, and AFM system simulation components were developed
aggregation is also not sufficient in a complex through prototyping and verified with representative
application like navigation mission management. databases to ensure real-time performance. In order to)
The AFM Mission Manager uses the list oriented organize the AFM program into a manageable system,
mission decomposition and planning system a hierarchical decomposition of the mission planning
implemented under a C++ based AFO. The AFM and data interpretation functions were utilized.
causal network engine also takes advantage of Within the hierarchical organization, an object-

oriented design and integrstion approach facilitated

*
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agent paradigm encapsulation, provided consistent modules. A well defined real-time control approach
inter-agent communication, and enabled real-time with consistent inter-module communication
control prioritization. The AFM software modularity interfaces allowed simultaneous module atid agent 0 S
and flexibility were further enhanced by taking development by multiple developers.
advantage of the object-oriented capabilities of C++
in implementing the AF. With the use of the AF The results and experiences gained from this program
architecture, individual software modules at the agent not only demonstrated the feasibility of automating
level were designed to communicate using the same the navigation fixtaking task but, equally important,
message passing paradigm. demonstrated the integration of several diverse 0

technologies working in concert. Through the use of
In order to manage the system, locate fixpoints, and software techniques such as hierarchical organization.
retrieve fixpoints from databases three major object object-oriented design, and the AF data fusion
agents were developed. These agents required methodology real-time performance was achieved.
diverse computational approaches to meet the real-
time performance requirements of the HVV
environment. The AFM Mission Manager was REFERENCES •
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Discussion

Question K. ROSE

What navigation accuracies can be achieved with the AFM system?

Reply

This system was designed and tested through simulation for approximately 60 meters accuracy.

0

0
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THE DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES AND TOOLS APPLIED FOR

THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SOFTWARE OF THE

ITALIAN SATELLITE SAX 4F

G.J. Hameetman and G.J. Dekker

National Aerospace Laboratory NIZ

P.O. Box 90502, 1006 BK Amsterdam

The Netherlands

1. SUMMARY particular emphasis on spectral and timing
measurements. The mission is funded by the Italian

The Italian satellite (with a large Dutch and Dutch national space agencies, resp. ASI and
contribution) SAX is a scientific satellite which NIVR. The satellite (Fig. 1) will be injected into
has the mission to study rontgen sources. One main a circular equatorial orbit with an inclination of
requirement for the Attitude and Orbit Control less than 5 and an initial altitude of 600 km by
Subsystem (AOCS) is to achieve and maintain a an Atlas Centaur launcher in the last quarter of
stable pointing accuracy with a limit cycle of less 1994. The nominal mission lifetime is two years,
than 90 arcsec during pointings of maximal 28 with a design goal of four years.

hours. The main SAX instrument, the Narrow Field

Instrument, is highly sensitive to (indirect)

radiation coming from the Sun. This sensitivity
leads to another main requirement that under no
circumstances the safe attitude domain may be left.

The on-board software that controls the SAX AOCS
must therefore be highly reliable with respect to

the safeguarding of the satellite attitude. On the
other hand, the scientific character of the mission
imposes flexibility requirements to the software,
as during the mission the need for new (or changed)
observation types may arise. These have to be
implemented by loading updated software during the
mission.

The AOCS on-board application software is being •
developed by NLR using a suite of CASE tools
consisting of the Teamwork package (prescribed for
all SAX on-board software), the CADESE software
configuration management package, processor
emulation hard- and software and a number of
special test and simulation tools. The AOCS
processor and its operating system have been
developed in parallel by another firm.

The paper describes the application software in Fig. I SAXsatfelite
relation with the overall SAX AOCS subsystem, the
CASE tools that have been used during the
development, some advantages and disadvantages of The Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem (AOCS) of
the use of these tools, the measures taken to meet the satellite is under development by Fokker Space
the more or less conflicting requirements of and Systems (FSS) under contract with the satellite
reliability and flexibility and the lessons learnt prima contractor Alenia Spazio (Roma, Italy). As
during development, subcontractor of FSS, the National Aerospace

Laboratory NLR develops the Application Software
The quality of the approach to the development has for the AOCS on-board computer (Ref. 2).
been proven the (separately executed)
hardware/software integration tests. During these In this paper, a short overview of the application
tests a neglectible number of software errors has software in relation with the overall AOCS
been detected in the application software subsystem is given. The main requirements on the

software are discussed. Besides requirements on a
2. INTRODUCTION high pointing accuracy, it is important that the

software is highly reliable and yet flexible for
In the early 1980's the Italian Space Agency (ASI), future (in-orbit) updates. The design measures to
together with the Netherlands Organisation for obey to these more or less conflicting requirements
Space Research (SRON), started the development of are described.
the SAX satellite project (Ref. 1). Mission of the During the development of the application software,
SAX satellite is to perform a systematic and a suite of Computer Aided Software Engineering
comprehensive observation of celestial X-ray (CASE) tools is applied. Our current experience
sources in the 0.1-200 keV energy range with with these tools, in terms of recognised advantages

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineenngfor Advanced Systems Architectures: May 1993.
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and disadvantages is given. This experience is The basic requirements on the AOCS and hence on the 6
related with previous projects that were similar in ASW software are to provide the capability to.
size and complexity, such as the on-board software - Command the Zc-axis (main instrument axis) of
for the satellites ANS and IRAS and the software SAX to any direction (within the pointing
for groundatations. constraints) with an accuracy of 90' end the Yc-
Most of the software has been integrated with the axis with an accuracy of 16.5 arcmin. The
AOCS computer and tested in a simulated commanded attitude must be maintained during
environment. During these tests only a few errors pointing periods of maximal 28 hours.
have been found, illustrating the quality of the Safeguard the satellite against violation of the
development approach. The paper ends with some safe pointing domain. This safe pointing domain
lessons learnt during the development, is defined mainly by the fact that the main

scientific instrument, the Narrow Field
Instrument (NFI), will be destroyed by

3. THE SAX AOCS APPLICATION SOFTWARE (indirect) radiation from the sun. Therefore,
the angle between the Zc-axis of the satellite

The AOCS subsystem hardware consists of JFig. 2): and the sunvector must be at least 60".
The Attitude Control Computer (ACC). This - Autonomously acquire and maintain a safe
computer is based on a 80C86 microprocessor attitude when no ground commanding is available
extended with a 8087 co-processor. The ACC is and after safeguard violations.
fully redundant. Two identical, independent, - Process ground commands and generate relevant
computers are integrated into one unit. One of telemetry for health checking on the ground and
the two is cold standby. for attitude reconstruction in relation with the
A set of attitude sensors. These are: processing of the acquired scientific data.
* Three Sun Acquisition Sensors (SAS).
* Two Quadrant Sun Sensors (QSS). Due to the high sensitivity of the main scientific
* Two Magnetometers (MGM). instrument to sun radiation, the correct execution
* Four gyro's (GYR). of the ASW is critical for the success of the
* Three Star Trackers (STR). mission. Therefore, it has to be highly reliable
A set of actuators. These are: and measures have to be implemented to ensure the
* Four Reaction Wheels (RWL). survival of the satellite under all foreseeable
* Three Magnetic Torquer Rods (MTR). single point failure conditions. On the other hand,
* A Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS) containing previous experiences have learnt that such software

thrusters that will be used for variation of shall also be flexible and adaptable to new
the satellite's velocity in orbit, requirements and/or unexpected situations during

A set of service units: the mission. Due to this type of flexibility the
* A Monitoring and Reconfiguration Unit (MRU). missions ANS (also an X-ray mission) and IRAS
* A Power Distribution Unit (PDU). (Infrared research) were highly successful. Without * *

These units are connected to each other by a 'his flexibility, both missions would have been
'Modular Attitude Control System bus' (MACS-bus). ,argely or completely failed (Refs. 3 and 4). In
The AOCS subsystem is connected to the other units scientific missions like these, the scientific data
if the satellite via an 'On-Board Data Handling obtained can lead to requests for new observation
bus' (OBDH-bus). types or for changes in existing observation types.

It can also appear that the sensors and/or
actuators used show unexpected behaviour, which has

SYSTEM to be compensated for in the AOCS software.
CC'T1 Therefore the need exists that updated versions of

SD a the software can be uploaded (via the telecommand
Digital BuuIntace channel) into the ACC during the mission.M,,os M tnW-s- AOCS TLMrrLC

4. DESIGN MEASURES TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS

ACCIn acombined hardware/software system, both
PDU MTR ACC hardware and software failures have to be taken

into account for a reliable design. The result of
hardware failures can be assessed via a traditional

'MACSb• Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA).
NLR research to take also software failures into
account in a FMEA analysis (Ref. 5) has learnt thatindoom software failures (such as random addressing
the memory) are difficult to handle in this respect
as the effect of such failures cannot be predicted.

AOCS One conclusion of this study was that the design ofthe hardware/software system has to be such that
the safety critical software is protected against

F#g.2 Swpledblockdiagrm othe SAXAOCS such random failures. For SAX, the following design
measures have been taken:
* The ASW software has been divided into two

The AOCS is controlled by software running in the parts:
ACC. This software is divided into two packages: - Basic Attitude Control (BAC) software. This

- Basic Software (BSW), developed by Alenia Spazio part is highly reliable and safe. It will be
that provides operating system services and (initially) stored in Read Only Memory (ROM)
basic interface services to the MACS and OBDH in the ACC, together with the BSW. Main
busses. It hides the ACC hardware peculiarities purpose of this software is to provide the
for the Application Software. functionality needed to acquire and keep a

- Application Software (ASW), developed by NLR. safe satellite attitude after power-up and
This software provides all attitude control fallback. Furthermore it contains the data
tasks and manages the application-dependent handling functions needed to submit the state
communication with the ground (via the OBDM) and of the AOCS to the ground and to give the
with the AOCS units. control over (on ground command) to the EAC

0 *
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software. After a fallback to the BAC For reasons of power consumption, the BAC
software, the ground operations team can software cannot be executed from ROM directly.
analyse the reason for fallback and devise Therefore, it is copied to RAM as part of the

solutions to circumvent this reason. ACC power-up initialisation sequence. In order
- Extended Attitude Control (EAC) software. This to check that the copy of the software is not

software provides all functions required for corrupted during execution, a checksum check is 0
the AOCS, including the control laws for executed twice a second on the copied code. If
accurate scientific pointings and the this check fails, the ACC is forced to execute a
generation of full attitude reconstruction power-up initialisation sequence, by a false
telemetry. .AC is stored in Random Access trigger of the ACC watch dog.
Memory (RAM) of the ACC and can be loaded During the execution of the EAC software, a
and/or modified on ground command. separately coded safeguard function is executed" The 8086 facilities to separate code from data every half second. This safeguard function

are used extensively. These facilities provide a checks that the behaviour of the satellite 0
hardware protection against overwriting the code remains within the safety limits. If the
segment by the application software, attitude becomes unsafe, the ACC is" The behaviour of the software is checked by a reinitialised via the ACC watch dog, leading to
hardware ACC watchdog monitor. This monitor has a fallback to the SAC software. The safeguard
to be triggered at least once per two seconds software is executed in the context of a special
with a correct bit pattern. If it receives a interrupt. In this way, the safeguard code will
wrong bit pattern, or if it is not triggered at be executed regardless of the current state of
all, it forces an ACC power-up initialisation the EAC software. The safeguard criteria have 0
sequence and hence a fall back to the SAC been designed as simple and robust as possible
software. This watchdog monitor protects the in order to prevent errors in the safeguard
system against failures like endless loops or a code.
complete halt of the software." A similar watchdog is implemented outside the The reliability of the ASW has been designed-in by
ACC. This watchdog is located in the Monitoring the strict application of interface control
and Reconfiguration Unit (MRU). The ASW mechanisms and configuration control measures.
regularly has to read a checkword from this unit Interface control has been executed during the
via the MACS bus, change one bit in this design by application of the Teamwork package
checkword, and send it back to the MRU. If the (refer to section 4). For the coding phase, we have
MRU detects that no checkword has been received copied the Ada 'package' mechanism to the ASW
back for six seconds. It will force a switch implementation language C. Every module in the ASW
over to the cold standby ACC unit. This monitor has been declared by a header file (that defines
protects against failures in the ACC hardware the module prototype) and defined in a code file
and within the MACS bus hardware. It also (that cr.-ains the actual executable code of the
prevents that repeated initialisation of the module). Si,ailarly, every shared data item has been •
active ACC by the ACC watchdog leads to loss of declared in one header file and defined in one code
attitude control, file. A module that calls another one must
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'#include' the relevant header file, which ensures The performance of the design and control laws to
that the compiler can check the correctness of the be implemented by the ASU has been checked by FSS
calls. Similarly, the declaration of shared during extensive simulations of the system.
variables has to be included in all modules that
use then. The header files are derived directly The required flexibility is achieved by designing
from the Teamwork database, thu.s ensuring the the EAC software as a separate independent package.
compatibility between the detailed design and the that can in principle execute independent of the
code. All files are under control of the RAC software. The functionality of the EAC software
configuration management package CADESE (see has a significant overlap with the BAC

section 4). functionality in the areas of command processing,
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telemetry generation and unit data handling. But in processing tool with the capability to import
order to be free to change software related to the graphical information from Teamwork models.
these aspects, all EAC functions have been designed Using this tool, the text and pictures of the
as separate programs, that are executed independent design can be quickly combined into complete

of th. SAC programs. Figure 3 contains an overall documents via the definition of generic
overview of the ASW. Figure 4 shows the structure document, refering to text and Teamwork models.
of the EAC softwarewhich is similar in CADESE. The tool CADESE (purchased via the Dutch
construction to the SAC software. Both packages firm ACE) is an extension of the standard UNIX
implement the full set of functions, which are SCCS facilities. It is used for the
executed cyclically twice per second: configuration management of the developed code.

Initialisation (performed only once); CADESE offers version control to maintain the
Control calculations (including unit handling source files for each official software release

and actuator commanding); and to ensure that earlier versions can easily
Telemetry generation (House Keeping Data and be retrieved. Furthermore, it is able to S
Attitude Reconstruction Data); generate UNIX 'make' files for each release,
Telecomand processing; such that the binary code can be generated

- User selectable data processing; and automatically after each change.
Event related data monitoring.

The independence of the EAC software means that for In addition, a number of testtools have been
instance the telemetry processing, which is nearly purchased, or have been developed especially for
identical for BAC and EAC is designed as a separate the ASW development. These testtools are not
EAC task. In the current design, this EAC task considered as real CASE tools, but they are of the •
makes extensive use of the routines in the same level of importance for the development of the
corresponding BAC task in order to save memory software,
occupation. But it can be replaced completL.ly by - 8086/8087 Hardware emulator. This emulator is in
software that is independent of the BAC software fact a real 8086/8087 processor, enhanced with
and that implements different requirements, if that options to control the memory contents and the
would be necessary during the mission. This would execution from within the HP development system.
be much more difficult if the SAC task for Software emulator of the 8086/5087 processor on
telemetry generation was used completely during the the HP 64000 development system. This emulator
execution of the EAC software, was used mainly for the individual module tests,
It should be noted that a high flexibility of the after module tests executed in the native C
software can lead to a decrease of the reliability, environment on the HP system. The use of the
During the mission, the temptation can be high to emulator ensures that the modules tested in the
load updated software that has a lower HP native environment will also execute
qualification status than the original EAC correctly in the target processor. Also, this
software. The design measures to protect the BAC software emulator decreased the work load on the
software against random EAC software failures, hardware emulator.
however, guarantee the survivability of the - The ACC-Command-Generator is a program running
mission, even if this software is replaced by lower on the HP development system and interacting
quality software, with the user. It generates ACC telecoimands in

human-readable/editable form in user specified
ACC-Command-Files. Via a menu-based interface

5. CASE TOOLS IN USE the user can select new ACC-Comands to be
the ASW.eaedevelopmentegenerated, and specify their parameters. The

For the development ofdevelopment program can run in checking mode and in non-
environment has been purchased, based on a network checking mode. In the checking mode all ACC-
of four HP 64000 workstations. The following Command parameters are enforced to be valid. In
development tools have been installed on this the non-checking mode these enforcements are
network: left out, so that illegal ACC-Commands can be

The CADRE Teamwork package, that has been generated in the ACC-Command-Files.
prescribed by the prime contractor for all - The TMTC-Simulator is a program running on the
parties developing on-board software for SAX. HP development system and interacting with the
Teamwork has been used to input and check the BSW-Simulator (which simulates the BSW •
Software Requirements and the Architectural behaviour). From the standard input stream it
Design. It supports the Structure Analysis reads ACC Commands from a redirected ACC-
method for (real-time) software systems as Command-File as generated by the ACC-Command-
defined by Yourdon, Defarco, Constantine and Generator, and passes these to the BSW-
Hatley. The requirements and architectural Simulator. It reads telemetry buffers passed by
design have mainly been described in Data Flow the BSW-Simulator, and displays these in human-
Diagrams and State Transition Diagrams. The data readable form. The program also can run in
that is handled by the ASW has been described in checting mode and in non-checking mode.
detail in a Data Dictionary. Teamwork includes a - SATSIM is a program running on the HP
powerful checking option to ensure the internal development system and interacting with the BSW-
consistency of the thus obtained functional Simulator. It simulates the SAX sensors,
decomposition. actuators and dynamics. Using this program,
The Detailed Design of the ASW has been closed loop integration tests have been
developed using the Structured Design method, executed.
also supported by Teamwork. Each individual task - The BSW-Simulator is a program running on the
of the ASW is defined with one Structure chart Intel 8086 emulator system and interacting with
and a number of Module Specifications. Also for the user, the ASW, the TMTC-Simulator and
this development phase, Teamwork provides a SATSIM. It simulates the Basic Software. The
number of consistency checks, although these are BSW-Simulator was needed because the BSW is
less powerful than the checking options for the developed in parallel with the ASW. The
Structured Analysis method, simulator is a very simplified version of the
The DeskTop Publishing package Framemaker. BSW with the emphasis on the properly modelling
Framemaker is an integrated text and graphics of the ASW/BSW interface.

IL|
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6. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF USING CASE includes an utility to generate a proper 'make-
TOOLS file' for the software, that includes all file

dependencies. This utility guarantees that the
During the design of the ASW, a number of proper version of all code files is used to produce
advantages and disadvantages of the tools used have binary load images of the code. Interface problems
been recognised (in comparison with the manual that can easily occur by using invalid (outdated)
application of the structured methods). precompiled object files are thus eliminated,

without raising the burden to compile all sources
A main advantage of tools like Teamwork is the each time a new load image is needed.
existence of automated checks that can be done on
the design. These checks guarantee the internal A disadvantage that we encountered was that the
consistency of the design models (functions and application of a tool like Teamwork is likely to
dataflows) of the software. Decomposition of a become a design goal. In a project where the
function with its dataflows into a set of lower methods are applied manually, it is natural to
level subfunctions can be done without introducing deviate from the formal definition of the methods
inconsistencies between the various design levels, in those cases where such formalism would
This point is especially important during the unnecessarily restrict the designers. When a tool
(iterative) initial design of a model. The is used to check the obedience to formal rules,
consistency checks enable a more detailed such deviations are not allowed the designers are
decomposition of the model. Our experience is that tempted to define tricky work arounds, just to
we could add two or three levels to the design satisfy the method checker. It appeared difficult
hierarchy, without losing control over the design. to regard the tool just as a tool and not as a
In this way, more design details could be design goal.
formalised (and checked) tncn in previous projects, Similarly, the availability of powerful graphical
leading to an increased quality of the design. editing facilities on the diagrams tempts the
It should be noted, however, that the checks that designers to spend (lose) time in the esthetical
are possible for Structured Analysis models are optimisation of these diagrams. Such optimisation
more powerful than those for Structured Design does not improve the design. nor does it increase
models. This is mainly due to the fact that SD the quality of the documentation. It is difficult
models are not hierarchically leveled, to recognise these temptations and to counteract

them during the development.
The guarantee of internal consistency also enables
a more safe implementation of design changes. The
addition or deletion of a dataflow on a low level 7. PRACTICAL PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WITH THE
of decomposition has to be redlected also in the APPLICATION OF CASE TOOLS
higher levels where appropriate. Tools like
Teamwork do not allow that loose ends are left in During the development of the ASW software, a * *
the design, like data that is used, but never number of practical problems have been encountered
generated. The manual application of the used with the application of the used tools. These
methods imposes rises in this area. In our problems are reported such that tool developers can
situation, FSS developed the detailed functional enhance their products. Unless explicitly stated,
design, while NLR was developing with the detailed it is our opinion that the reported problems are
software design (Ref. 6). This arproach was not specifically related to the Teamwork tool, but
necessary in order to optimise the development have a more general nature.
schedule, but it would have been impossible without
the Teamwork tool, due to the iterative nature of The major problem encountered is the absence of a
this approach. coupling between the Structured Analysi. and the

Structured Design method. These methods cannot be
The combination of Teamwork with a desktop used in an integrated way in one model, such that
publishing tool has led to a fast document automated checks of the detailed design (modelled
production process. The contents of a document, for using the SD method) against the architecture
instance the Architectural Design Document, has (modelled using the SA method) can be executed. The
been defined in terms of text portions and the absence of such checks counteracts the advantages
Teamwork model identification of the design model, of using these methods in relation with an
Using a specialised interface tool between Teamwork automated tool.
and Framemaker, the text and graphics of the From a software developers' point of view. it
documents can be automatically combined into one should be possible to define a low-level (SA)
printed document. This integrated approach enabled process in the form of a (SD) structure chart with
us to produce a complete issue of design documents related module specifications.
within one working day. In comparable previous
projects, such production could take one week or Another problem was the rigor with which the S
more and led to lower quality documents, configuration management of models has been

implemented. Our basic approach in developing the
A final advantage of the use of a computer aided ASW architecture has been to define the task
tool to support the design method is that changes structure as 'baselined' model. (A baselined model
to the design can be (and in the Teamwork approach cannot be changed, unless its owner removes the
is) logged and identified. Every issue of a Data 'baseline' status.) Thereafter, the individual
Flow Diagram can be saved and is accompanied by a developers detail one or more processes of this
status record. This information can be of help to model in a private 'incremental' model of the
determine the cause of unexpected errors. Old baseline. This approach allows multiple developers
issues can be used as backup information and in to work independent of each other in parallel.
cause of unexpected problems the cause can be However, after definition of incremental models to
traced back. a baselined model, the 'baseline' status cannot be

removed, so there is no way at all to change the
A similar advantage can be mentioned for the use of latter model. This has as result that errors or
the CADESE configuration management package. omissions cannot be corrected in the baseline, but
CADESE, together with the well-known SCCS software, have to be corrected in all separate incremental S
logs all changes to coded modules and includes models individually.
facilities to roll back to earlier versions. CADESE Furthermore, the incremental models cannot be
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integrated in the baseline model itself, but have 9. LESSOINS LEARNT S
to be integrated into another incremental model of
the baseline, which can then be the baseline for During application of the described CASE tools, a

further development. This results in an artificial number of lessons have been learnt that sees to be
hierarchy of dependent models that is not suited to valuable for future developments.
explain the current design status after a number of The application of an automated tool to support 0
iterations. the Structured Analysis and Structured Design
Our (pragmatic) approach has been to make baselined methods during the design increases the quality 4
models 'complete' (which means that all of the software design and thus contributc "o
dependencies to the parent model are removed by the overall success of the mission. However,
copying the information of that model into the does not lead to a decrease in design cost.
current model) and link completed models to a dummy In case a larger Structured Analysis model is
(empty) model. In this way several issues of a developed by a number of team members in
baselined model can be controlled at the same level parallel, it is important to define a number of 0
of model hierarchy. standards to be adhered to. Such standards
The rigorous configuration management has also led should at least cover topics like naming
to the decision that the architectural design of conventions for processes and dataflows; use and
the ASW would be documented in another model than documentation of control signals (triggers
the detailed design. Both models own their private and/or levels); pseudo code to be used inside
data dictionaries that define the same dataflows. process specifications and the overall layout of
Only rigid, but manual, configuration control the DFD's.
procedures can ensure the compatibility of these During the development of a Structured Analysis 0
data dictionaries. model of a complex piece of realtime software,

the design of the dataflows is as important as
A practical difficulty with Teamwork (but probably the design of the processes. Ignorance of this
with more tools) has been that process can lead to the situation that various parts of
specifications and module specifications have to be the model use effectively the same dataflows,
defined in a textual form. It is not possible to but define them from different viewpoints. This
define a specification in a graphical way, for can increase the model-integration effort.
instance in the form of a Nassi-Shneiderman chart In a multinational project wh-re a number of
(Ref. 7). We have used a very simple form of pseudo firms cooperate to develop a large integrated
code for the module specifications to compensate software system, the application of tools should
for the absence of graphical representation of be considered as early as possible. It is
detailed module logic, advantageous when all firms cooperating within
Furthermore, the text editing capabilities of the the same project use the same toolset. This
tool are rudimentary and limited to individual leads to a common understanding of the applied
model 'r'.ries (data definitions, process methods and to exchangeability of software
specifications, etc.). No options exist for models. However, application of the same toulset
instance to change a certain term in all P-specs or does not guarantee that the various models of
M-specs with one command, parts of the software can be simply integrated
Improvements in these areas will prove very helpful into one overall model. If this is needed or
for software developers, required, it should be clear from the beginning.

When a source code management tool like CADESE
8. CURRENT PROJECT STATUS is used, it is necessary that it is available

during the whole project and on all computers
All ASW software has been coded and module tested, where the software has to be compiled and/or
The BAC software, consisting of ± 9000 lines of modified. Only then it can be ensured that only
executable (non-comment) C-code, has been authorised changes are made to the software.
integration tested by the development team in the
development environment. During these integration Although some negative points have been mentioned
tests, the software requirements were verified, in this paper, the final conclusion is that the
After that, the software has been subjected to a application of CASE tools in this type of projects
number of validation tests executed by an is an important contribution to the quality of the
independent test team. The validation tests developed software.
involved closed-loop real-time tests of the
software running in a "FUnctional MOdel" (FUMO) of
the ACC computer. The ACC environment, including 10. REFERENCES
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Discussion

Question D. NAIRN

Would your tools and techniques sclae up to a much larger project team? 0

Reply

The old manual methods allowed 2-3 persons to cooperate in software design. With automated design tools, this will
scale up to 10-15 persons.

Note that to cooperate is meant to be: technical people working together on a design without imposing a management
hierarchy on top to grant compatibility between different groups.
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SUMMARY architectural design. In our project the HOOD method
has been selected, which has been originally specifically

HOOD represents one of the most interesting developed for the 'architectural SW-design' of Ada SW-
approaches of the recent years to support an object Systems.
oriented SW design for large embedded systems written S
in Ada. We will describe the 'architectural design' approach. our

experiences with HOOD and Ada and we will give
This paper reports about experiences gained by the some hints, which can, in our opinion. help to overcome
authors in Ihe context of a current large european some of the method's shortcomings.
avionic developement project. where the Ada SW
design has been performed using HOOD Version 3.0. The report will include the following areas: 0 0

- Project overview
A simplified example describes the approach taken in Introduction to the HOOD method
the project for SW architectual design. A critical the architectural design process
evaluation of the HOOD method follows, where Evaluation of the HOOD method
advantages and disadvantages are discussed and some Recommendations and conclusions.
hints are given to overcome some identified weak areas. 0

Finally it should be emphasized that this paper reflects
The paper concludes with the recognition of HOOD as a only the personal experiences and opinions of the
promising approach and encourages further discussion authors.
to remove the weak areas.

2. THE PROJECT
I. INTRODUCTION 0

The project is a large european avionic-system
This report will give an overview on experiences gained development, scheduled to be completed at the end of
with the HOOD SW-Design method during SW- the nineties. The overall system has been subdivided
Development for a large complex avionic-system, into several subsystems, which are developed under

responsibility of the participating nations.
Avionic-systems in general are complex, time-critical in 41
their behaviour and have severe safety requirements. The development process is based upon the DOD-STD-
since malfunctions could affect human life and can 2167 life-cycle model, which has been tailored to the
cause lost of the aircraft. To fullfil the high quality, specific project requirements. The on-board target
performance and safety requirements, a well defined, computers are multi-processors, based on the Motorola
controlled development process must be established. 68020 processor. The software has been developed in
This will include methods, tools and implementation Ada with the DEC-Ada compiler on the host and the 0
languages. XD-Ada cross-compiler for the Motorola tarvets.

For avionic software development Ada has been For the 'architectural SW-Design' the HOOD method
selected as implementation language and object- version 3.0 (HOOD Reference Manual. Sept. 1989) has
oriented methods are a most promising approach for the been used. The SW-Specifications have been produced

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineeringfor Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.



in a SADT-like form supported by a gdphic tool and A senior objwt calls an operat•on of the junor
pseudocode for algorithms, object. An arrow connects graphically the senior 0

and the junior object (fig. 3-1).
The HOOD experiences, referenced. are derived from
development of a 50 K-SLOC SW-package. In the next design stage each child object becomes a
The example used in the presentation. will show a parent ,nd is decomposed ino children of the following
simplified system-model. but nevertheless it is suitable logical level. Each parent's operation is thereby
for describing the HOOD experiences. The connected through an 'Implemented-by' ink with that 0
simplification will also effect the on-board target operation of the child, which takes over the
computer, were a single processor-system has been implementation of the operation functionality idas•ied

assumed, instead of the original multi-processor-system. line in fig. 3-1).

3. HOOD METHOD OVERVIEW The decomposition process is repeated for each
identified child object. as far as their structure becomes 0

3.1 HISTORY so simple that thcy can be considered as terminal
objects and directly implemented in Ada or pseudocode.

HOOD (Hierarchical Object Oriented Design) was first The result is a hierarchical system model (HOOD

developed in 1987 as the result of a study contracted by Design Tree), which reproduces the include
ESA. Aim of the study was the definition of a method to relationships between the objects (fig. 3-2).
support the architectural design for Ada in large 0
embendded software development projects. A HOOD object has a name, an interface io the outer

world and a body, which cannot be accessed fnwn the

In 1989 the evaluation of the first user experiences led outside.
to a revision of the method as defined in the HOOD There are several kinds ot objects:

Reference Manual Issue 3.0. This version, almost fully passive object

tool supported, was used in our project. Further has no own control flow 0
extensions to the HOOD definition are still under active object

discussion. has an own control flow and reacts to external
stimuli dependant upon its internal state through so

3.2 DESIGN PROCESS AND SEMANTICS called "constrained operations"

-class object
Main features of the HOOD method are: an instantiatable template

top-down iterative process environment object
well formalised steps for design and an interface to another system environment

documentation virtual object
supporting techniques for object identification cm be associated with a physical processor
hierarchical software system model
support for automatic code generation. In order to decompose a parent into child objects, four 0

activities ame performed in each design stage, which

At the beginning the whole system is first considered as represent the BDS (Basic Design Step):
a root object and then decomposed into a certain Problem Definition

number of so called child objects, which implement the analysis of the context and SW requirements for

parent's functionality. To implement this functionalities. the object
the child object can call the operations of other child Development of the Solution Stategy 0
objects. textual description of the functional

implementation on a high abstiaction level

Therefore two ki of relations can connect HOOD Formalisation of the Strategy

objects: identification of objects and operations and
'include' relationship or 'parent/child' relationship producing the HOOD Diagram
A child object implements a part of the Formalisation of the solution 0
functionality of the parent and is graphically con formal definition of the object interfaces
tained in the body of the parent itself, completing the Object Description Skeleton

'use' relationship or 'senior/junior' relationship (ODS) for the parent

* 0



fillin in the intrface field in the ODS's of visual combo, but he can also reur system support •
th Childrn• on the boni of navigation and radar informatio.just icion of wez ztests decisions

In our report. we will focus on the mis~sio pan of the 4

Each step of the 6P' -L decomposed into more detailed system.
suhactivities.

4. METHODICAL APPROACH
In this way two relevant documents are produced for 0
• .ch object: Stured development tools offer a practical way to

a HOOD Diagram convert conventional SADT-like SW specifications into
an ODS. an object oriented design.

The ODS (fig. 3-3) consists of several fields, which In the Problem Definition Phase the SW requirements

contain a semiformal description of the object The field are restnictured by applyiag the following methods and
OBCS (Object Control Structure) of terminal objects tools:
describes with Ada semantics the synchronisation of the DFD's (Data Flow Diagrams) for the description of
operational flows and their interaction with the internal data flows and transform processes
state of the object The OFCS fields of terminal objects STD's (State Transition Diagrams) for the

describe the sequential operation flows in Ada or description of the dynamic behaviour

pseudocode. Data Dictionary for data descrpuon.

Additionally to the HOOD Diagram and the ODS. the ERD's (Entity Relationship Diagrams) would be useful
HCS (HOOD Chapter Skeleleton) is automatically too for information modeling, but were no( supported by
produced with the same structure as the BDS itself, our development tool. Basic strategies for object
The HCS represents the object documentation and can oriented design are applied:
be used to produce the design documents. modeling real world objects at high logical system * *

levels
The ODS contains all relevant information about the grouping DFD transform processes around the
object and is ,,•ore for the code generation process. accessed data stores to support definition of
The code generator converts abstract data types

objects in Ada packages identifying object classes
OBCS's in tasks (in our case only parametric instantiation because
operations in procedures or functions. of the target language ADA).

Additional features of the HOOD semantics are: A context diagram is first drawn to analyse the
description of synchronisation properties for environment beyond the system boundaries (fig. 4-1).
constrained operations (interrupts, timedout. It shows the real world as it appears to the system
highly or loosely synchronised) analyst and how the SW system is connected via a data
description of main data flows bus interface with the subsystems:
description of exception flows. Cockpit

Radar
4. ARCHITECTURAL DESI(GN - NAV

Armament Control.

4.1 PROBLEM DOMAIN
The DFD's and the STD's (fig. 4-2. 4-3. 4-4) complete

To simplify the presentation of the applied method, the the SW specification for the first abst,:tion level. The
problem domain has been reduced to a few essential SW specification model focuses on the objects of the

functionalities. real world. The DFD (fig. 4-2) groups the main
processes and data flows around the connected physical

The system is a combat aircraft, which searches for air subsystems or around cockpit displayed items, such as
targets. pursues. visually identifies, engages them and list of the designated targets
has a missile and a gun as weapons and a radar as steering cue.
sensor. A missile and a gun are the available weapons.
the radar is the sensor. The pilot can perform a pure

0 q
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The STD (fig. 4-3) shows the macro states of the The operations LNITSTATE.poweron.
system, is disjunct to the DFD and contributes directly INITSTATE.power-off and BUS.get-bus-dala are
to identify design objects anl operations. The STD (fig. designated as ASERby_IT constrained operations, )
4-4)instead,is the control process of the DFD in fig. 4-2 because they represent system interrupts activated by
and is to be balanced with it. the external events power on, power off and new bus

data available.
The following considerations prove the balance:

Radar Monitor and Radar Correlaion are Operations which have to preserve the consistency of
continuos processes and do not appear in the STD. accessed data structures are to be designated as
Radar Control. System IL Update and Pilot's 7L constrained. This is the case. for instance, for
Update are continuos processes too. but they TARGETS.designale-trgt and TARGETS.updaehst.
control the stan/stop of Steereng Calculations, which access the list of the designated targets following
Missile Envelope. Missile Control and Gun the pilot's demands or target information passed by the
Calculations. radar respectively.
Therefore they are expected to appear in the STD
for generating the correspondent events. Other operations are identified to be constramed. 0
The events Weapon Selected and Weapon because of their concurrent nature with other system
Deselected am generated by the terminator operations. This applies to the constrained operations of
Armament Control. STEERCUE and WEAPONS. which implement
STD actions correspond to DFD processes or parts concurrent algoriduns.
of them.

Operations. which run inside the control flow of other
Object candidates and operations are identified from the operations, are designated as passive operations.
the spct.ifi,,ation model. Crucial items for object Therefore all the trit operations (except BUS.mit) are
identification are terminators and data stores in the passive, because they run sequentially in the control
DFD's and states in the STD's. flow of INITSTATE.poweron.

Fig. 4-5 highlights the objects candidates RADAR. The operation BUS.det-output-data converts the system * *
TARGETS. STEERCUE and WEAPONS by enclosing dama into the bus format and is called whenever new
the corresponding DFD areas into a dashed fiame, system data have been calculated. The BUS object
The data stores, the data dictionary and the data flows contains a cyclic background process, which transmits
provide information about the object state and the the output data to the bus and raises a bus error
contents of the exchanged messages. Since we already exception. if no bus data arrive within a predefined time
developed our essential strategies for an object oriented interval. This background process can be considered as
design during the Problem Definition Phase by the cyclic portion of the operation BUS.init.
restructuring the SW specification, in the next design Consequently the bus error exception is propagated
stage. Development of the Solution Strategy, we simply outside the system environment via
produce a text to explain the models. INITSTATE.poweron.

The result from the Formalisation of the Strategy is The following subfunctions in the BUS object:
shown in the HOOD diagram in fig. 4-6. The objects receiving raw bus data
RADAR. WEAPONS, TARGETS and STEERCUE cyclic bus data output
represent entities of the real world and correspond to raising bus error exception
object candidates of the solution strategy. The can he reused in other avionic subsystems. Therefore it
INITSTATE object represents a system macro state we is sensible to define a BUSCLASS object, which can
identified with the STD. The BUS object Ls a model for be instantiated by passing constant parameters for the
the bus interface from the context diagram. bus protocol (minor cycles, message sizes, memory

addresses. etc.). In the level 2 design stage the BUS
Constrained operations are marked by a trigger arrow object is expected to include an instance object of
on the HOOD diagram. They were identified by BUSCLASS.
analysing system synchronisation issues. The identified
constrained operations determine the active status of the Finally with the Formalisation of the Solution Strategy 0
objects and implicitely the processes of the system. the ODS of the identified objects are filled in. The

OBCS of the BUS object could look like as follows:

* 0
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developer's work and reduces die skill discrepancy
accept INIT do between experienced and less experienced personneL.
-- call internal operation which has often a negative impact an team synergy and

loop select accept GET_BUS_DATA produces consistency in large development efforts.
(BUS _DATA:BUS_DATATYPE) do

-- call GETBUS.DATA OPCS The use of HOOD requinm that the programner only
end GETBUS-DATA: needs to program in the small: module and process
or stnticres are derived directly from the HOOD design.
accept DET-OUTPUTDATA( The strict imp down process of HOOD is a powerful
OUWUT-DATA: OUTPUTDATATYPE) do feature for gradually reducing system complexity by

-- call DETOU71PULDATA OPCS decomposition and partitioning into separate work
end DETOUTPUTDATA; packages.
or
delay 0.02; On each system abstraction level the decomposition

-- if the stop flag was set exit the loop; process leads to a refined object stucture, however this
-- if a bus error was detected raise exception is achieved through a kind of functional mechanism
- call internal bus output trigger operation such as the 'lmplemented-by link'. This can help to

end select: overcome the gap between SW specification and object
end loop- oriented design, if a complete functional specification is
end INIT: available as input for the design phase.

The justification of the design decisions concludes the HOOD enables the easy construction of an executable
first Basic Design Step. For each identified child object system model on each abstraction level and supports
a further BDS is run. herewith early prototyping.

The hierarchical system model supports two
The refinement process is carried on till the internal complementary test strategies during SW Integration: *
object structure needs no further decomposition and the - Top down test using SW stubs
identified operations consist of simple sequential flows, - bottom up test starting from tested terminal
which can be easily implemented in ADA or objects.
pseudoLode.

5.2 PROBLEM AREAS
After the design has been converted into Ada code by
the codegenerator, the programmer completes the 5.2.1 SW REQUIREMENTS I OOD TRANSITION
source code by adding for instance representation
lauses, task priorities and by substituting pseudocode Converting a pure functional SW specification into an

fragments with Ada code. object oriented design is a fundamental problem. If the
SW specification was produced following a

S. EXPERIENCES conventional function and data model, some additional
problems will arise:

5.1 HOOD ADVANTAGES - the flat structure of the specification model is to be
converted into a hierarchical one

The advantages of HOOD, in accordance with the - data and functions have drifted apart
intention of its developers, are certainly to be found in - system's states and dynamic behaviour are not
the support of the design of large Ada systems, easy to identify in the SW specification model.
especially when development teams are located at
different sites and main system components have to be We feel that a restructuring of the SW requirements by
subcontracted. means of hierarchical DFD's and STDYs has provided a

suitable basis for the HOOD design. The DFDs were
The well defined process steps and the contemporary able to achieve the necessary abstractions, to bring data
production of a design document, which is strctured as and functions together and could be easily derived from
the development cycle itself, enhance standardisation, the specification model, because of similar graphics and
support information exchange and insure a transparent semantics.
design process. The automatic conversion of the HOOD
design into an executable Ada program alleviates the

.. ~-.
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Deriving STD's was more difficult, because although
the specification model could express process In addition, the HOOD semantic does not exploit some •
sequencing, it highlighted relevant moding infonnation useful features of the Ada language, for instance task
insufficiendy. Even though the original functional types, entry families, nested constructs and access types
specification could be successfully vonverted into a well (even though the latter are no desirable features for safe
structured object oriented design, some disadvantages critical systems).
for requirements traceability had to be accepted.

The structural gap between design and code and manual 0
After the design was completed, about 20% of the SW extensions of the generated code produce negative
requirements could not be clearly related to a design impacts on SW test and maintenance. Copying manual
object; they were marked as "partly fullfilled" in several code extensions back into the ODS for consistency was
affected ODS's. felt to be a duplicated action. Maintaining consistency

among several versions of code files and ODS's was
5.2.2 REAL-TIME ASPECTS sometimes a tedious and error prone process. 0

If we consider that HOOD was intended to support 6. RECOMMENDATIONS
ADA and that ADA addresses embedded systems, the
insufficient real-time semantic must be regarded as a Recommendations will be addressed in two directions.
major problem with HOOD. to the

- HOOD Users 0
We believe that HOOD diagrams and ODS's do not - HOOD Technical Group, which is responsible for
express sufficient system behaviour and miss the method definition and enhancements
particularly a representation of operation call chains
together with their activating events. Structured-charts- HOOD Users:
like diagrams could be a suitable tool for representing Recommendations addressed to the HOOD user are:
operation call chains and convey additional control flow take real world objects as a basis for SW • 0
information for storage in the tool database. specification, avoid separation of functions and

data. Objects must encapsulate functions and data,
HOOD's support for identification of processes in the if both are separated in the SW specification the
system is, in our opinion, also insufficient, because identification of the objects will be very difficult.
clear guidelines for the usage of the concepts Proceed iterative for SW requirements analysis

functional constrained operation and architectural design, •
constrained operation by type of execution request - make use of prototyping in early phases to
active and passive objects investigate dynamic system behaviour.

are missing in the Reference Manual.
Little support was found for dead-lock analysis and In our days most of the Project models used for SW-
estimation of response time. Development are based on the 'waterfall model', where

the SW-design can only be initiated after the SW- 0
5.2.3 CODE PRODUCTION specification has been completed and accepted. There

are many reasons for this approach, because system and
Mapping the design into Ada code is in our opinion software knowlegde for such complex system may
another problem area of HOOD. The code generation reside in different specialists teams located on different
does not produce any additional execution overhead, but sites. Nevertheless we believe that a top down iterative
destroys the hierarchical design structure. development process (spiral model) for SW 0

requirements analysis and SW design would improve
The terminal and non-terminal design objects appear in the development process.
the code as a flat landscape of withed Ada packages,
which cannot be clearly mapped back into the original The use of (rapid) prototyping in early phases of the
hierarchy. The position of the 'with-clause' before the project as supported by HOOD will ensure, that the
specification or the body of the Ada package was, in the dynamic behaviour of the system will be in accordance S
HOOD version 3.0. no longer a clear hint for with the requirements.
distinguishing a 'use' and an 'include' relationship. The fill in Object Definition Skeletons (ODS) with Ada
gap between design and code structure obstructs reverse code as far as possible.
engineering processes.

• 0
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This will ensure thai the SW design and the Ada code
will be more consistent and maintainable and will
support requirements traceability.

HOOD Technical Gron)

Based on our experiences the following HOOD
enhancements would be desirable:

In order to enhance the real-time capabilities, we 0
would suggest extending the HOOD semantic with
a graphical representation for operation call
chains. The control information should be
stored in the database and could also be used to
support the identification of circular dead-locks.
A processing time analysis mechanism for object S
operation could be utilised for supporting an early
analysis of the system reactions, particularly in
conjunction with prototyping.
A mapping of the include relationship into nested
Ada packages could be, in our opinion, an
interesting approach to overcome the structural S
gap between SW design and Ada code for shallow
system architectures.

These real-time enhancements would also contribute to
the architectural design. for instance, by supporting the
identification of additional required synchronisation
objects and the active/passive properties of the objects. S 0

7. CONCLUSIONS

The HOOD Version 3.0 has some shortcomings and
weak areas, however we recommend HOOD as a very
promising method for 'SW-Design' in large Ada
projects.

HOOD's well defined formalised steps, the automatic
conversion of the design into Ada code and the
automatic production of design documentation
improves the productivity during development. 0
enhances information exchange and re-useability
significantly.
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OBJECT Object Name IS (CLASS] Object Type 0

DESCRIPTION

IMPLEMENTATION OR SYNCHRONISATION CONSTRAINTS

PROVIDED INTERFACE 0
(Types, Constants, Operations, Exceptions,...)

REQUIRED INTERFACE
(Objects, Types, Operations, Exceptions,...)

DATAFLOWS

OBJECT CONTROL STRUCTURE 0
(Description, Constrained Operations, Code or Implemented-by)

INTERNALS
(Objects, Declarations, Operations)

OPERATION CONTROL STRUCTURE 0

(Name, Used Operations, Exceptions, Code, Exception Handlers
or Implemented-by)

END-OBJECT Object Name

Fig. 3-3 Object Description Skeleton 0

1Operating System

Power on Services Power off 0

Mission-SW
functions for:
"* Radar
"* Targets
"* Steer-cue0
"* Weapons

)P ~0a

Subsystem

Fig. 4-1 Context Diagram
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ABSTRACT

The HERMES On-board Software is executed in a complex multi-proceso environment composed of two
segregated compuimt pools. I provides all sevWAS to control the trajectory and the attitude of dte spaceplane and 0

as coniguration. It also provides aids to die On-board Crew and the Ground Facilities i the Mission and Space
Vehicle managemeniL
Being highly "Salety Critical"., the attitude control functions we foreseen to be supported by a quad-computers
pool in hot redundancy, running in parallel and tighdy synchronized.
To support Mission Criticaj" funcdons. as mission and vehicle management, a dual-computers pool in cold
redundancy is the baseline. 0
This paper describes how the use of HOOD methodology has been experienced in the HERMES On-board
Software Mock-Up framework, from now onwards designated for the sake of brevity as MU.
In this technical survey of MU, a number of figures characterizing application size, specifcation and design
complexity of the developed software along with a technical balance of the experienced methods ae given.

0 0
Keywords: Software, Guidance-Navigaion and Control, Design Methods, HOOD, SADT, Metrics

1. INTRODUCTION A

1.1 HERMES Spaceplaie In-Flight Mission 0

The HERMES Spacelan is part of the European
program to supp0 "man in spcC" activiLies. It aims to
be a tansfer vehicle for servicing space stations (e.g.
COLUMBUS) with human operators.
According to this general objective, the "in-Eight" 0
mission of the spaceplane may be defined with three Lms
main phase:PY-
- die "launch" phase, where HERMES act as dothe

"euzpaient bay" Of die ARINE 5 launcher in
odr to control the launch traJectory;

- the "orbital" phase, after ANE 5 jeoning, 0
where HERMES is like a "satellite" and has to
perform attitude and orbital control as well as
rendez-vous -

- the "re-entry" phase, afer desorbitation orbital arc,
where HERMES becomes and hypersonk glider.

1.2 Data ProcessingOrganization

In order to support the above described functions, the I~m 1: Data Procss futi
Spaceplane is designed to aound a centralized Data
Processing system. Data Processing system is the ONC pool supports all "safety critical"
organized in two segregated computers pools as shown functions of the spaceplane mainly related to flight 0
in Figue 1: control;

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Soft, re Engoneernngfor Advanced Systems Architectures', May 1993.



the MMC pool executes "mission critical" cooperation with crew and ground. The mission
functions of the spacepiane as: mission plan plan is organized in "sequences of operations" to
execution &d Monitoring of the vehicle perform with regard to predefined events;
consuma resources, but is never involved in to control and monitor the execution of "sequences 0
safety atio. of op ons" defined i the missim plan, while

The Mission pool is composed of two computers, insuring a safe status of the spaceplaor and
which can manage the speceplane subsystems (Power o the levels of consumable.
supply and distribution, Thennal control, Life support) The operatios" geaerally correspond to set the
through two crom-stapped numemc buses using subsystems in a given configuration, then to
standard interface boxes, as shown in figure 2. One perform mision-dependem operations (Pay-loads, 0
computer is active and controls the subsystems, the Extra Veicle operations) with associated flight
other one plays a monitoring role during the critical conrol objectives;
phases of the flight (launch and re-entry) and may to perform the flight control operations according to
supersede the fist one in case of failure. All accesses to the different flight phases and associated control
physical items inside the subsystems are redundant as means:
well as numeric buses control. -- ARIANE 5 actuators for the launch phase; 0

-- Attitude and Orbit control thrustem for the
orbital phase, rendez-vous operations and
desorbitation c;

-. cold gas thrusters for the ending phase of
rendez-vous (in proximity of the target);

-- flight control aero-surfaces for the 0
atmospheric re-entry;
breaks and nozzle wheel during the landing

, • 'roll.

Susym • dependent" operations which are not safety critical.

ureThe dual redundancy allows to cover one failure, • *Figue 2: Mbs• po/arkitetweas~suring a failure detection and recovery by the crew

As depicted in figure 3, the GNC pool is composed of (Fail Operational).
The safety critical functions of flight control and

four computers interconected via a specific it associated equipment management are performed by
Processor Network (IPN). Each computer controls =W the GNC pool, which is designed to be failure tolerant
own numeric bus to access navigation s mensord by implementation of FDIR mechanisms (Failure
flight control actuators: ARIANE 5 equipment for Detection Isolation and Recovery). Thanks to its quad
launch, AOC System on orbit and Flight Control redundancy and a majority vote mechanism, the GNC
System for atmospheric re-entry. During the critical pool is able to tolerate two failures (Fail Safe/Fail
phases of the flight, the four computers are running in Operation).
parallel the same software, they exchange the inputs In addition, the GNC pool is able to initiate and
data and commands via the IPN to mutually monitor perform autonomously the re-entry operation in case of
the health of each other. The GNCs computers ate crew incapacity, lostof groundommunications or lost

synchronized thanks to a specific protocol on IPN. of the mission pool.

For the GNC software, the technical challenge is
threefold:

firstly, to meet the safety requirements;
____c a - secondly, to satisfy a number of very tightly real •

time constraints (deadlines) in such a complex• I II I I l •(quad, synchronized) mode;

lastly, to comply with processing power andt 1 PI, memory siz limitations due to spamce enviroment

(the software is to be executed by a SPARC

monoprocessor board in each computer).

Flzury 3: GNC pool architecture

1.4 HERMES On-Board Software Development
1.3 HERMES On-Board Software Functions Industrial Organization

The functions supported by the On Board Software are In addition to the above mentioned technical
the following constraints, the HERMES On-Board Software •

to acquire and execute the mission plan in close development has to face with a complex industrial
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organization involving several compaies specialized cakulation: ensures the simulation of localisati

in the space software fieldt cakulations to compute the absolute attitude and the
.AEROSPATIALE as Prime contracior absolute position;

. DASSAULT AVIATION for Atmospheric flight -guidance;

conmrol software - acquisition: ensures the acquisition of the cyclic data
. MBB for Orbital flight control software generated by the simulated localisation equipment
- MATRA for System software (IMU, SST, GPS) and by the other simulated GNCs
- DATAMAT for Mission nmanagement software (for the voted attitude). It enables data monitoring
- TRASYS for Laurch Rlight control software. too;
in order to assess the feasibility of the HERMES On- - sending: controls the transmission of the generated
Board Software development and to experience the use messages to the Support System simulating the
of software design techniques, we start, three years external environment;
ago, a "Mock-Up" process involving the main - management interprets and executes the commands
participating companies, and tele-commands provided by the external
The present paper gives a synthesis of the results of this environment. It sends a cyclic global report.
process especially the experience of using software 2. MISSION aluticaiull Q[Ware (MMUf
engineering methods and tools: SADT. HOOD and the It implements the following four major funcUons:
Ada language.

- Operations Plan Execution
2. MOCK-UP PROJECT BOUNDS - Vehicle Subsystems Management

- System Configuration Database Management 0
2.1 Purpose of the Mock-Up - Anomalous conditions handling

The Operations Plan contains a description of the
At the beginning of CI phase, in 1988, the activities to be performed at rn-time: it describes each
development ad exploitation of the MU was intended operation in terns of elemen•ry actions and
to provide aids in the verification of the HERMES On- scheduling time.
board Software (HOSW) specification. A generic elementary actim is usually accomplished S *
The MU was mainly aimed, on one side, at providing by interacting with the components external to the
support for the evaluation of technical choices in terms MMU through the simulated 1553 Bus, according to
of: sotware arhitge trade-off between specific communication protocols
performances ard functional requirements; ADA Run- The external components interfaced with the 1553 Bus
Tune needed features, and, on the other side, at ame:
exercising the software development methods and - Gerk Vehicle Subsystem (#1 ard #2);
ADA language to be adopted in the HOSW life cycle. - Operator Interface (PPI);

- GNCL Mock-Up
2.2 Organization of the Mock-Up The transactions on the 1553 Bus are organized in

strictly deterministic policy: the whole bus activity is
The MU is split in "Application SW" and "Execution mastered by one Bus Controller (BC, the Mission MU)
Environment". and all other connected devices play the role of Remote
The "Application SW" MU consists in a number of Terminals (RT) being polled by the BC. The software
components modelling five major functions of HOSW, implementation of MMU guarantees the correct
namely: Localisation, Mission Management and GNC processing of all I/O transactions on the Bus.
for Launch, Orbital and Re-entry pha . 3. NC-Launch Phase anmlication software (GNCL)
The MU "Execution Environment" includes, as
software components, the Support System Software It reproduces the functional characteristics of the
and the System Software (2nd Level), hosted by the Ariane 4 g dance, Navigation and Piloting functions
corresponding MU "Execution Environment" during launch phase:
hardware components, that is, the Support System and - the acquisition of data from BOY and i MU;
the Core System. - the navigation, guidance and piloting;
In the following, a brief overview of each MU -the launch flights management;
Application SW component is given in order to better - the telemetry stream generation.

bound the project context. The execution of these application components is
scheduled according to the timeband of the component:

1, LOCALISAT1ON .fication softwar LOC the timeband defines points regularly spaced in time at
It simulates the iocalization function during the orbital which the component must be triggered (triggering
phase of the Hermes flight, in nominal equipment points).
mode. It includes a system management function of the
GNC. 4. GNC-Orbi Phase pmlicMiff Sftware QNM
The functions performed by the localisation software The functional capabilities of the MU are given in the
are: following:

0 *
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- guidiice: the actual and the desired orbit ame 3. MOCK-UP PROJECT FIGURES
compe•L. After checking if both orbits intersect and
if both orbits he in the sae orbital plaie, different This chapter is aimed at giving measurements of size

strategies can be envisaged, and complexity of the whole application software
- navigation: relative navigation is implemented. The mock-up, that is, LOC, MMC, GNCL. GNCO and

output of a simulated inertial measurement unit is GNCR.

evaluated. The ro measurements (strapdown A momruseufriendly mechanism of associaed xons is
system) art integrated. Quaternions ire used. adopted to increase paper readability and
Accelerometer data are converted into velocities and undertmandability.

position of the spaceplane.
- Orbia Flight Control: actual and desired attitude are 3.1 Size of the Applicatim

compared, the erom am calculated and the desired
action is determined by a phase plane controller Figure 4 gives, in a synoptic way, some figures about

system. the size of ADA prognams, consttuing the LOC,
MMC GNCL, GNCO and GNCR components of the

I. GNC-Re-enrt Phase afll icwin n gftware (GNCRf MU, and related project documentation.
it implements the following fuctons statement delimiter (i.e. ";") were taken into

- acquisition and processing of data from GPA sensors; account in computing the Ada statements total number

- guidance during hypersonic and terminal flight;
- piloting during atmospheric re-entry phase;

- pceplaie stabilisation during atmospheric re-entry TOTA NUMBER OF ADA SOURCE STATEMENTS 30

phase. TOTAL NU.MBER OF COMMENT LONES 5"00
TOTAL NUMER OF DOCUM•ENTATION4 PACES 1,;00 -

As far as the MU "Execution Environment" is TOTAL NUMBER OF OUCESTATEMENTS 10

concernmd the software components are: TOTAL MER OF COMMETM LINES 470

i. sysem Software (2mn level TOTAL NUMBER OF OOCUMENTATION PAGES o00w

It provides th application software MUs with the TOTAL NUMBER OF ADA SOURCE STATEMENTS 5270

serice they need to property run. TOTAL NUMBER OF COMMENT LINES 6450

Tin offend services, from the functioal poi Of view, TOTAL NUMBER OF DOCUMENTATION PAGES 0

are:
- schlul•ng services TOTAL NUMBER OF ADA SOURCE STATEMENTS 296

- communication services TOTAL NUMBER OF COMMENT LINES 1020

- time management services TOTAL NUMBER OF DOCUMENTATION PAGES 500

- monitoring services
- interrupt handling services tOTAL NUE40 R COMME NES 29W

2. Silow System Software TOTAL NUMBER OF DOCUMENTAT IO, PALTS 'W

It provides software tools allowing the application

software MU to be experimented, that is, the TOTAL NUMBEROF ADASOURCE STATEMI NT 1 i00m

application software MU is made free of consuming an tOtAL MBER OF COMMEN tINES • •

input dataflow, previously defined in a scenario, and
producing an output dataflow, properly logged to allow
its following aalysis. TOTAL NUMBER OF DOCUMENTATION PAGES 41W0

As far as the MU "Execution Environment" is
concerned the hardware components are: Figure 4: Sie of re•ctively LOC, MMU. GNCL.

GNCO and GNCR components of application!. C or S =M o ck-up
It represents the V3 On-board Data Processing
architecture, that is the target machine, and mainly
consists of two Application Processors and a standard
VME bus, which links them to each other and to the 3.2 Metrics of Design Phase Complexity 0
Support System too.

2.j k Complexity does not inevitably mean lack of quality.
It consists of one processor performing the on-line nevertheless a complex design demands much more
functions in terms of simulated input load to the APs time for verification and testing. Generally speaking,
and, the other, the on-line processing of output dao the more complex software design is, the more
generated by the APs. Both the processors are exacting validating and coding activities are. In the
connected to the VME bus of Core System. following, every element, which can be considered as

0 0



Mipmeaeaative of design phae comp ity, is lnks venedby eUSE relation- The Dependency Factor takes imo account the fact dio
a modification of an used object can consequently

3.2.1 Design Tree Memueamnes involve other modifcations in the uins objects.
The higher the DF value is, the hader the managemmnt

F m 5 stas the navigation through the etris of of propagaion of involved modifications is (waterfall
design complexity by providing the total Number of wdiflkatiot.).
Objects and the Maximum Depth values. The Dependency Factor of the O, object is calculmaed

by the summation of the DFs of all the object used by
Ol with the convention of arbinriy suting to I the DF

Sof objects which do not use any other object.

"NP- Number of functions or Procedures PROVIDED
by an object

2 41sna_ _The understanding of the interface offered by an object
is mainly due to the operations declared as
PROVIDED.

r The intrinsic complexity of an object depends on the
number of operations provided by both its terminal and
not terminal objects.
Infact an operation declared at several levels as

1pm It MH-W 4 W- .a n Der& .Lt.oc, Kim, IMPLEMENTED BY increases the design complexity.
GMCL. GCO -nad CW HOOD ,n even if there will be a unique procedure body, at

terminal object level, implementing that PROVIDED
NO: Number of Objects operebion.

The NP of the 0, beti aclte ytesmau
It should be considered only a dimensioning paaeter of the NPs of its child objects and where NP is equal to

without any other direct complexity implication, since the number of PROVIDED opet tiand for terminal *o
both cases are possible: a design with a lot of very thents.
trivial objects and, on the other side, a design with very objects.

few objects, but extremely complex. COU: COUpling factor

MD: Maximum Depth HOOD methodology recommends for designing an
A decomposition level is added every time that an object with a number of objects using it higher than that
object. estimated nm enough detailed, needs to be of used objecus.
further split into child objects. The Coupling factor of O, rightly expresses the ratio
The design complexity depends on that value, which between the number of objects using O ad that of
only gives information about the deepest branch of the objects used by O,
tree, without my other indication about the complete The numesa and denomintor of the ratio re
arborescen, being the depth of other branches conventionelly sa to I acme of relptively no object
unequal.• using u , u oandnoobjected by O,.

Generally, the higher Maximum Depth value is, the The Coupling factor normally could be significantly
higher the number of ianpkemented by operations iL higher than 1.
The impkmeitei by relations, increasing the number Nr: Number of Terminal objects
of links and information conveying, make the design Finally, the Number of ibrmimi objects were
more and more trad"ble and udrale meased. If the object A is a terminal one, then NT is
It is worth pointing out that, contrary to one could think conventionally set to 1, otherwise NT is calculated as 0
and expect, the dite GNC mock-ups design tm the summation of the NTI of the child objects of OA.
sensibly differ Tables 1, 2 and 3 summarize the HOOD objects metrics
3.2.2 HOOD Objects Metrics for each application software mock-up.

It could be of some iner verifying that while the
In this section definition and meanig of me HOOD theory, mcommending for designing an object
Ithish serecction defion deanhHOOD of jec with a number of objects using it higher than that of 5
which were caculated for each HOOD object used objects. should lead to values of coupling factors
omponting the architectres, me given, significantly higher than I. on the conrary, the

DF: Dependency Factor application show weak coupling factors values,
The complexity of a design increases depending on the ranging from 0.12 to, exceptionally, 10.
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MMU objeu Nw NP COU rT
bo ..................... ................ ............................ .............. 1 . -. 46. ...... 1.0 1. .
o ff ...... I. -....... I..................................... ..... ...................... I .-.... z ...... 00 .... I
a . ... ................................................ ........ ............. I ...... 2 ...... oo .... I

T E I 3r, rY ........................... . ........................................ 24. ý .... 2 ..... 10 .... I

SLPE M O R................... I........................... ....................... Io ...... 3 ...... &30 .... I

O MATIt O UA% .. ...... . ........................................................ 10...... 1 . ..... 0I G .... I
ScE RA3c OM -PLA. . . ......................... .......................... ............ 10 ...... 0 ..... •.0,o .... 3

CM -O_ IRuM, - L c m . . . . ........................................................... 10 ...... 4 ...... OL33 .... I
O P 30....... .................................................................... 2 ..... 2 ...... 1.o .... I

p u sIP _M IOvx w im ..................... I ..... I ................... .................... I ...... t3 ...... 4 2oo .... I
33 1 ......~ llrr......... I ......................................................... 2...... 3 .....2.- - j .00 ... 10FRE-•T8O_• OJ L .................................................................. ..... 1 3 ...... 1.00 .... 5
mm ffTrO BQ W SAT ................................................................. .2 ...... 1 ...... O ....
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SYSD _TA- _O COL .................... ................................ 2 .. I ..... o .... I
SW @ORJUOIr_ UOL ............................................................. o ....5 . .. L3 3
bOSYTnaE._ AMEutE ............................................ . .. .. 3 ...... .00 .... 1

............AO ..................... ......................... 7....I. 0.~D.. I
CURR-AILA-ALIM........................................... .................. I1. 2 10 .. IS

B..SYSTEYA-SOFIWARB........................ ................ p....... ....... I. 6 ... 4.00 ...3
EI IU S I S S_ . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 4 . . . . . . 1 .0 0 . . . . I

E-T i)l Y .................. . ........................... . .............. ... .... . I.. - 1.00 .... I

k-Ec)HXLERE~y...........................I....I...-1... ................... ......I . 1.... 1.00 ... IE -S_' I' E DL ER ..................................................................... I ...... I .. .. Gi O .... I
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P-L W _ ......mm ............................................ ................ 4 ...... 10 ...... U S .... I
pJ. A L jH ................. . . . .................................................. I ... 50 . ... 7
P . _LO C- ,AN A ................................................................... 3 ...... ...... oSO .... I

pF wI C-EU M M . . ................................................................ I ..... 5 ...... LOD .... 4
PJ Q .f .. .. ........................ .............................................. 3 ..... . ..... . 0 ......

ri m ~ ... .......................................................................... I . ..... 5 ...... 1.00 .... I

Pk Om U. ... . . . . ............................................................. I ..... o ...... 1 .... I
P r .. .. . ..................................................................... 1 .... 5 ...... 1.00 .... I
P.OU1 fL. .I ... 010 .... iPOq)N TW N ......... I......................... I................... ................. I ...... 5 ...... 1.00 .... I

PCf .. . . . . . . . .. . . . ......... 1 . 6 . l.50.... I
P .. . . . .. .. .. I . I .00.... 2
PLQSK .......................... ....................................... 6 ..... 6 ...... 1.0 ..k $LW U U _= n . ................................................................... I ...... 2 ...... La o ... I

P ............................................................................. .. I . . 4 .. 100 ... I
k VIP_•w 19•arl ...... .................................. ............................ I ...... 4 ...... 1.00 .... I

P o .............................................................................. I . 3 I
P_ M A . ................................... ................................... .... I . 4 I

GNCL Objed DF NP COU NT
u flzfI ........................................................................... I.. . 100 I
MATI ........... I . ..................................................... ... I ..... 1 .. 1.00 .... I
. . .L. ........................................................................... .... 3 ...... 2.00 ....
Fo jL.N ........................................................................ .... I. 3 . ... I
i E l ALr L L ..................... . .............................................. .... I. 3 2. 1

U N .................. . ....................................... ............... .... I. 3 2. I .
a _sU S _15S3 ........................................................................ I ...... 3 ...... I(oD .... I

M A LLJ M .................................. ........................................ I...... 1 .
..A......A..ACr..l. . ....... ........................................ .... I. 2 1.00 I

LM M U ............................................................................. 5..... a ...... Io. ... It
oPcoMotc EM1iLmI mu .................................................... 14 . 0.33 .... I
S................ .............................................................. 1 ..... I .... - 12 .... I
L U. R A .................................................................... I ...... 7 ...... 1.00 .... I
LMJ IrATE ..................................................... ................. I . 5 . 1.00 .... I

I ............. ............................................................. .... .. .zo .. I
U SE31 1 .................................. ........................................ I . 4 .. 1.00 .... I
DOW NDATA AN_ ............................................................... I .... 4 ...... 100 .... 1
ION flAL~$OLC• .................................................................. 3. . 0.66 .... I

a Am O ............. ............................................ .................. I ...... 6 ...... 1.00 .... I

UAIOIS& ...................................................................... I . 3. 1.00 .... 1 0
U A D ................. ............................................................ . ........2 .... 0. ... I
1UAM ................. ............................................................ 7 .... 44 ...... o.14 ... 13
OP br r A M ............................................................ 5. .0. I.... 1

LAV MJ J L .. .............. .. .................................. .................4 . I. ... . .... I
AC ,-1 MOL. ............................................................ ........ 3. 3. .33.... I

LAV lOltOL ..................................................... 2. 3. ..... OLO...
oIwLColOT ..................................................................... 2 . . 0. O. .... I

NL.c m . . . ......................................................... 2. 3..0 .... I
F.M _Cou O L ................... .................................................. ... 3 .. 33 .... I
IIOTM-c. TJi ....... ....................................................... 3. 3. 0.33.... I
D O M_ . ......................................................................... I. .S . 5. . I
LMJLTAU ................................................................ I. S. .. 00.....1o ..
JIR07C1T.AREA............................ -............................. I....14.... &OD.... 3
O..AREA..OUARD(AN ......................................................... 2 . £.0.. . 50..O....I
SEM A H OR ........................................................................ I ...... 2 ...... 1.00 .... I
AP O Tr CT'r ...................................................... ................ I ...... 4 ...... LOD0 .... !

T I2 LOC amd GNCL HOOD bicts merics
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ACfl3AT kSSUAIJITION ..................... .......... I.. 2- A00 ..1
DYNAi4CALSZUb& A1O4a ............... .. I........... .I2... .... 100 ...1
smN soinuhaAIJn N....... ......... I ........ 00.......... 1 A . I
SOCMULA3IWOORS. YSTV4............... ........... 1 .. ... 1.0 2 U . I
SW- )OC91 UP ........................ ....... .....I ... 30 - . U 210.1
DOWAL -NAVIGAI . ...... ..... ........ ............ I ..... 3 ... .1.0U . I
hin5SMj Oii. Ii Oi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .- - .. . . . . . . . . I . .. 27 .. . ..1U0 . . 9
b"N %kCMAOIUG...P CI C ............ ............... .....2.... 15.... 0.50 ...6
O~nPU JigAMOLJ ..... . ... . .. . ... .. . .. .. . .. ... . .. .I..L . .. I1 .. .JAW ... I
c m -W f u ... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . .I. . .. 3. . . .1.00 A
DO W -HJ ANDUL .ý .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . 2 .... I1.. .0 5 . .

EULJMBUWU ....................................... -.... ............... I....... 2........100.... I
KEPEER-SUFFE .................................................. ........ .......I --- 2 ..... 200 .. 2

GUIDANM ................................................................ I ...- 0.. . .. .1.00 .2

OaRM -TRAN sER ...................... ....... .... ....................... I... ... 4 ... 2ý100 .. 2
oaRrsT-NANDARD............................. ....... .... .............. I--..C6 1.00. 1
oaRBUAkaGLrC~f-OT~RaL....................... ... .................... .I......2 I..ý2.00 1

GNCR Objec DI NP COU NT
P-TRACE ......................................... ................... I....... 6... ... 10.... I
P-WORKLOADS .......................... .................................. I....... 2 ....ý2.00 -. 1
P W- iUC rM E. ............................................................ I....... 3.... 2.00 ...
P.TWER........... ........................................................ 3....... 5 .....200 ... I
P-MANA(M,............................................ ................... 10.....2 ..... 0.20 ... I

P..9OMXMER .............................................................. 7 .... 7 ..... 0-50... 2
Pý-JUCrSOFMwARE.................... ................... 6..2. 3 .... 0.16 .... I1

P-ACrUATOS ....................... .................................. I....... I... . ... 2.00 2.. I
P-bWCONCEMATOa .................................... I.....4.... 1.00 ... I

P.AKU-CONCUEI'FRATOR ......................... L..........1-1......I....... 1.00 .... I
P.JW6 .............................. ... ................... I....3.....1.00 ...2

Table 3: GNCO and GNCR HOOD objects mnetrics

3.2.3 Global Design Complexity Measurements

NT/N0P ratio between the tWta Number of Temiz al 351 009
objects and the total Number of Objects
That ratio allows to estumale the weight of global

levels existing among pwce logical objects and physical20.7
objects which will be given an implementing body.
TUevalue ofTO ratio is atthemost equal to 1. as
shown by the dot 11lle ame in the graph in figure 6. 0
The smaller NT/NO is, the mane HOOD

deopstion owns abstraction levels which awe noC

A too functional decomposition in child objects does F1w" Raw "% *a AW rf~ua *War
ao contribute to the solution much mome than the ai tidMWb /1n
parent object does. A ratio too close to I could mean
thim a too physical decomposition with a great number decomposition, too close to the implementation. The
of terminal objects was carried out. GNCL and GNCR, marking a ratio of 0.92, have a
The overal trend in application mnock-up, designs is very-very physical decomposition. It seems that the
that of going directly and rapidly to the point, infact, as only concern, leading the arcitecbtue design, was
it can be easily seen, we have something ranging from "'how arranging an already fixed Ada implementation
0.92 to 0.68, that is we are dealing with quite physical into HOOD objects"



NP/NT. ratio between the total Number of functins Nb: Number of boxes
at Pocedures PROVIDED and th total It should be considered only a dimensioning paameter,
NumberofTenninal objects without any other direct complexity implication. It

takes into account the diversity of all the activities
or Proceburet PROVIDED and the total owned by a model including also those activities due to
Number of Objects the abstraction level mechanism (i.e. non-leaf boxes).

Figure 7 allows us to have a quick-look on the Md: Maximum depth
relevance of operations with regard to the objects. A decomposition level is added every time that an
While the dark dotted histograms show the NP/NO activity, estimated not enough speCified, needs to be
ratio, on the other side, the light doted ones give the further split into child boxes. The problem statement 0
NP/NT ratio. It could be useful recall now that NP complexity depends on that value, which only gives
takes into account the increasing of complexity of an information about the deepest branch of the tree,
interface due to the IMPLEMENTED BY mechanism, without any other indication about the complete
that is, NP is not merely the summation of the arborescence, being the depth of other branches
PROVIDED interfaces of the overall design. unequal.

It is worth pointing out that the mock-ups SAD? Tee
substantially mirror the corresponding design trees
structure.

i. jj• jji 3.3.2 SADT Non-Leaf Boxes Metrics

"In this section definition and meaning of metrics, 0
which were calculated for each non-leaf box
componing the SADT model, are given.

5. W: Weight
This metric measures the diversity of the basic
activities included in a non-leaf box. The weight of a *
non-leaf box is the number of leaf boxes included in its
descendants. The weight of a leaf box is conventionally

Fluit 7 .dakmwc of operngow mA ml" do A Set to 1.
objecu

3.3 Metrics of Specification Phase Complexity Cc: Structural Complexity of communication 0
This metric measures the complexity of

This section is aimed at providing some metrics communication between the elements of the box

associated to the specification complexity, recalling in decomposition. It is calculated as the sum of total
some way those already shown for the design number of connections between the box children and

complexity. the number of interface points of child boxes attached
to their parent.

3.3.1 Model Structure Measurements Db: Dispersion of the breakdown
It is an indicator of the uniformity of the decomposition

Figure 8 provides the total Number of boxes of the of a non-leaf module. It is equal to the standard
SADT model and the Maximum depth of functional deviation of the weights of the child boxes.
decomposition. Cb: Cohesion of the breakdown 0

It measures the density of the links between the
children of a non-leaf box. It is calculated as the ratio
between the number of pairs of children, which are
connected by at least one channel, and the total number
of possible pairs of connected children.

S.................. Ci: Cohesion of the inheritance
It measures the density of the links between a non-leaf
box and the elements of its decomposition. It is

.calculated as the ratio between the number of interfaces
"inherited by the child boxes and the number of child
boxes of the non-leaf box.

F*prel: Mmbw of 8oxn a *1 Dqp o Table 4 summarizes the SADT boxes metrics for each
HMU, GNCL ,GNCO adGNC r o•o• application software mock-up.

011
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L40C Ism W cc Db Cb a
MOCK.UPLOCALISAMIGH .............................. 25.100. 31.0&.. 400 .. 01L.55 000
M A NAG A............................. . ...... 3.100 . 2M . .. 0.00 0....50 ...4.67

A CQ U IR..................................... 0 .3 . .14.00 .. 0.0(k... 0L33 ...3-33
CALCU LATE................................... 14.10 .. 12.00 0... 00 .. 0.00 ...6.00
DIER~NINEABSOLUITE ATrims ........................ 7.00.. 15A.0.. 15 A 1...0 .. 4.50

ALADJUST u" ATTITUD ......................... 5....&O . 27.0.. 0OD...0 0.25.. 3.00
EVALUATE ATITIUDR .............................. 2.00 ... 100 . CO ..10 .50. _330
DETERMENE ABSOLUIE S TImON ........................ 7.00. 21.00.. U.3 0...O50 2...25
PR I 1 0 3 S ..................................... 2.00 ... 9.1k0.. 0.00 ... 0LO.50 .350
PR CES R ER.................................... 3.100. 13.10 0..&00 0...L33 ...3.00

SEN ...................................... 400 2. 0.00 .. 0.00 0...00 .. 5.00

MMIJ so w cc Db Cb a1
ON BOARD MISSION SOFTWARE MOCK-1UP ...... 1........... ...IO . 301D.. 3.94 0....75 ._1001
EXECTE OERxm1O RAN ...........................300.. 15.00 .. 0.00 0....67 ...2.33

MANAGEVEHICLESUBSYSTEM . .............................. 11.00 .. 19.00 ... 1.09 0...&00 ...4.75

MANAGE SUBSYSTEM.................................................... 4100. 13.00.. 0.00... 0LD.... 430
MANAGE PPTINTERFACE.................................................. 300ý 10'00 . 0'00 ... 0.33 .. 2.00
MAINAGE TM iTEREWCE .................... L ........ I.......1300 ... 00 .. 0.00 ... 0.33 2...33
MANAGE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION DATABASE...............................3.&00.. 10.00,_ 0.00.. 0.17 2...67

GNCL 3m W cc Db Cb a
O4CL.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . ... 32.00 .. 30.01). . 3.09 . .. 0.50 .. .6I 7
ACQUIRE DATA..........................................................7.00.. 22.00.. 0.53 0....33 ...3.50
COMPENSATE ACONVERT IM411 DATA................................. ..... 3.100.. 10.00 .. 0.00 0....33 2...00
CONSOLIDATE IMU DATA .......................... ....... ............... 2. 00 ... OD.. 0.00 0.. 50OSO.. 3.00
PERFR)MNAVIGATION............................ ....................... 7.00.. 12.00 .. 1.9 0....33 2...67
COMPUTE PorOSTIO AVELOCITY........................................... 500).. 1900 .. 0.00.. 0.25 .. 130 *
PERFORM UU1ANCR .................................................... 500 .. 12.00 .. 0.50 0...00 .. 6.00
COMPIUTE ATITTUDE....................................... ............. 2. 00 ...7.00 ...0.00.. 0.00 .. 3.50
COMRY1 REAL TRAJECTORY &ATFTIJDE ................................... 100.. 13.00 ... 0.00 ... 0.33 ...3.00
PERFO1RM PILOIG ................................ .... ... ............... 10O..0 27-00 .. 170 ... 0.50 ...5.00

PERFORM MLO'flNGO RI CURRENT CYCLE................................... 500.. 20.00 .. 0.50 0...50 .. 9.00
COMPUTE DEFLBCnION A SATE VECTOR.................................. 3.01).. 1600D.. 0.00... 0.33 . 4.00
COMAPUTE ROLL COMMAND .. ............. 2................. ...0 . 15.00 ... 0.00 0.00.D.. 9.00
PERFORM PIWITINO FRB N~fT CYCLE ...................................... 4.00.. 22.00 .. 0.00 0...&25 ...4.00

MANAGE PLIMIT SEQUIJCE .............................................. 2.00 ...9.00 ...000.. 0.50...350

GNCO 3m W cc Db cb a
OW .ORBI`IAL FUMAEMOCK-UP ........ ..................... 17.00 .. 24.00 .. 0380 ... 0.50 ...0.40

HANDE ANMAIRE nmFAE................ ............ 100 . 15-00 ...0.00 0...L33 2...330
PERFORMABSOLUTEKAVIGA31ON ......................................... 500.. 16.00 .... 0.94....0.33 .... .1.33
PERFORM 04ER77AL NAVIGATION........................................... 3.00. 1600D... 0.00....0.50 .... .3.33
PERFORM OUIANCI .................................................... 3100 ... 7.00 .. 0.00 0.. 17 ...1.67
PtERFORMOREAL PLOHTT(CONROL....................................... 300.. 10.00 .. 0.00 0...&33 2...00
SIMULATE ORBTIAL PSI. ENVIRONMENT..................................... 300.. 10.00 000 .W... 0.33 2...00

GNCE la W cc Db Cb aI
MOCKUPOPTFIE ODAIN IS EVIRONMEff................................. 11.00.. 13.00 ...4.50 0.50.OSO.. 2-50
S1MULATE TFIE IP.................................................. .. 0. I00 5. 4.00 .. ON... 059 605 ... .6
GUIDE THE SPACEANE DURING ATM.PtL.................................. ID...10 3100 .. 0.00. 0.5.G3 6..33
PILOT SPA(XMANE DURING ATM.PI ........................ 300D.. 2100.. 0.00 0...L33 ...5.67

STABLME SMACU'LANE DURING ATM.F ..................... 100 . 13-00 .. 0.00 0..50 .. 5m0

Table 4: GNCL. GiVCO aid GNCR SADT boxes meirscs



3.3.33 Global S3pocillcation Complexity Measurements 4. MO0CK-UJF POJECTr TECHNICAL SURVi

WINb: Zai betMe the Weight of the model and the Giving a feeling of experienced metihods. being
total Number of boxes supported by the calculated mnerics, without any
That MatW allows to estimate the relevance of pretence to a rigorous approach or an accurate
abstmaction evels with regard to the global evaluation, is just the main gOal of this synthesis.
decomposition. - As qualitative conclusion. it seems that
The value of W/Nb rawi is at the most equal to I (only - the problem specifiation was approachied more
one decomposition level), as shown by the dot filled regularly and homnogeneously than the solution
area in the graph in figure 9. definition was;

- ail the designs were approached mainly with the
cnenof fitting fth HOOD architecture into an

already existing Ada imuplementahion as problem

35 141~ feltnmore as an obstacle, rather than ar - nt way 0
30 .. .. ....... .. 0.70 the HorgnDin hieracia sof strae o u np echa~ani.w

25- 4JI Finally, it is worth noticing that th vaue of ratio

15- 1.F - 8

16ia . 0,1 Ada.. SuWft m henal m~

5 o Nb

difference in how the problem statement was specified
using SADT methodology.

W

2 .8
2. ~NT .

Figf 11: lows b~eboma C0* adav SADTH(X)D

0.0

o , ~ .between the code size of GNC application mock-ups

r~ 1 Rk~w o" u mwdtote ava are quite similar to those between the corresponding
SADT-HOOD dimensioning parameters (see figure
11).0

N,'W: ratio between the total Number of data and
the model Weight S. CONCLUSION

Nd/Nb: ratio between the total Number of data and
the total Number of boxes The main results we got in the Mock-Up experience are

Figure 10 allows us to have a quick-look on the the following:0
relevance of data with regard to the activities. 1. annicab*iit of methods for the On-Board software
While the dark dotted histograms show the Nd/Nb deegge
ratio, on the other side, the light dotted ones give the The software engineering method&- SADT, HOOD
NW/W ratio. It could be useful recall now that Nd is an and the ADA language were successfully used in
indicator of the information quantity present in the the Mock-Up developmient process.
model. It means that them methods:0
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- cm be reed together in wde same development methods allows a standardizaton and an htrmnoni-
proces SADT for the requireaent phase, zation inside a software project. every participant
HOOD for the design and Ada language for the speaks with the same language and has the same
codin Phase nde-n . s

- ca be ud inadistibut mvironment involv- 3. availai m
iag several companies on several geographical The main pragmatic result of this study is the avail-
siti; ability of staistc which allow to define some met-

Sgarmally impove the softwam development rics or rao linking:
productivity and quality, even if some aspects - the complexity of the problem (according to
are nt covered (e.g. real time). SADT metrics)

All thes evalution elements are obviously only - the complexity of the design (HOOD meri)
qualitative and do not preclude the possibility of - the size of the SADT model: number of boxes and
using other methods. Anyway, we feel that, from a arrows
managemet point of view, such methods allow a - the size of the design: number of objects, number
clear undertanding and a good visibility of the of operations
software design and thus a good control of the soft- - the software size: number of lines of code. 0
ware development. These ratio are available for

2. methods mastered by the sMWe software indnsi management purposes, as estimation figures to

All the companies involved in the HERMES On- evaluate with mome accuracy the software
Board software development successfully used development effort;
these methods. It meams that the methods are development control, to verify the adequation of
mature enough to be used in an industrial develop- the design effort to the problem complexity;
ment, it also means that the industrials are trained quality assurance, these ratio are also very use-
and aware of the use of these methods. ful to check if the software complexity is glo-
It is also worth pointing out that the use ofcommon bally under control.

* .

Discussion

Question C. KRUEGER

What was your experience with using HOOD in your project relative to the real-time performance of your system? Does
HOOD provide the features needed to support real-time performance? 0

Reply

Real-time performances should be measured on the target system. Unfortunately, our mock-up development was
designed to be executed on a "host" computer. Real-time performances of HOOD in providing support for real-time
architecture has been pointed out through this experience.

S. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . ,. . . i lll Il I l l~ I l " . . . . . . .. ii l -0



* ~~CONCEPION LOGICIELLE DE SYSTEM3 NEACTIF AVEC LINE METH=DLOGIE D AUTXMATES4 UTILISANT LI LANGACE LDS.

JJ. Boac
Thomson-CSF , division CNI

46/47, Qusi le Gallo
92103 - Boulogne-Billancourt

France

Ainsi I'analyse dabouche typiquement sur

trois types de description:
La phase de conception d'un syst~me r~actif -description statique ou fonctionnelle qui
est certainement la plus ddlicate, no peruet d'exprimer que la fonction d'un sys-
aerait-ce que parce qua lea choix qUi seront time complexe se dicoupose en SOUs-
fait ne pourront Otre confirmia quean phase fonctions, qui alles-mgmes pauvent Atre dd-
d'intigration du logicial avec le matrinal. composies et ce jusqu'& identifier des
Car c'est seulement A ce moment lk qua le fonctiona ilimentaires. Classiquement una
respect des contraintes tamps riel pourra telle description peut s'appuyer sur la mA-
itre virifi6. thode SA (Analyse Structures). Chaque niveau

Il faut donc adopter une mithode rigoureuse de dicomposition pout 8tre dicrit par un

prenant en compte les spicificitis du pro- darmed ltd one u rc~

bl~me A risoudre, aupportie par .'n formli3- queules sont les informations 6changdes par0 0
me, le langage LDS. Juaqu'ou peut-on alien les sous-fonctions repr6senties par des pro-

avec ce langage, et quelles sont lea techni- cessus de transformation de donndes.

ques de codage associies ? - Description du comportement :qui expnime la

TNTRODCTIONmaniure d'activen lea processus do transfor-
fl~IEflIJ~LQN:mation. Chaque configuration de procassus

Apris avoir expos6 leas be3oins d'un forms- actifa simultaniment A un instant donn6.

lisme pour la conception, qui ressortent rapnisante un mode de fonctionnement du sys-

apris Ia phase d&analyse d'un systime riac- time. Chaque changemant de mode de fonction-

tif, noua verrons la poasibilit6 et leaso- nement et lea conditions du changement peu-

lutions proposies autour du langage LDS. vent i-tre dicrits par un diagramme de flot
de contr6le.

Un systime riactif eat caractiris6 par -Description dynamique :permet de spicifier

des contraintes temps riel; Ia logique et le siquancement des ichanges

pluseur proeSSS &ynchone qui3on en d'informationa entre procssaus simultaniment

gininal des machines A itats; actifs, corraspondant A un mode de fonction-
nement, et le monde extirieur.

un f lot de contr8le important :combinatoire Dana un mode de fonctionnement donn6, tou3
importante d'6tats et d'6vinement ;les processus actifs ne participent pas for-

pau de transformation de donndes. ciment & u~n mime type d'6change. 1l peut
6tre intiressant de ne faire figurer dana u~n

Ce type de systime se rancontre friquemment scfnanio que lea processus acteurs. Ainsi A
dana le domaine des applications de tilicom- un mode de fonctionnement peuvent itre asso-

munication par exemple. ci6 plusleurs scinanios.
Lea scinarios sont eux-mi-me raffinables, et

Las spicifications logiciel de tel syatime, peuvent itre dicomposis en sous-acinanios A
at de beaucoup d'autre. sont en giniral de chaque niveau d'abatraction auquel corres-
nature fonctionnelle, at ripondent & la pond un diagrauma de f lot de donnias.
question :"que faut-il faire ?"Ces scinarios peuvent itre dicrita graphi-

mais la pripondiranco du f lot de contr~le, quement & partir de diagrammes d'dchanges ofi

et leas contraintes temps niel conduisent leas exigences tampa niel peuvent 6tne indi-

analyser at A apicifier igalement le coupor- quies, at permettent de spicifiar l'ensamble
tement dynamique. des protocoles gin~s par la syatime.

p~rsenteda aan AGARD Meenng on Aerospace Softuvre EngineeringforAdvanced Systems Arduiectures May 1993.



REPONSE AIJX BESOINS DE CONCEPTION dkmarche critique d'analyso doit r~pondre

sont essontiellement li663 aux parallalisue - approche hi6rarchique structur6e permot-

des procossus. Il eat donc important djiden- tent do jalonner lea diffkrentes 6tapes de

tifior tr6s t8t 1. parall6lisme. permettant regroupoment, conduisant aux objets actifs.

de d6gager des procossu3 communicants qui - La modularit6 identifications des objets
soront autant do machines h 6tat3. actifs qui encapsulent les donn6es, et de

:1 et tntan d'doptr ue d~arce oren- leurs interfaces.
Ii st ontnt adoterunedimrch Oron- - Concepts do base du tomps reel1 parall~lis-0

t6e objet pour des raisons 6videntes do me, communication, gestion du temps,
maintenabilit6, do r~utilisabilit6. ...

MMai 1k encore Ia prise on coupte du flot do - LUexpression du comportement des objets ac-

contr~le, et 10 respect des trois analyses tifs sous forme de machines & 6tat3.

fonctionnelle mais surtout camportementale LUutilisation sans pr6caution do Ia program-
et dynamique, conduit A 5" int6resser d'abord mation 3tructur~e pour exprimer Ie comporte-

aux v~neent A taite.msnt conduit dans bien des cas & une majvai-Los doux approchos no sont d'ailleurs pas as lisibilit6 et maintenabilit6 du logiciel.
incopatbles: "n obet un tat unLes raisons principales sont los suivantes:

comportoment et uno identit6" (G. 800011). L.a - lea traitements du flot do contr~le et du
notion d'dtat eat Is crit~re num6ro un pour flot do donn~es sont mklangds. et il eat
identifier lea objets actifa. qui devront tr~ks difficile do distinguer les variables
traitor 1'ensemble des 6v6nements en prove- d'6tats et lea 6vdnement3 des donn6es.
nance du sonde ext6rieur, et qui devront r6- - Un grand nambre do variables d'6tat do type
agir par rapport eux. simple. exemple un baol~en, tout au long du

Le premier nivoau do I'analyse fonctionnello programme provoque fr6queinnent un nombre im-
identifie un certain nombre do processus portant de tests de ces variables. afin de
traitant des informations en provenance di- determiner 1'action & produire. Ceci a pour0 0
recto du monde ext6rieur. C'est l'onvironne- effet d'obtenir trks vite localement un nom-
mont qui impose 10 parall~lisme nhcossaire bre d'imbricatians inacceptable, ou d'engen-
do I/application, ainsi les processus figu- drer des tests complexes et multiples, ce
rant k ce niveau fournissent lea grand axes qui dens les deux cas nuit & la lisibilit6.
du parall6lisme & identifier. -La structure do contr~le. qui devrait avoir

en charge Ia mise A jour des variables d'6-
En aso laissant orienter par le f lot do con- tat, no pout pas 6tre facilement isol~e. Do
tr6le, lea fonctions identifi~es dana chacun ce fait olle so rotrouve dilu~e dans I'ap-
des diagrammes de flat de donn6es doivent plication, et variables d'6tat et 6v6nesents
6tre regroup6oa do manidre A autoriser Ia sont consult~s et modifi6s do partout (ye-
simultandit6 des sc~narios d~finis dens cha- riables globales) , ce qui dans un contexts
cun des modes do fonctionnement do l'appli- multithcho est particulikrement dangeroux.0
cation. Ces rogroupemonts permettent d'iden-
tifier lea objets actifs reprksentant Ie Lorsque les dtats W'ont pas 6td clairement
parall~lismo strictemont n~cessaire. identifi~s au pr6alable, le risque est grand

de voir apparaltre des variabl.3s d'6tat au
Un certain nombre do conflits peuvent appa- fur et A mosure do l'6laboration do Ia con-
raltre & l/occasion de cos rogroupements ception d~taill~e. Lo foisonnemont des va-
lids & l'accis aux donnies partagios rima- riables di6tat a pour consiquence de com-
nentes. Af in d'6viter l'apparition do don- plexif ion inutilemont lo contexts ce qui
nios globales. toujaurs dangereuses dens los rend 10 logiciel difficilemont testable.
systimos multithchos monopracosseur, l'en- L'analyse du compartomont devient delicate,
capsulation oat souhaitable, la description pout difficilemont Atro ox-
L'encapsulation permottant de mettre en pla- haustive, la prise en compto do nouveaux
ce 1/exclusion mutuelle pout conduiro & fai- Atats pout entralner des effots do bards et
ro apparaltre do nouveaux processus. L'on- des rigressions.

seable des processus paurront accidor aux
donnios nmamnontes par moasagorie avec cos II faut donc a0 saUCier on phase do cancep-
procossus nouvelloment, idontifi6s. ce qut tion de limiter Ie nombre do variables d'6-
niannoins pout 6tre ca~teuxen temps. tats en lea rogroupant.

On pout remplacor n variables binaires par
Le formalisms nicessaire durant touts cet~te une souls variable pouvant avoir 2nl valeurs



au plus, car parul toutes cg00 valour. touts$ Uri "procossus" repr63onte uno, machine

no sont pas forc6asnt pertinentes. Mtat, qui pout 6tro d~crito par un automate

11 et o g~nralPlussimle ds l conep- unique OU Constitu6 do plusiours automates:

ti oton d gidntira p&lustsiml des lat3 P03ce- lea "Services". Los -procossus" ou -servi
tiond'idntiior a lsts os "tat" DO- 0" peuvont faire appol A dos s3tU3-autoMAte3

sibesa Pour chacun des proceSsus. aVPpe63 "proc:6dures".
11 vient ainsi Plus naturelloment do posi-

tionner Une 3oUls variable pour g6rsr chacu- A chaqus ncoud do IVarbre on pout associer
no do ces l13tes. des declarations textuellos (declaration do

type, de "signaux". .. ). Les variables no

LE LNGAG LDSpeuvent 6tre d6clar~es quo sous un "proces-

tin formalisms r6pond aux bosoms3 OXPO363 ci-
dossus. at a 6t6 spdCialement defini pour A chaque niveau ("bloc", "procesSUS", servi-

l'WanaY3S ot la description des applications cs") les entit6s identifi6es dans la vue

do t6l~communication par 1e CCITT (recomman- hi6rarchique peuvent. 6re "relides* entre-

dations Z.100) :le langage SDL (Spdcifica- ellba par des "channels" ou des "routes".

tion and Description Language, LDS on fran- Chaque lion synth~tise un sous-protocole. et

Qais). idontifie I& lists des "signaux" qui peuvent
6tre 6chang6s.

Ce langage propose uns double syntaxe, gra-
phique et tsxtuolle. ce qui fournit une bon- C'est Ie deuxiame type do description qui

no lisibilit6 du mod~le at permot Ia v~rifi- permet do repr6senter ces liaisons.

cation. I& simulation et la g6n6ration do Enfin Is troisi~me type do description est
code. utili36 pour d~crire le comportement des

11 eist tros tpesde d~crptio anLDS " processus". des "Services". ot des "proc6-
Il xise toistyps d decritio enLDS dure3". sous forms d&automates A Matst ti-

correspondant A troi3 6tapes do conception nis

Si on appelle "dtat" une combirnaison parti-* *
culi~re des variables do I'application dans
une situation donn6e at "6v~nement'l toute

dewn~m h~rarhqucinformation nouvelle susceptible do modifier
le contexte. un automate d'Atats finis d6-
crira toutos los combinaisons "6tats/6v~ne-
wants" possibles.

descnt~m es myensL'automate pout Atre repr~sent6 sous forms
de WMMUnmcataon s

d'une matrice avec les Mtats en ordonn6e at
los 6vdnements en abscisse. Chaque couple
6tat/6v6nement repr~sente une situation en-
Visageable -

&- dccrito dui eoipoement

Dans un dtat donnd, l'occurrence d'un Avdne-
-~ msnt entraine 1'ex~cution d'une "transi-
- - tion". Celle-ci consiste & effectuer un ou

plusieurs traitemsnts at se termmne par ur,
changefent d'6at.

L'architecture do V'application est d~crite
& lVaide du premier type do description. La
racine do "l'arbre" repr~sente l'ensemble du
"1syst~ms" qui pout so dhcomposor en "blocs".
Chaque "bloc" pouvant A son tour 8tre cons- Iv &*M
titu6 do "blocs", et ce autant do fois quo f. V
souhait6, ou en "processus.

La s6uantique associ~e au "bloc" eat assez
libre. Un "bloc" pout repr~senter une fauil-
Ie de fonctions, une sous-appl Ication r~si-
dant sur un processeur, ou Plus simplement
un certain nivoau d'abstraction.
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Le contexts West pas forc6ment reprasent6 Communications de type 3ynchrone
compl~tswent par -1'6tat". Il pout 6tre uti-
10 do conserver des variables d'6tat ddfi- PRIORITY O(PIJT/INPUT
nissant des 6tats 3scondaires. D'autre part.
I. r63ultat d'un traitement doit pouvoir in-
fluor sur 1V6tat sUivant en fin de tVni (r6serv~es aux communications entre services
Lion. Ainsi 10 traitoment d'un 6v~nesent d'un usme proceasus)
pout d~clencher des conditions de transi-
tions vors plusiours Matts 3uivants P033i- SAV
blos.

Les avantages d'une description sous forme L z
d'automates sont.: (sauvegarde des 6v~nement3 extornos quo 1-on

- La priso en coupte d'une combinatoire 6tats, ce ours. astatr as1' te

6v~nements importanto cette approche pous-
asA aso poser dans chaque 6tat toute les
bonnes questions, et & pr~voir 6galesent lea AppRIS proc~duraux 0
cas pr63Uu163 "impossiblos" (traitements
d'exception) , qui conduit & une description
exhaustive.

- La lisibilit6 les automates aso d~duisent
nat'urollement des protocoles A ispl~senter.

- La trao~abilit6 10I contextseoat simple, apldu3osutne)

c'est IV6tat do I'automate, ce qui garantie
uno bonne teatabilit6 du logiciel. TS

La limitation du code proc~dural :r~sorv6 aux
traitements des donn~es. (appol d'une fonction d~clar~e dans un type

abstrait).

Le LS ofre es dcaisme, s~cifque du La notion do temps on LDS intervient. A tra-

temps r~el. accessibles A i-int~rieur do vera deux m~canismes:

toute transition -activation d'une tomporisation : ur 6ch~an-
ce un Avdnement est produit dans Ia file du

cr~ation/destruction d'instanco do processus; processus.

communication ontre objets; -d~sactivation d'une temporisation :lI tem-

geation du temps. porisation AL d6sactiver oat identifi~e par
1V6v~noment A produire.

Le nombre d'instances de processus pout va- Le langage LDS propose do raisonner d'embl~e
rior au cours du tomps (cr6ation/destruc- on terse d'automate, et l'analyse so trouve
tion). Chaque instance eat idontifi~e A do co fait guid6e. Mais ce sorait uno erreur
V'aide do son PID (Processus IDentifier), do vouloir tout ropr~senter en LDS.

Les communications ontro objets sont do En effet le langage LDS traite do mani~re

trois typos imparfaite 1e probl~me do repr~sentation des
donn~es. Il noxiste pas de notion do poin-0
tour, et 10 langago no r6pond pas au bosomn

communications do typo asynchrone, rdsorv~e do description do structures do donn~es com-
aux communications ontro processus plexes ce qui entrains uno description LDS

qui no correspond plus au code.

OUPUT/NPUT Oautre part la description manque do conci-
OUPU/ INsion, ii faut donc r~sorvor l'utilisation duz ~ z z JLDS pour des descriptions "Macroscopiques"

> du fonctionnement.

11 eat clair quo Ie LDS oat mal adapt6A a l
description des donn~es et donc des traits-

Cheque processus possade une file d'entr~e ments qul s'appliquent & cos donn6e3. Toutes
do type "fifo" destin~e A r~ceptionnor les lea tentatives en ce sons dhbouchent sur un
6v~nesents on provenance d'autres procossus. conatat d'6choc.



11 sat donc tria important do 3aVOir s'arr6- - la description de V'architecture logicielle,

ter dens I& description d~tail14e. La diffi-
CUlt6 eat do ditorminer la trontihre ou la - le travail en 6QUipe facilit6, 3
limite d'utilisation, d'autant que le LOs - un guide A V'analyse et A I& r6flexion lors
apparalt come trop riche syntaxicaueaent de la description des automates.
(110 mats cl~s dan3 le norme 88) et A la
fois trop pauvro s~mantiquomnt, notammnt
par rapport aux langagos 6volu6s de program-
mation tel C ou Ada. DEMARtCHE DE CONCEPTION EN LOS

L'utilisation du LDS suppose qu'au pr6alable Les diff~rentes 6tape3 de la conception pr6-

ces limites et lea restrictions d'utilisa- liminaire 3ont:

tion soient clairemont d6finies avant do d6- - d~terminer les interfaces avec 1jext~rieur.
buter Ia phase do conception. Au minimum ces - Identifier lea dv~nements corresPondants. En
r~gles doivent indiquer quo lea traitements rtqeu vnmn prtp 'nomto
sont encapaUl6s dans des types abstraits prhatiqe u vnan a tp ifra.o
(NEWTYPE) ou bien encore d~crita do mani~re hn
informelle (TASK 'mettre & jour la table des - Identifier l03 processus (objets actifs).
aboun6s'). - Description do liarchitecture do l'applica-

tion & Vaide des "blocs" et des processus.

L'utilisation du LDS en conception suppose - Determiner pour chaque processus 1' interface
V'utilisation d'un ex6cutif temps r6el pour constitu~e do 1Vensemble des 6v~nements
impl~menter lea diff6rontes nations propo- ("signal" en LDS) entrant dana le processus.
s6es par 1e langage.

- Identifier lea ressaurces manipul~es par
chaque processus.

Il eat important do d6finir au pr6alable lea
r~gles d'utilisation du LDS et lea rostric- - Identifier lea modes do fonctionnement

tions syntaxiques et s6mantiques :Mats C16s (6tata) pour chaque processus.

autori3Ss et choix d'impl6montation. La con-
cept ion pout en effot 6tre tr~s influenc~e
par corn choix. Les traitements des donn~es peuvent dtre

abord6s hors LDS, en utilisant lea types
Ces difficult6s maltris~es. lea points forts abstraita qui permettent I'abstraction des
du LDS sont donn~es.

refu

time-out

erreurs

en servicesi e

rset
interfacer 1553 

resetj

donn~es abstraites
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Alnal & chaque proceesus pout Atres aaoci6e Lorsqu'un 6v6neuent externo au processus

une hi6rarchie de typos abstralts de don- doit Mtr. trait6 done tous lea modes de
n6ea. Chaque type abstrait fournit I& liste fonctionnement. il doit alore 6tro trait6 5
doe op6rateurs ou fonctions qui peuvent par Ie service de supervision, Ce qui permot
sappliquer aux ressources r6menentes qu'il de factoriser lea transitions 933oCi6e3.
encapsulo.

11 pout 6tre utile do confier au service do
L'objectif de l& conception d6taill~e eat de supervision le soin de r6coptionrior tous lea
d~crire le comportement do chaque proceasus 6v6noments externes, at in do traiter au plus
conform~nent aux modes do fonctionnoment t~t lea changementa de mode. Le service do
identifi6s dens la phase pr6cddente. supervision dens ce cas ase charge do sous-

traitor aux services concern6a lea traito-

Ici doux cas do figures peuvent as ments &ssOCi63 LUX 6v~nements, ou simplament

pr6senter do lea pr~venir d'un changement do mode
(synchronisation des automates).

.es modes do fonctionnoment sont pou nombreux
(moms3 do 20) et i13 correspondent directe- Ces communications ontre services. internes
uent aux Matst do l'automate. La description au processus, doivent clairement #tre iden-
do Va&utomato Set simple et repr6sonte com- tifi6os.
pl~tement 10 comportement du procossus.

*Lea modes do fonctionnoments sont complexes. Les di!ff~rentes 6tapes do la conception d6-
c'ost-.&-diro qu'ils conduisont & une d~com- taill68 3ont:
position do chacun d&entros-eux en plusiours decomposition des procossus en services (Si
6tats. nC3~r)

Si lVon souhaite minimiser le nombro do va- r~part~ition des 6v~nement3 extornos par rap-
riablos d'6at. lVautomate correspondant port aux services;
pout tr6s vito devonir difficile & maltriser
car la combinatoire Atats/Av~nements diverge -identification des communications, et doe
rapidement. lVinterface de chaque service:
On pout dans ce cas utiliser Ia notion doe identification des 6tats pour chaque servi-
"service" du LDS. ce;

Chaque service pout 6tro asSOCi6A& une fa- -identification des traitements utilis6s par
mille d'6tats. ou & un mode do fonctionne- chaque service:
mont. Ce nWest pas simplemont dana ce cas. description du comportoment automates A
une d~coupe modulaire do lVautomate. en of- 6tats finis;
fot l'6tat du processus devient alors la dsrpindstaieet rgamto
combinaison do tous lea Mtats des services -dsrpindstatmns Pormto
10 constituant, ce qui poruet do r~duire structur~e.
sensiblement le noubro total d'6tats A d6-
crire.0

CODAGE ET GENERATTON nE CODE
Si lVon adopte cetto d~marcho 11 pout Atre
utile do confier A un des services 1e r~le Arriv6Aa ce stade. 1'ensemble du comporte-
do chef d'orchestre ou do supervision. Lea mont dui syst~se oat d~crit do mani~ro tr~s
Mtats do ce service synth~tisent. lea diff6- compl~te, et ha plupart dos traitoments des

rentos combinaisons dos Mtats dos autros donn~es sont identifi~s.
services, ils ropr~sentent des "super-Mtats" I s ~ oetnatduiie n d6correspondant alors aux diff~rents modes doe lotdsbatnan uiie n ~A
fonctionnomont du processus. ration do code automatique des automates A

partir do Ia forms toxtuelle du LDS.

Le code g~n~r6 s'appuie obligatoiromont sur
un noyau temps r~el, et 1e code ex~cutable
g~n~r6 pout utiliser diroctement les primi-
tives du noyau.

Uno Litre approcho consiste A g~n~rer des
tables interpr~tables, correspondant aux ma-
trices 6tats/6v~nomonts dans lesquelles eat
indiqu~e pour chaque couple Mtats /A-vAne-

supervision Moe1 Md oen monts (ou transition) Ila hate des traite-
atents & ex~cutor.



Cette solution pormet d'i3oler la structure D'autre part il pout 6tre tr~s utile quo le
do contr6le do l'application, qui devient un ghnArateur de code fournisse lea interfaces
interpr6teur do table3. Cette structure de avec lea traitements de donn6es qui eux so-
contr~le pout ainsi 6tre faciloment optini- ront cod6s i& l'aide d'un langage do program-

s6e en enconbrement m~moire et en rapidit6. mation classiQUe. La g~n6ration des d~clara-
11 eat souhaitablo quo l'interpr~teur de ta- tions et dos "3qu6lette3" des proc6dures ou

ble int~gro des fonctions do tragage des ob- fonctions pout 6tro envisag~e.

jets LDS manipul6s, qui seront tr6s utiles
en phase de misc au point du logiciol. ou Lsavantage d'une telle solution r6side avant

pour nettre en place uno politique do test tout dana lVobtention d'un code conforme A

syst6Matique. En offet los informations ain- la conception de I'application. L'exp6rience

si trac66s sont relatives au mod~l. do con- montre quo la noiti6 du code total A produi-

ception et persettent do v~rifior le compor- re pout ainsi 6tre d~duit automatiquefent A

tewnent do 1'application. partir do la conception.

L'analyac d'un syst~me r~actif d~bouchant
sur trois descriptions fonctionnelle, corn-

Cette structure de contr~le jouc le r6le portementalo et aynafique. puis l'utiliS&-
d interface d'appel entre l'application et tion du formali~se LDS en Phase do concep-
le noyau teMps r~el, cc qui assure une cer- tion en rospoctant un certain nombre do
taine ind~pondance par rapport A cc dernier. r~gles, et finalement une g~n~ration do code
Le g~n~rateur do code et Ia structure do automatique des automates, fourniasent lea
contr6le sont donc 6troitoment li~s et doi- moyens do mottre en place un processus do
vent dtre d~finis sirnultan~ment. production coh~rent do bout en bout.

00

Discussion 0

Question Mr AN VIER

Avez-vous ressenti le besoin de valider fornellement Ics automates au niveau sp~cifications, avant de passer A la
n~alisation?

Reply

Ce besoin n'a pas 0t6 ressenti sur les projets actuels car ils sont de taille moyenne et le coinportement du systbme est bien
maltrisd par les. specialistes du domaine. Cependant. les fonctions des systemes rdactifs de communication allant en se
coinplexifaant, cewe validation formelle deviendra certainement n~cessaire dans lavenmr.

Question G. LADEER

Cette mWthode facilite-t-efle ou nuit-elle A la rdutilisation?

Reply

Au iniveau conception, la modification d'un automate est d'autant plus difficile que la decomposition en dtats est
tmnsfonn6e. Deccc point de vue, la reutilisation doit &re limit~e A de faibles evolutions.
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Abstract component level technology and generic tools
This paper provides an overview of the is described in the remainder of this article.
Artificial Intelligence program at Rome
Laboratory.The three major thrusts of the
program are described. The Knowledge-based 2. The Technology Base Program
planning program seeks to develop the next Although state-of-the-art Al is sufficiently
generation of AI planning and scheduling tools. mature for many near term applications, there
The engineering of knowledge-based systems are critical technology shortfalls to address
focuses on the development and demonstration before the breadth of potential applications
of technology to support large-scale, real-time envisioned can be realized. The technical
systems of knowledge-based components. The opportunities for the Air Force include a wide
knowledge-based software assistant program variety of decision support systems which are
seeks to develop a new programming paradigm overwhelmed by information, response option
in which the full life-cycle of software activities complexities and response time requirements.
are machine mediated. With built-in intelligence these systems can

overcome and improve their performance * *
where it is currently limited by conventional

1. Introduction programming approaches. Therefore, the
Rome Laboratory (RL), an Air Force technology base program has been structured to
laboratory, focuses on the development of address the generic technology needs common
Command, Control, Communications and to these applications. These needs areas include
Intelligence(C31) and related technological real-time Al, parallelism in Al, distributed and •
capabilities for the Air Force. RL is designated cooperative problem-solving, AI acquisition
as a Center of Excellcnce in Artificial and development methodologies, intelligent
Intelligence based on its extremely successful man-machine interaction, explanation in expert
track record of research over the past decade. systems, knowledge base maintenance,

reasoning with uncertainty, knowledge
The goal of Rome Lab's Artificial engineering for large scale systems and 0
Intelligence(Al) program is to develop the verification and validation techniques. To
technology in Air Force needs areas and provide additional focus technology is being
demonstrate applications to C31 problems. The advanced in three major thrust areas.
program's scope ranges from research and Knowledge based planning, knowledge based
development extending the intelligent functional systems engineering and knowledge based
capabilities of Al technology, to generic tools software assistance. 0
and methods in broad areas of interest, to the
use of Al in application specific programs. 2.1 Knowledge Based Planning
Application programs are addressed by five The objective of this program thrust is to
different Rome Lab Directorates based on their support the rapid, accurate and efficient
separate mission responsibilities. These creation and modification of plans: sequences
programs include applications in survivable of action and events designed to achieve certain
adaptive planning, intelligence indications and goal conditions or states in various operational
warning, smart built-in-tests for electronic environments. There have been developed a
components, tactical command and control, series of technology feasibility demonstrations
communications network control, adaptive in the domain of tactical mission planning that
surveillance and conformal antennas. The have led to operational prototype systems. The
technology base program addressing primary applications for this technology range

from conventional robotics planning associated

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineefingfor Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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with on-board satellite control to planning of of strategic mobility will dramatically increase,
resource allocation in tactical or strategic since the luxury of forward positioning will be
mission planning, to planning of a "trajectory" gone. The demanding conditions surrounding
a piece of material might take as its path from Operation Desert Shield/Storm emphasized the
point of manufacture to point of consumption importance of timely crisis action planning in
in logistics. Planning approaches differ in the dealing with rapid, massive deployments of
degree to which there is a man irs-the-loop of force.
the planning process, the degree to which the
plans are unique or stereotypical, the rate at The goal of the DARPA/Rome Lab initiative is
which changes occur in either the environment, to develop and demonstrate the next generation 0
the plan or the goal structure upon which the of generic Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning,
plan is based, as well as in the temporal, resource allocation, and scheduling technology
causal, resource and task complexities of the focused on achieving significant performance
plan. enhancements over current DoD operational

planning systems. The principal product
A new initiative focuses development activities stemming from this investment will be an
in this thrust on the next generation of generic operationally validated suite of integrated
planning, resource allocation, and scheduling planning tools that will address the large scale
technology to achieve an order of magnitude planning, analysis, and replanning problems
performance enhancement over current typified by strategic deployment planning.
operational planning systems. The
transportation planning and scheduling These tools wili help the CINC and his ,ta f •
requirements associated with force deployment evaluate proposed courses of action. The
in direct support of world-wide force projection system would allow the rapid application of
goals are being addressed. Al planning qualitative criteria or decision rules to a variety
techniques are being developed to meet these of planning scenarios, and facilitate rapid
daily planning activities of operational response to unforeseen changes in plan
commands. The principal product will be an assumptions, outcomes of actions, or external
integrated, well-engineered and validated suite conditions. The tools will also aid in the
of Al planning tools ready for application to generation and maintenance of the force and
this and other operational planning domains, deployment databases.
Opportunities for technology advancement exist
in the areas of opportunistic reasoning about The operational focus of this initiative is
resource contention, planning in the large, transportation planning and scheduling
intelligent reuse of plans, integration of Al associated with force deployment, specifically
planning and decision analysis, real-time deliberate planning and crisis action planning
situated planning, plan-based situation tasks at the National Command Authority, the
assessment and distributed planning. As a joint Joint Staff, the major Unified Commands, and
Rome Lab and Defense Research Projects the US Transportation Command
Agency (DARPA) initiative, Rome Lab's (USTRANSCOM) and its service components:
responsibilities are to identify and address Military Airlift Command (MAC), Military
shortfalls in projected operational capabilities Sealift Command (MSC), and Military
based upon current planning and scheduling Transportation Management Command
technology, and to pursue through feasibility (MTMC).
demonstration the development of new
technology solutions. This initiative is divided into three closely-

coordinated tiers of activity. Tier 1 is the
An early success story under this Initiative was generic technology development and
the Dynamic Analysis and Replanning Tool demonstration tier where shortfalls in projected
(DART), developed on site at USTRANSCOM operational capabilities based upon current
to meet specific requirements for Operation planning and scheduling technology will be
Desert Shield. identified and

As U.S. military forces pull back and contract
to a "Fortress America" posture, the importance
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Figure1. Distributed Planning

addressed. In Tier 2, promising technology prototyping experiments were conducted from
solutions will be integrated into technology March to August 1990. Late in August, * *
feasibility demonstrations targeted at specific USTRANSCOM requested Initiative help in
parts of the crisis action planning problem. In accelerating the development due to Desert
Tier 3 operational prototypes based on mature Shield requirements. In 10 weeks, the DART
components and technical successes of Tier 2 system was developed with DARPA funds and
will be developed and fielded through Rome Laboratory technical support.
integration into the -ngoing modernization 0
programs of specific user communities. The system uses a relational data base,

graphical editing tools, and closely coupled
The interface between these three tiers will be simulation to speed modification of TPFDDs
bridged by a common prototyping environment (Time Phased Force and Deployment
which will provide a ready medium for two- Databases) and analysis of operational plans.
way flow of technology and domain DART resides on a Sun workstation and can 0
knowledge between the research, application, exchange data with WWMCCS hosts. An
and operational communities. This prototyping open system architecture was a design
environment, including hardware, software, requirement and a large portion of the DART
planning and scheduling tools, and domain software is commercial off-the-shelf. A
faithful suites of test data and intelligent second phase is currently under way to enhance
simulations, will be available to all participants and productize DART. While DART provides 0
in either tier on a "mix and match" basis. This some plan handling and analysis capability,
prototyping environment will not only serve as initial force generation planning remains a
the initiative vehicle for technology evaluation manual, error-prone process.
and transfer, but will evolve into an architecture
for advanced C4 systems. Maturing research USTRANSCOM used initial prototypes to
products that have been thoroughly tested in the make deployment decisions early on in Desert 0
environment will transition into operational Shield. During October, DART was used and
prototypes. The successful development of the positively impacted analysis conducted by
Dynamic Analysis and Replanning Tool USTRANSCOM. The resulting deployment
(DART), in just ten weeks, was the first was the largest ever in the associated time
application for this process. period. In November, DART was

demonstrated to CINCTRANS and 0
DART was developed to solve the deployment immediately fielded to Europe to assist
force resequencing problem. Initial technology CINCEUR in deploying tanks and personnel to

*0
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Saudi Arabia. CINCEUR planners were able of heterogeneous knowledge-based and

to use DART after a single day of training, conventional subsystems and will include
USTRANSCOM planners have also used capabilities for instrumentation and comparative
DART as a key tool for redeployment planning analysis of alternative schemes. It will provide
of troops and material back from the Persian the Air Force a facility for developing and
Gulf theater. DART has been qualitatively testing solutions to complex decision support
compared to the JOPES on WWMCCS. The systems involving the integration of
system facilitated an order of magnitude speed- knowledge-based and conventional software
up of the editing and analysis cycle used by the modules as part of the system design. Central
Crisis Action Team at USTRANSCOM. The to the AAITT concept is the KBSE's
graphics in DART also improve upon the Knowledge-Based simulation research in-
JOPES interface, enhancing the ability to house effort. This R&D is concerned with the
visualize plans and smoothing the learning development and demonstration of advanced
curve considerably. simulation techniques, providing a more

flexible and dynamic environment needed for
DART has shown that technology can rapidly "what if' training and the exercising of
respond to the needs of deployment integrated decision aid components.
resequencing. The Rome Laboratory/DARPA
Planning Initiative will address the entire
spectrum of Strategic Deployment Planning AAITT CONTROL
requirements. Current work in distributed
planning, as represented in Fig. 1 above, will
culminate in an integrated feasibility
demonstration. This demonstration will support KB SIMULAT I•N
concurrent planning at physical distributed sites
at Hawaii, St. Louis, Rome and Washington,
DC. The demonstration scenario will support * *
simultaneous activities such as occurred during DAAA

Desert Storm with the noncombatant action in OPERATIONS
the Philippines, Operation Fiery Vigil, INTELL ECU
requiring simultaneous support from
USTRANSCOM.

Knowledge Based Systems Engineering Figure 2. AA1T Testbed Concept
(KBSE)
The focus of the KBSE thrust is on the
development, exploitation and demonstration of AAITT CONCEPT
technology and tools to support design and Another effort is attempting to promote and
implementation of robust, real-time, large-scale facilitate the use of advanced interface i
knowledge-based systems. This includes technology and natural language processing in
facilitating the use of advanced interface future complex and intelligent Air Force
technology in complex C31 applications applications. Interfaces to Al systems must
requiring natural modes of expression and a become more transparent to the user allowing
deeper level of interaction between the system natural modes of expression and a deeper level
and the user. The goal is to move from of interaction to take place between the system
systems with a single type of information and user taking advantage of the intelligent
representation and reasoning strategy to capabilities of each. This activity addresses not
designs which integrate multiple intelligent only the issues which will enable optimal
system schemes, integrated with conventional interface design, but also the practical aspects
computing algorithms where appropriate, and which allow designers to use advance interface

on a much larger scale than currently possible. technology in systems presently being
developed. Natural language processing

Under a current effort, a testbed environment technology is being explored for use in
for design, rapid integration and evaluation of explanation capabilities of knowledge based
large scale knowledge-based systems is being systems and natural language understanding of

developed. The Advanced Al Technology intelligence messages.

Testbed (AAITT) will support rapid integration

S. . . . . . .. -.. . . . .



series of formal transformations. Enhancement

Under the KBSE thrust, several tools have and change will take place at the requirements
been developed and demonstrated including a and specification level as it will be possible to
reasoning with uncertainty tool, the AAITT, "replay" the process of implementation as S
and tools for reasoning about models and recorded in the knowledge base. KBSA will
exploitation of parallelism. Techniques for provide a corporate memory of how objects are
acquisition and management of large scale related, the reasoning that took place during
knowledge bases have been embodied in tools design, the rationale behind decisions, the
developed under this program. relationships among requirements,

specifications, and code, and an explanation of 0
Three demonstration systems with incremental the development process. This assistance and
upgrades are planned for the AAITT. The first, design capture will be accomplished through a
delivered to the government in September of collection of integrated life cycle facets, each
1991, implemented a core C21 testbed, which tailored to its particular role, and an underlying
included a mission planner, ORACLE common environment.
database, and Tactical simulation, on top of a •
distributed processing substrate that allowed
for flexible interchange of component The goals of the KBSA program, as stated in
subsystems. The second system, delivered in the 1983 report, are to provide an environment
the September of 1992, includes measurement, where design will take place at a higher level of
instrumentation and monitoring capabilities and abstraction than is current practice.
will be demonstrated solving a significant Knowledge-based assistance mediates all
tactical C21 problem. The third and final activities and provides process coordination
system, scheduled for delivery in the fall of and guidance to users, assisting them in
1993 will demonstrate the testbed capabilities translating informal application domain
on a domain outside of C31 and will include representations into formal executable
modeling capabilities that allow the application specifications. The majority of software
developer to " test drive" a system before it is development activities are moved to the * S
actually built. specification level as early validation is

provided through prototyping, symbolic
evaluation, and simulation. Implementations

Knowledge Based Software are derived from formal specifications through
Assistance(KBSA) a series of automated meaning preserving
In 1982, the Rome Laboratory (formerly the transformations, insuring that the •
Rome Air Development Center) initiated a implementation correctly represents the
program to develop a knowledge-based system specification. Post deployment support of the
addressing the entire software system life developed application system is also be
cycle. The Knowledge-Based Software concentrated at the requirements/specification
Assistant (KBSA), a retreat from pure level with subsequent implementations being
automatic programming, is based upon the efficiently generated through a largely
belief that by retaining the human in the process automated "replay" process. This capability
many of the unsolved problems encountered in provides the additional benefit of reuse of
automatic programming may be avoided. It designs as families of systems can spawn from
proposes a new programming paradigm in the original application. Management policies
which software activities are machine mediated are also formally stated enabling machine
and supported throughout the life cycle. The assisted enforcement and structuring of the
underlying concept of the KBSA, described in software life cycle processes.
the original 1983 report entitled, "Report on A
Knowledge-Based Software Assistant,"' is that
the processes in addition to the products of The techniques for achieving these goals are:
software development will be formalized and
automated. This enables a knowledge base to 0
evolve that will capture the history of the life Formal representation and automatic
cycle processes and support automated recording of all the processes and objects
reasoning about the software under associated with the software life cycle.
development. The impact of this formalization
of the processes is that software will be derived
from requirements and specifications through a 0

0 •
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Figure 3. KBSA Concept Model

thrusts of a magnitude originally proposed,
An Extensible knowledge-based initial products of the program have emerged

representation and inference capability to with the successful completion of efforts which * 0
represent and utilize knowledge in the software model and automate requirements definition,
development and application domains, system specification, performance optimization

and project management. Supporting
technology has also been investigated and

A wide-spectrum specification language defined which will form the core of the KBSA
in which high-level constructs are freely mixed and will be used in merging and managing the 0
with implementation-level constructs. activities and processes of the various users.

The following paragraphs will provide a brief
description of the basic approach of each

Correctness preserving transformations research effort and resulting products.
that enable the iterative refinement of high-level
constructs into implementation-level constructs 0
as the KBSA carries out the design decisions of The first area to be addressed by the KBSA
the developer. program was that of project management. In

1984 our program began defining a Project
Management Assistant formalism and

The strategy proposed in 1983 t,) achieve the constructing a working prototype. The effort
goals of the KBSA was to first formalize each goals were to provide knowledge-based 0
stage of the present software life cycle model, assistance in the management of project
with parallel developments of technology and planning, monitoring, and communications.
knowledge bases for each particular stage. Planning assistance enables the structuring of
Supporting technology was also to be the the project into individual tasks and then
subject of concurrent research and development scheduling and assigning these tasks. Once
efforts with periodic integration efforts or planned a project must be monitored. This is 0
"builds" to assess progress and identify accomplished through cost and schedule
deficiencies. Although resource limitations constraints and the enforcement of specific
have precluded the multiple parallel research managemen! policies. PMA also provideses

* 0
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Figure 4.KBSA Process Model

user interaction in the form of direct In 1985 began work on the Knowledge Based
queries/updates and various graphics Requirements Assistant (KBRA). Central to •
representations such as Pert Charts and Gantt the KBRA was dealing with the informal
Charts. PMA is distinguished from nature of the requirements definition process
conventional management tools because not including incompleteness and inconsistency.
only does PMA handle user defined tasks, but See Figure 3 above. In the KBRA
it also understands the products and implicit environment requirements are entered in any
relationships among them (eg. components, desired order or level of detail using one of
tasks, requirements, specification, source code, many differing views of the application
test cases, test results, and milestones). problem. The KBRA is then responsible for
Contributions of the PMA include the doing the necessary bookkeeping to allow the
formalization of the above objects, the user to manipulate the requirements while it
development of a powerful temporal maintains consistency among requirements.
representation for dependency relationships Capabilities included in the KBRA are support
between software development objects, and a for multiple viewpoints (eg. data flow, control
mechanisms for expressing and enforcing flow, state transition, and functional flow
project policies. The initial PMA effort was diagrams), management and editing tools to
completed in 1986. A subsequent PMA organize requirements, and the support for
contract was initiated in November 1987. Its constraints and requirements that are not
goals were to continue the evolution of PMA, functional in nature through the use of
expanding the formalized knowledge of project spreadsheet and natural language notations.
management to provide enhanced capabilities Other capabilities of the KBRA include the
and to implement PMA as an integral part of a analysis of requirements to identify
full-scale conventional software engineering inconsistency and incompleteness, and the
environment called SLCSE (Software Life- ability to generate explanations and descriptions
Cycle Support Environment). This work of the evolving system. As previously•
recently completed in the summer of 1990. indicated, the primary issue addressed by the

KBRA was handling the informality of

4 -



incomplete user descriptions while building and effort merges the developments of the KBRA 4
maintaining a consistent internal representation. and Specification Assistant, spanning all the
This was accomplished through the use of a activities needed to derive a complete and valid
representation providing truth maintenance design from initial user requirements in one 0
support including default reasoning, system called ARIES.
dependency tracing, and local propagation of 4
constraints. Through these mechanisms the The development of an assistant to guide
KBRA was able to provide an application designers in performance decisions at many
specific automatic classification which is used levels in the software development cycle was
to identify missing requirements by comparing the goal of a 1985 contract with one of a small 0
current input against existing requirements cadre of research institutes showing
contained in the knowledge base. commitment and expertise in this area. This

research produced a prototype system which
takes as input a high level program written in a

Development of the KBSA Specification wide-spectrum language and following a
Assistant began in 1985. The goal of the combination of automatic, performance-based, 0
Specification Assistant is to facilitate the and interactively-guided transformations,
development of formal executable produces efficient code. The Performance
specifications of software systems, a task that Assistant supports the application of a variety
otherwise is as difficult as actually writing of analysis and optimization techniques broken
system code. It supports an evolutionary into the two general categories of control
activity in which the system specification is optimizations and data optimizatior.s. The •
incrementally elaborated as the user chooses control optimizations include finite
among design alternatives. An executable differencing, iterator inversion, loop fusion,
formal specification language combined with and dead code elimination. Data optimization
symbolic evaluation, specification paraphrasing includes data structure selection, which
and static analysis allow early design validation implements a program's data objects using
by providing the user an evolving prototype of efficient structures, and copy optimization,
the system along with English descriptions and which eliminates needless copying of large data
consistency checking throughout its design. objects. A subsequent effort to develop an
Specification Assistant capabilities are built on independent tool that would assist in the
the Lisp based AP5 language and the CLF development of high performance Ada software
development environment and utilize a variety was initiated in 1991. This effort seeks to
of tools to support the user. A formal enhance the capabilities of the earlier effort by •
specification language called Gist is supported making them more robust and portable to more
by a number of facilities which aid the conventional software development
development of specifications. One facility environments, and by enabling the design and
peculiar to the Specification Assistant is the generation of optimal Ada code. The product
support for specification evolution in the form of this effort is scheduled for delivery at the
of high-level editing commands, also known as beginning of 1994.
evolution transformations. These commands
perform stereotypical, meaningful changes to An effort to define the requirements for a
the specification. They differ from Framework sufficient to support the many
conventional "correctness-preserving" varying facets of assistance provided by the
transformations in that they are specifically KBSA commenced. The goal of this effort
intended to change the meaning of was to define a unifying framework which
specifications, but in specific ways. In would support an object base with a tightly
addition to the top down evolution of integrated logical inference system,
specifications supported by the high-level configuration management, activity
editing commands, the Specification Assistant coordination, and user interface for the KBSA.
supports the building of a specification from This Framework sought to provide a common
smaller specifications (i.e.. the reuse of reference for other facet developers which
previously defined specifications) with a set of when followed would allow the sharing of
view extraction and merging tools. information. Also included in the effort was

the goal of demonstrating the integration of
In 1988 Rome Lab initiated an effort to multiple KBSA facets and the specification of
combine the requirements acquisition process common support capabilities. This effort
with that of formal system specification. This resulted in: a Framework based upon a merging •
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of the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS)
with the LogLisp programming environment; In 1988 the development started on a total life
the KBSA User Interface Environment cycle demonstration of the concepts of the
(KUIE); and, a preliminary Configuration and KBSA. This development provides a broad S
Change Management (CMM) model for the concept coverage but a shallow functionality
KBSA. LogLisp is a language developed at demonstration capability for a narrow problem
Syracuse University that extends a total Lisp domain. The current KBSA Concept
environment with logic programming Demonstration system combines preliminary
capabilities. KUIE is a highly object oriented capabilities from the ARIES, Development, and
system based on CLOS and the X II Window Project Management assistants and includes 0
System for constructing user interfaces, example developments from an Air Traffic

Control domain. It allows the demonstratiun of
The creation of an Assistant to support the refinement of requirements and specifications,
transforming of formal specifications into low the complete capabilities of the Project
level coded was the goal of an effort started in Management Assistant including the automatic
1988. The Development Assistant, sharing creation of tasks as the design progresses, and S
many capabilities with the Performance the automatic generation of Lisp code from the
Assistant, is based the Kestrel Interactive specifications. Many additional capabilities are
Development System (KIDS) and is written in available for examining and manipulating both
the Refine language. The system supports the informal arnd formal representations of design
construction of formal model of the application including hypertext, multiple graphical
domain including the specification of the target representations, English like explanations, and 4
system's desired behavior and the application the simulation of application system execution.
of transformations to the specification to The final product, delivered in October of
produce detailed code. The provided set of 1992, also addresses the formal verification of
transformations encode design and optimization specifications.
knowledge, allowing the user to mechanically
make high-level design decisions which the Current program activities include the * *
system systematically applies. A facility is also development of an initial operational capability,
provided which records derivations and the KBSA Advanced Development Model
provides the basis for future "replay", a (ADM), and a broad spectrum of research
fundamental concept of the KBSA. The directed toward technology and capability
Development Assistant was delivered to the deficiencies. The ADM will be the first attempt
Rome Laboratory in late summer 1991. at integrating the KBSA technologies to form a •

working environment. The work includes
One of the original concepts which design and development of a robust
distinguished the KBSA was that of activity environment of acceptable performance
and communication coordination. This combined followed by evaluation through
supporting technology was the subject of an development of a moderate sized "real"
effort undertaken by Software Options in 1988. application. This work will begin in December 0
The goal of this research was to define a of 1992 with completion four years later.
formalism with a graphical syntax that could be Award of a range of efforts arising from the
used to specify and enforce the coordination of current Program Research and Development
the many KBSA activities and communications Announcement (PRDA) is anticipated in the
allowing the programming of the KBSA spring of 1993. These efforts will continue the
processes. This effort resulted in the evolution and refinement of KBSA technology S
development of "Transaction Graphs," a and it is hoped that close coordination of these
formalism for specifying processes. Related to efforts with that of developing an operational
activity coordination is the problem of change capability will accelerate both technical
and configuration management. In mid 1991, accomplishment and acceptance.
Software Options began the task of merging the
formalisms for activity coordination and Although the KB3SA is much closer to fruition S
configuration management. Using Transaction than true "automatic programming" and much
Graphs and their existing "Artifacts" optimism exists as evidenced above, it is an
configuration management system they are ambitious project and sought after results
developing a unified formalism for should not be expected soon. Future efforts of
coordinating and managing the products and the KBSA program include the development of
processes of the KBSA paradigm. an operational KBSA system starting in 1992 0

0 *
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and the continued evolution of existing Air Development Center report RADC-TR-88-

components and supporting technology. The 313, Feb. :989.
desire for more immediate benefits has been
addressed by producing "spin-off" tools for Goldberg, A., L. Blaine, T. Pressburger, X.
conventional environments, hosting annual Qian, T. Roberts and S. Westfold,"KBSA
workshops, and forming the KBSA Performance Estimation Assistant", Rome Air
Technology Transfer Consortium providing Development Center report RADC-TR-89-98,
industry immediate access to the technology Aug. 1989.
and tools of the program. The goal of these
activities is to attain an initial operational Huseth, S. A. Larson, J. Carciofini and J.
capability of the KBSA by late 1996"or early Glasser, "KBSA Framework", Rome Air
1997. Development Center report RADC-TR-88-204,

Oct. 1988.

Huseth, S. A. Larson, J. Carciofini and J. •
Summary Glasser, "KBSA Framework", Rome Air

Development Center report RADC-TR-88-204,
Oct. 1988.

Rome Lab's program is attempting to enhance Larson, A. J. Kimball, J. Clark, R. Schrag,
current Al technology for use in large, real-time "KBSA Framework", Rome Air Development 4
mission critical systems and developing the Center report RADC-TR-90-349, Dec. 1990.
software tools that improve and enable the
development, fielding and maintenance of these Daum, M. R. Jullig, "Knowledge-Based
Al-based systems. This program is addressing Project Management Assistant for Ada
critical technology shortfalls with respect to Air Systems", Rome Air Development Center
Force mission needs and advancing that report RADC-TR-90-418, Dec. 1990. * •
technology in the three thrust areas of
knowledge based planning, knowledge based Karr, M., "Transaction Graphs: A Sketch
systems engineering and knowledge based Formalism for Activity Coordination", Rome
software assistance. Evaluation and Air Development Center report RADC-TR-90-
demonstrations of the technology and tools has 347, Dec. 1990.
and will continue to be performed in the context 0
of C31 mission functions. Cross, S. "A Proposed Initiative in Crisis

Action Planning" unpublished white
paper, DARPAISTO Arlington VA. May
18 1990.
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Discussion

Question D. NAIRN
S

How focussed a solution is DART? Has it any general application? What validation is needed before operatimonal use?

Repay

In general, DART is simply a graphical interface to an ORACY E database. In particular, it focuses on and displays time
windows : eary, latest star/arrival dames and transpoutation durations. The simulation aspects of DART is a general
feasibility analysis tool for determining the percenaage of on-time arrivals.

Validation, due to the extremely short development time, was stress testing and user participation during development.

Question D. NAIRN

Have you studied what percentage of maintenance tasks involve changes to the specifications and what percentage are S 0
retricted to implementation, eg hardware variants, bug fixes, etc?

Reply

In short, no. But my general feeling is that variants and configurations should be documented as require•ents and hence
become part of the specification as appropriate.

No bugs means no bug fixes. "Bugs" that are a fault of the code-generation process would indicate a fault in the KBSA
(or in rare cases, in the hand-coding: this should be avoided!). Other bugs may be results of incomplete or inconsistent

requirements. These types of bugs should be detected prior to coding, although incompleteness of requirements is
difficult to detect.

0l

* 0
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Potential Software Failures Methodology Analysis 0

M. Nogarmn
D. Coppola

L.Cootazsano
ALENIA -DAAS

Viale Europa
20014 Ncrviano (MI) ITALIA

a than it is in applications where the
consequences are loss drastic.

ALENIA - Nerviano Plant is mainly involved Reducing errors is, of course, an extensive
in the development of complex avionic effort, embracing every aspect of software
systems, of which software is essential development.
component, often presenting safety critical 0
features. Inadequacy of the traditional The current methods, utilized for the
techniques and methods impose to support software production in applications with
them with additional refinement tools to criticality characteristics, consist of
build the product safety during developing activities of development and control during
phases. the whole life cycle, and affect

considerably cost and time.
The paper describes a methodological They interest uniformly all the software
approach for the systematic identification functionalities, without distinguishing
and classification of the effects caused by between the elements.
potential software failures. The potential
software failures are identified evaluating The actual aim is to minimize the most
the effects that would be produced by critical functionalities defects only, and
incorrect outputs on the other software to operate during the requirements analysis
parts and on the external environment, and design.
Furthermore, the proposed approach allows to The critical meaning is defined regarding
evaluate the necessity to introduce fault- the actual context, then there will be
tolerance, recovery and backup procedures, defined critical the functionalities with
and to define the adequate quantity and effect on mission objectives, on human life,
typology of testing and quality activities, on financial objectives, or on environment,

et cetera.
I. ZXWZODOCTMIO

So, the methodology is of general
The paper describes a qualitative applicability, even if below its description
methodology, utilized in Alenia, to face refers to a context in which the software
systemasically the identification and functions criticality is identified basing
classification ýf the effects caused by on the safety.
potential software failures and details its
operating steps, which mainly consists of: Linking with the avionic equipments failures
functionality analysis and architectural nature, there will be the software risk
design, potential failure mode class 1, 2 and 3.
identification, effects evaluation,
criticality categories assignation, and Consequently, the software failures
corrective actions identification, involving in the software risk classes have 0

an analog classification: failure class 1, 2
The utilized methodological approach and 3.
consists essentially of the analysis of each
software requirement and of each 2. PROMM33 D3SCRIPTIXN
architectural component, with the purpose to
evaluate the effects that would be produced The methodology requires as background the
by incorrect outputs on the other software quality standard concepts, among which the
parts and on the external environment. Alenia Quality Manual appears and consists

of the principal military and civil rules
As a result of the inherent complexity of guide lines.
the software development process, developers
have plenty of opportunities to make errors. The methodology aim is to support the
The total number of defects injected into development of software for a safety-related
software not intentionally by analysts, system.
designers and programmers from requirements Furthermore, it starts from the initial
determination to delivery is very large. hypothesis which takes for known the output
Most of these errors are removed before characteristics, that go from the software
delivery through self-checking by analysts environment to the External Interface. In
and programmers, design reviews, detail, it must be known before the
walkthroughs, inspections, testing. criticality risk class of all the outputs

towards the External Interface. The risk
The effort to remove and prevent defects class may be 1, 2 or 3.
before delivery is more intense in the case Basing on the output risk classes, the
of application types where the error has functionalities and CSUs risk classes are 0
serious consequences, even life and death, assigned, during the software requirements

Presented at an AGARD Meetoig on Aerospace Softwar Engineeringfor Advanced System Archiectures: May 1993.
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Figure I - Software develogpoent process 0
analysis and the detailed design phases
respectively. i t

The methodology becomes part of the software
life cycle (Figure 1). It is applied during
the analysis and detailed design phases
profitably, while it furnishes useful . I
information for the choice of the strategy EXtemal Computer Software External
to adopt during the coding and test phases. Inerfae Interf••e

2.1 Softwaze Reqtiixelate Analysis Phase
(Functionalities failures analysis) Fiur2-Level0

In this phase the functionalities risk * 0
classes are identified and then an eventual
fault-tolerance mechanism is introduced.

At the beginning, the software xequizements L
are identified and analysed. The Structured
Analysis allows to do that, because it puts
particular attention to the input and output
data flows, utilized in the next steps. -

Another analysis may be utilized, on
condition that it points out the data flows; U External
or, an already realized analysis, that External Computer Software Intedace
follows the previous requirements, may be Interface
utilized however.

The analysis continues until the basic

functionalities are identified.
The analysis is satisfactory when, for each Eier•i Exte
identified functionality, a description of
what is required to be executed is
furnished. So, at the analysis end, it is
Possible to obtain a complete vision of the
data flows and how they have to be treated; S
furthermore, it is possible to furnish a o2
first sign about the control flows, in fact n
sometimes the information treatment sequence
is pointed out. Func.

NOw, the steps to be followed are described n

and the Structured Analysis is applied. 4W 0

When the wished detail is reached, the risk ComputStwar
class 1 and 2 outputs towards External
Interface are detected. Fiur4-Leel2
The risk class 3 outputs aren't considered.

- - . . . ... .. . ... ilm , . . . . . . . . I Il II I l~ l -
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For each identified output, the set of It is suggeated to apply the methodology 6
functionalities that lead to the output during this phase, also if it has just been
creation is pointed out; in the exaMle applied during the requirements analysis. In
one set consists of the Functionalities n.1 fact, it allows to distinguish the CSUs with
- n.2 - n.3, because on.3 is of risk class greater risk class (1 or 2) furthermore,
2. improving the previous analysis result.
The functionalities sots may be reduced
furthermore, if only the functionalities From the requirements analysis it passes to
that lead to the risk class 1 outputs are the preliminary design, conforming with the
considered. This choice must be done basing obtained results. In this phase the
on the specific requirements of each methodology isn't applied, because it
project. doesn't add relevant information respect the

previous phase.
For each previous identified functionalities
set and starting from the first From the preliminary design, it passes to a
functionality, the following steps are detailed design, that defines the CSUs
fulfilled: leaves. The Structured Design is indicated

for this scope, but another design type may
1. Determine if an unexpected output from be utilized too, in which the data and

the considered functionality or the control flows are pointed out.
output missing when expected can affect 0
the last output. As in the requirements analysis phase, also

in this case a previously executed design
This consideration is realized starting may be utilized, on condition that it
from the initial hypothesis that the fulfills the flows requirements.
other functionalities run properly and The design is satisfactory when, for each
basing on the knowledge of what is the CSU, it provides a description of the data
behaviour required for the management and control.
functionalities, that are executed after 0
the last one considered. Now, the steps to be followed are described,

and the Structured Design is applied.
2. If the answer is positive, the considered

functionality inherits the last output When the wished detail is achieved, the risk
risk class (I or 2). class I or 2 outputs towards the External

Interface are pointed out.
3. If the considered functionality is of The risk class 3 outputs aren't considered.

risk class 1 or 2, then it is possible to The output risk class musL be defined • *
introduce new fault-tolerance conforming with the analysis definitions.
requirements, to manage the potential
failures. For each identified output, the sets of CSUs

that lead to the output creation are pointed
After the fault-tolerance mechanism has out; in the example, one set consists of the
been introduced, the functionality risk CSUs 1.1. - 1.1.2 - 1.2 - 1.3, because the
class can decrease. In this case, it is
marked with an asterisk. 0
All the functionalities, that are Computer Software
previously analysed and involved in the
fault-tolerance mechanism, are evaluated
again. output

4. If the considered set contains other
functionalities, then consider the next
functionality and restart from the point
2.1.1; otherwise, execute the steps from External External
2.1.1 to 2.1.4 on the next set, until all Initerfae Interface
the previously identified sets are
considered.

After the steps from 1 to 4 have been
executed for each functionalities set, it
may occur the need to check the analysis, or •
part of it, so that the basic
functionalities are reorganized basing on 3
their risk class, isolating, where it is
possible, the risk class 1 or 2
functionalities sets.
At this time, if it is necessary, ,the steps
from I to 4 are reapplied on the just
identified functionalities sets. .

2.2 Detailed Design Phase External Computer Software External
(CSUs failures analysis) Interface Interface

During the detailed design phase the risk HoUr 6-Levl1
classes of the CSUs are detected.
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a) loss of the function identified by the
SU; for example, the function has not

been activated for a scheduling error;
b) running of the function identified by

the CSU when it is not requested; for
. example, there is an erroneous control

flow, or there are temporization or
synchronization errors;

c) the function identified by the CSU
ol.2 doesn't work correctly; for example,

.> an implementation fault.

All the hypothetical failures, the

External External effects of each failure on the other CSUs
and on t!-- ýte6nal Interface, and theInterface Computer Software Inteace . affected CSUs have to be written in APOSF

FigueI 7 - 2Table.

4. After the possible failures detection,
output ol.3 is of risk class 2. when the considered CSU risk class is 1 0
Specific project demands can require to or 2, it is possible to introduce fault-
reduce the number of the CSUs sets to be tolerance mechanisms.
considered, defining more restricted
constraints. The detected solutions and the interested

CSUs are reported in APOSF Table.
For each previously identified CSUs set,
starting from the first CSU, the following Choosing between the thought solutions,
steps are fulfilled: the more suitable one for the current •

situation is identified, and, basing on
1. Determine if an unexpected value of the it, the considered CSU risk class is

output, or the output missing when evaluated again.
expected, or the unexpected exit of the Furthermore, if the adopted solution
output, can affect the final output modifies previously analysed CSUs, it
considerably. needs to evaluate again their risk class;

if their risk class decreases, maLk it
Furthermore, while at requirements with an asterisk. After, verify their *
analysis level all '-aann-t be defined, at failures effects and eventually bring up-
design level the information treatment to-date APOSF Table.
description is complete.

5. If the set contains another CSU to
2. If the answer is positive, the considered analyze, consider it and restart from

CSO inherits the last output risk class point 1; otherwise, apply the steps from
(1 or 2). 1 to 5 to another CSUs set, until the

identified sets finish.
If the considered CSU risk class is 1 or

2, a new row in APOSF (Analysis of the After the steps from 1 to 5 are executed for
POssible Software Failures) Table is all or part of the CSUs sets, it may occur
initialized, the need to reorganize the design, or part

of it, so that also the CSUs are reorganized
3. If the considered CSU risk class is I or basing on their risk class and, where it is

2, the possible failures are determined, possible, the risk class 1 and 2 CSUs sets
More precisely, the generic failure are isolated.
situations are:

Fmum 8 - APOSF Table

Order CSU Funcfio- Risk Failures Fa.-rel. Re.

Numb. CSU descr. nlifies class Falxes effects CSU Solutions CSU
(I (2 03 (4 (1 (d (7 (a (9

Note:
(10

* .
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At this point, if it is necessary, the steps It has been pointed out a final output of
fro, 1 to 5 are reapplied on the just risk C1ass 2, that is a Flight Safety
identified CSUs sets. Involved Signal.

2.3 Othez Phbse. The sequence of basic functionalities that
create this output has been identified.

In the Coding and CSU Testing Phase, CSC Shortly, one functionality tests if there is
Integration and Testing Phase, and CSCI a new input from the Front Panel Interface;
Testing Phase, the information present in if the answer is positive, the next
APOSF Table are a useful means to plan the functionality converts the data from the
activities. Front Panel format into the final output.

Afterwards, the new converted data are 0
Indeed, at the coding phase it is possible loaded by another functionality into another
to select the language to be used for each memory part.
software part or the algorhitms to be
adopted, so that the response time By applying the methodology, four new
requirements or other critical constraints, failure situations have been pointed out.
identified during the previous phases, are Indeed, for example, it is not usually
fulfilled. considered the possibility in which the
Furthermore, a scrutiny activity may be called functionality doesn't produce any
executed on the more critical points for the output.
safety.

More precisely, it has been verified that
During the CSU testing phase, the CSUs sets the output generated by the first
to be considered are identified, basing on functionality, that tests the presence of
the risk class (1, 2 and 1*, 2*). new data from the Front Panel Interface,
In fact, the infoination furnished during cannot affect the final output, and it
the design phase allow to identify the CSUs always exits when the functionality has been
to be controlled much more, and to point out called.
the more meaningful input data, so the
testing time is reduced and the safety is With regard to the last two functionalities,
safeguarded, it exists the non anticipated possibility in

which the output isn't produced or is
Also in this CSC Integration and Testing produced with an unexpected value. The
Phase, the information furnished during the methodology application has furnished the
design phase allow to identify the most possibility to prevent this Zailure
critical software parts to be considered; situation, by introducing the opportune
so, the CSUs relations, the Interfaces fault-tolerance mechanisms.
between the CSCs and the External
Environment, and the Interfaces between the 3.2 C6Qa failure.e aaayaia
same CSCs are tested.

The software design has been made using the
During the CSCI Testing Phase the SD (Structured Design) tecnique.
information obtained from the requirements It has been pointed out a final output of
analysis phase may be utilized to point out risk class 2, which is the Flight Safety
the most critical functionalities and define Involved Signal identified during the
the opportune input sequence and the previous analysis phase.
expected outputs.

Shortly, there is a CSU to test the presence
So, the effort is concentrated on few of new data from the Front Panel Interface;
aspects and the safety is safeguarded there is a CSU for the data copy from a
equally. memory part to another.

3. NXAWL1 The procedure application created APOSF
Table as partially displayed in Figure 9.

The procedure has been applied on an avionic
equipment, which transmits data between the 4. fDVANZGM
operator and the internal system, and
consists of hardware and software parts. As previously described, the methodology
More precisely, it has been considered the considers the failure situations caused by
equipment software part which manages the incorrect elaboration, synchronization
information coming from the Front Panel and errors, scheduling errors. It permits to
the relative information stored in the obtain a complete analysis of the possible
internal memory. failures.

3.1 Functionalities failure, aalysis The methodology application also at detailed
design level allows to evaluate the possible

The software requirements analysis has been failure situations dependent from the
done using CORE (COntrolled Requirements project context (e.g., Operative System, S
Expression), which identifies the input and Basic Software, memory dimension, CPU clock
output data flows, and then may be rate, etc.).
considered for the actual context.

So, the principal characteristic of the
methodology io that, besides the most
critical functionalities and CSUs, the

0
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functionalities and CSUs which contain error considered is considerably reduced, the
filters or other fault-tolerance mechanisms introduced procedure requires a lot of time.
are considered with greater attention. Only For this reason and, in general, for a good
these parts are considered, and then the application of the methodology, it needs to
software to be studied carefully decreases automate the methodology itself.
in dimension.•

In this context, a weighted metric may be
By identifying the critical parts, the created, basing on the functionalities and
methodology allows to support the project CSUs risk classes. This metric may be
choices, by developing procedures that applied at the end of the analysis and
manage the errors and recover the failure detailed design phases.
situations; and, it allows to minimize the This is the next step to be achieved.
testing activities, by planning the
functional and structural tests and the Furthermore, the methodology furnishes good
relative covering requirements; and, it rules to identify the most critical parts of
allows to point out those software parts On the software. To obtain a quality product,
which the walkthroughs and the inspections it is necessary to adopt opportune fault-
have to be made. tolerance methodologies.
So, the methodology allows to obtain a Afterwards, it follows the necessity to
quality product with reduced time and create an expert system, which evaluates the
resources cost. contingent demand and decides the fault-

tolerance type to be adopted in the actual
The introduction of opportune fault- context.
tolerance mechanisms increase the
reliability of the software part, and then, This expert system may operate together with
of the whole system. The fault-tolerance the previously hypothetical weighted metric.
mechanisms have to be applied in a
discriminated manner, looking at the maximum 6. RZUI38
effect with the minimum alteration and
additional code. 1. Musa,J.D and Iannino,A. and Okumoto,K.,

"Software Reliability", USA, McGraw 0
By identifying the most critical Hill, 1987
functionalities and CSUs, the methodology
reduces considerably the number of 2. Wichmann,B.A., "Software in Safety-
functionalities and CSUs to be treated with related Systems, UK, John Wiley and Sons
particular attention, and then represents a Ltd., BCS Wiley, 1992
useful means to integrate the traditional
methods. 3. Siewiorek,D.P. and Swarz,R.S., "Reliable

Computer System - Design and 0
5. FUflZ DEVRLP0=S Evaluation", USA, National Physical

Laboratory, Digital Press, 2nd. Ed.,
Sometimes, in particularly big projects, 1992
although the number of functionalities to be
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4. "Eurofighter - Software Development 8. "Software Aspects of System Safety 0
Standards", PL-J-019-E-1006, Issue 2 Assessment Procedure",PL-J-000-t-1020,
Draft A, January 19921 Issue 1, April 1990

5. "Defence System Software Development", 9. "The Development of Safety Critical
D00-STD-2167A, Military Standard, 29 Software for Airborne Systems",
February 1988 00-31 / Issue 1, Ministry of Defence,

Interim - Defence Standard, 3 July 1981
6. "Hazard Analysis and Safety

Classification of the Computer and 10. "System Safety Engineering Design Guide
Programmable Electronic System Elements for Army Material",
of Defence Equipment", MIL-HDBK-764 (MI), 12 January 1990
00-56 / Issue 1, Ministry of Defence,
Interim - Defence Standard, 5 April 1991 11. "Software Reliability Requirements

Analysis and Specification for ESA Space
7. "Software Reliability", MIL-HDBK-338, 15 System and Associated Equipment", ESA

October 1984 PSS-01-230 / Issue I Draft 4, June 1989

Discussion

Question C. BENJAMIN * *
How is the methodology applied? Do it rely on inspection of the structural analysis and structural design charts?

Reply

The methodology has been applied on the graphs obtained with the structural analysis applicaion. during the software
requirments analysis phase, and on the graphs obtained with the HOOD applicatio, during the design phase. We me
develoing a tool to manage greater projects and to operate with the rsults obtained from other method application (eg
CORE).

Question W. MALA

What definition has been used for the various risk classes eg class 1, class 2, etc?

Reply

The risk class defiition has been derived ftom RTCA DO 178A using the risk class terms "caastrophic". etc.
More precisely, the isk classes utilized in the paper me:

class 1 : an error affecting the human life and the environment
class 2: an error that can produce situation in which the human

life is not safeguarded,
class 3: an error that does not affect the human life safety.

• - -• . . .= .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . , li . . .. .. . . . . . . .I]II t . .. . - . .. .
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ROME LABORATORY

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

Elizabeth S. Kean 4

Rome Laboratory/C3CB
525 Brooks Rd

GriMss AFB NY 13441-4505
United States

S;UMMARY technology in areas such as processor and
memory technology, compilers and

This paper highlights the technology recently programming languages, data bases, operating
developed or under development in the US Air systems, artificial intelligence (AI) and decision
Force's Rome Laboratory Software Engineering aids, computer security, and software
Technology Branch. This program is generic in engineering technology. Rome Laboratory is the 0
nature, focused around development and support only Air Force Lab chartered to do "generic"
of large, mission critical and embedded software computer technology. Research and
systems, and thus is very relevant to the development products have found their way into
development and support of avionics systems. programs like the F-16, LANTIRN, PAVE-
Further, when a technology is programming PAWS, WWMCCS, MX, PERSHING, and
language sensitive or a demonstration vehicle many more too numerous to mention. The basic 0
requires selection of a specific language, the premise is that automated software tools that
programm language selected is always Ada. support solid software engineering principles is
Finally, this program has four major thrusts. the way to approach the productivity and quality

problems from a technological perspective. Both
One thrust emphasizes system definition DoD and Air Force studies of the "software
technology and is concerned with development crisis" cite concerns over burgeoning demand for
and validation of requirements and software, lack of stability in requirements,
specifications. A second thrust explores and shortages of skilled personnel, and high costs
builds technology for integrated software and for software error correction.
system engineering environments, with
emphasis on tools, process support and The program is focused on all phases of the
enforcement, and support to development and system and software life cycle from requirements 0
acquisition managers. New explorations in this analysis through code, test, integration, and post
area include certification methodologies and tools deployment support to fielded systems. We are
for reusable software components, and software faced with an ever diminishing defense budget
fault-tolerance (robustness). A third thrust deals and many of the systems in existence today will
with the specification, prediction, and be around for some time in the future.
assessment of software quality. Rome Lab has a Improvements to these systems to maintain a 0
framework for dealing with all aspects of strong defense will be needed and the software
software quality that has proven itself in Japan. engineering technology applied during their
The newest thrust is on softare engineering for initial development must be augmented during
high performance computing. This unique the post deployment phase in order to assure
program is evaluating and developing generic continued success and mission compliance. The
software methods and tools for using high software engineering program consists of the 0
performance, massively parallel computers in following technology areas: System/Software
embedded and other mission critical applications. Support Environments, System Definition

Technology, Software and System Quality, and
INTRODUCTION Software for High performance Computers.The

allocation of the total software engineering
Rome Laboratory, formerly Rome Air program to these areas enables a focus on high •
Development Center (RADC), is one of the Air payoff technology at key points in the life cycle.
Force's four super-labs. It is headquartered at, The extensive use of Air Force Materiel
Griffiss Air Force Base, which is adjacent to the Command (AFMC) operational test and
city of Rome, New York. For over forty years, evaluation (Beta) test sites coupled with a
Rome Lab and its predecessor RADC, have been Technology Transition Plan with the HQ Air
a major force in computer science and Force Software Technology Support Center

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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(STSC) provide significant opportunities to 2167A. System engineering capabilities will be
assure program responsiveness to user needs developed to augment the SLCSE and provide
and technology transition. for hardware, firmware, and software ND

development. Tools for functional 0
1. SYSTEM/SOFTWARE SUPPORT decomposition of system requirements into their
ENVIRONMENTS respective allocations will be conducted such that

all system components will be accounted for
The objectives in this area are to develop life along with the automated production of user
cycle support capabilities for software intensive documentation. The Environment supports a
systems, to certify the reusability of software multiplicity of high order languages including
components, develop advanced test techniques Ada, FORTRAN, COBOL, and JOVIAL. A
for fault tolerant software, and to serve as the SLCSE Project Management System (SPMS)
transition vehicle for Rome Laboratory software enables program managers to track software life
engineering products. Current work in the area cycle progress during development and to
has focused on an integrated software match effort expended against the work
engineering life cycle framework called the breakdown structure established, report on
Software Life Cycle Support Environment milestone activity, and to conduct critical path
(SLCSE) (see Figure 1). analyses. An Ada Test and Verification System

(ATVS) is a component of the SLCSE tool set
.. and is available to be applied during the

UsrM Database development of and support to Ada software
Ifltgna• •f WC systems. SLCSE has undergone beta-testing in

the aerospace community and was called "the"
SLCSE state-of-the-art environment by the late Dr

EXECUTnvE Howard Yudkin, president and CEO of the
Software Productivity Consortium.

....... . ... . Enhancements to the SLCSE resulting in an
.. i . - improved framework are ongoing which will

significantly improve the common user interface
TOOL.E and allow the database to communicate with

Tl several commercially available database
Recite management systems. System engineering

Mo•grn concepts are being examined to determine the
"Toots best way to incorporate system engineering tools 0
and methods into the environment. The
enhancements also provide a means to control

SProto- Prog General and manage the process of software development
Desiypg Mgt support and production and will be tailorable to unique
Tools Tools Tools organizational or mission needs. A distributed

architecture will be employed to enable remote
use of common terminals for text processing and

. ,-message handling as well as sophisticated work
stations for more complex and difficult software

Figure 1 tasks.

Software Life Cycle Support The enhanced product called ProSLCSE is being 0
Environment funded by Rome Laboratory, the Electronic

(S L CS E) Systems Division, and the Strategic Defense

Initiative. ProSLCSE provides a computer-based
The SLCSE allows a system developer or framework which may be instantiated to create
maintainer to capture the productivity and quality an environment tailored to accommodate the
enhancements provided by today's Computer specific needs of a software development or
Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools in a support project. A ProSLCSE environment
single environment, with a single common user supports a total lifecycle concept (i.e., concept
interface and data base. SLCSE can be arbitrarily exploration, demonstration and validation, and
packed with tools to the degree the user wants. If engineering and manufacturing development). A
used properly from the beginning of a key feature of the ProSLCSE is the repository
development, SLCSE will automatically provide that contains all the accumulated information that
all the documentation required by DOD-STD- can be transitioned to the Post-Deployment

* S• -
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Support lifecycle phase. The ProSLCSE users to become involved in the requirements
Environment will be fully productized and process, to provide techniques for automated
supported with training, documentation, on-site code production, develop reusable
and on-call assistance, and site specific specifications, and to integrate requirements •
installation and start-up. (Rome Laboratory engineering technology more fully with the life
Point-of-Contact: Mr. James R. Milligan, cycle process. The Rome Laboratory
RL/C3CB, GAFB NY 13441-5700, Phone: Requirements Engineering Environment (see
(315) 330-2054, DSN 587-2054) Figure 2) attempts to overcome requirements

oriented problems by keeping the user involved
Planned efforts include the development of a in the process and by providing the user with an 0
certification methodology and tools to enable early, and first hand, view of what the final
software developers to determine a "level of product should look and feel like.
confidence" in candidate software components
identified as having reuse potential whether these
components exist in a library or have been
applied in like systems. Levels of certification SUN 4/UNIX MACINTOGH •
will be based on user needs analysis and the
desired/required confidence level sought. (Rome
Laboratory Point-of-Contact: Ms. Deborah A +
Cerino, RL/C3CB, GAFB NY 13441-5700,
Phone: (315) 330-2054, DSN 587-2054)

Another effort will develop advanced test

techniques for fault tolerant software systems Very High Level System Modeling For
and will address issues in software requirements Graph"ia Language FunctionsData
analysis and design for fault tolerance which can Rapid Interface User Viewpoints
be integrated with conventional fault detection Protoyplng Consistency Checking

and fault isolation techniques which have Validation
traditionally dealt with hardware base Very High Level Graphical
approaches. (Rome Laboratory Point-of-Contact: Langauge For.
Mr. Roger J. Dziegiel, Jr., RLUC3CB, GAFB system Prototypng
NY 13441-5700, Phone: (315) 330-2054, DSN Function Decomposition
587-2054) Algorithm Devepmt

Executable Speciatioi n

2. SYSTEM DEFINITION Datallow

TECHNOLOGY

Recognizing that requirements errors are the
most frequent (over 50% of all errors) and more
expensive to correct the further they percolate
through the system (up to 50 times more
expensive to correct in system integration than in
requirements analysis), the Rome Laboratory has Figure 2
focused on technology to catch those errors Requirements Engineering
during the requirements phase itself. The process Environment
begins with the elicitation of user requirements En 0
whereby the user states operational requirements (REE)
in terminology that the user is familiar with. The
next step is to translate those requirements into a developed and demonstrated tools to rapidly
specification of what is required for the solution dvope and demons too th raply
or system to be fielded and it is up to the prototype the requirements for the displays,
acquisition agent to build a system and software functionality, algorithms, and performance of a
that is responsive to the users needs. There are io31 system and to insure that all the individuals 0
many opportunities for requirements to be involvem ve i ndloping specifications for the
misunderstood or incorrectly specified since the system have a consistent set of views on the
user is typically not directly involved in the asistem This technology is being integrated into
process after the initial phases of the life cycle, a single requirements engineering workstation
The Rome Laboratory program in this area is environment. The primary integration vehicle
concentrated on producing a Requirements will be the object management system. It will 0
Engineering Environment to enable end-item

0 0
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store all information which is not in the exclusive is currently underway to develop the architectural 6
domains of the individual tools, thereby allowing design for this environment. (Rome Laboratory
sharing of information which is needed by one Point-of-Contact: Mr. James L. Sidoran,
or more of the other tools. The environment RL/C3CB, 525 Brooks Rd., GAFB NY 13441-
supports the research and development of 4505, Phone: (315) 330-2762, DSN 587-2762)
methods and tools and the application of their
application to realistic C31 system and The REE/ProSLCSE integration will provide a
software requirements problems and the means for the specifications developed using
evaluation of these methods and tools in terms of advanced requirements engineering technology
the productivity of the processes involved to be directly input to the process established and
and quality of the products they produce. controlled by the ProSLCSE Environment, to

track requirements throughout the remainder of
Reusable C31 specifications are being the life cycle, and to provide complete
addressed to examine their potential for post requirements traceability. The integration will
deployment block upgrades and application to make use of both expert systems technology and
other systems. Instead of code reusability existing object oriented database technology to
(which may not meet performance requirements) determine and transfer the requirements from the
the specifications for similar systems may be Requirements Engineering Environment database
decomposed and assessed for reusability of to the ProSLCSE database. (Rome Laboratory
specifications which have been verified and Point-of-Contact: Ms. Elizabeth S. Kean,
validated under operational conditions. (Rome RL/C3CB, 525 Brooks Rd., GAFB NY 13441-
Laboratory Point-of-Contact: Mr. William E. 4505, Phone: (315) 330-2762, DSN 587-2762)
Rzepka, RL/C3CB, GAFB NY 13441-5700, 4

Phone: (315) 330-2762, DSN 587-2762) 3. SOFTWARE AND SYSTEM

In the future, the emphasis in requirements
engineering technologies at Rome Laboratory The Software and System Quality area provides
will shift to considering more formal approaches technology to specify, measure, and assess the
which take advantage of matured Al technologies quality of the software product. If the process is 0 4

such as the Knowledge Based Software instituted and managed as described above in the
Assistant (KBSA). Since the early 1980's Rome ProSLCSE, then the products should be more
Laboratory has been developing the KBSA as an correct and reliable. The automated assessment
alternative software development paradigm in of product quality enables the process to be
which a formal executable system specification measured and adjusted accordingly for optimum
evolves through the elicitation and use of scarce resources. A framework and an •
transformation of informal requirements automated tool called the QUality Evaluation
expressed in representations familiar to the System (QUES) (see Figure 3) has been
application scientist or engineer, developed at the Rome Laboratory for

quantitatively measuring the quality of virtually
Planned work involves the development of a every product of the software life cycle, from the
Advanced Requirements Engineering requirements specification to the delivered 0
Workstation and the integration of the current software and documentation. Nippon Electric
Requirements Engineering Environment with the Company has already used the technology to
Process Oriented Software Life Cycle Support achieve a net 25% increase in productivity for
Environment (ProSLCSE). In the first effort, software development, and a decrease in of 51%
corporate knowledge and skills applied to in first year maintenance costs. The Rome
previous systems may be brought to bear on new Laboratory has demonstrated the feasibility of 0
problems and system developments. Domain and expert systems to assist in the selection and
community knowledge can be input to the tailoring of these metrics in command and
requirements process to further assist the user in control, intelligence, and space applications.
defining and specifying system and software Software reliability/test integration techniques
requirements. The Advanced Requirements have been developed which combine software
Engineering Workstation will make use of both testing techniques such as path testing, symbolic •

conventional software engineering technologies execution, and mutation analysis with reliability
and artificial intelligence approaches to develop assessment. The results of this effort will take
an environment for modeling requirements the form of a guidebook. A modest effort for
which supports multiple external views of the software quality methodology enhancements is
requirements while maintaining a single examining the theoretical aspects of software
consistent internal representation system which quality metrics and software quality effects for 0
allows reasoning about the requirements. Work advanced architectures such as parallel and

0 • 0
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highly concurrent processing effort to address 4. SOFTWARE FOR HIGH
the integration and exploitation of software PERFORMANCE COMPUTERSquality specification and assessment
technology. The Rome Laboratory program in the area of 0

Software Technology for High Performance
computing is directed at the development of

AD^ PM software engineering technology to cope with
Data Collectio Foarms complex systems consisting of a mix of

ware Prolet Reo sequential and highly parallel computing
equipments. Current investigations have 0
produced reports which describe shortfalls in

- oUmES software high performance computer
architectures. In addition, ongoing work is
focused on the development of a Parallel
Evaluation and Experimentation Platform

Softwe Quality Goals (PEEP) (see Figure 4) which will enable •
Quality Ahievements researchers and developers alike to formulate

Quality Growth new approaches to algorithm and software
production which takes advantage of these

V performance multiplying computers. Areas to be
addressed include the impact of parallel

r , * architectures on existing software design 0
____ processes, identification of parallel processing

tools and techniques to support software
development for high performance computer

Software Quality Indicators architectures, understanding and isolation of
(AFSCP 8o0-14) target machine dependencies, tradeoffs between

software Management Indica" portability and efficiency, and the effect of 0
SoFtwa Managen nprogram language selection on the software
(AFSCP 800-43) design process.

A Cooperative Research and Development
Figure 3 Agreement (CRDA) in Parallel Software

Quality Evaluation System Engineering combines Air Force and industry 0
(QUES) resources to solve key problems faced by the use

of highly parallel computers and the software
A Cooperative Research and Development that is run on these machines, often in a
Agreement (CRDA) with industry is a joint heterogeneous environment consisting of both
venture to validate software quality technology, sequential and parallel processors. The period
to establish benchmarks and baselines for 1995-2000 will be characterized by distributed 0
comparative analysis, and to transition automated computing among heterogeneous computers,
software quality technology from the laboratory many of which may be high performance
to the field. The ongoing and planned activities computers.
by the members of the CRDA called the
Software Quality Consortium are providing the Planned work in this area involves the
means for both Air Force and industrial partners specification of a virtual machine interface layer 0
to acquire automated software quality for interaction between parallel software tools
technology, validate this technology on real- such as those found on the PEEP and candidate
world problems, and to transition software architectures that may be selected for
quality tools and technology so that it becomes a implementation. Portability will be a key factor
part of the process of producing systems. The in such a machine, new programming models
QUES tool is being used by the consortium to will be considered, and the machine will cover a •
evaluate .Loftware development products and wide range of high performance computers.
provide an assessment against specified (Rome Laboratory Point-of-Contact: Mr. Paul
software quality goals. (Rome Laboratory Point- M. Engelhart, RL/C3CB, GAFB NY 13441-
of-Contact: Mr. Andrew J. Chruscicki, 5700, Phone: (315) 330-4063, DSN 587-4063)
RL/C3CB, GAFB NY 13441-5700, Phone:
(315) 330-4476, DSN 587-4476)

. . . .. . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .0. . . .
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P. Cavano, RL/C3CB, GAFB NY 13441-5700,

Phone: (315) 330-4063, DSN 587-4063)[r] Too"S Fw. REEENE
Dcmoii Boehm, B. W. "Software Engineering; TRW-,

Posil Sokftm SS-76-08, TRW Defense Systems Group,
agortm TeMng Redondo Beach CA (October 1976).

A t MBoehrn, 
B. W. "Software Engineering

Traropw.,t E.~ro t/ Economics"; Prentice-Hall, Inc. New York NY

- r p (1981).

I Bums, C., "Parallel Proto - A Software
Requirements Specification, Analysis and
Validation Tool, Proceedings AIAA Computing
in Aerospace 8, Baltimore, MD (October 1991)

DiNitto, S., "Rome Laboratory"; Cross Talk,
The Journal of Defense Software Engineering,

Portable, Ease of e Green, C. et a].; "Report on a Knowledge-Based

HWi Productiv Software Assistant"; RADC-TR-83-195, Rome
Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, NY
(August 1983).

Figure 4 Harris, D. and Czuchry, A.; "Knowledge Based * *
Parallel Evaluation and Requirements Assistant"; RADC-TR-88-205,
Experimintation Platform Vols. I & II Rome Air Development Center,

(PEEP) Griffiss AFB, NY (October 1988).

An architecture independent parallel design tool Milligan, J.R. "The Process-Oriented Software
is planned which will provide a means to design Life Cycle Support Environment (ProSLCSE)
heterogeneous systems consisting of both "SEE" It Today (Tomorrow May Be Too Late)",
sequential and parallel computing equipments. Proceedings 4th International Conference on
The tool will extend current design strategies for Strategic Systems, Huntsville, AL (March 1992)
sequential tool building, develop utilities for aid
in design understanding, and will demonstrate an Pease, D, "Parallel Computing Systems", RL-

advanced human computer interface for ease of TR-92-131, Rome Laboratory, Griffiss AFB,
use and tool applicability. (Rome Laboratory NY (June 1992)
Point-of-Contact: Ms. Milissa M. Benincasa,
RL/C3CB, GAFB NY 13441-5700, Phone: Rzepka, W. E. "A Requirements Engineering
(315) 330-7650, DSN 587-7650) Testbed: Concept, Status and First Results";

Proceedings 22nd Hawaii International
In future efforts software issues that must be Conference on System Sciences", Vol. II,
addressed to realize the performance benefits of Kailua-Kona, HI (January 1989).
high performance computing include improving
algorithm science, parallel languages technology Strelich, T. "Software Life Cycle Support
and software development environments to help Environment" RADC-TR-89-385, Rome Air
integrate computers of various designs. Development Center (February 1990).
Computation strategies will be needed that can
work with a variety of architectures (e.g., shared Yau, S.S. et al; "A Partitioning Approach for
vs distributed memories) to obtain economy of Object-Oriented Software Development for
use through algorithm and software reuse, to Parallel Processing Systems", Proceedings 16th
permit effective testing and to make available Annual International Computer Software and
common high level packages such as fourth- Applicatiuons Conference, Chicago, IL

generation languages which will be graphic- (September 1992)
based, nonprocedural and end-user oriented.
(Rome Laboratory Point-of-Contact: Mr. Joseph
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Discussion

Question R. SZYMANSKI

How will you make your curent environment development efforts more successful than previous US DoD environment
development efforts?

Reply

The approach we amc using is to build a framework for the user interfac and database and allow project managers to
define off-the-sheff or their own internal tools to be incorporated within SLCSE. The key is for the data to be maintained
throughout the lifecyde. Where we awe building specific tools, we are using off-the-shelf tecnology and encouraging the 0
developpers to commercialize the tools.

Question lD GRAND!

You addressed the major area of SW re-use. Is the focus of your investigation on code re-use or is your approach more
general and addresses also specification and design re-use? In this 2nd case, what is your strategic approach for *
identifying re-usable specification and design?

Reply

Each of the aeas addresses re-use from their perspective. However, the system/software environments area is looking at
re-use in general. They are addressing certification of specification, design, code, etc.

Question D. NAIRN

What is the relationship of your work to CAIS, APSE, european PCTE environment standardization programs?

Reply

The pro-SLCSE program is attending and monitoring all of the standards activities. In particular, pro-SLCSE is CALS
compliant and supports POSIX. PCTE is closely monitored.

* 0
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A Common Ada Run-Time System For Avionics Software

Clive L Benjamin
Marc J. Pitarys

Wright Laboratory (WL/AAAF-3)
Building 635, 2185 Avionics Circle, Wright-Patterson AFB,

Ohio 45433-7301, USA

Eliezer N. Solomon
Steve Sedrel

Westinghouse Electronic Systems Group P.O. Box 746, MS 432,
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0746, USA

SUMMARY

The United States Air Force (USAF) RTS, and between the Ada compiler and * *
requires the use of the Ada programming the RTS. Incremental coding of the
language in the development of new CARTS prototype is being done by DDC-I
weapon system software. Each Ada for the MIPS R3000 processor, and by
compilation system uses a Run-Time Tartan for the Intel 80960 MC processor.
System (RTS) for executive services such Several prototypes have been developed
as tasking, memory management, and and tested. This paper covers the 0
system initialization. Implementing and significant CARTS features and services
using rustom RTS services in each offered to avionics software engineers.
software development activity inhibits The paper provides the results of
avionics software reuse and portability, performance testing of the CARTS
In addition, the USAF must support many features. Finally, this paper provides
Ada compilers over the operational life information on the appropriate use of the
of the weapon system. Finally, extensive CARTS by avionics software engineers.
testing and knowledge is required for
each RTS. INTRODUCTION

In 1990 the USAF began defining a The CARTS effort seeks to address the
Common Ada Run-Time System (CARTS) issue of portability and maintainability 0
for real-time avionics applications. A raised by the use of custom run-time
contract was awarded to Westinghouse systems across different processors and
Electric Corporation (WEC) with compilers. It further seeks to demon-
subcontracts issued to compiler vendors strate the feasibility of a common Ada
DDC-I, Inc. and Tartan, Inc. A run-time system. The CARTS is aimed at
specification for the CARTS was different compilers and targets. A •
completed in 1991 and coding of selected complete implementation of the CARTS
CARTS features was undertaken. The would allow for a seamless port of
specification defined common interfaces application software from one target to
between the application software and the another, provided that the application

utilized both non-compiler-specific and

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineeringfor Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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non-target-specific code with CARTS (:ARTS Software Requirements
system calls. Specification (SRS) I11. These documents, 0

however, were not the only ones
researched for the CARTS SRS.

The prime contractor on the effort is
Westinghouse Electric Corporation (WEC) Specific requirements had also been
and the subcontractors are DDC-I Inc. identified and documented by other
and Tartan Inc. The CARTS is being members of the Ada community: the 0
developed on a VAX/VMS based DDC-I Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group
cross-compiler for the MIPS R3000, and (JIAWG) proposed requirements for a
on a VAX/VMS based Tartan cross- common Ada run-time system; ExTRA
compiler for the Intel 80960 MC. (Extensions Temps Real Ada) defined an

interface which was developed under the
CARTS is meant to be the center of a auspices of Aerospatiale, the French 0
complete Run-Time System (RTS). The Government Aerospace Agency; and, the
RTS consists of the Common Ada Run- Fourth International Workshop on Real-
Time System (CARTS), the Compiler Time Ada Issues (RTAW4) reviewed Draft
Specific Run-Time System (CSRTS), and 2.0 of the Ada 9X Revision Requirements
the Application Specific Run-Time document. In addition to this, input and
System (ASRTS). The CARTS is the feedback on the features that ought to be 0
portion of the RTS where the interfaces included in the CARTS, was solicited
and implementation are common across from internal user and client
different Ada compilers for the same communities of Westinghouse Electric
hardware environment. Corporation (WEC), the two

subcontractors, and the USAF.
The Compiler Specific Run-Time System s a

(CSRTS) contains those portions of the CARTS IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
RTS that may need to vary from one Ada
compiler to another, but can be common As mentioned in the Summary, the CARTS
across different applications using the Software Requirements Specification
same compiler. (SRS) was completed in 1991. However,

due to funding constraints, only a 0
The Application Specific Run-Time portion of the entire SRS, represented by
System (ASR1'S) contains those portions the selected features, was scheduled for
of the RTS that for a given compiler and the Design and Implementation of the
CARTS implementation may need to vary Prototypes. The focus of the effort was
from one application to another. directed to those CARTS features that

would be the most useful, and hence have 0
CARTS is aimed primarily at the real- the greatest payoffs, from the
time Ada avionics community and seeks perspectives of real-time avionics
to address its needs. In so doing, CARTS software engineers. These features,
builds upon the considerable work done selected and prioritized by the team,
by industry groups and by other constitute the focus of the discussion in
members of the Ada community in the this paper.
area of run-time systems. One of these
organizations is the ACM SIGAda, Ada Portions of the CARTS have been
Run-Time Environment Working Group implemented in three incremental
(ARTEWG). The ARTEWG sponsored prototypes as of the writing of this
efforts resulting in the Model Run-Time paper. Currently, a revision of the third
System Interface for Ada (MRTSI) and the prototype is being implemented and
Catalog of Interface Features and Options tested. The testing of CARTS is being
(CIFO) documents. These two documents carried out by the prime contractor,
form the basis for a major portion of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation

(WEC). The testing falls into two
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categories: CARTS-feature testing to Dynamic Priority refers to the ability of
assure compliance; and, performance a task's priority to be changed
testing to evaluate efficiency. CARTS dynamically. Dynamic Priority is
will be discussed in more detail in the extremely important in fault tolerant
Testing section of the paper. software. This feature is also included

in the package RTSPrimitives. The
CARTS FEATURES ability to change the priority of a task is

provided by two operations supported by
As indicated above, selected CARTS the procedure SetLBasePriority. One
features, identified as being of high SetBasePriority procedure, with two
priority, and having been the subject of parameters ot types Task.ID and
considerable discussion and debate, were System.Priority, allows the priority of a
proposed for implementation in the single task, specified by the Task.ID
CARTS prototypes. These more salient parameter, to be changed. The other 0
features are described in the ensuing Set-BasePriority procedure, with a
sections. single parameter of type System.Priority,

sets the priority of the calling task to the
Task Scheduling value of the parameter. Similarly, the

ability to enquire about the base priority
Task Scheduling has been identified as of a task is provided by two operations 0
the feature of highest priority by the supported by the function Base-Priority.
application development community. The One Base-Priority function, with a single
operations that support this feature are parameter of type Task.ID, returns the
contained in the package RTSPrimitives. base priority of the task indicated by
One of the operations is procedure that parameter. The other Base-Priority
Suspend-Self which enables the calling function returns the base priority of the * •
task to suspend itself. This procedure calling task
has a parameter of type SuspensionjiD.
The type Suspension-iD is an integer Task Identifiers
type that is RTS-defined, and it must
have a minimum of 254 values. These Task Identifiers have been identified by
values identify the reason(s) for the the authors of CIFO and of the Fourth 0
suspension of a task. A second operation International Workshop on Real-Time
is rrocedure Resume-Task. This Ada Issues (RTAW4) [21 as a feature of
procedure causes the state of the importance. Task Identifiers are a
"Suspended" task to be reset. This storable type used to uniquely identify a
procedure has two parameters. One is of specific task to the RTS. This
type TaskjD and the other is of type requirement is met by the package 0
Suspension-ID. The type Task-lD will be RTSTask.ID. This package defines a
defined in a later section. The third type Task-ID and some basic functions
operation is procedure Yield. This on Task IDs. The function SameTask
procedure causes the task to yield its checks whether the two parameters, of
physical processor to a waiting task of type Task-ID, identify the same task:
equal priority. These procedures, in the function returns a value of type 0
addition to those described in the Boolean. The function Self returns the
following section, accomodate Task TaskUlD of the calling task. Task
Scheduling. Another feature contained Identifiers, as mentioned in an earlier
in package RTSPrimitives, is section, are used as a building block for
Asynchronous Transfer of Control, which other operations. They are used to
will be discussed in a later section. implement Abort-Tasks, a procedure

contained in the package
Dynamic Priorities RTS-Task..Stages. This procedure is the

only feature that has been implemented
in that package. The procedure

•0 q
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implements the Ada Abort statement. speciiled interrupt, has a single
The parameter of the procedure is a list parameter of type
of valid Task-lDs. MachineSpecifics.interrupLlD.

AttachinterrupLHandler, binds a
Interrupt Handling handier procedure to the specified

interrupt, and has three parameters of
Interrupt handling is another of the high the following types:
priority features. This feature is also MachineSpecifics.lnterrupt-lD:
contained in the package RTSPrintitives. S) stem.Priority; and, System.Address.rlhe package contains support for the use Tlhe procedure DetachinterrupLtHandler
of procedures as interrupt handlers. The detaches the specified handier from the
types of interrupts supported are specified interrupt and restores the
specified here. system default handler. Interrupt-Task

delivers the specified virtual interrupt 0
Hardware Interrupts to the specified task. A more detailed

discussion of interrupt support in CARTS
Hardware interrupts are specific to a is the subject of another paper entitled
physical processor. The characteristics "Real and Virtual Interrupt Support: The
of the physical processor define the Mapping Of A CARTS Feature To Two
behavior of a hardware interrupt. The Different Architectures" 131, and is being 0
hardware interrupt handler procedure presented at Ada Europe '93.
may neither propagate an exception, nor
cause a transfer of control directly in the Clocks and Delays The Fourth
interrupted thread of control. International Workshop on Real-Time
Furthermore, it is globally bound to the Ada Issues (RTAW4) [21 identified a
corresponding hardware interrupt, requirement for a non-adjustable 0

monotonic clock which is used for delays
Traps and for periodic execution. This

requirement is the rationale for most of
rraps are internal signals which are the the ,- -,okage RTSClock. The function
result of an anomalous execution state in Clo, k returns a value that is
a particular task. A trap may cause an monotonically increasing over time. The •
exception to be raised in the package also contains operations
corresponding task. The binding of a DelaySelf and DelayUntil, and
trap to a trap handler procedure is ancillary arithmetic functions.
accomplished by the task executing the Delay-Self is an operation that allows the
AttachInterruptLHandler routine, calling task to block itself until a time of

D * seconds.per-time has elapsed; it
Virtual Interrupts takes a parameter of type Fine-Time.

Delay-Until is a procedure that causes
Virtual Interrupts can be used by one the calling task to be suspended until the
task to effect an Asynchronous Transfer Clock has reached a specified time T; it
of Control within another, target, task. A takes a parameter of type Time. Finally,
virtual interrupt handler procedure is the arithmetic functions add and
associated with the target task which subtract parameters of type Time and
attaches the virtual interrupt to the Fine-Time.
handler procedure. This procedure is
executed when the virtual interrupt is Asynchronous Entry Calls
delivered to the target task as the result
of a call on the Interrupt-Task operation. Asynchronous Entry Calls (AEC), an
These Virtual Interrupts are supported important CIFO requirement that has
by several operations, described herein, been fastidiously supported by the
The function InterruptPriority, which ARTEWG, was implemented in one of the
returns the priority associated with the earlier CARTS Prototypes. Whereas the

0
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Ada tasking model supports only implemented as of the writing of this
synchronous communication via entry paper, some preliminary testing has 0
calls, the AEC supports asynchronous already been conducted on each of the
communication via entry calls. This two final CARTS-compliant Prototypes, 4
mechanism allows the application for the two target architectures. The "
developer to enqueue an entry call to a testing can be divided into two categories
task without waiting for that task to as mentioned above. One category is the
accept the call. In the CARTS, the testing for compliance with the CARTS 0
package RIS.AsynchronousCalls SRS, and the other category is the testing
contains the procedure to assess the run-time performance of the
CalL.Asynchronous which has two implementation of the CARTS features.
parameters, one of type
AgenLtCollectionJlD, and the other of CARTS-specific tests were developed to
type ParameterBlock. The test compliance of the implementation of 0
Agent-Collection-lD type is used to the CARTS features. Almost all of the
identify the collection of system CARTS features that have been
resources allocated to execute the implemented in both compilers, have
asynchronous entry call. These system been tested for compliance. This has
resources are called Agents. The been accomplished by code inspection
Parameter-Block type is used to and by conducting the CARTS-feature 0
represent the block of parameter data tests.
that is transmitted by the asynchronous
entry call. The collection of Agents is The performance testing consists of a
created by the function subset of the Joint Intergrated Avionics
NewAgentCollection which has four Working Group (JIAWG), Performance
parameters: Acceptor, of type Task._D; Issues Working Group (PIWG), and Ada 0 *
E, of type Entry-Index; Number, of type Compiler Evaluation Capability (ACEC)
Positive; and, Length of type Positive. benchmarks. The performance testing
The Task-jD and EntryIndex represent, was done to assess whether the use of the
respectively, the task and entry calls various CARTS features that were
that Agents shall use to queue calls. The implemented was accompanied by any
first positive parameter refers to the significant overhead and run-time
number of Agents involved, while the degradation. The implementation of
second positive parameter refers to the CARTS into the Tartan baseline compiler
size of the ParameerBlock. A more for the 80960 MC caused no degradation
detailed discussion of the CARTS AEC in run-time performance of the
support is the subject of another paper executable code. As a matter of fact, the
entitled "The Implementation Of Tartan 80960 MC compiler showed the
Asynchronous Entry Calls On Two same execution times for all three
Different Architectures" [41, and is being prototypes. The DDC-I compiler, on the
presented at the National Aerospace other hand, showed significant
Conference (NAECON '93). improvement in the first two prototypes.

The difference in the execution speeds
TESTING can be attributed to other improvements 0

made in the compiler from DDC-I.
While the primary responsibility for the
design and implementation of the CARTS In addition to this type of unit testing,
features into the compilers was the WEC has developed a single application
domain of the compiler vendors, DDC-I that takes advantage of several CARTS
and Tartan, the primary responsibility features, all designed into the
for the testing was the domain of application. A discussion of this
Westinghouse Electric Corporation application is presented herein.
(WEC). Although revisions to the third
and final Prototype are being CARTS APPLICATION

0
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An application, the box scheme which is transparent to the
DistributedMaiLRouter (DMR), has actual physical distribution of the 0
been developed by Westinghouse Electric various application tasks. A typical
Corporation (WEC), to demonstrate the physical task distribution is shown in
various CARTS features which have been Figure 2. Although Figure 2 illustrates
implemented to date. The following three CPUs per chassis, and three
discussion describes the application and chassis, the system is obviously
the CARTS-specific support used to extensible to N CPUs as shown in Figure •
facilitate its design and implementation. 3. This particular configuration was

chosen with a view to facilitating
Description of the CARTS Application interactive debugging. Cooperative

scheduling between the application tasks
The DistributedMaiLRouter (DMR) is a is employed in order to manage the CPU
distributed system employing a mail-box resource on each module of the system.
mechanism for inter-task communication. The only exception to the cooperative
A logical system view is presented in scheduling scheme is the occurrence of
Figure 1. The different application tasks an interrupt (either hardware or
communicate with each other via a mail- virtual).

Application Apliato

TaskTaskApplicaflo
Task

ApplicatiApponaio

Taskk

Task 0

Figure 1. Logical View Of The System. 0

0I

* .
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Figure 2. Physical View Of The System.
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__0 0
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2 Mail Routfers
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Figure 3. Actual View Of The System.
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boxes, one being a Low-Priority mail-
When Ada '83 is used to realize a mail- box, and the other being a High-Priority
boxing scheme, mail-boxes are typically mail-box. The Virtual Interrupt handler
implemented as buffer tasks associated then transfers a mail-box message to the
with event flags which provide a means high or low priority mail-box using the
for a task to release the processor CallAsynchronous procedure of the
resource while it is "waiting" on an event RTSAsynchronousCalis package. The
to occur, such as the receipt of mail or an application task manages its mail-box
1/O event. Our approach to the servicing scheme by utilizing the
implementation of the mail-boxes uses "accept" statement, and the "count"
the Asynchronous Entry Calls (AEC) attribute for the entries designated as
feature of the CARTS to provide the same the mail-boxes for that task.
functionality as an Ada '83 approach.
The Asynchronous Entry Calls feature of The mail-box servicing scheme is 0
the CARTS allows the user to designate an implemented on top of the cooperative
entry(s) as an asynchronous entry(s). As scheduling philosophy. Each of the
a result of this action a queue is application tasks contains a main
associated with the designated entry processing loop which is executed after
which allows the caller of the entry to the initialization preamble. The
asynchronously queue a data structure algorithm for the main loop is presented •
which contains all the information the here.
accepting task requires to execute the
accept block at some "later time". if (HighPriorityMailbox'COUNT > O0 then

MAILBOX-STATUS :- HAVEHIGHPRLMAILl
elsif (LowProrityMjilbox'COUNT > 0) then

In the CARTS implementation, the MAILBOX_,SATUS:- HAV._LOW_PRLMAIL;
interface to the Asynchronous Entry else MAILBOXSTAThS:= NO_MAIL•

end if-,

Calls functionality is provided by the loop
package RTSAsynchronousCalls via case MA.ILBOXSTATUS is
subprograms and two data types. The when NOMAIL

select
private type AgentCollection-lD, and accept High-Priority-Mailbox do
the function NewAgent..Collection, are copy message to local variable

used to allocate collections of memory, end HighJPriorityMailbox;

which are used for the entry queues of accept Lowrriotity-Maihox do
the asynchronous entries. A call to the copy message to local variable

function New_.AgentLCollection returns a end Low_Prioriry_Mallbox;
end select;value of type AgentCollection-ID which when HAVFsl W_PRtMAIL

is used as a handle to identify that Yield; -- Allow another task to execute

particular collection of memory in a call accept owrorityMailbox do
copy message to local variable

to the CallAsynchronous procedure. end LowPriorityMailbox;
The NewAgentCollection function also when HAVEHIGHPRIMAJL =>

determines the number of asynchronous accept HighPriorityMailbox do
copy message to local variable

entry calls that may be queued at one end HighPriorityMailbox;
time, and the size of the parameter block end case;

(the other data type defined in the
package) which is to be used for passing process mai message
parameters to the accept statement. In if (HighPriorityMailbox'COUNT > 0) then

the DMR application, the number of MILBOXSTATUS : HAVEHIGHPRL.MAIL;
elsif (LowjPriority-Mailbox'COUNT > 0) then

entries to be queued represents the MARLBOXSTATUS:- HAVELOWPRIMAIL-
number of mail messages for that mail- else
box, and the size of the parameter block MAIlBOX_-.ATUS :- NOMAIL0

is the size of the actual message. Two end if;

entries per task are used as the mail- end loop; -- Main processing loop
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The invocation of the Yield procedure is a to briefly explain the priority scheme
dispatching point that causes the task used by the system. The highest priority
which called it, to be placed at the end of is a group of priorities called
the dispatch chain for the tasks of equal the Hardware-Interrupt range. The next
priority. priority is a single priority called the

C'riical-Region priority that is
In addition to modeling distributed represented by
tasking, the system also models a mode HardwareInterrupt'first - 1.
switching application. In this sense, the Immediately below the CriticaLRegion
system can be viewed as having four priority is another range of priorities
distinct modes of operation, and each called the Virtual-interrupt range.
mode is composed of a set of tasks that Below the Virtual-interrupt range is the
implements the required functionality of AsynchronousTransferOfControl
the mode. The Virtual Interrupt trigger range. Finally, at the bottom is
capabilities discussed in this paper, the ApplicationTask range. These map
along with the CARTS RTSPrimitives into the CARTS and Ada9X priority levels
subprograms, are used in the system to as follows: the Hardware-Interrupt
allow rapid Asynchronous Transfer of range is the same as the
Control (ATC) between tasks in order to System.lnterrupL.Priority range, and all
effect rapid reconfiguration of the others fall into the System.Priority
application tasks during mode change. range. The Critical-Region priority is

used to implement mutual exclusion in
The rest of this discussion is oriented the regions below the
towards the interrupt aspects of the Hardware-interrupt priorities by calling
implementation. Each CPU in the system a procedure in package RTSPrimitives
has a "routing table" that contains the which elevates the caller's Base-Priority0
information required by the mail routing to this level and masks off all hardware
subsystem, and the mode switching interrupts. When the critical region is
subsystem. Messages which are passed exited, the Base-Priority is returned to
between CPUs contain a header with its prior value and the interrupt masks
information which distinguish the are restored to their previous values. The
message either as a mail-box message, or elaboration of each application task
as a mode change message. Depending on triggers several actions: it allocates its
the type of the message, additional fields high and low priority mail-boxes; it fills
of the header provide the parameter data in the "routing table" with the necessary
needed by the mail routing and mode configuration information; it sets up its
switching algorithms. In the case of a Virtual-Interrupt handler procedure;
mail-box message, a high priority and, it then suspends itself by a call to
interrupt service task the procedure
(Virtual-Interrupt, explained below) RTSPrimitives.SuspendSelf. The
receives the message via an Virtual-interrupt handler is the same
Asynchronous Entry Call, and it for each application task. An example of
forwards it via another Asynchronous this is provided below.
Entry Call to the appropriate task. If the
message is a mode change, then the procedure ApplicationTaskVirtualIHl is

Mode : GlobaLTypes.Mode_'Type;
hardware interrupt handling procedure - ModTe-I .. N._4ode-
calls the Virtual Interrupt procedure begin

associated with the interrupt service Detennire the current mode via the application

task, and the handler effects the mode tk's CurreoLMode task Attribute-W

change for all mode-specific application Determine if the application task should be active

tasks resident in each CPU of the system. in the current mode of operation by checking the
"routing table"

Before going any further with the details if (not Active in this mode) then

of the Virtual Interrupts, it is necessary call RTSnPrmitives.Suspend.Self

0
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call kTSrmitiv&seBasePriori•y to reset the demonstrated. These portions of the SRS
task's priority to its "normal" value in the".routing tabW are represented by the features selected

as a result of the feedback obtained from
else a cross-section of the Ada community.

call RTSMPrtmitves.SeL.Base._Prorit3 to reset the
task-s priority to Its "normal" value in the real-time embedded systems developers;

"routing table" client communities of the compiler
end it subcontractors; and, the USAF. This

end ApplicationTaskVirtuallt ; feedback indicated a far greater desire

A mode change is executed when the for run-time systems to provide a real-

VirtuaLInterrupt handler for the time embedded system application

interrupt service task becomes active, developer with support for additional
run-time services that could be directly

procedure ModeChange-VirtuaUH is accessed by the application. The focus of
begin the effort was thus directed to those 0

Enter CriticalRegion CARTS features that would be the most

Determine the new mode by accessing the useful, and hence have the greatest
Current-Mode task attribute of the task to which payoffs, from the perspectives of real-
it is bound. This was set by the hardware time avionics software engineers. As is
interrupt handler procedure prior to
triggering this virtual Interrupt handler, evident, these features, selected and

prioritized by the team, and providing 0
Set the Current-Mode task attribute of all the such support for access to the low-level
application tasks using the data in the "routing features of the run-time system,
table" constituted the focus of the CARTS work

Fxt 'rt••- IRegion done to date.

QOjeue an Asynchronous Entry Call of the interrupt CARTS is a good baseline to assess the • 0
service task to acknowledge the mode change to
the other CPU concept of a common Ada run-time

system. Testing clearly shows that
Give all currently active application tasks application software, that would
"pending" Virtualnterrupts by calling the
RTSPrlmltives.lnterruptTask procedure for each otherwise be compiler- and/or target-
TasklD that is designated as Active for the specific based on specific run-O.me calls,
previous mode can be ported across CARTS-compliant 0

Call the RTSJ'rimitives.ResunweTask for each compilers/ run-time systems.
Task-lD designated in the "routing table" as
Active for the new mode ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Call the RTSPrimitives.SetLBasePriorty
procedure for each application task with a Special mention must be made of
pending VirtuaLlnterrupt, setting them to the Theodore P. Baker, Ph.D., of Florida State
AsynchronousTransferOfControl trigger level in
order to effect an Asynchronous Transfer of University, Tallahassee, Florida, USA.
Control to the application tasks as soon as this Dr. Baker is the primary author of the
procedure and any pending hardware interrupts Software Requirements Specification for
are complete the Common Ada Run-Time System

end ModeChangeVirtualIH1; (CARTS). The CARTS project would not
have been successful without his 0
assistance and guidance.

CONCLUSION

The development of the CARTS SRS is a REFERENCES
manifestation of the direction to
standardize the interfaces for Ada RTS's. [1]. Software Requirements Specification 0
The inherent program constraints, such for the Common Ada Run-Time System
as funding and schedule, dictated that (CARTS). Version 1.0, 1991.
only portions of the entire SRS, would be
designed, implemented, tested, and

0i
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Asynchronous Entry Calls On Two
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Discussion

Question W. MALA

Will your "common runtime system" be fully compatible with Ada-9X?

Reply

The common runtime system has been developped based on Ada 83. How far the "common runtime system" will be
compatible with Ada-9X cannot be answered yet, because the definition of Ada-9X has been completed a few month 0
ago. Further investigation will be necessary.

Question P.C. BROWN

Is there any intention to put the standard RTS forward as a public domain standard?

Reply

At this time, there are no plans to the Common Ada Runtime System as a public standard.

- 0
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Ada Run Time System Certification for Avionics Applications •

Jacques Brygier - Marc Richard-Foy

Alsys
29 Avenue Lucien-Ren6 Duchesne

79170 La Celle Saint Cloud W
France

Aitrat. The certification procedures apply to a flail control of life-support systems. The use of software has
equipment including both hardware and software grown over the last decade with the availability of low
components. The issue is that the equipment supplier must cost, high performance hardware. This growth has been
integrate various components coming firom separate almost surreptitious and it is only recently that society has
sources. In particular, the Ada Run Tune System is realised that the safety of many human lives and much
embedded in the equipment as any other application property now depends directly or indirectly upon the
component. This leads to two major requirements: correctness of software.

a. the Ada Run Time System must be a glass box The major attraction of software is its flexibility. However
b. unused run4ime services must be eliminated from the this very flexibility brings with it a greatly increased

embedded components. chance of error. There is now a strong awareness that
positive measures are required in order to reduce the risks

The first requirement comes from the civil aviation of errors in what has come to be called Safety Critical
procedures DO 178A [11 and the second is a consequence Software.
of the need to proof the system. This can lead to eliminate
some unpredictible or unafe Ada language features. The There is a consequential growing concern in all major * O
criticity of the system consists of three levels: critical, industrial nations regarding the legal obligation of
esseadal and non essentiaL The report ARINC 613 (from companies and their officers to ensure that systems do not
the Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee) surveys violate safety requirements. Thus an officer of a company
the Ada language and provides a list of features not to be might be held personally liable for loss of life or property
used in avionics embedded software at least for the two caused directly or indirectly by incorrect software
first levels. installed in the company, sold by the company, or 0

Two solutions are proposed: installed in a product sold by the company.

I. The SMall Ada Run Time System (SMART) which An extensive discussion of safety critical systems which

meets such requirements for an Ada subset. T'his Run are usually also real-time control systems will be found in

Tune System does not support tasking, exception and refrce [21.

dynamic memory allocation except for global objects 0
or fixed size collections. We show how calls to this 2 The Aviloks Example
reduced Run Tune System can be generated by the
standard Ada compilation system. The avionics industry has taken the lead in the

development of safety critical systems. A modem
2. The alternative Run Tune System called C-SMART commercial aeroplane contains a diverse combination of

which is an approach used by Boeing with the computers. These computers may control non-critical 0
cooperation of Alsys for the B777 project. C-SMART functions such as the entertainment systems or cabin
shares most of the SMART functionalities. Two lights, or safety critical systems such as engines, flaps,
major differences exist: it requires a devoted Ada ailerons, or brakes.
compilation system and Alsys provides the end-user
with the test plan of C-SMART which consists also Before an aeroplane can carry fare-paying passengers, it
of unitary tests set. must undergo a thorough certification process to provide 0

an acceptable level of confidence that it is safe to do so.
The certification process starts early in the development

1 Introductlom of an aeroplane. Confidence in the safety of an aeroplane
is built up with the aeroplane itself. Each component of

Software now pervades almost every aspect of human the aeroplane is assigned a criticality level, depending on
endeavour. Our transport systems depend on software for the effects its failure would have on the safety of the 0
both control of vehicles and the infrastructure. Our passengers. The confidence in each component must
financial system depend on software for the control of match the adverse effect that the component would have
production. Our hospitals depend on software for the should it fail.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineerngfor Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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As many of the components of an aeroplane ame controlled of the Requrements document, the Design document, the 6
by computer software, the safety of the components is Software test plan and the Configuration plan.
critically dependent on the safety of the embedded
software. The critical role that software plays in the safety 3.2 SoAware Verificatito Plan
of an aeroplane has forced the development of guidelines
to help independent assessment of its safety. The Software Verification plan describes how the

software is shown to be safe. It describes how the
The Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics is an evidence for the assessment is collected and how it is
organisation in the United States with representation from presented. The verification of systems safety is done by
Government, Airline, Airframe and component review, testing and possibly format analysis. The plan 0
manufacturers. The RTCA published a document must show how confidence is built up in the lower level
(Number RTCA/DO-178) in January 1982, called software components and how the integration of these
"Software Consideration in Airborne Systems and components satisfies the requirements of the system as a
Equipment Certification*. This document was later whole. Although thorough testing is always required,
revised in co-ordination with the European Organisation there is some debate over the use of formal verification
for Civil Aviation Electronics (EUROCAE) and was methods at the source level.
published as DO-178A in March 1985. A further revision,
DO-178B, is expected to be published in 1993. By the Stylised mathematical equations which express the intent
beginning of 1993, most new software certification efforts of a program may be mapped to source code. Tools which
will be conducted under the guidelines of this now perform mathematical instructions can perform various
document. checks which test the correctness of the set of equations.

Formal verification of the source code alone cannot show
These and other safety standards all require or recommend that the software is safe.
the use of best practices in all aspects of systems
development. One area which is of key importance is the Any tool used to verify the safety of an application is
programming language used as the basis of the final subject to the same level of verification as the application
installed system. The standards specify the use of a (if there is no further analysis done on the tool's output).
language which is well defined, has validated tools, Demonstrating the correctness of a program at the source
enables modular programming, has strong checking code level does not guarantee that the generated code and
properties and is clearly readable. the way is operates on the designated target processor

configuration is safe.
The conclusion is inevitable: of all the widely available
languages, only Ada is an appropriate baseline for safety 4 Testing for Safety
critical software.

Several kinds of testing strategies are required to achieve •
3 The Software Development Process confidence in a safety critical system. "P lak Box" testing

checks that each finction generates the expected results
All Certification Guidelines stress the importance of a under all conditions that the function may experience. The
process based on sound engineering practice. The steps to goal of these tests is to check the behaviour of the
be taken in the development of the safety critical software function based on its observable effects. Each function
must be well understood and documented before the must be tested with its typical data values, and also with 0
software can be certified for safety critical applications. its data values at the boundaries to check the extreme
Rather than waiting until the software is fully developed conditions which may be experienced.
and tested, it is wise to involve the certification authorities
in the early planning stages. "Glass Box" testing is a more stringent testing process. It

involves analysing the structure of a function under test to
3.1 Software Development Plan ensure that all the elements of the function are required,

all the elements are executed, and that all execution paths
To raise the confidence in safety critical software, the in the application are adequately covered. The tests must
development stages used in its production must be ensure that the program executes all conditions, and must
understood. Software developed by a software engineer also ensure that all conditions work correctly when
working alone does not instil the confidence required to evaluated to both true and false.
flight certify a system. A preferred approach is to use a 0
team which follows a controlled software engineering Multiple conditions tests are more difficult to formulate.
method. It is important that the method be used They require tests which set all conditions to a known
consistently on the project. state, and then each individual condition is set and reset to

ensure that setting and resetting individual conditions
One of the first documents to be produced is the Software causes a desired effect. Programs may be transformed by
Development Plan. This plan must describe the assigning a multiple condition expression to a Boolean
development stages together with a description of the variable. This assignment would precede to conditional
materials developed and their acceptance criteria. The statement which would simply test the Boolean variable.
software development plan must describe the production Such a transformation does not reduce the testing

0 *
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requirement. Each condition must be toggled and the accessed in a logical maner. The address

result which is assigned to the Boolean variable must be representation clause, enumeraion reprsentation

checked against the branches of the conditional statement clause, and unchecked conversions are some of the

takes features which enable the program to be mapped to 0
the target processor directly.

The tests and testing environment have to be designed to
ensure that the tested software is as close to the final Control over the visibility of types, operations and
configuration as possible. If the testing environment is data provides a way of limiting the features which
intrusive, the test results must describe the differences that may be used by any program unit. For example,
can be expected between the tested and final product before the generic function

UNCHECKED-CONVERSION can be used, it
All the System and Software Requirements must be must be made visible by a wfth clause. This exposes
adequately covered by tests. All Derived Requirements, the places that this potentially unsafe feature can be
which are implicit, must also be adequately covered by used, and allows special treatment and testing to
tests. The derived requirements address features like ensure that the safety of the program as a whole is not
initialisation of the stack, or set-up of heap addressing compromised. 0
registers. To ensure that every requirement, and every
byte of code is tested, a compliance matrix must be Ada is, however, a general purpose Language and there are
produced which records the relationship between a number of Ada language features which should not be
documents, code, tests and test results. used in safety critical systems. A safety critical program

must be totally bounded in time and memory used. This
5 Safe Ada Programming time taken to execute, and the amount of memory used by

each element of the program must be determined and
Ada has properties which make it a natural choice for the verified as part of the certification process. It is extremely
development of safety critical systems. difficult to determine the bounds of certain Ada constructs

as they include call to the run-time system which may

" Ada is an ANSI and ISO standard. It is well defined need ut traverse run-time data structures which change as

and stable and thus provides a portable foundation for the program executes. • *
the development of supporting tools and libraries.
The well-established validation mechanism gives Tasking operations require calls to run-time routines
trust in the general quality of Ada compilers. which may scan various queues and analyse several data

structures during the scheduling process. The time taken
"* Ada supports Object Oriented Design. In particular to perform these operations depends on the state of the

there is strong support for abstraction and the reused tasking queues, which in turn depends on the state of the

of tested components. tasks at any given time. The time taken by the task •
operations cannot be determined unless all the possible

" Ada has a legible style. This is important for the states of the tasks can be determined at each of these run-
satisfactory execution of certification steps such as time calls. Writing a test for each tasking operation under
peer review and walkthroughs as well as later each of these combinations of task states is formidable.
maintenance. The current state of the art precludes such testing.

Dynamic use of tasks is thus not recommended in safety S
" Ada has a coherent modular construction. Separate critical systems.

compilation facilities enable the application to be
written as a set of units, with interface specifications The time and memory used during the elaboration of
and the dependencies on their use clearly exposed. exception declarations and during the raising of an
Ada compilers enforce these dependencies and exception are predictable. Finding an exception handler
ensure that if any interface specification is once an exception has been raised involves searching 0
recompiled, then the corresponding unit that uses the through subprogram stack frames, or loading through
interface must also be recompiled. Generally this tables which hold exception handler addresses. The time
enables the organised construction of a program from taken to locate the appropriate handler depends on the
trusted components. dynamic nesting of subprograms. Testing for all possible

subprogram combinations at each point an exception can
" Ada aids the detection of errors at an early stage of be raised presents a combinatorial explosion of states, as

development. Strong typing facilities enable the user exceptions can be raised implicitly during program
to construction programs where the way data is used execution. Thus the used of dynamic exceptions is to be
depends on the way it was declared. Properly used avoided in safety critical systems.
this ensures that most errors are detected statically
(that is by the compiler) and that many remaining Use of heap storage presents a number of problems for
errors are automatically detected at execution. certification. Memory for data to be placed on the heap

can be claimed dynamically and released dynamically as
"* Low-level features are provided through which the well. The order in which the heap space is claimed

basic elements of the target hardware may be depends on the use of the execution of the allocator. This
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calls a nm-time routine as and when one is reqwre• 7 SMART and C-SMART Systems
Stotage is deallocated, explicitly by the use of
UNCHECKEDDEALLOCATION or implicitly, when We have thus senw that although Ada provides an
an access type goes out of scope. The order of excellent foundation for safety critical systems
deallocation is not necessarily the reverse order of nevertheless certain features need to be avoided. In order
allocation. nbis fragments the free space in the heap. To to meet this requirement a nnnber of subsets have been
minimise fragmentation, the run-time system typically defined. Alsys proposes two solutions, one, SMART,
uses algorithms to fit requests for space by searching for which can be compared to a "Glass Box" and the second,
space availability. Various algorithms may be used: first C-SMART, which can be compared to a "Black Box".
fit, best fit and so on. As these searches are not
deterministic, they are not permitted in safety critical 7.1 SMART
systems. Although the heap could be used, its use must be
restricted to a predictable set of operations where the time SMART has been designed to satisfy three general
and memory used can be determined by analysis, and requiremens:
verified by testing.

0 to have the smallest run-time code possible in the
application

We have thus seen that although Ada provides an 0 to enable the use of a non-Ada specific real-time

excellent foundation for safety critical systems kernel

nevertheless certain features need to be avoided. In order 0 to provide the basis of a safety critical solution

to meet this requirement a number of safe subsets have
been defined. One such system and its supporting tools is Minimal run-time
the SMART and C-SMART systems developed by Alsys.

SMART is a run-time executive that is based on the
principle of a "zero byte run-time", hence its name SMall
Ada Run Time. It belongs to the ARTK (Alsys "Ada Real

6 The Run Time System Time Kernel") environment, and provides a possible
alternative to users who require a small Ada run-time. * S

Ada programs implicitly require run-time system support The way in which SMART achieves a minimal Ada iun-

during a program's execution, The nim-time system must time is to minimise the run-time code in addition to the

be provided in the program library which is used during standard Alsys eliminatioun of subprograms that are not

the compilation of an application. The application used at link time. In minimising the Ada Run-Time

developers have control and visibility over their own System code, restrictions on the use of the Ada language

code, but the Ada run-time system is usually not visible to are introduced. For example exception handling, t-Ukig, 0
the user. and input/output are not supported.

SMART supports a restricted heap mechanism in which
the services for allocating and deallocating objects are

The Ada run-time system is written to satisfy the redirected to two user-provided routines ALLOC and
requirements of the Ada language, and the compiler FREE. No capability for pragma CONTROLLED or 0
whose output it must support. The design of the nm-time garbage collector is provided. Though this restricted
system and the code generator are inextricably linked, model allows dynamic allocation / deallocatinn, it is

mainly intended for static heap. A static heap is a dynamic
memory area where objects are allocated at run time only
once for ever for the whole program lifetime. This heapThe run-time system is, of course, part of the delivered policy allows the declaration of unconstrained types or big

executable program and consequently for a safety critical objects without restricting too much the Ada language
application it must be subject to the same level of design subset.
and testing as the application code itself. Consequently, as
part of the deliverables, full documentation and Therefore the SMART approach corresponds to a Subset
certification materials must be supplied not only for the of Ada whose restrictions are as follows:
application code but also for the run-time system actually
used. Operation on discrete types

The attributes TIMAGE, and T`VALUE are not
allowed.

The normal rnm-time system for full Ada is not
appropriate for a safety critical system (which uses only - 0 Array types
subset of the language) because it contains code which Constrained and unconstrained array types are
uses techniques outside the certifiable regime. It is thus generally allowed. However, unconstrained array
necessary to provide a rnm-time system appropriate to the types must be used with caution, as memory may
level of subset being used. be consumed by the heap and never deallocated.

* 0.
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Because type string is a special case of 2. "null procedures" (i.e. begin null ; end ). This kind of
unconstrained array type, the restrictions described procedures are necessary because the SMART
above also apply to string, environment comes with a standard compilation

system ad some optumizations can only be made at
Di-rlis constraint run time. In particular, those rm-time optimizations

that belong to the Ada tasking which is not supported
Constrained and unconstrained records are in the SMART environment are systematically
generally allowed. However, as in the case for transformed into "null" procedures. For instance the
unconstrained array type, handling of masters identification in certain situations of separate
unconstrained record types can lead to memory compilation is detected at run time, the body of
wase. corresponding ARTS subprograms is then provided 5

as "null" procedures. These "null procedures " must
be seen as bad optimized code rather than dead code

S Alocators since they are always covered by the execution of the
Only objects of a collection without a program. In the current implementation a "null
'STORAGESIZE clause or with a procedure" consists of 14 bytes (for Motorola MC
'STORAGESIZE = 0, can be allocated. 680x0 processor) performing : a stack push operation, 0
Declarations of access type on a collection with a a stack pop operation, and an assembly return
'STORAGESIZE clause are not allowed. instruction. A maximum of six such routines can be

embedded in an executable program. However if the
separate compilation is not used or if certain rules are

S Tasks followed such as not declaring separate units within a
Not supported package body, then the executable program will not

include any "null procedure" code thanks to the
Exceptions useless subprogram code elimination.

Ada exception handling is not supported 3. subprograms raising an exception: Certain key words
are prohibited, for instance "delay", "accept',

" Unchecked Storage Deallocation When compiling in SMART environment, warning * *
messages are issued by the compiler if such key

The restrictions on unchecked storage deallocation words or not supported Ada features are used in the
are those resulting from allocators source of the program. The user must then modify his

program before linking it. However if he goes to the
" Predefined Language Attributes execution without modification, an exception will be

raised for any of not-supported feature which is
The following attributes are not allowed: executed. It is important to note that if the program is

compiled with no warning message then the ARTS
On open types: subprogram will not include those ARTS

OnOUNT openLtABesubprograms raising an exception, thanks to the
PCOUNT, P'CALLABLE, useless subprogram code elimination provided by the

standard compilation system. This ensures that noP'TERMINATED dead code is embedded. 0

On integer types or subtypes:P'IMAGE,
T'VALUE, PMWIDTH 4. Subprograms to perform elementary arithmetic and

On enumeration types or subtypes: P'POS, logic operations (division, exponentiation, modulo...):
PWIDTH, PSUCC, PPRED These subprograms are not embedded if they are not

called (because of the useless subprogram code
On fixed point types: PMANTISSA, elimination). If they are needed by the program these
P'LARGE, P'FOR predefined operations can and must be preferably re-

defined by the user in order not to import the
The SMART environment comes with a standard predefined run-time subprograms which might not
compilation system plus a specific option which enables meet the certification procedures standards.
to check that this Ada subset is met.

That way, under a certain programming style the final 0

It is interesting to note that the Ada Run Trne System executable program does not contain any instruction
(ARTS) subprograms of a SMART environment fall into belonging to the Ada rnm-time system apart from the

four classes of services: necessary code to start the program (e.g. to perform the
calls to the library units elaboration code). This portion of
code is executed just once, so the tests required by

I. relay to user-provided processing (dynamic allocation certification procedures just consist in proofing that this 0
I deallocation routines), portion of code is covered with no side effect.

L • •
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To beitaf the flinctional and the utructural coverage * Array 1vpes
oft of de SMART Executive Alsys provides a Ihwonmirained array types ae no allowed.
certificatio kit including sotc and design information
about SMART code, allowing a "Glass Box" approach Index Conutraints and Discrete Ranges 0
adapted to the cerification prcem. The declaration of large aray objects are allowed

only at the global level.

"7.2 C-SMART
7Uh~ Type Seruig

The Alys C-SMART system is a unified toolset Becauae the type STRING is a special case of one-

enforcing appropriate Ada subset riles and incorporating dimensional arrays, the restrictions describe above

a cnaufiable rum-time system. It comprises two main parts: apply as well on STRING.

* The C-SMART Ada compiler is a normal Alsys * Record Types

compiler (and thus validated) but which includes a Large record objects are allowed only at the global

user option to reject programs which use features of

Ada outside the prescribed deterministic subset Any Discriwinanis
consaic whose worst case time of execution andDrriunarcostruct who t casotime p eedicutedion as Records with discrimmnans are said to be large
space requirement cannot be predicted is thus records if for certain values of the discriminants,
excluded with a warning message. the record objects become large objects.

SThe C-SMART Executive which is a specially 0 Discrimainant Constraints
adapted version of Alsys normal run-time system. (C- Large and constrained records are allowed only at 0
SMART is actually an acronym for Certifiable SMall the global level.
Ada Run Time from which the system gets its name).

* Access Types
The subset supported by C-SMART Ada is actually Access type definitions are allowed only at the
somewhat tighter than that outlined above. Thus there is global level.
no tasking apart from the delay statement and no user Access type definitions with a 'STORAGE-SIZE • *
exception handling. The only access types allowed are at clause of 0 are allowed anywhere.
the outer level, must have constrained objects and static
collections (avoiding deallocation). Also a number of & Aggregates
facilities which require the heap for implementation are Only static aggregates are allowed.
forbidden. The result is that the run-time system is much
simpler than for full Ada. * Logical Operators ond Short-circuit Forpns

The logical operations (OR, AND, XOR) on
The associated C-SMART library system ensures that all unpacked arrays of boolean components are not
the units in a program conform to the rules; the Alsys allowed.
multilibrasy features are still available with the additional The logical operations (OR, AND, XOR) are
constraint that all sublibraries must have the C-SMART allowed for PACKed arrays of boolean
library as their ultimate parent. components whose size is known at compiler time

and is either 8, 16, or 32 bits. 0
The C-SMART Executive is, naturally, itself written in C-
SMART Ada and is certified and is delivered with all the 0 Binary Adding Operators
documentation required as a component of a certified The catenation operation (&) is not allowed.

system.
a Highest Precedence Operators

The final outcome is that the user writes the safety critical The logical negation (NOT) on unpacked arrays of 0
program in C-SMART Ada; the linked program will then boolean components is not allowed.

include the C-SMART Executive (strictly only those parts The logical negation (NOT) is allowed for

required by that program). The documentation required for PACKed arrays of boolean components whose

certification is then comprised of that specific to the size is known at compile time and is either 8, 16,
application, and developed by the user, plus that part or32 bits.

relating to the Executive, and supplied by Alsys. 0
* Allocators

The Alsys C-SMART approach corresponds to the Ada Only objects of a global collection of fixed size
subset which restrictions are as follows. elements, with a 'STORAGESIZE clause can beallocated using an allocator.

Operations on Discrete Types * Task Specifications and Task Bodies

The attribute TIMAGE is not allowed. Task specifications and task bodies are not

The attribute T'VALUE is not allowed, allowed.

0 *
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" Task 74*r aad Tauk objects lbs prenmation was an important step towards the
Task types and task objects are not allowed. certification of the lading gear of A330-340 Airbus. The
Therefore the following are not applicable: development methods according to the international

standrd (DO 178A) guarantees the reliability and safety
Task Execution - Task Activation, Task of the system. 0
Dependence - Termination of Tasks, Entries -
Entry Calls and Accept Statements, Select This software has been successfully presented to the
Statements, Task and Entry Attributes, Abort European Certification Authorities JAA (Joint Aviation
Statement, Example of Taskin& Exceptions Raised Authorities) in September 1992.
During Task Communication, Exceptions and
Optimisation. 8.2 The FCDC Coumpter 0

" Priorities The FCDC Calculator (Flight Control Data Concentrator)
The pragma PRIORITY is not supported. is one of the calculators used for the electric flight

commands of A330-340 Airbus." Shared Variables
The pragma SHARED is supported. Its only effect Its functions are as follows: S
is to disable tracking optimisation on the variables
being shared. to concentrate various information coming from the other

"* Exception Declarations nelectric flight commands calculators and forward them to
Exception handleras amnthe information display systems in the cockpit, to manageException handlers are no loe.As a th armand plane" maintenance.

consequence any exception being raised is fatal. It 
•

is !I,- user's responsibility to provide post-mortem to analyse the behaviour of the other electric flight
prt .dures to catch any possible exception. Also commands calculators, diagnosis and locate possible
Exceptions and Optimisation are not applicable, breakdown and store them in order to help the ground

" Raise Statements maintenance teams.
Raise statements are not allowed. to manage the dialogue with the maintenance teams for * *

"* Unchecked Storage Deallocation the analysis of events occurred during the flight and send-

The restrictions on unchecked storage deallocation up specific tests to the electric flight commands

are those resulting of the Allocation. calculators.

" Input-Output The criticality of some of the above functions has led the

No Input-Output as defined in the Reference Certification Authorities to classify the software of the

Manual is supported by C-SMART. FCDC calculator at level 2A (the reference documents for
all software certification aspects have defined 4 criticality

" Predefined Language Attributes levels : 1, 2A, 2B and 3 - level I is for software that has to

The following attributes are not allowed, meet a high level of requirements).

P'COUNT, PIMAGE, TVALUE, The FCDC calculator is based on a Motorola 68000

P'TERMINATED. microprocessor.

8 Certified Applications The FCDC Software is developed by the Technical

Division of Aerospatiale, the FCDC software has a size of

8.1 BSCU (Braking and Steering Control Unit) for 330 Kbyte for 73,000 lines of source code.

the landing gear system of A330-340 Airbus It is composed of two parts: •

This software has been developed within Thomson CSF /
D.O.I. for Messier Bugatti, responsible for the landing * The first part (65,000 lines) corresponds to the
gear for British Aerospace. It has been developed in less functions of data concentration and breakdown
than 30 months, and has 320 000 lines of code, out of analysis. It has been given a graphic look with a tool
which 140 000 written in Ada. named SAO set-up by Aerospatiale for the design of

the embedded systems. The corresponding software •

The BSCU calculator ensures the braking and anti skid is automatically generated by a specialised software
functions of the eight wheels and the orientation of the developed for this purpose in the Ada language.
front wheel-axle unit of all A330-340 Airbus. As for the
software, this calculator has been entirely designed by The macro-assembler (compatible with the Alsys Ada
Thomson CSF / D.O.I. It comprises a redundant compiler) has been used.
architecture with 10 Motorola microprocessors (68000, 0
68020, 68332) divided in 10 numeric and analogic boards. 0 The second pa.-t (8,000 lines) has been designed with

the HOOD method and written in the Ada language.
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It corresponds to the management of breakdown 0 the "glass box" approach, based on the reduction
detected (filing, storing, ...) and to the dialogue with of the Ada subset defined by SMART,
the maintenance teams.

The Alsys Ada compiler as well as SMART have the "black box" approach, based on the availability
been used. of the complete package (i.e. code +

documentation required by the D0178B standard)
The software and the automatic generation tools have

received the agreement of the Certification Authorities in
Decmher 1992. •

The advantage of the future unique solution will be its

8.3 Hydro-Aire for Boeing 777 Brake Control flexibility. Thanks to precise mapping between the

system features in the Ada subset and the corresponding pieces of

code in SMART, a customer will have the possibility to

Hydro-Aire has selected Ada software development tools use the "glass box" approach with a rather large Ada

for the development of the brake control system for the subset (but limited to SMART subset anyway) or the 0

Boeing 777 aircraft. Hydro-Aire will be using Alsys "black box" approach for a reduced Ada subset.

AdaWorld cross compilers with the Alsys SMART
Executive and Certification package. The certification
package will be used by Boeing during FAA certification The more ambitious solution, that is the definition of an
of the brake control system due to the use of commercial Ada subset larger than the SMART Ada subset, should
off the shelf (COTS) software, specifically, the Alsys run- bring an answer to the problem of the increasing 0
time executive, complexity of the applications to be certified and the even

bigger complexity of the certification process.
Hydro-Aire is using Alsys AdaWorld Ada compilers on

Hewlett-Packard HP9000/300 platforms, targeting the
new Motorola 68333 micro controller. Each 777 aircrafts
brake control system will include ten micro controllers of Some Ada features might not be recommended for safety * *
which two are Motorola 68333 micro controllers, critical applications, because the necessary predictability
programmed primarily in Ada. The Motorola 68333 micro is not guaranteed by the language but relies only on the
controllers will control the built-in-test (BITE) and Auto implementation.
brake functions. The BITE includes both an on-line
interface to the central maintenance computer and an off-
line maintenance capability. The Auto brake automatically Current studies will show which are the "safe" features. 0

applies the correct amount of brake pressure during the features only "safe" if the implementation allows i,

landing, as well applying the maximum amount of braking and the "unsafe" features which are to be avoided for a

during refused takeoffs (RTOs). The brake control system safety critical application.

also includes additional hardware and software to

provided anti skid capabilities.

9 Conchlslon The purpose of the current study is really to identify the
second category (i.e. the features "safe" because the

Alsys is currently and will be even more in the future implementation is) because it really depends on the know-

committed to provide solutions for applications which how and experience of a major Ada vendor such as Alsys.
need to be certified. This is the main advantage since it is complementary to an

only theoretical approach, as some were already used in

The current both marketing and technical researches are the past.

performed following two main directions:

" take benefit and experience of the two approaches References
SMART on 68K and C-SMART on Intel to
provide a unique solution which offers the best of
the two approaches [1] "Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and

" investigate the possibility to extend the Ada subset Equipment Certification", RTCA DO-I 78A /

so as to be used in certified applications; the EUROCAE ED-12A, October 1985.

correspondng runtime will have to be defined
concurrently.

12) I.C. Pyle, "Developing Safety Systems: A Guide
The SMART/C-SMART 3olution will of course allow the Using Ada",
two existing methods used for certification: Prentice Hall 1991.

* 0
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Discussion

Question W. MALA

During the presentation, the author stated that the real-time executive could be "certified" for use in safety critical
applications. I believe that this position is misleading and does not reflect the overall problem of software certification in
safety critical applications. A Runtime Executive on its own can never be "safety critical" and can therefore not be
certified.

What has been called "certification of Ada Real-Time executive" is no more than a validation of the Real-Time executive
against a defined functionality. The certification must include the functionality and behaviour of all components
comprising the "safety critical software function", consisting of application software, Ada compiler and real time
executive. It would not make sense, if the real time executive would have bvei centifid and the Ada compiler not.

Reply

The author accepted the comment.

* 0
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1. SUMMARY military systems. Most languages used to

As more and more capabilities are added to avionics implement multiprocessor systems do not support

and other real-time or embedded systems, it the notion of multiple tasks, much less multiple

becomes necessary to increase the processing processors. Even Ada, which provides a tasking •

power of the underlying executors. At any point, abstraction, does not support multiprocessing at

technology imposes limits on the available the language level.
performance of individual processors. Increasing In addition, most industrial and military real-time
the computing power beyond those limits requires systems are built from existing architectural
the use of multiple processors. components. These components range in

However, developing a multiprocessor real-time complexity from single microprocessors to complete 0
system is often difficult and expensive. The lack of multiprocessors, and include board-level compo-

sophisticated software tools iakes the nents. Many of the existing components present

development process extremely tedious and error serious obstacles to their use in multiprocessors.
prone. In addition, many architectural difficulties For example, most high-performance 32-bit and 64-

must be overcome. Some real-time systems must be bit microprocessors feature on-chip or close-coupled

implemented on top of existing machines that do off-chip instruction and data caches. The use of * -

not lend themselves well to multitasking systems data caches in shared-memory or tightly coupled
that depend on shared-memory. Other real-time multiprocessors introduces the cache coherency or
systems are built from components that present cache consistency problem, which is the problem of
particular architectural problems. Data caches, in insuring that all processors operate upon the most

particular, introduce the cache consistency up-to-date values of variables. While many

problem. Consistency protocols designed to keep processors provide hardware support for cache
the caches consistent are not always usable, and consistency, their use with existing buses, such as

they often introduce substantial performance the VMEbus, often means that cache consistency
penalties. Without consistency protocols, because protocols cannot be used. Without cache consis-
of false sharing, shared variables may become tency protocols, false sharing can occur. In false
inconsistent even if mutual exclusion mechanisms sharing, variables that are not shared at the

are used. programming level become shared at the hardware
level. False sharing means that traditional mutual

This paper presents an implementation of a exclusion mechanisms no longer control access to
multiprocessor m ltitasking real-time operating shared data. As another example, some existing
system on difficult architectures. The development multiprocessors offer a mix of shared and private
of applications on this operating system does not memory, complicating the implementation of
require any special software development tools shared-memory systems because data to memory
such as special compilers. Furthermore, the allocation must now be controlled.
applications can be ported to a very wide range of
multiprocessor architectures. The principles of The adoption of the thinwire model solves these
operation of the operating system can be applied to difficulties. The thinwire model is described in
the implementation of an Ada runtime detail in the next section. Section 4 discusses in
environment, if some restrictions are observed, detail the reasons one might adopt the thinwire

model. Section 5 then describes an actual
2. INTRODUCTION implementation of the thinwire model in a shared-
Developing a multiprocessor real-time system is memory multiprocessor. This implementation avoids
generally more difficult and more expensive than the cache consistency problem.
developing a uniprocessor real-time system because
of the added synchronization and communication 3. DEFINITION OF THINWIRE
problems. The lack of specialized software tools The term 9hinwire multiprocessor is defined in this
makes the development process extremely tedious paper as a message-passing abstract machine rather
and error prone. Some programming languages do than as a physical machine. Because it is an
provide multiprocessing abstractions, but they are abstract machine, the underlying physical machine 0
rarely used in the development of industrial and may be a shared-memory or tightly coupled

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Softiare Engineerngfor Advanced. Sysems Architectures• May 1993.
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multiprocessor. The characteristics of the thinwire nodes' run a standalone kernel and multiple 6
abstract machine are: independent application programs.

"The thinwir. multiprocessor is a fully
connected machine in the sense that a 4. WHY BUILD THINWIRE SYSTEMS
processor may send a message to any other As stated, the thinwire approach gets around some
processor. A connection need not be direct; architectural problems without resorting to
intermediate nodes may exist in a path specialized software tools. Some of the
between two processors. However, routing of architectural difficulties addressed are:
messages through intermediate nodes should 0 The multiprocessor is not a shared-memory
be performed without the intervention of the machine.
thinwire machine; it could be done by
hardware or by layers of software below the The multiprocessor is built from heterogeneo.s
thinwire abstraction. processors.

" The links in a thinwire multiprocessor are 0 The multiprocessor is a uniform shared-memory
assumed to be reliable in the same sense as a machine, but caching problems arise when

backplane bus is assumed reliable, i.e. memory is shared arbitrarily.
messages are never lost and are always * The multiprocessor is a uniform shared-memory 0
delivered in the same order in which they machine, but performance degradation occurs
were transmitted. This does not mean that because cache consistency protocols are used.
errors of transmission never occur, but any These difficulties are discussed in detail in the
error in transmission is immediately signaled next sections.
by hardware. Repeated errors in transmission
indicate a system-wide fault that either causes 4.1 The multiprocessor is not a shared.
a system shutdown or requires the use of memory machine.
fault-tolerant techniques to mask the fault, The most obvious reason, and the most trivial, is
such as a switchover to a backup that the underlying machine does not have shared
communication link. This assumption permits memory. This class of multiprocessors includes true
the use of very lightweight protocols for message-passing multiprocessors like the
reliable transmission. There is no need for Transputers [1112) and the Message-Driven
heavyweight protocols designed to deal with Processor [3]. It also includes shared-memory • O
lost messages or the out-of-order delivery of machines in which only a portion of local data
messages. memory is sharable or where complete connectivity

" Processor failures are considered system-wide does not exist between the processors.

faults that bring the entire system down It is not rare to find multiprocessors in which only
unless fault-tolerant techniques are used to a portion of the address space is shared. Such
mask the faults or recover from them. machines are often built to get around a lack of 0

"sufficient address bits. For example, with an Intel
Processors are not autonomous, i.e. the nodes 8086 processor, only 20 address bits are available,
are not powered up and down independently for a total space of 1 megabyte of directly
nor are they reset independently, addressable memory. In a multiprocessor system,

" The thinwire multiprocessor runs a single implementing a single, global 1 megabyte address
multiprocessor operating system on all space might leave insufficient memory for each
processors. This does not mean that all processor to store its programs and data. It is
processors share a single copy of the kernel preferable to give each processor its own private
code or data structures. Given the class of space and to provide a subset of the 1 megabyte
machines the thinwire abstract machine is space as a global memory space. In such an
targeted to, it is expected that, in most cases, architecture, it might be preferable to treat the
each processor would run its own copy of the multiprocessor as a message-passing machine to
kernel code and would maintain its own copy present the application layers with a uniform 0
of the global data structures. These multiple programming paradigm. If the shared memory is
copies of global data structures are kept made visible to the program, programmers or
synchronized by mechanisms implemented in compilers have to track the sharable data and
the lowest level of the kernel-on top of the allocate it to the sharable regions of memory.
message-passing mechanisms in true message- Many single board computers have only private
passing machines, and in parallel or below the

memory as a cost reduction feature. These boardsmessage-passing mechanisms in shared-memory have been designed specifically for applications
machines. that require a single general purpose processor

A thinwire system is not a multicomputer or a and rely on other cards to provide I/O devices or
distributed system. Both multicomputers and extra memory. These cards cannot be combined to
distributed systems are computer systems in which form a multiprocessor unless global memory cards

A node in such a system may be a uniprocessor or
a multiprocessor.

i i l lli I II I I l l I l l Il I lll . . . .. . ... ... .. ... .
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are used. In systems built from such cards, only a high-power DSPs are relatively expensive, so they

subset of the memory is shared. must be used to their full potential. One way to do

Other thinwire candidate machines are the shared- this is to keep the processor busy doing multiple

memory multiprocessors in which the shared signal processing functions or processing multiple
data streams in round-robin fashion. It is not 0modules are not accessible to all processors. One inconceivable even to use these processors in

much machine is the TELDIX multiprocessor
developed by TELDIX GmbH and used on the priority driven systems. From a system design

PANAVIA Tornado aircraft [4]. This architecture is perspective, it is desirable to have a uniform

illustrated in Figure 1. Currently, applications for operating system running on the overall system to

this multiprocessor are written in SD-Scicon Ad&. keep the view of the system simple and consistent.

When building a multiprocessor Ada application, Given that some manufacturers do not provide

implementors must describe the underlying shared-memory facilities to exchange data between

architecture of the executor to an automated DSPs and between DSPs and other processors, a

application builder and must specify the desired thinwire implementation is very useful. Other

processor access to program units. An allocation considerations may also lead to the adoption of a

phase during compilation and linking attempts to thinwire implementation, such as different data

place these program units in memory locations representations on the different types of

accessible by the desired processors. If this is not processors. If the type of the objects being 0

possible, executable images are not created. The exchanged in messages was somehow known to the

failure to transform the source programs into kernel, data representation conversions could take

executable images is entirely attributable to the place transparently and correctly, which might not

support for shared memory; in a thinwire machine, be the case if the process was left to programmers.

messages could be forwarded automatically to the The previous discussion applies to a variety of
destination processor. specialized processors used in embedded real-time 0

.sa S ._• •__. systems, such as graphics processors.

om~y Mmemy 4.8 Caching problems.
Caches have been used successfully in
uniprocessors to reduce the average access time to

cPU CMCPU memory by keeping copies of data and instructions
3 in faster memory. In multiprocessors, caches can * *

also be used to reduce the need for a processor to
fetch data from memory by keeping copies of data

L~.aiand instructions in the cache. close to the
SManoy Mmy processor. This not only decreases the average

memory access latency, but also the average
Figure 1: TELDIX computer organization memory and communication contention [101.

4.2 The multiprocessor is not a homogeneous Before presenting problems associated with
machine. caching, and particularly the false sharing
It is not rare in embedded systems to mix processor problem, which as motivated the work reported in
types in a single multiprocessor. Indeed, this paper, a brief review of cache organizations
specialized processors such as Digital Signal and cache coherency may be of benefit to the
Processors (DSPs) may provide specialized services, reader. An excellent survey on caching can be
For example, in some radar and sonar systems, found in [11]. 0
DSPs filter digitized echo data in real-time beforepassing the information on to more conventional A caching system breaks main memory into a
processors. Some DSP chips, such as the Motorola number of usually equal size chunks called blocks.
DSP56000 and the members of the Texas These blocks are then copied individually into the
Instruments TMS32000 family, were designed to cache, into cache lines. Any reference to a location
costrmmunite wThS30 o , p eroeso usigngd ao in a block causes the entire block to be copied intocom m unicate w ith other processors using a a c c el n ,p o i e h t t e b o k w s d c a e
message-passing scheme [5][6][7]. One approach to a cache line, provided that the block was declared •
communicate with these devices is to treat them as cacheable. A tag, the address of a block, is stored
I/O devices. This may make sense with the earlier in a line with every block to distinguish which
devices such as the TMS32010, which has a block is in a given line. Whenever a memory accessmaximum of 8k bytes of program memory and 288 is made, the cache must compare the block address
bytes of data memory. However the newer DSPs, to the tags in the cache. If a matching tag is found
such as the TMe32040, have more computing and the block is valid, a hit has occurred,

otherwise the data is not in the cache and a miss 0
power and, what is more important, large address
spaces. The TMS32040 has a full 32-bit data and has occurred.
instruction address space and 6 communication During a read from memory, if a hit occurs, the
links to realize a variety of interconnection data is supplied by the cache and the bus cycle to
topologies [8][9]. This means that it is now feasible memory can be preempted, unless the cache
to run multitasking multiprocessor operating consistency protocol requires a memory cycle.
systems on these devices. In many situations, it During a write, several possibilities can occur
may not make sense to do otherwise; the new regarding the updating of the caches and memory.
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If a hit occurs, the data can be written only to the generate snoop cycles only for shared data rather 6
cache until the data is explicitly flushed to memory than all data. Few buses carry the necessary
or until the cache line is reused for another block, signals to distinguish the different types of
This mode of operation is called copyback or accesses. The FutureBus [14] and newer
writebnck. An alternative is to write the data both FutureBus+ [15][161 are two exceptions [17)[18],
to the cache and to memory. This is called but they are still relatively unused. The current
writethrousg or storethrough. If a miss occurs, the bus systems (VMEbus, NuBus, Multibus I and 11), 4
cache content may be updated in copyback or which do not support cache consistency well, are
writethrough mode, or the data may be written to not likely to be abandoned soon. Furthermore,
memory only. there are many microprocessors that do not provide

The use of data caches in multiprocessors hardware-coherent caches. The Motorola 68030
introduces the cache consistency or cache coherency and Intel 80486 have no built-in hardware cache

problem, which is the problem of keeping all the consistency capabilities at all2 [19)[20), where"

cached copies the same. To illustrate the problem, the 68040, which supports both writethrough and

consider a two-processor shared-memory copyback, must be used in writethrough mode in

multiprocessor. Assume processor A reads a multi-68040 systems if hardware cache consistency

variable. The value of that variable is copied in is used [21].

the cache of processor A. Now processor B reads The solutions adopted by most implementors to
the same variable and copies it into its cache. If solve the cache consistency problem is either to
processor A now writes to the variable, processor avoid it altogether by not caching shared data or
B's cached copy of that variable becomes obsolete, by insuring that cached copies of shared data do
Such an out-of-date value is called a stale value, not exist in more than one cache at any given

Some caches can monitor bus traffic and take steps time. This can be done by serializing access to the

to maintain consistency. This monitoring is called shared data using any of the available mutual 0
snooping, and the set of rules followed to maintain exclusion mechanisms and by flushing and

cache content consistent is called a protocol. For invalidating the cached global data before

example, an invalidation-based protocol invalidates releasinb the mutually exclusive lock on it.

a cache line when a cache detects a write to a The first solution-not caching the shared data-
memory block that it has currently cached. If the has been used in the IBM RP3 (22]. However, it
block is referenced again, the up-to-date value is has two problems. The first is that it can lead to • S
fetched from memory. An update-based protocol gross inefficiencies because every access to shared
updates a line rather than invalidate it as a result data incurs the full latency to memory, not to
of snooping. Some protocols require that caches mention that it increases contention for memory.
operate in writethrough mode so all write cycles A study by Owicki and Agarwal confirmed that the
are snooped by all caches. Other protocols require performance of this no-cache solution is worse than
that caches snoop read cycles to determine if other any other scheme is most cases and is abysmal if
caches have copies of a block; if so, to allow other there are a large number of references to shared 0
caches to invalidate or update a block, a copyback data (17% of the instructions in the study)(23][24J.
cycle must occur every time a block held in two or The second problem is that shared read-write data
more caches is modified. must be identified and made non-cacheable. This

The cache coherency schemes described so far process should be done by the compiler in

depend on the existence of a global bus to snoop cooperation with the linker and runtime library,
bus transactions. Because of the existence of buses but most commercial real-time system development

in all multiprocessors, these schemes are the most is done with existing languages and development

common and possibly the only ones used in systems, most of which, if not all, do not perform

embedded systems. Directory-based caches also this function. In many cases, each processor image

exist. With these caches, the tags of the various is compiled and linked independently, so that

caches are kept in global directories. This means automatic program analysis to detect the sharing

that a cache can determine if an invalidation or an of data is impossible. In almost all cases,

update is necessary; a snoop cycle is not required, programmers are responsible for identifying all 0
reducing contention for the bus. Directory-based shared data and placing it in the appropriate

caches are not easii :.-plemented in commercial locations, an exercise that is error prone.

bus-based systems and will not be discussed The second solution-insuring that cached copies
further. of shared data do not exist in more than one cache

Having completed a brief review of caching, at any given time-is preferable from a

problems it introduces can now be examined. 2 In fact, the Intel 80486 does provide inputs into

One problem is that most commercial boards have the cache so lines can be invalidated selectively by
no bus snooping capability at all. For example, external hardware. Intel supplies an external
when a processor accesses its local memory, a bus cache controller with snooping capability as a
cycle is not generated on the backplane bus single VLSI component, the i82495. The Motorola
(VMEbus, NuBus, etc.). Hardware cache 68030 does not provide external cache control, so
consistency is impossible in such systems [12][13]. that hardware cache consistency cannot be •
For performance reasons, it is preferable to implemented.

* • 5
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performance point of view. Furthermore, since the mechanisms: spin locks, suspend locks, smaphores, S
data is shared, it is likely to be already protected etc. The object is then flushed from the cache so it
by some form of mutual exclusion, so nothing can be accessed in memory by other processors, and

special need be done. Unfortunately, that solution the cached copy is invalidated before the lock is
ignores the false sharing problem [25]. There is released. This insures that either processor will
very little literature on it, although it has been get the object from memory and not from its cache
known to exist for years. the next time it acquires the lock, in case some

All microprocessor caches copy blocks of contiguous other processor has modified the value in the

memory locations into the cache lines rather than interval. Unfortunately, when processor 2 caches

individual objects. The problem is that cache lines object 2, it is also caching object 1. Similarly, when

are totally unrelated to the software objects in processor I caches object 1, it is caching a portionaretotllyunrlaed o te sftareobjctsin of object 2. One of the two objects will be

memory. This is iiiustrateod in kigure 2. That figure ofrrupt 2n of the two objes oill r;

shows a portion of memory corresponding to upted in memory when the flushes occur;

32 bytes starting on a 16-byte boundary and object 1 is corrupted when processor 2 flushes after

assumes a 16-byte cache block size. If any one byte processor 1, else object 2 is corrupted when

within one of these blocks is referenced as part of processor 1 flushes after processor 2.

a cacheable memory cycle, all bytes in that block
are pulled into a cache line. If the reference is to a processor I processor 2 0
multi-byte entity that straddles two blocks (shown lock( objecti ); lock( object2);
as the shaded area in figure 2), both blocks are read( objecti ); read( object2 );
copied into the cache. For example, a reference to modify( objectl ); modify( object2);
any number of bytes in object I causes the topmost write( objectl), write( object2);
block to be cached, including the first bytes of flush( objectl ); flush( object2 );
object 2. If a reference is made to the bytes in unlock( objecti ); unlock( object2 );
object 2 shown as the small shaded rectangle, both
the first and second blocks will be copied into the Figure 3: Two logically correct threads that
cache. illustrate the false sharing problem.

There is no way to determine that false sharing is
occurring short of analyzing the memory layout of * *
program data. As with the first solution, compilers

Program-level entity Object I and linkers that control data layout at this level

t6 byte cache line are not readily available, so that the process would
have to be performed manually. This is a highly
tedious and error prone process with any non-
trivial application program. If the programmers
have knowledge of the data layout of the objects 0
and have noticed that there is a problem, they
could lock both object 1 and object 2 in a single

Program-level entity Object 2 lock operation. This approach is not a serious
option, because the layout might change every
time the program is modified. To keep the program

16 byte cache line as efficient as possible, the locking code has to be
IJ changed every time there is a code change. 0

Otherwise, to avoid modifying the locking code, all
Program-level entity Object 3 objects susceptible to being falsely shared together

y have to be locked together, thus seriously
reducing performance by serializing access to data
structures that otherwise could be accessed

Figure 2: Relationship between program objects concurrently. In some machines, special access
and cache lines, instructions that do not cache the accessed block

are available. However, they do not solve the
This scheme leads to the sharing of objects at the problem; because of false sharing, an access to a
hardware level, something that is not apparent at cacheable item might bring into memory an item
the software level. To see the problem, assume that is not supposed to be cached. This item would
that object 1 and object 2 are both protected by be returned to memory whenever its containing

some mutual exclusion mechanism and that the block was flushed, obliterating the value in 0

mechanism is properly used. Now assume that the memory, which might have been char.&,2.
fragments of pseudo-code shown in Figure 3 are In a thinwire system built on top of a shared-
executed concurrently. memory multiprocessor, it is possible to control the

The illustrated program is logically correct. Each size and alignment of storage blocks such that
thread first gains exclusive access to the object portions of two different blocks do not lie in the
before modifying its value. The locking mechanism same cache line. As long as dynamically created 0
can be any of the traditional mutual exclusion objects are allocated in such blocks, they can be



shared safely among different processors. It is also of false sharing, i.e. invalidations or updates can
possible to control the layout of static kernel data result from modifications to distinct data elements
structures, so that a thinwire implementation on that lie in the same memory block. At best,
such a machine could take advantage of the shared performance degradation can be reduced by V

memory to achieve a high degree of performance. managing the true shared data. This performance 0
What cannot be shared are variables declared in degradation due to sharing has been studied by
the program text. e.g. global variables and local Weber and Gupta [271 and by Agarwal and Gupta r
variables identified by pointers, because of the [28].
inability to control the storage of such objects. The last two sources of performance degradation

4.4 Performance reasons, are built into the coherency solutions and cannot
What is not generally recognized, even though the be eliminated. Worse, the performance degradation
topic is covered in standard textbooks [26], is that scales with the size of the multiprocessor as the
the sharing of read-wi-ite data can also lead to snoop traffic increases, or as the traffic and
degradation of performance in cache coherent contention for the directory increases. At some
systems. There are four potential sources of point, hardware cache consistency destroys any
performance degradation related to the use of benefit of increasing the number of processors. It
coherent local caches: should be possible to increase performance by

avoiding the cache consistency problem altogether,
1. Degradation of the average hit ratio due to thus eliminating the need for coherency protocols.

block invalidations. In systems that use an This is certainly true as the number of processors
invalidation-based coherency protocol, blocks increases, especially with snoopy protocols over a
will have to be fetched from memory repeatedly single shared bus.
following invalidations. Some of these
protocols also require the use of the 5. AN IMPLEMENTATION
writethrough memory update policy, a further The last section argued that not all
source of performance degradation. multiprocessors are shared-memory machines or

2. Multiple copyback cycles due to block homogeneous machines.. The last section also

modifications. In systems that use a copyback- argued that, even in a homogeneous shared-

based coherency protocol, every time a memory multiprocessor, cache consistency protocols

processor modifies a block cached in other cannot always be used and that. even if they were

processors, a copyback cycle it generated to used, their cost is often unacceptable. That section

invalidate or update the other copies. also showed that, without cache consistency

However, a copyback operation with update in protocols, false sharing makes the usual mutual

the other caches is more efficient than a exclusion mechanisms unusable unless the layout

copyback operation with invalidate because of shared data is carefully controlled. This control

the modified block is pulled into the other must be done at the application level, because

caches during the copyback. existing compilers do not do it. It was shown that
these difficulties could be overcome by treating the

3. Traffic between the caches to detect multiprocessor as a thinwire machine.
inconsistencies. In systems with snoopy This section looks at the implementation of a
caches, contention for the bus can become very thinwire abstract machine for a shared-memory
significant because all transactions to hom
cacheable shared locations must be broadcast aomogeneous multiprocessor. The target system is
to the other caches. Thus, the reduction in a MC68040-based multiprocessor built from dual.
bus contention obtained by keeping copies of processor Synergy SV420 VMEbus cards. While c
data close to the processors is not achieved, target system does have shared-memory, cache
even for private data. This has to do with the consistency protocols cannot be used to keep all

fact that snooping control is generally caches consistent; cache consistency protocols can

established at the page level, as is caching synchronize only the data caches of the two

control, and with the fact that private data is processors on a single card. The thinwire approach

often mixed with the shared data, so that was selected in this case to avoid the cache S
snooping cycles are generated even when not consistency problem. Application programs are

needed. prohibited from using shared-memory for data
exchange; all data are shared through message-

4. Contention for access to directories. The passing. Memory is shared below the application
directories are shared global resources, so level, i.e. in the kernel. This sacrifices portability
contention is unavoidable, although some of the kernel to non-shared-memory multipro-
clever directory designs may reduce it over a cessors, but it does achieve higher performance.
single ported non-interleaved directory. Such The solution should apply to any similar type of
a design would also imply a more sophisticated multiprocessor without modifications.
interconnection network than a shared bus, The implementation is integrated into the latest
increasing the cost of the system. release of the Harmony operating system

The first two sources of performance degradation developed at the National Research Council of
cannot be avoided, even if access to and caching of Canada. Harmony is a real-time multitasking S
mutable shared data is properly managed, because multiprocessing operating system [29][301.

0 *
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Figure 4: _TD-Table data structure.

Currently, versions of Harmony exist for the and the accept are blocking, as are the Harmony 0
Motorola 68000 family of processors, the Motorola send and the receive. The difference is in the
88000 family, and the Intel 8086 family. In the reply. In Ada, the reply is implicit and automatic
past, Harmony was successfully ported to the when the accepting task exits the scope of the
National Semiconductor NS32000 and the Digital accept statement. In Harmony, the reply is an
Equipment Corporation VAX. Current systems explicit call which can occur at any point after a
work with the VMEbus, Multibus, and NuBus. message was received from the task being replied * *
Harmony uses a microkernel and several system to. The possibility of issuing out-of-order replies

servers to provide services to lightweight makes the Harmony message-passing primitives

application tasks. Harmony itself is written mostly more flexible than Ada's.

in C, with some machine-specific portions written The thinwire implementation of Harmony must
in assembler. Applications running on top of control the content of the caches when dealing
Harmony may be written in almost any language. with shared data. Fortunately, the only data that
Because each processor image is compiled and is shared between processors are the messages, the 0
linked independently, special software task control blocks, and a few kernel data
development tools are not required. structures. All dynamic data structures are

To understand the implementation, is it necessary allocated in memory blocks that are an integral
to understand the Harmony mnumber of cache lines in size and aligned on cacheto unerstnd te Hamonymessage-passing lin boundaries,thspenigurladobcs

primitives. Harmony uses the send-receive-reply le thus preventing unrelated objects

mechanism for communication and synchroniz- from lying in the same cache lines, i.e. avoiding

ation[311[32]. In this mechanism, a task that sends false sharing problems. Consequently, it is

a message to another task blocks until the task sufficient to enforce some form of mutual exclusion
on the access to the shared structures, and to

sent to replies. A task that receives a message flush and te the cace lin es at th

blocks until a message is received3 . A receiving flush and invalidate the cache lines at the proper

task can receive from any task or from a specific points to maintain consistency.

task. The exact operation performed depends on Because each processor image is built
the value of a parameter in the receive function independently, the shared kernel data structures
call. The receiving task can return data to the are built at system startup time from information
sending task in a reply message. The reply call is in each image. These structures are built in
not blocking. The reply is required to unblock the dynamically allocated memory blocks, so that false
sending task. A receiving task can unblock a sharing does not occur. All but one of the shared
sending task without sending any information kernel data structures are read-only. Mutual
simply by issuing an empty reply message. exclusion is not required for read-only shared data. 0

abe compared By building the read-only data structures before
Theseenabling caching, cache consistency problems do
to the Ada rendezvous mechanism [32]. A send is no arise,

analogous to an entry call. A receive is analogous

to an accept of an entry. Both the Ada entry call Only one data structure, the _TD_table illustrated
in Figure 4, is variable. This data structure maps

3 Harmony also provides a non-blocking receive. It task identifiers (32-bit integers assigned to tasks 0
returns immediately if a message cannot be when they are created) to pointers to the
received. corresponding task control blocks (TCBs). AP

0 *



shown, this data structure is implemented as a message, the message is flushed from the cache. S
tree. The first level of the tree is an array with as When receiving a message, the storage allocated to
many elements as there are processors in the hold the received message is first invalidated to
system. This array is created at system startup insure that the actual sent message will be read
time, before caching is enabled, and is then read- from memory. These steps are sufficient to ensure 0
only, so that mutual exclusion is not required, and that dynamically allocated messages are always
caching this level of the tree in different consistent. Messages allocated on the stark are
processors is not a problem. Each element of this also dealt with properly, although understanding
array is a pointer to a dynamic subtree. One how this is done is more difficult. Indeed, because
subtree is allocated per processor. In the particular these messages are allocated by the compiler in the
implementation of the _TD-table illustrated, each stack frames, they are not an integral number of
level of the subtree is an array of 8 elements, each cache lines in size and they are not aligned on
one indexed by a 3-bit wide field in the task cache line boundaries, so that false sharing can
identifier (task ID). The leaf nodes of each subtree occur. Fortunately, Harmony copies messages from
contain either a pointer to the TCB corresponding the storage of one task to the storage of the
to the task identifier, or an indication that the correspondent task. Even in systems with caches,
task identifier does not correspond to an existing only the actual bytes that make up the message
task. Only the processor on which the subtree is are copied, although complete blocks are pulled 0
allocated updates the subtree. The update into the caches. This copying, coupled with the
procedures update the subtree branches atomically blocking nature of the message-passib-g primitives,
and flush any changes from the caches, thus ensures that any falsely shared data will not be
insuring that the up-to-date data is in memory. modified. Of course, all this works only if the
The procedures that read the elements of the falsely shared data is not modified concurrently.
subtree invalidate the corresponding cache lines to Harmony guarantees that there are enough bytes
ensure that up-to-date values are always read. placed on top of a stack when a task is created, and 0
Again, because of the atomicity of the updates and enough storage space left on the stack for
the single writter, mutual exclusion is not exception processing, that any falsely shared data
required. The flushes and invilidates, in must belong to a blocked task. Consequently,
combination with control of the data layout, are concurrent modification of the falsely shared data
sufficient to maintain a consistent view of this cannot occur.
structure. The mechanisms described are sufficient to
The task control blocks are dynamically allocated, maintain a consistent view of memory on a shared-
Like all dynamically allocated data, the TCBs are memory multiprocessor without recourse to cache
allocated in blocks that are an integral number of consistency protocols. There are no mechanisms to
cache lines in size and aligned on cache line prevent application tasks from using shared-
boundaries, thus insuring that false sharing does memory for communication. However, the kernel
not occur. Any processor can read and write a cannot support such usage. For example, pointers
TCB. An ownership protocol in used to implement can be passed in messages, but any access through
mutual exclusion. For example, when a task on such pointers is invisible to the kernel, so cache
one processor sends a message to another task on a consistency operations cannot be performed
different processor, the ownership of the TCB of automatically. Because shared-memory is not
the sending task is transferred to the processor of supported at the application level, the
the receiving task so that processor can change multiprocessor is described as a thinwire
the state of the sending task. The processor that multiprocessor. S
has ownership of a TCB is the only processor that
can modify it. This ownership protocol is 6. CONCLUSION
implemented in a state machine at the core of the The paper described several problems that can
kernel. Cache flush and invalidate statements are occur in embedded and real-time multiprocessor
included in the state machine implementation to systems. The paper showed that these problems
maintain caches consistent. For example, can be overcome by implementing the system as a
whenever a processor reads one or more fields in a message-passing system rather than as a shared-
TCB it does not own, it must invalidate the memory system. The high-performance type of
corresponding cache lines because the fields may message-passing system proposed is described as a
change. Without the invalidates, the reading thinwire multiprocessor. This multiprocessor is a
processor may read stale data. virtual machine that can be implemented on

The only application level shared data are the shared-memory machines with heterogeneous

messages. Messages are allocated either processors or without consistent caches, and on •

dynamically (in the heap) or as local variables on non-shared-memory machines and true message-

the stacks of tasks. Messages allocated in the heap passing hardware.

are an integral number of cache lines in size and An implementation of the thinwire multiprocessor
aligned on cache line boundaries. Consequently, for a shared-memory machine without consistent
false sharing cannot occur, and the blocking caches was described. The principles behind the
nature of the message-passing primitives provides implementation can be applied to Ada with little if 0
the required mutual exclusion. When sending a any modifications.
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Discussion

Question G. HAMEETMAN Ds so
Should you not put more emphas on the fact that you problem only exists in a heterogeneous processor environment?
Almost all modern processors have solved your problem for homogeneous system, eg Transpuler with message passing
model. R4400 with a separae cache snooping bus.

Reply

You are right in stating that most. if not all, microprocessors with cache provide some cache consistency protocol
capabilities. However, the problem is in the way these components are used in real embedded systems, airborne or
groundi The fact is that most embedded systems are build around the Motorola 68000 family, the Intel 8086 family and.
to a lesser extent, the AMD 29000 and Intel i860. These processors are put in cards with some local memory and 1/0
devices and access other cards over a backplane bus. The most common bus is the VME bus, but the NuBus, the 0
Multibus 1l and some other busses are also used. Typically, snoopy cache consistency protocols cannot be used across
these busses because of the design of the bus interfaces.

The thinwire approach allows one to implement real-time multi-tasking systems on multi-processors built from such
cards. It also allows one to port with no modification software components (written in a high level language) and entire
subsystems (components and design) to machines with no shared memory, such as a Transputer-based multprocessor.
The components I have in mind are tasks, such as server tasks and high level (task-based) device drivers, which could be 0
written in Ada. The thinwire approach thus provide for code and even design re-use.

Question L. HOEBEL

Depending somewhat on multi-processor configuration, don't you somewhat overstate the case against snoopy cache
coherency protocols and is the predictability of cache performance not just like translation (look aside) bufters for page * *
tables? ic, can't you determine average performance?

Reply

When building real-time systems in a high level language such as C or Ada, one does not have control over the allocation
of data to memory for static data and data allocated in stack frames; If any of these data is shared as happens when a
variable local to an Ada task is passed as a parameter in all entry call, false sharing can occur. The implication of this, •
and the implication that snooping is controlled at the page level, is that snoop cycles can occur wherever a local variable
is modified. This is the case with the MC 68040, which must be used in a write-through mode for snooping to work.
Therefore, I do not think that I am overstating the case over using snoopy protocols, at least not for the type of multi-
processor I considered, which is representative of a large number of real-time platforms.

Of course, the real cost of snooping in a given application depends on the underlying machine and on the application S
itself. Studies of the cost of snooping do exist. These studies looked at "typical" applications. Such "typical" applications
could behave quite differently from a specific real-time application.

The in ýiredictability introduced by cache consistency protocols is not the same as the impredictability introduced by
translation lookaside buffers or by caches that are not kept consistent in hardware.The difference is that with cache
consistency protocols, the state of a given cache in no longer a function of the addressing history of its processor, but
also a function of the addressing history of all processors. Without cache consistency protocols, it is possible to
determine what addresses will be generated by a processor, and therefore to know what the state of its cache (and TLB)
will be, if the input data to the program is known (to determine the execution path) and if asynchronous interrupts do not
occur.

Question C. BENJAMIN

Which message passing machine are you considering for your implementation?

Reply

A specific machine has not been selected. Rather, the investigation has so far concentrated on finding an efficient
machine-independent protocol for interprocessor communication. Only then will actual machines be selected and the
performance of the implementation measured.
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1 Introduction As a result also aircraft design has changed, calling
in professions which were not present in the past. 0

Modem aircraft. military or civil, are incorporating Where aeronautic engineers were predominant in
all the most up-to-date technology in all fields of the past. they are now just a part of the whole
human sciences. There is an increasing tendency design cycle: the presence of electronic engineers
to develop digital control systems which are and software engineers is now growing and as
rapidly replacing analog control systems in all systems get more complex shall become the
areas, especially in the traditional ones such as predominant category of professionals engaged in
engine control, power generation, fuel and the design. They are the people who design the 0
environmental control etc. mission capabilities of the aircraft, and in the case

Digital systems are already acknowledged as of unstable airplanes they are also the people who
unreplaceable in avionics and are fast growing also keep the aircraft flying. Software, as already
in flight control systemis. Indeed they are written in many presentations, is fast becoming the
responsible for the increased sophistication of most expensive activity and the longest in temis
modern aircraft and tor the birth and success of of application luning. 0
avionics as we now know it.

System design and testing can be briefly described
The net result is that where in n the irst generation with the fall model depicted in figure 2 which isof jet planes there were no on bo ard co mnputers ,. l o ar a y k o n i ife e t f r i n h c
modern aircraft may have more than twenty, with also already kiown in different fonrs and which
single or multiple 32 bit microprocessors, multiple is also widely criticised as being oversimplified. In
megabytes of RAM and sophisticated real time this instance the author only wishes to use it to

operating systems. highlight the area of the system development •
which is the target of this presentation. namely the

Figure 1 may be a good example of the tendency hardware to soflware integration.
portrayed before, with the trend clearly highlighted
for future aircraft.

3. I 0

.. ............ -- -- -- - -- - --- ----- --- -- -- -- --

mFig. 2 Aircraft prototypes design phases

Fig. I - Number of on board computers
2 Task definition

Aircraft interiors have dramatically changed in the
last twenty years: a modem combat aircraft is Hardware to software integration definition is
mostly an empty shell with lots of space for defined as that activity whose aim is the marrying
equipment mounting and there is very little up of the software previously host tested with the
resemblance to older mechanical aircraft. Every equipment freshly manufactured by a supplier.
computer for which we find a place is something Output of this activity is therefore a combination
which can augment the aircraft capabilities. This of a reasonably bug free computer and of a
is much more felt in combat aircraft (where space software load reasonably tested and certified
is at a premium and every cubic inch counts) than
in civil aircraft. The activity can be split in three main areas

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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- familiarisation with the equipment; 4 AIDASS
- static testing;
- dynamic testing. AIDASS stands for Advanced Integrated Data

Acquisition and Stimulation / Simulation System.
3 Areas of work It is an acronym which sprang up during the first

years of the EFA project (in the Tornado years
3.1 Famillarisation everybody had a DASS. with EFA it has become

advanced and integrated) and has been applied
This is that part of the activity which is more akin with some slight modification to the data
to art than to science; past experience suggests that acquisition system of the four EFA partner
a hardware man with knowledge of practical companies. S
hardware (usually the equipment engineer) and of
instruments for debugging (i.e. emulators and usual 5 Some history
laboratory stuff) and one or more software people
make up the best team to tackle the unknown Our job started in 1987 as a project for a Tornado
quantity. The first tests in downloading and data acquisition system. whose specifications were
running part of the software usually fail miserably, very simple:
so it is time for the hardware man to delve in the (
deepest recesses of the computer using the name y analogue and digitaln o
emulator and maybe the logic state analyzer in
order to discover why that interrupt is not high. - it had to act as 1553 bus controller or bus
what is contained in those two bytes on top of the monitor and at the same time simulate the
memory. what is actually written in the chip missing remote terminals on two buses;
registers etc. it had to simulate a number of missing 0

equipment which talked over a Panavia Standard
3.2 Static testing Serial Line.
As soon as the team succeeds in running a few it had to record the activities performed in order
example programs on the target hardware, it is time to be able to get a report of the test or to be
to start downloading also part of the software able to analyse any malfunction.
which is to be officially tested and it is time also of course it had to be user friendly, easy to use,
to start testing program stubs which stimulate the - modular for an easy future expansion.
hardware input/output, in order to understand
better how the driver software works (if it works A first analysis of these requirements was coupled
at all), how long it takes to set a discrete output with a very simple analysis of aircraft
or to read a digital input, and how this affects the architectures, in the electronic department: these
global scheduling, can be divided roughly in three areas, general •
Last but not least, measuring the time it takes to systems, avionics, flight control systems. These

the program to run is also apt to deliver nasty systems have fairly different layout and needs :
surprises, with the possibility that the program, as 1) general systems have a predominance of digital,
it is, might not fit inside the scheduled time. - analog, frequency etc, signals over copper,

This area of testing also involves the setting of looms of wires and one or more buses (which
simple sequences to be executed as input to the can be 1553 or else) over which a small traffic •
target computer and the recording of the outputs. runs;
Many tests can indeed be performed with these 2) avionics see a predominance of buses with
simple guide-lines. - heavy traffic, and little if nothing at all in the

analog and digital signal field;
3.3 Dynamic testing 3) flight control systems have a mixed

This area covers all the testing which is perforned - environment, more similar to general systems, 0

by implementing a closed loop test environment, but with very stringent timing requirements and

between the target computer and a test harness a strong need for closed loop simulations.
capable of stimulating, monitoring and recording We had to design something which was general
all the data transactions. This is the area which has enough to be able to cope these systems. This
lately become the one most in need of growth in means a high modularity, with the possibility of
terms of test harnesses and is the one which shall inserting pieces as needed, pieces which can be 0
the subject of this paper, illustrating how one of high speed simulators, analog control boards, bus
these systems has come to be, how it has grown interface cards etc. There is a need for a number
to be an invaluable tool in performing the hardware of 1/O monitoring, but it can be safely restricted
to software integration and system integration and to a few hundred points, not thousands. The rate
testing. of the system has to be as close to the aircraft's

- - .. . .. . . .. . . , ,,
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1 Introduction As a result also aircraft design has changed, calling
in professions which were not present in the past.

Modem aircraft, military or civil, are incorporating Where aeronautic engineers were predominant in
all the most up-to-date technology in all fields of the past, they are now just a part of the whole
human sciences. There is an increasing tendency design cycle; the presence of electronic engineers
to develop digital control systems which are and software engineers is now growing and as
rapidly replacing analog control systems in all systems get more complex shall become the
areas, especially in the traditional ones such as predominant category of professionals engaged in
engine control, power generation. fuel and the design. They are the people who design the 0
envirorunental control etc. mission capabilities of the aircraft, and in the case

Digital systems are already acknowledged as of unstable airplanes they are also the people who
unreplaceable in avionics and are fast growing also keep the aircraft flying. Software, as already
in flight control systems. Indeed they are written in many presentations, is fast becoming the
responsible for the increased sophistication of most expensive activity and the longest in terms
modem aircraft and for the birth and success of of application tuning. 0
avionics as we now know it.
The net result is that where in the ft System design and testing can be briefly described
Thf jet plaests thee were no on borst cmgeneration with the fall model depicted in figure 2 which is
of jet planes there were no on board computers, ls

modem aircraft may have more than twenty, with also already known in different fonns and which

single or multiple 32 bit microprocessors. multiple is also widely criticised as being oversimplified. In

megabytes of RAM and sophisticated real tnie this instance the author only wishes to use it to * •
operating systems. highlight the area of the system developmentwhich is the target of this presentation, r,-!,ely the

Figure 1 may be a good example of the tzndcn,) hardware to soltware integration.
portrdyed before, with the trend clearly highlighted
for future aircraft.

'-Sw
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Fig. M - Number of on board computers

2 Task definition
Aircraft interiors have dramatically changed in the
last twenty years: a modem combat aircraft is Hardware to software integration definition is•
mostly an empty shell with lots of space for defined as that activity whose aim is the marrying
equipment tmounting and there is very little up of the software previously host tested with the
resemblance to older mechanical aircraft. Every equipment freshly manufactured by a supplier.
computer for which we tind a place is something Output of this activity is therefore a combination
which can augment the aircraft capabilities. This of a reasonably bug free computer and of a
is much more felt in combat aircraft (where space software load reasonably tested and certified
is at a premium and every cubic inch counts) than
in civil aircraft. The activity can be split in three main areas•

Presenied at an AGARD Meeting on 'Aerospace Software Engieering for Advanced Systemns Arhitectures: May 1993.
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one as possible, which for our aircrafts usually didn't actually found one in the first round, but we
imeans around 50 Hz. with the possibility of went close enough, choosing a bus adapter from
including high rate parts. QBUS to VME with dual ported ram between the

In order to fulfil these requirements a market buses. The first AIDASS was born. Its architecture 0

survey was conducted to learn of the current state was as illustrated in pic. 3)e with a VAXstation
of the art of the data acquisition systems and 3500 acting as user interface and real time 4r
whether they could be the equal to the task. recording, a RTVax 3200 which was to host all

Unfortunately all the 'comnon' data acquisition the simulations and a VME subsystem for the 1/O.

systems we surveyed fell short in some fields: It was easy to find a VME bus extender for those
usually they were very capable in their chosen field occasions where one crate was not enough to host
with capabilities of million of points acquired in the I/O cards.
one second. PCM, data reduction and some were
even capable of housing simple simulation to
stimulate the target computer. Usually they could L,, ,• A, E,,,,,
not do all together. and as a certainty they could RM VAa R, VAX
not act as closed loop machines, not unless their ,j,
architecture changed drastically. on=

So we were in the position that we had to devise Et,.- IIImllllllII
something of our own to fill in our need.

6 Start of AIDASS
VME I/0 S.,.he.

6.1 Birth of an architecture
The first problems we faced regarded the type of
the architecture to be used: did we have to go for Fig. 3 - First AIDASS architecture

a centralised system or for a distributed system ?
What kind of 1/O cards would we be using ? What
machines would we be using ? What operating 6.2 Software * *
system ? and so on ... Well, the birth of the architecture was painless

An additional market surcy was cokdjcted to enough, now what about the software ?
learn about computers and I/O systems, and as a DECwindows was something so new that nobody
result an embryo architecture started to appear. knew much about it, much less how to use it in
VME in those days was starting to rise powerfully conjunction with ADA. In those days (remember
as 1/0 subsystem, so we almost took it for granted. that we are talking about 1988) a proper •
From the software point of view then, our programmer used C with X-Window (90 % still
historical environment has always been a do it today), but luckily we had some examples
DIGITAL VMS one, with no tics except for provided with DECwindows which helped us start.
sporadic contacts with the UNIX world. As VMS That was one task, together with all the underlying
5.0 and DECwindows had just been announced, it software to handle the many tasks of the user
also seemed natural to turn to them in order to interface.
capitalise on the internal software expertise on 0
VMS and to build a graphical user interface based Another one was to think of the interfaces with the
on DECwindows in order to build on a known external equipment, with the VME in the first
international standard as X-Window. We had some place, how to program it and how to interface with
of the pieces and we had to tie them together : a it. Having chosen VMS we also looked at a
user interface, i/O cards and CPUs to control them. compiler for the VME boards. The best processor
One of the choices had been made already. we we were able to find were Motorola 68020 but
were going for a distributed processing system. ADA for them was not the best option. We then 0
ADA would be used as far as possible for the same chose C as language for the VME cpus. with the
reasons as VMS and also for practical reasons. (it pSOS'" operating system kerncl to act as
was going to be the language used for the writing scheduler.
of the simulations by our partner companies, so if VAXeIn with ADA for the RTVax was another
we wanted to be able to share something with task, with no conceptual ground to break and not
them, we had to design something able to technically difficult.
accommodate ADA programs). VAXeln was also
chosen as the only way to run VMS ADA The basis of the system anyway is not in the
programs in the easiest possible way. What we software but in the underlying database, which
were still missing was a way of shuffling the data contains all the infonnation used to run the tests.
to and from the parts comprising the system and The database is really what gives to the AIDASS
to connect them. One of the methods we looked its capabilities, because it contains an adequate
for was a many ported ram acting as glue. We description of everything on the rig or bench, a

0 0
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complete interface description of all the interesting avoid two or more signals sharing the same output
input/output of the equipment present on the rig pin, or the incorrect scaling of some data (a
with names, engineenng units, scaling boolean entity must not have more than two
infonnations, and in the case of bus signals also meanings, analog signals must have limitations
transaction tables, subgroups and bit/byte/word etc.).
position and LSB and MSB. The database is as
complex as it looks, but for us it would be a 6.4 The progress
by-product of the engineering activity, because
such an ICD database has to be compiled by the The progress was slow, much more so since the
engineers for the EFA activities. It uses the compiling and zesting of the ADA program took
INGRES DBMS and we get the data from it, more and more time, with unforeseen side effects 0
adding just those inforniation needed to link the of using DECwindows slowly creeping in. Also the
logical signals of the computers with the interfaces documentation was not totally satisfactory.
present on the rig (this means telling AIDASS sometime ambiguous, and a number of bugs in the
which computer signals went to which interface X-Window server were uncovered, some were
card). circumvented and patches were delivered by

Digital. The application was getting very big,
6.3 Experience totalling almost 200000 lines of code. between

ADA, C, and UIL. The real time recording took
To design the system software we adopted the some fiddling with VMS, but eventually it all
standard tools used for aircraft software design, started to work.
CORE for requirement and HOOD for software
basic and detailed design. In particular this latter 6.5 The result
technology was particularly suited to the event •
driven X-Window environment, while we had What we got in the was a system which was able
some problem to describe the same environment to perforn tests automatically, defining for each
using the procedural CORE. It was done test the variables which had to be recorded, those
nonetheless. After 6 months of coding finally the which had to be stimulated and how (with a limited
first product was ready to be used. During the library of simple stimuli such as sawtooth, ramp
coding phase many were the problems tackled and etc), and what had to be recorded. All of these
solved by the engineers: among them the toughiest activities were perforned by clicking with the S
had to do with DECwindows. Implementing a user mouse on appropriate menu and lists. Then the test
interface using X-Window proved to be a lengthy was started and the data were shown in the chosen
process, with many revisions to each mask to get engineering units fornat, with either an optional
the right position of the text, the right font, graphical representation or signal true input/output
attention was put on not superimpose words and forniat could be displayed in parallel. At the end
so on. All in all a skilled developer could not of the test, the data collected could be analysed
achieve more than 2 or three masks per day when using some embedded facilities which allowed to
they were simple, just because of the tediousness plot the variables in time plots and allowed some
of the process. Today there are tools which matching with other variables. During the test the
enormously simplify this design phase and a input variables could be stimulated at run time by
skilled developer can chum out ten complex masks clicking on the variable and defining the type of
per day easily, testing them in real time with stimulus, its length and amplitude.
facilities given by the tool, whereas we were Now the time had come to use the AIDASS for a
compelled to write program stubs to test the mask. real situation, connecting it to a real on board
On the VME side there were the usual skirmishes computer. Time to populate a real database with
during the familiarisation with VME CPUs, the real aircraft data, check it and then see what came
problems in understanding how interrupts were out of the I/O boards.
generated and how we could trap them with our
operating system kernel to provide the scheduling 6.6 Under operation
required. After a few days of working with the database
A continuous feedback with the users was needed tools, one thing was clear: we had to have a better
to solve some points when the software designers tool, the one we had now was too complex and
didn' t know how to best proceed and many time consuming. The insertion of the data was
changes were made to emphasize user friendliness riddled with difficulties and too often mistaken
and the general usability of the system. A set of data was inserted with no help from the system,
tools were developed to take care of the database except at check time when an avalanche of errors
which more and more came to represent the central were detected by the system. In addition many
part of the system. Database creation and small difficulties were experienced with the user
population tools and the very important tool of interface, which is only understandable as the
database consistency checking came slowly into product was brand new out of the developers'
existence. Consistency you had to have in order to hands. With real data we also found that system 0
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initialization time was far too high when an high
number of data was inserted (it might be as high

as half an hour). Also the checking process was
found faulty and errors were found during the test -

run due to inaccurate checking of the database.

All of these teething problems were investigated

and solutions were proposed to the users. It took
more than one round to get most of the problems
ironed out. 0

The simulation part was easily the most powerful
part of the system, because by using the variable
names defined in the system database. a program
was able to access every resource in the system Fig. 4 - Logical AIDASS architecture

and change it at will. A few difficulties were met 0
at first with the definition of the interface between According to our requirements we built a logical

the simulation and the system and that was ironed architecture depicted in fig. 4., separating the real
time part from the non real time. Then we tried to

out by the development of a tool which lind corresponding pieces of hardware to transform
automatically extracted the interface from the the logical into physical. Some of the pieces we
database and built it. already had, such as the VME. the simulation part. •

and the user interface could be reused almost
6.7 The second generation totally. What we lacked mostly was the common

data area and the liuk between it and the user
interface. Many alternatives were examined, and in

While we were happily developing our software, the end discarded because it meant tying ourselves
the external world started to change dramatically. to a specific bus on the user interface part, so we
Digital did not manufacture the QBUS reached the decision of totally uncoupling it from 0 *
workstations any more, and we were stranded with the rest of system, by connecting the VAXstation

an architecture which was heavily based on QBUS. to the real time using Ethernet. On the VME side
there had been also a development with the adventWe had to start developing something like ten of the RTVax chip on VME boards, and it was

more of these AIDASS nodds and clearly we could easy to put one of these new RTVaxes to handle
not afford to find again ourselves in this situation, the communication between the two pieces. •
All of this prompted us to think of ways to avoid We had a new architecture, and what was best we
the occurrence of these problems again. We had saved almost 90% of the software already
performed a second market survey looking for written, we only had had to rewrite part of the
hardware and what we found was disconcerting: interface software.
workstation manufacturers were steering clear of What came out looked even more impressive than
i/0 buses as much as possible, the market was the first architecture, actually costed much less and •
moving toward busless workstations which were was highly flexible.
low-cost but which were clearly not well suited to
our task.I

We had to take an evolutionary step, while trying ....

to save as much as possible of the software written. VAXstat,on Vstrar,o, 0
Based on the experience done with the first node,
the first thing was to decouple all real time
activities from the non strictly real time. Second
prerequisite was the modularity of the system.
which was to be retained at all costs. These
requirements led us to rethink also about the other
components of the architecture and to clearly label
them as separate components if possible, in order Fig. 5 - The new architecture
to allocate for them a separate piece of hardware.

FS



6.8 New experiences supporting very high loads of 1/0 intensive figs.
Faster than the base rate simulations and data

This new architecture was soon put to the test on acquisitions are easily handled and inserted
a couple of benches, while the first one was painlessly in the system. with rates going now up •
finishing its tests on another bench. The new one to 2 Khz per channel. Multiple cpus, even RISC
proved soon to be much better than the older one, cpus, running each a simulation program can run
thanks also to the fact that more powerful hardware concurrently as long as the writer is careful about
had been employed as workstations and VME the data they exchange and manipulate.
cpus, but still bugs crept in. especially in the 1553
handling. We had a very tough 1553 bus to handle The limitations are still there, though, and we still
and it was very hard to describe the transaction in do no= have a powerful data acquisition only 0
a complete manner, both because it was very long system, it still is less and more than that, a mixture
and complex and also because it had a complex which best caters to our needs.
structure with multirate signals on the same
subaddress and a very high data bus load. A spin-off of this adventure has been the recentpollning of the simulation software module base
The database went under a couple of major under VMS, to allow for the testing of simulation
changes with the addition of a few data fields in software under VMS. The software will run not in 0
order to accommodate the most generic bus of all the real time. but will be clocked as under real
and with it went also modifications of the database time, allowing a thorough debugging of the
check tool which by now had been speeded up of modules and interfaces.
an order of magnitude. After the first grumbling,
the test people were now quite happy of this new This idea is now being expanded upon and we are
tool as they appreciated the breadth of possibilities investingating ways of exapnding this
now available. Thanks to X-Window, the setting methodology also for software / software I
up of test databases was very easy, boring, because integration on the host, for the final part of it at
you had to choose from a very long list the name least to allow for an easy transition between this
of the variables you wanted to handle and how. phase and the hardware / software integration
The running of the system was quite easier now phase, with a consistent tool and interface. This is
after many bouts with the users and as a being studied into right now.
consequence real work could be now stalled and * *
the tool depended upon for its results. 7 Conclusions
Yes, this was the turning point of all our activity,
the fact that the tool could be safely trusted to give This is a short history of how a complex data
the right results, so that it could be used to acquisition system has come into existence, to
diagnose the system health, and thanks to the satisfy the needs of modem aircraft testing during
possibility of dynamically simulating the missing the hardware software integration and integration 0
equipment in all of their functionalities. to testing.
anticipate on the HW/SW benches sime of the tests What we now have in our hands is a complex and
related to the system. composite tool, capable of supporting testing from

the last stages of software / software integration6.9 Other developments till the end of all the integration testing on a system

Once the software stabilised, other capabilities rig. -
have been added, expanding upon the visualization It is still changing and adding in purposes and in
of the data in engineering units, in order to give supported hardware to cater for all needs envisaged
the user the maximum flexibility; an advanced in our work.
error injection was developed to allow further
debugging of the systems under test, both from the We believe that it shall be more than good enough
discrete/analogue side and the bus side. An to reduce the workload on the test engineers and
optimization was perfornied on the software so as to allow them to better analyse the equipment
to wring every ounce of power from the cpus and under test as required by the complexities of
as a consequence now the system is capable of modem computers and tiheir embedded functions.
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Discussion

Question D. NAIRN

If you were starting all over again, knowing what you know now, what would you do different?

Reply

I would probably go for more open systems with Unix workstations and Unix supported targets on VME (Lynx-OS, VX-
Works, etc). I would not change the architecture because I think that for the time being, it is the most functional for the
tasks it has to face, namely to handle inputs and outputs to/from the targeL TIe system has to acquire data, think upon it
and react, a dosed loop situation. In addition, I would like to scrap Ada, because it is highly not portable among systems,
I would better use ANSI C.
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SOFTWARE TESTING PRACTICES
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SUMMARY Each assessment will mimic a real development •
E in solv environment dealing with information from real

Experience within an aerospace company on g projects - typically a sub-system from une of the
specific problems in the host testing of embedded various aerospace projects recently undertaken by
software is described. the companies - and it will directly involve the
Operational applicability and exploitation of tools practitioners from the specific application domain.
off-the-shelf, solutions for the management of both The effort spent during assessment projects will have
process and testing information, and, finally, the an immediate pay-back for all partner companies
impact of the possible use of formal methods for the since they will be able to exploit single successfully
automatic generation of test cases are investigated assessed technologies on current projects, even
and assessed from the user point of view. before an integrated AIMS solution is provided in the
The driving topics are the analysis of the effects of last phase of the project.
the assessed solutions on the current working The Alenia Demonstrator is being carried out by
practices together with their transfer to operational Alenia Divisione Velivoli Difesa (Defence Aircraft
divisions. Division) and focuses on improving practices in the

area of software module testing and
1 INTRODUCT'ION software/software integration testing.
AIMS (Eureka Project n. 112) is an industrial 2 0
research project whose primary objective is prove the
suitability of proper software technologies to provide Software testing is an expensive and time-consuming
adequate solutions to a number of problems common activity in software development projects within the
to the aerospace community. aerospace domain. This is demonstrated by the fact

An initial Definition Phase identified several that a large percentage of the overall development •
categories of problems currently affecting Aerospace effort is spent on testing activities: this percentage
companies when developing an Embedded ranges between 25% and 50% depending on the
Computing System (ECS). Starting from this basis, project size, complexity and criticality.
during the subsequent Demonstration Phase the The huge effort spent in testing, however, is not paid
AIMS Project focussed on specific areas of the back by a sufficient increase in the quality of the final
life-cycle to highlight the nature of the problems and product. This is clearly not due to a lack of effort but
their direct and indirect consequences. to the lack of a systematic approach to software

four demonstration projects were started, each of testing. Furthermore, while the management looks at

them following the same problem-driven approach: testing as an expensive activity, technical personnel

their goal was to determine the impact of selected consider it as particularly boring. In addition, it is
technologies to solve specific problems identified in often the case that software testing is sacrificed when
the previous phase. Expected benefits of applying

these technologies will be measured to provide A detailed analysis of the way of working within
acceptable evidence and to assess their applicability different software teams has confirmed the current
in real system development, lack of methods and tools to adequately support

testing activities. In particular, a number of crucial
Assessment will be performed in terms of quality, problems have been identified such as: lack of 0
costs, time-scale and co-operation benefits. Thes support for traceability (from requirements to test
results are expected to enable future aerospace cases specification); lack of methods and tools to
projects, that intend to use the improved practices or verify test completeness and effectiveness; the test
support technologies, to take a decision about their case implementation is performed manually which
adoption on quantitative basis. implies considerable time and effort as well as higher

0
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probability of introducing errors and difficulties" in In recent years, an increasing number of tools
maintainability; poor support for test reporting and supporting software testing have been introduced on
documentation. This list of problems revealed a the market. Currently available testing tools do not
great need for improvement of the current practices provide an exhaustive solution to the whole testing 0
and a greater tool support. problem, but they may bring considerable benefits to

The existing testing policies and methodology the current practices by supporting a more systematic
standards provide some criteria on how to perform approach to software testing.
and manage testing activities; however they define A first step toward a more intensive utilization of
generally high level guide-lines about what items are tools in the testing process was the analysis of the 0
to be produced, which test criteria must be used commercial of the shelf testing :',•-ls; this analysis
depending on the classification of the system under was mainly oriented to the tools supporting test of
test, and so on. Each company has to tailor these Ada programs and that are available on VMS
directives to produce detailed company standards platform. A preliminary screening of these tools has
that are often badly implemented within the been performed based on commercial
companies. documentation, technical literature and •

Nevertheless, the testing design remains mainly an demonstrations.
intuitive process, dependent not only upon the The first result of this analysis is that only some
selected testing method but also upon the experience aspects of the testing process are tool-supported
of the testing team. It is still a problem that few (such as complexity measurement or coverage
developers have been educated and trained in testing analysis) while some others critical phases (such as
techniques. test cases specification, data selection, regression 0

As far as testing tools are concerned, it can be said testing, tracing, reporting, functional coverage) are
that very few are available on the software market manually performed.
compared with the wide offer of tools for other Particularly the higher part of the testing activities
software development phases (requirement analysis, related to the identification of the functionality to be
software design, coding). Furthermore, none of these tested from the Requirement Specification is still 0 •
tools have a large user base, and - in the Aerospace mainly based on the tester experience and
Companies - no great experience in the use of mpince.
computer aided supports has been found. competence.

It is clear that any increase in the effectiveness of the The management of the testing process and items is

testing process turns into an improvement in the another critical factor that would require the adoption

quality of the final product and that any increase in of good testing practices, the provision of guide-lines •
process efficiency results into an increase in and monitoring through the testing process, and a

development productivity and into a cnsiderable good organization and consistency of all the test
saving in the overall project cost. In fact, a more items (test cases, harnesses,...).
reliable test process also implies a greater rate of
errors detected before the start up of the system with 4 ALENIA DEMONSTRATOR
a consequent increase in safety confidence and 0decreased maintenance costs. The thorough analysis of users' needs described

above, pointed out that inside the Aerospace
3 SOFTWARE TESTING TOOL companies there is a demand to improve the testing

practices and to increase their computer-aided
The achievement of a more cost-effective testing support helping to "simplify" the activities, making
process is mainly based on the application of a them more rigourous but, at the same time, less •
rigourous testing method and the use of tools "boring". automating (re-)testing as much as
supporting the user during the most repetitive and/or possible, and improving the management of test
automatable actions. process and of the related information.

The use of testing tools can drastically reduce the This is expected to have a double positive effect. On
global effort and, at the same time, it can provide the the one hand, by increasing the support in the
user a better understanding of the performed tests. execution of clerical work, it will relieve technical 0
This will bring some advantages such as the personnel from the most boring activities, thus
reduction of the manual involvement of the staff, an improving the quality of their tasks and
increased confidence in the quality of the product and consequentially their satisfaction. On the other hand,
an enhanced testing productivity. On the other hand, it will ease the management of the whole pvocess,
a greater emphasis should be put on with clear advantages for a crucial part of the
education/training in the testing approach. development life-cycle.
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Within the AIMS project, the Alenia Demonstrator perform the different testing activities and the quality
aimed at identifying and evaluating a methodology to of the tested products, in terms of early identified
perform effective software testing in an efficient errors.
way. Three main areas where major improvemens
are expected were identified: 4.1 Exploiting Testing Tools

" the exploitation of a set of existing commercial A preliminary evaluation of the state-of-the-art of the
tools that support specific phases of the software tools supporting the testing of Ada software was
testing process, the assessment of the impact of performed providing a first set of candidates that
their use in the current practices, and - if could be introduced in current practices. Each of
successful - their introduction inside the these tools was evaluated - on real case studies - and
company; compared on the basis of a grid of desirable

" the development of a prototype of an assistant characteristics and considering the effect of their
tool managing the whole testing process and introduction in the current testing practices. Some of
supporting the tester during all testing these tools were already available inside the

activities - specification, implementation, company but not currently or appropriately used. 0
execution, evaluation and reporting - as well as The candidate tools may be divided into three main
handling heterogeneous information that has to classes according to their functionality: static
be produced and maintained throughout the analysers, test cases specification tools, coverage
testing process; analysers.

" the assessment of a formal approach to test case Static analysis consists of the analysis of source
derivation starting from formal specifications to code - without the need for any executable form - to
help automate such process. determine properties of programs which are always

These areas of research address some of the most true for all the possible execution conditions.

crucial issues in software testing and contribute from Specifically the purpose is to verify the coding
standard conformity and to measure complexity. Thedifferent perspectives to the assessment of the most sophisticated tools can also check the use of * *

possible improvements of the testing process. int each single data, find out unreachable code and
related solutions will then be integrated into ols produce cross reference of functions and data.

Test cases specification implies the selection of the
unit to be tested, the possibly needed stubs
(simulation of the called units), the definition of the

test specification test driver, the selection of the input data and the 0
------------------------------------- definition of the expected output. Test specification
test implementation tools can help the tester in these activities giving

mechanisms to implement test drivers in an efficient
test execution and structured way, defining generalized stubs,

keeping trace of tests execution and producing tests

test evaluation report. The available commercial tools in this area 0
are either based on a test definition language, or on a

regpe!sion testing set of functions embodied in a programming
language.

Coverage analysers monitor the execution of tests
J r" tood.cftsaa and produce a report specifying which parts of the

ExpeJ ta Ani to To o software under test have been exercised using
-- I peat Auitmni Tool particular coverage criteria (statements, branches,

Fig.1: Demonstrator areas

The assessment of the Demonstrator is based on To assess and compare the different tools (fig. 2),

sub-systems from EFA and Tornado projects and it some evaluation criteria have been defined. They

will provide proof that the investigated solutions do include some gene -d aspects of the tool such as 0
solve the specific problems. supplier/vendor, assistance, installation, userfriendliness (both with respect to learning and use),

The extra benefits to the current practices will be performance, hardware/software environment
described in terms of improvements both in the required, and so on. For each class of tools relevant
productivity and in the product quality, characteristics have been identified which are related
Metrics collection shall be performed during the to the specific functionality, and to the capability to 0 •
whole demonstrator assessment: these measures will automatically produce documentation and test
mainly take into account the effort required to reports.

S 1,
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Regression Testig so on. It also involves the definition of appropriate
methods - as a way to perform activities - and their
combination within a testing methodology.

Sai The Demonstrator that the Alenia team developed in S
order to cope with tlhese problems consists of a

cCABE prototype Expert Assistant tool for Testing (EAT), ,
which addresses two main aspects:

SpC- the management of testing information,

- the management ol testing process.
The purpose is to capture the knowledge required to

PCA Test Case Spectfa ationI perform all testing activities and to manage all
TImplementation products generated by such activities. The expected

benefits are: first to improve testers' productivity.
Coverage Analysis both by increasing the confidence in what they are

doing and by providing inexperienced testers with a
Fig. 2: Evaluated tools classification systematic way to perform testing; second to

Useful indications about their benefits and improve the product quality.
drawbacks have been reported and a subset of the The EAT prototype architecture includes an object
tools has been identified to activate an management system, a knowledge base and an
experimentation on real case study. This advanced human computer interface (fig. 3). It has 0
experimentation led to the conclusion that some been implemented on VAX/VMS with OSF/Motif
testing tools are mature enough to be used in real using commercial tools such as a relational database
projects and even if they do not give a complete management system and a moderately complex but
support, it seems that they can lead to relevant quit,- efficient expert system shell for the
improvements, development of the knowledge base. This shell

After the evaluation inside the Alenia AIMS team of benefits of a rule based language which provides • •

the most interesting tools, some tighter cooperation lequate means to incrementally develop such a

with the development teams was experimented and system.
gave positive results; two tools - TESTBED (static
and dynamic analyser) and TBGEN (test USER
specification tool) - were planned to be transferred. INTERFACE

The first step of the technology transfer was the
setting up of the testing facility and environment
inside the testing team, were the selected tools have BrowsnAtions
been installed; then the transfer to the testing team
have been activated by means of training, tutoring,
exercises always supported by the AIMS team. Such
steps require not only qualified resources to manage DB Test
the transition, but also strong management
commitment and may have an organizational impact. SCHEMA

However the techniques supported by the tools do Data

not require specific basic education and can be fairly
easily mastered by average software personnel. Fig. 3: EAT prototype architecture
Nevertheless development teams are likely *j exhibit The different aspects of the knowledge related to the
a variable degree of resistance to change, especially testing process model have been implemented by
where a tradition about how to implement and means of sets of correlated constraints on the
execute tests already exists or custom/project tools activities (rules). A first set of rules represents
and utilities have been used for a long time. integrity constraints, that enforce the consistency of 0

related objects in the database; a second set includes
4-2 Manaement of the testing process process support rules, which refers to how objects

can be used and produced by activities. Finally, there
Test support is a crucial problem that concerns the is a third set of rules that may implement a given
management of a vast amount of information that is testing strategy, which can be defined at a project or
generated, accessed and manipulated throughout the organisational level: these rules shall be inserted in 0
testing process, ranging from test specification the knowledge base to tailor it to more specific
documents to software units, test drivers, reports and environmental requirements. For instance, the
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strategic rules may enforce a particular order during windows, and so on. This allows the user to display
the test of the software units (top-down or all the information that is regarded to be relevant fur
bottom-up) or drive the user to perform a white-box the current testing activity.
testing with a compklte structural coverage instead of •
a functional black-box testing. Strategic rules are editing and viewvingfacilitiesfor test items

related to specific project constraints (e.g. criticality the user can also display the textual or graphical

classification or contractual requirements) and must information that is directly associated with each test
be highly tailorable. item: after selecting an item on a given browser (e.g.

an input file for a test), the user can either read or
TaspetofEATrability of the knowled b e isyy oane modify it using proper menu choices on the browser. 0
aspect of EAT configurability. In fact, the system can Ovosyteeaesm icso nomtosc

be interfaced to other tools that have to be used Obviously there are some pieces of information, such
during testing (such as editors, requirement as requirements documents or source code of
specification tools, compilers and so on) according to software units under test, that cannot be modified by

user preference. the tester and whose browsers do not provide any
editing option. 0

4.2.1 Information Management informal annotation of test items

during various testing activities the user is oftenThe testing information management aspect willing to associate informal notes with different

concerns the storage and retrieval of all test items and items (e.g. to record test design or implementation

the provision of an efficacious way to understand decs or to annotatesfor f r us entcomon

their relationships and navigate among related items. decisions or to annotate for future use): in common

The objects under test are seen as a net of software practice, this is done by hand-writing on documents 0

itens (each software item has some dependant units or by using post-it stickers. The system allows this

and depends from some others units) and kind of information to be ,Ltached to each item by the

requirements (relationships between software items choice of proper operation offered by the browsers'
and requiremcnts). This aggregation allows the user menus: in the current version only textual
to bettei understand the structure of the software information can be attached, but provisions have 9
under test and find the functional capabilities related already been made to associate graphical
to each software unit. information.

In a similar way, the produced test items consist of coverage reporting
drivers, stubs, input and output data, and so in. to give the user the means to verify the completeness
These items are stored into the object base with the of the performed tests, some reporting functions have
links between them and with the objects under test. been provided; by means of these utilities the user 0

Therefore the user must be given a means to access can see the percentage of the units and requirements
and browse such information in a quite flexible way, already Lested, their list and the status of
assuming that during different phases of the testing completeness of their related tests.
process (from specification down to evaluation) import / export capability
different test related pieces of infon.ation will be Eat provides a way to collect all the pieces of 0

information related to the software under test (i.e.
The functionality provided by EAT to manage test requirements, software units, and traceability
information are reproduced and briefly discussed in information) and store them into the object base. For
the following: this purpose the EAT is interfaced with a

storage and browsing of test items Configuration Management System in order to
test items imported from a configuration retrieve a complete baseline in a ,.onsistent way.
management system or from other parts of the user After the testing has been completed, the EAT's
environment, or generated while using EAT, are export capability allows the user to store all test items
stored into a proper object base together with all under Configuration Control.
related information (documents, source code, scripts)
and linked with other relevant items. documentation

The user can browse both items and links by means all testing items can be collected and formatted in an

of an advanced human computer interface where homogeneous way to produce a final Test
several browsing windows can be opened, one for Specification Document or Test Report Document.
each type of test item (e.g. units, specifications, The contents of the documents can be tailored
drivers). After selecting a test item in a browser according to a given template and the outpnt format
window, the user may ask to browse all connected can be chosen between pure ASCII or specit, c word
items, which will be shown in other browser processor format.

I I .. ..



4.2.2 Pmcess Mana&ement possible to add knowledge that is more specific of the 6
application domain or of the organisation where the

One of the most interesting features of the EAT is the testing process is performed, thus capturing testers'
support it provides to manage the testing process. expertise and capitalising on it. 0
Although the testing life-cycle is quite similar to the
software development life-cycle and has a This is particularly important for test specification
comparable complexity, it suffers from a lack of and implementation, where the expertie 4umonicning
formalisation, which makes it particularly critical. the application area as well as the peculiarities of the
The knowledge about the testing process is programming language can add a major value to
formalized in a set of rules that EAT can use to drive these activities. No other technique would allow such
the user to correctly perform each phases of testing knowledge to be augmented in a stepwise manner,
both performing a consistency check and suggesting thus building a company-specific "testing
the user which activities are to be undertaken. This experience"
formalization has to take into account several factors,
such as adopted standards, organisation or project 4.2.3 Further improvements
constraints, common practices, and so on.

objective of c this knowledge to provide Several promising directions for further EAT
The ocapturng evolution have been identified and are briefly
the testing team with valuable assistance in a non discussed in the following.
rigid way was a major driver of the Demonstrator. A
model of the testing process has been defined in Integration with external testing tools
terms of activities and objects that are produced by While EAT is mainly concerned with supporting test
these activities in order to provide support for management, the possibility to integrate external 0

"guidance - the model is used to provide tools such as static analysers, coverage analysers or
assistance and guidance to the tester. This means test implementation harnesses, could be useful and
that the information represented in the model is would make EAT a more complete tool.
used to present the tester the actions that can be Integration with other CASE tools
performed; and Some information managed by EAT is produced by 0 0

" understanding - the model expresses knowledge other CASE tools, such as requirements analysis or
on how to perform the testing activities, design tools. It would be useful to exploit integration
Understanding this knowledge as early as with these tools, in order to access such information
possible may help the tester to avoid the in the right format. For instance, a CORE
execution of erroneous activities, requirement referred by a test specification should be

displayed by invoking the CORE tool directly from •
As far as process management is concerned, EAT EAT browsers, or the whole list of requirements
provides two kinds of support: should be easily imported inside EAT together with

passive assistance the relationships between requirements, design and
the system implements a number of consistency units code.
checks and suggests feasible or convenient activities Fine grain support
to be performed upon user request, but it does not Fine in s eport
constrain or drive the user in the way he / she As mentioned before, the EAT knowledge base couldperforms such activities, be enriched both by the knowledge on the nature of

the software under test (functionality and structure)
active assistance and by the expertise about how to test such kind of
the system both monitors the user during all activities software. This implies the formalization of the
and drives him / her throughout the process. This previous experience on testing and the classification •
guidance is not mandatory, but just provides the right of the software on the basis of some paradigms, with
directions to the user. This is of particular importance a level of detail sufficient to correlate the experience
when testing large and complex systems, where the on test definition with each class of software. With
amount of information to be generated and managed this finer level of knowledge, the user could be
is fairly relevant. supported in a more effective way since the early

Different ways of formalising and managing this phases of testing, and previous expertise which is 0 4
knowledge might be used, which are not based on normally lost after the end of a project, could be
knowledge representation or rule-based paradigms made available.
such as that adopted in the EAT. Nevertheless the
advantage of using a proper knowledge base is that it 4.3 Formal Derivation of Test Cases
can be easily enhanced or adapted to specific project
or organisation needs. Starting from the basic A large percentage of the testing effort goes into the 5
knowledge on how testing must be performed (i.e. test specification phase which is of upmost
implementing the standard testing guide-lines), it is importance for its impact on the quality of the testing

0
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prcess itself. In fact, functional testing concerns At the same time, a requirements subset of an avionic
checking a unit or sub-system or full system against a sub-system from a real project currently undertaken
given set of specifications. inside the company has been formally specified

Increasing interest in formal specification techniques using the formal description technique LOTOS. q
for safety critical systems and real time systems in F _ m_,
general, shows how the need for rigourous 4r
requirements formalisation is particularly felt. Tt has
been therefore decided to investigate the icasibility
and cost-effectiveness of deriving test specification CORE.Lo-LOTOS

from such formal requirements in a precise and Trasformation 0
possibly automatable way.

LOTOS
There is a widespread assumption that functional Reqmnwnts
testing is not required when using formal
specification techniques, because, if executable codeis directly and unambiguously derived from such TsCases Gerauonspecification, the assessment of correctness can be

performed by means of formal verification
techniques. Test

cases
The approach taken by Alenia is a more pragmatic
one: in fact there is always a number of Fig 4 Avionic system case study
non-functional requirements (e.g. performance,
architectural constraints, dependability) that cannot The starting point of this phase was a set of
be expressed in the formal specification but strongly requirements expressed in a semi-formal notation
influence both design - u,' implementation of an (CORE - Controlled Requirements Expression) and
application. Therefore, ,.,en if a full automatic code the main task was that of defining these requirements
generation were available, modification of the using the LOTOS notation.
generated code could be required anyway, thus
implying the need for testing. The case study development activities also yielded a

few general guide-lines to transform a given COREThe formal specification method chosen for this requirements specification into a corresponding,
experimentation was LOTOS (Language Of rements specificationi
Temporal Ordering Specification), an ISO standard semantically equivalent LOTOS specification.
for communication protocol definition and These guide-lines define a mapping from basic
conformance testing, currently being investigated CORE entities into LOTOS basic entities as well as a 0

also by other AIMS partners companies for mapping between the essential composition
requirements and design specifications. constructs of the two notations. Thus, for instance,

the key CORE entity, the so called action, is mapped
4.3.1 Alenia case study into the key LOTOS entity called process, and a

sequence of actions is mapped into a sequential
The Demonstrator started from the formal approach composition of processes. Moreover, the CORE
to systematic test derivation defined by the CO-OP mutual exclusion composition construct may be
method (the name comes from the identification of represented in LOTOS by means of the choice
COmpulsory and OPtional tests) which is applicable operator.
to a subset of the LOTOS language, the so called
basic LOTOS. The transformation from CORE to LOTOS is not

generally represented by a one-to-one mapping but 0
The CO-OP method handles neither data shows some critical aspects, especially as far as data
specification nor variable and value declaration, but handling is concerned. In particular, LOTOS
is intended to provide only a means to generate test variables may not be used on the left side of an
cases from the behaviour specification of a software assignment. This implies that values are lost unless
system. The application of the CO-OP method to
basic LOTOS specifications allows to derive test some temporary data storage mechanism is defined.
cases by means of merely syntactic manipulations This particular feature was realized in the case stuy
before they can be run against the implementation of by means of the introduction of auxiliary LOTOS
the software system so as to verify that it complies processes whose function is merely that of acquiring
with the original requirements specification. a data value and returning it when requested.

The method, that is supported by a prototype toni The availability of a real size software system 0
available from the LOTOSPHERE ESPRIT project, LOTOS specification represents the first step toward
has been enriched by Alenia AIMS team to manage the evaluation of the potential of formal techniques
data as well. for rigourous test specification.



The second phase, currently under way, consists of Finally, the test selection approach based on
deriving the test cases in a systematic and possibly requirements criticality seems to be feasible as well
automatic way following the guide-lines of the as sensible. It is far more pragmatic than the"extended" CO-OP method. approaches described above and results in the 0

reduction of the coverage provided by the generated
4.3.2 Test slcti test suite.

The previously mentioned test generation procedure 5 CoNCLUSIQN
leads to the derivation of a large number of test cases.
All these tebt cases can detect errors in The testing process and its activities have been 0
implementations, and errors detected with these test particularly neglected by R&D projects in
cases indeed indicate that an implementation does information technology, which are usually focused
not conform to its specification. However, the inrormati chnolo g wi ae us a sedon requirements capturing or design phases in
number of test cases that can be generated may be softwar development.
very large, or even infinite. This implies that the
execution of all generated test cases is impossible, if Unlike many research projects, where technologies S
their number is infinite, unfeasible, if their number is are developed for their own sake and are
very large, or simply too expensive, experimented on small toy case studies, AIMS

The reduction of the number of generated test cases decided to start from the real world requirements and
to an amount that can be handled economically and to address them with a fairly pragmatic approach.
practically is therefore necessary. Such a reduction of This is also reflected by the strong commitment to
the size of generated test suites (i.e. the reduction of technology transfer, that is already happening for the 0
the number of test cases) by choosing an appropriate first area of the Alenia Demonstrator (testing tools
subset is called test selection by test cases reduction, exploitation) which is being transfcrred into the
Different selection criteria may be defined in order to context of a real project.
reduce the number of test cases once they have been Moreover each area has a different impact on the
generated. Nonetheless, their definition requires testing process. For instance, while both the use of 0
thorough study and understanding of the application formal techniques to derive test cases and the
domain and it may even vary from one system to adoption of testing tools are fairly intrusive with
another. respect to the common practice of development
Yet another approach to test selection may be chosen teams, EAT is orthogonal to the process, in the sense
which is based on syntactical manipulations of the that it can be used to support different phases of the
original specification. This approach is referred to as process, without imposing particular constraints on 0
test selection by specification selection. Instead of either practices or tools.
generating too many test cases and then trying to
reduce their number a posteriori, this approach is Nevertheless the effort spent in investigating the
intended to prime the generation itself. more advanced topics - that might provide usable

results in the longer run - is also intended to spreadA further approach to test selection was investigated the knowledge about formal specification methods 0
based on the selection of critical requirements and a that are likely to become necessary, if not mandatory,
generation of test cases for these requirements only. for future large programmes.
This approach is called test selection based on
requirements criticality and, up to now, it seems the In conclusion, the AIMS experience turned to be
most sensible in the framework of the case study. particularly important for Alenia, since intermediate
Definite assessment of the analysed selection criteria results were already transferred to operational 0
is still under way, nevertheless a few indications may divisions for everyday use and an improved
be given about the initial results. A full experiment awareness of both problems and potential solutions is
with the approach based on test cases reduction does being disseminated across the whole corporation. We
not seem to be ftasible. In fact no currently available are convinced that the main reason for this success
tool supports the automatic generation of test cases was the very early user orientation of the project,
for full LOTOS specifications and the number of which did not take the usual "technology push"
tests generated applying the "extended" CO-OP approach, but spent a considerable amount of time
method is often too high to be managed by hand. and effort in understanding the most important

The approach based on syntactical manipulations of problems developers are faced with.

the original specification seems to be more The relevance of the Alenia demonstrator is such that
promising even if it is not yet mature enough and a further exploitation in various context will be
final statement about its effectiveness cannot be considered, starting from use in different companies
made. of the same corporation.

0 S" "
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Discussion

Question J. BART

How many rules did you have in EAT rule based system?

Reply

- 100. However, this number will be increased according to the prototype evolution and the enrichment of its knowledge

base.

Question C. KRUEGER

What quantitative improvement have you achieved in efficiency and product quality? 0 0

Reply

Improvements in testing efficiency and product quality will be quantified in terms of the effort spent in the different
testing activities of the number of (extra) errors found in the product. Preliminary benefits have been achieved from the
testing tools exploitation and their transfer to the operational teams. A reduction of 20% of the total testing effort has 0
been achieved, even if some initial human resistance to the change has been found. Concerning the quality, some extra

errors have been found in the code, especially when performing a complete white-box structural testing that has

exercised parts of the code never tested before.

0

0 1

0

0

* 0



Validation and Test of Complex Weapon Systems
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i. SUMMARY of an F-16 could easily take many man-months to test. And,
As avionics software complexity increases. traditional if software errors are found, as they often are, the software 0
techniques for avionics software validation and testing become must be fixed and the tests run again from the beginning. It
time consuming, expensive, and ultimately unworkable. New is very easy to see how quickly the current approach could
test issues arise with the development and maintenance of become unworkable and lead to either major schedule slips or
complex "super federated" systems like that of the B-2 and poorly tested software. Highly integrated advanced avionics
highly integrated systems like that of the F-22. Upgrades to results in even more test requirements caused by massive
existing weapon systems that produce a blend of federated and increases in software complexity. Features usually associated
integrated architectures further complicate the problem. This with integrated avionics like system reconfiguration and fault
paper discusses the limitations of current approaches, tolerance are very hard to test because of the number of
equipment and software. It def'mes a next generation avionics possible configurations. The only solution is to provide
software validation and test process, along with the hardware engineers with tools that enable drastic improvements in
and software components that are required to make the productivity throughout the test process. For example,
process work. The central goals of the process and engineers that currently spend much of their time executing
components are to reduce development and maintenance costs, tests should be able to concentrate their efforts on fixing * 0
to minimize manpower requirements, to decrease the time software problems and creating quality tests. The tools should
required to perform the testing, and to insure the quality of the take care of mundane tasks, such as stepping through a test or
final product. The process is composed of unit test, producing a test report. Figure I illustrates current avionics
component test, configuration item test, subsystem test, testing.
integration test, avionics-system test, and weapon-system test.
Some of the topics covered are: automated testing of avionics
software, real-time monitoring of avionics equipment, non- "
real-time and real-time avionics emulation, and real-time
simulation. This paper is based upon several years of
experience in the following areas: 1) Research and
development of new technologies to improve the
supportability of weapon-system software. 2) Design and 0

implementation of facilities for the development, enhancement,00
and test of avionics software.

2. INTRODUCTION
Testing of avionics software has traditionally been a very
manpower intensive task. For example, the manual execution
of the Final Qualification Test (FQT) for the F-16A/B
Expanded Fire Control Computer (XFCC) takes two engineers
approximately three weeks. The F-16A/B Expanded Stores
Management System (XSMS) computer software FQT
requires two engineers working for eight weeks. During an
FQT, the engineers sit at a simulator, read the test procedure,
manually execute each step, and check for the correct results.
Checking for the correct results can be as simple as checking S
for a symbol on a display or as complex as performing a full
mathematical analysis of large amounts of logged datam In the Figure 1, Avionics Software Testing
past, this approach, although expensive, worked well and
produced some very capable weapon systems. However, as This paper proposes a set of next generation tools to support
the quantity and processing power of avionics computers a test process for newer complex weapon-system software.
increases, the tests tend to be proportionally more costly to Although the paper emphasires testing, it in no way intends
develop and execute. Based upon the F-16 example, a super to diminish the importance of the requirements, design, and 0
federated system with over ten times the processing capability code generation phases of software development, or that of

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineeringfor Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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other essential functions such as configuration management. Unit testing requires several tools; many of which suppor: 4
It is a widely accepted fact that high quality development later stages of testing. The tools will be capable of software
during earlier soft- are phases decreases the number of errors, module test generation, static code analysis, autman •'
enhances the ease and quality of testing, and potentially software module testing, and non-real-Lime avionics Computer
decreases the number of tests required. In addition, the emulamtm. Figure 3 illustrates unit test.
approaches suggested in this paper would fail without a 4r
comprehensive configuration management capability. The
test process presented in this paper is based generally on the
Department of Defense Standard 2167A (DOD-STD-2167A).
This paper identifies key hardware and software tools required 0
to support that process. The process does not assume a
specific development model (i.e., waterfall, spiral); instead,
each test type is identified in a logical sequence from unit test
through weapon-system test. Also, the test types apply to
both newly developed software and modifications to existing Sotware Module Teat Generation
software. The test types, illustrated in Figure 2, are defined • Static CodeAnalysig•Stanars Cheetong
as unit test, component test, configuration item test, subsystem - Code Discrepancy Cheeking
test, integration test, avionics-system test, and weapon-system * Software Complexity Analysis
test. Automatbd Software Module Testing

Non-Real-Uine Avionlcs Computer
Emulation

Unit rest Component Configuration
Test Item Test

Figure 3, Unit Test

3.1 Software Module Test Generation
Subsystem Integration Avionics The goals of software module test generation are to produce

Test Teat System Test a test that validates compliance with all the requirements
4 _" k allocated to the module, and to insure traceability between the

CA- • requirements, the design. the software module, and the
Weapon System Teat specific tests. The word "module" applies to a CSU, a CSC,

or a Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCi). The tool
will list the module requirements and provide assistance in

Figure 2, Test Types creating the tests. Creating the tests will involve creating
tables of input data and corresponding expected output data.

3. UNIT TEST Entering and calculating the data required for module testing
Unit test will be the first step in testing actual code. This can be very time consuming and error prone. Consequently.
paper focuses on source code testing, but a full modern the interface to the software module test generation will be
process might include the testing of the requirements, the similar to a spreadsheet where data can be entered in large 0
design, or a system prototype model. Unit test will be done quantities, based on pattern sequences and formulas.
in conjunction with code generation, using an engineering
workstation as shown in Figure 3. The code generation 3.2 Static Code Analysis
process will begin after the detailed software design is Static code analysis has not been traditionally a part of the
completed. The Operational Flight Program (OFP) engineers OFP test process because appropriate tools have not been
will use the detailed design to produce each Computer available, especially for programming languages used in OFPs
Software Unit (CSU) and then test each unit against remaining such as JOVIAL. Software technological advances and more
old requirements and the new requirements. A CSU is a recent high order languages like Ada have brought about more
nontrivial, independently testable piece of code. The CSU static analysis tools. Static test tools can perform such
tests will execute with automated control and verification and functions as identifying coding errors, like code that cannot be
will run on the engineer's workstation without the need for the executed (i.e., dead code), insuring conformance to coding
target avionics computer. Code analysis tools will perform an standards, identifying complex portions of code that may
automated CSU code walk-through. Necessary revisions will require special test attention, and suggesting a design change
be made to the code and design documentation, followed by to improve code quality and supportability. A few static
any necessary retesting. The development of the automated analysis tools capable of test support are listed below.
test procedures for each Computer Software Component Increased static code analysis capability is expected in the
(CSC) test will then begin. future. Static code analysis will include standards checking,

code discrepancy checking, and software complexity analysis.
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3.L.1 Standards Checking 4. COMPUTER SOFTWARE COMPONENT TESTING
Standards chocking will validate th,ý compliance of the The Computer Software Component (CSC) testing will begin
developed source code with the project programming after the coding and CSU testing have been completed. The
standards and guidelines. Standards checking will include a CSC testing will insure that the algorithms and logic are S
review of naming conventions, module size, frequency of correct and that the CSC satisfies its allocated requirements.
comments, readability, etc. A detailed report will list any DOD-STD-2167A's CSUs, CSCs, and CSCIs imply that
deviations from the standards. software can be broken into three logical levels. In practice,

the number of component levels should reflect the complexity
3.2L2 Code Discrepancy Checking of the software. Tests should be executed according to the
Code discrepancy checking will identify potential requirements of each level. Therefore, CSC testing will
discrepancies in the code; i.e., code that cannot be executed, include testing groups of CSCs in addition to groups of CSUs
variables that are declared but never used, and control flow forming a CSC. All the CSC testing will be performed on
that has a single path (i.e., if 1<2 then ... ). In addition to workstations using non-real-time avionics computeremulators
dientifying quality and efficiency problems in the code, and automated software module testing. Corrections to the
discrepancy checking will identify potential errors by drawing code will result in revisions to the documentation. retesting,
autention to portions of the code that may contain errors, and updates to the configured CSU and CSC source files. A

code analysis, assisted by automated tools, will be performed S

3.L.3 Software Complexity Analpsis on any code that has been revised. The CSCl automated
Software complexity analysis will evaluate source code for software module tests will then be developed and checked for
complexity. The tools will analyze the source code using completeness and accuracy.

complexity metrics such as that of McCabe and Halstad. The
tools will identify portions of code that are potentially too Due to the strong similarity between CSU and CSC testing,
complex for complete testing and cost-effective maintenance. CSC testing will use all of the tools used in CSU testing,

including software module test generation, static code •
3.3 Automated Software Module Testing analysis, automated software module testing, and non-real-
Unit testing has always been labor intensive. The basic time avionics computer emulation. However, CSC testing will
problem is the fact that units are usually embedded in a larger place additional demands on the tools identified in section 3.
body of software. The tasks of separating out each unit, The new requirements include support for multiple levels of
writing the required test driver software for each CSU, and testing and support for software physically located in multiple
executing the test are ,.cry manpower intensive, in addition, files. No new tools will be required to support CSC tests. * 0
a lot of software is produced that will eventually be discarded. Figure 4 illustrates CSC testing.
An automated software module test tool will extract units
from the existing software based on comments in the code,
generate the test shell, execute the test, and report the results.

The report will include general information on the unit that
was tested, the test that was executed, the results of the test.
and the test coverage analysis. The coverage analysis will n
help the engineer to understand how comprehensive a test is
by identifying the number of times each line of code is
exercised during the test. As software development continues,
the tool will maintain a log of tested units and input test data.
The logged information will then be used to indicate which
unit tests need to be repeated due to changes in the unit code •
or changes in the unit test data. An OFP developer will make - Code Discrepancy Checkig
modifications to the software and then invoke an automated - Software Complexity Amalysis
unit test. The automated unit test tool will then identify all - Automated Software Module Testing

units that need to be tested and execute the tests. New units - Non-14sI-'flme Avionics Computer
Emulation

without test data will be identified to the user. _ _ _ _ _

3.4 Non-Real-Time Avionics Computer Emulation •
A non-real-time emulator hosted on the engineer's workstation
will support the execution of automated tests. The emulator

will provide an instruction set simulator for the target
processor, simulation of all the hardware that the software
communicates with, and a full interactive debugging
capability. The debugger will provide visibility into the FIgure 4, Component Test
execution and data values of the software module under test
It will support assembly language or high order language S. COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION ITEM
"views" of the software. The emulator will also produce a TESTING
variety of calculated estimates of the execution characteristics The Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI) testing
of the software running on the actual avionics computer, will begin when CSC testing is complete. The Operational
including memory requirements and execution timing. Flight Program (OFP) engineer will produce a full CSCI load
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module and execute it on the workstation, using a non-real- external commuzucatiot with other subsystems. Subsystem
rune avionics computer emulator. The goals of CSCI testing testing will be performed with both statically and dynamically
will be to insure that all the components function togedtr, generated data.

and to verify that die interface to other CSCIs is in accordance
with the interface design document. To reduce equipment Internal interaction and basic external interface testing will be
costs, the test will be conducted on a workstation rather than initially performed using statically generated data. The
on the more expensive avionics computer. Depending upon subsystem will be stimulated with specific inputs and the
the relative processing capability of the actual avionics outputs will be verified. Inputs to the subsystem will be
computer and the workstation executing the emulation, the produced from pre-generated dlat, and then during execution,
utility of this stage of testing may vary. If the execution of the inputs will be driven by the real-time requirements of the
the workstation emulation is excessively time consoming, then subsystem. The outputs will be monitored in real time and
this testing can be done during subsystem test. The non-real- verified for correctness. Depending upon the particular
time avionics computer emulator will have full CSCI debug subsystem, the inputs and outputs can take a variety of forms
capability that will include monitor and control of the CSCI (e.g., discrete data, serial digital data, parallel digital data.
execution and its data. Automated module testing software analog data, and Radio Frequency (RF) data). Complete
will provide test data to the CSCI and then verify that the computer control of the interfaces/devices that produce and
corresponding CSCI output data is correct The tests will be monitor the inputs and outputs will be provided. In addition, 0
performed and the results recorded in the software test report. the OFP engineer will have full real-time monitor and control
Revisions to documentation or code and retesting of the capabilities over the subsystem computer(s). With these
CSUs, CSCs, and CSCI will be directed by the results of this capabilities, the OFP engineer will be able to initiate
workstation-based testing. stimulation of the subsystem, monitor the response, and

observe the execution of the software. Thus the OFP engineer
The CSCI testing will use many tools used earlier in CSu and will be able to verify conformance to interface requirements,
CSC testing. These tools include software module test check the basic operation of the software, and isolate any
generation, static code analysis, automated software module discrepancies in the software.
testing, and non-real-time avionics computer emulation. No
new tools will be required to support CSCI tests. Figure 5 The second level of testing will be fully dynamic and scenario
illustrates configuration item testing. oriented. The environment external to the weapon system will

be simulated, and the various avionics that communicate with
or produce data for the subsystem will also be simulated. The *
simulated environment together with the simulated avionics
will provide a fully interactive, real-time environment by

supplying data to and from the real-time !.mbsystem interface.

The subsystem will be "flown" through various scenario- in a
realistic controlled environment that will exercise the
subsystem software in a variety of dynamic conditions. The

tests will be specifically designed for the subsystem under 0
"• SoftwareModule TestwGaMIon test. The test station simulation and real-time avionics
"* Static Code Analysa monitor and control capability will be used either manually or

"* Standards Checking automatically to execute tests, to verify correct operation, and
"• CodeDiscrepanc y Checking to isolate any discrepancies in the software. The relative
"* Softwae Complexty Analysis magnitude of the tests done using statically generated data"• Automated Software Module Testing" NonAutom -Time Avrondcs Computer verses those done using dynamically generated data will 0

Einuiton-Rdlm volsCmu depend upon the operational function of the subsystem under

test. Subsystems with more dynamic functions such as
weapon delivery or target tracking will require more dynamic

testing. Subsystems like weapon stores management and
displays will be likely to require more tests using statically
generated data. After both subsystem test types have been
accomplished, the results will be recorded in a software test •
report. Any revisions to documentation or code and retesting
of the CSUs, CSCs, and CSCIs will be based on the results of

Figure 5, Configuration Item Test the subsystem level testing.

6. SUBSYSTEM TESTING It is important to note that there will be (and there currently
Subsystem testing begins after the workstation-based CSCI are) two distinct types of OFP engineers executing the tests:
testing phase has been completed. During subsystem testing, the OFP developer and the OFP tester. Each type will have
the OFP engineer will use a test station to load the actual a different view of testing and different requirements for test
OFP(s) into the avionics subsystem hardware. This will be support tools. The OFP developer will write the software and
the first time that the new software will be executed on the will conduct initial tests. This function will require extensive
actual avionics hardware. Therefore, these tests will focus on monitoring of both the execution of the OFP undergoing
software integration with the hardware and include tests of testing and the test-station data stimulating the OFP. While
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the OFP is executing in the avionics computer, the OFP expensive to develop, and were also found to be very
developer will need extensive interactive debugging expensive to enhance and maintain. For aircraft with only a
capabilities at both the assembly language level and in the few avionics computers, this approach was viable, but
high order language symbols and statements. The OFP inefficient. For modern aircraft with many avionics 0
developer will focus on the software's behavior as it executes computers, large, monolithic, dedicated test stations are no
internally in the avionics computer. This approach is kroger practical. The future requires us to break this cycle of ,
sometimes called "white box testing." The tests will range building large, dedicated test stations for each avionics
from unit to avionics-system tests. Some testing will be compwuer, and to develop a collection of modular, generv.
automated; however, many tests will be highly interactive as components from which test stations can be assembled easily
new functions are checked and problems are found and and economically. By emphasizing flexibility, extendibility
isolated. and reusability in the design of the test station architecture and

components, the same set of components will be able to
OFP testers will usually be managerially independent of the support software on multiple avionics computers.
OFP developers and will have a different test focus. The OFP
tester will treat the avionics computer and software like a In addition to lowering cost and increasing flexibiit), other
"black box" that will be expected to provide certain functions, avionics support requirements are emerging due to super
The OFP tester will focus on exercising the avionics computer federated and integrated avionics systems. As avionics 0
in many different modes and scenarios to insure that it will systems become more integrated, the support systems that will
function according to its requirements. A primary interest of be used to test the avionics software and hardware will need
the OFP tester will be the automation of the long and to be more integrated. Early in the development of avionics
monotonous formal tests. Automating the tests will also software, the work will focus on individual avionics
permit the OFP tester to design and perform more subsystems in isolation. As development progresses, more of
comprehensive tests. The OFP tester will perform manual and the actual avionics subsystems will be incrementally integrated
automated, subsystem, integration, and avionics-system until the entire avionics suite is complete. The engineers will
testing. need a test station that allows them to work on individual

subsystems independently without interfering with others.
During subsystem testing, OFP developers and testers will Then, when they are ready to integrate, they will need a test
use numerous hardware and software tools. These tools will system that can be easily reconfigured to incorporate any
also support integration testing, and some will support number of the other subsystems required for a test. The VTS
avionics-system testing and weapon-system testing, as well. will address these issues. 0 *
These tools include a Virtual Test Station (VTS), OFP test
data generation, OFP test data driver, test case generation, The VTS will be a completely reconfigurable avionics support
automated real-time testing, data monitor and control, and system. The reconfiguradon will be controlled through
real-time avionics computer emulation. Figure 6 illustrates software, thus permitting rapid, easy changes to the test
subsystem test. system. It will reconfigure to support a variety of tests using

various combinations of avionics hardware and software.
Working from either a workstation or a test console, an OFP

AVirtud Te Station engineer will use the VTS to configure a test startorn "ith the
* OFP Test Data Generation required avionics hardware and sinmuation software to support
* OFP Tert ODta Driver a particular test. With the VTS, permanent individual test
* Test Case Genration stations will not exist. The support environment will consist
SAutomated Red-Time Teding of a collection of hardware and software building blocks that

* Data Monitor and Control:SmulationundStmulationMonitorandControl can be configured to produce exactly the test station 0
Avionks Communication and interim Monitor ld Control configuration required for any given test. The VTS will
Avionica Computer Monitor and Control contain workstations, test consoles, avionics computers.

* Red-Tim Avionics Computer Emulation avionics computer interfaces, avionics computer stimulation
equipment, avionics computer monitors and controllers, and

Figure 6, Subsystem Test general purpose real-time processors. The VTS will include
a combination of models, avionics emulators, and actual

6.1 Virtual Teat Station avionics hardware, which will provide the environment for the 0
When aircraft had only one or two embedded computers, avionics subsystem under test and exercise it in various
avionics software was traditionally supported by an avionics scenarios. The VTS will be capable of performing tests with
test station (sometimes called a "dynamic test stand" or an one actual avionics subsystem and the other avionics and
"integration support station"). The test station simulated all of external environment simulated. It will also perform
the necessary subsystems in real time, provided stimulus intrgration testing (discussed in section 7) with multiple actual
signals to an avionics computer nmning the software under avionics subsystems, while simulating the remaining avionics 0
test, and monitored and recorded outputs produced by the and the external environment. Assuming there are sufficient
software. The test station, which was custom built for each resources within the VTS, it will support many test stations in
type of avionics computer, had a large simulation computer various configurations, all operating simultaneously. When a
that performed the real-time computation. Complex, special- specific component of the VTS is not in use, it will be
purpose interfaces provided stimulus and monitoring signals available from the pool of VTS resources to be allocated and
for the avionics computer. These systems were very used as part of a test station. This will allow maximum use
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of dte costly avionics and simulation resources In addition, 6.2 OFP Test Data Geeration

ORP engineers will have access to the hardwame and software The goals of OFP test data generation are similar to those of

needed to perform any test. Figure 7 illustrates the MTS software module test generat n; i.e., to produce a test that

reaources. validates compliance with the requirements allocated to the

subsystem software, and to insure traceability between the

The V'TS concept provides many interesting possibilities. requirements, the design. the subsystem software, and the 4
From the perspective of the OFP engineers, it will be possible specific tests. Test data will be generated for requirements

to select exactly the resources or resource types needed for a that can be adequately and practically validated with statically

particular teCL From a test-station maintenance perspective, generated data. The test generation will focus on defining the

it will be possible to take various resources "off-line" for stimulation data with its associated timing requirements, along

maintenance without impacting the use of the other resources. with expected response data and tining. The specific

If a resource fails while allocated to a particular user. the user stimulation and response data types will depend upon the

will simply take that resource off-line, replace it with an subsystem under test. Many subsystems now commrunicate

equivalent resource, and then alert the maintenance using the Military Standard 1553B (MIL-STD-1S53B) bus.

organization. From the test-station management perspective, analog signals, and discrete signals. Other subsystems may

the VTS concept will significantly reduce the cost of building require and/or generate RF or optical signals. Entering the

and maintaining a full avionics software support facility. raw data to control and monitor these signals can be very time

Since test station resources will not be permanently configured consuming and error prone. Consequently, the interfa,;e for

in a VTS facility, more efficient use of a smaller aggregate test data generation will be similar to a spreadsheet where

number of resources will provide the same effective testing data can be entered in large quantities, based on pattern

capacity as a larger, more expensive, traditional facility. This sequences and formulas. Timing will be defined using vanous

will reduce initial acquisition costs and life-cycle costs. Also, options; eg., a function of time, a function of the avionics

to optimize use of VTS resources, the VTS resource allocation computer's major processing cycle, and a function of the

will be automatically monitored to determine when more demand of the avionics and stimulation hardware.

resources are required to support the work load, and when

existing resources are not utilized and can therefore be 6.3 OFP Test Data Driver

eliminated. The test data driver will be similar to the automated software

module test tool but will have some important differences.

For morem information on the VTS, reference "Virtual Test The test data driver will control the VTS and drive a sequence

Station" by Steven A. Waiters of Science Applications of real-time data to produce actual input signals to the S
International Corporation (SAIC) and Mark M. Stephenson of avionics. In addition, the test data driver will check the real-
the United States Air Force, a paper presented at the National time output. For example, the MIL-STD-1553B bus will be
A.ruspace and Electronics Conference (NAECON), May 24- driven with realistic data and the MIL-STD-1553B response

28, 1993. will be checked for correctness. Timing of the input data and

the responses is critical, and in fact, the measurement of the

Avionics Interfaces, Stimulation, and Monitoring General Purpose Processors

Multiple Test Consoles

Multiple General Purpose Workstations

Figure 7, Virtual Teat Station (VTS) Resources
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time betwom events wll be one of the test optior. A reportwill be generated by the OFP test data driver that will include

general information on the OFP that was tested, th particular
test that was executed, and the results of the tesL W

6.4 Test Case Gmneratlion MA

The goals of the test case generation, like those of the
software test data generation, are: to produce a test that
validates compliance with the requirements allocated to the
subsystem software, and to insure traceability between the Figure 8, Automated ReaI-Time Testing
requirements, the design, the subsystem software, and the
specific tests. Test case generation will be used to create the software. Only extremely critical functions such as
automated test procedures that can be adequately and nuclear weapon deliver) have very extcnsve tests. However.
practically validated with dynamic scenario-oriented testing. if an automated real-time test capability can operate totally
Test cases will be written in a procedure-oriented, structured, without user intervention and simulators can be produced at
english-like language that can be easily understood by a test minimum cost, then testing could occur in two phases. The
engineer. The test case generation tool will be "language fu-st phase would include the basic critical tests that are done
sensitive" with features like automatic syntax checking and now. The avionics software could then be released. The
mouse-driven selection of language constructs and key words, second phase would be an exhaustive, random test that would
The tool will have a graphical representation mode to provide run continually (or whenever the simulation resources are idle)
the user with a "picture" of the total test flow. Since the for the life of the software version. The goal of this test
complexity of the software is increasing drastically, the would be to find any unique combination of circumstances
generation of quality tests is becoming increasingly complex. that exposes a software problem. If a major problem were
The test case generator will provide a variety of techniques to found, an emergency correction could be made. If the
support automatic generation of test sequences. problem were minor then the correction c)uld be incorporated

into the next version of the software.
The test case language will support the full representation and
automation of the actual test and validation procedures. The 6.6 Data Monitor and Control
test language will also have provisions for the execution of Real-time data monitor and control is a cnucal function in
special debug tests to isolate problems found by the test. The both debugging and validating avionics software. The OFP • *
test language will include a variety of constructs including: 1) engineers need to know exactly what information is going m
command file structuring; i.e., including other command files and out of the subsystem under test, and they need to monitor
and defining subroutines, 2) simulator set up and control; i.e., the execution of the software in order to either find software
selecting the simulation configuration, loading initial problems or demonstrate its correctness. Th,. OFP engineers
conditions and stopping the simulation, 3) user control; i.e., also need the capability to modify data in real-time to create
turning a cockpit panel knob, or flying the aircraft, and 4) unique situations; i.e., corrupt communication data. and
validation and analysis; i.e., checking that a cockpit light failures. Data monitoring and control can be extremely 0
comes on or that a MIL-STD-1553 packet contains certain complex. Test stations and avionics produce large quantities
data, or checking a set of logged data for a given of data at very high rates, making storage of all the data
mathematical relationship. impractical. Also, the data that is produced in multiple

locations (e.g., avionics subsystem, simulation) must be
6.5 Automated Real-Time Testing synchronously controlled and monitored, and then correlated,
The automated real-time test software will "fly" the simulator in order to provide information on the entire system. A
through the test scenario and perform the appropriate tests. If common data time tag will be used to merge and analyze
discrepancies are found, appropriate actions will be taken and system-wide data. Finally, it is generally unwise to stop or
the problem will be logged to a test report file. Since the test delay the simulation and avionics to obtain data. Real-tine
command language will permit the automatic selection and systems (especially avionics) often change state when they are
configuration of VTS resources, tests scheduled for execution halted, and they cannot always be restarted at the point from
after hours will be able to automatically allocate the required which they were halted.
VTS resources, execute, and then deallocate the resources. •
According to estimates based on prototyping portions of actual Data monitoring will include multiple alphanumeric and
tests, automated real-time testing will effectively increase the graphical color display types to present the information in a
total test case execution speed by over 100 times. Figure 8 format that can be quickly interpreted. A common user
illustrates automated real-time testing. interface for both monitor and control will be independent of

the source of the data and of any special hardware and
In addition, a potentially very valuable test technique will be software that might be required to modify or obtain the data.
made possible by the capability of fully automated real-time Also, multiple filtering and data event triggering functions will
testing. As avionics software becomes more sophisticated, the reduce the time and effort required to understand the data and
number of paths through the software drastically increases. It to compare it against expected results. Three primary
would take many years to go through every possible software functions are required for data monitoring and control: I)
combination on even a current generation weapon system. simulation/stimulation monitor and control, 2) avionics
Instead, tests today are developed to test major functions in communication and interface monitor and control, and 3)

* .



avionics processing monitor and control. Figure 9 illuatraes enable changes in the momtormg equipment and avionics
the three types of monitor and control. configurations in accordance with the current test

Both a manual and an automated monitor and control 4
capability are essential for testing and debugging avionics
software exectuting in an avionics cunpuier. This capability
will be used to load software into the avionics computer arid
observe the software executing in real time. Monitor and
control functions vwill include software download and upload;
memory reads. writes and searches; register reads and writes;
avionics hardware halt, run and reset, instruction single step;
breakpoint set and clear; timing between events; event-
triggered data recording; and event-triggered program trace.

SU- , Several technical issues are associated with halting, 0
continuing, and single-stepping avionics subsystems. First,

Figure 9, Monitor and Control Typos once an avionics subsystem is halted, it typically becomes
very complicated to resume real-time operation at the point

6.6.1 Sim ,lationStimulation Monitor and Control where it left off. Internal timers, interrupts, and other timne-
In an automated or manual test, the test engineer requires full critical and status-dependent hardware functions tend to
access to the simulation and avionics stimulation data to change state after the halt, and it is often impossible to
know, in detail, the environment provided for the subsystem reliably reinil~alize the hardware to enable it to continue. It
under test. The test engineer also needs to be able to control is usually best to reset the hardware to resume operation.
the environmient to generate various tests. The Secondly, single-stepping ;s an effective way to test the basic
simulation/stimulation monitor and control will allow the internal logic of the software, as long as the user understands
manual or automatic user-specified monitoring, logging, and the limitations of non-real-time operation and the problems
controlling of simulation and stimulation functions and data. with continuing real-t-ne execution. Thirdly, single-stepping

the simulation software and multiple avionics computers is • *
6.6.2 Avionics Communication and Interface Monitor and especially difficult. The definition of a single step for a
Control system with multiple processors executing at different clock
Most avionics computers have multiple digital and analog rates is a basic problem. In addition, all of the processors
interface signals to send or receive information from other have to be synchronously stepped. A full-featured real-time
avionics computers, devices, sensors or indicators. Most monitor and control capability is usually a better approach
avionics computers also have a general purpose than single-stepping. The problems of halting and continuing
communication bus (e.g., MIL-STD-1553, High Speed Data the processors are avoided, and the results are more
Bus) for data transfer among the other avionics computers in trustworthy because they are closer to actual operation.
the weapon system. Newer weapon systems usually have
many communication busses. Occasionally, avionics Traditionally, real-time avionics computer monitor and control
computers also have a dedicated high speed communication has been very expensive because of the complexity of
channel for transfer of large amounts of data (usually monitoring a processor, the speed of the event- that have to be
minimally processed data) directly from one point to another, monitored, and the lack of readily available interface signals 0
In general, for complete testing, all the avionics that support monitoring. Also in the past, a strong effort has
conmmunications and interfaces need to be monitorable and been made to insure that the timing of the processor is not
controllable. Monitoring is complicated by the higher data altered by the monitoring equipment. As processors evolve,
rates of the communication busses and especially by the new hardware features such as cache memory, pipeline

dedicated high speed channels. Monitoring these signals processing, superscalar processing, high speed processing,
usually requires special purpose hardware. The ability to filter multi-processing, and "computers on a chip" have made it
unneeded data and trigger on events will reduce the quantity difficult to monitor the processor. Newer software techniques,
of the data and extract the precise information that is required such as dynamic variable memory allocation and dynamic
for the test. Control has some technical limitations. For software task reconfiguration, increase the complexity of
example, a dedicated high speed channel that connects two tracking the execution of the software. Consequently, future
avionics boxes in the test station may have some very strict avionics subsystems will require part of the actual avionics
timing and handshaking requirements. A specially-designed software to be dedicated to real-time testing. Furthermore,
hardware device inserted between the two avionics boxes may since the avionics will be tested with the embedded test 0
not be able to receive, detect, alter, and transmit the software, that software must remain in the final operational
communications and still meet the timing requirements. This software to avoid invalidating previous tests. The avionics
problem can usually be overcome by simulating one of the software together with special monitoring hardware will
avionics boxes and driving the high speed signals with an provide a full avionics computer monitor capability.
interface. The simulation can then be used to alter the data
while driving the interface. The flexibility of the VTS will

* S 4



6.7 Ra*I-TIme Avionics Computer Emnlatlon monitored and verified for correctness. The OFP engineer

The real-time hardware emulator will be capable of loading an will have full nuuotor and conurol capability over all the
actual unmodified OFP and executing it at the same rate as subsystem computers. With this capability, the OFP engineer
that of the actual avionics cxmnputer. Real-time avionics will initiate stumulation of the subsystems, monitor the 0
computer emulators are usually implemented in hardware to responses, and observe the execution of the software. Thus
meet throughput and other timing requirements. The real time the OFP engineer will be able to verify conformance to 41
emulator will be used for several purposes. 1) It will act as interface requirements, check the basic operation of the
a high fidelity model to improve the simulation accuracy and software, and isolate any discrepancies in the software-
to reduce the maintenance costs of the simulation. 2) It will
be used to debug software for avionics computers that are Like subsystem testing, the second level of testing will be
very hard to monitor. Since the emulator will be a laboratory fully dynamic and scenario oriented. The envxoment 0
based tool designed for testing, all the available signals and external to the weapon system will be simulated, and the
"hooks" will be added to support a furl avionics monitor and avionics components not present in the given test station
control capability. 3) It will save equipment costs by avoiding configuration will be simulated to provide a fully interactive,
the need for special-purpose stimulation, such as high real-time environment. The subsystems will be "flown"
frequency RF signals, which might be required by the actual through various scenarios in a realistic controlled environment
avionics computer it emulates. 4) It will be much less able to exercise the subsystem OFPs in a variety of dynanuc •
expensive to produce, acquire, and maintain than the actual modes. The tests will be designed for the specific subsystems
avionics computer. The real-time avionics computer emulator under test. The tests will focus on verifying integrated
has many advantages, however, it will never replace the actual functions performed by multiple subsystems. The simulation
avionics equipment in the laboratory. It is a very useful tool, and real-time avionics monitor and control capability will be
especially in the early stages of testing and when facility used either manually or automatically to execute tests
funding is limited. Figure 10 illustrates real-time avionics verifying correct operation, and to isolate any discrepancies in
computer emulation. the software. Once both integration test types have been 0

performed, their results will be recorded in a software test
report. Revisions to documentation or code and retesting of
the CSUs. CSCs, and CSCis will be based on the results of

the integration testing.

The integration testing will use all the tools used earlier in * *
subsystem testing with one additional requirement. The
avionics computer monitor and control will support multiple
avionics computers by providing a common time tag and cross
triggering of events. For example, an event in one avionics
computer (e.g., subroutine call, branch taken, variable out of

Figure 10, Real-Time Avionics Computer range) will be able to cause instruction tracing to begin on
Emulation another computer. The data from both avionics computers 0

will then be correlated and analyzed. Multiple avionics
7. INTEGRATION TESTING computer monitor and control will give OFP engineers a
Integration testing will begin when subsystem testing is system-level view to support the testing and debugging of
complete. During integration testing, the avionics subsystem highly integrated functions. Figure II illustrates integration
will be incrementally integrated with the other avionics test.
subsystems in the weapon system. The OFP engineer will
detrumne how well the OFPs functions in concert with the
other avionics computers and devices, and will test higher
level functions that were allocated to multiple subsystems. Virtual Tar Station
Depending upon the level of integration and the number of - OFP Tmt •Oa Generation
avionics computers in tie weapon system, integration testing OFP Test Daoe Drwiv•TWt Cue G-eneration
will consist of one or more steps. Each step will incorporate . Automated R-ime Testing .

additional avionics subsystems and will bring the test system * Oda Monitor and Control
closer to the real weapon system. The VTS will be used to . Simutituon and Stmulation Monitor and Control
produce test station configurations with various combinations - Avionics Communlction and hIitafet Monitor and Control

p Avionics Computer Monitor ard Control
of real avionics, emulated avionics, and simulated avionics, as * PiN-ime Avionlcs Computer Eriulgion
the software progresses through integration testing.

Like subsystem testing, basic interface testing will initially be Figure 11, Integration Test
performed with statically generated data when appropriate for
the subsystems configured in the test station. The subsystems S. AVIONICS-SYSTEM TESTING
will be stimulated with specific inputs, and the outputs will be Avionics-system testing will begin once integration testing is
verified. The inputs to the subsystems will be produced from complete. During avionics-system testing, almost all of the
pre-generated data and then executed according to the real- actual avionics will be present in the test station. The
time requirements of the subsystems. The outputs will be electrical characteristics (e.g., electrical noise, cross coupling



of signals, power fluctuations) of the avionics hardware within bench" or a "hot mock-up." It will contain a nearly complete

the test station will be nearly identical to that of the actual set ot avionics, a few avionics computer interfaces, a few All
aircraft. The OFP engineer will determine how well the avionics models, and environment models The simulation
sottware functions within the full avionics system. A System resources will be allocated from \ IS resources. Monitoring
Test Station (STS) will be used to perform the testing. Most will be restricted only to those signals tha: can be shown to be
of the avionics-system testing will I- pcrformed manually. unaffected by the addition of monitoring equipment. A '
Automated testing will be limited by the requirement for a typical weapon system will rquire multipie STSs to support
large number of actual as tonses hardware, and the requirement different fielded avionics hardware configurations. Since the
to maintain the actual electrical characteristics of the avionics STS is very similar to the actual weapon system, it can also
system. Testing will be conducted in both stationary mode support validation of the VTS hardware and software. Figure
and simulated flight mode. Stationary testing is like testing 13 illustrates a system test station.
an aircraft parked on the runway. It allows the maxmunum
amount of avionics to he physically present in the system.
Many tests not requiring flight will be conducted in this way.
Tests that need aiCcraft flight require simulation of the external

environment and acerod namics. In addition, enough of the
avionics will be simulated to make the remaining avionics
"think it is flying." Also, sensors have to be either
dynamically sumulated or removed from the configuration and
simulated. Simulated flight enables testing of the dynamic
functions. Dring avionics-system testing, additional system Workstation
characterization measurcments and tests will be run to User Interace
measure and test functions that cannot be tcste•l without most
of the real avionics in a system. For example, timing is

especially critical when dropping bombs on a target. The time
that elapses between the stores management system's Complete Avionics Set
command to release a bomb and the actual release of the with Cables

bomb must be measured accurately because of the speed of

the aircraft. The software has to compensate for the delay in Figure 13, Systeir rt Station

transmitting the bomb release command, having the bomb- •
release hardware receive the command, and physically 9. WEAPON-SYSTEM TESTING

releasing the bomb. This type of measurement can only be Weapon-system testing will begin when all ground-based
made with the actual hardware. The stationary and simulated testing has been completed. Weapon-system testng will
flight avionics-system tests will be performed and the results insure that the new software functions correctly with the entire
of the tests will be ru.,:.rded in a software test report, weapon system, that the system-level requirements are met,

Revisions to documentation or code and retesting of the and that any lower level requirements not readily testable in

CSUs, CSCs. and CSCIs will be based on the results of the a ground based laboratory are tested. Throughout the test
avionics-system-level testing, process, portions of tests may be deferred to later stages of

testing because of difficulty in producing the actual test.
Avionics-sysuiin testing will use some of the tools used in Tests will use the most technically appropriate a.ia cost

integration testing including partial use of the VTS, test case effective approach. Weapon-system testing will involve
generation, automated real-time testing, data monitor and loading an actual test aircraft with the software changes and
control, and real-time avionics computer emulation. The testing it first on the ground and !hen in actual flight. The •
avionics-system testing will be conducted using the System weapon-system tests will be performed, and the results of the

Test Station (STS). Figure 12 illustrates avionics-system test. tests will be recorded in a software test report. Revisions to

documentation or code and retesting of the CSUs, CSCs, and

CSCIs will be based on the results of the weapon-system
testing. Figure 14 illustrates weapon-system testing

Figure 12, Avionics-System Test S

8.1 System Test Statlow
System Test Station (STS) based tests will be the final stage
of testing pror to weapon-system test. Therefore. it is critical
that the avionics operate very close to the way it will operate
on the aircraft. The STS has traditionally been called a "hot

Figure 14, Weapon-System Test
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9.1 Flighit Test Aircraft and Range Assets 1111ACNAIA MJC AK _TW_0
Flight teat will require a fully intuented aircraft and mae aa UJSTM~ CONTACT

ascaetetrneassets. (The author lacks experiencec and G . C SdW C-Fw 5 Is P(
knowledge in the specifics of flight test; therefore, specific ______ fr T-bia% O____

requirements for the flight test aircraft and the test range me ~A.~w ~t 5..t. ~i . LO.AAPS

not provided.) qa5 Ae-c S."-e 11b Lsdi.$ý

Aý sw" Febt .f 1,6 Ch-e L .m

9.2 Fligbt Test Data Analysis AamdT" Ada..d Aesam VdkA=e~ A IJ. SwtIai

Due tothe costof flight test thereis a tendency to log alot AM

of data. Consequently, most flight tests produce large Aaon OP VkW M.k. 4ah
quantities of data that are never used. Since the focus of ToN P.8 bms" GW

collecting the test data Ls the flight test itself. flight test data -mb Asw M.s 1 tti,#.P.pa S.ppt Cap Uoyd R-...

is ustually not used for other functions, such as validating
simulation models and emulators or supporting stimulation of C ~SF*ýt Jai. Lk.

the avionics with actual flight data. 'Three main capabilities _____ m esSat bk5 ss

will be required for flight test data analysis. First, an rA-ss.Sb0WLm A D4a~l Avum Nfissadoly Sk. Jw Cw~stn

automated data processing and data visualization capability L detsi 5  HqbtStp- A -.s D"t. Mosss.U- A-. iD-st~
will be used to reformat the test data and then perform _______

automated data analysis or manual data visualization. Manual AvOt.U C N.Vr Ai-~ C.aWgaa F-u.I-sts coth Husk.

data visualiation will use an interactive color graphics display___________
to present the data in various alphanumeric and graphical Aa...5 Dwt hinSms. A Cdksýus E.a-. Ttt J R..tAtj

displays, which will allow an OFP engineer to quickly OPK A..d A-V L~m Hs-twh
understand and analyze large quantities of data. Second, the bohAtn.sa m sy.sss

flight test data will be used to support validation of the k4dib-im ismn hoso6 Cansbke Josa H..%g

simulation models and einulators by comparing :simulatio vsau.-o~Aos Dat V-ajtw5 hamtos it. 4 H

data with actual flight test data. Third, the VIS will be used pm___ ______________

to 'play" real flight test data back in the simulation in order
to stimulate the software with -eal aircraft data and to Table 1, WL/AAAF Related Projecta
reproduce problems in the laboratory that were identified in
flight test. Thie avionics computer monitor and control* *
capability will then be used to monitor the processors and find
the software problem. The limitations of flight test data
playback are potentially significant. Due to logging Capacity
and instrumentation limitations, flight test data is usually
incomplete. It is often hard to recreate the initial conditions
of the avionics prior to turning on flight test data collection.
In addition, data needed to make the playback complete is
frequently not instrumented and logged during the flight test.
For example, the avionics data busses are usually logged, but
many discrete and analog signals may not be logged. When
recreating the flight-test events in a ground based simulation,
the data bus information can be played back appropriately, but
the discrete and analog signals have to be synthesized in some
way. Without the full set of signals, it may be nearly
impossible to recreate the full flight test scenario.

10. Conclusion
This paper was written to document a baseline understanding
of a next generation process and tool set required to support
validation and test of complex weapon systems. The process0
and, especially, the tools are constantly evolving due to
technological advances and continued research. The United
States Air Force, Wright Laboratory, Avionics Logistics
Branch (WL/AAAF) has conducted research in this ares for
many years and has supported numerous research projects
centered on the process, methods, and tools referred to in this
paper. Some of the research areas, names of the projects, and
points of contact are listed in the table below. WIJAAAF
recognizes the magnitude of avionics test problems and
continues to team with other organizations, extending research
to discover new solutions.
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Discussion

Question J. BART 0

Can you use pregenerated tests to drive higher levels of testing?

Reply

Yes you can, but the time and engineering required to generate the data make it very difficult. Avionics typically cycles 0
at at least 50 times per second. Vast amoumts of data are required for even a short test.The higher the level of test, the
more data must be pregeneat;ed. For this reason, both dynamically and statically generated data should be provided, but
statically generated data lend to be used in the earlier stages of testing. Dynamically generated data tend to be used at
later stages.
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by
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OH 45433-6543
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1. SUMMARY In understanding the role of an OFP. one must thoroughly
The ability to accurately test a system which you arc understand the threat, the weapon system, the mission, the
developing is a highly desirable feature in the engineering embedded computer system, and the complex testing issues
design process. The ability to model your system's associated with OFPs (Rcf 7).
environment and to exercise your system, in that
environment, is also highly desirable. The ultimate success of an updated Operational Flight

Program is that the new OFP becomes an operational
Operational Flight Programs are the software programs of version. Although several layers of testing must be
avionics embedded computer systems. Not only is it successfully passed before OFis arm operationally
desirable .to be able to test and model Operational Flight acceptable. Flight tests are expensive, as are full-up
Programs, it is esse'stial. The consequences of not simulations. But some confidence can be gained through
performing accurate Operational Flight Pre gram testing can evaluating the OFP through a simulation environment. The 0
be devastating. Some of these include premature weapon simulation environment takes advantage of real-time
releases, erroneous flight instrument displays, and complete avionics hardware. realistic simulation software, and the
system failure, adaptability of advanced technologies to provide a

capability for testing the weapon system, the weapon
In order to test Operational Flight Programs, there are system's subsystems and units, and the weapon system's
several things one must know about the Operational Flight software (the OFPs) (Refs 7,9).
Program, its weapon system host, its support environment,
and how to generate and perform its test. This paper will Testing Operational Flight Programs requires an
address these issues as it develops a strategy to test an understanding of: how OFP architecture and processes
Operational Flight Program. work; how an OFP is changed; the major components of an

OFP and its support environment; the OFFs interaction
with its users/maintainers; OFP testing/validation issues;
breadth and depth of OFP tests; and how OFP test results
are analyzed and interpreted (Refs 4,7).

3. OFP ARCHITECTURES AND FUNCTIONS
The Operational Flight Program literally is the software
portion of a embedded computer system. The computer and
its peripheral interfaces make up the system hardware. The
hardware enabled by the OFP software describes the whole
system.

Figure 1 The OFP is made up of a series of modules which represent
the functions of the weapon system. These functions

2. INTRODUCTION describe the mission phases which the weapon system can
Embedded computers are increasingly called upon to perform. Mission phases include preflight, takeoff/time •
provide high-tech solutions to complex multiple threat to cruise, outbound cruise, SAM (surface to air missile)
environments tor today's generation of weapon systems evasion, descent, penetration, bomb delivery, climb,
(Ref 6). The empowering of an embedded computer is its air-to-air combat, inbound cruise, loiter, and approach
software, which is the Operational Flight Program. and landing. Function types include communication

Presened atan AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems Architecures, May1993.
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(external/internal). IFF (identification friend or foe). cause partial or total system failure, prompting a
navigation. guidance. steering, control, target review and redesign in the effected areas of hardware, 0
acquisition/identification. stores management, weapon software, or both.
delivery, and threat warning. The modules of the OFP
include executive, control and display, air-to-air, Given the task of changing an OFP (making a new version
air-to-ground, navigation, communication, heads up or even a new block cycle), several steps are followed to
display, vertical situation display, gun, missiles, overload bring about the change. First, the requested change(s) is
wamirg, and visual identification. A module type, such as diagnosed so that it is clearly understood. Once the
controls and displays, might contain multiple modules OFP maintainer thoroughly understands the change
which are prioritized according to the timing requirements request, an analysis is made of the OFP areas which need to
of the functional calls of the OFP. The OFP is required to be altered. Usually the OFP is made up of a series of
process real time interrupt driven schedules, which are modules with specialized functions. A typical change might
handled by the executive modules. The modules of the impact three modules of an OFP which contains 40
OFP are made up of machine level object code. Access to modules. The OFP maintainer will next isolate these
this object code by OFP maintainers is through a higher modules by making copies of them and implementing 0
order language source code which can be compiled to the design changes to the copies. The OFP maintainer
object code. Examples of higher order languages used in integrates these modules by linking them together with the
maintaining OFPs are Ada, COBOL, and FORTRAN (Refs other unaltered modules to form a unique OFP. The OFP
2,6,7,8). maintainerTs final task is to thoroughly test this modified

OFP by putting it through an acceptance test procedure. For
a sizable OFP with several changes, a number of OFP
maintainers would follow these procedures simultaneously.
and then a lead OFP maintainer would integrate and :2st the
new OFP (Ref 7).

S. MAJOR COMPONENTS OF OFP TESTING AND
DEVELOPMENT * *
5.1 The Target Processor
In order to perform various levels of testing on OFPs, the
OFPs embedded computer (also called the target processor)

Figure 2 must be available and accessible. The actual target
processor (see Figure 2) is often used by OFP maintainers to
build a mockup support environment by which they can 0

The embedded cn','puter system (see Figure 2) has access and test their OFP changes. When these target
partitioned m-;nory which is filled with some type of processors are used, an environment has to be available
machine ievel object (binary) code. The OFP is loaded into which stimulates the processor input requirements and
this partitioned memory, and when enabled, empowers the receives the processor output. Some examples of inputs are
whole system to perform its desired functions. Each power, cooling, and peripheral interfaces (such as pilot
embedded computer system has an instruction set which is commands and avionics suite inputs). Examples of outputs
burned into its Read Only Memory (ROM). The instruction include pilot displays, as well as, command and control
set allows the embedded computer maintainer access to the logic for other processors (Ref 7).
OFP as well as the capability to optimize the remaining
partitioned memory. The level of sophistication of a
embedded computer system is a function of the
programming expertise of its OFP maintainers, its
instruction set, its memory, its hardware, and its
throughput (Ref 7).

4. HOW IS AN OFP CHANGED?
Given a working OFP in a working system, why would
changes ever be necessary? One reason is that the users
of the system require an altered mission. As an example, a Figure 3 •
pilot would request a clearer display under some dynamic
threat condition. Another reason to change OFPs is that 5.2 The Support Environment
some flaw is discovered while the embedded computer In order to maintain an OFP, the maintainers require a
system is operational. Some combination of events mig1 ,t dedicated computer system and a simulation environment.
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The dedicated computer system (see Figures 4 and 5) The dedicated computer system provides system
allows the maintainer to access the OFP's object code as conventions which are configuration management, security
well as to copy and alter this code. The simulation procedures, and proper operation of the dedicased
environment allows maintainers to run the OFPs which cmnputer system.
enables them to interactively debug and test. 4r

Figure 4

The hardware of a dedicated computer system usually S.3 Simulation Environment
includes mainframe computers (or powerful OFPs must have a means by which to operate in real-time.
engineering workstations), various types of printers, disk that is, loading them up in their target processor and •
storage devices, networking, and several access terminals, exposing them to the range of conditions (or a reasonable

subset of those conditions) encountered while operational.
Embedded computers and dedicated computers are This allows the maintainer to actively debug the OFP. The
frequently confused as being the same. These are actually degree of complexity of the OFPs environment is directly
quite different. The embedded computer is the target related to the complexity of this simulation environment. In
processor which is part of the weapon system. The the case of a typical fire control computer, a method to
dedicated computer is outside of the weapon system and is represent the full-up avionics suite and the dynamic 0
used to support the software run on the embedded computer environment of the fighter is required. An interface to all
system. cockpit controls and switches, as well as, an interface

between the dedicated computer system and the simulation
environment is necessary. Finally, competent maintainers,
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0
who know how to make the system work. are e nutial. 7. TYPE OF OFP TESTS

The simulation can range from a fully operational weapon 7.1 The Acceptance Test Procedure
system (flight testing is very expensive) to an all-software The OFP maint primary test is the acceptance test ,rý
engineering workstation. Usually the simulation is a procedure (ATP). This test is designed to check out an OFP
representative set of the weapon system's LRUs (Line to a degree that it can be released with confidence to flight
Replaceable Units) with software emulating the cockpit and test and then operational test and evaluation.
the dynaic enviroment.

The ATP is a chronological check of the OFPs responses to
Interaction with the simulation environment is through the inputs. Inputs include switch positioning, preset
dedicated comnputer system. Simulation utilities hosted on conditions such as altitude or airspeed, and hardware
the dedicated computer system allow the loading of an OFP interrupts to name a few. The OFP is loaded into its
into its target processor and also allow the OFP to be embedded computer, hosted on its simulation environment,
exercised dynamically or statically. These utilities also and required to respond to these inputs in the form of static
allow recording, patching, debugging, freezing , and the or dynamic displays, which can be checked against
initialization of the OFP (Refs 2,6,7.8). expected results.

5.4 The Avlonlcs Integrated Support Facility (AISF) The ATP for a typical tire control computer could contain

The facility which houses the dedicated computer system(s) 200 or more independent tests of varying degrees of
and the simulation environment(s) is the Avionics complexity. The reliance of an OFP acceptance test

Integrated Support Facility (AISF). Another name for the procedure to be visually verified and to be manually
AISF is the Centralized Software Support Activity (CSSA). performed requires several weeks to complete (Ref 7).
The AISF supports one or more embedded computer
systems and the associated OFPs. 7.2 The Baseline Acceptance Test Procedure

The baseline acceptance test procedure (ATP) is the ATP
6. OFP TESTING ISSUES which complemented the most recent version of the OFP
6.1 The Requirement to Test (the last block cycle change). An ATP should be developed
The requirement to test is related to the confidence desired concurrently with its OFP. That is to say, any * O
of the targeted system or subsystem. Low level testing additions, deletions, or modifications to the OFP should be
might be sufficient for minor operational adjustments such paralleled by the ATP (Ref 7).
as flight-line data entry. But processes affecting life
support, terrain following radar, and navigation, to name a 7.3 Unit Tests
few. require highly integrated testing. These processes A unit test is the lowest level of testing. With respect to an
often require specialized testing which depend on critical OFP. a unit test is at the module level. As an example,

resources such as specialized hardware, test equipment, test there might exist some type of looping mechanism within a 0
software patches, and OFP maintainer expertise (Refs module. The check of this loop might be with a clock to
1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9). time the loop or a count down mechanism to track the

number of loop iterations (Refs 7,9).
6.2 What Is An Acceptable Level Of Testing?

This question is best asked of the crew members of the 7.4 Subsystem Tests
OFP's weapon system since it is their task to complete A subsystem test combines units to represent a functional
missions, as well as, survive. The quality and quantity of set of an OFP. In typical fire-control computers, these
OFP testing affects their lives. At a minimum, crew subsystems might include the set of air-to-air modules or
members must be assured of the normal operating the set of control and display modules. Checks for these
conditions of their weapon system. Additionally, types of subsystems include setting a value in one module,
maximum performance capabilities should be made runmning the OFP, and inspecting values in other modules
available, as well as, a fail safe capability (Refs 2,8). against expected values (Refs 2.7,9).

6.3 Iterative Nature Of OFP Testing 7.5 Integrated Tests
Usually OFPs are not acceptable in their first cut, even Integrated testing, as seen in Figure 6, can represent several
when they go through Operational Test and Evaluation. layers of OFP testing. Integrated testing includes the

Five or six cycles through the testing process is not unusual. exercising of an OFPs complete module set. It is here that
Much of this is related to the complex nature of OFPs, poor the subsystems are checked out against each other and
interpretation of OFP engineering change requests, and against the OFP's target processor environment. The
changing mission requirements midstream in OFP integrated test can become increasingly complex as the
development (Ref 6). environment is more dynamically modeled. An example of

an increasingly dynamic environment is changing from

* .
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modeled radar inputs to actual radar inputs being driven by means of properly storing and maintaining classified testing
a separate radar OFP (Refs 2.3,6,7,8). documentation. It is often convenient to isolate classified

portions of OFP testing, so that non-classified OFP testing 0 0
7.6 Static Tests can be accomplished with minimal restrictions (Ref 7).
Static tests are tests which are not tisne dependent. Given
an input, or a combination of inputs, there should be an 7.9 Automated Tests
expected response. As an example, in gun mode, a gun As the complexity of OFPs increases, the ability to
reticle should appear on the pilot displays. The gun reticle manually perform acceptance test procedures (ATPs)
is a circle displayed to a pilot on a Heads Up Display decreases. Also, the ability to fully and accurately test
(HUD) and a Visual Situation Display (VSD). The static OFPs decreases. One successful method to increase the 6
test is that when the gun mode is initiated, the gun reticle is OFP maintainer's ability to test OFPs is to utilize automated
or is not present. If it is not present, it has failed the test. techniques. For example, if in the process of manually

7.7 Dynamic Tests
Dynamic tests are much more complicated than static tests,
since they are time dependent. They might require a
sequence of inputs over some time interval in order to
ensure proper functioning of the OFP. An example of a
dynamic lest is to observe an expected Signal-to-Noise T
Ratio (SNR) improvement, as range decreases on a target
being tracked with radar. The difficulty of this test is that it
requires an OFP maintainer who can visually verify the test Figure 7
case. The maintainer has to know from experience what a 0
sequence of responses should indicate. The quality of OFP
testing in the dynamic cases is often limited to the running an ATP test case, a sequence of switch and dial
experience level of OFP maintainers available for testing position can be captured throughspecial test software, then
(Refs 2,7). that portion of the ATP test case can be automated. Using

techniques like this should reduce errors and the time to run
7.8 Classifled Tests through ATP and free OFP maintainers to develop more •
Arrangements must be made for classified testing of OFPs. comprehensive test cases (Refs 2,3,4,5,6.7.8,9).
This requires the facilities and maintainers to be cleared to
the level of the ciassification of testing. It also requires a

* 0
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7.10 Operatioama Tom Aad Evalwatia. Environmental conditions are those situations that the
Operatioal test and evaluation is where the OFP must meet weapon system will be exposed to. In the normal course of
the approval of those who will use it. These users have a mission, what does the weapon system experience? The
their own check-out procedures which can include live weapon system is prepared for its mission at its home base.
firing of munitions, lock-on and destruction of drones, It leaves its home base enroute to its mission, it is refueled
navigational exercises, to mention a few. Operational test enroute, it maneuvers to avoid threats enroute, it performs
and evaluation is the final test of a complete weapon system its mission, and it reverses its enroute to return to home
being fully integrated together. Several different OFPs can base. Several environmental conditions have been
be evaluated during operational test and evaluation, identified in this mission scenario. First, a maintenance or
Operational test and evaluation often finds system and mission preparation environment is identified. Second, a
subsystem errors, which were undetectable in the OFP navigational environment is pointed out. Third, a friend!y
maintainer's simulation environment. Often, OFP version air-to-air refueling environment is callb for. Fourth, a
updates are refined by OFP maintainers through the threat environment is shown. Fifth, the mission
information they receive from Operational test and performance environment occurs. And finally, there is the
evaluation (Refs 7,9). return environment. 0

7.11 Developmental Test And Fvaluatlon In each of the above environments (plus several others),
Sometimes during the block cycle or version update of every possibility of weapon system configuration must be
OFPs, a more dynamic environment than the Avionics identified. The OFP's influence on every weapon system
Integrated Support environment is required. Some test configuration, and subsystem configuration, in every
situations can only be examined through the actual environment in response to the weapon system's
exercising of the complete system in its real environment, performance parameters gives the foundational basis for the
Developmental test and evaluation provides OFP OFP acceptance test procedure. The baseline OFP
maintainers with this option, usually through the provision acceptance test takes into account every parameter, every
of instrumented flight test aircraft. These instrumented environmental situation, and any combination of parameters
aircraft can accommodate specific tests in an actual and environmental situations to generate test cases which
operational enviromnent. An example of this is the exercise these various situations (Refs 1,2,3,6,7,8,9).
recording of narrow band and wide band data in an air-to-air * 0
engagement scenario which can be analyzed for specific 8.2 What could Impact Normality?
OFP performance parameters (Refs 7.9). Given a comprehensive understanding of the system's

performance and the various environments in which it
8. HOW IS AN OFP TESTED? can be exercised, what changes, threats, or failures

should be anticipated?
8.1 What is Normal?
Before originating or extending the OFFs acceptance test One of the greatest benefits of using embedded computers
procedure, a baseline must be established which outlines and software in weapon systems is that these systems can be
the system's normal performance parameters and the reconfigured and adapted to changing mission requirements
environmental conditions which the system wilt and evolving threats more readily than older hardware
experience. This baseline will influence the testing design intensive systems. There is a cost associated with this
decisions throughout the weapon system's lifecycle. In this benefit. In a highly integrated weapon system, small
baseline, design considerations must include the weapon changes can effect large testing areas. It is important to _
system's embedded computer systems, their OFPs, and know. before changes are made, how these changes
their interaction. influence the entire system, and what changes in testing

need to be made to facilitate them.
Performance parameters include all of the avionics of the
system such as altitude, air speed, angle of attack, The threat environment is constantly changing. It is
directional indication, and engine thrust. Performance is necessary for weapon systems to be carefully tuned to
also the ability of the air crew to interact with the system certain threats in order to defeat or avoid them. What -
through controls and displays. Performance also includes happens when a unique unanticipated threat is put up
the system's interaction with its environmental conditions against the weapon system? If possible, unique threats
through the use of its communications, navigation, radar, should be anticipated and planned for in testing scenarios.
electroric warfare suite, and weapons. Consideration Evolving and break-through technologies often translate
should be given to the performance of the system's OFPs. into new threats. By keeping pace with these new
Are the OFPs operating optimally? Are there unused technologies, potential threats can be included in the test 0
resources that can be better shared? Are there potential plans.
bottlenecks or failures that can be avoided?

0 q
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System and subsystem failure should also be considered sufficiently satisfy every test case in your acceptance test
when anticipating potential impacts on normal testing. At procedure.
what degraded capability could the system operate if
various subsystems were disabled (Refs 1,2,3,6,7.8.9). Because the maintenance of OFPs has not been prioritized

in the procurement process, what is used for an acceptance
L&3 Generation of the An Acceptance Teat Procedure? test procedure is greatly stripped down from what has been
Having established normal and abnormal suggested. Current OFP acceptance test procedures are
performance criteria of the system, a comprehensive heavily dependent on the OFP maintainer's subjective
acceptance test procedure can be established. This test experience. The passing or failing of an OFP acceptance
would begin by identifying and describing every possible test procedure is based on how these OFP maintainers feel
configuration of the weapon system against every possible about their weapon system. Though not scientific or
environment that the system would encounter. This test repeatable, this has been sufficient to field reliable systems.
would then identify, describe, and anticipate every abnormal
situation which could impact the system and its subsystems. Future OFP acceptance test procedures will demand
With the inventory of configurations derived, a set of test identifiable and repeatable processes in order to guarantee 0
cases would then be generated to exercise these weapon system reliabilit) The increase in configurational
configurations. The actual utilization of these test cases situations alone will disqualify the subjective expert method
would determine the requirements for each test case such as of passing OFP acceptance test procedures. Future OFP
the static or dynamic testing, degree of integration with acceptance test procedures will require a comprehensive
other OFP components, simulation resources, and the identification, description, and anticipation of the
number of iterations of the test case. The compilation of situations the system will and might experience. In
all this information is the acceptance test procedure.lt addition, future OFP acceptance test procedures will need
should be noted that using present techniques to complete methods to test these situations.
an acceptance test procedure, as described for a modem

OFP Testing Issues
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Figure 7

weapon system, would take several man months, with many 8.5 Increasing Levels of Integration

of the configurations untestable (Refs 1,2,3,6,7.8,9). The nature of weapons platforms is to increase in
complexity. The ability to increase in complexity has been

54 Passing The Test? largely facilitated by using embedded computer systems and

What qualifies an OFP as passing its acceptance test software. These embedded systems are increasingly linked

procedure? The obvious answer is, you pass when you together (or integrated) to take advantage of shared
resources. The consequences of increased integration is
increased complexity in the ability to test the weapon

0
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system. When subsystems are isolated, changes in those automated testing techniques; development of advanced 6
subsystems have little or no impact on the overall weapon verification and validation techniques; expansion of

system. When these subsystems arm integrated through avionics software reuse libraries; unproved sunulation and

some shared resources, changes in a subsystem potentially testing environments; increased implementation of

impacts all of its sharing partners. hypermedia and virtual reality technologies into the OFP
testing environments; and continued development of human it

Unfortunately, as systems have become more complex, the factor engineering (Refs 2-3.4.6.7.8).

capability to test these systems has not kept pace. This is

largely due to the fact that the procurement process has not The encouragement and implementation of these types of

provided for or anticipated the maintenance requirements of technologies will: enable the weapon system to monitor

advanced avionics software. It is well documented that itself while it is operational; return from its mission and

70% or more of a system's life cycle cost will be in the give its maintenance staff a comprehensive performance and

maintenance of that systems software. A large portion of diagnostics report; suggest new techniques for evaluating

this cost lies in the system's testing (Refs 7,9). complicated highly integrated OFPs; and identify reserve

capabilities and opportunities for the weapon system

For every increased level of system integration, at least (Refs 2,8).

equal thought, design, and resources should be dedicated •
to testing. This will require new analysis, 9. CONCLUSIONS

methodologies, and testing techniques (Refs 2,3,4,5.6,7.8). Operational Flight Programs hosted on embedded coi1ji)-ir

systems have greatly extended thde capabilities of a- wr..
8.6 Need for Advanced Technologies weapon systems. These extensions have increastoi

In order to assure the successful operation of current and weapon systems lethality; the air crews survivabilit). And

future avionics weapon systems, as well as, the growing the capability of the system to be reconfigured as well as

number of system platforms implementing highly integratcd decreased the weapon system turn around time In order to 0
embedded computer systems and software, advanced be further extended, a new emphasis must be placed on the

avionics testing technologies must be encouraged and testing of Operational Right Programs. This new emphasis

accelerated. %ome of the areas to be pursued include: is dependent on the inclusion of advanced avionics
improved instrumentation techniques; development of technologies into existing and planned Avionics Integrated

integrated diagnostics techniques (especially in the area Support Facilities. It is also dependent on all individuals

ofsoftware integrated diagnostics); continued emphasis on involved in the acquisition and maintenance of weapon *
systems containing OFPs to be aware of what it takes to

have confidence in the software.

Technology Insertion to Improve OFP Testing
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Discussion

Question C. ANTOINE

How will the use of A& and OOD impact the OFP testing, in particular the flight testing activities?

Reply

The im*meua and near future of Ada and 00[ will have little impact on OFP testing because of the enormous amount
of non standard code in use in the inventory.

What these can impact now is improve software engineering practices amongst those developping and maintaining
software. When disciplined software becomes standard in development, huge opportunities will exist, because not only
re-usable software will be available accross weapon systems. This will include support environment, software and test
cases.

00[ most certainly will enable re-use libraries, which will also avail new opportunities. Note that flight testing is
hugely expensive and weapon system dependent. These alone hinder absorbton of new techniques.

By the way, F-22 will have many challenges in OFP testing even with its Ada advantages.

Question K. BRAMMER

You mentionned re-use as one of the technologies with potential benefit. Re-use can be practiced at all levels of the
system bierachy, from CSU level, CSC level and so on up to subsystem level. I am interested in your opinion, at which
of these levels re-use would be most desirable, i.e. rather at the upper levels or at the lower ones and, may be, depending
on the application domain? * *
Reply

I am most interested in RE-USABLE COMPONENTS at the lowest levels. I would like to see hardened proven "units"
which can be "grabbed" and "used" accross dissimilar systems. Much work has to li done to design this type of software
unit to be robust. Namely, techniques to quantify and qualify components.

For larger units (subsystems), todays limitations are prohibitive. It may be possible to have a common subsystem (such
as a common radar) accross systems.

To make software components accountable to quality standards, we have to dcvelop new techniques to measure and
diagnose software dynamically. This capability does not exist. I propose rigorous new research in software integrated
diagnostics which will begin to enable QA concerns with information to assure software products. One component 0
necessary for software integrated diagnostics is the R3000's Built-In-Support function, which is an intrusive (has a cost)
hardwardsoftware way of observing and exercising your system.

Question 1. BART

Are things getting better, eg with F-16?

Reply

Te F-16 SPO traditionally was held to a single option. They jumped at the opportunity to have a choice. Our Advanced
Multipurpose Support Environment (AMPSE) has been instrumental in allowing the F-16 A:B models to be updated
timely. The new generation of sim is also being adopted (COMEr), as well as being a BGTA test site for many
technologies including Autoval (antmated validatim), PMAC (Progammable monitor and control), to name a view. 0

Unfortunately. the OFP work load of systems like F-16 and F-15 AISFs are inceasing beyond what current techniques
can handle. Many opportunities exist for technology transition. The greatest need is OD leverage technology before crisis
situations dictate ontmued band aide usage.

We need lo pry loose maintenance people to steer and tranmson technology.

* 0
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Insgraad Formal Vileaden amd VaNdath of Safd y Critical Softwawe
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SUMMARY then defined for both the design and verification of the
software within each criticality level.

Embedded software providing the fmctionality for a flight
vehicle self destruct system was judged to be safety critical One notable area of difference is in the avionics sector, in
and required the highest level of assurance in its correctness. plricular between Civil avionics and UK military avioncs.
In order to achieve this a programme of independent In the former are the emphasis, in practice if not in
verification and validation was intated which involved the mandated requirements, has been on the use of techniques
definition of a formal specification of the software combined such as software diversity as a means cf trying to eliminate
with static analysis and dynamic testing. The formal the effects of single software fuls. However, even using
specification, written in an Object Oriented form of Z, was different teams in different compaies and different
used to clarify the requiranents and to provide a definition languagesfhardware platforms, there is no guarantee that the
againb which the code could be formally verified. A range asme mistake could not exist in more than one
of static analyses were performed, culminating in Compliance implementation. Furthermore, them is often a common *
analysis which effectively provided a proof ofthe code against requirements specification which is a potetial source of
low level mathematical specifications that were refined down common mode failure.
from the Z specification. The dynamic test sets war chosen
partly fiom the requirements specification and partly from the Perhaps in recognition of these problems, and perhaps in
static analysis result so that complete path coverage through recognition of the exra cost that diversity brings, the
every module was asie/oed. The work revealed a numba of emphasis on the UK military side has been on 'doing it once
ernors within the code and it specifications, which were and doing it right'. Particular emphasis has been placed on 0
corrected. Through its rigour and the identiflca' n of errors mathematics and analysis, and a very proscriptive standard,
tie analysis has given a very high degree of confidence in the Interim Def Stan 00-55 has been produced which mandates
correctness of the software. the use of Formal Method techniques.

Formal Methods technique@ have been shown on particular
1. INTRODUCTION projects and in particular application areas to have significant

benefits in terms of safety and correctness of software. There
Safety Critical software is rmgxred that for which a is, however, some debate about their universal
software fAi could lead to loss of human life. The appropriateos, in particular for non trivial systems. For
integrity of such software is therfore a subject of great thes and other reasons formal madods are understood to be
concern for developers, users and the general public. To covered in less than one page in DO-l7"/B, which is a
reflect these concerns there is currently a proliferation of significant contrast to Def Stan 00-55 which is largely based
standards across a wide range of industries. At a European around the concepts of formality and proof.
level two draft standards have recently boe produced under
MC GSA working Ooup 9' and 101 and there are a number Whilst not able to contibu*t to the debate on suitability of
of seatr-specific industry variants of these in production. formal methods for large systems, this paper describes a
Other industry sectors have devekoed their own standards project whee such methods, combined with static analysis
separately, for example IEC SW0e in the Nuclear Sector, DO- and dynamic testing, were used successfully on a small
178A'IB in Civil Aviation sector and Interim Defence embedded software system.
Standards 00-56W and 00-53' in the UK defence arena. 0

All these standards have the same aim, namely to ensure the
correctness and safety of sotwar developed under them. In
geneal the approach defined within many of the standards is
the same, compriing the initial conduct of system hazard
analyses leading to the categonsation of the software into
criticality leveo. Techniques, methods and requirements are

tresented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineering for 4, ,unced Systems Artchitectures' May 1993.
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2. D.SCRIPTION OF APPLICATION 3. OBJECTIVES

The particular appacation was a flignt vehicle self-destruct It is often the cae that awareness of the issues relating to
system. This system was to be fitted to the flight vehicles software criticality occur. relatively late in a project. For 0
during range testing and was to permit the destruction of the example, it may not be appreciated at the msta of the project
vehicle if any problems arose during trial flights. The system that the softwar is safety cnritical and therefore activities will ,
was therefore juged to be the highest level of safety not be planned which will hc.p the certification of the
criticality. since any failure to destruct when required could software. This is likely to result in additional coats at the end
permit the vehicle to fly outside the range and potentially of the project which could have been saved if the issues had
cause harm or damage to people and property. been addressed at the start.

The self destruct system itself was relatively simple in To somne extent this was the case with the software for the
operation. Its overall function was to receive a radio signal flight vehicle self-destruct system in that TA Consultancy
from the ground control system and, if appropriate, to set off Services wer first approached following the completion of
a small explosive charge which would lead to in-flight the initial version of the software. TA Consukancy Ser-ices
destruction of the fight vehicle into relatively harmleab were requested to ensure that the software was acceptable in
pieces. The main functionality of the system was provided by a safety critical application. Analyses had already been
software. written in an S-bit assembler (Motorola 6M05) and carried out by the system/software manufactuer which
comprising approximately 500 fines in total. confirmed that the software was safety critical. It was

therefore necessary for the software to be approved or
The software was required to perform a number of individual certificated as being safe to use before the fire flight of the
functions. Firstly it had to receive and decode the system.
communication signal. Se, ,ndly it had to interpret the signal
and decide whether it was of relevance for the particular flight TA Consultancy Services were requested to conduct analyses
vehicle (the system allows for a number of Wdetical vehicles and Independent Verificatio and Validation (IV&V) to
being used on a number of different ranges at the same time). increase confidence in the correctness of the software.
Finally it had to decide, based on the signal received a.A on Although no standards had been specifically mandated for the
timning inionnation, whether it was necessary to initiate' software to meet, it was also the aim for TA Consultancy
destruction. Services to carry out any retrospective work necessa to

enable the software to meet the spirit, if not the letter, of Def * *
The fail safe action of the system was to cause destruction and Stan 00-55, which was at draft stage at the time.
hence there were a number of design featurcs which aimed to
ensure, for almost all possible failures, that destruction will
take place. For example, the ground system itself should 4. OVERVIEW OF APPROACH
always be issuing either a fire (destruct) or prohibit signal.
As well as destruction being initiated by the appropriate fire At a very simplistic level there are two essential sAges to
signal, a timer within the softwan should also initiate ensuring the correctness of a piece of software. The first is 0
destruction if a prohibit signal has not been received for a to ensure that the requirements specification is correct and the
pr-deflned length of time (for example if communication second is to ensure that the code completely meets the
from the ground is lost). Finally there was also a hardware requirements specification. Unfoaunately neither of these
element to pick up the case of a software 'lock up' where a activities is easy. For example the task to ensure that the
monostable would cause initiation if it had not received a requirements are correct is a largely unbounded problem
periodic reset signal from the software. Despite all these necessitating effective communication with the potential users.
precautions the software was still considered safety cri For a non-trivial system it is very difficult to envisage all the
since a catastrophic logic error could be possible which, for speific requirements without extensive modelling and
example kept the timers initiated but failed to act on a fire simulation of the system and the unambiguous and complete
command. representation of the requizrmenv t is another problem in

itself.
The software was developed 'conventionally' from a top level,
natural language, system requirements specification down Similarly the task of ensuring that the code meets its 0
through a software requirements specification and software requirements becomes much more problematic with
design specification, below which was the source cc'de itself. increasing size of the software. The development ofsoftware
The low level detailed specifications for each section of code for any n,,n-trivial system will involve a number of stages of
were provided as code headers. No particular structured specification and deaigi refinement. It is therefore not
methods or tools were used during the software developmea practicable to verify or validate the code directly against the
process, requirement in a comprehensive and complete manner.

Consequently this objective has to be achieved by verifying
each stage of design refinemec t against the previous level.

The approach taken on this project was effectively that
defined under Def Stan 00-55. In particular, to meet the first
requirement of ensuring the correctness of the requirements
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specification, it had bew decided to use fnmal methods of OOP3 i3 tha it possuis a 'n chne' ntis -homby,
-,har specification. To meet the second requiremnat of unflke stamdard Z, one does not have to r-sut all tho

ensuring that subsequent taps of development mee the relationships that have not changed siu the previous
preceding ocns it was decided to use static analysis to verify, expression. It was considered that this would facilita• e
as rigorously as possile, that the code ultimately met i subsequent proof of the code against the specification.
requirements. Dynamic testing was also to be used, at a unit
and system level, to provide the final demonstration of There were no tools available to support OOPS so none was
fuietionality of the final embedded code. Overall, however, used during the development of the formal specification.
what was planned was to integrate all three of these activities However, since at the time of conducting the work them w•re
to maximise confidence in the software and to minimise the few, if any, Z-based tools available (eg syntax checkers) for
amount of effort involved in each. The following sections any other variants of Z, this was not considered to be a
descrie the work carried under each activity, significan factor in the choice of Z variant.

The OOPS specification was based on the original Z
S. FORMAL SPECIFICATION specification and was structured to follow the original

requirements, rather than try and be structured in a way that
Formal Methods of software specification involve the use of would mfiect the design and implementation of the code. 0
mathematics to represent the specification for the software, Although it was appreciated that this would no assist n the
typically at the requirements level. The raison detre' of 'proof of the code against the specification, it was considered
such methods is that it is considered that natural language (eg that structuring the Z specification to follow the requimmemits
English) is too imprecise and prone to ambiguity to be able to would facilitate the initial stage af ensuring that the formal
define, accurately, the required behaviour of the system. specification accurately reflected the stated requirements for
Ther am numerous examples of errors introduced into the system. Where possible, though, objects were chosen that
systems as a result of misunderstandings between users and reflected the known architecture of the implementation if this
implementors, originating from ambiguities, errors or was considered likely to facilitate the subsequent analysis
omissions in the requirements specification, without compromising the 'strict' representation of the

requirements.
The use of mathematics can help to eliminate such causes of
errors since precise relationships and requirements are defined The next decision to be taken was the level of abstraction of
as a consequence. it is also argued that the use of such the specification. Typically formal specifications at a • O
techniques puts Software Engineering on an equivalent level requirements level should be produced at a high level of
to other engineering disciplines, instead of being more of a abstraction and then progressively refined down through the
"*craft'. Consequently a number of Formal Methods design, adding implementation detail, until the code level is
techniques have been originated and used over the last few reached. In this case, because it was a very small system
years. There are a number of different types of such (500 lines), and because refinement into a design was not
methods., for example some use set theory and predicate logic, required, it was decided to produce the OOPS specification
others use algebraic equations and others am process based. at an intermediate level of abstraction. This would provide 0
They all have an agreed notation in mathematical terms, have an ability to verify or prove the code against the specification
a formal calculus for reasoning about statements and enable with the minimum amount of levels of refinement necessary.
arguments to be constructed. The mor established methods,
such as VDM, Z and OJ also have tool support for assisting The OOPS specification document was produced containing
with syntax and consistency checking. the formal Z schemam and an English language commentary.

Defence Standard 00-55 calls for animation of the formal
On this project, the manufacturer had realised that there was specification in order to 'validate' it, however, it was
a need for a formal specification if the software was to considered that this was not necessary in this caw because of
conform to Def Stan 00-55. They had therefore produced the small size of the system. Instead the OOPS specification
their own specification written in Z. This had been produced was validated by a series of formal review meetings held
after the implementation by someone who had been on a Z between the software manufacturer and TA Consultancy
course but was not a formal methods expert. The outcome Services.
was a specification that was not required for progressing the
design (since this was already completed) but was also not The production of the formal specification and the reviews of
particularly suitable for verification and proof. The first task it were found to be useful in clarifying details of some aspects
for TA Consultancy Services was therefore to produce a new of the requirements and in raising some potential problems.
Z specification. In particular the software performed a number of time

dependent activities to enable it to obtain synchronisation with
It was decided to produce the Formal Specification in a object the controlling signal. The review activities proved to be
oriented form of Z originated at Surrey University. It was useful in clarifying details of the required operation of this
decided to use this particular method, known as Object pant of the software and also suggested that this could be an
Orientated Process Specification (OOPS)f, firstly because of arm whe the implementation may have difficulty in meeting
TA Consukancy Services' familiarity with it but also because the requirements.
it allows Z specifications to be smaller and more manageable
than might otherwise be the cae. One of the features of
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own it had bom produced &ad revi d as beg 'coned' .epretmg the results. For example these my be good

te formal spcificabon was then used as the initial poi for mrasons wy a partbiolr procedure a may bow Ioom than
t Compisme Analysis descrbed under stati analysis theideaol k t of around 50 line of smoure crde. Similarly
below. whilst it my be of inesest to know which ar de most

complex maedia of cods, time may ad be the most eitical
fom a functionlity point of view and by focusing alos

6. STATIC VERIFICATION on complexity one my be divertad hem the man ass of
criticality and correnes.

The UK Ministry of Defence has, in many yam, required

the we of static analysis on safty critical airborne soltware. Tiis analysis concentrate@ on the flow of control, data and
Thi requirement orgmnaed from concerns in the late 1970B information through the code. It reveas this to the user in an
tht dynamic teswi was insufficient to provide complete appropriatedescriptive form, highlighting whs appioprit.
confidmce in the correctness of sofwar. This was because potential anomalies in ewh of the typo of low.
ofthe known inability of testing to provide complit coverae
of all posible paths through any non-trivial piece of software. For example a graph of the control flow of each procedure is
Testing can theeform only show the presence of faults, not often displayed along with an identification of padticular
their absence. katures, such as the location of loops, entry and end points.

The tools may be bl to provide a otanit of whether the
As a resuk of this concen, research was commenced into code is wall structured (eg according to rules defined by
mahoda of analysing sotwre, using mathematical Djstra) or badly structurad. Of most importance is the
techniques, initially to investigate the structure of the code. identification of any unsafe faturn such as dynamic hab
A number of took war produced h•m this research, one of and loops with multiple entries. it may also be posable for
which was MALPAS. The aim of these static analysis took any syntactically unreachable or redundant code to be
was, using yaym rather than execution, firstly to reveal identified.
potential errors in the software and secondly to permit the
rigorous verification of code against specifications. Analysis of th dsta usage of code can provide information to

the user that can be used to check agains the required data
usage as defined in a low level specification. Additionally * *

6.2 What is Stat Analysis? such analysis can explicitly identif data usage anomalies that
could be An indication of software earon. Typical data usage

Static Analysis is a very widely used term which mans information provided inmcluds an identification of which
different things to different people. At its aimplest level, parameters are read and which are wrtte and this can be
sta analysis is the examination of code without the chcked against input/output lists defined in the specification
execution of the code. In such terms even code walkthroughs in order to verify the correctness of these aspects of the code
can be considered as a form of static analysis. More typically and specification. The sort of anomalies highlighted can
static analysis is performed by software took but these again include IN parameters writtu to (which may indicate bed
provide a wide range of different types of amnlysis. In broad programming practice) and OUT parameters never written.
terms, however, it is possible to identify four main types of Sometimes the user can define to the tool what the expected
analysis namely Metrice Analysis, Flow Analysis, Semantic data usage is for the program section and the tool will then
Analysis and Compliance Analysis. Then is by no means identify whether this is in &ct the case.
universal agreement on these categories or these names but,
for the purposes of this paper one can define ch as follows: Finally within this category is analysis which provides details

of the information flow through the code and an indication of
6.2.) Metrks Analyasi the dependencies between data items. For example the

analysis may identify which inputs affect which outputs.
This form of satic analysis is performed by a number of well Such reaulls can be used to check, from knowledge of the
known tools and sims to provide figures that give an specification, that there ar no unexpected dependencies or
indication of the 'quality' of the source code. Typical figures missing dependencies. This sort of analysis may be most 0
that are produced include the number of lines in each program suitable for security critical code where it may be of
section/piocedure, the number of paths through each progrnm particular importance to ensure that specific outputs are only
section, the ratio of comment lines to executable lines and affected by defined inputs.
figurcs defining the complexity of the code constructs.
Sometimes the tools are also able to identify and flag usage of Flow analysis is particularly useful for ensuring corwcn
particular code constructs that can help in ensuring that coding of the syntax of the code, for checking that the correct inputs
codes of practices have been followed, are passed in and out and for identifying potential errors in

the flow of control and the usage of data. To some extent
Such analyas tend to be quick, and therefore cheap to some of these issues are chocked or protected against through
perform. Whilst they give an indication of the broad quality the use of 'good' high Level languages, such as Ada, and
of a piece of code, this is no guarantee at all that the code is 'strict' compilers. Even so the numbers of anomalies
correct. Indeed substantial judgement may be required in reveled by such analyses can be high and can save
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abenatal amouns of time and effort if detected at an early ability, the involvemen of the analysts my be very lrW or
gp. However, wch analyses canot chock tha the code could be quite mode•t.

meao$n or lmoanca anre corect. or ti uOe needs to Use
sematic or complihce analysis. Compliance Analysis is effectively performing a proof of the

Code aginst a low level mthematical specficMatIcM. In this
(IJ Sa.s3stc Anablys respect it is by fr the most rigorous of the staic analysis

tedusiqu. However, this is at the expense of coat because
Smantio Analysis, sometimem known as symbolic execution, of the potentialy large amount of analyst effort involved.
involvm the cheking of the semantics of each pu through Typically Compliance Analysis productivity is around a-
a ppsmn asetioeprocedure. Typically sophisticated tool, order of magnitude ware than the amt moat rigorous form 0
of which there am few, are used to detail the precise of analysis (Semantic Analysis) at around 5 lines per man
mathematical relationship between proram sction inputs and day. One therefore has to decide whether the criticality of
outp for each path through that program Sectio. Usually the code judsice this level of expenditure or whether a loss
te resuts ar expressed in terms of a path condition, or rigorous and low costly form of analysis can be used.
predicate, defim& the meisunhip between inputs necessary
for the particular path to be exeuted. Functionia
relationshlip are thee defined between the inputs and outputs 6.3 Resquremesis
for that path. Sometimes the resuil can be presnted in a
tabular form, as 'truth table'. Having originated the tool that perform the moat rigorous

forms of static analysis, namely Semantic and Compliance
The Offect of semantic analysis is to reveal, for the whole analysis, the UK Ministry of Deenoe has requested the use
range of input variables for eah program Section, exactly of such techniques on Safety critical airborne software for
what the code does in all circumstances. The user can then some years, aklhough it has no been mandsted in a standard 0
check this information to ensure that the sofware performs until recently. One of the earlier standards in the MoD
correctly and mee its specification. A Significant benefit of avionics arena mentmioning static analysis techniques is Interim
this form of analysis is that it involves turning the sequential, Defence Standard 00-31', produced in 1917. This Standard
and potentially confuinig, logic of source code into parallel effectively follows DO-178A but, amongst other things, also
logic. By showing relationahips in terms of inputs and requires the use of an 'approved analysis process' for the
outputs many errors have typically ban revealed in terms of verification of module implementation.
unexpected ps, incorr relationships and even incorrect
"speifation. In practice Static analysis, up to and including Semantic

Analysis, hba bee carried oumt on moat airborne UK milid y
However, eve with tools providing the representation of the safety critical systems, almost invariably as an independent,
code somantidc on a path-by path form, them i still the need post development, veification task. Experience has shown
for substantial human involvement in comparing the tools the benefits of the use of these techniques, even if they have
output with the specification for the software and deciding represented an irrecoverable coat at the cad of the
whether the two agree. A reduction on the human development programme. Consequently there an continuing
involvement, and an increase in the tool-isted verificadon and increasing requirements for such work to be conducted on
of the code is provided by Compliance Analysis. all safety critical MoD systems, to the extent that Interim Def

Stan 00-55 also calls for Compliance analysis.
6.2.4 Complance Alysis

Compliance Analysis aims to show, in as automated manner, 6.4 Analysis Coeducted 0
as possile that the code its specification. In order to
be able to do this it is necessary to define the specification for in orde to meet the requirements of Def Stan 00-55 on this
each program Section precisely; this is usually don in a project it was decided to carry out three mai forms of static
mathematical form using predicate logic. In particular the analysis, namely Flow Analysis, Semantic Analysis and
specification may be embedded in the code as PRE conditions, Compliance Analysis. Some metrics were produced as part
defining conditions on the inputs, and POST condition of thi aalysis but it was not considered necessary to
defoiing required relationships between ioputs and output. specifically analyse and assms the 'quality' apec of the
There is also likely to be the need fr asmetions entered code sne formal verification would go considerably beyond
within the code to define intermediate requirement, for any ssue of quality.
example as loop invariants.

It was decided to use MALPAS for this work since this is the
Aft•er embedding the specification in a form that the tool can tool with which TA Consultancy Services are most familiar.
interpret, the analysis is conducted using a combination of It is also more suited to retrospective verification than other 0
tools assisanceand analystdirection. The roleofthe analyst similar tools. In order to perform Such analysis MALPAS
is typically to provide guidance to the tool in the choice of requires the source code to be translated into MALPAS IL
rules and relationships that are invoked whilst showing (Intermediate Language) which is the input language for the
conformanoebetwee the code and specifications. Depending tool. Often this is done automatically using one of a number
on the power of the particular tool and its simplification of automatic translator that exist for a range of languages.

However, in this cae, since a translator for 605 assembler

0 *
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did not exist at dohea win.ad mimce thean was hasufflicmt oode 6.4t.3 Flow and Smaatk Aaa~au
?A be truanslaed to justity the development of a translator,
hand translation was used. Theme analyse wase conductedmi a boacam-tp manner on a

procedure by procedure basis. 'Tbat is to may that theuows
15141 fdus&uWei level procedures/subroutines that call no others were initially

analysed. These were then representd mas MALPAS I-
The 1014 OMag Of Mny hand translation prOcM as to debefi procedure mierflace rnpecificabton which themselves are
die msappings between the source Ian~ug and IL, the automnatically substituted in by MALPAS at the procedure
MALPAS input begag... EL harn a superficial resemblance call. This fesiure of the tool proevals an exponential build up
to Pasciat or a bMm &be aoontainsn constructs that allow at to in complexity as the andalyi progrsses up the calling
be used for the modelling of low level languages. Mappings hierarchy and permits the analyst to control the relevant
were defined between 6805 assembler and IL for all the infonnation parnsed up to higher levels. In duos particular
instruction and addressing modes used in the code to be cawe, because of the smmmll ami of the software there was little
analysed. calling hierarchy and the overall analysar warn conducted an

very few stages.
TA Consultancy Services have subsntantial expemonce in the
derivation of mappings and the production of tranaletors and The analysnis was conducted a procedure section at a time and0
thin was tamed to obtain an appropnaew compromise between the results compared against both the intermediate level
abstracton and precion'awhich would feciliasto analysis whio naturml language specification and the embedded code
ensuring correctnessr of modelling. The mappings were commenst thatk represented the low level specification. It
designed so that they permitted the checking of a number of could be argued that Semantic Analysis may not be strictly
feature. of assembler code (such as dlimming and overflow) that necossauty where Compliance analysnis is also being conducted
are known from experience to be the potential source of since the Compliance Analysis perfoms a more rigorous
errors in the code. The mappings were defined in a mapping verification of the code against specifications. However, the
document which went through a number of stages of formal Compliance analysis verifies that the code momt the
review in order to ensure correctness and suitability. specification provided hat will not identify whether the code

also performs Other funcions. Seman~tic Analysis Will reveal
&.4.2 An~'au Conahr all the functionality of the code and permit identification of

any fiunctinality additional to that given in the specification.
TA Consultancy Services' experience with thin form of It warn therefore considered necessary to perform Semantic* *
analysis is that it is essential that the results ame reproducible analysis mas well as Compliance Analysis in this came.
and consistent. Tin in particularly true of larg projects
where there are large numbers of analysts working together An example output from the analysis is shown below in figure
but it is also relevant for small projects such as thim where 1, demonstrating the tabular form of the semantic output.
analyses may need to be re-nm at a later date, possibly usuing Thin example represents a section of code containing five
differen people. semantically possible paths from the self-destruct system

software. The first part of the results shown gives some 0
Consequently TA Consultancy Services have defined their examples of predicates (expressions on input variables)
own 'Standards and Procedures' for thin form of woik. Thiis making up the path conditions through the code. The second
document, analogous to a coding code of practice for software section gives examples of actions (relationships between
developmaent, defines the precise way in which the tool will inputs and outputs for each output) for output variables
be run, how the configuration control aspects will be managed written to in this section of code. lFinally the paths table
and the results recorded and reported. A further feator is a details the conditions necessary for each path to be executed
requirement for formal reviews of all analysis work, the aim and identifies the assignments to each of the output variables.
of which is to try to eliminate any possibility of human error One point of note in this example is that a number of the
in those parts of the work whene manual interpretation is output variables, for example opcomlp and mr, are assigned
necesaw". the asam expression, irrespective of which path through the

code is executed.
Additionally, a series of forums, developed by TA Consultancy
Services, were used on this task for recording the analysis All anomalies found during this analysis were documented,
results. The particular benefits of such forms are, firstly, that categorised and reported to the software manufacture fort
they permit the recording of the analyst's interpretation of the discussion and resolution. This aspect is discussed in mor
analysis results and, secondly, that they provide a valuable detail in section 6.5 below.
verification record that may be used by a certificating
authority hor checking on the effectiveness of the work carried
OtL
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Condition il.4 Campliw. Am~wil

C2: CPO"n The Cooeqilinans Asialyuix was cooduedm Independently of the ~
- aziiit antbiter "fetr. rough, cunt I, Plow and Seimaitic Analysix. As bas bee doscribud i

opoomp.hA, opcoinpJ, prbbeto, time~b, sectio 6.2.4 ashove.- the JIrM task was to produce the
tinsl, tua, ttrli, ttr) embedded speciiication. a terms of PRE simd POST

conditions, and any nessary ASSERT insansmas, how the
C4: poa(2) > pas (cmp6_lu..aa (3 1, natbit seti OOPS specification. The initial stAgP wast therefore to refrute

(ip,1 pouta. pdtbtt, time)-l, timejID) the 0098 specification down to the required low level
massi matidseicalsion

CIS: afire - Istmd
This refinement wasl perlmned mantually but n as rigorouasly

C7: fimlgth - CPO=a a mamner as possible, with all the, refanoent work being
reviewed. 7hU belwing illustration @bow. bow an abstract

Actions ttae within the 009S specification is refused so that it
as repmemsd aInsisms and functions that appos within this L

AssigmeNs to bicti translation of the source code.

All nitbit set bitcir (bitetr, Thinpartiualr exampleof theimplementation ierfaces with
county ounmti, opcomph,' the microprooeaors hardware time system to obtain access to
opeontp-1 priittzo, timesh, timing information. Thu is modelled in the analysis by
timel, tar, nib-, lit 1) introducing the specification variable, man rissa. The

refinement here Involves turning an abstract tolerance
A12 0 condition into a detailed expression at the level of assembler

arithmetic snd bit manipulations.
Assignments to lstcmd

Consider the refistement of the timing condition
A21 : nonvald
A22 & fire "val(t) - tt > - tol (12S)*:-

Assignments to time h Where "o relates to a toleranc on the specified time in0
microseconds. In thist case one is interested in the topmost

A51 timers -set timeh (time-h, limit, choice to be 140ps. Refinement from this into the
tinsel. prblnto) variables used in the code, using the knowledge that 2 cycles

A52 : 0 = 1pa, gives the following:

Assignments to time I v.1(t)-Ua>- tol (125)
v.1() -Ut> - 140

A61 : timers -set tinsel (timebh, opcomp - Utt + 140 ^ tar ^insttr time > - 280

A62 0 sum (opcomp !, opcomp b)
plus (sum (ttrlI, ttrih), sum (70,0)) AND

Paths Table bit(6, tar) - I AND instr time > -=280

Conditions paths As wasl mentioned in section 5 above, the structuring used in

1 the design did not reflect the natural structuring of the
C1 1 1 IF F 7 specification. In particular, the implemented procedures of=
C2 IF T T T contained the behaviourial functionality of aL number of
C3 IF F operations in the specification. noi comnplicated the Analysis
CS T IF and manasa that numerous ASSERT statements had to be used
CIS IF to relate the code to the specification.

Ca T
blwAll All All All A12 The MALPAS Conipliunc Analyser works by compqaring the
11=1A21 A21 A= code against the embedded specification and explicitly

PW6A41 AG G A A identifyig any differences between the two. Such differenoces
*"MAI ASI AMS AI ASI are identified as a threat; hence if the code meets its

Aft Atli Ain Afl A specification thethreazis declared tobe falae'. In theory0
hA71 A71 A71 A71 A71 ti cnb

1Ain MAI All All AN hi operation ca eperformed entirely automatically,
*Oh Aft ANI AN A" AN however, because the MALPAS algebraic simplifier is aom

"or-oAtih Atli Atli AtiS /i all-po fl, manual assstnc is usually necessiary. This
"dw1AIMI AIMI AMh A12 A assistance takes the form of producing replacement rules

Pba I Rus-mn&A* n which defune the semnlotics of rules thalt the analyst wiahes to
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apply. These triue may be de 4ied directly from the formal code was comaie insufficimily dehosive but, depeadias
apcifietion semanti•s or may simply expres a standard on the menaficturer view regarding the bliheod of au t
ms mt iea relaionsship that the simpifiew is unable to acident being cauusd by the lack of defensiveans•, the code

sm without assistance. my or may nt be corroded.

Ore such example rained concerned a timer routine, which
6.5 Analysi Bomb checked to sce whether the tmer had eached (and equalled)

the fi•ed immout valus. Athough the puo of code met ht
The outcome fom aMch part of static analysis was either that specifleatios, as anomaly was raimed during the analysis
each program section was ound to agree with its specification which suggested that it would be adwr if the code chocked fo
or tht anomalies wro discovered. Thee anomalies would the tne being equal to or greater than the timeout value.
rangs fom ideatified code rrors through to comments on Thes was agree by the manubaurer and the appropnmit
how particular aspects of the code or specifications could be section of code was changed.
unproved. In common with other similair analysis projects
that TA Consultancy Services have conducted, the anomalies Overall, as a result of the analysis 12 code changes were
raised wor catgorimed a trmis of sei s by the analyst made, 9 specification changes wer made and no furdhe
who raisd the problem. action was taken on the aunauiner. Those for which no

a&iob wr taken • me eithr comments regarding p-ible
Thm categories of anomalies were defined, as followa: improvemets to the system/software or wre cmn me.

wher furthr clarfication from the manufaturr, possibly

A Technical error or ominsion causing non- relating to systm level protection outside the scope of dte
conformance with specification which may have a software, was able to allay the conceros of the analyst.
significant impac on safety.

B An ambiguity or suspect design feature of Iese 7. DYNAMIC VEIRIFICATION
significance than A for which corrective action is
considered desirable though not essential. The dynamic veification activity was spit into two parts.

consisting of module tenting and syse= eating. Because of
C Observation of minor significance. No immediate the small size of the software, a sepsrate inteation teating

action is necessary. phase ms not applicable. Both aets of teat wer conducted
using a hardware tet ng which had the usual facilitics

In total 42 anomalies were raised as a resuk of the static available on typical in-circui emulators.
analysis, of which 10 were category A, 13 were category B
and 19 were category C. This level of comment is considered For the module testing a am of tests wene defined for each
quite good bearing in mind the minimal veification and module. These consisted of both black box (functional) and
validation work that had been conducted prior to TA white box (structural) testing. However, in this case, instead
Consultancy Services' involvement. Furthermore, it is only of using details of the source code as a means of determining
about 50% worse (in terms of anomalies per line of code) the white box tests, the Semantic Analysis reulks were used
than the rate reported by TA Consukancy Services on instead.
supposedly fully verified code on a number of other pcojects.

The black box teats wen initially defined using techniques of
It is not possible to say what proportion of anomalies was equivalence partitioning (mid-value) and boundary value
discovered during each form of statc analysis because of the analysis. Mid-value analysis essentially involves the choice
order in which the analysis was conducted. For example the of values for each input variable so that its input domain is
Semantic and Compliance analyses were conducted in parallel covered. Boundary value analysis i based on the noton that
to sone extent so anomalies may have been discovered first if thre an values where the value of a component changes,
in one before being picked up in the other. It is possible to the errors of coding am likely to be made in the handling of
say that a number of anomalies relating to timing were those boundaries. Thims analysis procedure therefore chooses
identified and clarified mor during the Compliance Analysis teat data on or near thone boundaries.
than during the other anayses. Thu ma primarily a 0
consequence of the concern about timing that were firt The te cases for the black box te•st were chosen uing these
appreciated during the derivation of the OWPS specification. techniques from both the OOPS specification and the
As a reukt of this concern additional modelling of timing imnermediate level natural language specification. Although
aspects wa performed during the Compliance Analysis and the OOPS specification wa at the system level, the small size
led to the problems becoming further defined. of the overall softwaer permitted module level test cases to be

chosen fom this documet.
Folowing the repong of the anomalies by TA Commnlancy
Services, ech one wa discusd with the customer and The selection of the test cas for white box testing was
corrective action agreed. Aklhough some anomalies raied perfbrmed by using the Semantic Analysis results to ensure
were clear cut erron or deficiencies, many (as has commonly that all paths through each module were tested. This was
been found in other projects) involved a degree of subjective fersible on this project because of the relatively small size of
judgement. For example an anomaly may be raised if the each of the modules and the small numbers of semantically

• S
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possible paths through each. Since the black box ta-would For ths panieular problem mon detailed g said
cover a sigmifind nmber of the paths through eau module, inveation was .,e mt dtify why th parcular ptoblem
hA w•i•t box wate was chosen to supplement these and cover was happesnig aod to suae a chan in value of a numbe
the remauunhg path of sofware paramers to eiimnat the problm. 0

hI mor deail doe way tha the white box tc cases was
chosen was to select the input conditions defined by the 8. CONCILU M
pred" for ach path in the Semans Analysis.
Coesequntly, for the example Semantic Analysis output The ultimate j ation of the use of rigosous techniques,
show. i figure 1, path I would be exercised by aeting the such as those described i this ia whether the system is
input variables suc that conditions 1. 2 and 3 wer falas. emrro-free in service. T1ha hoa been shown to be the case on
The individual outputs would be checked on the rig to ensure this project, although we of the system has been very limned
that they apeod with those that had been both revealed by to date. Them as theOre no Statistical evidence so far to
analysis and veified against the specifications. show that the ue of such technique. have been bewnficil.

Indeed it will never be possile a my with complete cetauty
In other cases, for example where the Semantic Analysis that the same freedom from error could not have bern
showed that there were loops or other break points in the code justified using tadlioml s rigorous techniques. S
(for example lower level procWdure calls), the results of the
tatic analysis would be used to determine suitable breakpoints However, the use of the formal specification and the rigorous

in the code at which execution should be halted for the static analysis did reveal errors and deficincies in the code
inspection of intermediate reults and the setting of new which, without their correction, would have almost certainly
values. For some of thiswork a number of code inses were resulted in erroneous operation of the system. Furthermom
necessary to act as test stubs to capture data. the use of such rigorous techniques has seved to give a high

level of confidence ia the correctness of the softwam.
A total of approximately 100 module tets were carried out,
which gave complete path testing through each of the The aim of the work at the outet was to provide a
modules. A number of the tat hiled due to anomalies that comprehensive analysis by using disparat techniques. The
had been discovered during static analysis, however, no use of a combination of static and dynamic activities has been
additional, previously unknown faults were found during the shown to give a fair degree of overlapping, combined with
module testing. maximal coverage of the problem domain. Where the *

techniques overlap them is a high degree of crosschecking,
The system tests were designed to investigate the behavioral thus increasing confidence in the results. The goal of
aspecs of the complete softwar and were intended to provide minimal effoit has been achieved by employing the different
supporting evidence that the system satisfied its top level capabilities of the techniques. In particular the extensive
requirements. These teats were therefore classified as functional behaviour analysis afforded by static analysis
validation and black box tests and were chosen from the top combined with the dynamic timing analysis capabilities of
level requirements specification rather than any of the lower testing has been shown to permit the investigation of all
level specifications or static analysis, except in the respect of issues without enormous amounts of effort.
timing.

The work has confirmed the value of formality, at least on a
As has been mentioned earlier, there had been concern, right project of this size where the operation of the whole system
from the derivation of the formal specification, about aspects is at a level whem it can be understood by a single individual
of the timing, paIticularly relating to interpretation of the without spending months of time learning and investigating
inpu signal. Although these problems had been investigated thesystem. It has shown also thatrigorous verification oftlhe
during the Compliance analysis, such issues are most easily code against the formal specification is possible using
investigated during dynamic testing. Consequently a set of Compliance Analysis techniques but it has illustrated that
teats was derived for investigating and quantifying this there ane some non-rigorous, manual stages within this.
particular problem which was largely a module interface and Perhaps, because of this, the work has served to emphasise
integration problem. the likely difficulties of achieving complete proof of

correctness on larger systems on which refinement over a S
The culmination of these tests into the timing issues was to number of levels is likely to be necessary.
confirm that the system was unable to meet a particular signal
performance parameter that had been set in the original Finally there is the issue of cost. Although the work has
requirecmets. This was not considered to be a significant given as high a level of confidence in the correctness of the
problem since, firstly, the performance figure defined had sofware as is considered possible, the costs have been
been chosen somewhat arbitrarily and, secondly, the effect relatively high in relation to the size of the software and the
was fail safe. However, since with a system of this sort being development costs of the code. However, it is considered
more fail-safe than intended has the consequence of causing that much of the cost is a consequence of the analysis being
desruction mor often than i strictly necessary, there were conducted post development and also, from having to be re-
potential cost issues to consider. done following changes to the software.

0
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it.i considered isAuvlble that ooata for the daveopammit and
vrifiatiom of saeaty critical bokwars wili be hilbh than
thosenfor mo..ocriical code. although this is "iey to be
reowuped a savings through inccreaaed rlchailql if the
boftwe baa a large in-service life. Neveathoelea, any
additional coast for such aoftware ia likly to be bany indeed
coinpared to the coamb of any pokteaial sokwars fbirmue wliai
may be expecte witho" the initial expenaditure on saafy.
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QuestionH. LE DOE~ff

A cambien dyakac-voms le surcof de; jusxhction, de vdriflcatlon. de valitaton dm tel kogciel critique, avec Ia mdtbode
que vows ayez 00860i. par sapporu I =U logiclel simpleinat mmdclr

Reply

Using tecliqme such n formal methods, the early cost of the software development life-cycle will be higher than with
"tadltional" methods, However, whvip should came during lowe stags of developmnent (eg testng and maintenance).
Wether thene methods an cost-effective for non-critical code depends on the problems posed by software ewus
encountered in service and wether one is likely to encounter rewor cost mnany cuse as the uiser changes his mind as so
what he wants the system to do.

Question C. BENJAMIN

Your effort was quite small. What efforts we you aware of are doing to miscmate the formal proof of the specification?

Reply0

There me a number of individual project going on in the UK and Europe to combine a proof system with a formal
specificatio notation. Of most relevance is work undertaken throgh ESPRIT projects, for example on the RAISE
toolset. tn terms of MALPAS, we are continually enhancing the Woo to improve the effectiveness of its proof ability
(including the current development of a complete enw toolsot), but we are not at present working to integrate the tool
with any particular formal specification language.* *
Questionl R. SZYMANSKI

Will your approach work cost-effectively for large programs? (i~e. does the effort increase linearly or exponentially when
the code size doubles?)

Reply

Ona this particular project, there were significant "end effect" costs because the system was so small. As the size of the
software increases, we should expect initially to see economies of scale. However, beyond a certain size, one would
reach a level of complexity where the difficulty of producing a formal specification would start to increase the costs.

Question L. COGLIANESE0

To what degree did the fact that the program was written in assembler help or hinder your efforts?

Reply

Overall the fact that the code was assembler increased the formal verification effort since one had to refine the (high
level) Z specification, written in term of system level variales down to the assembler level where one is dealing with
specific assembler commands (such as bit matching and double length arithmetic). High level languages would have
meant that one does not have to go down to such a low level.

Question W. ROYCE

In a retrospective way, when applying formal methods to existing code, ame certain languages semantics (i.e. C, Ada,0
Fortrari, Cobol, C++) better than odher For examaple, is Ada tasking easy or hard to verify?

Reply

Yes, crFa-in languages me beter than others. C. for example, is difficult because there are few disciplining features. tn
comparison, Ads would be better. However, Ada taskig is very difficult and must be excluded.0
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A DISCIPLINED APPROACH TO SOFTWARE TEST AND 0
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have to seek out the principle design en-
gineer and hope he was available to assist 0

This paper discusses the impact DOD de- them. Under the IPT concept, major seg-
velopment standards and Integrated Product ments of an overall weapon system are
Teams have had on influencing F-22 cockpit managed by a product team populated with
Controls and Displays software test and both contractor and government personnel
evaluation, with a wide range of disciplines. The IPT S

approach to system development is a paral-
Integate Product DIvelonet Teams lel process. The team manages the devel-

opment of their product from the design
Recently, The United States Air Force insti- phase through test, manufacturing and de-
tuted a new approach to weapon system ployment. All disciplines including pro- * 0
development which employs Integrated gram management, financial management,
Product Development Teams (IPT&). In the contracts, data management, configuration
past, a system was developed as a series of management and logistics, as well as design,
independent activities performed by differ- test and manufacturing engineering are
ent groups commencing with subsystem represented on the IPT. All parties become
design and proceeding step by step to sys- involved with the system early in the
tem deployment. At each step along the requirements definition phase of the pro-
way, new groups of people began their ac- gram and participate in each step of the de-
tivity where others left off. Communica- cision making process throughout the devel-
tions between groups was practically nil. If opment cycle. Experience gained on the 4
the manufacturing group needed to under- U.S. Air Force F-22 program provides the
stand a particular design subtlety they would basis for this paper which will illustrate how
have to seek out the assistance of the prin- the IPT concept has improved the software
ciple design engineer on an ad hoc basis design and test process.
who would then rely on his own resources to 4
answer their questions. Whenever the flakgwmun
principle design engineer became unavail-
able because he was reassigned or otherwise The use of software in complex military
changed employment, the manufacturer was systems has grown rapidly in recent years.
forced to make a best judgment and press Expanded memory devices, faster proces-
on. Test engineers, support equipment de- sors, reduced form factors, economical
signers and logisticians suffered similar power consumption and low prices have all
problems. If they needed help in under- led to the expanded use of microprocessors
standing a particular design, they would to implement system functions which were

Presened at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Sojwau Engineeng for Advanced Sytems Archutecsres; May 1993.
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formerly implemented in electronic hard- of the particular software effort to be
ware components. Discrete resistors, ca- developed, the first step in the requirements 0
pacitors, operational amplifiers, logic gates process is to generate a Systems Require- r
and transistors have been replaced in many ments Document (SRD). This document
applications by miniaturized, programmable defines overall system requirements in terms
clocked sequential machines. The reason of performance parameters. In addition, the
for this phenomenon is simple. Pro- SRD flows down pertinent software 0

grammable devices are flexible; software is requirements called out by the two DOD
easier to change than hardware. Hardware standards cited above such as top-down de-
change is labor intensive and requires a sign, structured programming, use of higher
physical component replacement. Software order programming languages, quality as-
can be changed with a key stroke. An surance measures and other specifications S

advantage of hardware is that the design is tailored to the application. Frequently, the
visible through schematic and physical lay- initial version of the SRD is written by the
out drawings. Changes can be easily identi- procuring agency with assistance from his
fled through the drawing release system or if customer, the user. It may also be submitted
need be by an actual equipment configu- to industry for review and comment. When 0
ration audit. Hardware change control is possible the final version of the SRD is dis-
ridged and highly visible. On the other cussed with potential contractors in an open
hand, software is not visible. Nothing about forum setting before it is released as part of
the software is revealed by an external ex- a Request For Proposal for system develop-
amination of the processor it resides in. ment. * 0
Moreover, the processor code listing pro-
vides little understanding of the design. As After contract award, the SRD becomes the
we will see in the following paragraph, responsibility of the prime contractor. It is
many steps have been taken to document used by the contractor as a basis to partition
software development in order to provide the total system into smaller segments or
design visibility and software change con- subsystems to perform delegated functions.
trol. Each segment or subsystem is described by

a Prime Item Development Specification
Requirements which comprises both hardware and soft-

ware elements. Each distinct software ele-
The United States Department of Defense ment is called a Computer Software Con-
formally recognized the necessity to design figuration Item (CSCI) and is defined by a
and document Mission Critical Computer requirements document which contains
Software (MCCS) for use in United States software design requirements directly stated
military systems systematically by mandat- by the SRD plus additional derived
ing that it be developed in accordance with requirements which result from system 0
Department Of Defense Standards 2167 partitioning or from the refinement of par-
(DOD-STD-2167) and 2168 (DOD-STD- ticular performance specifications. All
2168). These documents provide the stated requirements must be traceable to
framework for software design, develop- system performance requirements stated in
ment, test, documentation and quality as- the SRD. The requirements document is a 0
surance. They are sufficiently flexible to "design to" specification which establishes
permit the tailoring of specifications to fit a CSCI functional capabilities, performance
variety of software applications. Regardless values and tolerances, input/outputs, se-

*

* 0
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quencing control, error detection and re- 5. Synthesize module transfer fumo-
covery, real time diagnostics, operational tions and algorithms.
data recording, quality control provisions, 4.
operating limitations and other requirements The first step in software design is to con-
peculiar to the software application. The re- duct a software requirements analysis based
quirements specification establishes the on the Systems Requirements Document and 4
baseline for software design. generate the computer software require-

ments specification. Where possible, re-
The actual software design is documented in quirements are stated in terms of the CSCI
a detailed specification which describes the input/output interface signals and transfer
CSCI structure, functions, languages, data functions.
base and smaller computer program
components. It also describes the overall The second step in the top-down design
flow of both data and control signals within process is to address CSCI external inter-
the CSCI, timing and sequencing of opera- faces. This entails designing software rou-
tions and other pertinent information. After tines for devices which accept input timing,
the software has been coded and tested the control and logic signals from sources out- 0
design specification describes the final soft- side the CSCI and provide output variables
ware product. The design specification for in the form of electrical signals to exterior
software is analogous to engineering draw- destinations. Typically, the input/output
ings for hardware. devices interface with a data bus such as that

described in Military Standard 1553B. Ex- * 0
w ternal interface requirements are often es-

tablished through an interface control
Software design is a top-down process working group. IPTs are accustomed to
which results in the synthesis of transfer working in groups and are very effective in
functions and algorithms to be hosted in a this forum. It is important to accomplish the •
hierarchy of integrated program code external interface design before proceeding
building blocks also evolved in the design further to avoid signal characteristic
process. Top-down design facilitates bot- incompatibilities and timing problems.
tom-up software testing and minimizes de-
sign changes by defining system interfaces In step three, the designer evaluates how the
before detailed algorithms are produced. overall software design can be broken down
The five major steps in the design process into smaller functional elements. The term
are listed below: software architecture refers to the type and

arrangement of building blocks which are
1. Define software design require- linked together to construct the CSCI. In

ments. some cases, software architecture is a con-
straint imposed on the system design by

2. Perform external system level other factors such standardization. Barring
interface design. such a constraint, the product software could

3. Lay out the software Architec- be implemented in one large central proces-
ture. sor or it could be distributed over several

smaller processors. In either case, the
4. Perform module level interface designer partitions the CSCI into smaller

design. elements called modules, components and

• S
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units. The smallest element of software is Development of the United States Air Force
the unit which consists of about 200 execu- F-22 aircraft cockpit Controls and Displays
table lines of software code. Partitioning (C/D) is managed by an Integrated Product
simplifies the programming task and facili- Team. The team is concerned with every
tates tracking and documenting the software phase of product development and operation
design. from "cradle to grave" including per-

formance, cost, schedule, testability, pro- 0
In step four, the designer develops routines ducibility, and supportability. Team mem-
to interface smaller software modules to- bership is made up of both contractor and
gether to produce the integrated CSCI func- government personnel representing all disci-
tion. Particular attention is given to module plines involved in the business of systems
connectivity and the timing and sequencing acquisition. The F-22 System Program 0
of data. Office is committed to the premise that re-

quirements definition and software docu-
The final step of the design process is to mentation are vital to successful system de-
synthesize module transfer functions and al- velopment. Experience has also demon-
gorithms and document this product in the strated that rigorous testing is a mainstay in
detailed design specification. The existence assuring proper software design. With
of firm requirements eliminates costly these factors in mind, the team approach to
redesign which can result from floating software design and test has adopted the
interface specifications. following guidelines:

Softar A. Start with requirements and ad-
here to established software development

Software testing is the process of executing rules.
a computer program with the intention of
finding errors. Historically, the individual B. Integrate software test into the
who designed a particular computer pro- systems engineering process. 0
gram or algorithm also coded the program
and served as the tester of the resultant C. Rigorously test software to sys-
product. The problem with such an ap- tem performance requirements.
proach is that the designer/tester tends to
delineate test procedures which verify that From the foregoing discussion on require- 0
the program executes as coded. Verifying ments, it is evident that adequate direction is
that code executes as expected in the labo- on the books to insure that military software
ratory is quite different from verifying that a development is properly conducted and
system satisfies performance requirements documented. Unfortunately, in the past it
under operating conditions. In order to ac- has been difficult to implement existing di- 0
complish the latter, software test require- rection. Prior to the use of IPTs, the task of
ments must be stated in terms of system writing software design requirements was
performance requirements which can ulti- left up to the designer. Eager to get started,
mately be verified by test at the system the designer would often times forego con-
level. ducting and documenting a software re-

quirements analysis. Instead, he would code
E-222 Controls ,_,d Dislays Test and and test bits and pieces of functions which
Evaluation he thought he understood. He would iterate

* 0



this procedure until he finally came up with additional weight, power consumption, and ,
some conglomeration of functions that heat dissipation demands. A cost/benefits S
seemed to work. The code for this con- trade analysis would be necessary to resolve
glomeration would then become the soft- this issue. IPTs have proven to be particu-
ware "design". In one notable case, a major larly useful at evaluating alternative solu-
avionics system actually entered flight test tions to such conflicting requirements. In
without having either an approved require- this case Logisticians and Mission Planners 4
ments document or a detailed design speci- understand the operational need for built-in-
fication. The order of the day was to flight test fault isolation. Designers understand
test the system, analyze the results and fix the extent and complexity of the hardware
anything that didn't work correctly. With no and software needed to implement the
documented requirements, it was nearly required capability and the time required to S
impossible to determine what worked and accomplish the task. Program management
what didn't. Needless to say, that project understands budgetary limitations and
turned out to be a disaster in terms of cost schedule constraints. Considering all
overruns and generally poor system per- elements of the problem; performance, cost
formance. The use of IPTs has alleviated and schedule, the IPT is eminently qualified 4
this situation by enforcing standard software to decide the fate of the stated requirement.
development practices. IPTs endeavor to
state software performance requirements in In the case of the F-22 Controls and Dis-
clear, concise, unambiguous and quanti- plays, software development is being exe-
tative language so that all parties understand cuted in strict compliance with DOD stan- * *
what the software is supposed to do and why dards. Software design did not begin until
it is suppose to do it that way. after the Software Requirements Specifica-

tion (SRS) and the Interface Requirements
Probably the most challenging job of the specification (IRS) were approved at pre-
detail designer is coping with changing re- liminary design review. Coding of the de-
quirements. IPTs are very useful in stabi- sign will not begin until after the Software 0
lizing design requirements and resolving Detail Design Document (SDDD) and the
conflicts. It is worth noting that require- Interface Description Document (IDD) re-
ments sometimes must change for good rea- ceive approval at critical design review.
son. For example, an integrated logistics
support requirement might be stated as fol- Furthermore, software test has been an in- 0
lows: "The product software shall provide a tegral part of the systems engineering proc-
post mission in-flight built-in-test diagnostic ess from day one. Test planning was initi-
capability which shall fault isolate ated in parallel with software requirements
equipment malfunctions to the line replace- definition. Each requirement in the software
able unit level prior to aircraft landing." requirements specification is identified by •
The intent of the requirement is to increase number in a separate paragraph. Numbering
sortie rate by eliminating the use of special enables a requirement to be traced to the
ground support equipment to trouble-shoot Software Detail Design Document and to
failures occurring during a mission. While the Test Verification Matrix. It also con-
this requirement may be desirable, it's im- trols the addition of extraneous requirements S
plementation necessitates the addition of not derived from the original SRD and
special avionics built-in-test equipment eliminates what has been called "creeping
which may unduly burden the system with elegance".

S.. . . . . . . . . . . i .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ' . . . . . m . . i " i l I . . . . . . . . . . . i . .. . ..
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The IPT test engineer is responsible for UC=LO AND SR •5)
knowing how the total system is supposed to 4
perform at the operational level. He par- Secondly, interface signal logic levels are
ticipated in translating operational character- defined:
istics into stated software performance re-
quirements. Once overall requirements Logical one equals 5.Ovdc
were defined, the C/D IPT test engineer plus or minus 1.Ovdc 4
helped generate a comprehensive system
Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). Logical zero equals l.Ovdc
The TEMP identifies the entire test process plus or minus 1.Ovdc
from the checkout of individual components
to modules to subsystems to system seg- The requirements stated above represent
ments and finally to the integrated system. functions which are "testable" independent

of the code used to implement the software.
Using the TEMP as a guide, the test engi- The following are examples of requirements
neer formulated detailed test procedures for which do not relate to system performance
the C/D product in parallel with the design and which are therefore not "testable".
process. He concentrated on developing test
requirements and test cases which are 1. The Software shall generate the nose in-
directly traceable to system performance dex marker as necessary.
requirements. Software test cases were es-
tablished without regard to code. The fol- 2. The Software shall satisfy all system * *
lowing is an example of test requirements constraints.
stated in terms of quantifiable software in-
put/output parameters and the CSCI transfer 3. The Software shall be sufficient to sup-
function: port mission planning.

(1) The nose index Uncage Command (UC) 4. The Software shall self test the processor
output signal shall be set to 5.Ovdc plus or
minus 1.Ovdc when BOTH of the following The IPT test engineer also writes the Test
input conditions are present: Description Documents and the Test Proce-

dure Documents which are used to execute
A. Lock-On signal (LO) equals software Preliminary Qualification Testing S

5.Ovdc plus or minus 1.Ovdc (PQT), Formal Qualification Testing (FQT)
and Acceptance Testing (AT). Software

B. System Ready signal (SR) equals testing is performed in a "bottoms-up" man-
5.Ovdc plus or minus 1.Ovdc ner at the unit, component and module level.
(2) If either the Lock-On signal or the Sys- PQT is the most stringent and stressful type
tem Ready signal is 0.0vdc pius or minus of testing that is performed to assure that the
I.Ovdc, then the Uncage Command output software satisfies transfer function design
shall be set to 0.0vdc plus or minus 1.Ovdc. requirements. PQT verifies that all legiti-

mate combinations of operational input sig-
In this example, two requirements have been nals to a particular software element pro-
stated. First, the logic transfer function of duce the expected outputs signals. It also
the software unit is specified to be: verifies that other input signal combinations

which are not expected to occur during
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0
normal operations do not cause the software0
to "lock-up" or cause spurious outputs or 0
other "glitches". PQT also introduces
boundary value conditions which exercise
the software tolerance limits under worst
case conditions in an effort to produce
faults. FQT is conducted at the CSCI level
and verifies that application of the proper
input signals to a CSCI produce the proper
output signals. Acceptance testing is not a
software design verification test. It is a
functional test which demonstrates that
hardware and software are operating to
nominal performance levels. IPTs
strengthen the software test and evaluation
process because test is treated as an inde-
pendent discipline which begins with the
origination of system performance require- 0
ments rather than as a follow-on effort to
software design.

Conclusions
• .

Existing DOD standards are in place which
adequately describe a viable software de-
velopment process. Implementation of these
standards coupled with a rigorous test
methodology will result in high perform- 0
ance, cost effective software.

Integrated Product Teams facilitate com-
munications, serve as corporate memory and
provide continuity to the system develop-
ment process. IPTs provide the manage-
ment muscle necessary to enforce existing
DOD software development standards and
produce a quality product.

* .
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0

Discussion 0

Question L. HOEBEL

Could you describe the 10% of F-22 software that is not in Ada? What language, what functionality and why not Ada?

"Rpy

9% is in assembly. The assembly is done a Hughes AircL It is needed because of the timing of the chip in our Central
Interfce Processor (CIP).

1% is in C because it is more cost effect to use the language in off-the-shelf equipment than to rewrite in Ada.

* *
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THE UNICON APPROACH TO THROUGH-UFE SUPPORT AND EVOLUTION
OF SOFTWARE-INTENSIVE SYSTEMS

Donald Nairmi
Sonar Signal and Data Processing Division

Defence Research Agency
Portland

Dorset
DT5 2JS

UK

I. SUMMARY span. may have to involve a sequence of development
A new approach is presented to the through-life contractors - each operating on a "jobbing" basis.
support and evolution of software-intensive systems,
involving a sequence of development contractors. The For such an approach to be feasible, it would require a
problems addressed ae to do with the avoidance of a standard of Engineering Documentation well beyond
"through-life dependency" on any of the development anything yet demonstrated, since system design-
contractors, and of achieving a unified engineering continuity would now have to be supplied by this
system description without imposing undue restrictions documentation. Furthermore a unified engineering
on the use of evolving software methodologies, notation would be needed for the entire system,

capable of describing different design methodologies,
The UNICON approach is to vest the through-life and of evolving to encompass future advances. 0
continuity in a unified engineering description held in a
new type of Project Support Database. This scheme Although aimed initially at capturing a unified
now views the development contractors as having a description of the work done by many development
"jobbing" role. contractors, perhaps through a process akin to

"reverse-engineering", it can readily be appreciated
The technical feasibility of this approach was held to that such an engineering notation could aiso be used to * *
depend on achieving a much more complete co-ordinate the development work itself. From this it
engineering description - from the Statement of follows that a UNICON Software Environment is
Requirement. through to the mapping of the software equally applicable to both system support and to
onto the hardware (variants) - than any yet available, software development. (In fact UNICON has been
This led to the development of the UNICON system specifically designed to co-ordinate very large
description language, based on extensions to the development teams - perhaps one thousand engineers
familiar ENTITY/RELATION/ATTRIBUTE notation. or more).

Details are presented of a reverse engineering Finally the notion of basing a new standard for
experiment which captured a description of an existing Software Support Environments on an Engineering
27-processor equipment within a prototype UNICON Description Notation is contrasted with the present
database. This also involved codifying the software Public Tools Interface (PTI) approach - as in the PCTE
production processes, the results being verified by programme etc. The question is raised as to whether
replicating an existing software build, purely from the the capability of transferring development work 0
UNICON information. An outline is given of the between conforming Environments is a much more
UNICON Project Support Environment. direct standardisation objective than some capability to

implement individual Environments from standardised
A new approach is proposed to the standardisation of tool-components.
Software Support Environments, whose objective is to
support the transfer of work between conforming 3 THE UNICON APPROACH 0
Environments, rather than to unify their
implementations. This idea is contrasted with the more 3.1 Fig 1 The Through-life Support Problem
familiar Public Tool Interface standardisation scheme. Current practice is for a new software issue to be made

up from separate components, each compiled by the
2 INTRODUCTION original Development Contractor.
Over the past five years the UNICON research
programme has produced a new approach to the Elaborate interface specifications are used to 0
through-life support of large software intensive co-ordinate the software builds from different
systems. With the latest trends towards system Contractors.
integration, there is an increasing awareness by
Projects of the need to avoid a through-life- This leads to a through-life dependency on the original
dependency on any one development contractor. Thus development contractors.
on-going system evolution, perhaps over a thirty year 0

Views expressed are those of the author

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineeringfor Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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Truldond ap~ Ies t oug* UNICON database - probably by a Systcms-Suppoxt
e e mmme:.Coft-actor.[•• ~ Theme is no dependency on any of the .

Development contractors5.

Thus the UNICON systems description must
include a codification of the software

Contredor or production processes (ie compiling, linking
etc).

-- Requirements for evolutionary enhancements, are now
specified in terms of the database system description.

NNowNOWn e ...... Software -- The Systems-Support Contractor is involved in
Function elaborating this requirement - and eventually in

"Through-lioe dependency upon tst wave overseeing the upgrade of the database. They
Development Contractors would have to certify that they can now support 0

"*How do you go about new Counter the new function, before the development
measures Function? contractor can be paid off.FIg 1 "

Perhaps fifty years in some cases. 3.3 Fig 3 Unicon Describes Systems Using AnExtended ENTITY/RELATION Model

How do we cope with an evolutionary requirement System description in UNICON is based on an
Howhich spas we nmer wh aeveluop ayrment areextension of the familiar ENTITY/RELATIONwhich spans a number of development areas ? notation. Fig 3 shows that a UNICON ENTITY is just

an Identifier, which can enclose a nested set of childSuch difficulties will eventually be the limiting ENTITIES (ie child-Identifiers).

factor in upgrading existing systems.

These problems will become more acute with -- UNICON ENTITY Identifiers are in fact unique
these problems t wardsinbecaed metem. wdatabase reference numbers (rather like "o~ath" • 0the moves towards integrated systems. names). A User Name for an ENTITY is

312 Fig 2 The Unicon Solution To Through-life optional, and is treated as an alias.

Support RELATIONS express "links" between ENTITIES.

Sets of RELATIONS are held in parallel planes -
New Approach To Through Life rather like a multilayer electronic circuit board, where
Software & Design Management the ENTITIES correspond to the microchips, and the •

sets of RELATIONS correspond to the separate layers
saw Commawd DhWWIay of inter-connections.
Sub-system Sub-system Sub-system

D-eopmd Dv~omor Deelom"-- Separate planes of RELATIONS express
separate classes of "links" - eg links which
describe connections between code-module

IUNICON Database ENTITIES, arc of a different class to those links
"Seamless" SYSTEM description which assign code modules to processor

o address-spaces.
i Software The bulk of the information within a UNICON
counter. lhue:- database is held as "anonymous" ATI'RIBUTES,
Mes' Go.t.atcet from which are bound to individual ENTITIES. 0

No-- It is rather like each ENTITY/ RELATION"CNonthrough-fe dependency on any providing extensive management and version-Cotractor

"Uniform & "Seamless" description held for control facilities for a "safe-deposit" box,
entire system without taking any interest in the contents held

- Updates eq; Countermeasures Fn specified using within each box - other than the specification of
UNICON Information. the links to other boxes.

Fig 2
3.4 Fig 4 A Typical Unicon Project Support

The UNICON database captures a description of each Database
Development Contractor's work. to form a unified Fig 4 shows that a typical UNICON database is
"seamless" system description, configured rather like a three-dimensional stack of

bricks. •
This may involve "reverse-engineering" each

Contractor's documentation. -- Each "brick" is itself made up of numerous
ENTITY/RELATION planes.

Complete software issues are now generated from the

S. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ;rL[ I I III l l l ll il " II .. . . .. . .
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The Database x-axis holds parallel sets of hierarchies. variant can be generated as required, by operating on
These hierarchies model the system documentation - the base design.
from the Statement-of-Requirement. through to the
mapping of the software modules onto the processor Apart from being more efficient in storage, this
hardware, and then on to the hardware installation supports direct comparisons between platform
diagrams etc. variants.

There exists a one-to-one correspondence The Database z-axis shows the sequence of software 0 *
between the database ENTITIES and those of issues, for the base-design and for all of the platform
the system documentation - thus the UNICON variants.
database has an object-orientated configuration.

As with platform variants. UNICON constructs each
Since UNICON constructs an version "on-demand". from a flat library of common
ENTITY/RELATION schema-model of the modules - thus the same library modules can be re-
engineering documentation, it preserves the used for the construction of many versions. 6
locality properties of the system information - Similarities/differences between versions can readily
thus very large systems need not incur be found.
significant access-time overheads, even with
modest PC workstations. A key design concept is that UNICON holds

information in one place only - all other uses are
The Database y-axis holds system design-variants - provided by references
one for each platform. Each variant is held in the form
of an incremental "overlay" operator, so that any one -- Thus processor memory definitions held in the

Platform Configurations -

,,. -a..x.. �'~h Sysem .

PLMU ". proems r
flpeoneo -soUW

Flu'- ~ ~ I FSagoftware

X issue Versions

UNICON DATABASE MODELS WEAPONS SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Fig4
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locaiom and c-auniaig-b.ckpae to any maeanm reoutk .
information, ane an integral put of the code-
gnSMAtiw procacs 3.6 ft 6 Maild* Raem~dimpro"li

Alhruawdi Dmahas Vem
3.M Fig 5 Unieo Database Ham A Graphical FMg 6 showmhow UNICON can form a new View into

Unr-imerface the daabne, by e oraig sub-sysems to my depth.
UNICON has a WINDOWS type graphical User starting from any chosen diagram
Interface - rather like a simple Computer Aided
Drawing utility, as in Fig 5. This operation involves a non-linea

transformation, since the amount of "space" on
However in "drawing" Fig 5, the actual process the new composite diagram, claimed by any
(transparent to the User) was to declare an one sub-system, depends on the content and
ENTITYIRELATION network to the database, nested elaborations of that sub-system.
and then to have the database display its
contents using a particular set of ICON The transformation to form the new composite
Representations. View is automatic - although the User may wish

to pretty up the new lay-out. the information 0
UNICON has an extensive set of Navigation and Trace will always be accurate.
facilities to support User database queries via the
screen. This new composite View can be used for database

interaction - eg for system design - there being no
These are to be supplemented by a small library functional distinction between single and composite
of navigational functions written in C. which Views
may well allow SQL-type query interfaces to be
constructed if required. - Alterations on one View will of course change

the ocher Views, since they are all generated
The present UNICON implementation employs an from the same underlying data - this may
event-driven configuration which is compatible with require some prettying-up of associated
virtually all of the present graphics standards - eg (off-screen) Views.
WINDOWS3, X-WINDOWS. etc. *

Any number of composite Views can be held as
Since graphical representations are held in parallel Representations bound to the ENTITY frame
absolute co-ordinates within the database - describing any one diagram.
using the same grid as POSTSCRIPT - simple

-uc. Ireen II a sin e cI I I rae enIu

'1

Fig 5

* .
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: > > guarantees the accuracy of the design documentation.
__________by making each diagram an integral part of die code-

* Scam shm 3isvls a Susysem xpesimconstruction process.

- As shown. die RELATIONS between dhe top-
level sub-systems can be regarded as "ducts"
whic will subseqluentlycarry inferio

RELA1ONSgenerated by lower-level sub-
systemns, and eventually by code moidules.

Note ad aies betee code moduleitin a
aq. 2 Is a rn.- Nlaw trWanlm Asytmocndispvdebyhesuperior

eliabrtlan of Screen I1ueete ub-ytmlns
b)- aclioamminy equire level of

subsysemu exmpanson tododesg work. Ntthtainefccnbenscedby
- 5 a l evels wil e suftnmicnauy. Fi6opnna"dc"ndtcnghewrs"-n

Anexisting composite View can also b sda fetanwtp fdtbs ur aiiy

acomponent within asuperior composite View. Thus it is seen that UNICON supports a process of top-

I n this way it would be possible to perform a down design, followed by bottom-up elaboration.
battom-up, construction of a single composite It is possible to regard the UNICON ENTITY
View for an enormous system - and print it out /RELATION notation as a meta-language which sits
as POSTSCRIPT tiles to cover the wall. above conventional languages such as ADA etc. In fact

UNICON provides a transformation, closely analogous
The composite View facility provides an answer to th to a conventional compiling process, in which a
so-called "white space problem" - where individual hierarchy of sub-systems is ransformed to become a
diagrams in a hierarchy do not show enough context very large "flat" network containing only code
information, ie each diagram is surrounded by a sea of modules -which can now be fed to one or more 0
white space. compilers.

Sub-systemns jf.~ group of connections

SCREEN

INTERMEDIATEZ
SUB-SYSTEM -X

LAYERS iV-su.isvs~

TOPCODE- E.)
U40ULE _ :-LAYER j ~ ~ ~

Indkividual od modules eg, AnDA Packages Fig 7
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i asoled that such facilities -Povide new Tranmgaeseftbe " &'sipnteristsm
tot existing in service equIpmai1 N oomWopions to the system designer - it is now open (Is •

so choose between having x code modules at U----ub-eystem level k. or having 1O0*x simpler I Dat ab a
code modules a the lower level of a say. ) Ds-46
without in any way reducing the degree of ).
checking done by the compilation process(es). NINO,

(Ref 2 gives a good treatment of dhecontinuing need for a sub-system construct to UNCNDeas

supplement ADA). I

It is evident that the above "compiling" transformation JiM

involves all of the diagrams in the hierarchy as an
integral part of the code-generation process - thus Existing Comilers.
guaranteeing the consistency of all levels of the MASCOT etc.
documentation. now exd*isng source code Fg 8Urn uICON database.

If say the top-level diagram were to be deleted The aim was to prove the accuracy of the UNICON
from the database. UNICON would not be able ehigineering description, by replicating an existing
to trace connection paths whose threads passed software issue - purely from the information held
through the deleted RELATIONS. within the database, together with the original

compilers etc
Continuing with the meta-language interpretation, it
would in fact be possible to express the Thus it is noted that the reverse engineering task 0
ENTITY/RELATION description of the sub-system also involved codifying the proprietary software
levels, as an explicit ASCII "source text". The production processes, used in-house by the
UNICON transformation would now become a true original contractor.
symbolic compiling operation, yielding a large
network of conventional (multi-lingual ?) source text 3.9 Fig 9 Experiment Used Code-generating
modules, suitable for feeding into conventional Handlers * 0
compiler(s). Fig 9 shows the overall scheme. The original software

production was done using a sequence of compiling,
Such a symbolic approach would probably composing. linking, etc utilities on a VAX mainframe.
require the equivalent of the UNICON database These operations were directed by a set of hand-written
surrogate Identifier reference system, in order to Batch Command files.
manage the large global name-space, used to
express the connectivity of the resulting Thus the. reverse-engineering task reduced to
network within the source texts. one of producing automatically an identical set

of Batch Command files - using only the
Finally, it is put forward as a conjecture, that the above information present within the UNICON
sub-system "compiling" transformation may be an database.
enabling technology to support a new approach to
software-proving, where the above reduction process The job was done in two parts. The UNICON database
would be continued down to arrive at sufficiently generates a separate ASCII Form file for each code
simple code modules, that they could be regarded as module, which contains all of the information known
true in themselves, about that module - the location of the source-text files,

its connections to other module Forms, its processor
3.8 Fig 8 The Unicon Reverse-engineering memory location, etc etc.

Experiment
A Reverse Engineering experiment was undertaken, The original contractor produced an application-
both to develop and to demonstrate the UNICON specific handler, which read these ASCII Forms. and
concepts. The aim was to capture a engineering transformed the information into the required Batch
description of an existing in-service equipment, within Command file format
a UNICON database.

In effect, the handler aped the manual work of
The equipment chosen has 27 processors the original designers - only this time the
configured on 12 buses - it was programmed in database information which produced the
CORAL/MASCOT. design diagrams, was an integral part of the

code-production process - thus ensuring the
However, the actual experiment was undertaken accuracy of the documentation.
on a pilot scale - a single shelf having 3
processors on one bus. It should come as no surprise that a significant amount

of the reverse engineering effort was devoted to I

As shown in Fig 8, the MASCOT design diagrams achieving a consistent set of diagrams - since this was
were transferred into the experimental UNICON the first time that any method was available for
Environment by drawing same on the screen, proving the original documentation.

0 *
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existin CORAL Compiler + MASCOT WIN I," auo
In VAX Fig 9

There is no implied criticism made here of the WINDOWS. However the rest of the Environment is
contractor - the situation is held to be an "aware" only of the single active picture.
inevitable consequence of having to rely on
manual checking procedures. The present implementation provides a good real-time

performance on a 386 PC. and has sonic 30k lines of
This result also provides strong evidence for the TURBO PASCAL code. A fully featured UNICON
existence of substantial hidden costs involved in Environment is expected to occupy about 50k tines of
updating equipments, due to in-accurate code.
documentation - even when used by the original
development team. The very small code size reflects the simplicity • •

of the underlying ENTITY/RELATION
At the conclusion of the experiment, the original notation, and the use of a small set of tightly-
Design Team agreed that the scheme could readily be coupled generic tools (eg the one tree-
scaled up to describe the whole equipment, and that diagramming utility is used to manage the sub-
techniques used were not specific to that particular job. system, the versions, the database segmient,

However, it has also to be recognised that only an•h srdfndshm irrhe)

a minority sub-set of the UNICON concepts The portability between UNICOH
were exercised during this experiment. implementations. of the large set of loosely-

coupled (high-value) tools - eg compilers,
3.10 Fig 10 Outline Of The Present Unicon word processors, code-analysers, project-

Implementation management tools etc - is achieved through
Fig 10 shows how the present UNICON the use of simple Handlers, many of them being•
implementation is structured as a Transaction application specific.
Processor, a Database Manager, a Representation
Manager, a View Manager and a User Interface PRESENT UHICON
Manager. RM tom- IMPLEMENTATION

Database ENTITY/RELATION diagrams are drawn on ' II:os

Representation Manager, which expresses same inW

terms of graphics strokes read from the application- T m

specific [CON store.

A Windows-type User Interface is provided, ICONo, Ft-e----]e Trno

employing an event-driven configuration which is Sk MMM MO
compatibleWIDW3Tetasomto with -INOSthe main foet.graphics abouestandards -]•m -- n•g t•

(POSTSCRIPT compatible) co-ordinates to S SlA

pixel co-ordinates takes place within the User
Interface - thus ensuring theportability of the aoci
database Representations. Tp

perfomance on m a 86P. n hso me 3kieso

The View Manager allows the use er to look
simultaneously at a number of pictures in separate Fig 10
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4. CONFORMANCE SPECIFICATION FOR anranganeit is functionally equivalaen£ to 6
A UNICON STANDARD siogle "seamless" ENTFYMRELATION tree-

structure within a sisigle SEGMENT.
It is prpoe that die only confamunco nqukremen i

for ay UNlCON Environment, would be the A SEGMENT has its own autonomous Version
capability to import work expressed in the UNICON Manag, which descuibes a tree of Versions within the
ASCII Transfer Format - and the capability to re- SEGMENT.
export sam (presumably after enhancement) using the
same Format. - Each Version in Otis tree records a "state" for

the entire SEGMENT as a whole. A state is
In particular the proposed UNICON Standard generated by an iterative indexing operation, S
does not seek to specify the facilities provided which operates upon a flat library of
by any one UNICON implementation - although ENTITY/RELATION objects, and on the
the ability to generate the UNICON Format nested ATTRIBUTE Libraries. Most library
does imply the use of a small number of objects are common to many versions.
standard transformation algorithms.

A SEGMENT also has a separate Configuration
Hence the actual facilities present within any Version Manager, whose function is to select both a
one UNICON implementation will be a matter particular Version Number for the current SEGMENT,
for negotiation between the User and the and to specify the configuration of the child
Supplier. SEGMENTS - and their respective Configuration

Version Numbers.
Since the Transfer Format consists of a relatively small
number of ASCII stream types, each with a tight In this way every Version Number in the
specification, it follows that there need be no Configuration tree, specifies both a
restriction on how any conforming UNICON configuration and a state for the present and all
Environment is implemented - eg PASCAL on a PC, inferior SEGMENTS. (Thus each Configuration
ADA on a SUN/VAX etc, etc. version can be regarded as a particular "view"

of some part of the database).

Because the Transfer Format consists of ASCII record

structure images, it follows that it is possible to In the case of the top SEGMENT, a 0 0
import/export application information in the form of configuration and a state for the entire database
"'anonymous" database records. Thus the UNICON is specified for each Configuration Version
Import/Export operations are at the level of trees of Number -essentially through a cascade of index
design-Versions, rather than at the ENTITY/ objects, distributed over the child
RELATION notation level. SEGMENTS.

The situation is somewhat akin to doing The separation of the SEGMENT and the
anonymous sector-by-sector disk-transfers, Configuration Version-Managers, means that changes
rather than reading and transmitting individual within any SEGMENT can be done in isolation from
files. the rest of the database.

A particularly attractive feature of this Transfer Format In general there can be many (inconsistent ?)
approach to conformance, is that individual SEGMENT-versions interpolated between those
Groups/Users can be allowed a considerable freedom which are made visible to the rest of the
to tailor their own Environments, without having to database, through being called up as part of
worry about issues of re-validation, some new Configuration-Version.

In effect, UNICON conformance testing is done A Section Leader can specify work-packages in the
"on-line", at each Transfer operation between form of a particular configuration of SEGMENTS,
UNICON Environments. which can be regarded as an independent and 0

consistent sub-Environment

In practice such tailoring would probably be

confined to the provision of alternative tools, so This could be implemented within a
that the object - encapsulation properties of the mainframe/network system as a side-branch of a
Database Manager would also exert a powerful Version-tree, or be exported to a stand-alone
conformance-preserving influence. PC/SUN workstation using the ASCII Format,

to start a new Version-tree - their being no
5. SUPPORT FOR VERY LARGE functional distinction between local and

DEVELOPMENT TEAMS remotely sited sub-environments.

UNICON seeks to support large development teams Library objects are never changed in-situ -
through the database being structured as a tree of changed objects are held in working store, and
independently managed SEGMENTS. become new library objects when a new • 6

Version is generated.

Since any ENTITY/RELATION tree within a

SEGMENT has a parent ENTITY within its On completion of (a version of) the work-
superior SEGMENT, it follows that the package, the information would be re-Imported

S. • . ..... .. 0 ,



to become a daild Version of de iigiioL a- It ces arfon be nosed dha a stnsbsto

It would be ew Section Leadae's function to approach baed o fnding a sufficiendy general
assimilate one or mos of dhee child-Verion engimemen description notation. would at least
work-packages, to became a new composite have the virtue of focusing deuitm on soe of 0
Version on a different branch of the tree, the actual problems to be solved - as has
perhaps for export to the superior level - thus happened in UNICON - rather than on some
avoiding the classic "lost update" situation, perceived. but remote, enabling technology.

It is noted that the above scheme exploits the Ref I has moted that despite spending "astounding"
UNICON state-based Version facilities, to amounts of money over a ten year period, large
avoid the necessity for checking-out or standardisation initiatives such as PCTE anid CAIS
"locking" information while it is being worked have yet to be adopted by the software development
on by more than one party. community on any scale.

in summary, it is seen that state-based Versioning is They go on state that the basic feasibility of a
inherently capable of supporting database distribution - PT! has yet to be proved, there being a
a branch of a Version tree can be exported to a sub- substantial body of opinion that questions
environment where it becomes the root of a new tree. whether it is yet possible to define a PTI.
A subsequent operation can re-import the entire tree, to
become a side-branch of the original parent - in effect This Reference also notes a growing acceptance
taking delivery of both the enhanced product, and of that only a core of functions within an
the (suitably pruned) "lab book" for audit trail Environment have to be tightly integrated, with
purposes- application-specific handlers being a perfectly

adequate means of interfacing many loosely- 0
Besides managing its own object libraries, each coupled tools.
SEGMENT issues its own (persistent) surrogate
database Identifiers for ENTITIES/RELATIONS. It is worth considering some of the implied

assumptions behind the notion of a Public Tools
The path-name or "stem" of SEGMENT Interface - that separately designed tools from different
surrogate Identifiers, passes through the vendors can mesh together closely enough to * *
Configuration of the superior SEGMENTS, this implement the core of an Environment, and that these
being a much more stable route which is core-tools are of a sufficient value/complexity to be
independent of the actual contents of these worth codifying a general interface definition.
SEGMENTS.

It is argued that empirical results from the
The persistence properties required of surrogate UNICON programme undermine both of the
identifiers, mean that they have to be preserved above implied assumptions:- 0
without change through all database versions -
and through all Import/Export operations. This In UNICON many of the core tools merge
is achieved by the UNICON database using together to such an extent as to blur their very
separate orthogonal coordinate systems, for the identities - eg there is no graphics editor, since
surrogate Identifiers and for Version this function is incorporated within the
management. (separate) database input and the database

graphics output facilities. Also. Version
6. COMPARISON WITH THE management is meshed so closely with database

PUBLIC-TOOL-INTERFACE APPROACH segmentation and with Import/Export functions,
TO STANDARDISATION much of it having to meet demanding real-time

User-response constraints, that it is
The European ECMA PCTE programme, and the US inconceivable that separate vendors could have
CAIS programme, are both based on the concept of a been involved in any one implementation. 0
Public Tools Interface (PTI) as a means of
Environment standardisation. The notion is to enable On the other hand, the UNICON work
Environments to be constructed through a mix-and- demonstrates that, with a simple notation of
match selection of tools from different vendors, sufficient scope, the core of an Environment can

consist of about 50k lines of very modular
The idea is to create a market for the supply of source code. (This estimate is based on a
tools which will be able to inter-work, generous extrapolation from the 30k line size of 0

the current UNICON system.) Clearly it would
A key objective is to achieve "open" never be worth trying to factorise such a small
evolutionary Environments which will not be core programme, with a view to multi-vendor
dependent on any one supplier, implementation.

However it has to be borne in mind that the definition Finally it is noted in passing, for what it is worth, that
of a tool-coordination interface is a means to an end - the specifications for PCTE and CAIS interfaces are
the activity does not address the actual problems of some 500 and I100 pages respectively, per language
producing adequate engineering descriptions and binding.
managing their development.
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- As outlined above, the UNICON confanance shady prctice. aince "o "i betwem
spedricaiion would probbly mnm to about 10 any two eaviromnuuens will always requi
pages - frau which, togeher with some fam of shimed conet - eg .oo knowledge
descptive material, my group should be able of HOOD. ADA. etc). 0
to writs temir own containuiS UNICON
Enviromuent, in tie language of dteir olice. In mammary, it as argued that if UNICON were to

become a Standard along the proposed lines, the mn
7. DISCUSSiON not covered (such as Project h4anagemnem tic) would

become die subject of what is known in the US as an
7.1 Does Unicon lnclude Sufficient Functions To -after-market" of suppliers - without in any way

Be An Adequate Core For A Software compromising the Standardisation objectives.
Engineering Environment ?

- However there is probably a good cue to be
UNICON is based upon a simple engineering notation, made for defining a small standard set of
which is directly mapped onto a file-store to become a navigation-type database query functions. for
database with a graphics User interface. An additional use by loosely-coupled tools.
reference system supports database segmentation and
distribution, as an integral part of the version 7.2 "A Software Engineering Environment Is A
management function. However, even if the scope and Large Complex Piece Of Software Which Has
integration of these important facilities are accepted. Been Compared To An Operating System And
there remains some question as to whether they are in A Database Rolled Into One"
harmony with the provision of other necessary
facilities. Whilst versions of the above statement find their way

into the literature as throw-away truisms, the present •
eg project management, security, E-Mail paper has argued that such complexity need not be the
conununications, User object-typing, case.
application-specific rule-sets, etc etc.

There seems to be a paradox in which some
It is taken as being self-evident that a Standard should problems can be almost intractable when
confine itself to the bare minimum of concepts and considered in isolation - eg the design of a
detail, sufficient to meet its declared objectives - by general Version Management function - yet
focussing on essentials, it will broaden its scope. when addressed within an appropriate context, a

solution can readily be found which is both
The UNICON conformance proposals are held trivial to implement, and delivers an
to agree with this principle, with the sole unexpectedly large functionality, due to mutual
declared objective being the transfer of interaction within the context.
application work-packages between UNICON 0
environments, using the defined notation. The design of Software Environments seems to

be particularly prone to the above paradox. The
In following this minimal approach to Standardisation. situation has been likened within the literature
the only rationale for extending the scope of the (Ref 4) to constructing a bridge across a chasm
UNICON conformance definition, would be to achieve - the whole is very much greater than the sum
a desired degree of integration of some excluded of the parts. If you set out with concepts of
facility, which could not readily be done by other insufficient scope. you will end up worse off
means - eg using a handler. than if you had not started in the first place.

Whilst it would be bold to say that UNICON as it There ts no fundpnental reason why a Software
stands already addresses all of the functions which Environmen& %,ving only 50k lines of code, cannot
have to be closely integrated, it is certainly the case deliver a functionality well beyond any yet available.
that none of the areas already considered would come
within this core-function category 7.3 "The Introduction Of A Software

Environment Into An Organisation Will
- This situation is probably due to the extreme Inevitably Require Significant Changes In

generality of the UNICON notation (with Their Development And Management
conventional ENTITIES/RELATIONS being Procedures"
available as a degenerate case of the
extensions), the generic level of operation of the It is now widely recognised that the introduction of 0
UNICON tools, and the flexibil"y of the new work-practices/tools to a large organisation.
ATTRIBUTE management arrangements. involves timescales measured in years rather than

months. It may therefore be a pragmatic stratagem that
- For example, it would be open to any UNICON UNICON's flexibility should be exploited in the first

implementation to define application-specific instance to emulate the existing working practices -
ATTRIBUTE fields, together with associated warts and all.
rule-sets - eg for ENTITY typing. This
information would be compatible with the - The notion is to regard the putting in place of
standard Import/Export format, where it would the resources to support evolution, as a separate
be transferred anonymously as ATTRIBUTE objective in its own right, to be done with the
byte-stream data. (This would in no way be a absolute minimum of disruption and change.

- . - - ___ - -0 
*
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DM, iDavit commens and oiticisn of the UNICOQ

Ahw 0 IMk a period as it talllm to aidie work. md views an whedw it is likely to attrat a
fniiarimun, evoluton could em be&i - wider inmrest.
with - appropriate invoivmzes uad consensu
of the whole community with regard to On the aumwption that this work will eveasuially have 0
direction and pace. a wider application, the Defence Research Agency

would be ineresteid to hear from any party which
In the case of the UNICON reverse-enineering wishes to be involved in the evaluation, codification, or
experiment reported above, it would be quite sponsorship of UNICON as a possible standard, or to
possible to introduce UNICON as say a simple have earlier access to the technology.
Graphics tool and a Versioning aid to the
existing development processes. In time, the 9. POSTSCRIPT
automatic generation of the batch command
fides would be introduced - as a checking Dear Reader. if you believe that the development of the
operation for the manual work .... and so on a UNICON concepts actually followed the logical
step at a time. sequence outlined above, then to echo the reply by the

Duke of Wellington when addressed by a stranger in
As well as being able to precisely emulate existing his club as "Mr Smith I believe"- "if you believe that
methodologies and practices, UNICON also has you will believe anything".
significant rationalisation capabilities:-
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8. FUTURE UNICON WORK An up-to-date review of the field. Of particular
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The aims of this paper have been to present a new into different categories.

approach to the through-life support of large software- i

intensive systems. This led to the development of an 4 Fisher A S, "Case - Using Software
engineering description notation, and its subsequent Development Tools"
application to Software Environment design, and to Wiley & Sons, !988
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A good review of all the major CASE tools
The Defence Research Agency is continuing with the and methodologies. It notes on page 259 that
codification and evaluation of UNICON, for possible most of the (then) current CASE methodologies
use by the Ministry of Defence. The importance of "share the same underlyirg metaphor".
adhering where possible to widely accepted practices
and standards is of course recognised - to this end the

S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I I I I II I . . . .. . I .. . I I l II , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . .. ... .
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SUMMARY ment and application of methodologies to assess and improve

The software process consists of the methods, practices and the practice of systems engineering.

tools used to generate a software product. The Software Engi- Before addressing these goals, a brief review of software and

neering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University has developed

a Capability Maturity Model (CMM) which defines five levels systems engineering is prov ided. This estabishes a common

of maturity for the software process. Also included are sets of bais for cemparis on of to e and servsscritriatha "alow he pecfic ssesmet o actal oftare bridge for the generalization of the SEI Capability Maturity

criteria that allow the specific assessment of actual software Model from software engineering to systems engineering. d
engineering maturity in given projects or organizations.

We are aware that there may be shortcomings in this attempt.
In areospace projects, software engineering very often is cou-

but we are hopeful that our preliminary results wdll be accep-
pled with or embedded in systems engineering. It is therefore t wi the sopef this artice

desirable to know if and how the CMM can be extended to sy-

stems engineering. The paper shows that this approach is 2. REVIEW OF THE SEI CAPABILITY MATURITY

feasible. MODEL * *
The software process c~onsists of the methods, practices and

After a brief summary of the original Capability Maturity Mo- tolsoape inote couse of a oetho g rate aot
del n oervew nd cmpaiso ofsoftareandsysems tools applied in the course of a pro lect to generate a software

del an overview and comparison of software and systems pout nNvme 96 h otaeEgneiglsi

engineering disciplines is provided. Differences between product. In November 1986. the Software Engineering Insti-

software and systems engineering are highlighted and modifi- tute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). with assi-
stance from the MITRE Corporation. began developing a fra-

cations are proposed to adapt and generalize the CMM accor- mewor tha would a owporation. togansese aturit

dingly.mework that would allow organizations to assess the maturity
of their software process (Ref. I). The initial framework soon

Finally, the framework for a Systems Engineering Maturity evolved into a comprehensive maturity model (Ref. 2, 3).
Model is presented. This model is intended as a reference

Figure I shows a summary of the model. It is characterized by
scale for systems engineering capability. in a similar way as five levels of software engineering maturity, the lowest being

the CMM applies to the software process. level 1. Initial and the highest being 5. Optimizing. The un-

I. GOALS derlying philosophy for the characteristics of the five levels is 0
During the course of our activities in systems engineering we to look at the features of the software process in terms of:

became aware of the work of the Software Engineering Insti-

tute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University. They have develo-

ped a framework for assessing the maturity of the software Process Performance

process in a given organization. Engineering Style.

On the other hand, from our experience with many providers The maturity of the process procedures is rated according to

and users of systems engineering products and services in the the degree of systematic approach, and of support by state-of-
public and private sectors of several countries, we knew that a the-art tools and automation. At level I no formalized rules
corresponding method is lacking for the evaluation of systems are practiced, at level 2 experience is passed on orally, at level

engineering maturity. Thus we have aimed this article at those 3 proven procedures are laid down in written form, at level 4

who are, as we, looking for a framework to evaluate and im- the emphasis is on process metrics and at level 5 a self-opti-

prove the competitiveness of the systems engineering process. mizing mechanism is reached for the process.

The goals of this paper are twofold. The first is to provide a The maturity of process performance is judged by the devia-
framework for assessing systems engineering maturity and to tion of the actual process resilts from the planned goals of

identify the critical process areas in which improvement productivity and quality. The higher the maturity level, the
would raise the overall process to a higher level of excellence, less is the risk. i. e. overruns become consistently smaller and •

The second goal is to stimulate further work in the develop- estimates get more and more reliable.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems Architectures: May 1993.
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Maturity Level Characteristics Key Process Areas

5 Optimizing Feedback: Defect prevention
Process continuously Technology innovation
improved Process change management Increased

Productnmty _

4 Managed Quantitative: Process measurement ano
Process measured Process analysis Ouality
Focus on metrics Quality management

3 Defined Qualitative: Organizational process definitionn 0
Process defined & Training program
institutionalized Peer reviews I

Intergroup coordination Risk d

Software product engineering -
Focus on process org, Integrated software management

2 Repeatable Intuitive: Requirements management
Process dependent Software project planning and tracking
on individ tals Software subcontract management

Software configuration management
Focus on oroj. mgmt. Software quality assurance

1 Initial Ad hoc / chaotic:
Process unpredictable

Figure 1. Levels of Capability Maturity Model

The maturity of engineering style is often loosely characteri- The relationship of the various concepts used in this context is S O
zed as progressing from (1) the "creative artist" via (2) the illustrated in figure 2 (Ref. 3).
"tribal group". (3) a "corporate identity" and (4) "professional The key process areas identify the requirements for each ma-
leadership"' up to() the" software factory". turity level. i.e. they define the enabling practices. The process

The Key Process Areas in figure I constitute the practices that maturity reflects an organization's ability to consistently fol-
must have been implemented in the software process in order low and improve its software engineering process, i.e. it indi-
to qualify for levels 2. 3. 4 and 5 respectively. There are no cates to which degree the enabling practices are actually im-
requirements for level I. plemented. The process capability is the range of results ex-

The fully developed Capability Maturity Model (CMM) is pected from following the implemented process, i.e. it predicts

augmented by a set of instruments for the actual assessment future project outcomes. The process performance cha.

procedure: racterizes the actual results achieved from following the pro-

Description of Maturity Level Characteristics c

Description of Key Process Areas

Maturity Questionnaires

Respondent's Questionnaire K areas [ ntue ] maturity
Project Questionnaire. I I--

enable indicates

At each level the appropriate key process areas are addressed " a
by the Maturity Questionnaires. These questionnaires probe Process
for the process characteristics of every level from 2 upwards. capability

Usually a software producing unit begins its assessment with I
the test for level 2. Only when this test has been passed to prd

complete satisfaction, the next test for level 3 will be conduc- - P

ted, and so on. No level may be skipped. The Respondent's Iperformancel
Questionnaire is used to describe the professional background
of the person completing the the maturity questionnaire. The
Project Questionnaire is applied to characterize the project for
which the maturity questionnaire is being completed. Figure 2. SEI Process Maturity Framework 0
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3. SCOPE 0OF SOVIWARE ENGINEERING ]
Software consists of computer programs, procedures. uso- L2 ZJ"
cualed documentation and data pertaining to the operation of a
computer system. Software Engineering is the applicaion of a s. srvW-v . SW S . . E.- 

4  
.

.1- , .... (i ý '._V D.g- * .M AW,-
systematic, disciplined and quantifiable approach to the deve- S. -1 E., . • • , s
lopment. operation and maintenance of software (Ref. 4). • , , • -

As we will see in section 4. software constitutes a subset of . CSC TV w &OW C.• %Os

the set of basic elements of a general system. Almost absent in -V c~

the systems of the early fifties, software quickly began to take •
over ever increasing parts of system functions. The growth of Figure 3. Summary of Software Development
software was so fast that the "software crisis" developed (Ref.
5). As a consequence great efforts were triggered to drive firmware. The hardware elements of firmware are not inclu-
software activities from a kind of creative art to a branch of ded.
engineering. In 1985 the DOD-STD-2167 on Software Deve-lopmentineering. was issu thed marTing asiml one frSoftware The input to all the tasks in figure 4 are the customer needs
opmentonly in the case that the software system is a stand-alone de-

engineering as did the MIL-STD-499 for systems engineering. verable item". • ften the software is embedded in a wider sy-

A summary of the relevant concepts and terms of the current stem.
revision A of DOD-STD-2167 (Ref. 6) is given in figure 3. Then the input to the software tasks are the software requi-

In order to correlate with the scope of systems engineering, we rements and applicable portions of the system requirements.
refer to the statement in DOD-STD-2167A that it should be These are the results of the first steps of the systems en- 0
used in conjunction with MIL-STD-499 for total system de- gineering process. The output of the activities in figure 4 mat-
velopment. In this context we have defined the scope of Soft- ches figure 5, but is confined to software only.
ware Engineering as shown in figure 4. (The figure as such is Regarding the primary functions of figure 4. only Develop-
not pan of 2167A, but has been set up to match figutire 5). ment and Support of software systemis are explicitly mentio-

The Software Elements under consideration are those mentio- ned in 2167A (besides acquisition). But taking into account
ned at the head of this section plus the software elements of the statement that it should be used in conjunction with MIL-

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PROCESS

S /Operarn & Support

'No Productvn & Deployit• -- -- - - -

I 1 LI.-f L if yl- -- -, -r - , -- L.e cl
Development L - -I Balanced

Input - 'mplmn"o - _ - Prou est e

VOr\fcations -t- - --

SystemlISW - - -• -/ I-- I-
Requirements S r L OF - k - - Software Elements:

TriinI - .• * Computer Programs
- • SW elem. of Firmwareoald* Documentation

B Procedures e
* Data

Figure 4. Scope of Software Engineering

* D
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STD-499. the primary functions of the latter standard have engineering as well as joint Govenment-mdusdustty contracts

been earned over. Only the term "Manufacturing" of the over- (Ref. 7).

all system (meaning fabrication and assembly of test models I the dy revisi B of MIL-STD-499 is being prepared, 0
as well as low-rate initial and full-rate series production) is re- with the modified tide of Systems Engineenng (Ref. 8). Ac-

placed in this paper by the term "Implementation". i.e. coding cordmgly, a System is an integrated composite of products.
and interation of the software system.

processe.+ -,,d people that provide a capability to satisfy a sta-

The term software engineering process does not appear in ted need or objective. Systems Engineerng is an inter-

DOD-STD-2167A. This standard speaks of the Software De- disiiplinary approach to evolve and verity an integrated and

velopment Process and of Software Engineering, see figure 3. life-cycle balanced set of system product and process soluti- 0
Looking at the eight steps of the software development pro- ons that satisfy customer needs-

cess, one can associate the last four steps to implementation MIL-STD-499B defines the scope of Systems Engineering as

and test ("manufacturing" and "verification"). The first four shown in figure 5. The physical scope of any system is del-

steps bear a resemblance to the systems engineering process. nested by the configuration of its System Elements. i.e its

They are therefore presented i figue 4 under the name of basic constituents: Hardware, Software. Facilities. Personnel."Data, Material. Services, or Techniques.

The Acquisition Phases correspond directly to those of sy- For all of these system elements the Systems Engineer has to

stems engineering. Only the development of manufacturing consider three aspects, forming the three axes ot the cube in

installations can be ommtitted because the series production of figure 5. i. e. Primary Functions. Acquisition Phases and the

software reduces to the simple act of copying. Systems Engineering Process.

4. SCOPE OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING The eight primary functions are those essential tasks, actions

The term of Systems Engineering originated only some deca- or activities that must be accomplished to ensure that the sy-

des ago in the aerospace field. During the sixties this disci- oreintiitis t uss be accompl the to ta t the-sy -

pline reached a high level of professional standard, promoted

especially by such large-scale endeavours as the Apollo pro- The five acqusition phases cover the evolution of the project.

ject. In 1969 the MIL-STD-499 on Engineering Management after the pre-concept tasks of assessing technological opportu-

was developed by the USAF to form a first milestone in defi- nities and formulating the customer needs, and before the •

ning and unifying the associated basic concepts and procedu- post-operation tasks of decommissioning and disposal.

res. The current revision A is directed at all of DoD systems

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PROCESS 0
o.• • Operat'n & Support

,eY Pod'ctn & Deploymit - - - - - -

Engineeringi & ____I
miul.Gvtt F--r , OutputSDemonstratiom I•kb"-*t -- -J +\l\ /t I I1 I+

11-11 & valit'- 1-00 -_ - r - - -- r
+-6-r~•I -+ '++ -•s -- s• I -: -+

1) Dinition ofr r-r
-- -I • - I -! Lif

-DevelopmentJ Life Cycle
L t-L~-Ll Balanced

Tr -- i A Products &
input L - L - - Processes

2 JVerification PL

Ua Depaoyment et

Fz igrr.poe of System
Customer Elements:Needs W Support /--P/•-""•Hrwr

Trainng• 0 Software

D•isoa *, Facilities

0 Personnel

0 Data etc.

Figure 5. Scope of Systems Engineering•
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The four consecutive steps of the systems engineering process - Since the CMM already contains some key areas that are
are Requirements Analysis (incl. definition of constraints, also part of systems engineering (requirements management.

measures of effectiveness, functional and performance requl- quality assurance, configuration management etc.) it may he

rements), Functional Analysis and Allocation (mcl. top-down considered as a basis for generalization.

decomposition of the functional architecture and requirements - The scope of systems engineering is being mute precisely
flow-down), Synthesis (i.e. the translation of functions an defined and slightly extended by the new draft of MIL-STD-
requirements into solutions in terms of the system elements). 498

and Systems Analysis and Control (w.r.t. the measures of sy-
stem and cost effectiveness and to the system configuration). - The demands on systems engineenng are becoming more

challenging due to recent developments in the military and
he systems engineering process is apied to all relevant pr- commercial acquisition environment (increased competition,

mary functions of the system life cycle. The initial run of this lean production, design to life-cycle cost, concurrent en-
process is started and performed in the first acquisition phase gineenng CALS etc.)

and is then iterated during each succeeding phase. Note that it

is not sufficient to do the process only for the operational - The resources of systems engineering are greatly unpro-

requirements and only once in the definition phase (as marked ving due to more powerful and cost-effective development en-
by the shaded bar in the foreground of figure 5), although this vironments. Modern computer-aided systems/software engi-

is usually considered to be the most important process part. neenng (CASE) tools allow to master more complex systems

It is evident that the scope of systems engineering is quite using elaborate formal system descnption and design tools.

large and that the required job is very demanding. Note that - A framework for benchmarking and Improving systems

the above formulations follow the draft of revision B of MIL- engineering will probably have a smidar impact on raising the

STD-499. Compared to the current revision A the following overall competence in systems engineenng as the CMM does

extensions have been introduced: in the field of software engineering.

- System Elements: "Procedural Data" have been replaced At the intent of generalizing the CMM from software to sy-
by "Data, Material, Services, or Techniques". stems engineering, some caution is appropriate:

- Primary Functions: Development, Training and Diposal - Software engineering is only a part of systems engmneenng
functions have been added. These will generate their own spe- and this part is sometimes small, see figure 6.

cific requirements. e.g. on CASE tools, training facilities, ormateial tht cn b saely iscrde orreccle. -Software elements are usually only a subset ot all system
materials that can be safely discarded or recycled. elements, see section 4.
- Systems Engineering Process: "Mission Requirements

Analysis" has been generalized to "Requirements Analysis".

"Functional Analysis" and 'Allocation" have been combined

into one step, and "Systems Analysis and Control" has been Systems Engineering

added. So, even if there still are four steps, the work involved (Wde Sense)

has expanded considerably.

S. SO~rWARE ENGINEERING VERSUS SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
Software engineenng, although having started later than sy- Facili Hard
stems engineenng and suffering from a high pace of ever in- we w

creasing volume, has made considerable progress since the
software crisis was identified in 1968. System

Meanwhile, software engineering has been catching up in ('Narrow Sense")

formal procedures with systems engineering. In some aspects

it even surpassed systems engineering. The authors became
aware of this when they learned about the Capabilty Maturity

Model (CMM). Such a model does not exist for systems Data t Other

engineering. We believe that it will be very beneficial to ob- Hrres etc

tain a similar model for systems engineering, for several I
reasons: S~~Software •

The CMM provides a standard hv which each project, di- " EnIgnIring
vision or company can measure its protessional competence in

software engineering. From the detected deficiencies actions

for improvement can be derived.

Figure 6. Systems vs. Software Engineering

0 *
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Hardware elements have features and processes different SEI model to systems engineering must go beyond those
or absent from software elements. A good example is the pro- presented in this paper. However, we believe to have
blem of series production. i.e. copying the prototype system to established a baseline from which one can proceed further to
full-rate quantities for deployment and fielding. develop the Systems Engineering Maturity Model to the fullextenL

The CMM is accompanied by detailed questionnaires to exet

evaluate compliance with the capability requirements at each The present status of the Systems Engineering Maturity Model
of the upper four levels of competence. (SEMM) is given by figure 7. The similarities, modifications
Nevertheless, the authors feel that the CM is a good starting and additions with respect to the Software Capability Maturity
point for a Systems Engineering Maturity Model. Model (CMM) are apparent from a comparison between the

figures I and 7.

In the effort to transfer and generalize the CMM from soft- The basic features have been cared over unchanged from the
ware engineering to systems engineering we use the concepts CMM to the SEMM. because they are proven and apply
of software engineering and systems engineering in the sense Cul to th software tieyste engneigdispplyof [X)DSTD216A ad ML-ST-4qB (raf) rspoti- equally to both software and systems engineering disciplines.
of DO)D-STD-2167A and MIL-STD-4998 (draft) tespecti- Moreover, it was the intention of the authors to keep as much
vely, see sections 3 and 4. We are aware that neither of these consistey as possible between both models. Therefore the
standards is universally recognized. But both standards are ciple of tiv levels, th desi ofote levl
widely known, and they are practically applied or tailored for ainctple of five maturity levels, the designation of the levels

many projects. Thus they provide a valuable common lan-

guage to discuss the systems and software engineering para- Changes have been entered to the key process areas by a trans-
digms. formation in three steps. First the KPA's have been generah-

6. SUITABILITY OF THE CMM WITH RESPECT TO zed en bloc from software to systems.

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING Then it was checked for each KPA whether this step is valid
The SEI Maturity Model has already been applied to many with or without modifications. And finally, new key process
software organizations. So, on the one hand it has been reali- areas have been added where deemed necessary. The additions
stically validated and, on the other hand it has efficiently con- are mainly due to the fact that systems engineering covers a
tributed to the improvement of the software process in the wider scope than software engineering, see section 5.
assessed software producing units. ~The KPA's to be mastered in order to qualify for level 2 have
But no tool set is perfect and the CMM. too, has its detractors, been augmented by one area. i.e. System Risk Management.
Some critics have expressed concern that it fails to recognize For the level 3 KPA's the modifications are: extension of
the impact of competent and motivated individuals and multi-
discipline teams on reducing risk and increasing productivity include 'Testing"' replacement of "Intergroup coordination'
a',d ,i,,lity. The SEI acLnuv. edges that "the CMM is not a by 'Interdisciplinary group coordination", generalization of
piver bullet and does not address all of the issues that are "Software product engineering" to "Life-cycle balanced pro-

portant for successful projects" (Ref. 9).' duct engineering" (see figure 5) and of "Integrated software

Nevertheless, the authors consider the software engineering management" to "Integrated systems management".
CMM as a good basis for generalization in the direction of a Only minor modifications were made for the level 4 KPA's;
corresponding model for systems engineering, the wording was chosen to be more concrete.

To test our premise that the CMM is indeed suitable for this
purpose, SE! and nine of its Software Process Assessment Thentiof th lev p pA wseneioe srom "ec
Associates were requested to review and comment on our prevention" to "System problem prevention", the second KPA
preliminary draft model, carries directly over, and the third KPA was expressed in a

slightly more general way. On level 5 the focus is on automa-
Responses were received from SEI (informal). Pragma Sy- tion and integrated computer-aided systems engineering (not
stems Corporation, Dayton Aerospace Associates and Ameri- shown in figure 7). •
can Management Systems. The three assessment associates Note finally that the benefit of "Increased Productivity and
provided encouragement and valuable written comments; allfour respondents indicated that our premise was fesble Quality" of the SEI model has been replaced by "Increased

easibe. Customer and Producer Satisfaction" to reflect a more general
Their constructive co-tributions have been incorporated in the view of quality and productivity. Systems engineering at a
present article, high maturity level delivers products and services which

7. PROPOSED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING MATURITY match the needs of the customer, and does so reliably within
MODEL narrow goals of cost and time schedule.
The inputs received from the three assessment associates and
our own continuing work suggest that adaptations of the

* S
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Maturity Level Characteristics Key Process Areas

5 Optimizing Feedback: System problem prevention
Process continuously Technology innovation
improved Process management increased

Customer &4 Managed Quantitative: Process mapping / variation Producer
Process measured Process improvement data base
Focus on metrics Quantitative quality plans

3 Defined Qualitative: Organizational process definitionI
Process defined & Education and training f
institutionalized Reviews and testing I

Interdisciplinary group coordination Risk

LC balanced product engineering
Focus on process org. Integrated systems management

2 Repeatable Intuitive: System requirements management
Process dependent Project planning and tracking U
on individuals Subcontract management

System configuration management
Quality assurance

Focus on proj. mgmt. System risk management

1 Initial Ad hoc / chaotic:
Process unpredictable

Figure 7. Systems Engineering Maturity Levels

8. COMPLETING THE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING software engineering, e. g. the development of series produc-

MATURITY MODEL tion elements.

The full development of the Systems Engineersip- Maturity The adaptation of the SEI questionnaires on the respondent
Model (SEMM) requires that the five instruments of the and the project should be straightforward.
CMM, too, be generalized from soitware engineering to sy-
stems engineering. However, the generalization of the Maturity Questionnaires

Two examples for the description of the maturity levels I will constitute the bulk of the remaining work. We understand

2 are shown in figures 8 and 9. These, too. are based on t that a major US company has developed a tailored version of 0
one of the SE questionnaires to assess its systems engineering8

SEI CMM and have been extrapolated for use with the new
SEMM. integration and test process. The assessment team concluded

that the ada-ted CMM and questionnaire was appropnate for
In the description of the key process areas it is necessary to this purpose (Ref. 10). Other organizations in the aerospace

incorporate systems engineering aspects that are absent from and defense sector are also proceding in this direction.

Level 1 - The Initial Process Level 2 - The Repeatable Process

* Unstable environment lacking sound management practices - 0 Management discipline ensures that during schedule

Commitments not controlled, crunches systems engineenng practices are still enforced.

* Success rides on individual talent and heroic effort. 0 Basic system management discipline is installed.

* Standards and practices often sacrificed to management 0 Previously successful processes are repeatable in a stable,
priorities - Usually schedule and / or cost. managed environment.

* Process capability is unpredictable - Schedule, cost, and 0 Achievable and measurable activitites are planned prior to
performance targets are rarely met. making commitments - Commitments are tracked.

* Level of risk is consistently underestimated. 0 Before schedule commitments are made, a process
capability exists that enables the team to meet schedules. •

Figure 8. Systems Engineering Maturity Level 1 Figure 9. Systems Engineering Maturity Level 2
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Besides the material presented in sectiom 7 and 8 the authors Referswas
have produced the preliminlay characterzations for level 3 up .Humpey, W.S. and Kitson. D.H., "Preliminary Report
to 5, but these ame omitted in this tper. on conducting SEI-assisted Assessments on Software

Our own experience and initial effoi, the encouragement re- Engineering Capability". SEIiCMU Techn. Rep. SEI-87-
ceived from many sides and the ongoing work in various or- TR, July 1987.
gaunizatio s, including the National Council on Systems Engi- 2. Humphrey, W.S., "Managing the Software Process",
neering (NCOSE) indicate that a suitable version of a Systems Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts. 1989 (ISBN 0-
Engineering Maturity Model can indeed be developed on the
basis of the software-onented Capability Maturity Model of •
SEI. 3. Curtis, B.. "Software Process Improvement SemUna for

Following the presentation and publication of this paper we Senior Executives", SEI/CMU. sponsored by US DoD.

welcome further comments, especially from the software en- 1992.

gineerig community, to promote the complete development 4. "IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engneenng Tems-

and finalization of the evolving SEMM. nology". IEEE-STh-610.12, 10 Dec. 1990.

9. CONCLUSIONS 5. Naur. P. and Brian, R., editors. "Software Engineering".

In the initial section of this paper we stated two major goals: Report on a conference of the NATO Science Committee

1) to provide a framework for assessing systems engineering in Gainisch 1968, NATO Conference Proceedings, 1969.

processes and to identify critical process areas 6. "Defense System Software Development". DOD-STD-
2) to stimulate further work in the development and applica- 2167A, 29 Feb. 1988.

tion of methodologies to assess and improve the practice of

systems engineering. 7. "Engineering Management", MIL-STD-499A, 1974.

It is appropriate that our conclusions be related to these goals. 8. "Systems Engineering". MIL-STD-499B. Draft 1992.

As to the first goal, we have approached it by developing an 9. SEI/CMU Techn. Rep. SEI-91-TR-24, 1991.

extension of the SEI software engineering framework. The re- 10 "SysteMs Engineering Integration and Test Capability".

suiting systems engineering framework reflects - besides the inter s Engmen d rat v n 1.0, L AL Aug.t"internal questionaire, draft version 1.0, LORAL, 10 Aug.• •

strenghts - also the weaknesses of the CMM, it is still incaom- 1992.

plete. and we have treated the structural problems with insuf-

ficient depth. But even with these shortcomings we beheve Authrs Bographies

that the framework provides a first basis for systems enginee- Karl G. Brammer is presently head of the central engineering

ring process assessment. Further, the key process areas discus- pr e syh te cnt engineerin

sed in section 7 and summarized in figure 7 address a number process group at Elektroniksystem- und Logistik-GmbH in
of critical problem fields of systems engineering. We Muihaemnyriervos sinet t S nld
confident that improvementlds in tes eas will indeed raise systems engineering for a wide range of military and civil sy-

stems. Prior to joining ESG in 1972. he held R&D positions at
customer and producer satisfaction and also reduce the deve- Dornier and the German Aerospace Research Organization.

lopment risk of products and seDr. Bramner holds an MS degree in Aeronautics and

As to the second of our goals, we have indicated in section 8 Astronautics from MIT and a Doctor's degree in Electrical En-

those parts of the framework that are still incomplete or mnis- gineering from the Technical Institute of Darmstadt. He is a

sing, leaving opportunities for complementary work in this member of the US National Council On Systems Engineering

important area. During our research activities we became (NCOSE) and the German societies DGLR, DGON and VDI.

aware of a growing consensus among buyers and sellers of sy-

stems engineering products and services that sound meodo- James H. Brill is an internationally recognized expert and

logies to assess systems engineering maturity are actually n- lecturer in the fields of systems engineering and program ma-

ded and would be widely welcome. Given this need we would nagement He is presently a Division Manager. Hughes Air-

like to encourage interested collegues in joining the effort toassi-
finish a complete Systems Engineering Maturity Model. craft within Hles'incl System Hne MeIous and

gnments within Hughes include Program Manager. MIAI and

In closing we wish to thank the AGARD Avionics Panel for Manager, Systems Engineering Laboratory. Mr. Brill has lec-

the opportunity to present the results of our current work. aired and presented seminars on systems engineering at
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Discussion

Question W. ROYCE 0

Will the definition of a systems-oriented capability maturity model force a change in dte current SEI model for software
only?

Rely

This question raises a good point. Looking beyond our present work, I would not exclude the possibility that the authors
of the CMM will review their model with respect to systems engineering. One aea that comes to my mind would be to
inorprate in the CMM the interfaces of the software engineering process to the systems engineering process.
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Summary Information Structuring

In the technologically advanced field of avionics, The capability to maintain software projects and to
quality is today required both by the market and the guarantee their quality, is based on the way the
engineers. This means that quality is not only a goal internal communication of the technical and
to reach new costumers, but is a different way of technical-managerial information ismanaged. Allthe
working which aims to reach a higher and more information about process and product has been
satisfactory working environment. structured and the communication process organized * *
The attention has been focused on the technical and automated.
information produced during the development of the Task of every project is to produce the technical
project and its diffusion through the technical and documentation that will allow the building of the
managerial environment. The goal is the improving product (be the product a software code as well as a
of the quality of the whole development process physical device). So, from the project development 0
where the quality of the final products comes as a point of view, the technical documentation is the

consequence- product. A correct quality and configuration control

This paper describes a methodology experienced in of the technical documentation allows then to know

the last few years in ALENIA (Pomezia Plant) to exactly the status, the story and the evolution of the

plan, achieve and manage a more flexible and project, in order to achieve a much better quality of 0

advanced way of working, through the strong it.

involvement of all who contribute to the realization A complex Project, during its life-cycle phases, is
of the product. hierarchically decomposed, following a top-down

Attention has been focused both on the methodology, into elementary projects, each of ones
organizational aspect of the project and the product is finalized to the development of one or more

configuration. Those two aspects are self related and configuration items.

bring to a correct management of the project. At high level the design process is independent from

the technology and is represented by a generic

LW of Configuration Item (CI). Only at the lower levels it 0
differentiates in hardware and software components,

CI Configuration Item each of ones is typicallyfinalised to the development
CPJ Company Project of one or more Cls. The Cls whose functionalities
CSCI Computer Software Configuration have been exactly defined are always referred to as

Item HWCI if they will be developed as hardware and
HWCI Hardware Configuration Item CSCI if they will be developed as software.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engmneeringfor Advanced System's Architectures: May 1993.
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In this paper, mostly interested to software, a CSCI one or more Configuration Items. Every project is

is considered as an aggregation of software that: has planned to be articulated into phases with a standard
boen requested to be a CSCI by the purchaser, needs production of technical and managerial
a separate development, my be considered by itself, documntation and information about 0
has a high level of complexity and a high probability responsibilities, goals and progresses of times, costs
of evolution, is general-purpose and may be used in and results.
more applications, satisfies an end use function, is The structure which binds up the PJs and the relative
designated for separate configuration management managerial documentation to the configuration items 0
and has a direct impact on the budget. is called *Project Tree'.

The software project/product life-cycle is managed Task of the CPJ leader is to guarantee the technical
at CSCI level: the technical documentation is and economical control of the CPJ itself. This is
produced and the planned quality activities (reviews, obtained assigning one responsible and a budget to
acceptance tests and audits) are performed for each every PJA that belong to the CPJ. Every PJA reports 0
CSCI. the activity work packages, including costs (hours,

Through a set of project/product relationships a technical equipment, general expenses, suppliers and
hierarchical structure of activities is obtained (Work so on) and development times.
Breakdown Structure), whose terminal elements are At the end of the estimating phase, such activities are
the configuration items related to the project. structured in a hierarchical tree and constitute the 0

In fig. I there is a typical hierarchical decomposition Work Breakdown Structure of a complex project.
of a complex project (CPJ) into elementary projects Both goals and the tasks achieved are associated to
(PJs); each CPJ structure starts horizontally from its each PJA. The responsible for the activity is then able
founder and lasts with the development of the related to know the matching or the deviations against the
items. goals. S 0
In this structure, every CPJ is organised in "Project At the end of the development of a CPJ, the set of
Activities' (PJA) following the 'activity based PJs activated for any specific development, has
management" techniques. Each PJA is composed of structured in a hierarchical relationship all the Cls,
PJs, each of ones is finalised to the development of CSCIs and HWCIs that compose the whole product,

PioJeet Tr..

S PVoJeet Aetivity

fig. I - Configuration Tree
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and the technical documentation has bemw developed Asaciated to each CSCI is the technical

to the mod detailed compomentsa. documentation which constitutes the outputs of the

The structure composed of the whole of the CIs, softwa product lifecycle. When such docuemnts are

CSCIS and HWCIs and the technical documentation actually placed under formal configuration control,

is called 'Product Tree'. they have already been given all the authorations
and sutcceasfully passed all the reviews. 1

The set of the software configuration items is

structured in a sub-set of the Product Tree called This way of structuring allows working in parallel on

"Software Tree*. the same software project. If, for example, the
product will be a computer hoard with a

At the beginning of a software project, the software cro c r on ie softwr prj will b

projct eadr md te sotwae cnfiuraion microprocessor on it, the software project will be

project leader and the sCaw se aoSoftwareai composed of the basic software for driving the

cTre er cate In the Cntwaral DaTa see a software microprocessor and the application software which

Treject/froruct. in theiSofwar T dene, a y sware drives the application. Assigning one CSCI to the

project/product is assigned a CSCI identified by a basic software and another CSCI to the application 0

code. This CSCI is decomposed with th igher software, allows two different software teams to start

methodology, in lower level CSCIs with a higher working in parallel, having defined only the interfaces

degree of detail, which are also identified by an between the two CSCIs. When the basic software will

uinivocal code. be requested, for example for loading it into the

If, for example, an operative system is a *special microprocessor, the software stored under the basic

purpose' one, it is assigned a low level CSCI which software CSCI will be imported into the CSCI which

hierarchically belongs to the CSCI of the software needs it at the requested release, also if the basic

project into which the operative system is developed, software has evolved in the meanwhile to subsequent

On the other hand, ifthe operative system is a *general releases.

purpose" one, it is assigned one dedicated CSCI, but This concept of linking different CSCIs or, at higher

it can be used in any software project. This can be level, different Cis, is essential for managing large

done because the software may be imported from one scale projects which involve subcontractors, as it

CSCI to any other one. In the cas of the example, usually happens. It is of fundamental importance to

the software files that compose the general purpose manage the subcontractors technical documentation 0

operative system may be imported, for being used, in in the same way as the internal one, in order to have

any project that needs them. a real estimate of the whole project progressing. For

Any low level CSCI is articulated into non-configured this reason, all the documentation form the

components (CSC), each of ones is also assigned a subcontractors is also placed under configuration

code. Each CSC is an aggregation of Computer control. - a

Software Units (CSU), that is: files, as shown in fig. 2. The technical documentation is the link between the

PJA and the software product (as shown in fig.3).At

any time of the software project, looking at the

CSCI archived documentation, it is possible to know what
01 has been produced by the Company and by the 0

r I ] subcontractors, which means that it is possible to
"measure" the progress status of the project. There

are two indicators that allow a correct management

of the activity: the quantity of documentation

I [ I produced against the estimated and the degree of 0
CSU CSU CSU (ftiles) confidence of this documentation. The confidence is

guaranteed by the quality activity, because every

fig.2 - Software Breakdown Structure document may be stored into the Data Base only if

•



29-4 by the quality respoible after the The intigors of software changes may be internal

qpprepnae revwws. The quality head also monitors or external to the Company; they detail the reasons
the progress of the project in order to point out every for change requests, using standard or non standard

delay in the documemtation production and take the fornm.

-proracteWions. 
4,aawloAmimnaion -

ACrwr PRODUC 1 has been accepted that any formal procedure helps
m1nueTl SmCTum

in achieving the goals. The project structure are

Sphysically imple red into an automated

IfrainSystem which gives temeasre of the
progress of the project through the actual status of

Cue! HoesR the documentation stored.

i" The Information System is based on a Central Data

Base, into which it stores the information that comc

from the progress of the project activities and from
PoWAC ACnuMT I which it takes all the data about planning and costs.

From a conceptual point of view.all the information

are spread when formally stored into the Central Data
fig.3 - Activity/Product Relationship Base, considermig that the Central Data Base can be

accessed through a network of local workstations by
Any problem in the developed software or in the any are of the factory.

documentation is managed through a Problem

Reporting and Corrective Action system. If there is The use of the Information System involves the use *
a need for a change, a software item under of informal procedures that have been standardised

configuration control may be updated after careful and automated. This is a basic requirement for

evaluation and by authority received from the producing data in an orderly and controlled way and

provided beads, following the change flow described to have them available in time. These procedures

in fig.4. allow to aggregate all the data about responsibilities,

,m"mNo ROWJSS

[•] oeu~mjnow us?

fTg.4 - Changes Management
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plamed documentation and scheduling to the -paralleliz the project activities in a controlled way;
diffemrt level into which a complex project is - manage hardware and software interactions.

artculated.
The Information System provides the tools necessary

The use of the Information System allows to: to a good management of the product development.
- rationalize all the technical documentation in all the

phases of the project life-cycle,trace the anomalous During the development of the project, the
situations and manage the product configuration; Information System gives the global situation of the

- enhance the exchange of technical and managerial progress of the project itself through a the set of

information between different areas and the reports, for example the Current " and 'Historical"

availability of infoi•aation since the beginning of Status Reports, the "Where Used" and the 'Review

the project: and Audits' ones.

- have a constant and capillary tracking on the project ý he wse of these reports allo,vs to anticipate as much
activities, in order to activate a real time corrective as possible the Vpread of the information necessary
action procedure, if necessary. to the development of the whole project, in sucl

The Information System maintains and guarantees way to -- tnage all the related Activities as mu,.

the configuration integrity (organization, control, efficient, as possible.

status accounting) relatively to the technical product
documentation of the configuration hardware and Data from the Information System are presented in

software items (HWCI and CSCI) and to the tabular formsu, the most used of which is the

technical data of interest in the development, like Configuration List. An example is in fig.5 where a

information structures, data base architecture etc.. It software tree is reported.

also allows to: Through the Configuration List all the changes to the 0 0
- manage accurately and in a standard way the configured items are managed.

hardware and software product and project When a change is needed and agreed an the software
documentation (both electronic and on paper); already developed, the CSCI is given the status of

LEV. CODE REL. REV. DESCRIPTION RESPONSIBi E

I M067RA 2.0 HL CSCI
M0674RAO-OIAFT 2.0 Absolute File on Tape

M0674RA0-OISDP A SW Development Plan
M0674RA0-OISQP A SW Quality Plan

2 M0674RAI 1.1 LL CSCi
- M0674RAI-OISRS B SW Requirement Spec.

3 M0674RAA 1.0 CSCI A
- M0674RAA-OISRS A SW Requiremen Spec.

- M0674RAA-OISDD B SW Detailed Design

4 MO674RAA01I I CSC 011
5 M0674RAAOI IS001 2 CSU S001

3 M0674RAB 1.1 CSC B
- M0674RAB-OI FFH I.1 Fusing File

4 M0674RAB05A 4 CSC 05A

fig.5 - Configuration List

. ,, ., , .* 0
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"*changig um progresa. This status results in the Condusiom

Configuration List, because the release number of This way of working allows to create information io

the affected CSCI is printed between "()".Who makes a standard and accurate way and to speed up as much
a printout of the report knows that the software is as possible the mformation diffusion and updating; it 4F

going to be changed, the foreseen date when the favours the people who are involved in the project to

changes will be applied and who is the responsible take always more pail in it, promotes team-works,

for tCis action. enhancing the responsibilities capillarily down to the

As a denimstration, it may be considered that often lowest levels of the developing chain.

a software change has an immediate impact on the
Prodctio Deprtmet. he Poducion ead The timeliness by which information as available.
Prodctin Dpartunt Th Proucton ead allows the parallel start of developing phases

knows, from the Configuration List, that the software lothe sanall sta ofcdeveloping phase

actually in use is going to be changed, he must otherwise sequential, with a cascade process which

immediately consider whether continuing to use the anticipates a lot the end of a project, compared with

old software or suspending the production, waiting the traditional developments.

for the next software release. From the Configuration Such a dynamic and effective way of managing the

List he takes all the information needed to support project, makes anomalies and errors more evident so

his decision. that they can be solved as early as possible. The final

Such a way of proceeding favours the diffusion of the product is intrinsically improved from the quality

information horizontally through the company, point ofview,because the intervention is spread along

reducing to the minimum level the necessity of the whole developing process with the important

organizing work progrems meetings and reducing a lot contribution of all the involved departments and, at

the time between the moment when the critical event the same time, costs and developing times are • O

occurs and when the new situation is faced. dramatically reduced.

• 6
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The Discipline of Defining The Software Product

John K. Bergey
Software and Computer Technology Division 4,

Systems and Software Technology Department
Naval Air Warfare Center, P.O. Box 5152

Wannminster, Pennsylvania, 18974-0591 U.S.A.

1. SUMMARY explosion has manifested itself in various forms: 1) a
Under the sponsorship of the Naval Air Warfare Center diversity of computer system architectures, operating
Warminster, Pa., U.S.A. an initiative was undertaken to systems, programming languages, software engineering
establish a de facto project standard for a "software environments, and communication networks, 2) a
product" for Mission Critical Computer Resources proliferation of Computer Aided Software Engineering
(MCCR). This effort is an outgrowth of a risk reduction (CASE) tools and software application domains, and 3)
approach to improving the MCCR software development a wide spectrum of development methodologies and
and acquisition process based on W. Edward Deming's software innovations, such as 'object-oriented design'
renowned quality principles, and 'graphical user interfaces', to meet the need for more

capable and user-friendly software. However, despite all
While defining a "software product" might appear to be the new technology developments in hardware and
rudimentary, the hypothesis is put forth that the software software, the demand for software is rapidly outstripping
product itself, which has been inexplicably neglected by our ability to produce it. And the elusive goals of
the software engineering community, is the key element producing error-free software, on schedule, and within
and focal point for understanding and improving the budget, remain elusive and formidable.
software development and acquisition process.

3. MEETING THE SOFTWARE CHALLENGE * *
This paper describes the model of a "software product" What will it take to meet the software challenge? First, it
that was developed to 1) promote uniform software will take an abundance of profound knowledge. The
product nomenclature, 2) serve as a reference point for starting point is recognizing that...
software process improvement, 3) provide a basis for
developingamorecost-effectivesoftwaredocumentation Software Development is a highly
standard, and 4) provide a more rigorous means of creative, arduous and abstract, labor-intensive process
specifying software deliverables for MCCR. Other of great complexity. The process itselfis characterized by
potential benefits of the software product model include successive and highly iterative stages - each of which
providing a convenient and effective means to 1) uniformly constitutesaradicaltransformation-thattogetherproduce
baseline diverse software products, 2) establish software an invisible end-product. The outputs of the individual
configuration management and control, 3) ensure the stages are one or more descriptive documents andlor
capture of all software components required for intermediate software elements (either of which may. or
regeneration, 4) provide a natural mechanism for the maynotsignifycompletion). Thestagestypicallyprogress
collection of software product metrics, and 5) facilitate &= asetofspec~iedneedsandconstraintsto acomputer
the on-line sharing and reuse of software programs, system architecture to a set of software requirements IQ
documents, and data. The software product model that a software design La software code units to a set of
hasbeendevelopedisreferredtoasSPORE, which stands executable elements that implement a particular
for~oftwaeroductQOganizationandnumeration. The instantiation of the desired functional capability which
SPORE is a graphical, hierarchical model that provides a (hopefully) meets the specified needs within the given
complete and logical decomposition and description of a constraints.
softwart, product for MCCR. The productized version of
SPORE will be suitable for the uniform specification, Second, it will take perseverance and commitment to
procurement, and configuration management of software bring about the necessary transformations in our current
products for software life cycle support. The ultimate policies, practices, and engineering culture that
goal is the evolutionary development of a full-blown traditionally have been hardware-oriented.
SPORE that will be a complete %oftware Product Qpen
Repositary/Environment The comprehensive definition of software development

that is given above serves to provide needed insight into
2. THE SOFTWARE EXPLOSION the scope and complexity of the software development
The defense and aerospace industry is experiencing a process that we must master, or that will continue to
software explosion asaresultof thewidespreadavailability master us. Clearly, there is no'silverbullet' solution to the
of low-cost, high performance computers. This software software problem on the horizon. And perhaps, as the

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems Architectures'. May 1993.



definition above implies, a uniform, formal discipline defining its output (i.e., the software product)? 9
solution may not be achievable in theclassical engineering
sense. There is, however, the promise of steady, if 6. THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT - A COMMON
unspectacular progress [I]. FOCAL POINT 0

The "software product" provides a common focal point
4. IMPROVING THE CURRENT STATE-OF- across theacquisition process. Figure I depicts the basic
PRACTICE IN SOFTWARE software acquisition process that typifies how software is
With the astronomical growth in software, it is widely procured for Mission Critical Computer Resources
recognized that there is an ever increasing need for (MCCR). The process comprises three major stages or
uniform, disciplined approaches to advance the cause of phases: 1) the specification and procurement phase, 2)
software from an art form to an engineering science. This the contractual software development phase, and 3) the
applies not only to the software development process, but life cycle support phase. As indicated on the diagram, a
to the entire software life cycle, which encompasses key element in the process is the deliverable software
everything from major software enhancements and product. A comprehensive understanding of the software
upgrades to corrective, perfective, and adaptive software product can serve as a focal point for improving the
maintenance. Consistent with W. Edward Deming's software development process, planning for software life 0
renown quality principles [2), an effective strategy for cycle support, conveniently specifying software
realizing steady software progress is toconcentrate on the deliverables, defining software documentation needs,
singular goal of improving quality (in areas of greatest establishing sound software configuration management
identified risk) using a disciplined, process-oriented practices, or collecting software product metrics. A
approach. This approach is believed to offer the most "software product" model is multi-faceted and can be
potential for coping with the growing diversity and viewed from many differentperspectivesas illustrated by 0
complexity of software and for enhancing our ability to the following descriptions:
produce a quality software product in a timely, efficient, 1) a common, intuitive, software template,
and cost-effective manner. The Capability Maturity 2)ageneric specification for the softwareproduct
Model (CMM) for software process improvement, which deliverables,
was developed by the Software Engineering Institute 3) a hierarchical decomposition of the software
(SEI), is a well recognized example of such a disciplined, and its documentation, •
process-oriented approach to software risk reduction and 4) a standard engineering reference model with
quality improvement [3]. uniform nomenclature,

5)an interface standard forsoftwaredeliverables,
5. THE MISSING ELEMENT: "THE SOFTWARE 6) a generic framework suitable for defining a
PRODUCT" repository for MCCR software.
Considerable emphasis has been placed on software 7) a means to facilitate sharing and reuse of
process improvement as an effective means of improving programs, documents, and data,
software quality and productivity. Clearly, this has 8) a rigorous model for the development of a
recognized merit. However, if software process software documentation standard, and
improvements are to be properly directed and focused, a 9) a training aid for educating management/
parallel effort is needed to explicitly define whatconstitutes project personnel.
a properly constructed and quality "software product"
(i.e., the output of the process). While defininga"software In actuality, the conceptof a generic model for a "software
product" might appear to be rudimentary, the argument is product" embraces all of these ideas. As the list above
put forth that the software product, which has been suggests, there appear to be many practical applications
inexplicably neglected by the software engineering for a "software product" model.
community, is the key element, and, in fact, the focal point
for understandingand improving the software engineering 7. A CUSTOMER CENTERED, RISK REDUCTION 0
process. With the growing complexity of software, the AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE
diversity of application domains, and the inherently This paper describes an initiative to develop a
abstruse nature of software, there is a pressing need to comprehensive model of a "software product" intended
establish a common software structure and unambiguous for MCCR. The initiative embraces a disciplined,
nomenclature. This isconsideredessential for identifying, customer-centered, process-oriented approach toward
describing, and communicating thesalientcharacteristics improving the current ;tate-of-practice in software 0
and atuributesof all thecomponentsthatmakeupacomplete engineering. The potential benefits and the engineering
"software product". One value in creating an engineering rigor a model can provide were a significant impetus for
"model of the "software product" is its ability to serve as a undertaking the development of the "software product"
uniform means of gaining visibility and insight into the model.
complexities and interdependencies of the software
development process. And how can one embark on For the software customer who buys a Commercial Off- 0
improving andoptimizingthe softwareacquisitionprocess The-Shelf (COTS) software tool, the software product
(or the software development process) without first can be characterized as a floppy disk (that contains the

0 *
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Figure 1. A Strategic Framework: The Software Acquisition Process

software application) and asetof user manuals orreference improvements to the processes associated with each of
documents. The customer, in this case, does not have a the three phases of the acquisition process. 0
need for anything more (in the way of a software product),
and depends on the original vendor to support the product 8. THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT - MORE THAN A
and periodically provide new releases to ýorrect software SET OF DOCUMENTS
"bugs", improve performance, and provide new and A common practice in evaluating or monitoring the
enhancedcapabilities. The customer'sconcemsaremainly software development process, or judging the efficacy of
directed towards buying the most capability for the dollar a software product, or conducting a critical software 0
that will meet his/her particular needs in their domain of review is to treat the software product as if it were
interest. synonymous with the associated setof descriptive software

documents. This approach is flawed because there is no
In marked contrast, the customer who acquires software intrinsic mechanism for insuring that the descriptive
for MCCR requires a very different kind of software softwaredocumentsand the variouselementsthatcomprise
product because of the need to provide indigenous life the actual "as-built" software are truly reflective of each 0
cycle support for as long as the software product is other. Software,therefore, ismorethanasetofdescriptive
operationally deployed. In thiscase, thesoftwarecustomer documents or specifications - it is the sum total of all the
wants assurance that his/heractivity (orcompany) will be elements that constitute a software product. These
able to take delivery of the software product and ensure a elementsinclude the actual application programsand run-
smooth transition to the life cycle support phase. This time software, program libraries, operating system
translates into a stringent set of requirements (in the software, software regeneration elements, software 0
procurement phase) to ensure obtaining a complete set of development artifacts, as well as the end-product and its
software deliverables, up-to-date descriptive software comprehensive set of descriptive software documents. In
documents, information for regenerating the software essence, the software product encompasses all the
end-product, and a clear understanding of the software intermediate products and by-products of each of the
product's structure, composition, dependencies, and iterative stages described in the definition of software
interrelationships. The high skill level and discipline development. 0
required to properly specify these requirements and
understand all of the intricacies of a software product for 9. THE QUALITY PAYOFF: HUGE COST
MCCR were a major impetus behind this initiative to SAVINGS
develop a comprehensive model of a software product. Thepotentialcost savings thatcan beachieved byadopting

a common model to understand, describe, specify, and
The software product initiative addresses an area of procuresoftwareforMCCRarebelievedtobeenormous. 0
significant risk that relates directly to a demonstrable Today's major software standards do not adequately
customer need. As such, it represents a quality address the full extent of required deliverables. For
improvement that promises a significant return on example, they do not explicitly specify the software
investment. This initiative is believed to have significant elements needed for software regeneration or the software
potential for improving the current state-of-practice in development artifacts needed for efficient and cost-
software because the software product definition will effectivelifecyclesupport. Consequently, every software 0
provide valuable insight for the implementation of project must fend for itself to obtain the extraordinary
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experse thatisrequiredtoadequatelyspecifythesoftware a system to document its capabilities, structure, design
product and its associated deliverables. The problem is characteristics, algorithms, and operation. While reverse
that most projects do not have sufficient time or the engineering efforts can and do succeed, they typically
expertise to do this properly. In fact, the commonly require an enormous amount of time and effort that could
acceptedpracticeoftailoring software standardsand their otherwise be avoided if the systems were properly
deliverables for project-specific useoften compounds the structured and judiciously documented in the first place.
problem. Consequently,the deivered software productis Reverse engineering is symptomatic of a problem - not a
rarely complete. Missing documents, missing source solution to it. In other words, the real answer isn't
code, missing system generation directivesand an inability developing bigger and better ways (and tools) to reverse
to regenerate the software are typical problems that may engineer systems, but to concentrate on ways of acquiring
take months to years to rectify. The bottom line is that the (with the original system) an effective and affordable set
typical project does not get delivery of the software of baseline documents and software components that are
elements and technical information necessary to load, comprehendible and maintainable for the life of the
install, operate, regenerate, maintain, and re-engineer the software product. The amount of money that is being
software. Even small projects (i.e., on the order of 20,000 spent on reverse engineering of software products is
DeliveredSourcelnstructions)canexpendl-2man-years indicative of the huge savings that could be realized
ofeffort in preparing for lifecycle support ofthe software, through the application of a common "software product"
and large software projects (on the order of 100,000 reference model.
Delivered Source Instructions) can expend many times
this amount of effort. And in many instances, additional 11. THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT FOR MISSION
funds are required to procure software tools, software CRITICAL COMPUTER RESOURCES
licenses, or even computer systems due to unforeseen This paper describes a generic model of a "software
events stemming from inadequatespecificationsandother product" for Mission Critical Computer Resources
technical considerations relevant to life cycle support. (MCCR). The application to MCCR is emphasized to
Occasionally, the problems escalate and litigation is contrast it with software products intended for
necessary to resolvediscrepanciesand misunderstandings Management Information Systems (MIS), Automated
ordifferencesofinterpretationconcerningthecontractual Information Systems (AIS), and/or customary business
software deliverables. Multiply this avoidable loss of or scientific applications. One major focal point for
time, man-power, and money across every software- developing next-generation real-time systems is the
intensive project and the amount becomes staggering. It operating system [4]. The distinguishing characteristics
is the summation of all these incurred costs across a very ofa software product designed for MCCR revolve aiound
large number of projects that is projected to be enormous thespecial operating system and run-time software featres
- in excess of hundreds of millions of dollars or more. neededtosupportthetime-criticalprocessingrequirements
Work is required to precisely quantify and document the ofreal-timecomputersystems. Itistheauthor'scontention
quality-induced cost savings for a pilot project(s). that the definition of the software product intended for
However, based on years of experience working on MCCR is more stringent than that for non real-time
software-intensive projects, the potential cost savings software applications (e.g., MIS and AIS). Consequently,
and return on investment are considered to be very the approach that has been taken is to develop the software
substantial and warrant refining the model and possibly product model around MCCR applications, which are
pursuing its adoption as a standard for MCCR. considered to have more stringent requirements. An

appropriate subset of this model could be adopted by the
10. REVERSE ENGINEERING: A SYMPTOM OF MIS and AIS communities.
THE PROBLEM
In the current software literature there is a great deal of 12. THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT MODEL: SPORE
emphasis on re-engineering and reverse engineering. Re- The software product model that is described in this paper
engineeringcanbedescribedasthemiddlegroundbetween is referred to as the SPORE, which stands for Software
repair and replacement where the re-engineering is Product Q~ganization and Enumeration. As depicted in
intended to revitalize an existing software system by Figure 2, the Spore Model was implemented on a Apple
making substantial changes in terms of adding new Macintosh* personal computer using TopDown*, which
capabilities, adapting to new requirements, and/or isaCOTS tool for automating system and process design
improving supportability. It is understood that a well and documentation. TopDown* was chosen because it is
documented baseline is a prerequisite for re-engineering a very intuitive tool that facilitates the breakdown of a
an existing system. However, the majority of operational complex problem into small manageable parts, where
systems in the field are typically undocumented, any each of thecomponents canbeexpanded to show greater
specifications that do exist are out of date, and in many detail. The following sections of this paper are devoted to
instances the program structure is virtually unknown, the describing the goals, organization, composition, and
code is unreadable, and the actualalgorithmsand software characteristics of the SPORE Model.
design characteristics are poorly understood, if at all.
Consequently, before any re-engineering can be ApAe and Mactmosh att registerted trademarks of Apple Computwr.
accomplished, it is usually necessary to"reverse engineer" Inc. *'opDown is a registered trademark of Knetron Software Corp.
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Figure 2. The Software Product for Mission Critical Computer Resources 0

13. THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT TOPOLOGY 14. SPORE: SOFTWARE PRODUCT
The SPORE Model covers the entire software product ORGANIZATION AND ENUMERATION
topology and not just the software product itself. The The SPORE can succinctly be described as a graphical.
software product topology is the term given to describe hierarchical model of the software product (topology) for 0 S
the complete software product and its operational MCCK. It provides a logical decomposition and
environment and support environment. As shown in description of all theelements thatconstitute the software
Figure 3, the Software Product Topology consists of the product along with the other elements that are essential to
MCCR computer system configuration, the software its deploymentand life cycle support. This initial SPORE
product itself, and the software tool resources (tools and model is considered a suitable engineering reference
manuals)requiredforitslifecyclesupport. By definition, model for the uniform specification, procurement, 0
it includes all of the information, tool resources, and/or configuration management, and life cycle support of
software elements needed to 1) install and operate the software products for MCCR. However, as discussed in
software product in its operational environment, 2) a latter section, this initial version of the SPORE needs to
regenerate the software end-product, and 3) perform life be thoroughly field tested using actual software product
cycle support in an efficient and cost effective manner. data obtained from projects.

MCCR Software Product

Mission Critical Tools Al Manuals
Computer Resources Used to develp, configuroe dwsCb thie

domenitnt, Not lod, and run operaton and use of these
ti Softwe End-Product Mal eources.

Software Tool Resources

Figure 3. Software Product Topology
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Figure 4. Top-Level Eletments of the SPORE Mlodel 0

TheSPORE Model isno intned tocontrain adeveloper IS. SPORE MODEL DESCRIPTION
or a project in any way. Rather, the intent is to provide a As shown in Figure 4, the top-level elements of the
superstructure, or reference framework, for organizing SPORE Model are 1) the MCCR Comsputer System.
and enumerating the elements dhat comprise the software Coiwjlguradox. 2) the MCCR Software Product, and 3)
product. Hopefully, any project can use the SPORE, or a the Software Tool Resources. Together, these three top-
subset thereof, as a common reference model (i.e., a level elements describe the entire software product
software template) to identify and describe the topology, while the MCCR Software Product element
configuration and contents of their specific software describes the software product itself. T1hese, three top-
product. One of the purposes in developing SPORE was level elements and their sub-elements are described in the
to establish uniform nomenclature and a common means following sections under the appropriate heading.* *
of viewing a software product to gain visibility into its
specific characteristics. The specific goals for the 15.1 MCCR Comanter Szstem Configuratin
developmentof the model were the following: l)intuitive The MCCR Computer System Configuration element
nomenclature, 2)Logical breakdown, 3)wunderstandability defines the specific hardware and software resources of
at top levels by mana gementdproject personnel, 4) the operationally deployed MCCR system for which the
understandability at lower levels by softwavre engineers, software product was designed to operate. As shown in
and 5) complete specjlicaton ofrequired comonernts. By FigureS5, the three sub-elements of the MCCR Computer
definition, the required comnponents werepurposely limited System Configuration element are 1) the COMPUTER
to only those absolutely necessary for regenerating the SYSTEM HARDWARE, 2) the OPERATING SYSTEM
software end-product, performing life cycle support in an SOFTWARE, and 3) the OTHER APPLICATION
efficient and cost effective manner, and installing and SOFTWVARE.
operating the software product in its operational
environment.

Fisey TpLvl lmnso them SOEMoe

Tl sn stemste ApplicationPI

ora roec i a H ay.dRathr, h n~ st rve sotar Assow n iur ,the tp-e v lmnso h

Figure 5. The MCCR Computer System Configuration
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15.1.1 Computer System Hardware 15.2 The MCCR Software Product
The Computer System Hardware defines the particular The MCCR SoftwareProductelementprovidesauniformt
hardware features of the deployed computer system that and generic structure for identifying and specifying the
ame required for the proper operation of the software particularcomponentsandauributesofasoftware product
producL This sub-element typically includes such items designed for MCCR. As shown in Figure 6, the four
as the specific computer make and model, the memory components of the MCCR Software Product are 1) the
size, auxiliary hardware items (e.g., floating point or MCCR SOFTWARE END-PRODUCT, 2) the
memory management unit), and peripheral equipments SOFTWARE REGENERATION COMPONENTS. 3) the
such as hard disk drives, storage devices, communication SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ARTIFACTS, and 4) the
equipment, and other special gearand/or computer system SOF7WAREPRODUCTDOCUMENTATION. Together.
interfaces the software product must be compatible with they includeall the software elements, data, and documents 0

or is dependent on. necessary to 1) regenerate the software end-product, 2)
perform lifecycle supportinanefficient and cost-effective

15.1.2 Operating System Software manner, and 3) install and operate the software product
The Operating System Software defines the specific in its operational environment.
version of the operating system software, if any, that is
installed on the system. Typically, this is the operating 15.2.1 MCCR Software End.Product 0

system software thatisprovidedby the computer hardware The MCCR Software End-Product is the nomenclature
manufacturer. However, the standard operating system used to refer to the physical software entity (typically
software that usually comes with the computer system encoded on a tape, cartridge, or other hardware media)
may not necessarily be used in MCCR applications. For that is ultimately loaded and installed on the MCCR
instance, in MCCR systems using the Ada Programming computer system. This is the executable or operational
Language, the rmn-fime software is frequently a customized form of the software product that provides the 0

software system consisting of a separably procured Ada particular functionality and capabilities for which the
run-timekernel withanextensive setof software extensions software product was designed and developed. The
that are developed to provide the necessary time-critical, end-product constitutes a particular release or
real-time software capabilities, instantiation of the software product, but it cannot be

directly modified or maintained, because it is coded in
15.1.3 Other Application Software a rigid form dictated by the computer system's 0
The Other Application Software defines application instruction set architecture. As shown in Figure 7, the
programs, or utilities, or other software that the software MCCR Software End-Product is comprised of
product being described must co-exist, interface with, EXECUTABLE CODE ELEMENTS, EXECUTION
and/or be compatible. However, the software described SUPPORT ELEMENTS, and LOAD-AND-EXECUTE
under this sub-element is not a part of the software INSTRUCTIONS. The EXECUTION SUPPORT
product, although it may possibly be separably described ELEMENTS are further decomposed into Library •

as another software product that shares the same hardware Elements, External Data Elements, and Operating
resources.

Softwfrewoftwre
Software R Deelopment Product

En-Pouc omoensArtifacets Documentation

Figure 6. The Four Components of the MCCR Software Product
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System Elements (which identifies the dependencies, if 15.2.2 Software Regeneration Components

any, on the MCCR Operating System Software). The The Software Regeneration Components consist of
LOAD-AND-EXECUTE INSTRUCTIONS describe how those components and only those components that are
the MCCR Software End-Product is to be loaded and necessary to recreate the end-product starting from the
installed into the computer system. Occasionally, the source code, The regeneration components produced
software end-product may be burned into Read Only by each stage of the software regeneration process are * *
Memory (ROM) or some other form of permanent or included to enable step-by-step verification and
semi-permanent storage, in which case the software is validation of the entire process. The regeneration
referred to as "firmware". In this case, the LOAD- process, itself, is described in the Software
AND-EXECUTE INSTRUCTIONS would describe the Regeneration Guide that is required as part of the
procedure for physically installing the firmware device, software product documentation. As shown in Figure
while the actual "bum-in" of the firmware device 8, the generic software regeneration components 0
would be described in a special section of the Software include SOURCE CODE Regeneration Elements,
Regeneration Guide that is required as part of the OBJECT CODE Regeneration Elements,
software product documentation. INTERMEDIATE LIBRARY Regeneration Elements,

Flegenwertn
I..... .. ..............

....... . -.:.

e 8. So w CMrORenM m

O tIM Dam .. . . . . - . . .
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Typical ArtifaCtS that ae Essential Typical Artifacts that wre Optional Contractual Line Items
for Life Cycle Supprt at the discretion of the Program Manager

Figure 9. Software Development Artifacts

OTHER INTERMEDIATE DATA Regeneration Development Metrics, respectively. If a PDL
Elements, EXECUTION SUPPORT Regeneration description of the software design was produced during
Elements (Libraries and External Data), and the development phase it would definitely be a very
EXECUTABLE CODE Regeneration Elements. Each valuable artifact to those responsible for maintaining 0 0
of these individual software regeneration components and enhancing the software (and thus designated
is broken down into three sub-components: 1) the IESSENTIAL). Although software metrics produced
specific Build Instructions that describe the procedure during the development phase may be valuable in
for creating the regeneration component, 2) the providing status information they would hardly be
specific Data Elements that makeup the regeneration essential to performing software life cycle support (and 0
component, and 3) the specific Presentation thus designated 'OPTIONAL) since they represent past
Information for displaying and/or printing the history. It should be noted that just because an artifact
particular regeneration component. is designated K)PTIONAL' does not mean that it isn't

valuable or that it shouldn't be a contractual
IS.2,3 Software Development Artifacts requirement. The SPORE approach was predicated on
The Software Development Artifacts are software defining the minimum required to perform software life 0
development entities or by-products that were cycle support in an efficient and cost-effective manner
produced and used in the original software so that life cycle support could not be compromised
d••.,,lopment process but are not required for through tailoring, contract negotiations, or any other
regeneration of the software end-product. By means. However, the approach does allow and, in fact,
definition, these artifacts are divided into two groups: encourages a project to "tailor up" their software
1) ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT requirements to meet specific needs by specifying any 9
ARTIFACTS and 2) OPTIONAL SOFTWARE number of 'OPTIONAL' artifacts. This has the added
DEVELOPMENT ARTIFACTS, as illustrated in Figure benefit of being able to separately cost them out as
9. Although the artifacts may have played a significant optional line items in a contract so that their cost
role during the development phase they may, or may effectiveness can be determined on a case-by-case
not, be of particular value in the life cycle support basis. For example, a set of regression tests for the
phase. Subsequently, those artifacts that are software product could be specified as an optional 0
considered to be essential to nJg inW software life artifact to be separately costed out. Based on the
cycle sumport in an efficient and cost-effective manner proposals and bids that were submitted, the procuring
are designated as being 7ESSENTIAL'; all others are activity could determine if the development contractor
designated as being 'OPTIONAL'. While the exact should produce the regression tests, or whether it
determination is somewhat subjective, some artifacts would be more cost-effective to hire an Independent
are clearly essential and some are obviously optional. Verification and Validation (IV&V) contractor to 0
Two examples of such artifacts are Program Design develop them, or have their own project personnel
Language (PDL) descriptions and Software develop the regression test suite.

0 11
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Figure 10. Software Product Documentation

15.2.4 Software Product Documentation 15.2A.! Software Secificanon Documents

The Software Product Documentation consists of a The Software Specification Documents are analogous * *
suite of software documents that describe the software to the classical software descriptive documents and
system architecture and requirements, its capabilities include a Computer System Architecture Document, a
and operation, how the software is designed and Software Requirements Docwnent, a Software Interface
constructed including its interfaces, the steps required Document, and a Software Design Documntm.
to regenerate the software end-poduct, how to install

and operate the software product in its operational 15.2.4.2 Run-Time Software Documentation
environment, and other pertinent information on The Run-Time Software Documentation describes the
performing life cycle support. Three ground rules that specialized MCCR system software which provides all,
apply to all of the documents are that they must. 1) or part, of the real-time Application Program Interface
conform to the minimum information requirements (APT) with the computer hardware resources. The rnm-
specified for each documn~t (in any aprpit format time software typically includes an executive, system
that aids understanding and readability). 2) be utilities, interrupt handlers, ljV device drivers, etc. A
delivered in an electronically readable and processable separate document was considered essential for the
form and include a reproducible hard-copy document, run-time software because it has the most stringent
and 3) include a copy of the Build Instructions, design considerations, th highest degree of
Document Data Elements (Test and Graphics), and complexity, and represents the greatest maintenance
Presentation Information that are necessary to challenge.

regenerate each of the documents and create a hard- 0
copy. The Software Product Documentation suite 15.2.4.30noerational Sutxert Documents
constitutes a "straw mam" set of documnents for a The flperational Support Documents include a
software product. The specific documents being Software Installation Guide, a Operator and/or User
prpsdwere derived fromt knowledge gained from Manual(s), and a System Crash Recovery Guide.
performing an in-depth critique of the dleficiencies of These documents describe the man-machine interface
existing sofftware documentation standards and from and the basic system software features that are required
developing the SPORE Model of the software product, to support a system operator and/o end-user in the
As shown in Figure 10, the Software Product operational environment.
Documentation is divided into five categories: 1)
SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION DOCUMENTS, 2) 15.2A.4.4 I Stuo oDouments

RUN-TIME SOFT WARE DOCUMENTATION, 3) The Regeneration Support Documents include a
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT DOCUMNTS, 4) SPORE Description Guide, and a Software
REGENERATION SUPPORT DOCUMEtnTS, and 5) Regeneration Guide. These documents identify the
SOFTWARE ARTIFAoC DOCUMENTS. particular SPORE components for the software product

an oertete ofwaeprdut nit oertonl 5.A2 unim ofwae oumnttin0 0
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deliverable and the process for regenerating the 153.1 Software Tools
software end-product form the data and information The Software Tools sub-element includes all the tools
elements contained in the SPORE, respectively, that were used in the development of the software

product and are requored to provide life cycle support.
15.2A.5 Software Artifact Documentation This includes the tools that were used to produce the
The Software Artifact Documentation includes software documentation. As shown in Figure 11, the
documentation on each of the ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE TOOLS sub-element is comprised of
Developmental Arttfacts and OPTIONAL MCCR Resident Tools and Software Development
Developmental Artifacts describing the specific nature Tools. The MCCR Resident Tools include any tools
and characteristics of the artifact, how they are used, that run on the actual MCCR computer system and are
the associated tool(s), relevant examples, and pertinent used to support the loading, installation, or operation of
information on the artifact development process. the software end-product. The Software Development

Tools are further broken down into Software
15-3 Software Tool Resources Regeneration Tools, Software Development Artifact
The Software Tool Resources element identifies all the Tools, and Software Documentation Tools.
resources (i.e., software tools, facilities, and manuals) corresponding to three (of four) components of the
that were used to develop the software product and MCCR Software Product. It should be noted that if
which are required to provide life cycle support. As any of the required tools is also a developmental item,
shown in Figure 11, the three sub-elements of the as opposed to a non-developmental COTS tool, it must
Software Tool Resources are 1) the SOFTWARE be delivered as a separate software product (in
TOOLS, 2) the DESCRIPTION OF HOST conformance with the SPORE Model), itself, so that
COMPUTER SYSTEM FACILJTIES and 3) the the procuring activity will have the means to perform
SOFTWARE TOOL MANUALS. Together, they life cycle support should that become necessary.
provide the information on the tools, descriptive tool
manuals, and host computer systems (on which the 15.3.2 Description of Host Computer System
tools reside) that is required to I) regenerate the Facilities
software end-product, 2) perform life cycle support in The purpose of this sub-element is to provide an
an efficient and cost-effective manner, and 3) install overview and a summary of the computer system
and operate the software product in its operational facilities that were used to host the tool resources used
environment, in the development effort and which are still

. 0
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applicable for supporting the prescribed regeneration listing of their name, source code count. programming
tools, arifact tools, and documentaion tools specified language used, eic.). and the number of descriptive
above. software documents (including a listing of their title

and page count), "7) the software manager initiates a
15.3.3 Software Tool Manuab Configuration Management (CM) assessment
The Software Tool Manuals sub-clement includes all capability to check the status of the software product,
the off-the-shelf documents that are available from the 8) the SPORE's CM system displays a list of items that
tool manufacturer to describe its use, operation, are missing in the software product and flags numerous
capabilities, and application. As shown in Figure 11, inconsistencies and several potential problem areas, 9)
the Software Tool Manuals sub-element consists of the manager invokes a Software Quality Assurance S
USEP. MýA.NUALS, REFERENCE MANUA, 1 5, and (SQA) analysis capability, 10) the SPORE's SQA
OTHER MANUALS AND DOCUMENTS. These three system performs complexity measures on all the
generic categories are provided to accommodate the software modules and reports back on the modules that
high degree of variability in tool manuals and tool have exceeded a pre-specified limit, 11) the manager
documents. makes an inquiry about a specific program module,

S2) the system responds by displaying the complexity
16. FUTURE SPORE DEVELOPMENTS graph for the selected module, 13) the manager
Future SPORE developments are broken down into requests a summary report, 14) the system produces a
near-term and long-term development efforts as hard-copy summary of all the inspections and tests that
described below, were performed during the session, 15) the manager

creates a backup and provides the authorization to
16.1 Near-Term Development Effort allow the SQA Team (which is responsible for 0
The current SPORE Model is a developmental version. acceptance) to access the software product, and 16) the
It needs to be "product,' ',efore it can be considered manager suddenly wakes up and remembers there is
ready for use by projects. - .. ,equently, the next step "another meeting" to go to, and that this dreaming -
in the development of SPORE will be to thoroughly about how things could be - has to end!
field test the model and refine it using "real-world"
software product data. Several candidate, software- 17. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 0 *
intensive projects of significant size and complexity The Author wishes to acknowledge the contributions of
have been identified that can serve as suitable testbeds. both Dr. Donald J. Bagert of Texas Tech University,
Another significant task that remains to be completed Lubbock, Texas who worked on the SPORE Project
is the development of the detailed specifications for the during the Summer of 1992 under the U.S. Navy-
proposed software product documentation suite. ASEE (American Society for Enginerng Education)

Program and Mr. Frank Prindle of the Naval Air 0
16.2 Long-TerM Development Effort Warfare Center (NAWC), Aircraft Division,
The ultimate goal that is envisioned is the evolutionary Warminster, Pa. without whose help and technical
development of a full-blown SPORE that would be a expertise this effort would not have succeeded. The
complete Software Eroduct Qpen Repository/ author also wishes to thank the many individuals in the
Environment that is built around an open-systems Software and Computer Technology Division of
architecture. Such a system could provide a common NAWC Warminster who contributed to the group 0
means of gracefully delivering and transitioning discussions and critiques.
software products from one government activity to
another, from a sub-contractor to a system prime 18. REFERENCES
contractor, or from a contractor to a government [ I ) Brooks. F. P. "No Silver Bullet", Computer, Vol
activity. In terms of capabilities, this ultimate SPORE 20, No. 4, April 1987, pp. 10-19.
system would support the following scenario: 1) a •
complete software product is delivered on a single, [21 Deming, W. Edwards, "Out of the Crisis", August
high capacity, optical disk, 2) the optical disk is 1992, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Center
inserted into the system and the software product is for Advanced Engineering Study, Cambridge, Mass.
loaded into SPCRE, 3) a software manager accesses 02139 (ISBN 0-911379-01-0) pp. 18-24.
SPORE from a workstation and obtains on-line access
to the delivered software product, 4) a modem [31 Paulk, M.C., Curtis, B. , Chrissis, M.B., et a].,
Graphical User Interface (GUI) enables the manager to "Capability Maturity Model for Software," Software
view a graphical decomposition of the software product Engineering Institute, CMU/SEI-9 I -TR-24, August,
on a display monitor, 5) the manager invokes a 1991.
command to obtain a standard set of software product
metrics, 6) the SPORE system responds by displaying 41 Stankovic, John A. "Misconceptions About Real-
a summary report of the software product which Time Computing". Computer Vol. 21, No. 10 (October •
includes statistics on the software end-product, the 1988), pp. 10- 19.
number of individual program modules (including a
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Discussion

Question J. BART

Have you applied SPORE to a program? Are there future programs on which the SPORE approach will be applied?

Reply

The concept of SPORE has been applied to projects indirectly in the form of a software data base that was an integral
part of a tightly coupled Software Engineering Environment (SEE). * O

The current SPORE effort is a new development and the SPORE model needs to be "productized" using actual project
data before it can be considered -eally for general project application. Two candidate software-intensive projects of
significant complexity have bea identified that will serve as suitable test beds for this purpose.

The long rantý. goal is to investigate the feasibility of using SPORE as the basic building block for a Software Product
Open-architecture Repository/Environment (SPORE).

* .
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SDE's FOR THE YEAR 2000 AND BEYOND- AN EF PERSPECTIVE. 0

D.J.Goodwin
British Aerospace Defence (Military Aircraft Division)

Warton Aerodrome
Warton

Preston PR4 IAX, UK

I SUMMARY. LDRA Liverpool Data Research

The process of selecting a Software Associates
Development Environment for the embedded MASCOT Modular Approach to Software
software of a large, complex military aircraft Construction and Test
project can be long and costly. MDS Microprocessor Development
This paper describes the process adopted on System
the European Fighter Aircraft project (EFA) PB Product Baseline
by British Aerospace (BAe) from the initial
research and prototyping exercises performrnd PCA Physical Configuration Audit
in the seventies through to the demonstration PDR Preliminary Design Review
of the technology on the Experimental
Aircraft project and finally leading to the PVL Programme Validation Limited
collaboration with the Eurofighter Partner SAFRA Semi-Automated Functional
Companies (EPC's), building on European Requirements Analysis
Software experience to specify, procure and
release the EFA Software Development SDE Software Development
Environment (EFA SDE). Environment
The paper goes onto describe those issues that SSR Software Specification Review
are arising within the EF forum that could STD Standard
influence the development of SDE's for future
military aircraft projects. TRR Test Readiness Review
This paper is written from the viewpoint of VMS VAX Management System
British Aerospace and does not necessarily
reflect the views of the other Eurofighter 3 PREPARING FOR EFA.
companies. At British Aerospace the investigations into 0
2 LIST OF SYMBOLS. the requirements of the SDE for EFA began

in 1978. At that time it was recognized that if
AB Allocated Baseline EFA was implemented at the software

BAe British Aerospace productivity levels being found on
TORNADO, Software Development effort

CDR Critical Design Review would be excessive [8.1 ].
CORE COntrolled Requirements If EFA was to be affordable software 0

Expression productivity had to improve.
DoD Department Of Defence 3.1 PRE EAP.
EAP Experimental Aircraft Programme Looking ahead to EFA it was clear that a

EF Eurofighter step change in productivity was necessary.
Throughout industry and the academic world

EFA European Fighter Aircraft effort was being applied to tackle this
EF SDE Eurofighter Software Development problem. Although recognising this and in

S Envronoment fact heavily leaning on the results of thisEnvironment activity BAe could not afford to wait and

EPC Eurofighter Partner Companies hope that this would solve the problem. BAe

EPOS Engineering And Project therefore embarked on a series of risk
Management Oriented Support reduction exercises targeted at demonstrating
System the required productivity.

FB Functional Baseline To begin with a software development
process model was established following the

FCA Functional Configuration Audit now traditional waterfall approach. This
HOOD Hierarchical Object Oriented model formed the basis of SAFRA

ODHerig (Semi-Automated Functional RequirementsDesign Analysis). The principle underpining SAFRA
IPSE Integrated Project Support is RIGHT FIRST TIME achieved through 0

Environment early detection of errors. To achieve the

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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required improvement in productivity every 3.3 POST EAP.
activity must add value and all non-value Just prior to the completion of the EAP
added activities must be eliminated, programme the requirements for the
The SAFRA lifecycle is shown in figure I. European Fighter Aircraft began to be 0

The methods adopted on SAFRA were defined.
COntrolled Requirements Expression It has been recognized by the EFA Customer
(CORE), Modular Approach to Software that in addition to technical and
Construction And Test (MASCOT) and performance requirements there is a real
Enhanced PASCAL was adopted as the need to minimise the cost of ownership of
project language. The supporting toolsets EFA. To this end a strategy was formed to
were the CORE Workstation and ensure that throughout its service life EFA
PERSPECTIVE. In addition a will be easy to maintain and modify.
micro-Processor Development System (MDS) Part of this strategy centred around the
was used to support low level, real time development of software. It was perceived
software testing. that by controlling the software development
The principles of each SAFRA phase can be process, significant savings could be made in
summarised in figure 2. the long term. The main principles behind

the software development strategy are:-

- the uniform application of a common
software development process,

input ACTIVITY output - the adoption of a project standard
7 programming language,

Quality I Quality - the use of a standard processor
throughout the architecture,METHODITH__ - the use of a common toolset for

STOOL •software development.

4 THE EFA SDE.
FJOURE 2. AFPA CceptS. These principles outlined above were • *

- Inputs for each activity should be expanded in the EFA Development Contract
subject to strict quality control to to establish the requirements for the EFA
ensure a stable baseline. SDE.

- The activity must be supported by a 4.1 CRITICAL REQUIREMENTS.
defined method to ensure consistency The EF Software development process is
and repeatability, required to be common throughout the

- Each method should be supported by project. The Development Contract cited 0

a tool to ensure quality and DoD-std-2167 Software Development [8.2] as
productivity, the required development model.

- Each output should be subject to strict In order to define, specify procure and
quality control to ensure a stable release the EF software Methods Procedures
baseline for the next activity in the and tools a multi-National Software
lifecycle. Management Group consisting of 0

representatives from each EF Partner
The concepts, methods and tools of the Company was established at British
SAFRA model were tried out on several Aerospace, Warton.
study projects. Sufficient confidence in the
SAFRA approach was established to enable The first task of this group was to tailor the
it to be adopted on the P110 combat aircraft DoD standards to accommodate the
project (precursor to EFA) and finally as the experience that had been gained from
development approach on the Experimental projects like EAP. 0
Aircraft Programme (EAP). The team set about defining a set of

standards covering Software Development,
3.2 EAP. Software Configuration Management and
The results of the application of SAFRA on Software Quality Evaluation.
EAP. [8.1] were very promising and showed An overview of the EF software
that by adopting controlled methods, development process is shown in figure 3. 0
procedures and tools the productivity
required for EFA could be achieved. The development process has to cater for

differing software criticality levels
In addition, a significant improvement in the encompassing both safety critical and
quality of the final product over that of mission critical software.
previous projects was achieved. The
approach had been able to detect errors The EFA system and software is
earlier in the development lifecycle than on incrementally developed with increasing
previous projects. functionality and clearance over time.
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The experience from each EPC on software 4.3.1 EPOS.

development methods was used to define the EPOS (Engineering Project management
EF Method set. The methods chosen to Oriented support System) is a tool
support the EFA lifecycle were:- developed by GPP mbH in Germany. It is

- COntrolled Requirements Expression used on EFA to structure English •
(CORE) for requirements capture and requirements documents into a more
system design, modular, traceable form. It enables each

- Hierarchical Object Oriented Design requirement contained in such documents

)for software design, to be allocated a unique requirements
(HOOD) identifier.

- Ada and a safe Ada subset, for safety Eg (Note. The following fictitious
critical software, as the programming examples are prov'ided to illustrate
languages, the technique).

- and the use of Host computer and Requirement 10431(4233).
Target emulation for software testing. Reqairement 1043 1(4233).

The benefits arose from building on EAP releasing its payload at all altitudes
experience (CORE and Target emulation), within the flight envelope.
adopting industry standards (Ada) and
tracking leading edge expertise (HOOD). The Requirement 20423(1454).
next challenge facing the Software The aircraft will be capable of
Management team was to specify and performing its mission in all
procure a set of tools to support these weathers.
methods and to move from a program
support to a project support environment. This number is then used throughout the

remainder of the development as a
4.2 SELECTION PROCESS. reference for compliance traceability. The

The fundamental requirements driving the EPOS tool automatically supports a

EF Toolset selection were compliance check listing where
requirements have been fulfilled and

- Each tool must be compatible with highlighting any unfulfilled or partly
VAX VMS and run either on a VAX fulfilled requirements.
Terminal or a VAX Station. 4 C

- The tool must support EF methods, 4.3.2 CORE Iorkstation.
process or the development and testing 1 ie CORE Workstation is a VAX Station
of Ada programs. based tool produced by British Aerospace

- Each tool will drive productivity and to support the CORE method. The tool

quality into th,- EF Process. consists of a diagram and text editor,
report generator and database checker. The

The Software Management team performed a tool also supports individual diagram and
survey of the software tool market to text note configuration control.
establish the state of the art.

As a result of this survey, a set of tool 4.3.3 HOOD Tool.

specifications were writ!en defining the The HOOD Toolset is a VAX Station based
required functionality and performance of tool produced by IPSYS Ltd. The HOOD
the EF SDE. For the majority of the tools a tool consists of a diagram and text editor,
competitive tendering exercise was report generator and database checker. It
conducted with tenders received from also has a facility for automatic code
several of the major software tool suppliers generation (Ada). The tool follows the
in Europe. Each offered tool was technically method outlined in the HOOD Reference
evaluated against a checklist of requirements Manual [8.3].
by the Software Management team. A
separate commercial tendering exercise was 4.3.4 Ada Compilation System.
handled by EF Procurement. The EFA Ada Compilation System is a

The final outcome of the tendering exercise VAX VMS based toolset comprising:-
resulted in the selection of the EF SDE. The EDS SCICONS's
toolset of the EF SDE is described below.

XD Ada Target compiler,
4.3 THE EF SDE TOOLSET. XD Ada MC68020 HP

The EF Software tools are EPOS, CORE Emulator interface
Workstation, HOOD Toolset, EFA Ada DIGITALS's
Compilation System, SPARK Analyser,
LDRA TESTBED and the EF IPSE. It is not VAX/VMS Ada Host
the purpose of this paper to describe in compiler,
detail the EF toolset however, a brief Language Sensitive Editor,
overview of each tool is provided for
information. Source Code Analyser
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Perfurmaii" Cu'vrage The concept is that all software

Analyser, development work is carried out within the

Softspeed's IPSE. This will enable every package of

MC6o020 simulator work to be configured from its inception.
The IPSE supports a geographically

The complete toolset is procured from EDS distributed database allowing packages to
SCICON. The Ada Compiler is used be tracked as they are sent throughout
throughout the EFA project and is Europe. This will support large, distributed
managed by a combined team working.
Customer/Contractor management group. Currently HOOD and Ada are integrated
This group controls the baseline compiler into the IPSE. Other tools can be 0
and plans for changes to that baseline, integrated when necessary through use of

4.3.5 SPARK Examiner. the IPSE developers kit.
efor EFA must be The IPSE supports the EF configurationSafety critical software sbr which management procedures and forms andwritten to a (Safe) Ada subset which therefore allows automated control of

restricts the use of Ada to a deterministic change andotrackingtof conf ration

set of features. This subset is enforced change and tracking of configuration
through compliance with the SPARK Ada status.

subset and checked using the SPARK 4.4 CURRENT STATUS OF EF SDE.
Examiner tool.
The SPARK Examiner (Version A) is The EF SDE has been fully released to
produced by PVL Ltd. It is used on EFA project and is being ust~d for the
to statically analyse safety critical software, development of the current EFAto statichcs cnfral e sety citil soware. development software. The effectiveness ofIt checks conformance with the SPARK the toolset has yet to be determined and will
Ada language subset and performs control only become fully clear at the end of
flow, data flow and information flow development.
analysis.

4.3.6 LDRA Tesibed. 5 LOOKING TO THE FUTURE.

The TESTBED tool is produced by the A number of issues have arisen during the
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd It development of EFA software. It may be 0 0
is used on EFA for both static and possible to accommodate them within the

dynamic analysis of EFA code. It timescales of EFA but this will be based on a
determines code metrics such as McCabe case by case cost/benefit analysis.
Cyclomatic complexity, it provides test The root of these problems which are
effectiveness ratios for statement, branch highlighted by these issues, centres around the
and Linear Code Sequence and Jump fact that for the past 15 to 20 years the
coverage. It also performs Data Set analysis discipline of software engineering has been 0
mapping test cases to code analysed. very heavily biased towards tool development.

Development of processes and methods has not
4.3.7 EF Integrated Project Support matched the speed of tool development.
Environmem (JPSE). If we are to make any real progress in the

The EF IPSE is based on the future, effort has to switch from developing
PERSPECTIVE KERNEL produced by faster and more capable tools to developing
EDS SCICON. The EF IPSE performs repeatable, measurable development processes •
automated configuration management of that integrate into an overall aircraft
the products produced during the system development programme.
and software development Iifec ycle, it We must put focus on the products that we are
enables the other tools to be integrated into developing rather than on the tools to support
the IPSE allowing full control of the them.
configuration of tool products
automatically. It also allows for the I have described some of the particular issues
controlled definition, allocation, arising from the EF forum below.
development and return of specific 5.1 SYSTEMS NOT JUST SOFTWARE.
packages of software development.
Whereas EAP utilised an environment for The overall process of developing a complex
support of software design, code and test, military aircraft involves many requirementson EFA a full IPSE is necessary in order being addressed by many disciplines over a
ton Eontr a full largisneessarydut inoder svery short period of time. (In fact, it is 0
to control a much larger product and still increasing likely that the development time
achieve productivity levels similar to those adcs utb eue eo urnon EAP. and cost must be reduced below current

levels).

The IPSE structure is represented in the
figure 4.

S
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Each of the different disciplines (Software Effort for SDE development can focus in

design, installation management, this area on concepts such as reuse, rapid
aerodynamics, operational analysis, flight prototyping and automatic code generation
test, airframe design and manufacture etc) from requirements. Note that these are
must integrate together at key points during changes to the development models not just •
the development of the aircraft. efficiency improvements within individual

Software engineering up to now has tried to tools.
address a perceived problem with the 5.3 INCREASING DOCUMENTATION.
specification, design, code and test of
software. Most development models mention The current lifecycle approaches are also
the existence of other disciplines, however likely to swamp the project under a forest of
the integration aspects are sadly overlooked, documentation. There is a real need for the
In software we have focused on getting next aircraft to be almost totally paperless, if
software productivity up and software not for management reasons then purely for
quality right, ecological reasons.
The resultant SDE's have allowed us to Again the emphasis should switch from tool
produce bigger, better dataflow diagrams, development to method improvement.
compile larger amounts of code faster and Particularly in the area of requirement
test individual lines of code more completely abstraction. We need to change the saying "A
than ever before. picture paints a thousand words" to "A

dataflow diagram automatically creates 1,000
But what about the system? lines of optomised code".
How do we ensure that the information Process Improvement documentation must
needed to produce the aircraft wiring add value not just satisfy standards.
drawings is provided in the timescales
required to the drawing office instead of 5.4 INCREASING RELIANCE ON
when required for software development? SOFTWARE.
How do we cater for hardware lead times As the use of software spreads across all
which require implementation information applications on aircraft there will be an
upfront when we are following a top down increasing reliance on the safety of software.
lifecycle model which postpones such details
until just prior to software design. It takes considerable effort to ensure that * 0
How do we ensure that the aerodynamic software errors will not have hazardous
models being used by Software designers consequences. Methods and tools to support
within the SDE are consistent with those Formal specification analysis and proof of
used by airframe engineers and software have to be developed such that they
aerodynamics in their respective toolsets? are effective and practical.

As software becomes a more important It must be ensured that these techniques
element of the overall System we are in when introduced do not affect productivity 0

danger of taking longer to develop the so dramatically that we can never afford to

software than to build an airframe. We may develop a new aircraft system.

even begin to delay the production of the 5.5 IMPROVING MAINTAINABILITY.
airframe if we are unable to provide the
necessary integration details in airframe A key factor to ensuring that future projects
development timescales. are affordable is by reducing considerably
For future aircraft projects, the software the cost of ownership. Not just ensuring that 0

development model needs to be expanded up there are few or no errors in the product but
to include its complete integration with other also ensuring that there is sufficient growth

development models. The selection of the built in to accommodate the design changes

appropriate methods and tools can then be that will happen throughout the service life

made to ensure that the required information of the aircraft.

is developed in time for the overall aircraft Current practice involves mandated project
project, not just for software. wide languages (Eg Ada). developing around

standard architectures, building in processor
5.2 INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY. and memory growth capabilities and using

It is highly likely that the next generation of modern modular, top down design methods.

combat aircraft will have considerably more Adopting much more modular,
software than EFA. It is also likely in a reconfigurable Avionic architectures could
highly competitive market place that the significantly increase the adaptability of S
timescales from development through to future weapon systems and would also
production will be required to be less than support reuseability.
that of EFA. Cost constraints will mean that
we will have to develop this software with
relatively fewer engineers.
All these pressures add up to a need for
another step change in productivity.
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5.6 CONTIGUOUS METHODS. 5.9 METRICS.Modern software engineering methods and it is a fundamental quality aim to havea

tools have been developed to try to eliminate repeatable, well measured, development
ambiguities in specification and design process. This enables sound estimation,
which would result in errors in the code. A visibility and provides targets for sensible
whole plethora of different methods and process improvement.
approaches have been developed all claiming However in multinational projects each
to be the best at solving the problems of company as well as being a collaborator in a
particular parts of the software development particular project is possibly a competitor in
lifecycle. other projects. This makes it extremely
It is almost unavoidable to have to choose difficult to share sensitive metric
different methods across the lifecycle. This information (Eg productivity and quality
introduces the potential for translation error levels). However these very metrics are
and discontinuity when changing from one essential to be able to effectively manage the
method to another. project.
Integrated compatible methods built on a A metrication system established for such
well understood process model will not only projects must either be based around agreed
provide a smooth, error reduced path commercially, protective contracts or by a
through the lifecycle but will also provide a process of gathering the metrics without
basis for automatic generation of lifecycle being able to attribute them to any particular
products including code. company. These metrics could also be

published to enable the method and tool
5.7 STABLE TOOLSETS. developers to understand the real problems

Once an aircraft project has developed and of software development.
cleared a large part of its software, it will be 6 CONCLUSIONS.
reluctant to have to rewrite or reclear this
software as a result of a software toolset and The EFA SDE marks a significant step change
host operating system change. The most in productivity from that of previous BAe
obvious tool which can cause such an effect projects. A similar step change will be
is the compiler. necessary Lo manage the next generation of
The project must make a trade off between military combat aircraft. * *
tracking the technology changes triggered by In the future software development has to be
changes in the software tool market and the considered as a process within an overall
need for stability during the development framework of Aircraft development. Software
programme and on into maintenance, methods and tools should be developed to
Again this is an area where the development fully support this.
of software tools is constraining the very The issues raised in this paper are being
projects that they have been ceveloped to addressed in forums across Europe and the
support. United States however, progress has to be

made to ensure that the needs of the next
5.8 MULTINATIONAL COLLABORATION. large military aircraft programme are fully
Future projects are very likely to be based satisfied prior to the start of its development.
around some form of multinational 7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
collaboration. Companies in Europe are each 7
investing in particular software development Thanks to A.Bradley, D.Beck, B.Corcoran,
strategies based on the current method and C.J.Everingham, A.Matthews E.Sefton and
tool market place. These strategies will set A.Williams for their help in checking this
the nature of that company's tool paper.
procurement and staff development
programmes. 8 REFERENCES
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Discussion

Question W. ROYCE

Can you support contiguous operation in which object-oriented software building is done side-by-side with procedural

(i.e. functional) software building? What ae the problems?

Reply

In having a mixed method approach, which is feasible, the main problem is of traceability accross method boundaries. 0
For instance, data is represented centrally in OOD but distributed in functional decomposition. In following such an
approach, a lot of effort will be expended mapping from one structure to another.

A contiguous method would eliminate this problem. Currently, contiguous methods do not appear to be being researched
seriously.

Question D. NAIRN 0

Are you not barking up the wrong tree in focusing on the tools? Tools are a means to an end. If you focus on an
engineering desaiton, then your information is not being driven by the tools/host computer. (There is no fundamental
reason to have more than one type of database, and more than one graphics editor, etc, in the entire environment).

Reply 4

1 agree that the notation of the design should be independent of the tools. Unfortunately, this was not the case during
EFA SDE selection. We use CORE/HOOD and ae tied to those tools. However, the problem I refered to in the paper a
mainly concerned with changes to target compuers occurring during development which may result in unnecessary
retest due to the effect of the compiler change on code when re-compiling from existing library's.

To change now from our current toolset to a new generic notation is possible, but may be too costly and take too long in

the development programme.



Un environnement de programmation d'applications distributes et
toltrantes aux pannes sur une architecture parallee reconfigurable
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2 Avenue Ed Belin BP 4025 31055
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1. SOMMAIRE architectures ý haut degre de parallelisme reconfigurables
presentent des caracteristiques interessantes : limitation

Les travaux men6s dans le cadre du projet MODULOR du nombre die connexions par processeur, connexion
se sonl int6ressds bk la sp~cification et la misc en oeuvre directe des processeurs communicants (en evitarn des
d'une machine massivement paralltle modulaire et mecanismes die routage), adaptation de la topologie A un
reconfigurable dynamniquement, ainsi qu'A la misc en problme donnC, prise en compte die fonctionnement en
(ruvre des outils logiciels necessaires pour mode dfgradd. transparence et souplesse die l'architecturc.
l'exploitation des possibilites de reconfiguration lors du
developpement d'une application paralltle. La Cependant ce concept die reconfiguration die la structure
reconfiguration de l'architecture a W etudi~e tout d'abord d'interconnexion d'une architecture du type rtseau de
sous laspect fonctionnel qui vise une adaptation processeurs a 06 jUSqU'A prdsent utilis6 de deux
automatique de la topologie d'interconnexion pour une manieres relativement indepenidantes:
misc en oeuvre la plus efficace possible d'une -d'une part la reconfiguration fonctionnelle qui
application donnde. L'apport d'une capacitd de vise essentiellement ]'adaptation (la plus
reconfiguration die fa structure d'interconnexion pour automatique et la plus dynamique possible) de la
assurr [a tolerance de l'architecture parailtle aux pannes topologie d'interconnex ion ý un problme (ou un* *
des processeurs a 6t4 aborde dans un second temps. sous-probl~me) donned Ill1.

-d'autre part Ia reconfiguration en cas die panne qui
Ces travaux mettent en 6vidcnce la complementaritd des a principalement comme objectif d'isoler un element
deux types die reconfiguration ("fonctionnelle" et "en cas defaillant die larchitecture pour permettre Ia
de panne") pour definir une architecture assurant un poursuite des traitements en cours (tveniuellement
maximum d'efficacitd de communication, dans un en mode degrade). Cette forme de reconfiguration a
environnement temps reel qui necessite de pallier Ia etd plus particuli~crment etudice dans le cas des 0
cdefa~lance de certains des elements de la machine. architectures du type tableau die processeurs 121,131.

2. INTRODUCTION La spkification et la misc en oeuvre d'une machine
massivement parallele reconfigurable dynarniquement se

Les besoins die traitemtent des systemes informatiqucs du heurte A plusicurs problmes:
futur (en particulier au nivcau du traitement des signaux - au niveau architectural, il s'agit de prendre en
radars, contre-mesures, sonars .... ) necessicent la compte les contraintes technologiques telles que Ia
definition de machines massivement paralleles. Les taille des commutateurs utilisables pour constrtiire
contraintes de connexion d'un nombre important die Ia structure d'interconnexion reconfigurable. le
processeurs de traitement (plusieurs centaines), nombre tie liens de communication disponibles; par
conduisent A des architectures du type r6seau die processeur, les moyens die commande de la structure
processeurs dont Na structure d'int--rconnexion dinterconnexion.
conditionne les performances. De plus, Ics problbmes die - au naveitu logiciel, le problme est d'offrir A
toltrance aux pannes, en particulier des processeurs de l'utilisateur les outils permeutant l'exploitation de la
traitement, imposent, Ia definition d'une structure reconfiguration de la topologie d'interconnexion
d'interconnexion permettant la connexion de ressources aussi bien pour des raisons d'efficacite que de
die secours . tolerance aux pannes.

Dans une architecture du type reseau de processeurs 3. ARCHITECTURE RECONFIGURABLE
chacun des processeurs uc dispose que dun nivcau die 0
memoire locale mais peut communiquer en mode Lai connexion de lensemhle 'les liens de communication
message avec les processeurs auxquels il est relic par de bous les; processeurs d'une architecture parallele sur
des liens de communication. Une telle architecture est un commutateur unique est rarement possible dts que le
dute reconfigurable dynamniquemtent lorsquc la topologie nombre dc processeurs devient important (meme dans Ie
d'interconnexion des processeurs peut dvoluer, au cours cas die liens de communication series). Malgre les
die l'execution d'une application, en fonction des dvolutions technologiqucs pr6visiblcs, se pose alors Iec
conimandes fournies A la structure dinterconnexion. Les problme die definition dfun rdseau dinterconnexion dit A

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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dtages qua pritsente l'inconvdnient d'un temps de L'architecture ainsi definie esi une architecture
transfert plus important. La solution que nous avons modulaire. compos& d'un certain nornbre de modules
retenue consiste A Wrnificier au maximum dc Ua localiu6 relids entre cux par une structure d'interconnexion
de~s curntiunications et s-appuie sur une structure reconfigurable. chaque Module est Consti~tu! d'un
d'interconnexion modulaire. ensemble de processeurs totalement connect&s par une

structure interne dgalement reconligurable. Un lien de
Une premitre kW& consiste ýia ssocter tin cominuitaeur ~acommunication enrne deux processeurs est done ttabli
chaque type de liens des processeurs (Nord, Sud. Est, via le r&.eau intra-module uniquement si les deux
Ouest, dans le cas d'un processeur disposant de quatre processeurs sont situds stir le rn~me module. Le ridseau
liens dc communication sdrie). Cettc hypot~se permet inter-modules nest n~cessaire que dans le cas oia les
de diviser la complexiti! de chawcn des coinmutalcurs par deux processeurs communicanits sont situ6 sura deux
le nombre de liens de communication d'un processeur. modules difft~rents (41.
Elie conduit done A Ia Meinition d'un module de
l'architecture qua permet de connecter localement un Cette architecture peut &tre caract~rsa~e par Ies quatre
nomnbre de proceseurs dgal au maximum A Ia taille des parani~res suivarns:
commutateurs (comme represenit' figure 1). -M nombre de modules.

-N nombre de processeurs par module.
COiML'rMrMlRCIR)8IAR L: nomnbre de liens par processeurs.

-S nombre de liens dc chdque cummutateur
interne r~serv pour Ua commtnication ntcitr-modtile.

L - 2 Cependant plusieurs modes de connexion des diffkrents
rý T commutateurs internes et externes A un module sont

envisageables. Nous verrons plus loin que Ia conception
2 des structures dainterconnexion intra et inter-modules a

W validde par Ia demonstration de Ia capacit de
l'architecture ainsi di~finie Ai supporter une application
reconfiguribie.

- - N 4. APPLICATION RECONFI(;LRABLE* *
La misc en oeuvre d'une application sur une teile

3 tarchitecture parailke reeconligurable n~ccssite des outils
spcifiques si I'on veut utiliser pleinement les
possibilitcs de reconfiguration dynamique de la

Fivure I architecture duMn module topologie d'interconnexion. Nous nous intdresserons
dans un premier temps A laspect reconfiguration

Une seconde idde consiste A definir, de manikre fonctionnelle, c'est A dire A la recherche d'une (ou
recursive, un r~seau permettant l'interconnexion de tels plusicurs) topologie(s) d'interconnexion adaptdc(s) aux
modules (comme schdmatisý figure 2). Un certain besoins de communication de ['application. Nous
nombre de liens de communication est alors rdservd sur supposcrons que le d~coupage de lapplication en
chaque rdseau interne A un module pour la modules paralkics a ddjAl dtd effectud (comme pour une
communication inter-modules. mise en ceuvre sur une architecture A topologie

d'interconnexion fixe).

S 1I semble actuellement irrdaliste de vouloir determiner
automatiqoement les instants oit Ia topologie

L12 dainterconnexion dcvrait ktre modifide. L'hypoth~sc
retenue consiste A ddcrire une application paralklel

IFL reconfigurable comme une succession de phases
algorithm iques, pouvant prdsenter des besoins de
communication diffdrents. Ces phases seront s~par6es
par des points dc reconfiguration explicitement
introduits par le programmeur. Ce dernier ddcrira

M dgalement l'enchainement souliait de ces difftrentes
phases (qui peut ddpendre des rdsultats; de traitemencrts).

Lr- Une phase algorithmique dornnde peut Wte alors decrite
sans connaissance dc ]'architecture sous-jacente. Nous
supposcrons que I'aprlication petit 8tre reprasent& sotis
forme de processus communiquant en mode message (en

3 utilisant, par exemple, un mod~le de programmation
concurrente de type CSP: "Communicating Sequential

Fletire 2: architecture multi-modules Processes" [l01 ). On appelera processus l'unitd
d'allocation de traitements sur un processeur de
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lIarchitecture (cc qui nexclut pas une granularitt plus - W outil de placement de graiphes de processus suri
fndeprocessus cx~cutts en quasi-purallilisme sur un un rdseau de processeurs reconfigurable qwi conduit k

processeur). Chaque phase peut douncet rc pr~sena& par [a dtwnnination de la topologie d'interconnexion
usa graphe ouj tin maixu '-prfteftc usa processus et us arc n6cessaire et des conamandes correspondantes des
(orientd) usa ben de -v amunication logique reliant deux diffdrents commutaieurs,
processus (con'- tbonut figure 3). - un logiciel de gndnration de code q4ut assure les

m~canismcs de synchronisation n&-essaires avant
Le prob! ...; de ddveloppemenc d'une application tout changemnent de [a topologic d'interconnexion.
reconfigumable porte donc sur l'analyse des diff6rcnis Le code gtnrbti pour ceuce synchronisation se situe
graphes de communication de l'application et sur la au n'veau des processeurs, mass dgalement au niveau
dittermination automatique de la topologie la micux de la machine hote qua gtre l'envoi des commandes
adapt.6e A chacune des phases de cetac application. Nous aux commutateurs powr rdahiscr lcs changemnent de
avons fait le choix d'un interface graphique pour la topologic et renchainement des differentes phases.
description des diffderns graphes de communication de
Vapplication. 5. PLACEM1ENT D'UNE APPLICATION

RECONFIGULRABLE
Ptemiere phase

Les outils de ddveloppement qui viennent detre
pr~seaices incluent une ttape importante de placement
des graphes; de priwe'ssus a~s-Aci6s au diff~rentes phases
de l'application reconfigurable sur l'archatct~ure multi-
modules proposke. La modularite de ceuce architeCture
induit en effet des probitmes suppl&¶mcnsaires dus A la
limitation du nombre dc liens de communication inter-
modules.

Pour simplifier 1lexpose. nous supposerons que le
nombre de processus de chaque phase cst iriftrieur ou

Q4~Q gal au nombrc de- proccsseurs de l'architecture et que Ic
Sekonde phase degrad de connectiviad de chaque processus est infdrieur* *

ou egal au nombre de liens physiques disponibles sur
chacun des processeurs. Ces hypotheses sur le graphe
initial occultent deux problemes complexes quc nous ne
developperons pas:

- Ie premier est celui de Ia contraction d'un graphe
dont le nombre de processus &epasse le nombre de
processeurs disponibles. Ce probkrme de contraction 0
qui vise Ie regroupemcnt de processus sur Ie mrimc
processeur est dquivalent au problme de
partitionnemeni que nous evoquerons plus loin 18),
- le second est celui dc Ia transformation d'un graphe
de processus don( le degrd de connectivitt est

IN supdrieur au nombrc de liens disponibles sur un
Troisi~me phase proccsseur. Cc problmcm peut n6Lessiter Ia crt~ation

de processus de multiplexage permettant de gf¶rer le
0 ~partage d'un mn~me lien physique par plusicurs liens

logiqucs.

0 0 0 Un algorithmc dc placement d'un e application distribu~e

cette application sur Ics processeurs disponibles en
assurant les communications n~cessaires. Compte tenu0 0 des hypotheses qui viennent de8tre rappei&s et du fait
que tous les, processeurs sont banalis*ds, Ie probltme de
placement Ju graphe de processus associd A chaque0 0o 0 phase sur un tel rdseau de processeurs, reconfigurable se
ranitne A Ia determination des liens de communication

Figure 3: izra~hes dc communication d une application qui doivent dtre dtablis encre processeurs en foniction des
processus qu'ils exdcutent 191. Apr~s analyse du graphe

Les outils de developpemtent qui ont W definas de communication, .1 s'agit bien de determiner [a
comportent principalement trois modules [41: topologie d'interconnexion adaptde A chaque phase de

- un interface graphique permettant Ia description l'application.
d'une application reconligurabie externe de graphes
de processus communiquant en mode message, Lc placement d'un graphe de processus sur l'architecture

multi-modules defanie pose dcux probkmes 16]:



agit d~une put' dec pauuonner le graphe global D'autre part. la conception des deux riseaux.
mm-graphes fatiblement interonneaLs de idlle dainterconnexion a fit gwd6e par [a d6monszration de la

mankmr que Its contranies, de nombre de modules et capacattd de l'architecture ainsi dtfinie A supporter le
dc connexion enire modules pwissent etre sauasfafies placement de toute application codte en termes de 0
(voir figure 4), processus comanuniquanit qui soit pantuonnable.
- il faut assurer d'autre part que chacun des sous-
graplacs obtenus puwss etre a["ou sur un module dc Ainsi, It placement d'un graphe de processus stir un
l'architeciure. c'est A dire que lts liaisons inira et module de l'architecture impose une hyipoth~se
inter-modules puis.sent htre dtablies (comme suppidmentaire qui consiste A associer deux A deux Its
repritsenif figure 5). commutateurs d'un module. Darts Ie cas d'un processeur

a 4 liens, on disposera dun rieseau Nord/Sud et d'un
GI riseati Est/Quest (si le lien Out du lien bi-directionnel

est connecti! au rieseat Nord,le lien In est connecie aui
rieseati Sud, comme reprisentie figure 6).

De mWme It placement de tout graphe partitionnable
necst garanta que si Ie rieseat inter-modules est constitufi 0

G4G de idlle maniere qu'un commuuatcur cxteme suppone Its
liens externes d'un rang donnie dans chacune des
direCtions de connex ion provenant de tous les modules
(Comme repr6sentl str la figure 6).

Compte tenu de ces deux hypotxhscs architec turales, il a
&ti &mrontrt qu'il est possible de placer Lout graphe de
processuS partitionnablc vdrifiant les propri~tds
enoncees plus haut stir l'architecture multi-modules 161.

Figure 4 graphe paritionný I * 4

Module 1 Moduie .2ý"Il

Moduledul 4Ioul

Fi~~~~~~ure~odl 2 lcmn uganenriini

(N=4, M--4,1L=4, S=I)

Des heuristiques de partitionnemeni de graphes ont donc M I V
dtie dieveloppies. Elles s'appuient stir une notionI ISuOes2
d'affinitd entre processus qui permet de permet de I

constituer It nombre de partitions souhaite en
minimisant les communications entire partitions (prise Figure 6 7 ommnunications intra et inter-modules
en compte de la contrainte des liens de communication
extemes A un module L*S). Ces heuristiques ont dt Les deux niveaux dc rdseaux d'interconnexion peuvent
validdes stir des graphes fortement connecties mis en oeuvre A l'aide de commutateurs didmcntaires de
(hypertores..) et sont d'une complexitd polynomiale taille raisonnable (51:I
infericure A celle d'autres heuristiques connues. - un rdseau intra-module est composie de L

commutatcurs intcrnes reliant tin type des L liens de
communications des N processeurs d'un module. Suir



chcndes L commutateurs intemres d'un module S kxrs de l'ex~cution d'une phase conduit A un interbiocage4ports snt rdservds pour la communication inter- (hypoth~se du prcserslniu.en cas de panne). 1
modules. U omttu nen otdn ovi s osbed ~otrqectitrlcg epour
commuter, au minimum, N+S ports d'entrde vers quelque soil l'instant de la panne: debut de phase, code
N+S ports de sortie. algorithmique, fin de phase. En particulier les 6&hanges

-le r~seau inter-module retenu est compos6 de 2*S n6cessaires pour la synchronisation de fin de phase
commutateurs qui relient chacun L/2 liens de mime conduiront au blocage mi~me si les processus de la
rang provenant des M modules. Chacun dc ces phase algorithmique tie communiquent pas.
commutateurs doit dotic pouvoir commuter M*L/2
pouts d'entr~e vers M*L/2 ports de sortie. Les mdcanismes mis en place permettent

successivement:0
6. RECONFIGURATION ET TOLERANCE - de ddetecter le blocage des processus pendant

AUJX PANNES l'exdcution de la phase.
- de debloquer les processus en attente sur un ou

Pour augmenter la disponibilitd du systame, nous nous plusieurs liens de communication.
intdrcsserons surtout aux techniques de rtsolution de - d'autendre Ia terminaison des processus bloquds
pannes matdrielles, pannes auxquelles on peut parfois (sync hroni sation de fin de phase minimale) avant
assimiler des pannes logicielles (par exemple les panties d'enchainer avec Is phase de diagnostic.
qui se traduisent par un silence du processeur defaillant).

Les m~canismes de dt~tection du blocage des processus
Une architecture parall~Ie peut assurer une redondance (gdndrd par une communication qui ne se termine pas),
satauque et le masquage d'erreur [3]. Ceuce technique dtdjA reposent sur lintroduction d'un delai d'exdcution
t6prouvde pour les traitements sdquentiels est souvent maximal pour chaque phase. Le calcul de cc deai peut
utilis&e (ans les syst~mes embarqu~s. La r*~plication des ftre rdalisd A Faide de mesures d'ex~cutions des
traitements ct des mE~canismes de vote majoritaire sont diffdrentes phases (tans un environnement exempt de
gdn~ralcment mis en reuvre. Le mod~e TMR ("Triple panties. Le code des m~canismes de detection du blocage
Modular Redundant") est un exemple de la ciasse des repose d'une part sur l'utilisation des horloges et de
m~thodes de programmation en N versions. Ces m~canismes de ddtection d'anomalies de transmission.
techniques int~grent des m~canismes sophistiquds pour Des mdcanismes dc rd-initialisation des canaux de
trailer les probitmes de communication y compris dans communication sont dgalement n~cessaires.
le processus de vote (protocoles d'agrement byzantin).0 0

La phase de diagnostic est gdrdc comme une phase
Les m~canismes de redondance dynamiqlue, peuvent ftre additionnelle. Au cours de cette phase, le superviseur.
mis en Cruvre sur une architecture reconfigurable. Ils c'est A dire la machine h6te diablira un dialogue avec les
permettent dgalement de garantir la continuitd des diffdrcnts processeurs. La panne d'un lien de
services si des cycles de reprise sont admis. Les communication sera considdrde comme la panne totale
principes sont la detection d'errcur, les techniques du processeur, car il est a priori n~cessaire de disposer
permettant de repdrer I'didment defectueux, les d'une connectivit.d totale pour assurer l'execution du
m~canismes permettant la reprise,. code usager. Cette phase de diagnostic met A jour des

tables d'dtat du syst~me, utiles pour 1'ex~cution des
La redondance dynamiquc mat~rielle qui est vis& repose phases suivanles mais 6galement pour la maintenance.
donc sur Ia possibilit6 de reconfiguration de Ia topologie
d'interconnexion permettant Ic remplacement dc La reconfiguration de l'architecture consiste A remplacer
processeurs defaillants par des processeurs de secours. le processeur Weaillant par un processeur de secours. Ile
La connexion de processeurs additionnels sur chaque nombre de processeurs de secours determine Ic nombre
module de ]'architecture, permet de remplacer nimporte de panties pouvant ktre prise en compte lors de
quel processeur defaillant d'un module. L~a redondance 1'ex~cution d'une application. Le principe de misc en
materielle peut 6galement etre prise en compte au ceuvre est celui de la reconfiguration fonctionnelle dans
niveau d'un module (connexion d'un module la mesure oii tous les processeurs (de traitement et de
additionnel). Nous ntgligerons dans un premier temps secours) sont des processeurs banalis~s :a
les pannes des rdseaux d'interconnexion ou plus - Ie processeur de secours, ddj possesseur du code
exaclement nous supposerons que les moyctis de de l'application reqoit l'identit6 logique de Ia tiche A
communication peuvent Wte redoublds [71. assurer,

- les commandes du rdseau interne au module sont
Compte tcnu des capacit~s de reconfiguration de appliqudes de idlle mani~re que Ie processeur de
l'architecture, la misc en cruvre de techniques de secours vienne remplacer Ie processeur defaillant
redondance dynamique peul 8tre r~alisde par logiciel. [Les (tans Ia topologie,
m~canismes de detection de pannes reposent sur Ia - les commandes des rdseaux externes sont
notion de phase. Une phase correspond A l'exdcution conserv~es.
d'un graphe de processus communicants ct son
exdcution est automnatiquement predcede par un 11 est important de noter que tout partitionnement ci
algorithme de synchronisation de debut de phase et placement dynamiques sont 6cart~s. It nest pas envisagd
suivie par un algorithme de synchronisation de fin de de fonctionnement en mode degrade sur un nombre
phase. Si tious supposons que Ia panne d'un processeur restreint de processeurs. La notion classique de point de

reprise, s'applique pour reprendre Ie traitement de
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l'application en cowrs. Une rt-initaalisation du contexte Les premi~res applications mises en oeuvre sur cette0
aui d6but de la phase couzante permet de confondre point maquetle ont montrd le gain apporul par I'tiulisation des
de reprise et point de synchronisation de ckbut de phase. possibilitts de reconfiguration de la topologie
Ccitt straftgie suppose qu'une phase de sauvegarde du d'interconnexion. Les performances sont augment6es de
contexte des processus soit ins~rde aprbs chaque pr~s d'un tiers pour certaines applications, par rarnion A
terminaison normale de phase. Cette sauvegarde leur impldmentation sur la meme architecture
disiribufe est effectu~e par un systtme de voisinage et configurde sclon une topologie fixe (grille). Ces
est bien sfir ellk mime prottg&e conbre Ics pannes. La r~sultats dependent cependant de nombreux paramnkres
phase, sym6trique, de reslauratnos des contextes est matdriels utilisds d'une part (temps de reconfiguration,
misc en reuvre, avanc Ia rd-exxcu~on de toute phase cofit de routage...). caracttristiques de l'application
interrompue. d'aucre part (volumes de transferts, distance et variation
L'environnement de d6veloppement d6crit pr~c~demincnt de communications entre processus....
a Wt modifi6 pour meutre les m&anismes assurant Ia
toldrance aux pannes de processeur. Les modifications Cet environnement de developpemnent, dtendu pour
apporales A la chaine de developpement d'applications l'aspect toldrance aux pannes, a Wu validd sur quelques;
reconfigurables sont relativemeni minimes. L'usager applications. Les pannes des processeurs ont W
doit annoter chaque phase d'une durde d'ex~cution simul~es par l'ajout de points d'arrec dans les codes de
maximale. Ia structuration de l'application en phase certains processus. Le cofit des m~canisnles assurant Ia
peut cependant Ctre revue pour optimiser Ie deroulement toldrance aux pannes n~a pu faire l'objet de mesures
de l'exdcution du programme en cas de panne. 11 peut fines. 11 est actucliement directement lid aux
8tre en effet souhaizable de rajouter des points de m~canismes de sauvegarde qui Wont pas fait l'objet
synchronisation (de reprise) dans It cas dfune phase trop d'optimisations particulitres.
longue pour obtenir un ensemble de phases de grain
plus fin. CONCLUSION0

Le code correspondent aux m~canismes de toldrance aux L'dtude a permis de meutre en dvidence l'appont d'une
pannes est insdrd automatiquement par le gdndrateur de structure d'interconnexion totalement reconfigurable
code. permettant de gdrer:

- une reconfiguration fonctionnelle de Ia topologic
7. MAQUETTAGE ET VALIDATION d'interconnexion 6vitant au maximum les

mdcanismes de routage par une connex ion directe des
Une maquette fonctionnelle de l'architecture spdcifite a processeurs communiquant enire eux,
dt rdalis&e A partir de composants standard INMOS : le - une reconfiguration en cas dc panne visant Ic
Transputer T800 qui dispose de 4 liens de masquage de [a defaillance d'un ou plusieurs
communication et le commutateur crossbar C004 qui processeurs rendue possible dens Ia mesure oii tous
permel de connecter 32 voies d entrde sur 32 voies de les processeurs sont banalisds et que des processeurs
sontic. Les valeurs des param~tes retenues pour ce de secours soot dgalement relits A cette structure
maqucutage sont: M=4, N=20. L=4, S=8. d'interconnexion.

L'architecture permet de b~ndficier de Ia Iocalitd de Les travaux prdsentds ont montrd l'apport d'une
connexion des liens de communication des processeurs architecture modulaire pour Ia misc en ceuvre d'une
au niveau d'un module et de minimiser Ic nombre de structure d'interconnexion reconfigurable. Cette
connexions inter-modules L'int6gration dune idlle modularitd est dgalement utile pour Ia prise en compte
architecture peut donc etre rdaliste de man i~e de m~canisme de toldrance au pannes.0
relativement simple:

- des cartes metres assurent pour chacun des modules Cette dtude a de plus ddmontrd la faisabilitd de
l'impIdmentation du rdseau intra-niodule, solutions pouvant &tre apportdes au niveau logiciel
- des cartes filles sur lesquelles se trouvent les pour permetire, en fonction des hypoth~ses
processeurs et leur m~moire viennent s'enficher sur arch itecturales, de poursuivre 1'exdcution d'une
les caries mtres, application apres detection d'une anomalic et
- une carte fond de panier r6alise l'interconnexion reconfiguration de l'architecture.
des caries mtres en impitmentant Ie rdseau inter-
modules. D'autres approches seraient A envisager pour assurer la

toldrance aux pannes d'architectures du type rdseau de
Cette maqucite a penmis une validation en vraie processeurs en particulier celles consistant A allier des
grandeur de l'architccturc multi-modules et de Ia chaine niethodes de type masquage derreur avec des mdihodes
de d6veloppemnent d'applications reconfigurables. Ces du type detection de panne [121. 0
outils. dcrits en langage C, utilisent pour ]a pantic
graphique Ia bibliotheque GMR2D disponible sur les
stations de travail HP-Apollo. 1ls sont en cours de Les travaux mends dens Ie cadre du projet MODULOR
portage sous lenvironncment XWindow. Les codes des ont fait l'objet de contrats DRET (Direction des Etudes
processus de l'usager, relids grice A l'interface graphiquc Recherches ct Techniques de Ia DGA) et sont soutenus
pour former une seule application, sont actuellement par le MRT (PRC Architectures Nouvelles de
dcrits en langage OCCAM [I I]. Machines) et Ia rdgion Midi-Pyrdrnecs.
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Discussion

Question W. MALA

1. In case of reconfiguration, how will the software package be loaded to the spare processor under real time conditions?

2. How can you ensure, in case of a failure, which data are still valid and which are wrong?

3. What amount of time will be required for reconfiguration?

Reply

1. Le logiciel est actuellement charg6 slatiquement sur les processeurs. II sagit d'un logiciel gdnfrique(identique pour
tous les processeurs). Le code derould par un processeur d6pend de son numdro d'identification. Les piocesseurs de
secours disposent de ce code et reprennent les numdros des processeurs defaillants.

2. Les donn~es sont sauvegardees en fim de phase (notion de sauvegarde de contexte). Dans le cas d'une defaillance d'un •
processeur, lex~cuion de la phase courante est reprise A partir des donn6es sauvegardes (A ia fin de la phase
precedente). Un processeur de secours doit pouvoir acceder aux donnees qul avaient Wte sauvegardees par le processeur
qui vient de tomber en panne. Des m6,canismes de duplication des sauvegardes sur des processeurs voisins sont mis en
muvre.

3. Temps de comnmande des rdseaux d'interconnexion (avec la technologie utilise) - 10 ts.
Temps de reconfiguration, incluant les mecanismes de synchronisation par 6change de messages (avec les processeurs

T 800 et des hens de communication 1 10 Mbits/s) - 1,5 ms.

"" 0
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SUMMARY The background to AIMS is described along with the 0 4
organisation of the Project. The Project's overall ob-AIMS is a European industrial research project jectives and strategy are described, which provide the

which focuses on the process for the development ctex for the cre phse. Ahsummarof the

and maintenance of Embedded Computing Systems context for the current phase. A summary of the

which are an integral part of high technology technical approach is provided with an indication of
aerospace products. It is a user driven project which the type of technical work which is being undertaken. @ 4
uses a problem oriented approach to solve the diffi- The conclusion describes the results we have
culties encountered in the production of such achieved to date.
systems. The relevance of the proposed solutions to
the problems is ensured by involving aerospace en- 2 BACKGROUND TO THE AIMS PROJECT
gineers, who work on the development and mainten-
ance of embedded systems. This involvement High technology products, such as aircraft, 0
ensures that new technologies, or improved spacecraft, helicopters and missiles contain increas-
practices, can be rapidly introduced into operational ingly complex Embedded Systems like flight control,
projects. avionic and cockpit systems. The trend within these

LIST OF SYMBOLS systems is to develop Embedded Computing Systems
(ECSs) that provide significantly more functionality * S

AIMS Aerospace Intelligent Management and de- without the weight and size penalties of traditional
velopment environment for embedded electro-mechanical systems. One of the
Systems consequences of this trend is the rapid growth of the

ALN Alenia software within ECSs as is illustrated in figure 1.
AS Aerospatiale The ECSs now account for at least one third of the
A340 Airbus 340 overall cost of the high technology aerospace
BAe British Aerospace products and have a significant impact on the
EC Eurocopter timescale for developing these products.
ECS Embedded Computing System
EFA European Fighter Aircraft 5 1

I INTRODUCION

The AIMS Project is a unique Project within the EU-

REKA programme which addresses the problems
companies have in developing and maintaining the 30
complex embedded systems found within many 0
aerospace products. The AIMS Project is looking to Ahn YA

improve the development and maintenance process
for embedded systems to maintain the competitive AON2
advantage the European Aerospace industry has 10
achieved through collaborative projects. Its area of mem Uk i
application has been recognised by the EUREKA in-
itiative as being of great importance to the future 0 amm ,-
success of the European aerospace industry. Yan
The aim of this paper is to present an overall view of 1975 1980 1985 1990 IM 00

the AIMS Project and a description of the technical
approach that has been adopted for the current phase Fig. 1: Growth of on-board SW
of the Project.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.

0 0
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Market forces and political pressures have compelled * an increasing number of ECSs will be used to
the aerospace companies to collaborate in a large provide the increased functionality required for V
number of international programmes. Through these future systems;
collaborative initiatives such as Airbus, Ariane and * an increasing proportion of the development and •
Tornado, the European aerospace industry has maintenance costs of the aerospace products are
obtained a competitive advantage in the world due to the ECSs.
market. This success has led to an increasing number
of collaborative initiatives such as EFA 2000 (Euro- The strategy then builds on the strengths of the par-
pean Fighter Aircraft), ATR (regional transport ticipating companies and on their particular needs.
planes), Columbus (orbiting space station) and Tiger The strategy recognises that the current ECS devel-

(combat helicopter). It is envisaged that the vast ma- opment process and its current use of methods and
jority of all future aerospace projects will be collabo- their supporting tools do not fully satisfy the require-
rative. ments of the aerospace companies and will be unable

It is a major challenge for the European aerospace in- to support the production of future aerospace
dustry working in collaborative projects to develop systems. For the environments to meet the 0
the complex ECSs on time and within budget. The challenges presented by the rapid growth of
need in the future for even more complex systems embedded systems, new ways of working supported
will require more effective collaboration to share the by new technologies must be found to enhance their
high development costs. productivity.

Within this context, three major European aerospace AIMS believes that it can play an important role in
companies, from now on called Partner Companies, improving the process of ECS development and •
Aerospatiale (France), Alenia (Italy) and British maintenance; not by developing a uniqueAerospatice (Fanted o) , denvironment for developing all the future aerospace
Aerospace (United Kingdom), decided to cooperate ECsbuby

through a research project called AIMS. ECSs, but by:

The Partner Companies are engaged in all phases of *improving and harmonising the ECS development

design, production and maintenance of a large and maintenance process; *
variety of sophisticated aerospace products and have * industrialising new emerging technologies;
substantial experience in the production of the Em- defining common requirements based on real
bedded Computing Systems installed within these problems for the type of tools and support envi-
products. ronment required by the European aerospace in-

3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY dustry and 0
- influencing emerging standards which will have

The overall objective of the Project is to: an impact on the support of the ECS development

Reduce the cost of collaboratively developing process.

and maintaining ECSs by enhancing produc- This strategy is being implemented in the following
tivity, stabilising timescales and improving way: •
cooperation, while ensuring the required 1) The AIMS Project must first look at how the
quality levels are maintained, aerospace companies work on ECS development

Therefore the focus of AIMS is on improving the now and in the near future, to identify the
ECS development and maintenance process and not problems they experience with their working
on any particular ECS product. Neither is it targeted practices and the available technologies. Differ-
to one specific aerospace project but it is intended to ences and commonalities of the various ECS de- 0
bring long term benefits to a large number of future velopment processes have to be identified and
projects. analysed to prepare the convergence towards the

AIMS generic ECS development process.
The AIMS Project mission is to obtain agreement

with future collaborative partners on the required im- 2) AIMS must then indicate potential solutions to
provements to the ECS development and the problems identified above, which could be
maintenance process to ensure future projects can new techniques or technologies, or the improve-
develop complex ECSs on time and within budget. ment of existing techniques available from

vendors.
To support this mission a strategy has been 3) The potential solutions must then be assessed to
developed which recognises the trends within the The teia insmst th be sedvtoaerospace industry: prove their industrial viability for solving

aerospace problems. The assessment work will •
the majority of future projects will be be distributed among the Partner Companies, not
collaborative; only to share costs but also to involve
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practitioners inside the companies and ensure the
assessments are based on real case studies. This
will ensure that results can be used immediately ' I

and thus gain short term benefits. 4wi Ph=

4) The solutions which have been recognised as en- -

hancing working practices through agreed criteria 4.

will be kept and integrated together. The AIMS I
generic ECS development process will be .

modified in order to support these solutions al- 0 9 90 91 92 93 9 4
lowing their immediate use by the Partner Com-
panies, thus gaining medium term benefits. Fig. 2: AIMS Project Phasing

5) Finally, based on an agreed AIMS ECS develop-
ment process supporting new industrialised sol- During the Demonstration Phase, the solutions
utions to actual problems, the AIMS team will be identified in the definition phase are being implem- 0
able to make strong recommendations to vendors ented and, using real case studies, their industrial
concerning the environments, the tools and the applicability is being evaluated. The solutions in
methods which could be used to support the de- isolation are not sufficient, therefore research into the
velopment process, thus gaining long term integration of the solutions is being undertaken.
benefits. Through this cooperative work the In the next phase, the potential integration
AIMS Project will be in a strong position to influ- technology is to be assessed and, using real case 0
ence future emerging standards. studies, their industrial capability shall be evaluated.

To carry out this strategy, the AIMS partners have A migration strategy to converge aerospace projects

chosen to employ the majority of the Team within the towards the AIMS process improvements shall be in-

aerospace industry in order to benefit from a detailed itiated.

knowledge of aerospace practices without being tied AIMS is a user-driven project with its roots well * *
into the production deadlines of any specific product. inside the participating companies. To maintain
However, when additional help is required, the strong links with the companies, members of the
AIMS Team draws on the experience of many other Team work within their own organisations and there-
experts from national research laboratories and fore the AIMS Team is distributed between the

system or software houses. countries of the three Partner Companies. Efficient
communication between all parts of the team is vital, 0

The AIMS Team is confident that the to allow a wide exchange of information, and this
implementation of the strategy outlined above will need has led to a well defined but flexible
result in helping the European aerospace industry to organisation which forms the backbone of the
work together with more efficiency when developing Project.
and maintaining ECSs, thus retaining its competitive A clearly defined hierarchy of groups co-ordinates,
advantage. controls, monitors and executes the Project work. 0

This structure, which follows the EUREKA project
4.PROJECT PHASING AND ORGANIZATION organisation guide-lines, facilitates democratic deci-

sion making and helps to ensure that each partner
The Project received EUREKA status in September company actively supports all the Project decisions.
1987. Preliminary discussions were conducted be-
tween the original five Partner Companies' to 5 TECHNICAL APPROACH FOR THE DEMON- 0
establish the long-term objectives and the overall I eRATION PHAsE
Project organization.

The Demonstration Phase has the objective of pro-
During the Definition Phase an investigation was un- viding evidence of the benefits that may be gained by
dertaken to determine how the Partner Companies implementing the solutions proposed in the
carry out the ECS development and maintenance Definition Phase, in order to reduce the risks of de- 0
process and the common problems experienced by veloping or acquiring new technologies. For this
them. The potential solutions for these problems purpose industrial demonstrators have been set up to
were then studied theoretically for various phases of evaluate and exploit, where possible, techniques and
the development process such as specification, technologies available on the market and, in some
design and testing. cases, to develop new techniques. 0

1 CASA (Spain) mid MBB (Germauy) pmticipated in the Project
from 1988 to 1991.

S. .. . . . .. . . .. . 1 ,m , , . . ..
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5- 1 industrial Demonstration software specifications, and reduce errors intro- 6
duced during the requirements and specificationAIMS has developed a common approach for the phases. The demonstrator will assess an

definition and assessment of the demonstrators to en- improved notation for specifications which can 0

sure that their results are applicable to all the Partner alsove nimated. The ssessment wi b as
Companies. also be animated. The assessment will be based

Pulon sub-systems from both Hawk and EFA '

This approach requires that both the problem and onects.

solution are fully understood. This understanding

can then be used in the definition of criteria to assess 3) Formal Meatods for Software Design - This dem-
the solutions, so that the assessment will provide ac- onstrator is being undertaken by the Avionics and
ceptable proof that the solutions will have real Systems Direction of Aerospatiale's Civil
benefits over current techniques. Aircraft Division. Its objective is to assess
To understand the problems in the ECS development whether the use of formal methods in the design
and maintenance process it was necessary to consult of software for Embedded Computing Systems
aerospace practitioners who have first hand may help to reduce the cost and time required for 0
experience of these problems. By fully software certification. The demonstrator will
understanding the concepts underlying the proposed assess the use of a formal notation which can be
solutions it is possible to identify the impact that
these solutions would have on the efficiency of the formally refined to Ada code. tm he assessmentECS evelpmet an mantennceprocss.will be based on a sub-system from the A340.ECS development and maintenance process.

Having identified the expected impact of the 4) Support for ECS software test activities - This 0
solutions, it is possible to define the scope and demonstrator is being undertaken by Alenia De-
criteria for assessment of the solutions in order to fence Aircraft Division. Its primary objective is
provide acceptable evidence of the benefits. to explore innovative tools and techniques to sup-
It is important that the solutions are assessed using port software testing of Embedded Computer
real project information in order to show the viability Systems and to evaluate their impact on effort and * *
of the solutions in the real world. Proof that the quality. The demonstrator will assess: improved
solutions provide real benefits will be obtained by techniques for testing and the state-of-the-art
comparing the results of assessments of the new sol- tools used to support these techniques, an expert
utions with those obtained from using current tech- system to assist with the management of the
niques. By involving the aerospace practitioners temto assisit h the management
closely at all levels of the demonstrations the results testing activities, and the feasibility of generating
will be immediately available to them for use in im- test cases from formally defined specifications.
proving their ECS development and maintenance The assessment of this demonstrator will be based
processes on current projects, even before an overall on a sub-system from EFA.
result for AIMS is achieved. Figure 3 shows the areas of the life cycle as covered
The four AIMS demonstrators are briefly described by the demonstrators.
below: 0
1) Collaborative Working in Systems Development - unu

This demonstrator is being undertaken by Euro-
copter France. Its objective is to investigate prob- Bk
lems currently encountered when developing PA
systems collaboratively, especially when the par- P"64
ticipating partners are geographically distributed.
This demonstrator is assessing various collabora-
tive working techniques which will improve the Tin

sharing and communication of project
information, and the required organisational sup- r
port required by collaborative projects. The as- ALN
sessment of this demonstrator will be performed AS
based on a sub-system of the Tiger helicopter.

2) Prototyping and Animation of ECS Specifcations _

- This demonstrator is being undertaken by the -
Military Aircraft Division of British Aerospace E C
Defence Ltd. Its primary objective is to
investigate whether the use of prototyping and
animation can aid in the validation of system and Fig. 3: The 4 Demonstrators

S. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .... . . . ..-. . . . . . . . . ... . . .. .



The involvement of the practitioners in the definition Achieving this transfer requres approval of the R&D
and assessment of the demonstrators has started the results by a company or collaborative project; and is
process of introducing the new techniques and tech- not necessarily automatic. For example, the results
nologies into the aerospace organisations, which is of the ECS development process improvements will
often one of the major reasons why new technologies identify how much such improvements will save and
are not adotte how much they will cost (eg. in re-equipping and

training development staff). Decisions on their
£ihL2,. i transfer into industrial use have to be taken at a

Through the demonstrator projects we are looking at strategic level within the companies. 0
improvements at local areas within the life cycle. To One solution is through the set-up of Migration
make use of all these improvements, we have to Demonstrators which focus on the problems of trans-
identify a means to integrate the different femng proposed process improvements onto aero-
technologies. This is to be achieved by modelling space development projects or into companies (based
the activities that are performed within the develop- on process improvement demonstrators previously •
ment process, the information produced and carried out in other companies). They would be con-
consumed, and the controls applied to the activities d f
and the information. Collectively these models form ducted following the AlMS approach. The objective
the ECS Development Model and this will cover es- would be to re-use the problem analysis and
sential areas related to technical development, proposed solution of a completed demonstrator as-
technical management and organizational manage- sessment, in order to carry out a low cost company or
ment. project specific assessment. This would result in the S

confirmation or revision of the original process im-By using the models we can identify the data which provement results, but more importantly would

is required and produced by each demonstrator. achieve a wider acceptance of the results.

Based on this information we can determine how to

interface between the demonstrators and provide a This is seen as a means of bringing about technology
specification for their integration. The models can transfer at the collaborative level in the early years of 0 0
then be used as the means of communication between the use of these process improvement techniques. hi
the Partner Companies as well as providing a more its own right, it forms a low cost, low risk alternative
formal definition of our requirements for potential to (or supportive element of) the proposed migration
suppliers, programme.

The models have been developed to show that inte- 1
gration may be achieved. This concept will be 6 CONCLUSION
proven through the development of an integration
demonstrator. This paper has provided an overview of the Project,

and the pragmatic approach it has adopted, in order
5-3Exlil~aliw to achieve its goals. The following sub sections

The aim of the exploitation work is to define how t identify the results and influences the AIMS Project •The im f te eplotaton wrk s t de'mehowthe has had and foresees.
Partner Companies can acquire the AIMS solution in

a timely and cost effective way. This work will
identify how environment related initiatives external 6.1 Significant Results Achieved to Date
to AIMS may be utilised, and how external bodiesmay be influenced to move towards th AIMS p)hil- To date, we have had some very significant achieve-
osophy, ments. Each of which has been agreed by the 0osophy.aerospace companies. These are:
This will ensure that work being performed outside is
not duplicated, but that it could be modified to meet - a common understanding of our objectives, ex-
the needs or long term requirements of the aerospace pressed in terms of refined characteristics;
community. -a common understanding of the ECS development

and maintenance process, expressed in terms of a
.igIU3I3DD process model - the AIMS ECS Development

The main reason for the existence of multi-aerospace Model;
collaborative Research & Development is to share its - an identification of the major aerospace problems,
risk and cost and then to share the benefit of its expressed in terms of the process and its impact on
results on commercial ventures in the future. As e our objetives; o
consequence the results need to be transferred into
use for the benefits to be gained. - an aerospace migration strategy.
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However, these are only the paper documents that into the aerospace companies. This work has already
describe our achievements, but do not describe their influenced our work, in particular, in the way the
impact, which is what really counts. We have seen a demonstrator assessments are being performed.
change in attitude within the companies, and a reali- The second approach of using practitioners of real
sation that the approach we have defined has aerospace projects is slightly more subtle An
benefits. This type of analysis of problems is intimate and pragmatic communication between

oing within our companies. AIMS has been practitioners and technology providers has been es-
seen as a model project for the level of cooperation it tablished. Solution providers are forced to
has achieved between the partner companies. It is understand the problms and working environment 0
seen as the way to resolve problems with potential of the practitioners, rather than the practitioners
future partners before we get to the project stage of having to understand the technologies and work out
aircraft and ECS development, for themselves how it solves their problems. Finally
Finally, we have had an impact on other international the practitioners have been able to use the demon-
initiatives such as the Portable Common Interface strators and therefore have the confidence that the
Set (PCIS) Programme, ensuring they take into problems have been solved and that the solution is 0
account the users' view, which has resulted in the operationally applicable. This has resulted in the
recognition, now widely accepted, that the user have practitioners going back to their departments and
an important role to play in the definition of selling the technologies to their colleagues and man-
standards. agers.

6-2 Influence on Industrial Practice 6.3 Siginficant Results Foreseen 0

AIMS has the advantage that it has access to a great In the short term we will receive the results from th-
wcaith of industrial experience and industry practi- demonstrator assessments which will identify how
tioners. Therefore, it has tackled the problem of far we have gone towards achieving our goal of suc-
transferring improved working practices and support cessfully introducing improvements in working
technology into industrial use in two complementary practices and support technologies into the Partner * *
ways. The first approach was to understand what Companies. The integration work will identify how
problems would prevent us from introducing any im- improved working practices and support
proved working practices and support technologies technologies can be integrated together. Relevant
into the partner companies. The second was to use standards will be assessed to see if they are
practitioners of real aerospace projects on the Dem- applicable in our domain.
onstration Assessment projects. This will enable us to identify the capabilities 0

The problems preventing technology transfer are of a required for future aerospace projects using AIMS
political, financial and technical nature; all these techniques before they are initiated, therefore leaving
have to be tackled if the Project is to be successful. them to concentrate on getting the project work done.
The identification of these problems has resulted in In this way we believe we will be able to demonstrate
the definition of a migration strategy, which the achievement of our objectives of: improved pro- 0
identifies a pragmatic approach to introducing im- ductivity, stabilized time schedules and effective
proved working practices and support technologies cooperation.

0

*

*

0
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Discussion

Question K. RAMMER

You have mentionned that you proved the improvement, gained by applylua the AIMS solutins, to decision-makers at
decision level. This is a very important issue. Can you explain bow you do this in practice?

Reply

Basicallyby giving the measures of the improvements. We use metics from other projects, if they are available,
otherwise we rn case studies where measures are talkm using previous techniques and laser using the enhanced
techniques. It is importatit to keep other conditions the same. This, coupled with the support of the practitionem is to our
experience the best way to convince a decision-maker. * *
Question C. BENJAMIN

What limitation did you run into when using Statemate?

Reply 0

People have some trouble initially with its notation, but this is quickly overcome.

A limitation has been encountered for the specific•auion of real-time systems which have an intensive use of data.

* .
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1. SUMMARY well-defined set of operaton Calls.

An object-besed enviroaimm for implemeneting distrb- b) Daoa Abstraction - the ue of an object specificao
used systenis is described. Ibis can be wsed to create as a template to enable the creation of multpipe imi-
woie" of itieracting objects, operating over a retwork staries sharing the same operatiosis, but each with
of processors Tbe precise maw of tdo distribution is independent data attributes.

. _ , tothe bjets dw nviortertc) Ihleritanice - the ability to define a fresh object class
A rototypet of fthis ivironmft 'a being implenwrted in having all the operatics and attributes of an existing
Ada, augmented by support for object-oriented class, with additional attributes aid operationis of its
cconsructs. This is isailed for wse in real-thime sinila- Own.
tions of combat missions and will be known as

buisl.d) Dynamic Binding - the ability to specify an object
operation to be performed, without needing to spec-

2. IMrODUCruON ify until run-time the class of object which will

Ibis paper describes some of the considerations behind pefrit
the design of an object-hed envirorunat intered to It is important to emphasise that the use of object-
support the inmileznataton ot certain types of distribut- cmeted methods is not dependent on any particular pro- *
ed rea-time Wsystm The Systems of intres for this gIVRammg language or environment. Rather it is an
work are typifie by having a ignificait Knouint of glo-_ approach to organising and planning computer pro-
baJ interaction among the various software entities puse, an approach which can be applied to a greater or
represented within the environment, that is, ones in lesserextent in all software deevelopmers. However, ded-
which It Is not possible a paiM to define localised limits icated oject-oriented programming systems such as
for the interactions of any entity. Sinalltalk W(, provide comprehensive support for the

approach, and 00 extensions to existing languages such
Tbis characteristic is frequetly met in combat mission as Objective di of C+j+' have also been developed. The
simulators. in which a a mbe f tiest Or Players, Mr- extent to which 00 concepts can be realised, insa Fortran
weact in various ways during the course of a simulated enviromen hos als been expjoredsA. In afdtnon, the
mission It is not possible to say in advanice which play- feafture and data structures of Ada provide a good match
as will intract, or ovar what range die intraction will to the re~pwirema of 00&' witin tie DRA, work has
occur, and soial information governing such initeractione concentamed on the provisioni of rnm-time support librar- 0
needs to be globally avaliale. Cartain of these entities Ift for conmsrcting worlds of uineractMn objects in Ada9.
are coritrolled by la- pilots, leading to a reqirement
for re-time operation typically on a group of graphics The Ada language was chosen for the main pert of the
workstmatin, linked by a nndiwnboidwidgh local area environment because of its high degree of staidardisa-
network'. tica, portailIity and good software engineering features.

In mmptig t desgn wft m eniromentwitin t is not however, fully object-oriented as it currently
in atemtin todesgn sofwar ervirimu wihin lacks ftailities for inheritanc and dynamic binding. The

which such dastribited simulation can be conducted, die amravrmn" makes wse at Ada's encapsulaton and data
approach we have taken is to employ saftware objcts to abstraction capabilities to enable the definition of self-
rPresr, -adtesgroups of entities ad compoerunt pats moiared classes of objects with well-defined interfaces.
of unitifes. An emunlation of Dynamic Binding is provided as a key

Tieuwe of-w oecoreaio n its f~ull own prm oe part oftheenvironimnert. This allows the core pail of theJenivironment to have control over the operation of the
result in system designe which mnessier to maintain ad object within it, even though these objects may not exist

I w icetan prvious approaches to softwar swhetne the eniomn is copie
Ce four mum concepts usually regardd as characteris-
ing an object-criawted system am: In desigin this environment, we have chosen to omit

a) Encapsulation - a software object is compiletly self- any direct wse of inhieritance, partly because it is difficult
CoitrAnd, hae"n all the code mid data attributes it to imlmn in Adaad also because we have found
nomds hiddeluin w t dudcesil nythog definin comIponet objects is a more flexible way

lt'aidacssukodyhrouh's ofcoautnucting complex objects for simulation purposes.

Presemed at an AGARD MeetMn on Amiopac Sojhware Engmneenngfor Advanced Systems Arhitectwrn; May 1993.
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Por this reason. the term "Object-Daeed has been used -other processor.
to dutcnbe the envirowanat, in preference to "Object-O
hed". The design of component parts which can be As well W suppoting objects which are istances of a
readily re-used in different contexts is an important class, the date-bale also has support for "smgle objects",
method for reducing the effort required to produ cowi which are not associated with any patcular clas. A
p a simulationm single object is used to refer to a complete package of

software which has not been written in the object-
One Unpartait consaint on this work was the rePuire- ouieted style, and only contains a single set of attnbues.
mwit to be able to make use of a large set or existing This is particularly important when re-using software
models, mainly written in Portran. This has been from other projects which has not been writen using
achieved by the provision for the use of customised Ads data abstraction. Creation and destruction of single ob- 0
harnesses through which individual models can be jects is handled rather differently from creation and
controlled. The models themselves can thin be written desuction of instances, since there is no class object to
in any ltangage, ad are readily portable to other simu- refe to.
lationenvirmmento.

"Tit final facility offered by the object data-base is suo-
3. THE DISTRIUTED OBJECT DATA-BASE port for an emulation of dynamic binding. Ada does not 0

currently pemit dynamic binding, which involves selec-
Thb core pat of this environment is a data-base contain- tve calling of object operation, dependent on the type
ing basic information about all the objects in existence of object encountered at rnm-tine. However it is vital to
within the environment. The information stored incdes; have this ability, since it permits the constuction of gen-
the object's name, references to its owner snd to its class eral purpose facility packages which can make use of

and a list of component objects of which it is comprised- object operations without knowing at compile-time what
Each object fits into a hierarchy of component parts, classes of objects will be available to them. The sinula-
starting with a single Top object. tion framework described in section 5 makes use of this

The information in this data-base is replicated within principle to control the me integration of models, and to

each processor, so that each has a complete aet (f entries pass messaes to them from other model.
for all the objects in the other processors, as well as its 4. GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS
own local objects. This replication ensures that access to *
the information in the data-base is fast, requiring no The objects within this environment clearly need to com-
communication with other procesors. When an object naiute information governing the interactions between
is created dynamically, an enlty for it is med& in the local thent. The environment has facilities to allow this com-
processor's data-base, and a single message is broadcast munication to occur over a distributed world of objects,
to the other processors containing the information they based on the following principles:
need to create the corresponding etries within their own
data-bases. a) The nature of the information to be commumicated 0

is determined by the designer of the objects, not by
Objects can be destroyed dynamically, as well as created the object envirommt This ensures that the envi-
Again, a single message suffices to update all the data- ronment is truly general-purpose. This lack of
bases. Te storage allocated to the object is retained specialisaion is achieved by providing the commu-
within its class, so that it can be reused when another nication facilities in the form of generic Ada pack-
object is crmted. This elimiats problems caused by ages, which are instantiated by the object designer 0
attempting to use the garbage collection facilities pro- to implement the specific communication require-
vided by various compilers. mnts of the set of objects under consideration.

"Tbhe pr-cple that each basic operation on the data-base b) The communications are independent of the class
results in only a single message between processors is of object being communicated with. It is frequently
very important for real-time operation of a multi- the case that identical information will be generated 0
processor system. The altenative, in which an operation by (or required by) objects belonging to different
would involve a request message, followed by a re- classes. No distinction is drawn between these
sponse message, would result in complications within communications; in other words, it is not necessary
the requesting processor, which would either have to to know what type of object is being communicated
wait for the response, or remember to expect it on a sub- with either at compile time, or at run-time. This
sequent cycle. The single message principle has been principle makes it possible to introduce new classes
followed throughout this work, including the generic of object without redesigning, or even re-compiling,
communication facilities described in the next section, the existing classes, provided that the nature of the
and the simulation application described in section 5. communication does not change.

When applied to object creation, the single message prin- c) The communications are also independent of the
ciple mean that a creation request made in one proces- distribution of objects between the various proces-
sor can return a reference to the new object immediately sors in use for a particular job. Ile vainous routing
for use within the creating progran, even though the new operations required are handled transparently by the
object may be an instance of a elm implemented on an-

0 *
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environmenit as far n the objects are concerned. itiate a communiucatuio. To do this, the source object
Thus is vital if objects ama to be re-usable in differut schiedules an event for the raceiving object. This event,
costexta. The sam obect code can be used for a and any associated dats relevant to it, is placed on an U
non-real-time single processor work as for a real- event q"mu in the event handler package. When this
time emuti-processor slimuition. evert come to the head of fth queur the hanidler sends

4) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i on ommiao to the recevrvmg object by forcing it to execute mre
d) Me cmmuiwaionpacage cat b aded o i xi of its operatiornr.

incremental mamase. This makes it possible to de-
fine fiundamnental commnanicationi services used by a Event handler am instantiated by fte object desige to
wide variety of objects, while more specialised handle sets of relased events, each of which can have
commntin acaon, used by a limited som of objects, different data associated with it. They provide themen0
can be added later. without affecting any of the oth- of constructing discet-event simulation models, as de-
er objects. Again, this encourages the re-use of scribed in the next section. Event handiers make use of
existing object definitions. the dynamic binding emulation facility to force objects

to responid to their events. This enaures tham the event
The environment currently supports two distinct types of handlers can be defined independently of the objects
communication, onse in which an object can request in- which will communicate through them.
formation about the safte of another object, and a second
in which one object can send a message to anodie. Both 5.APPUCATION TO SIMULATION
of these adaire to the principle, described above, that
each basic operamion within th eniomn be oml T h e main application currently envisaged for thi multi-
ed by a single inter-processor communication. processor enviomn is to real-time combat mission

simulators. These comprise a number of "piloted work-
4, Daft Slarm stations" - powerfuli graphics workstationus equipped with

a sub-sam of aircraft conti-ols - at which a pilot can comn-
Data Stores provide the meaum by which mre Object can msnd the operation of a single combat aircraft model
request informaion about the stSeC of another. They pro- within the simulation. A complete simulator cmoe
vide for the global information transfer referred to at the a nulmber of such workstations, within which the aircrft
start of Section 1. Dafta Stores behave Wmk extensions to models can interact with each other ari with a variety of
the object data-base; they have a slot for each object other models, such as missiles and ground forces. Com- *
which can hold informnation about certain aspects of the bat mission simulators we used In DRA to investigt
state of that object mid ame replicated in each processor. various aspects the design of mission support and wesp-
When information is placed in the datastore in one proc- on systems for aircraft under realistic conditions of
essor, it is automatically broadcast to all fth others. and simulated combat.
thus becomes global data available for inspection by any
object in the system. The environment described in the preceding sections will

be used to implement a simulation support framework,
One useful feature of the data store is that each on has Multi-sum, cqapahle of running a simulator comprising
an index to all the objects which have placed data in it. multiple classes of models. Use of the generic commu-
Tibs can be used by an object retrivng the data to scari rications mechainisns will allow the interactions be-
throug all the data which is currently available within tween these models to be specified in ways which do not
the environment, and thus explore the world of objects in depend on the mix of other moes in the siuulaton, or
which it finds itseLf on the way in which they are distributed between 0

processors. Figure 1 shows the overall softwam srtiic-
This facility makes it possible to design objects which Wr f r th Mlt-am feraneworl. Models can be wnw
can inieract with many other objects, without needing to mr a variety of computer languages, as long as each is
be explicitly given the identities of those other objects. providied with an Ada harness; through which the envi-
This greatly eunhaces the flexibility of use of objects ronment can control the model. This feature is intenided
within the environment and the eae with which dft ob- to enicourage re-use of e=Wsin models written In C, For-
Ject population cmi be moiid tran or Pascal as well as development of new models

Dea tor alo cntan iformtio abut he imeI&- written in specialised declarative languages like Prolog

tenicy or staleness of the data within them. This will o rl'
allow implementation of extrapolation algorithms to Both coatiumis-tume anid discrete-event models will be
minimise errors due to latency. Thene algorithmu we inot accommodated. Indeed, the same model can have both
an inherent put of the environment, sine~ the choice of continuous and discrete aspects to its behaviour. The 0
whether or not to use them is one of the design trade-off Operation of fth continuous models will be interleaved
best left to the object constructor. automatically with any discrete events so as to maintain

4.2 Evnt~o~irsthem in time synchronisation. The control of both con-
4.2 Bunt I~nd~U nuous models and discreteevents is to be performed by

In contrast to the data stores, in which the commuianca- a scheduler, local to each processor. Tibs will have both
tio i iitatd y te ecivr f he nfrmtinan real-time and non-real-time modes of operation and will0

eetio isanitiaed byow the sorceir of the informationt ii- cointrol the models in its processor by making use of the
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dynamic binding emulation provided by the object mindta target applicatio is to the real-time combat mis-
data-base uion simulations for both rotary-wing and fixed-wing

aircraft, widmtakan by DRA Farnboroughi. The archive U
In cedar to do this, it will be necessary to generate Ada of competibie models which will be built up for st"r pur-
pwckag boidies to call operation selectively from mod- pose should also find use in hairdware-rn-the-looptein
ala at rnurame depesdms on the type of model in use. of flightworthy equipmenat and also in operationalefc-'
These ate rdefeed to a "dlynamic binding packages". tuvuara studies in retlaed -rt.

andcan be produced automatically by a code generaor
psupnat. As they ane the final piece of software to be REFERENCES
complul, is will be particularly struetitmfowad to intro-
dmr a new type of model into the simulation. All that is I . Roideni D. W. , Harhy D. A. "A Mission Adaptive
needed will be to modify the instructions to die code Combat Environment (MACE) for Fixed and
gatmi to includ a referimcj to th aefiction of Rotary-Wing Mission Simulation". in AIAA
da new model, nor the guaviaor to rqpmrate the dy- CooVrence. South Carolina, August 1992.
namic binding packages, and re-make the executable 2.Goldberg A., Robson D. 'Smalitalk-80: The
progran. No other models or parts of the environment 2 Language and its Implementation". Addison
need be recompiled (Figure 2). Wesley, Reeding(Mass), 1963.

The communication packages required for the simula- 3. Cox B. J. 'Object Oriented Programming: Anm
tion amintroducedby similarmemn. Agroupofmodel5 evolutionary approach", Addison Wesley,
making use of a common set of communications peck- RaigMs) 96
soes can be formed up into a model archive, from which RaigMs) 96
the models required for a specific simulation can be 4. Strousmiup B. 'The C++ Reference Manual", 0
readily selected. These models should work together Addiso Wesley, Reading(Mass), 1986.
without needing any fuirther modification. Thie develop-

, of archives of models for diffrent purposes and 5. Meyer B. 'Object Oriented Softmwze Consorution".
levels of fidelity should pgiesy red~ theffix reuie Prentice Hall, New York, 19988
to se up specific simulations. 6. Isiwr J.P. "A Fortran Programming Methodology

The prototype simulation framework will be controlled based on Data Abstraction". Communicoatons of the *
iirtially by a temporary keyboard interface for interfpret- ACM 25. no. 10, p 686, 1982.
ing thecommands needed to create instances of models, 7. CobnM J., Butler G. F. "Object Oriented
clone them from existing instowes (together with al Simulation in Fortran", in Society for Computer
their component parts), schedule events for themD and runl Simulation Eastern Multaconference, Tampa,
the simulation. All of these commands will obey the Mac 1969.
single message principle outlined above. This interface 0
is tobe constructed sothat it can readily be replaced with 8. Booch G. 'Software Engineering with Ada".
more advancred Graphcal User Interfaes when needed - Bna iM~mmings, Menlo Park, 1987.
neither the object environment nor the models ned e 9. Coibm M. J., Butler G. F. "A Toolkit for Object

pendon i (Fgure2).Oriented Simulation in Ada". in Society for
C CONCLUSIONS AN FURTHER WORK Computer Simulation Western Multiconference,

Object Oriented Sinukistion, pp 13-18, San Diego, 0
In this paper we have described an object-based envi- January 1990.
ronment intended for use on a multi-processig network
having relatively low-bandwidth commuications. Its 10. Corbin M. J., Birkett P.R. -The Use of Object-Based
main haaeristics are: techniques in a Multi-Lingual Simulation

Framework", in SCS European Simulation
a) It provides for a hierarchical decomposition of oh- Synwposiian Dresden, November 1992, pp 203-207.
ject into cosnpo~tm parts, with the comparx= objects
split between processors in an arbitrary mannr 11. Monk R., Swabey M. "T-he Simulation of Aircrew

Behaviour for Systems Integration using
b) It is written entirely in Ada. with provision for multi- Knowledge-Based Programming", in SCS European
language Working within an object, to encourage re-use Simulation Multiconference, Lyon, June 1993.
of existing code. 0 British Crown Copyright I993/DRA. Published with

c) It povides generic cmmnications between oh- the permission of the Controller of Her Britannic
jects both for objects to send information to otes an Majesty's Stationary Office. This work was performed
for objects to request information about others. with the support of the Ministry of Defence.

'The main are of use envisaged for this environmment is in
the field of simulation, where a simulation framework, 41
Multi-aim, supporting a nmixue of pseudo-continuous
and dicrese-event modelling is being constructed. The

===End
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DSSA-ADAGE: An Environment for Architecture-based Avionics Development 0

Loosia H. Ceglimmese: laymm Szymanski
DSSA-ADAGE Principal Investigator E&V Project Manager

IBM Federal Systems Company WL/AAAF-3. USAF Avionics Directorate
Owago. New York 13827-1298 Wright-Patterson AFB. Dayton, Ohio

USA USA S

1.0 SUMMARY avionics applications. Focusing on Navigation, Guid-
Advanced systmn architectures bring unprecedented ance, and Flight Director, the project is defining an
capabilities to integrated avionics systems. To take Avionics Knowledge Representation Language that
advantage of the processors. system topologies, and specifies the features and constraints of avionics software
algorithms, software architectures need to be open and architectures. The language will permit the non-
flexible both to integrate new features into existing procedural specification of applications and drive graph-
designs and to map applications onto new processing ical representations of data and control. This approach
architectures. To date, development tools have focused relies on the ability to separate the architecture's
on the means to make general improvements in produc- problem-oriented features from its solution-oriented
tivity. Many good approaches in software reuse (e.g., implementation constraints. It will allow a systems engi-
CAMP), modeling and simulation (e.g., Matrix-X, neer to specify the system in domain-specific terms
Madab) and CASE tools (e.g., RDD-100, Teamwork) (filters, processors, sensors, rates) and let software com-
concentrate on improving portions of the life cycle. The position and constraint-based reasoning tools provide
authors believe that, for avionics, it is necessary to the implementation details of scheduling and data
extend and integrate these technologies: to move reuse access.
into requirements and analysis, to smooth the transition
from system and algorithm design and validation into 3.0 DOMAIN ANALYSIS PRELIMINARY RESULTS
real-ation andlconsi, and to uae CASE tolow' document An avionics system integrates the complex components
generation and consistency management to flow deep of crew, airframe, power plants, sensors, and specialized
decisions into implementation. subsytems into an intelligent airborne system for
This paper describes the Domain-Specific Software achieving specific mission objectives within time and
Architectures Avionics Development Application Gener- space constraints. These specialized subsytems and their
ation Environment (DSSA-ADAGE) under development supporting avionics system capabilities require access to
for the United States' Defense Advanced Research common time critical data produced throughout the air-
Projects Agency (DARPA) and the USAF's Wright borne system with minimum, quantified delays to
Laboratory. It introduces the goals of the project. support complex subsystem dynamic stabilization, valid
recent results in the development of a reusable software solution generation and valid fusion of varied data for
architecture for integrated avionics, a description of the eventual interpretation by crew members. Impediments
proces used to develop the architecture and an over- to the availability of the time critical data are related to
view of the ADAGE development environment. The both the system architectural and system development
remainder of the paper is devoted to presenting the requirements.
formal languages that describe the problem, solution
and implementation views of the avionics architecture. As new avionics architectures expand to include new

complex subsystem, the processing required to meet

2.0 BACKGROUND hard real-time deadlines increases. New architectures
DARPA's Domain-Specific Software Architectur are also responsible for creating wide variances in
(DSSA) project is working to create an innovative avionics computer hardware topology and associated
approach for generating control system. The goal s to data transfer requirements putting pressur on existing 0
use formal descriptions of software architectures, and scheduling paradigms and communication mechanism.
advances in non-linear control and hierarchical control In the current acquisition environment, and certainly in
theory, to generate avionics, command and control. and the future, physical characterizations of many system
vehicle management applications with an order of mag- components are not available during the early stages of
nitude improvement in productivity and quality. a development. Since all implementations of avionics
Together with researchers from Massachusetts Ititute systems are approximations of physical systems, devel-
of Technology, University of California at Irvine, Uni- opers are forced into an iterative development and
versity of Texas at Austin, and University of Oxford. refinement process of models and analyses which are
IBM is developing an integrated environment for spe often accomplished without automated tools to support
fying, evaluating, and generating real-time integrated the entire life-cycle.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Aerospace Software Engineering for Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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(a) op aw iew(b) Date Same. tOb~fts

T

Figure 3. Plot in tii. loop ayetbm. The top l• vie. (a) ot an Intmgratd a~onics system can bea dapictot as a series of layers that transtorn
ralw sensor' data into contrl signals. A critical tusturs is the ability to combine Gat from a diwltsy of Gate sources (b).

The domain analysis prcs begins by bounding the
domain and by setting goals tar the analysis with the The Navigation component determines aircraft position
objective of defining an architec'ture and a set of compo- relative to one or more reference fi-ames. This •
nenta that cover a suffciendly large portion at the component's primary functions are to model the0 0
domain ta significantly improve productivity and quality aircraft's operating enviranment and to integrate diverse
for avionics applications. The process then moves to sensor measurements into a single estimate. The current
defining the domain-specific concepts within the previ- architecture permits the navigation component to adapt
ously established bounds. This step's objective is to to a variety of data sources, filters, gains and earth and
determine the central definition tor the bounded portion atmospheric models.
of the domain. Once the teatures have been defined, the
remaining challenge, before designing the architecture The Guidance component determines the differes.oe
and the components themselves, is to define the ample- between mission objectives and current aircraft state, It
mentatioa constraints. A primary activity during this calculates a desired flight profile, estimates error in
phase is to quantify the range ot configurability. At the heading, speed and/or altitude, and assures smooth tran-
hightest level of configurability, the analyst needs to clas- sitions between modes. The guidance architecture
sif~y features as required, optional, or alternative. The permits dhe guidance component to select the required
final process steps, developing the domain architecture modes, filters and gains, and to specify mode precondi-
and producing reusable workproducts, are the pro- dions such as data quality, capture criteria, and mode
duction side of the process. They focus on defining conflicts.
interfaces, processing and configurability mechanisms
that satisfy the requirements and constraints defined in The purpose of the Flight Director is to convert guid-
earlier steps. ance errors into pilot control cues or autopilot com-

mands. Its primary function is to develop cues based an
errors, aircraft performance models and pilot mode.io

3-J ,'," Analysis a. As designed, the architecture can accommodate fixed or
"lhc d•,'t.in analysis has resulted in the specification of rotary winged aircraft parameters, varying aircraft flight
hi• Ic. •l Navigation, Guidance, and Flight Director models and pilot models, and different sets of control
archk.ures(see Figure 3.) The capabilities required for laws and gains.
providing aircraft flight path management were assessed
and allocated based on DSSA-ADAGE developed The investigation of the aircraft navigation application
object-oriented definitions. An additional component, doanhsyeedytmswhwilyrgngyte0
Data Source Object Driver, was identified as a neces- performance requirements, physical data sources, and
sary part of the Navigation domain, Appropriately, a real time processing requirements. Therefore, it was
Data Source Object Device Driver architecture has bee determined that a Navigation component reconfigurable
defined, design must incorporate a component that was capable

of converting device specific data and protocols to

0

* 0
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standard formats. Tis component, the Data Source
Object Device Driver. acts as a buffer between the phys- ADAGE's domain analysis has brought out several con-
ical data sourcm and the navigation component. Its dusions regarding the types of knowledge that should be
primary functions are to sequence through the legal collected and how they should be used. ADAGE has 0
statee, monitor correct operation and control the phys- focussed on the languages and tools that would assist an
ical device. This component is designed to select firom a expert avionics engineer by eliminating many error-
variety of functions, define device formats and protocols, prone and mechanical steps in converting requirements
select sampling rate, select filters and constants, and into programs. ADAGE is designing formal languages
define quality criteria. for two purposes: to express the concepts embodied by

the avionics-specific software architecture, and to form
the basis for automation. Having formally specified the4.6 AVIONICS/ARCHITECTURE KNOWLEDGE cnet nw voisdsges

REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE concepts allows avionics deigners:
. to analyze the static aspects of the reference archi-

Langage is a reflechon of a paradigm widun a tecture,
domain. • to see if the correct ca" of systems can be con-

structed.
- John Goodmnough[5] * to determine if the right details are described, and •

Integrated avionics is an evolving domain challenged by * to see if the descriptions easy to use.

the twin demands of expanding missions and advanced
system architectures. The concepts used in avionics, Avioise c hi tecture Knolde R entsto n a n-
however, are mature and well-understood leading to the Avionics/Architecture Knowledge Representation Lan-
conclusion that they can be further codified to support guage (AKRL). Rather than giving a detailed
automated construction of avionics systems. While this description of all its features, it focuses on those areas

notion is appealing, it ignores the problem that avionics that are important to the avionics domain. It is subdi-
knowledge encompasses a wealth of information from vided into sections that describe the organization of

many disciplines. A design team coordinates knowledge avionics knowledge into three views: the analyst's
of control theory, real-time scheduling, human factors, problem view, that develops strategies to meet customer

electrical design, and many other disciplines to translate needs; the architecture solution view, that converts the

customer needs into a working system. To coordinate strategies into designs; and the architecture implementa-
this information a suitable language or coordinated set tion view, that implements the design. One or more sub- * *
of domain-specific sublanguages must be used. languages are required to describe each of these aspects

of an avionics system. These sublanguages are designed
A to have both textural and graphic representations thatA sublanguage can be thought of as a way of expressing

a user's point of view. Depending on the sublanguage, speak in terms appropriate to their users.

the statements can covey both formal and informal
information about a system. A requirements cross-
reference quickly asserts the satisfaction of customer 0
needs. A system block diagram easily, but informally, 4.1 Analys's Probem View
identifies the system's hardware and software compo- The highest level view of a system, the description of the
nents and their inter-connections. To a control engineer, strategies used to satisfy requirements, contains the
control block diagrams are a more formal, well- broadest and deepest knowledge. While it is clearly
understood way of describing an algorithm. Finally, infeasible with the state of the art to automatically design
programming statements most formally express an algo- an avionics system by simply evaluating customer needs,
rithm at the expense of including large amounts of it is appropriate to capture strategies used by expert S
implementation details that often limit a reader's under- designers. Since an avionics software architecture
standing. These different views of a system are, in a embodies a class of avionics solutions, the way each
sense, complementary. While they include some of the system uses it to satisfy its requirements may vary.
same information, they also include different information ADAGE needs a way to record how designers have
appropriate to their levels and uses. Each is best under- used the architecture to meet typical requirements. The
stood by a different member of the design team. In the information includes a customer's need (an issue), a
end, however, they must describe the same system. description of one or more alternate ways to solve it (a

set of positions) and rationale about when each strategy
The separate sublanguages. or views, need to exist so should be used or when it another is preferable (argu-
each discipline can express its aspects of the system in a meints).
familiar or comfortable notation. From a language
point of view, the creation of a system from a domain- ADAGE is using the Issue Based Information System
specific software architecture can be expressed by the (IBIS)(6] notation to record the problem view of the
equation: avionics system(see Figure 4). IBIS describes a network

of information that builds evidence for taking positions
a on issues. This information can be used to provide

System = DSSAo • DomainStatementso_ tsww general guidance to the avionics designer for considering
alternative designs. It also can provide a checklist of
typical solutions that define an organization's product

•0
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ddned as a realm of plug-compauible components. All
members of the realm are required to output dat of the

IskAisame typ &[&thOug they may input data of different
types. ADAGE's portion of the avionics domain is con-
c rned with estimating aircraft state based on a suite of
Amsen, a set of mission objectives, a collection of ill-

tering algorithms and their relationshipe. The systmn

has been represented as a set of layers, from data
sources at the bottom, through navigation, to guidance
and flight director at the top. Each layer, transforms its

A4 data into a form usable by the next higher layer. For
example, each sensor reports the raw data in its own

ISSUM 1: Required pesition sensors coordinate frame. The data source layer converts the
talIfS5t1: ca~nnl WS raw data to a standard aircraft state estimate in aAitKM.IT 1: Highbly Accurate and does Rot require

POSITI"2: 1 Chaneel WI sad Is common coordinate frame. The navigation layer refines
AMI•GST_: Highly Accurate but requires another the estimates into a system estimate with respect to the
PI03TI0N_3: rT11 end Laser Altimeter coordinate frames needed by guidance and by the crew.P0ITIOe 4: Tell and Radar Altimeter
AMIMSd1T_3: Weed accuracy required
AMIOIT_4: Covert operatiao required

In the case of navigation, the realm defines the stages of
FIlurs 4. Sube 1518 dlAopll ofn supp e selection.. 91131 sensor data combination and filtering that can be inte-

reical netafltO allows users to anow argufmfts and grated into the system. The example below shows a sim-
pailtlons cocawnulni deegn Issues. The tattupl
reiseo can• be I s To e the plified subset of the navigation realm.
design natiol NAV - {deriveddetae(i:INAV,...)

line. Users are not limited to accepting the dictates of INAV - {compf1lterCi:IINVd:DP.LR),....
past systems. When new requirements or new algo- autoselection(i:{IkAV}),
rithms become available, designers are free to add new gps_ins[g:GPS,i:INS] ....
issues, positions, or supporting arguments to the know- dplr ins(d:DPLR,i:INS],...,
ledge base. gps[g:GPS], ins[i:INS],...}

In the ADAGE environment the designers' dcisions It states that NAV contains, among other things, an algo-
and thei rationale arevireoretthededa m atca hios rithm for deriving earth-referenced aircraft state S 0
and their rationale are recorded automatically. This parameterized by the realm of internal navigation data
high-level rationale is reported as doumentation for INAY. It also states that the data type output by INAV
peer reviews and for long-term maintenance. can be created by an INS, by a GPS, or by some com-

bination of the two. The ellipses indicate this example
only defines a subset of the components in these realms.

4.2 Arhkotissw Soluien Flow An interesting feature of type expressions is that compo-
Architectures have often been depicted by layer dia- nents in a realm may be reflexive, i.e., they take as input
grams, data-flow diagrams or block diagrams. Propo- other components in the realm. In the example above,
nents of Object-oriented Analysis[7, 8] (OOA) have the compfi 1 ter can take any I NAV output and combine it
developed means of describing the clases of objects in a with a OPLR before outputting another INAV outpuL As
domain and their operations, arocwsions between them an example, the expression in Figure 5 describes a
and the constraints upon them. Their notations create a simple system in which the reflexive component
model of the domain data that represents a portion of a auto-selection chooses among three INAV components,
expert's knowledge. ADAGE's domain analysis used a at run-time, before passing the result to deri ved-data.
combination of two object-oriented analysis
techniques[4, 9]. It identified classes, associations and Object classes and layering type dependencies are not
constraints for the integrated avionics domain. Rather sufficient to describe the architecture at this level. The
than using an existing notation, the objects in its type expressions lack a means for describing the data
avionics architecture have been represented by equiv- flow between components (functional model in OOA
alent notations that can be understood by the ADAGE terms) including temporal (throughput and consistency)
environment, requirements between components and the quality of the

data on the interfaces. The software circuit
The first part of the architecture represents the classes of paradigm[12], developed by David McAliester of the
avionics objects, the constraints on their number and Massachusetts Institute of Technology, defines con-
their data type dependencies. ADAGE uses a set of straints between components in an analogy based on
parameterited type expression' , to define a layered clock and data wires in electronic circuits. Using the
view of the architecture. Each layer in the system is circuit definition, the ADAGE environment can perform

1 The concepts of parnetaetrod type asprlon, ,resuih and reflwve compomnt were developed by Don Batory from the University
of Texn at Austin on the OmeNas proiet[lO, 11t.
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assst the user, via the ADAGE graphical user interface,
(a) Tesna view in selecting models, components and numerical

Simple v - paramenter. Since the syntax of the language is dose

(der ved dsta to LISP and since the expressions deal with low-level 0
(cop lter details of the architecture, the application developer will

[auto selection not interact directly with the Ontic repreeentation.

Cgpsi ns(SUmGPSSoweJNS].
gps[Same._.IS],
ins[csmINS)]]]. 43 Archbwmmehmlinw5 m Vaew

dns(SomS0] Perhaps the most important concept in object-oriented
analysis is the definition of the clss iheritance bier-

(b) Hieatchical v archy. ADAGE uses LILEANNAC14], developed by
Will Trat of IBM, to specify clas" hierarchies and to
compose them into Ada packages. LILEANNA - LIL

erived D&1ta Extended with ANNA (Annotated Ada) - is a module
Icomposition language for designing structuring, com-

Complemitaay Fitter posing, and generating software systems in Ada.
LILEANNA extends Ada by introducing two entities:

Automatic S~electon thwrier and viw, and by enhancing a third, package
specifications. A LILEANNA package, with semantics

OPS GPS-INS INS DNS specified either formally or informally, represents a tem-
plate for actual Ada package specifications. It is used as

SomeOPS Some INS Some DNS the common parent for families of implementations and
for version control. A theory is a higher-level
abstraction (a concept), that describes a module's syn-

conve r. Type gesule ADtGE grapica umom irtadal torms tactical and semantic interface. A view is a mapping

While the the ADE tools use the ittual notation (a) to between types, operations, and exceptions.
describe the layering of the architecture. users Pefer deft
louw diagramos hIerrchy as (b) and mmus. Programs can be structured and composed using two

several analyses. First, it can check that the circuit types of hierarchies: vertcal (evells of abstraction and

obeys design completenm and consistency rules. It can stratification) and horizontal (aggregation and • *
construct models of the noise present in the estimates of inheritance). LILEANNA supports this with two Ian-

real world parameters such as the aircraft estimated 5uae mechanisms: import dependencies called need

state. Finally, using models of execution times, it can and three forms of inheritance called import, protect,

veary real-time performance requirements. These con- and extend

straints were singled out because the domain analys
indicated that they would provide the greatest benefit to Figure 6 demonstratts how ADAGE uses some of these

the developers. For example, the combination of per- features to represent avionics concepts. Integrated 0
formance and noise modeling will permit ADAGE to avionics systems often require a data selection mech-

suggest certain components would be more suitable than anism based on the quality of data from the input

others for a given design. Performance modeling sources. There are, however, many ways of describing

coupled with lower level scheduling paradigms (e.g., the quality of information coming from a data source.

Rate Monotonic, Earliest Deadline, Cyclic) would spot Rather than coercing users into choosing one represen-

timing problems before the system left the designer's tation, ADAGE defines a theory of data quality. This

desk. permits the architecture to define elements that depend S
on ihe existence of the concept of data quality without

There are many other constraints that exist at the burdening them with details of any one implementation.

analyst's level view of an architecture. Even a simple In the class hierarchy the theories of data quality and

constraint such as "Terrain Following requires a the aircraft state vector are merged to create the concept
forward-looking altitude data source with a range of of measured state i.e., an estimate of the aircraft's poei-

•aircrafL specific] miles and and accuracy of fx]" ton, velocity and attitude as measured and qualified by

defines functional dependency between components, a data source. The diagram shows just one ue of

constraints on the attributes of components and depend- measured state, its input to selection routines to choose

ences between components and system models. the appropriate source for a particular element of the

ADAGE uses Ontic[13], a language for describing state vector. To create an automatic selection routine, a

mathematical concepts, system specifications, implemen- user would chose one of the selection routines, e.g.,

tations, and verifications, both to implement dte crit automatic regression, and one model of data quality.

compiler and to represent first-order logic constraints on The software composition tools in ADAGE would col-

architectural elements. One of Ontic's primary advan- lapse the class hierarchies to produce an optimized 0
ages is that statements written in the language can be regression routine.

evaluated using a non-diterministic version of LISP.
Therefore, the ADAGE's contraint-based reasoning There is a dear mapping from LILEANNA's
system con evaluate Onfic descriptions of constraints to formalisms to the parameterized type expresdors dis-

0
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ENTREPRISE II: 0

A PC'i INTEGRATED PROJECT SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT

G6rard OLIVIER

Eli Software

315 bureaux de I& Collins

92315 SAINT-CLOUD CEDEX

FRANCE

I - ENTREPRISE 1 : THE DEVELOPMENT • diversity of projects undertaken by any
ENVIRONMENT FOR MAJOR SOFTWARE organization.

EntrepriseTMIl users are in the technical and scientific 1 .2- Controlling technical factors

software industry and include members of software It is important to control the factors affecting software

development and maintenance teams, at all levels: development quality in the following areas

administrators, project managers, project leaders, those

in charge of sub-projects or tasks, developers and * increasing complexity of software applications.

maintenance staff. Entreprise I is also designed for

software tool editors, who need an integrated CASE tools • rapid technological improvement,

environment in which they can develop and distribute

their own tools. * increasing diversification of software

applications, which results in ever greater demand and * *
Developers of software systems face numerous problems consequently the need to increase the developers'

directly related to software development, upkeep and individual and collective productivity.

maintenance. Entreprise Ii provides a solution to these

problems, at both organizational and technical levels. * extended life of software applications, resulting

in the need to prolong the period of software

maintenance and to increase investment in maintendince,
1. 1- Coatrolling the organizational factors

increasingly strict quality requirements, due to the

introduction of software in the critical parts of sensitive
Tiis involves defining, formalizing, implementing and or high-risk systems.

monitoring the development of software applications

development to be integrated in a system whose

installation requires complex structures and the 1.3- Controlling the maintenance factors

cooperation of specialists from different fields

(concurrent engineering). The increase in maintenance activities is forcing

software developers to find ways to automate and support

These activities take place in an industrial environment the maintenance tasks. The reluctance of software

which is heavily influenced by the following: developers to devote time to these tasks (they generally
prefer to focus on development), as well as the lack of •

"• world-wide structure of large organization, qualified software developers to meet development

demands, contribute to the growing imbalance between

"* need for international cooperation between development and maintenance. Large organizations have

organizations, to look for solutions which improve automation of

development and maintenance. Method tools,

"• geographical distribution of development sites, formalization tools and support tools for software 0
development and maintenance techniques existing today

"* difficulty of managing complexity, organization, on the market are extremely diverse.

cost, production and installation deadlines of the

projects, Therefore, the first problem to tackle in the process of
automation is this diversity of tools, which can be

* diversity of projects and capabilities involved in overcome by modelling and formalizing the organization 0

software production, of the development and maintenance processes.

Presented atan AGARD Meeting on Aermspace Soft wu Engineenrngfor Advanced Systems Architectures, May 1993.
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1.4- CASE tools fragmentation both horizontal and vertical activities and transitions
between activities.

The current range of Case tools is charactenzed by: b

the existence of varying and incompatible basic and architecture of Entreprise i have been 0

methodologies, designed to meet these support requirements for the
whole range of development and maintenance activities

Snumerous differing, incomplete and unrelated for large software applications. The design stage
involved collaboration with a number of major technical

methods. French users (Thomson CSF, A6rospatiale, Dassault

a disorganized range of tool-type pr s. Aviation, Dassault Electronique, Sextant Avionique,
Sagem, Sfim) and the D[tegation G~ntrale pour
l'Armement.

This fragmentation in methods and tools appears to be
the most serious factor hindering from production and
quality control. The level of investment required to 2- ENTREPRISE 11, A LAYERED
obtain a total solution may be one reason for this ARCHITECTURE
fragmentation. Each tool supplier tends to limit itself to
solving problems relating to a single part of the
development process. Thus we find a large number of
specification, design. programming and test tools, but a
total lack of complete environments.

man/mochne•

This situation, in turn, results in fragmented software Interface
development practices and often forces developers to
perform "manual" transitions between phases in theNo

software life cycle. For instance, the lack of automation
in the transition between the design and coding phases
means that developers have to provide documents * *
proving the progression of the design phase and the Horzontal
justification for moving to the coding phase. These environment
documents form "links" and "reference points" between
phases, which should be available for re-use in
.naintenance phases or when backtracking from coding
to design. These manual procedures generally make the "
development process inefficient and also complicate the PCTE
maintenance process. ObjeCt repository

It is essential to find solutions which enable integration
and automation of the entire development process. !0
I.5- Horizontal and vertical activities

The software development process includes two types of
activity: A open layered arhitecture

* life-cycle activities (simulation, prototyping,
specification, design, coding and testing). Entreprise II is based on a layered architecture. The first

layer includes the software framework, providing
* cross-life cycle activities activities performed interface facilities with the varios tools in the

during development (project management, configuration environment and complying with a data communication
management, documentation, quality, re-use, etc.). protocol. The next layer contains facilities for

"integrate" software tools. These facilities can be
grouped together under the generic term "backplane'. The

In order to integrate the development process we have to whole system used to integrate CASE tools forms the
define the general frame for these activities and in Integrated Project Support Environment (IPSE). When
particular decide which data will be used and by which vertical software engineering tools of various origins are
methods the data will be handled in terms of rules, rights inserted into this open environment, it becomes a
and responsibilities. The automation of the development Populated Integrated Project Support Environment
process calls for the creation of tools which can support (PIPSE). The system always uses the same look and feel.

* 0 q
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2. 1 - PCTK,: Th. Entreprise If software All these requirments must be solved within a coherent
framework frame fur which foundations must be aid. This is the role

The software framework is the communications channel of the Entrepria. U backplane. Without this backplane

for all the Entrepris c s It us te 1 methods or tools assembled within an environment

(Portable Common Tool Environment) standard. would be heterogeneous and incoherent.

Entrepns UI will be ported to ECMAIT. SPCT itself derfm a nuhmber of standard and public data

The software framework is a critical element for the schemas. Entreprise II thereby contructs a philosophy

interaction of software systems, whether they are for handling development and maintenance. The

development environments or applications developed Entreprise II schemas define three types of data S
and maintained using these environments. It is essential dictionaries:

that the software framework should act as a standard,

guaranteeing long system life and attracting suppliers of * Nomenclature type dictionary :covering all data

tools, environments and applications, for managing the IPSE and information concerning

methods

• Encyclopedia : for each project developed in the
Dsvaitepent IPSE which contains all data produced during
aiirer~mfl development and maintenance;

. Reusable Objects Data Dictionary : containing all

data which can be re-used from one project to the next. •

Sotware bus ULWx

T T.5 2.3- Managing the dialog with the user

Entreprise U is an interactive development environment
Application The dialog is standardized whatever tools are employed

~fO~ii~atby the user. *

When the user connects to the workstation, he enters a

session. i.e. an environment composed of an IPSE, a

The software framework: the key to system interaction project, a task and a role:

2 at the project level. Entreprise U defines the tasks 0
2.2.- The software backplane on which the user can work,

The software framework alone, whilst essential for an

integrated environment, is not the only prerequisite. The * at the task level, Entreprise U determines whether

homogeneity of the environment's methods and tools the user belongs to the group of users allowed to

requires compliance with a set of principles and rules participate,

implemented by the Entreprise U backplane. 0
. at the role level, EntrepriseI U determines the

This backplane is supported by PCTE and makes it tools to which the user has access rights and allows him

possible to formalize the development-maintenance to customize the presentation of these tools.

process :

"* integration of the organization in the process, These measures contribute to the security of environment

functions according to the following basic principle:

"• setting up effective communication between all

teams and organizations, particularly to accelerate the the only functios presented to a user are those for which

decision-making process, he is authorized.

. setting up the means to follow up and inspect the One user may be connected to various tasks belonging to

development steps, various projects within a single environment. The user
can only activate the tools associated with the task on

* adaptation of the methods and tools used to the which he is working.

specific requirements of the organization, projects and The command language and the graphic navigator are

individuals, used to navigate around the data dictionaries and activate

the tools (with a display or graphic table for selection of

* need to integrate a coherent quality control policy options and start-up parameters). Graphics are used for

which aims to increase the automation of inspections. dialog with the user. Expert users may alternatively use a

* .
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text command language (or dialog. The look a&W feel ofre
the Entreprise 1 dialog complies with the MotifTM or am
Open LookTM standards. The open-ended design of
Entreprise U's man/machine interface means that it can no&

be adapted to other look and feel standards.

2.4- Structurlng the development e *him"

Entreprise 0I enables its users to base their development
structure on four simple, yet powerful concepts: Four concepts for a general structure 0

. the tree (root + nodes) built by the user, which This structure, defined by the user, is the working basis
forms the general frame. The participants will look here for all the tools integrated in Entreprise I. Tools must
for the information required and will place the objects therefore position within this structure all data that can
they produce in this frame, be shared with other tools. This data can be of any type

(text. graphics. images. etc.). 0
"* the object sets, positioned on the tree nodes.

"* the objects, arranged in sets. 2.5- Controlling data access

The nomenclature database is used to carry out a number
"• the relationships. The user or the tools used may of checks concerning data confidentiality. These checks

establish relations between the three types of entities, depend on: 0
This will be done in accordance with the semantics
defined and in compliance with the basic rules imposed the data schemas. loaded at connection, which
by Entreprise I1. define the user's view of the project data dictionaries

These trees, sets, objects and relationships can also be * the tools available to the user during a session.
used to define the principles for navigating within the * O
project data base (encyclopedia). The user can add . the access rights used by the tools to control user
attributes to these entities to facilitate navigation and action.
selection.

•the user's access rights.
This tree-structure is used for project management,

document management, configuration management. re- 0
usable objects. specification. design. code, etc. Theusable" cobjecthas, seificdtation, desin ode. etc.iThe This security also helps to increase productivity, as it"~tree" concept has enabled the creation of a unique eliminates many types of potential errors.

graphic display and navigation system. The system for

all the functions of Entreprise 11, whether original or
added, is independent of the tools and very efficient. The 2.6- Managing the versions
project methodologies are also based on this model. In 0
fact, methods such as DoD 2167A. DOI78B or GAM T17 The encyclopedia database associated with each project
V2 actually impose a tree-structure organization of contains all the objects produced during the project
developments. (documentation, sources, binary data. technical notes.

etc.). A standard data set is associated with each object in
As an example, Entreprise 1I offers software developers the encyclopedia. Each tool or user can customize its/his
the possibility of building their own structure to conform view of the objects by defining and adding the data and 0
to the breakdown of the software they have to produce. In relations it/he requires. The following basic functions are
this way, the reference tree used by the project reflects available to the user for handli.ig trees, sets, and objects:
the software developed:

. editing, for modifying an entity,
* the root of the tree corresponds to the software,

• stabilization, for prohibiting modification of 0
* the breakdown of the software into software selected entities.

elements (and subsequent breakdown of these software
elements into other elements or components), results in • duplication, which allows several users to work
the development of the complete tree, simultaneously on the same entities.

. the software objects produced (e.g. specification • synchronization/delivery, which keeps the user 0
and design documents, diagrams, code, binary data etc.) informed of modifications performed on these duplicated
ame organized into sets and positioned on this tree. entities by other users.

0 *
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Thesn functions provide coherent version management in The following four types of standard entity are provided

all development activities, regardless of the type of for managing modifications:
objects handled by users.

software problems reports sent by nd-users of a
2.7- Administering the IPSE version. Incorporation of modifications to response to

these reports can be refused, delayed, or accepted.
Entreprise II is used for administration of the

environment, managing security and confidentiality of * evolution requests intended for the maintenance

all the components (methods, tools, participants, teams. These requests represent requests for modification

products, etc.). that have been accepted.

The backplane is the host structure for CASE tools used * change requests attached to a version, which
in the environment. It defines the general frame for the include all modification sheets incorporated during the

development and maintenance processes, including: development of a version.

. method : before using Entreprise U. the project * modification sheets.

leader defines the methodological frame for development.

which allows the environment to be configured

accordingly. Entreprise H can be used for all standard The Configuration Manager can be used for all industrial

methods and also allows the project leader to defime his methods and practices. It aliows the user to trigger

own method. The incorporated default methods are GAM, operations (defined by the user) when the status of these

TI7 (V2), MIL-STD DoD 2167A and DO 178B. entities changes. It also allows the user to define other

types of entities and other statuses or types of transition
"* organization of the software life cycle, between statuses.

"* company and team practice. These customization possibilities, which are vital for

incorporating the specific characteristics of each
"* tools used in the different phases of the software company or project, makes the configuration • *

life cycle. management tool the prized partner of software

maintenance teams.

* man/machine interface: Motif or Open Look'

based on the X.WINDOWTM standard. 3.2- The Traceability tool

3- FEATURES OF EN"REPRISE 11 IPSE The Tracahility tool allows software modules to be •followed throughout the different phases of their life

The Entreprise II integrator development environment cycle. The Tracker provides a horizontal view of software

supports the facilities which are common to all phases of production, through the various tools used for

the software life cycle. The three main productivity specification, design, coding, and tests. It is particularly

factors in major software projects are configuration valuable for tracking software specifications throughout

management, documentation management and project the different stages of development. i.e. for recognizing

management. to which part of the specifications a development object

(e.g. design diagram or code part) is related.

3.1- The Configuration Manager 3.3- The Documentation Manager

Configuration management means management of

product versions at the development stage (changes). or The Documentation Manager automates production and
maintenance stage (evolutions). The Configuration management of the technical documentation relating to a
Manager is used to automate the following: project. Where a certain development method has beenassociated with a project. a documentation diagram

. configuration of all or part of the software allows the documentation to be automatically structured
(definition of a version), according to the same method, using the softwarebreakdown tree.

"* generation of a version, The Documentation Manager automates document

"* consultation of a version, production and ensures its coherence, using standard DTP
(Desktop publishing) tools. The Documentation

"* management and archiving of versions (history, Manager tool currently uses TPSTM and/or

dependency, etc.). FramemakerTM tools, as selected by the user. It is an •

0 * €
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open system, allowing other tools to be integrated, as defined when a compilation technology is connected to

required by the user. the production tool. It manages the program production
environment, e.g. checking the presence of library

3.4- The Project masiager interfaces for the production of ADA binary data, or that
files returned to a C source by #include commands ame

The Project Manager tool provides help with all project present.
supervision tasks, using environment data:

"• structuring, The Entreprise i1 production tool is an open system,
allowing various compilation technologies to be

"* organization, integrated. The list of technologies integrated so far is
not exhaustive - other technologies will be integrated to

"meet the needs of users.* estimation,

"* planning, 3.6- The Reusable Object Dictionary

" scheduling. Sometimes some objects (source programs. document

frames) developed during one project need be reused for

" follow-up. another project and stored in a specific data dictionary.

The Reusable Object Dictionary manages objects

TM common to all projects in the environment. Its data are
The Project Manager is interfaced with the ARTEMIS stored using a theme tree. Facilities available are:

product which may be used as a project management tool

for the system featuring the software developed or * archiving, which allows the recording of objects

maintained using Entreprise I. considered to be re-usable.

The integration of ARTEMIS in Entreprise 11 enables data * consultation of the dictionary. with a search

to be exchanged between the two environments and function for selecting re-usable objects,

checked for consistency. * *
extraction, which allows the re-usable objects

3 selected to be inserted in the current project5.- Code productionenylpda
encyclopedia.

Coding activity depends not only on the programming
methods but above all on the programming language and This tool forms the basis for software re-use operations.
the production technology used (editors, compilers.
linkers, loaders, symbolic language debugger, library
manager, etc). With the Entreprise II production tool, 3.7- The Communication Manager

coding activities do not depend on the production
technology used, as its programming environment Three levels of communication are provided by

provides coherence bet een the different tools. Entreprise II:

Entreprise I1 currently integrates various production * E-mail between users (software development or

(compilation) technologies for ADA, C. C++ and LTR 3 maintenance teams) working on the same project or on •

languages. It provides the programmer with a source different projects in the same IPSE.

organization model which is independent of the * composition, broadcasting to lists of users and

programming language used. It gives programmers the display of notes, agendas. minutes of

means to navigate and graphically display the source meetings. etc...

texts of code objects. It stores in memory the

relationships existing between source objects (at input) * communication of objects between project

and/or binary data (after compilation) for one databases located in remote installations.

application. It ensures, if required, consistency between

all application objects.

This set of tools provides the developer with a real office

For all programming languages supported, it provides system environment.

compilation or automatic re-compilation of the

application. It automatically creates executable 4. FEATURES OF THE PIPSE

applications. It provides the programmer with a powerful

multi-language syntax editor for inputting his source Entreprise II covers all phases of a software product's

objects free of syntax errors. It manages interdependency life. It is an environment open to all types of vertical

of source objects (ADA, C++, C. LTR3, etc.) so that tools and standardizes currently available horizontal

transformations (editions, compilations, etc.) can be tools. There are two methods of integrating CASE tools

applied. These language-specific transformations are into the backplane

0 0
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. loose integration. • services providing aees to data dictionaries,

. tight integration. • all PCTE facilities.

0
. an integrated command language (Shel),

The backplane baa a standard toolkit* for loose and

tight integration of CASE tools. This allows users to 0 a graphical navilator

integrate the tools they wish to use in Entreprise H, and

enables the horizontal services to be applied to the
objects produced using these tools. Buying a new development and maintenance package will

not mean that previous investments will be wastedý as 0

The operating dialog respects either the Open-Look or Entreprise 11 can host existing tools, making them

Motif standard, as required by the user. Entreprise U usable in an Entreprise 1i workbench without

provides tool integrators with a module to help them implantation on PCTE. For this, Entreprise 9 can be used

design and create these dialogs. to create host capsules (loose integration). Entreprise U1

Each tool uses in-built access rights to carry out checks allows data exchange between a project encyclopedia and

enabling it to adapt its operation to the user's requests the host operating system (UNIX TM). For example, host

and access rights. Entreprise 1I provides services for system files can be retrieved in an encyclopaedia, and

developing interactive tool dialogs. Dialogs can thus be encyclopaedia objects can be communicated to the host

created on X.Window which respect the selected *look system. These exchange services are particularly useful

and feel" standard. for hosting tools.

The Entreprise IS backplane thus offers a number of Different software manufacturers use different vertical
services for developing integrated vertical tools, tools and related methods. To allow for this. Entreprise II

including: can accommodate all vertical tools required by its users.

whether these tools arc commercially available or owned
"• a specific user environment by the manufacturers themselves. Entreprise II thus

provides various tools for simulation, prototyping, * *
"* a dialog manager specification, design, coding, testing, maintenance, etc.

within one project or for different projects in the same
"* a window manager IPSE.

C0

Proaect managemenL

Intgato Framework
Data ,5I Process

Unix operating system

Vertical tools in the IPSE

* •0
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ENTREPRISE !1 - AN OPEN Entreprise U (SYSECA. CR2A and STERIA) have set up a
INTEGRATOR OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING new company. EH Software which is in charge of
SOLUTIONS marketing the product. This company also has for aim to

unite all CASE tools manufacturers and retailers working 0
Entreprise II is the ideal environment for developing together with Entrepr-se U to give their customers new

medium- and large-size software.applications It is lels of productivity, security and long product life.
typically used for projects involving 100 000 or more

lines of code, where the standard activities of In the USA, ALSYS Inc. is distributing Entreprise 1 under
specification, design, coding and testing account for the name of FreedomWorksTM.

only 30% of the total cost, the rest being accounted for

by project, configuration, documentation and

maintenance management. TRADEMLARKS

Software maintenance accounts for more than 50% of the ARTEMIS is a registered trademark of Lucas Management

total cost, so integrating horizontal tools used for Systems

configuration, documentation and project management ENTREPRISE is a registered trademark of The D6lgation

with the standard vertical tools used for specification, GCstrnde pour l'Armement

coding, etc.results in a 30% increase in productivity FRAMEMAKER is a registered trademark of Frame

starting from the second project. The vertical tools Technology

improve the performance of individuals in their particular FREEDOMWORKS is a registered trademark of Alsys Inc.

production activity, while the complete, integrated MOTIF is a registered trademark of OSF (Open Software

Entreprise 11 environment works to meet the goal of Foundation)

increased productivity on a higher level. i.e. that of OPEN LOOK is a registered trademark of AT&T

collective performance. TPS is a registered trademark of Interleaf

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T

Entreprise IH is an open integrator of CASE solutions. X. WINDOW is a registered trademark of MIT
The three companies involved in the developement of (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

* 0
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Discussion

Question F. CHERATZU

What can you say about NAPI's (North American PCE Iniiative) intentio of building and distibuting for free an
integratim platform based on ECMA PCIrE?

Reply

As far as I know, but I may not be the right person to answer, it seems to appear that the objective of having a NAPI
public implementatim of ECMA PCTE is no more pursued. NAPI charter is not yet completely established, so that it
must be checked. 0

Question R. SZYMANSKI

1. Does the lack of a validation suite for PCE hamiper tod production by the vendor?

2. Which version of the PCTE standard do you use?

Reply

1. A PCTE 1.5 validation suite has been used for Enteprise II validation by the ftnch MoD. There are intents in the

North American PCTE Initiative to set up a ECMA PCTE validation suite. Intents do also exist within the CEC.

2. The initial version of Entreprise is based on PCIE 1.5. Enteprise I1 will migrate very quickly to ECMA PCTE. 0

Question C. BENJAMIN

When integrating a commercial tool into Entreprise H, do you have to do some software modification?

Reply 0

Two inegration models are possible:

- a tight integration, wher the the tool uses directly the Entreptise H Framework services. In that case, that tool must be
modilfed;

- a loose integration, whem a "capsule" is built amoud the tool that supports all the interface with the famework and its
repository.

0

0

0
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